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PREFACE
"FEEDING THE NATION" is a task of vital importance to everybody
in the country. When this volume was originally drafted, the problem
though vital, was not popular. Even economists were inclined to take
claily bread and butter for granted whilst they pursued efficiencies
in industries, problems far less important than the world's prime
motive force-food. Food problems tended to become the property
of vested interests, who contributed least, in the very nature of things,
towards the solution of the grave inequality of distribution obvious
to the- discriminating or trained observer.
Since this book was put in hand the scene has changed. Food
supply is now the concern of everybody. Citizens and organisations
taking food for granted a few months ago now criticise openly the
creaking machinery of food production and distribution. National
food supply is now the subject of fashionable conversation. This new
interest, however inadequate or uninformed, makes this volume of
value to the masses and not merely to producers, economists and trade
interests. However abstrusely the Marketing Schemes disguised their
price-raising activities under the cloak of national development during
recent years, the Man in the Street and the Woman in the Home now
consider anxiously the additional coppers to be paid on every article
of food, and there is 110 thrill in the glories of national food organis<ltion.
It is, perhaps, with rather grim satisfaction that the writer notes so
many of his pre-war anticipations becoming war-time facts. War has,
at any rate, stripped pretence and pretentiousness from the subject,
and jf at times this volume is critical of the accepted economic code,
. the reader must recall that virtually all the great experiments in collective marketing of food are now stilled. The vatious marketing experiments <lre detailed in consecutive fashion in these pages, and whilst
these very pages we1'e going through the Press the elaborate machinery
of food marketing was tested jn a crisis and found wanting.
It is therefore all the more necessary for these marketing memories
(that is all they are to-day) to be surveyed. Enthusiasm is no substitute
for education. To speed the plough oratorically 01' denounce the
profiteer legislatively does not deliver the, goods. The problem of food
supply is intricate, and during the pas.t ~ecade enthusiastic amateurs
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have assisted in making the problem more delicate but no less intricate.
Sentimentality, whether on behalf of the small producer or the small
trader, will not increase the agricultural labourer's wage, nor will it
reduce the shopping bill of the consumer.
A complete overhauling of the machinery of production and supply
for the benefit of the whole nation is required without reference tl)
any political or trading interests. Even for emergency purposes,
planned economy is the only effective cultivator. Bundles of assorted
subsidies applied indiscriminately do not prepare the soil nor sow the
seed for the right kind of harvest. Neither does the pavement of good
intentions resound with the traffic of abundant food on its way to the
consuming public.
After considerable experience in foocl marketing, the writer has
concluded that attempts to isolate the producer as an element leel to
organisation from the wrong end. These attempts have proved most
expensive to the nation. They have not weakened trading combines,
and they have not even provided security for efficiency among the
subsidised farmers. The curious reader is at liberty to refer to the
contemporary records of the views of the writer. It was not the
problem of wartime food supplies which led to the conclusion that
adequate and proper feeding of the nation necessitated an active
partnership of the Government, producers, trading interests and the
public.
Economic planning must be designed to meet the needs of a
community of interests, and the datum line for such planning is an
adjusted consumer purchasing power, designed to present a welldefined food demand which can be met efficiently. No doubt the
producer price-raising mechanism of Marketing Schemes represented
a stage in the natural evolution of national food organisation, but
organised warfare often crams a lifetime of experience into a few short
years. This time few Marketing Schemes have survived even the
preliminaries of war. One fact is certain. Producer-controlled schemes
could not attune themselves to the business of organised price reduction
during the inevitable post-war slump. Everything now points to a
post-war partnership of interests, including the Government, for
making the best of the aftermath of war. Hence the desirability
of becoming familiar with the struggles and the results of the
present closed chapter of life of the Marketing Schemes. Many of
the past food problems will arise again, but will probably be ovet-
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shadowed by the ultimate necessity for establishing national nutritional standards.
In the preparation of this volume, many sources of inspiration and
assistance must be acknowledged. In the first instance, Dr. C. R. Fay,
of Cambridge, first suggested three years ago the desirability of
publishing a record of achievement of British Marketing Schemes.
There was no anticipation that the record would be of such vivid
personal interest to the mass of the people. Dr. J. A. Venn willingly
permitted copious references to his classical work on Agricultural
Economics.
Various colleagues of the writer gav~ valuable and authoritative
assistance at various stages during the preparation of the book.
Sir Fred Hayward, a Member of the Food Council, is undoubtedly
a great source of inspiration. Mr. J. Downie, a member of the Potato
Advisory Committee, supplied valuable information on Scottish
conditions, as did Mr. A. McBride, a member of the Scottish Permanent
Joint Milk Committee. Mr. R. A. Palmer, a member of the Central
Price Regulation Committee, gave valuable advice. The wl"iter's
colleague, Mr. E. Topham, undertook the thankless task of concluding
all arrangements for publication, and he prepared the mass of material
in a form which it is hoped will be presentable to the general reader.
The writer's personal assistants, Mrs. D. 1. Rothwell and Mr. F.
Garner, checked statistical data, prepared drafts and in many ways
proved invaluable.
Miss M. E. Cunningham, B.A., kindly undertook the onerous duty
of proof-reading.
To all the above anc! to many unnamed helpers, the grateful thanks
of the writer are expressed.
G. WALWORTH
MANCHESTER
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CHAPTER 1

BEFORE THE GREAT WAR
THE year 1913 represented the closing year of the Free Trade period
during which manufacturing industry flourished to the disadvantage of agricultural production in the British Isles. Yet neither
agriculture nor industry had reached a position of relative stability
and probably never would have done so within the field of world
competition. It was generally argued that the inevitable law of supply
and demand tended towards a state of equilibl'ium resulting from a
balance between productive sources of the world and consumer
satisfaction. The fact ignored was that equilibrium in economics can
only be of the dynamic ,md not static type, for producers, traders
and consumers, as such, represent fluctuating units so closely interrelated that one individual usually represents two, if not all three, of
the classes. The hypothetical consumer was regarded as determinant
of types of production, channels of trade and thus, ultimately, of
price levels. It was not generally realised that "consumel' choice"
was restricted to the normal supplies through established trade channels
and to "real purchasing power."
Yet the closing years of the Free Trade period had the effect of
creating a feeling of world stability and disconcerting signs of world
changes were in the main disregarded. Already overseas countries
were exploring the possibilities of protective tariffs against ithports
and subsidies on exports. Manufacturing industries were tending to
migrate to countries nearer to the source of supply of raw materials.
With the "gold standard" functioning in most of the important
countries, Britain had no fears of the effects of diminishing industry
and increasing food imports. The problem of "feeding the nation"
was not a problem of organising food production, for it was held that
world resources were available and adequate. The teal problem was
the maintenance of world prices for manufactured goods for a high
return on invesl1nent and, incidentally, for the retention of the public
purchasing power to absorb the products of manufactul'e. Of course,
public purchasing powel' had to provide for food, as well as manufactured goods, so that over and above the supplies of imported foods
received in payment for exported goods, there were some pickings
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for the home agricultural producer. From his angle, the year 1913 was
a very convenient datum line; for that year probably represented the
lTI3.xilTIUUl prosperity of British agriculture under Free Trade.
Some indications of the resources of British agriculture to meet
human needs are given in the following extracts from the ofIicial
returns based 011 the census of June 4, 19 1 3;TABLE I

1913 AGRICULTURAL RETURNS 1

Towl area (excluding
.,
..
water)
Total acreage unc1~r
grass and crops .,

..

At'able land
Pet'manent grass

..

..

..

United

England

Wales

Scotland

Ireland

l{ingc1om

Acres

Acres

Acres

AC'rcs

Acres

32,3 89,114

4,749,65 1

19,070 ,194

20,247,197

76,64 1,609

24,374,795

2,754,5 87

4,797,,)19

14,69 1,557

46,74 1,3 14

10,3 61 ,849
14,012,946

69 6 ,384
2,05 8 , 20 3

3,3°1,954
1,495,9 6 5

4,978,5 80
9,7 12,977

T9,43 1 ,7 16
27,3°9,59 8

1,663,453
1,469,7 81
1,772 ,247
4 16,697

S9,075
202.453
25,13 8

54,7 84
19 8 ,24 8
9')7,9 16
149,080

34,004
172,94 8
1,04 8,81 3
5 82 ,3°3

1,79 1,5 69
1,93 z ,3 21
3,9 8},448
1,184,857

1,2.[1,849

160,297

204,44 1

54 1,34 1

1, 874, Z64

1,999,081
I,05°,535
9 89,333
95 2,259

26 5,3 22

189,022

43°,9 88
273,161
301 ,45 1
24 1,3 10

1,605,220
1,°55,9 67
1,109,681
1,161,757

4,3 17,957
2,484, 26 4
2,5 81 ,24 1
2,553,13 8

Ewes for breeding
Odlcr sheep 1 year
and over "
Other sheep under
I year

5,275,345

1,42 3,946

2,9 I 3,99 8

I,41 I,77°

1 I,057,4Z5

2,65 2,044

7 68 ,5 61

1,2I4.457

714,)68

5,355, 26 4

5, 80 9,049

1,201,34 1

2,672.,671

1,494,5 86

II, 2.1 (',5I7

Sows for breeding
Odler pigs

246,9 67
1,664,553

33,888
15 6 ,694

r'b7 13
1I 7,040

105,4 IO
954,95°

402,57 1
2,9°3,200

Wheat

Barlt:y

..

Oats
Potatoes

,

..
.,

..

.,

..
.,

..

.. ..
Horses
Cows ;lnd heifers in
milk or in calf
Catde :>. years and over
..
Clttle 1-2 years
Catde under 1 year •.

..

..
..

..
..

..
..
..

1

38,135

100,000
17 1 ,3 02

-

Journal R.A.S.E., 1913, pp. 42 4-5.

There were certain well-marked tendencies in agricultural production largely dictated by the dominance of food imports. The total
acreage under cultivation in the United Kingdom in I9I3 was 52 ,433
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acres less than in 1912. Arable land accounted for a decrease of over
300,000 acres in Great B~'itain alone, but there was an increase of
231,000 acres of permanent pasture. In Ireland there was an increase
of cultivatecllanc1. The presence of importee! commodities at low prices
was rendering arable cultivation unprofitable, so that the British
farmer was tending to reduce productive costs by putting down land
to grass and by the adoption of less intensive and less expensi ve
production. Judged by the history of British agriculture the policy
was unsound, for on former occasions more intensive production had
proved the solution of agricultural depression.
Decrease in arable crops was general except for barley. The
position with regard to livestock also reflected the general reduction
of expenses on the part of farmers. Horses were used in agriculture
in the United Kingdom 7 per cent less than in 1912. There was
actually an increase of 2r,965 cattle, but this was almost entirely due
to feeding cattle and stores produced in heland. TIJere was a
considerable drop in milk production, mainly owing to the low prices
of competitive dairy imports. Sheep were reduced by 4' (j per cent,
due to competition from imported lamb.
Before 1914 there was undoubtedly a fair quantity of imported
beef available, but competition with the home product had not
become particularly severe. Imported bacon had largely secured the
market, and this had a bearing on the fact that the pig population of
1913 represented a I7 per cent reduction from the 1912 figure. The
year 1912 was distinctly wet, with the result that crop yields were very
low. The .I913 yields were equal to the average of the previous ten
years.
At this period the Ministry of Agriculture was making a real effort
to assist farmers through various agricultural colleges and instihltes.
Particular attention was paid to the balancing of rations and the use
of balanced manures. It was recognised that there was a general
shortage of Hme and farmers were being recommended to use lime
and basic slag much more freely.
Yet little attention was given to marketing. Indeed, the size of the
home market was 110t accurately assessed. Virtually nothing was
known concerning the actual production of the country, except in a
limited number of commodities, and it was, therefore, impossible to
ascertain accurately to what extent the United Kingdom was dependent
on imported supplies.
n
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Probably the best available estimates were those made in 1903
by Sir Henry Rew. 1 The following factors were taken into account
in arriving at his estimates of home production. He calculated that
80 per cent of the total wheat crop was sold off the land and that
probably the whole of this was made into flour for human food. In
the case of barley, 70 per cent of the crop was assumed to he sold,
but very little for human food. Only about 40 per cent of the oats
grown could be regarded as marketed and a relatively small portion
used for human consumption. Probably not more than 7 to 10 per cent
of the oat crop would be consumed by the public; 70 per cent of the
potato crop was taken to represent domestic consumption.
In the case of meat the following values were assessed for 1902-3;Total Qllanti~y
TOils

Beef

627,000
3 8,679

Veal
Total beef and veal
Mutton
Lamb
Total mutton and lamb
Bacon and pOlk
Total meat

Average per Head

Lb.

33'34
2'06

665,679
26 5,409
40,83 2

35'4
14' I I
2' 17
r6'28

306,24 1
25 0,594

13'3 2
1,222,5 14

65'00

In 1892 Sir Henry Rew had estimatecl that there was a home
consumption of 570,000,000 ga1lons of liquid milk, 105,000 tons of
butler and 100,000 tons of cheese from home production. This would
represent an average consumption per head per annum of milk 15
gallons; butter 6'2 lb.; and cheese 5'9 lb. In 1902-3, he assumed
the l)utter and cheese consumption at about the same level, but an
increased consumption of liquid milk amounting to 630,000,000
gallons, a figure which has since been shown to be an under-estimate.
TurnbuIl2 estimated the liquid consumption of milk at about
660,000,000 gaUons. Edwarcl Brown calculated the total number of
home produced eggs in Great Britain as 1,241 • s.millions, one-third
of which were produced by small poultry keepers. The final conclusion of Sir Henry Rew was that the produce annually sold for
human consumption from the farms lands of the United Kingdom
represented : 1
2

Rew, Journal R.A.s.E., 1903, p. 110.
Turnbull, Jollmal B.D.F.A., vol. 17, p. 35.
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Wheat
Barley
Oats' .
Peas' .
Potatoes
Other vegetables

2.4,000,000
2.0,000,000
2,000,000
100,000
84,000,000
2.7,5 00 ,000

Fruit
Meat ..

14,5 00,000
2.5,000,000

Milk ..
Cheese and butter
Pouluy and eggs

58,000,000
4,000,000
3,5 00 ,000

The annual output of produce for human consumption was thus
represented as 262,600,000 cwt., of which 172,100,000 cwt. were
vegetable and 90,500,000 cwt. animal. Apart from drink, the gross
supply of home produced food represented about 5 cwt. per head per
year. Overseas supplies were stated to be:Cwt.

Wheat and flout
Butter
Cheese
Fruit
Meat

103,000,000
3,7°°,°00
2,600,000
11,000,000
20,000,000

making a total of 140,300,000 cwt. for human consumption. This is
rather more than half the weight of produce sold from farms in the
United Kingdom, but it should be borne in tnind that these import
figures did not include foods for cattle and various other human
foods of types not produced in this country.
Halll concluded that the people of the British Isles were importing
about one half of the total food they consumed if calculated in values,
hut considerably more than one half if the efficiency of the food in
maintaining life and work were considered. He stated that payments
for food and agricultural material producible in the British Isles
amounted to over £250,000,000 per year, of which two-thirds were
purchased from foreign countries not within the British Empire. He
compared imports and home production on the basis of cash values
(not tonnages) the table being summarised on page lO.
1

Agriculture after the War, p.

13-
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TABLE 2

UTILISATION OF HOME PRODUCED AND IMPORTED
PRODUCE IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

£

Values in Million
Import.
from
Britlsh

Imports
from

Foreign
Countries,
19 1 3,

United
Kingdom

Percentages of Total

Produc-

Possessions,I<)I3, tion, Ig08

--Wheat
"
"
\Vheat flour, ,
"
Barley
"
"
Oats, ,
Oatmeal
"
"
Peas "
Beans ..
Potatoes
Vegetables
Fruit of kinds grown
United Kingdom

..

..

...,
..

..
..
..
.'..

22'6
3'9
5'9
4'9
0')

.,

2·0

..

2,g

21' 3
2'4
2'2
0'8
0'3
o· 5
0'1
0,6
0,6

3'4

1'3

"

..
"
"

..
..

o'S
0'7

"

..

..

.
..
..

..

"

"

..

..
..
"

..

..
"

..
..
..
"
..

Sugar, ,
..
Maize and maize meal
Rice and rice meal •.
Other grains and meals
Fruit and nuts not grown in
United Kingdom
,.
Foods not enumerated

TOTALS

.,

10'2
} 18' J

43'6

39'0

J7'4

'2

12'0

55'8

32

21'3

4'5

74'2

23'8
28'0
10'8

23' 8
4'0
3'2

54'9

II'

8

52 '4
68'0
86'0
33'3

35'8

13'7

5°'5

33'3

2.1'3

} 82'0

33'°

9'8

57'2

}40 '5

3 J '3

13'9

54'8

3

49'0

2'0

49'0

10'4

55'7

l' I

1'7
16'0
1'7

in

30' I

---

41 '6
5'8
19'5
I' 3
2')
10 '3

'14'0
0'2
4'6

So'8

24'9
---

---

S'7

0'03
0'4

..

1'3
1'4

1'0
0'2
1'9
0,6

..

10'8
13' 9

0'4
:3' I

..
..

..

4'8

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - --47'0

Meat "
Lard. ,
,
Butter
Cheese
Milk "
Potlltry and eggs

} 10''IJ

:Z3'S
1)'8

-

64'2

la'

I3~'8

---=

33'9
---

--- - - -

--- - - - - - - ----64'7
7"2
=
--- 6;1.'2.
--- - - I)' 8
19:>"5

197'0

42,'6

45'4

=

43'6

Considerable fluctuation in general price levels occurred before the
close of the Free Trade period. Imported commodities well established
such as bacon, eggs, butter, cheese ~nd lamb showed a definite
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tendency to rise in price, whereas beef was not holding its own in
the presence of livestock imports. Some idea of wholesale prices of
imported commodities may be obtained from the following 1 : 1907

1908

--.,
Wheat (per cwt,)
Wheatmeal and flour
,.
(per cwt,) "
Oats (per cwt,)
"
Live cattle (per head)
Live sheep and lambs
(per head) .,
"
Beef (per cwt,)
"
Mutton (pCI' cwt,) "
Bacon (pel' cwt,)
"
Butter (per cwt,)
"
Ch~ese (per CWl,)
"
Eggs (pel' dozen)
"

s,

7'69

8'4 0

s,

10'07
()'45
17' 17

10'9 1
S' 8)
'7' 09

)1'9 2
36 '2()
37'95
55' 3I
5'3 2
2'9 1
9'22

3 1 '06
36 '63
37' 11.
5 0 '94
5'72

s,

£
5,

s,

s,
s,

£

£

d,

l'9°
9'47

"9 0 9

1910

I9II

1912

I9 1 3

9' 25

8')9

7'94

8'48

8'28

53
6' 10
17' )2

11'07
5'S1
18'35

10'49
5'90
18,84

10'83
6'93
20' 10

10'()0
6'25
20'64

3 1 '79
33'53
32'93
59'68
5'5 2
2' 86
9' 80

35')2
33'4 8
36 '27
69']2
5'66
2'77
9'55

31 '12
30 '25
35'93
59' 41
5'7 2
3 '04
10'03

30 '84
34'16
38 '63
62'82
6'08
3' 21
10' 56

29'9 8
34'9 2
40 '93
7 1 '75
5'82
3'06
10,67

--- --- --- - - - --II'

In the case of wheat, overseas competition was indeed severe, as
the U.S,A. and colonies were gradually displacing European supplies
by virtue of the low costs of prairie farming. The wheat production
in millions of quarters of typical countries makes this dear2:-

United Kingdom, ,
U.S,A.
"
"
France
..
Italy
Peninsula
Russia
"
Rumania
"
Canada
"
India
"

..
..
..

..

..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

I9 0 7

I90 8

7'3,
79'0
47'0
22,6
14'0
()4'O
5'3
10'5
40 '0

6,g
8:>"4
39'0
24'0
14'6
71 '0
6'7
14'0
27'0

IgOg

19 10

19 11

19 12

191 3

7'2
79'4

8'0
78 '0
40 '3
24'0
19'0
68'0
12'5
27'0
46 '5

6'0
91 '0
41'9
20'8
14'5
91 '0

7' I
95'4
40 '0
26'1
15'0
120'0
10'0
30 '0
45'0

--- --- --- --- --- - - - --7'9
92'0

45'0
23'0
18'0
98 '0
6'9
21'0

35'0

31' 5

19'0
18'0
103'0
13'4
19'0
44'0

II'O

28'0
46'0

Russia succeeded in retaining her share of the wheat trade, however,
until the disastrous crop years of 19II and 1912, which definitely
stimulated Canadian trade. Canada would still have gained the
ascendancy without the assistance of the wartime factors,
Meantime, prices of British wheat fluctuated as follows 3 : 1 Statistical Abstract, 1917, pp, 260-1,
Kains.Jackson, "The Com Trade during the War," Journal R,A,S,E" 1915, p, 72,
3 Journal Board of Agriculture, vol. 2:2, No.6, p, 581,
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Per Quartel
s. d.
190 7- 8
19 08 -9
190 9- 10

32
36
32.

9
6
6

T9JO-Il

30 II

1911-12.

34

10

1912-13

32
32

0

1913-14

4

It should be noted that prices were definitely on the decline from
1908 to 191I, but the gradual reduction of wheat acreage, aided by the
hot dry year 1911 and the wet year 1912, restored prices if not acreage.

On the other hand, British livestock prices increased generally
throughout the period, in spite of the very low prices of imported
meat. In 1913 imported meat only reached the following priccs1 : Per lh.

Australian lamb
New Zealand lamb
Argentine beef (fores)
Argentine beef (hinds)

S!d.
6~d.

3td.
4 d.

Ruling British prices showed some varia Lion but generally in an
upward direction as is shown in Table 3 on page 23.
As previously stated, 1913 is a convenient datum line in considering
post-war developments. The tables show that, for the livestock farmer,
1913 was favourable as regards prices realised compared with previous
years and that typical feeding stuffs were not unduly expensive. In
fact, a wider range of feeding stuffs for stock was being introduced
and many new types of feed such as cocoanut, palm kernel and earthnut cake, as well as maize gluten, maize germ, rice and soya meals
were being offered at very favourable prices, but not being used
extensively. Heavy and expensive root feeding of stock was common.
In spite of all these facts, the farmers of Free Trade Britain
continued to operate on margins far below those claimed to be
necessary under post-war Protection. When the fact is added that all
forms of transport, processing and distribution became considerably
more expensive after 1914, it will be realised that the consumer must
either have gained a much higher purchasing power or been at a great
disadvantage in his purchases of essential foods as compared with
pre-war days. Nor has the position of the general COnsumer been
improved by the high post-war incidence of unemployment.
1 Weddel & Co., "The Meat Trade during the War," Journal R.A.S.E., 19l6, p. 7 8.
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TABLE

23

3

YEARLY AVERAGE PRICES OF LIVESTOCK IN ENGLAND
AND WALESl
Quality

1907

!90B

1909

19 10

Per
stone
s. d.
8 9
8 3

19II

1913

191:2

--- --- - - - --_ --- --- -----Fat Cattl.Polled Scots
Shorthorns
Herefords

..
,.
..

I
1.

ill

milk
I,~1t

0

I

1
2

Shecp-

II

7

7 3
8

I

Per

Per

bead
/,

,.

head
{, s.

21 I
17 17
19 15
14 16

21 5
18 1.

8 5
7II
8

2-

7 5
8 5
Per
heau
{, s.

19

I

15

0

21 7
17 18
18 13
14 l2.

Per lb.

Pel' lb.

Per lb.

9

d.
8~

d,

"

Crossbred.

.,

r

St

:1.

r

9
8!

:1.

8 7
7 9
8 9

7II
8 2
7 5
8

5

Pel'

head

£ s.
21- 3
18 9
19 12
IS 14

Pcr lb,

rer
hean
{. s.

Per

Per

stone
s. d.

stone

9 3
8 8
9 0
8 I
9 1.
8 5
-

9 3
8 9
9 0
8 3
9 3
8 7

__

s. d.

---

I_}er

Per

head

head

{,

s.

21- 2
18 7
19 2
16 6

21-

I

18 8
19 2
16 2

£ s.
23 15
19 15
20 16
17 13

Per

"

stone
s. d,
6 8

1

6 3
7 :z.
6 9

:z.
,.

d.

d.

7}

81

Per lb.

Pcrlb,

Pcr Ill.

7~

61

7~

7}
6i

81

71

81

7!

d.

d,

d,

7t

8!

9.}
8}

7

8

71:

8!
7i

91

Per

Per
stone
s, d.
8 5

7

--- --- --- .--- --- ---

Fat Pigs-

Porkcrs

7 9

Per

stone
d.
8 5

s.

--- --- - - - - - - --- --- --- ---

Downs

Bacon pigs

s. d.
8 2

8 I
7 5
7 7
7 8
7 8
--- --- --- -_- -_-

2

Other bl'ccrls in

Per

stone
s. U.

8

I

Milkcrs-

milk

Per

stonE'

7 II
7 7
7 10
7 :1.

I

2

2

Shorthorns

Pel'

stolle
s. d.

I

2

Per
stone
s.

d.

Per

stone
d.

s.

6

2

7 1

5

8

(,

(,

7

6

1-

7 6
7 0

7

Per
stone
s. d,

s. d.

stone

stolle
s. d.

1 10
1 5
8 4
7 10

6 8
6 2
7 3
6 9

7 4
6 10

Per

7 8
1 :z.

8~

7
8

II

8

4

II

During the same period, typical imported feeding stuffs were:19Q7

!908

6,69
6'45
5'47
6'49
4'5 1

6'74

- - - ---

..

Barley (per cwt.)
Oats (per cwt,)
"
Maize (per cwt,)
"
Maize meal (pel' cwt.),.
Rice meal (pel' cwt,) "

s.
s,

s.
s,
S,

1

5' 83
6, 14

7'08
4' 87

,gog

,QID

11)11

19 12

19 13

5'9 0

6'73
5'90

7'82

7'20
6'25
5'60
7'42
4'94

--- --- --- --- --6·63
6'10
6'16
1'65
4'77

5'S I

.,. 56
6'89
4'82

Journal R.A.s,E" 1916, p, IIO,

5'55
6'97
4,64

6'93
6'20
1'89
5'81

CHAPTER 2

WARTIME ACHIEVEMENTS AND THEIR EFFECTS
STATISTICS

of agricultural production and food impol"ts during

1914-

18 are of small value for several reasons. Costs of production in the

presence of a completely protected market, a constantly fluctuating
supply of labour, uncontrollable currency and purchasing power bear
no relation to normal conditions. Prices have little relation to supplies
in the presence of extensive food requisitioning and public rationing.
Varying numbers of the population at home and abroad and food supply
arrangements between fighting armies of different countries, make it
impossible to determine to what extent the United Kingdom was selfsupporting in food.
Thus the period during which land did obtain almost complete
protection for agricultural production, gave no real indication of the
possibilities of a protected market. Experience showed the need for
Ol"ganised marketing if not for organised production and distribution.
Probably the only constructive contribution made by wartime
agriculture was the focussing of parliamentary opinion on agricultural
organisation as a policy, in place of the old recognition of agriculture
as essentially individualistic. Perhaps the most unfortunate outcome of
industrial wartime experience, in the absence of stabilised purchasing
power, was the over-capitalisation of industry (productive and
distributive) on the basis of an inflated currency. This intensified the
inevitable post-war slump, by the maintenance of heavy overhead
charges in the presence of falling prices.
Attempts to estimate actual wartime food supplies are particularly
difficult. The usual sources of supply were frequently stopped and
new sources exploited when practicable. Home production was
deflected, not on grounds of economic efficiency, but to meet day-today necessity. National feeding was not only of paramount importance,
but waS accompanied by the problem of national control of that
feeding through a centralised organisation.
Figures, as far as available, are included on pages 25 to 27.
Statistics of imports may be taken as reliable in view of the complete
check possible at the ports of entry. The difficulty arises in making
estimates of home production and, whilst the official figures quoted
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may indicate tendencies, it is doubtful whether they give a true picture
of the complete production within the country. The full extent to
which the agricultural producer in the United Kingdom met the
difficulties of the 1914-18 period is virtually unknown.
According to Sir Henry Rew1, between June 1916 and June 19 18,
about 2 million acres of permanent pasture were broken up in the
United Kingdom, and in addition one and a quarter million acres of
temporary pasture were ploughed specially. The area under corn
crops was increased by nearly 3 million acres and the area under
potatoes by 356,000 acres. For twO years the quantity of cereal food
and potatoes was substantially increased thus reducing the need for
importing huge quantities of wheat. Extension of allotments resulted
in a considerable increase in the quantity of vegetables grown. But it
would appear that there was a decrease in the production of meat,
milk and hutter.
In 1918 the home supply of meat was reduced by nearly 30 per
cent, bacon by more than 35 per cent, cheese and butter by about
20 per cent and milk by about 10 per cent, but it is very difficult to
check these estimates. To some extent there was a falling off in demand
for these commodities, due to compulsory rationing and high prices.
Insistence of the Government on increased production of wheat and
potatoes may have been partly responsible for the falling off in supplies
of animal origin. Indeed, it is questionable whether there was any
concerted attempt to increase the animal output of the country,
except in so far as was warranted by speculation based on the prospects
of high :financial returns.
There is no evidence of any serious organisation of home production
having been attempted during the period and, consequently, no
indication of what is the possible production of the United Kingdom
in the event of war. Fortunately for the country, imports were
reasonably m,lintained, in spite of wartime difficulties, but of course
those imports were necessarily introduced at much higher cost than
under normal conditions. It is difficult to explain why, with an
artificially high market, home agricultural production, particularly of
livestock, did not increase considerably.
Of course, it is virtually impossible to make any assessment of
milk production or of dairy produce such as butter and cheese, and
ill the presence of an intense interest on the part of small poultry1

"The Feeding Qf the United Kingdom," Journal R.A.S.E., 1919, p. 6.
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keepers during the war period, it is quile irupossible to estimate the
home supply of eggs. Theoretical calculations supported the contention
that livestock development was not large during; the war period.
The reacti.on of the agricultural community to wartime conditions
was distinctly conservative. Yet the experience of wartime conditions
led later to greater consideration of the possibilities of organised
agricultural development in the direction of Britain becoming selfsupporting to a greater degree. So far as actual wartime experience
went, however, there was no indication of the possibility of the
United Kingdom being self-supporting in the production of food nor
of the desirability of the United Kingdom becoming self-supporting.

The Empire COlltribution
The previous table of imported foods during the period 19I.3-2.3
indicated that imports were maintained to a remarkable extent during
the war period, even including the critical years I917 and 1918 when
submarine activity was formidable. Obviously there were changes in
the quantities of foods shipped from various countries due to war
circumstances, whilst normal supplies were often deflected to meet the
needs of armies overseas or allied countries. The extent to which
Empire and foreign countries contributed to the feeding of the
United Kingdom is indicated by the figures quoted by Rew1 : Average, J909-13
Empire

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

Tons
2,749,°00
70,000
173,°00
25,000
96 ,000
47,000
14 1 ,000
121,000

..

..

3,422,000

Wheat and flour
Beef. .
Mutton
Bacon and hams
Cheese
Butter
Rice •.
Sugar

....

..

..
..

Total

..

.,

AVcr(lge, '915-17

Foreign

Empire

TOILS-

Tons
1,90 9,000

Foreign
TOllS

22,000

111,000

161,000

1,693,000

)8,000
.86,000
239,000

3,SG6,000
334,°00
5 1,000
338,000
27,°°0
89,000
127,000
1,229,000

5,812.,000

2,9 0 5,000

5,7 61 ,000

3,156,000
33 8,000
92 ,000
25 0,000

100)000

114,000

134,000
74,000

1918

Empire and
Foreign

TailS
4,728,°00
474,000
106,000
601,000
I I 9,000
79,000
379,000
1,306,000

7,79 2 ,000

The productive capacity of the Empire is almost unlimited. In 191 I
1

"The Feeding of the United Kjngdom," JOllrnal R.A.S.E., 1$)19, p. 17·
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the comparison of the principal countries with the United Kingdom
as regards output per 1,000 of population showed the immense possibilities under ordinary peace-time competitive trading conclitions:Per

United Kingdom .,

Australia

..
..

C.lnada
New Zealand

..

..
..

Acreage of

Acreage of

Wheat

Potatoes

43
1,670

1,440
214

J,DDO

of Population

Numhel'of

Number of

Cattle

Sheep

Number of

Pigs

",6

262

672

34
64

2.,655

20,87 6

937

3°5

94
249
465

31

2.,004

23,89 6

346

The pre-war average import of wheat and flour from Empire
sources was 2,749,000 tons and, in 1917, this had shrunk only to
1,92.3,000 tons. During the most difficult year, 1918, 1,443,000 tons
were received, but allowances must be made for the fact that arrangements were made during the war for joint buying to meet the requirements of the allied nations. Probably there was no material shrinkage
in total tonnage shipped to Europe. The 1914 wheat crop in Australia
failed, but the acreage was increased in 1915 by :3 million acres.
Cal1acia added 5 million acres in 1915 and a further 2. million acres
in 1918.
India provided about 60 per cent of the total rice imports to this
country before the war, and during tl1e war Indian supplies were
continuously increased, starting from 150,000 tons average over
19°9-13 and increasing to 346,000 tons in 1918.
Imports of meat from Empire sources during the year ending June
4, 19 1 4, were 95,800 tons of beef and 210,600 tons of mutton,
representing respectively 7' 8 and 37' 8 per cent of the total supply.
During the war the exportable meat surplus was purchased by the
British Govertlrnent and supplementary purchases were made from
Canada and South Africa. In view of limited shipping with equipment
for carrying meat, the question of importing livestock was seriously
considered at that time. Canada was the only Dominion interested in
pig meat, as, before the war, she sent about 24,000 tons of bacon and
ham per year. During 1917 the quantity shipped to the United
Kingdom was 88,000 tons.
About 23 per cent of pre-war imports of butter were from the
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Empire, about two-thirds being from Australia. Supplies were
reduced during the war, except. for 1918 when the figure reached
50,000 tons, rather larger than the pre-war average. Imported cheese
fl'om Canada and New Zealand totalled 96,000 tons before the war
and, throughout the war, supplies were increased, culminating in
120,000 tons in 1917. Egg imporls were likewise increased, especially
from Canada and Egypt.
Foreign Supplies

The main foreign sources of wheat. and flour supplies were the
United States and the Argentine. During the war Russia and Rumania
were eliminated as suppliers, but the quantities were quickly made
good by the United States. Prior to 1914 the United States sent an
average of 1,317,000 10ns per year, but by 1916 this had risen to
3,58°,°00 tons and during the year 1918, in spite of submarine activity,
the total was 2,485,000 tons. The Argentine, from a pre-war figure of
842,000 tons, varied considerably during the war years, but was able
to supply 720,000 tons in 1918. Russia, with a pre-war figure of789,OOO
tons, Rumania with 46,000 tons and Germany with 44,000 tons, were.
entirely l'emoved as sources of supply.
Siam before 1914 sent about 33,000 tons of rice per year and was
able to increase supplies enormously during the war, the figure for
1915 being 143,000 tons.
The Argentine was the principal foreign source of meat, supplying
approximately 600,000 tons of beef and 70,000 tons of mutton.
Brazil with a supply of 250,000 tons of beef was the only other serious
foreign source of supply. Denmark and the United States supplied
pig, meat. In the early years of the war Danish supplies remained at a
level of about 104,000 tons of bacon and hams, but at a later stage
([rom 1916), Danish supplies were absorbed in Central Europe. The
United States, from a pre-war level of 130,000 tons, gradually made
good the deficiency from Denmark, arid by :£918 was supplying
503,000 tons.
Roughly 85,000 tons of butter per year were received from Denmark,
but in the later stages of the war were mainly replaced by Colonial
supplies. Concerning cheese, the United States, which had almost
ceased to be a supplier before the war, became prominent, providing
24,000 tons in 19I8. Imports of eggs were almost entirely stopped as
the war proceeded except in the case of Denmark.
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lf7artime Position
Sir Henry Rew1 summarised the pOS1tlOn as he saw it at the
conclusion of the last war. His summary is reproduced in part:"The problem for the future in regard to the feeding of the United
Kingdom is not, after the next year or two, so much one of supplies
but of demand. What will be the purchasing power of the people, and
the rule of the consumption of the main articles of food, when economic
conditions begin to become stable? It is true that the demand for the
primary necessaries of life is in normal conditions very constant, though
a rising standard of comfort, such as was apparent for many years
before the war, tends to reduce the effective demand for the commoner foods and to increase it for those foods which are less easily
obtainable. It is an old axiom that the growing prosperity of a
community reduces the consumption of bread and increases the
consumption of meat. The influence of price on consumption is one
of the commonplaces of business, although during the last year or
two it seems sometimes to have been overlooked in estimating the
nation's requirements.
"No doubt reckless expenditure by large classes of the community,
especially since the Armistice, somewhat confused the issue, but the
ordinary rules governing human action are still dominant. It is well
known, for instance, that the meat ration which was fixed for the purpose of restricting consumption, was inoperative for that purpose, as
the high prices were a more effective restriction, and the public did not
purchase as much as they were allowed to do. Similarly, it appears to
have occasioned some surprise when it was discovered that the public
did not require as much milk at lId. or IS. per quart as they did before
the war at 4d. or Sci. Price is, of course, only an index of real value,
and it appears certain that price-levels will be for many years to come
much higher than before the war. In international trade the fact that
buying and selling are an exchange of commodities is less obscured
than it is in home trade, but whether the consumer buys from the
British farmer or from overseas, it is equally true that the amount of
the food he can buy depends on the amount of the articles which he
produces to exchange for it. Thus, as all roads lead to Rome, so every
discussion of the nation's requirements leads to the conclusion that
increased production is the only means by which national prosperity
can be regained and the nation's food supply assured."
These conclusions draw attention to wartime difficulties arising less
1

"Feeding of the United Kingdom," ]oumal R.A.S.E., 1919, p.
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from shortage of food supplies than from depreciation of real purchasing power among the consuming public.
The history of the wartime period, from the agricultural point of
view, was well described by Lord Ernle1 on these lines:Serious difficulty did not arise until November 1916, when German
submarine activity developed. Warning was given that from February
1917 there would be no further hesitation in destroying transport,
and it so happened that, by virtue of a poor harvest, British stocks
were low. Germany felt that British agriculture could not respond
sufliciently to make good supplies so that the risk was taken ofbringing
the United States into the war. With the submarine menace it was
calculated that the world tonnage available would prevent the Allies
from continuing the war.
From April to June 1917 the British Empire lost a gross tonnage
of 1,270,513 in all classes of vessels, more than the whole of the losses
in 1916. The season was unfavourable for extended cultivation and
about 250,000 regular workers on the land in England and Wales had
been taken into the army. Others were leaving for better paid munitions
01" military work. Implement repairs were almost impossible to obtain
and horses scarce. Reduced tonnage restricted imports of fruits and
vegetables by 52,000 tons a month and other foodstuffs for cattle or
human consumption by 77,000 tons.
The I917 harvest, in spite of the losses from wet in the North,
showed an increase over the 1904-13 average for England and \Vales
corresponding to the saving of .2,300,000 tons of shipping space, in
other words, enough shipping space to allow for bringing nearly
500,000 troops from the United States.
The Food Production Campaign was based on the lines of the
Milnel' report of 1915 on improvement and extension of arable
cultivation, decentralisation and drastic powers of compulsion. In
1870 the land had fed 26,000,000 people, but by 1914 it fed only
16,000,000 people owing to restricted use of the plough. The
programme never exceeded the ploughing of one-eighth the acreage
of permanent grass, so that sufficient meat for two years and sufficient
milk were likely to be available.
To regulate the war programme, small Executive Committees of
seven from the County War Committees and Government nominees
were responsible, whilst specialised work was delegated to sub-com1
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mittees. The "Cultivation of Lands Order" (January 1917) empowered
the Committees to insist on the breaking up of suitable grassland and
no appeal was allowed. The Board of Agriculture had dIe power to
determine the tenancy of a badly cultivated farm. It was only possible
to act effectively for the harvest of 1918.
The Food Production Department of the Board, established
January 1, 1917, distributed labour, machinery and agricultural
requisites and became the centre of the whole organisation under
Lord Lee. The work was linked up with areas and scientific bodies.
During the Napoleonic wars of 1801-15 the main requirement
was bread and, at that time, only about 600,000 quarters of wheat,
sufficient to supply 150,000 families, could be brought into the
country. The position of 1801-15 thus largely depended on home
cultivation, and it was felt in 1917 and 1918 that much the same held
good, with the added disadvantage of a shortage of skilled agricultural
labour. On the other hand, in the 1914-18 war, rationing and price
control were operated in the consumers' interests. The 4-lb. loaf was
stabilised at 9d. and meat prices were levelled irrespective of quality.
In January 1917 about 3°,000 agricultural workers were taken by
the army, so that the normal standard of ptoduction could not be
maintained. Farmers feared that a large-scale ploughing poHcy would
render them more vulnerable during the inevitable post-war slump.
Agriculture was two years too late to have unlimited labour.
The greatest difficulty was the fixing of prices with no reliable
clata on costs of production with district price variation as an accepted
fact. Obviously flat rates had to be fixed. Thus it happened that the
price paid for British wheat was often only three-fifths of that paid
for imported wheat. Lord ErnIe estimated that during 1917-20 the
British taxpayer was relieved, at the expense of the British farmer, by
not less than £20,000,000, although farmers made much larger profits
on meat and milk as against the ploughing policy. Control by a Food
Controller, separated from the Department of Agriculture, was a
grievance to farmers, but was generally appreciated by consumers.
The true facts of the precarious nature of the food position could not
be disclosed to farmers or the public, otherwise relations might have
been more happy between farmers and the public.
For the harvest of 1917 agriculture had its worst experience, trying
to operate on an untried theoretical policy dictated by the Government.
About II,500 men of C3 category were offered as agricultural
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companies, subject to military exigencies, to farmers. Farmers grumbled
at the class of labour provided, but in many cases the labour proved
very valuable as the men improved in health. A further 12,500 men
and all skilled ploughmen were released from the Home Defence
Force until April 30, 1917. The season was late and the 40,000 men of
the three classes were left until May 10, 1917, when the skilled men
were taken back to the army. From time to time the military
authorities liberated specially skilled men for agricultural operations.
Old age pensioners were given employment at 30S. per week
without sacrifice of pension, and by July 1917 there were about 1,476
prisoners of war 011 the land, the number in 1918 being increased
to over 30,000 and, on the whole, they were successful. Roughly
:z.rO,ooo women were drafted to land and domestic farm work. At
harvest times schoolboys proved of great assistance. In spite of these
large additions of labour, there was the initial difficulty of training
inexperienced workers, and skilled labour remained inadequate.
There was shortage of horses, steam ploughs, etc., and little available
labour for repairing implements. Tractors were brought from America
at considerable expense and gradually became established as successes.
The 1917 harvest represented an increased tillage in the United Kingdom of about 1,000,000 acres, but with some loss of meat and milk.
The balance, {rom a feeding point of view, is shown by Sir Thomas
Middleton's table on the values of cultivation to supply a subsistence
diet for one year as follows:acres poor grass convened to meat feed 2-3 persons.
acres medium grass converted to meat feed 12-14 persons.
roo acres very good grass converted to meat feed 25-40 persons.
100 acres mangolds converted to meat feed 35 persons.
roo acres wheat as bread feed 200 persons.
100 acres potatoes as vegetable feed 400 persons.
100

100

The ploughing policy was thus justified. The 1916-17 year in England
and Wales represented the following increases over the previous season.
Acres

Corn (including peas)
Potatoes

.. 310,769
80,039

Turnips and swedes

34,2. 15

Mangolds

10,70 5

Total ..
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Government intervention became effective only in the spring of
1917 and as a result 5,827,000 quarters of white corn crops were added
to the previous year's output.
Under the Defence of the Realm Act, power was taken to set. up
allotments and the number rose to 1,400,000 in 1918 as against the
pre-war figure of 530,000. Extraordinary success was obtained.
The attempt to increase the pig population failed completely. In
1916 breeding sows were 41,253 less than the ten years' average and
"other pigs" 186,482 less. Attempts were made to stimulate local pig
feeding, but meal was extremely scarce and the scheme failed.
The Corn Production Act (August 1917) gave powers to the
Board of Agriculture to enforce the plough policy and guaranteed
growers of wheat and oats for the harvests of 1917-22 against
substantial loss if prices fell during the period. Rents of holdings
could not be raised under ordinary circumstances and the Act
provided machinery for enforcing minimum rates of agricultural
wages. A Board was established and probably there would have
been the greatest difficulty in enforcing minimum rates of wages on
a national scale, but for the fact that the ordinary laws of supply and
demand were suspended under wartime conditions.
For the harvest of 1918 the Government made large scale plans,
calculating on adding 3,000,000, acres to the arable area of 1916,
but, as in the previous year, supplies of labour, horses and
tractors were not forthcoming as estimated in the plan. On June J4,
1917, the Executi..Je Committees set out to add 2,600,000 acres to the
tillage area. The Cabinet subsequently arranged for the liberation of
25,000 skilled men and 25,000 unskilled men at the rate of 5,000 per
week from July 7th, but unfortunately additional difficulties at the
Front prevented the establishment of these men prior to late March
1918. Tractors were not forthcoming before February I9I8.
;rn 1917 British losses of shipping by submarines amounted to
3,660,000 gross tons and with the addition of 1914-16 losses, about
5,924,000 gross tons, so that imports were necessarily restricted. With
transport for American troops absorbing 300,000 tons of shipping
per month, there was no alternative but to intensify the home production campaign. To meet labour requirements 4,000 German
prisoners and 1,500 soldier ploughmen were made available by
February 1918.
With a good winter of 19 17, about 1,950,000 acres of arable land
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were added 10 the 1916 figure for the 1918 crop, and 27,287 acres of
badly farmed land were taken over by the Area Committees.
The early season of 1918 was poor and criticism of the plough
policy very common. The harvest was wet and crop losses severe,
but the activity of the Government was justified in giving a sense
of security and a recognition of the need fat agricultural development.
The weight of food produced in the United Kingdom in 1918
exceeded that of 1914 by 3,990,000 tons, although food for livestock
in 1918 was 634,000 tons less than in 1914. In spite of production of
corn to the disadvantage of meat and milk, there was never any acute
shortage of meat or milk. Had the war continued, greater tonnage of
shipping would have been liberated for importing meat.
In addition, i1 was estimated that increases of 8)0,000 allotments
over 1916 contributed to something like 1,000,000 tons of human
food. The supply of artificial fertilisers at flat rates also resulted in
increased output. Another important factor was the arrangement of
1917 insisting on a declaration of germinating capacity and purity of
all seeds sold. This was so successful that it became established
permanently in the Seeds Act of 1920.
The average output of newly broken land in 1919 was found by
the Government to have exceeded the decennial average in all crops
except barley and beans, allowing for the failures. The gathering of
the 1918 harvest under bad weather conditions taxed the resources of
farmers, in spite of the additional supplies of tractors and machines.
Yet, on the whole, the great bulk of the crop was saved in spite of the
phenomenal harvest period of up to 70 days for oats in England and
86 days in Wales.
The Government view in 1918 was that tighter rationing of the
public should be operated to release tonnage of shipping for American
military transport. More men were required for the army and the
pledges given to farmers regarding labour were broken, 23,000 men
between nineteen and thirty-one years of age being taken so that
further farming d\i!velopment became impossible.
The Agricultural Wages Board gave its first decisions in May
1918, advancing wages, but not the price of wheat. The Armistice
removed the tension and the general Food Production arrangements
were soon disbanded, but not the Wages Board.
Certain problems arose as the result of wartime experience. In
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the first place, the desirability of national control of agriculture was
considered, but it cannot be argued that results in normal times could
be compared with those obtained under compulsion in the presence
of patriotic sentiment and war fear. Wartime experience was of no
value in dealing with such a question under normal conditions.
It was also argued that landlords had obtained large returns without
doing anything to assist agriculture. Apparently the gross income from
agricultural land in Great Britain in 1814 was £42l millions and in
1922 £43i millions. In 1814 it was rather more than one-fifth of the
gross national income, in 1922 it was less than one-fiftieth. Landowners
had invested considerable capital on their estates with practically no
increased return and the view was expressed that during the war
period, agriculturallancl ownership represented only about 3~~ per cent
on capital.
Food Economics in Wartime

Venn"- considered the war period from a rather different angle.
He stated that by 1914 agriculture was becoming more prosperous,
wages and land values were rising, due essentially to monetary causes.
The rise of 20 to 30 per cent in prices was mainly due to increased
gold output from South Africa, due to improved methods of extraction
from low-grade ore. Productivity in agriculture and industry was
increasing through scientific development, so that prospects under
peace conditions were good. Returns indicated increasing consumption
of agricultural products per head, so that public purchasing power
appeared to be satisfactory.
During the war the State embarked upon various schemes of control
to deal with increase of home production and to operate methods of
price fixing. "For forty years the acreage of arable land had been
declining owing to increasing competition with overseas crops. The
1915 wheat crop was the largest since 189.2 and the whole of the
increased acreage was achieved voluntarily. In 1916 there was a
decline due to labour shortage and Government control, producers
concentrating on oats and barley for higher prices than under controlled
wheat prices.
In 1917 the submarine campaign forced the Government to look
into food supplies and a Food Production Department was established
to stimulate home production. In England and Wales the aim was to
J.

Venn, Foundations of Agricultural Economics, p. 473.
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restore the 3,500,000 acres of ploughlul1d lost after 1860, but later
this was reduced to 2,500,000 acres. Quotas were fixed for counties.
In one year 19 1 7-18, 1,240,000 acres of lanel were put under the
plough in England and Wales, with the aid of American tractors,
army labour, prisoners and women. The expenses of this programme
were enormous and results varied considerably. There was no dictation
as to the cropping of this newly won arable land. It appeared that
about 200,000 acres were used for wheat, 850,000 acres for oats and
75,000 acres for barley, apart from rye and mixed com totalling
I4,000 and 8,000 acres respectively. Probably 32,000 acres were under
potatoes, the rest of the 1,246,000 acres being elevated to roots, vege~
tables and market gardening.
It was calculated that the effect of this increased home production
was to save over 2,000,000 10ns of cargo space for shipping, although,
in the case of wheat, there was little saving, for wheat imports were
maintained at a high level. There were losses in meat and milk output,
but no doubt, on actual fooel values, the country gained somelhing
from the ploughing policy. It is certain that the British policy of
concentration on cereals did not lead to a condition where the country
could become self-supporting, whereas the German concentration on
pigs and potatoes proved adequate.
As soon as the war concluded, arrangements were made to permit
reversion to grass with compensation for the loss sustained by
ploughing, and very quickly farmers returned to near the pre-war
basis of cropping. There was really no sedous attempt made to
develop higher farming through heavier stocking with a greater
output of home-grown foods.
The output of beef was maintained well, but, after release of control
in 1919, prices of veal rose and calves were slaughtered to the dis~
advantage of rearing. Dairy cows were increased in number during
the war and as soon as feeding stuffs became more available, the yield
of milk was restored to its former level. Sheep were ultimately reduced
by about 30 per cenl of the pre-war level, as were pigs. In the case of
pigs, supplies were soon restored when control was removed and
feeding stuffs available. Nevertheless, wartime schemes led to greater
attention to the problems of agricultural production and the
possibilities of the countty becoming self~supporting, ust1ally without
any consideration of the balance of trade. It would appear that growers
of cereals made considerable profits in 1915 and 1916, whilst wages and
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raw materials were comparatively low, but in the later years the
advantage lay in milk anclmeal production.
General pricc-kvels are shown in the following table!:(19rr-13 = 1(0)
rqq

19 1 5

------- - - Wheat
.. .. !O7 16:>.
B<.lrlcy
.. .. 96 13 1
a.lts
.. .. !OS
C.ltt\e
.. .. 106 1)6
Sheep

.,

Pigs
Milk
Wool
Butter

..
..

eh""".!

.,

.,
..

.,

.,

..

..
..
..

Poultry anel eggs ..
Beans ,mel peas

..
..

Hay
Potatoc, "
Fruit
Hops
..
Ver.,etables .•

..

..

..

General lnde'(
Numbec
"

19 1 7

IQ1R

II}I!)

19~O

IgZI

19 22

179

2.32.

2.?1

223

146

228
25 1

20~

247
315
2R7
,,63

2.1 9

188

18 4
17 2

141

2.2,7

16)

2 87
33 0

;1.17

200

303

228
26 3

353
299

:uS

18 7
179
II4
161

240
26 5

171

143

21 9

288

19 6
151

15 2

IGg

20 5

"II

113
ra6

1]0

15 8
157

267
26 4
2)2

197

210

23 0

129

167

;u6

103

117

157

19 1

27 6
300

109
101
104
98
108
77

159
117
124
II7
14 1
106
109

266
2SI
174
20 9

146

162

1}6

177
2°3
r83

249

30g

28 4
471
181
179
4 II

;lI 5
26 9
259
319
257
235
318

84

147

84
46

95
68

119
144
170
15 2
188
13 8
81

193

:H3

292.
30G
379
:205

108

12-1

154

;1.38

257

257

;1.19

246

19 2
180
140
179
188
l:23
19 6

127

160

:201

232-

25 8

29 2

21 9

r69

85

..
. ..
..

IQ16

- - - - --- --- - - - - - -

101

270
157
237
154
91

233

2.3 2
;1.83
2II

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

These tables give no real guide to profits, however, for no account
is taken of varying labour costs and the costs of raw m~terials whether
home grown or imported. It appears to be admitted, however, that
agricultural prices did not rise to the extent they did in other countries,
nor were the advances as great as in several non-agricultural
commodities, less under consumer control.
,
Almost immediately after the war, there was a flood of competitive
agricultural imports, so that there was quickly a slump in prices. In
1920 and 1921 crops sown at periods of high prices in manures,
seeds, etc" had to be harvested at much l<Jwer price levels. Rents may
have been increased by some 20 per cent over pre-war by 1919, but
a good deal of future difficulty was in store for the increasing numbers
who were purchasing their farms at relatively high capital values.
The repeal of the Corn Production Act' and the removal of the
I

Vel1n, Outline of Agr;mltural Ecr)ll(}mics, p.
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embargo on the importation of Canadian cattle removed the direct
protection granted to the farmer, although to 'some extent he was
assisted by reduced tithe and rateable charges, as by the removal for
the time being of the minimum wage scale.
On the other hand, relations between landlords and tenants were
changed as were rents and occupation of cottages whi1stnon~agricultutal
labour (particularly railway labour) was standardised considerably
above pre-war level. Trade Boards fixed high rates for distributive
workers and thus the net effect was to allocate to middlemen a
greater proportion of the total retail price of agricultural commo~
dities, with the result that agricultural labour became worse paid in
comparison.
It is interesting to note that prices in general during the war rose
by fairly equal advances until the end of 1917 and by a rather smaller
amount during 1918, culminating with an advance of 230 per cent over
the pre-war figures. American figures were about double pre-war, but
other European countries had mainly more than trebled. Immediately
after the war most countries settled at about the British figure. By
1920 values had soared, particularly in France, Italy and Germany,
although retail prices had risen much less than wholesale prices.
Wages had usually risen somewhere in proportion, but salaries and
securities had not done so. These results were the outcome of countries
following the easy way of inflating credit rather than facing the
unpleasant task of checking rising prices with the dangers of falling
prices, widespread unemployment or business losses. At the same time
the easy way really only amounted to postponement of the evil day.
During war conditions the Government itself became largely the
controller of lab our and trade and had to exercise the option of meeting
payment by taxation and loan or, alternatively, creating artificial
credits. The latter, again the easy way, was the course more generally
adopted. By both these means the raising of prices became automatic,
incapable of real Government control in spite of the well-meant
efforts to obtain a controlled stability.
Previously any artificial attempt to control prices had failed owing
to inability to control world production or prevent substitution of
one commodity by another. During the war some degree of success
was achieved as the Government were in a position to regulate
priority and order of production of every factory at home and restrict
exports and imports as required, quite apart from a high degree of
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control of labour. In effect, wartime experience gave no indication of
the possibilities of price controlllnder normal conditions, although the
control probably prevented undue exploitation of the public and
after the cessation of hostilities prices changed as the result of the
new conditions of the post-war world. With control released, the
average of 1920 prices stood 207 per cent above 1914.
The real test of the rise itl commodity prices would be the
comparison with the cost of living figure, were such a test possible.
The general cost of living index showed lID per cent increase in 1919
and 130 per cent increase in 1920 as compared with 1914, but wage
increases varied considerably as between different occupations.
Difficulties of comparison arise, however, in that puhlic taste
changed considerably during those vital years. However, in spite of
cost of living advances, with wage advances of 120-1}0 per cent by
1920~ there was general improvement in the standard of Hving of the
employed industrial population. Agricultural wages increased by 120 to
13 0 per cent over pre-war, but it is doubtful if there was any advance
in the "real" wages of agricultural labour.
After the War the Government and the Committee on Production
accepted the rise in cost of living as the basis for wage advances, and
so long as there was no check on prices such a process of advancement
could go on indefinitely. In the early part of 1920 the Industrial Court
broke away from this system, accepting the principle of wages on
what the industry could afford to pay. Gradually, as industries slumped,
the idea of wages based on cost of living was abandoned.
By 1920 the preponderance of economic opinion seemed to be in
the direction of a policy to secure a limited and not too rapid fall in
prices, in view of the fact that, apart from certain favoured industries,
the "real" incomes of the country at large had depreciated.
Yet it was feared that a fall in prices would cause economic difficulties and particularly serious unemployment, for the relative boom
in industry, the replacement of depleted stocks and war demands
would be short lived especially if unfavourable exchange rates virtually
ruled out exports. The argument during 1920 seemed favourable to an
early return to the gold standard to stabilise world trade or alternatively
to reach a world agreement on some approved ratio to a gold standard.
Another difficulty of retum to normal was the danger of falling
revenues from taxes and a relatively increasing burden of internal
debt.
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National Self-SlIJficicncy Theo1Y
Immediately following the war there was a general feeling that
world trade would ultimately be restored on a stable basis, but
gradually ideas developed that Britahi. should recognise her agricultural
possibilities in the event of any future world war.
It was not, however, until well after the war that the policy of a
self-supporting country was seriously considered. The most complete
calculations in this direction, prepared by Sir Charles Fielding,1 were
not issued until 1929, in the Land Union Journal and are summarised
as follows:Fielding stated that the area of Great Britain was 56,000,000 acres
from which must he deducted 15,000,000 acres for houses, woods,
wastes and roads. The 4I,000,000 acres utilised by farmers represented:Acres

Plough land . .
Permanent pasture

16,500,000

Rough gra7.1ngs

11,000,000

13,5°°,°00

In 1870 about 5,000,000 acres were used as plough land which were
in 1929 pasture and grazing land.
To make Great Britain independent of agricultural imports would
require 12,000,000 acres of extra plough land and even this would
leave 22,000,000 acres as pastures and grazings. l).e estimated production of the new plough land would be:acres under wheat providing:
tons of wheat for home cOllsumpdoll;
1,200,000 tons of offals; and
5,000,000 tOllS of straw for animals.
3,000,000 acres uncler oats, barley, beans, peas, etc. providing:
2,250,000 tons of corn; and
2,250,000 tons of straw for animals.
1,440,000 acres as clover yielding:
2,160,000 tons of clover hay for animals.
960,000 acres of roots producing:
19,000,000 tons of roots for animals,
and 600,000 acres of sugUl' beet providing:
1,200,000 tons of sugar for human beings.
He calculated that this produce fat animals would give the full
1 Fielding: "Prosperity for England," Lrmrl Uflion Journal, 19 2 9·
6,000,000

6,000,000
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rations for sufficient stock to replace existing imports of meat, bacon,
butter, etc., on the following basis:
2.,400,000 extra cows and bulls;
2,2.00,000 calves;
1,500,000 fattening cattle;
2,000,000 extra growing cattle; and
8,000,000 extra pigs.
The standard rations to support the extra livestock would require:
2,35°,°00 tons of hay;
3,92.0,000 tons of straw;
18,800,000 tons of roots and kale;
3,650,000 tons of oats, barley, beans, ofIals, etc.;
565,000 tons of cattle cake (to be imported).
I

In order to obtain the additional arable land Fielding suggested:(I) Breaking up the ground sown down to grass
since 1870, namely
5,000,000 acres
(2.) Using for cereals ground now left down as
second-year rotation clovers
2.,OOO,COO
"
(3) Breaking up present grassland
5,000,000 "
Total new plough land available

1:1.,000,000

"

These theoretical calculations are no doubt open to considerable
criticism from the practical angle, but the fact remains that the possibilities of a self-supporting Britain are not so remote as might be
imagined. On the other hand, it must be admitted that there is an
international trading issue not taken into account.
Halll arrived at figures differing somewhat from those of Fielding's,
but, on the other hand, the probfems were not exactly identical. In
the first place Hall calculated the arable land which would be required
. to replace existing imports of principal commodities assuming the
present output on typical arable land. His figures are given on the
opposite page.
In arriving at the arable requirement for replacing impol'ts he
calculated the starch values of foreign crops and the feeding power
of such crops for the production of meat. For example, he assumed
that arable land would produce 4,000 lb. of meat per acre equal to
150 lb. of butter or 350 lb. of cheese. His conclusion was that 16
million acres of arable land would be required to replace the pdncipaJ
1

Agriculttlre After the War, p. 97.
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food imports and to maintain the cattle food at present derived fwm
existing grassland. On this basis, more than half of the cultivated
area of the United Kingdom, namely 47 million acres, would have to
be converted into arable land, although with the operation of a highel'
standard of farming this would not be the case.
He did not regard a policy of making the United Kingdom selfsupporting in agriculture to be practicable, but, on the other hanel,
suggested a much more modest programme which would have a very
beneficial effect on agriculture. His proposals were that nearly 4
million acres of grassland should be converted to arable use and thus
restore the position prevailing in 1872. The actual figures of the
Import~, 1['55

Imports from
British

IlIIports to be

lJossessions

Icplar('c\

Millionr.wt.

Million owl,

1\lBlioo('wt.

..

Il6' 3

55'0

22.'2

..
..
..

18'0

6'2
2,' 5

61 '3
16'0

48 '9

0'6

Exports

ArabI. Land
required

-

..

Wheat
Barley, .
Oats
Maize .,
Butter, ,

..

Cheese
Meat

..

"
"

.,

.,
"

"

.,

.,
..
"
"

"

.,

,

.

..

..

3'33
2.'

15

20'2

0' 8
I' 93

5'7

IS' 5

48 '3
2' 53
0'22

14'5

Million

aClCS

3'60
0'74*
0'66'
2'65*'1'

1'89
0'07
6'76
16'37

Ii'

'I'

Assuming that both gmin and stt'aw are consumed in place of the imported grain,
Replacing maize by oats and harley.

allocation of this arable land in thousands of acres is shown in table
on page 46.
Alongside this he made suggestions for the more profitable use of
farming land throughout the country. Hall advocated State experiments
in large-scale industrialist farms which would represent economy in
management, labour, buying and selling and the use of land itself.
He considered that an estate of 5,000 acres could be worked with
about 50 pel' cent arable land and that it might be expected to realise
about 9 per cent on the floating capital invested in the business. For
such an estate he provided £2,000 for interest on capital at 5 per cent;
£600 interest on cottages at 6 per cent; and £7,800 for wages, apart
from management charges of £3,000. He calculated that a balance of
£ 1,600 could be expected. '
Whilst recommending experiments in large~scale farming, he also
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stressed the advisability of encouraging small holding colonies as a
starting-point for workers and as a means of progressing towards
higher farming. He admitted that smallholdings were uneconomical
units, but realised that they were particularly adapted to specialist
production in market-gardening and poultry. For smallholding
purposes, co-operative relations would be essential both for cultivation
and for marketing.
The question of land ownership was briefly considered and the
conclusion reached that nationalisation was hardly practicable, but
that some degree of rent stabilisation should be adopted. He showed
Scotland

England and W'"lcs

Total Gain
Gainor
Loss

Actual Proposed

..
..
..

.,
Wheat
Barley
..
Oals "
Beans
Peas
..
Potatoes
..
Roots and green crops
Other ero ps ..
Bare fallow ,
Temporary grass in
rotation
..
Permanent gr"ss

..

..

..
..
..

..

.

....

..

..

!, 80 7

1,50 5
1,93 0
294
16 9
4 62
1,739
300
34 1

5,000
1,400
2,600
500
500

55 0
1,900
300
100

+ 3,200

-

+

+
-I-I-

+
-

-

2,3 81
I6,II6

1,800·
12,400 -

27,044

27,050

--- - - -

100
670
200
33 0
90
160

At'turtl

--- -62
19 2
957
9
I

200
250
1,200

9
I

ISO

170

240

440
10
7

440
10
7

580
3,700

1,468
1,496

1,000
1,496

4,79 2

4,7 83

-

or 1.0:-;-5

Gain or
l'roposcd
Lo~s

--- ---

+

140

+

60
25 0

+
-

-

+

20

-

- 470

-

+ 3,340

-

40

+

920

+
+

200

-/-

+

-

-

33 0
110
160
:1.40

- 1,050
-- 3,7 00

that there were considerable possibilities for land reclamation and
that, as arable production increased, more serious attention would
have to be given to the stabilisation of agricultural prices.
Hall preferred a bounty on production to a duty on imports, but
he specifically referred to the Report of Lord Milner's Committee on
Food Production in I915 where it was suggested that a standard price
should be fixed for wheat and that the farmer should be paid fol' each
quarter of marketable corn the amount by which the average official
price fol' the year fell below the standard adopted. This suggestion
accurately forecast the Wheat Act of 1932. In 1917, however, Hall
considered that the standard guaranteed price for wheat would
probably be about 40S. per quarter and that a bounty of lOS. per acre
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might meet the position and render wheat production economic. In
practice the wheat quota established the standard price at .ISs.

Conclusion
Thus Britain learned little from ilS wartime experience. The benefits
of Free Trade were lost, perhaps [or ever, and yet the Government
only clelayed the application of any consistent policy, allowing control
to fall into the hands of distributive combines and financial groups
instead of utilising organised production, established within the wartime structure and available for re-establishment under the new regime.
Wartime experience became only a shallow incident in the memory
and, rather than face the possibility of national control, the Government preferred to release agriculture and industry in a grossly overcapitalised condition to face one of the worst trading slumps in history
with the full Imow1ec1ge that the national income was likely to be
taxed excessively to meet the liabilities of war.

CHAPTER

3

GENERAL TENDENCIES OF AGRICULTURAL
LEGISLATION
To trace the complete development of agricultural legislation would
require a separate book, but it is essential to give some indication of
the main trends of legislation in connection with agriculture. Direct
assistance through the medium of taxation of impotted foods had
been abandoned after the rathel' indeterminate Corn Laws, for Free
Trade was well established by manufacturing interests.
LAND TENURE

Conditions of tenancy had gradually evolved from feudal times
with a gradual substitution of cash payments in place of labour
services and a proportion of crops to the lord of the manor.
In times of depression landlords have tended to ease the condition
of tenants, whilst the very existence of the lease has prevented land~
owners from exploiting tenants at times of prosperity. Thus, during
the years 1914-20, the average rental rise would average only about
20 per cent, for during the most profitable war years, continuing leases
would contribute no rental increase. With changing economic
conditions the difficulty of a lease is that there is a prolonged lag in
adjustments to meet the new conditions.
Various Acts have been passed dealing with the relation of
agricultural landlords and tenants. Lord Russell's Act of I8S! tried to
improve the tenant's position with regard to fixtures, providing that,
with the landlord's consent in writing, a tenant who put up buildings,
engines or machinery at his own cost, could remove them as his
property, subject to the landlord's option to take them over at a
valuation. According to Ruston,1 the Central Chamber of Agriculture
in 1873 stated that there was no trace of any custom for repaying the
tenant any part of his outlay on buildings so that the IS5! Act wa~
obviously being evaded.

Agricultural Holdings Acts
To remedy the position the .first Agricultural Holdings Act (r875)
was passed. This granted compulsory compensation for certain
1
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improvements on the basis of unexhausted values, but was largely
nullified by the power of landlords and tenants to contract out of the
arrangement. The 1883 Act strengthened the position of the tenant
as to notices to quit, and compensation. Scales of compensation were
prepared by various Chambers of Agriculture in the country and these
agreed generally in principle. The value of improvements was
calculated on the value to the incoming tenant, instead of on the cost
to the outgoing tenant.
The Agricultural Holdings Act of 1900 allowed for compensation
to be paid for home-grown corn consumed on the farm by livestock.
The 1908 Act consolidated previous legislation, including the Market
Gardeners' Compensation Act of 1895. Further slight amending
Acts were passed in 1920 and 1921, extending compensation.
Finally the Agricultural Holdings Act, with the 1923 amendment
of Section 57, became the consolidated charter of liberty for the
agricultural tenant. Under the terms of this Act, a tenant may make
improvements to buildings, roads, fences, orchards, permanent grass,
etc., only with the written consent of the landlord and such consent
may involve arrangements regarding compensation.! Drainage
improvements may be made by the tenant after giving notice to the
landlord two months before commencing the work. The landlord
may undertake the work and charge interest with the tenant's consent.
More often the work is done by agreement between the parties.
Improvements hy the use of purchased manures, purchased foods
or temporary pastures may be made by the tenant without notice to
the landlord and such improvements rank for compensation. Repairs
to buildings may be undertaken if the landlord has not done the work
within reasonable time of being notified. In the case of any improvements, the tenant can only claim the unexhausted value of the improvement at the expiration of tenancy, and compensation is not payable
until the tenancy is determined.
On the other hand, the landlord may counter-claim for dilapidation
or deterioration of the holding. A very important provision (Sect. 12)
provides for compensation for disturbance where notice to quit has
been served without proper reason or where rents have been raised
as a result of the tenant's improvement of the holding. The position
of the tenant is very much strengthened by the provisions, in fact
sometimes unduly so, with the result that cases often go to arbitration.
1

Jackson, Agricultural Holdings Act.
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The tenant has now the right to remove his own fixtures on a farm
by giving notice to the landlord, unless specifically barred in his lease,
and tenants would be very unwise to agree to such obligations in a
lease. This is an important advance, for both in Common Law and
under previous legislation the landlord had the right to take all
fixtures erected by the tenant and to do so without compensation.
Another common injustice was rectified by defining the extent to
which a landlord can distrain on a tenant for unpaid rent, and notice
to quit can only operate on a basis of twelve months from the end of
the current year of tenancy. The tenant is now given freedom to arrange
his cropping as he pleases, subject to the requirements of good
husbandry, and produce may be used as required by the tenant,
provided that produce sold off the farm contrary to custom or agreement be compensated by the return of equivalent manurial value.
The chief result of the Agricultural Holdings Act of 1923 has heen
that the landlord has claims consistent with the provision of capital
at reasonable interest rates. The tenant is recognised as providing the
raw materials for his business and building up reserves in the land for
future use so that in the event of relinquishing the tenal1CY, he has
the right to be compensated. In the interests of his stock he may
effect improvements in buildings or otherwise and be credited with
them.
It is interesting to note the contrary principles of the "Evesham
Custom," generally applicable to the fruit growers of that district.
Under this custom the tenant's fruit trees are his own property and
he normally selects a succeeding tenant to take over the trees at a
price agreed between the two parties. The landowner may accept the
new tenant without further financial obligation, or, alternatively, if
the new tenant be refused, the landlord himself must bear the liability
of compensation.
Arising out of the present recognition of tenure, there is the whole
problem of the relation of rent to the profits of cultivation. The
original feudal conception of service liability has practically disappeared, except perhaps in relation to tithe. One idea is that rent
should have reference to the surplus accruing from cultivation after
reasonable profits and costs have been covered by the cultivating
tenant. On this basis, rents should be an indication of the profitable
nature of the farm, although the question arises as to how far the profit
results from the industry of the farmer and how far from the natural
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fertility of the land and the satisfactory nature of the landlord's
equipment in the way of buildings, fences, field lay-out, etc.
On the other hand, rent might be considered as resting on the
reasonable return for the capital value of the landlord's land and
premises, and the probable market value of the holding at the time.
In any case, in a competitive market, rents would normally tend
to respond to demand, and it must be admitted that in the interests of
tenants the security of tenure given by the Agricultural Holdings Act
of I923 does much to prevent exploitation of tenants.
Corn Production Acts

During the war of 1914-1& the position was very difficult and the
Government attempted to deal with it by the Corn Production Act
of 1917.1 Part I of the Act dealt with minimum prices for wheat and
oats which were to be 60S. and 38s. 6d. per quarter respectively for
1917; 55s. and 32S' for I9I8 and 19 1 9; and 45S. and 24S. for 1920,
192I and 1922. The subsidy was paid on an acreage basis. In the case
of wheat the subsidy was four times the difference between the average
price and the minimum price per quarter, it being assumed that
production would average four quarters to the acre. The "average
price" was the average of the weekly returns for the seven months
beginning September 1st of any cereal year and arrangements were
made to deal with mixed crops where necessary.
Part II of the Act concerned the minimum wage for agricultural
labourers, and apart from farm workers included those engaged in
woodlands, market-gardening, etc. Penalties were fixed for employing
workmen at wages less than the minimum rate. Minimum rates were
fixed as required by an Agricultural Wages Board established by the
Board of Agriculture after consultation with the Minister of Labour.
It was expressly stated that minimum rates for time-work must secure
wages equivalent to wages for an ordinary day's work at the rate of
at least 25S. per week for able-bodied workers. District Wages Committees were set up under the Agricultural Wages Board and the
Board was empowered to issue regulations defining benefits or
advantages which might be considered as payment of wage instead
of in cash and the value at which such benefits should be calculated.
Part III of the Act was designed to prevent the benefits of the
guaranteed'minimum prices of corn being taken by landlords instead
1
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of growers by raising rents. The question of raising agriculLural rents
had to be subject to arbitration and the existence of the wheat and
oats subsidy would not be accepted as a basis for the raising of rents.
Part IV of the Act was designed for the enforcement of proper
cultivation of land and the Board of Agriculture took powers to serve
notices on fmmers not cultivating their land in accordance with the
rules of good husbandry. During the war period quite a number of
agricultural tenants were displaced either by the landlord or the
Board of Agriculture on the grounds of inefficient farming. Other
tenants were obtained by the Board on terms' agreeable to the landlord.
The Corn Production Amendment Act, 1918,1 gave the Board
the right to operate the Defence of the Realm Regulations with a view
to maintaining the food supply of the country.
The Corn Production Act represented quite a new development
in the operation of legislation for the assistance of the farmer. Up to
1914, legislation was designed for stabilising security of tenure,
compounding such liabilities as tithes and de-rating agricultural land.
No attempt was made to offer any direct bounties on agricultural
produce nor yet to regulate to any extent the minimum wages of
agricultural labour. The Corn Production Act operated in both these
directions. Whilst assuring agricultural producers of a direct subsidy
on wheat and oats irrespective of market price conditions, the
Government required in return some guarantee of minimum wages
to agricultural labour. Post-war circumstances interfered with both
these projects, but again ilf 1925 the same principles came up for
discussion as the basis of permanent and not wartime legislation.
Actual experience of the Corn Production Act was unfortunate,
for under wartime conditions the prices of wheat and oats exceeded
the minima laid down by the Act. In 1920 producers were encouraged
by a promise of prices up to a limit' of 95s. per quarter of wheat based
on the cost of imported wheat during the three preceding months.
This arrangement only operated, however, until August 1921 when
the corn trade was decontrolled. In a free market, prices of imported
wheat fell by 50 per cent, but the Agricultural Act of 1920 prescribed
minimum prices for wheat and oats of the 1921 and successive harvests
related to the costs of production in the standard year 1919. In many
respects this agricultural Act resembled the Corn Law Act of 1815.
Neither of them was of any particular value.
1
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When prices began to fall steeply in the autumn of 1920 the
Government realised that there would be no limit to its commitments
on subsidising the production of wheat and oats to the 1919 level.
Consequently the Act was repealed. The repeal was accompanied by
an undertaking to pay £3 per acre for wheat and £4 per acre for oats
of the 1921 crop. The total sum expended by the Government was
slightly over £18 millions and in addition a further million was
granted towards agricultural education. There seems little doubt that
by the repeal of this Act the Government saved the taxpayer an
extremely large swn of money and avoided many of the difficulties
which arose a century earlier in connection with the Corn Laws.
The fact that wheat and oats were again thrown on the open
competitive market led to much trouble with farmers and there were
numerous suggestions that the wheat industry in particular should be
assisted by compelling the use of British wheat for certain commodities
and by excluding foreign flour. During this period prices continued
to drop) and whereas in 1922 there were over 2 million acres of wheat
in the United Kingdom) about half a million acres were lost by 1925
and by 1930 the acreage was reduced by 1,400,000. The steepest fall
in prices was after 1926 when wheat stood at 535. per quarter,and the
reduction continued until 19JI when the average price was 245. sel.
per quarter. These incidents had considerable bearing on the subsequent development of wheat marketing.
TITHE

Four of the principal charges on farms in the old days were local
rates, income tax) tithe and land tax, all of which were direct charges.
Local rates are now virtually removed from agricultural land and
income tax receives special consideration. Tithes and land tax arise
in respect of the ownership of land and so directly affect owneroccupiers principally.
Tithe in particular has been the cause of considerable objection
from the farming community and is) in fact, one of tlle oldest
agricultural charges known. According to Venn,l tithes were originally
payable on (a) all things arising from the ground and subject to annual
increase) e.g. grain, hay and wood; (b) all things nourished by the
ground, e.g. cattle) sheep) horses and poultry; and (c) man's labour,
net profits of his industry and even his wages.
1
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The dissolution of the monasteries transferred tilhe ownership in
many cases from the Church to'laymen,so that from this period tithe
ownership became a marketable commodity comparable to land. Of
course, the presence of tithes became a factor in assessing rent of
lands, so that, on the whole, there would seldom be hardship for the
tenant who would be likely to take tithed land only at a reasonable
market rent allowing for tithe liability.
In Ireland opposition to tithe payments was inclined to be violent,
with the result that an Act of 1838 transferred the payment of tithe
from the occupiers of land to the owners, half a century in advance
of such arrangements in England. With the Irish Disestablishment in
1870, the State took over Irish tithe rent charges to be administered
by the Land Commission for education, agriculture, etc. In Scotland
tithes were compounded as a charge on landowners as long ago as
1633, but only in 1925 were the charges standardised on a cash basis
with no relation to prices of corn and rentals. Welsh tithes under
1914 and 1919 Church Acts are gradually being transferred to University use. Gradual redemption is proceeding in England with the
Ministry of Agriculture on a basis of Government purchase.
In 1838 Commissioners were appointed in Great Britain to assess
the existing value of tithes, whilst the "Poor Rate Exemption Act"
of 1840 offered relief to clerical tithe holders in respect of assessment
on ti the as a form of salary. Under the Tithe Act of 1899 clerical ti the
owners Were placed level with farmers in having; rates on tithes
assessed at half the ordinary values just as farm land was half de-rated.
The Commissioners found that the total tithe rent of England and
Wales was just over £4,000,000 and that 75 per cent of tithes were
in clerical hands. By a process of redemption, the liability was reduced
to £3,400,000 by 1927 and to £3,176,000 by 1931.
The Tithe Act of 1918 fixed the level of tithe on existing values
until 1926, irrespective of changes in cost of living, and this led to
objections from the clergy. An Act of 1920 gave considerable remission
of rates 011 tithes to the clergy but not to non-clerical tithe holders.
The Tithe Ad of 1925 stabilised the position for a period of 85
years from March 1927 on a basis of £105 for every £100 of commuted
charge and £4 lOS. to a sinking fund, the £5 being administered by
the Exchequer to the Local Authorities in place of previous rates,
and the collection was placed in the hands of Queen Anne's Bounty.
The fall in commodity prices reopened the whole question as a
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result of complaints from landowners. A Royal Commission reported
ancl the Tithe Act of 1936 came into operation on July 3 I, 1936.
Tithe owners were compensated by the issue of Government 3 per
cent Stock redeemable in 60 yeal's and landowners pay to the
Government redemption annuities terminable in 60 years. A Tithe
Redemption Commission was appointed under the Chail'manship of
Sir Charles Howell Thomas. Venn1 calculated that the 1918 and 1925
Acts saved landowners more than £14,000,000.
RATES AND TAXES

The first incidence of Land Tax appears to be the Act of 1692,
where money was raised for national purposes on profits, salaries,
goods, real and personal property and real estate. The tax was imposed
at the rate of 4S. in the £ on the full yearly value and yielcled £ 1,922,000
according to Venn. 2 The Land Tax was continued by means of annual
Bills for exactly 100 years at various rates, but always on annual values
ofland. Taxes on personal property steadily diminished in the amounts
realised, possibly owing to inefficient collection. In 1797 Land Tax
was made perpetual at a maximum of 48. in the £, but with the option
of redemption and· quotas were placed on parishes on the existing
scale, varying from 4S. down 10 less than 1 d. in the £. The tax
was thus very inequitably applied. Ireland was outside the Act.
After 1798 Income Tax was introduced and proved more powerful
in dealing with incomes, property, etc. The Land Tax, however,
remained in its old form. Where the owner's income was below
£160 per year there was exemption from Land Tax and only half
payment on incomes between £160 and £400 per year. Redemption
at about thirty years' purchase basis has been very common, eliminating
about two-thirds of the tax which now only amounts to about
£6,000,000 per year. Urban land is generally redeemed, so that the
present Land Tax: falls almost entirely on agricultural lancl. Where
land was to be put into more valuable use, precautions were usually
taken to redeem the Land Tax. The Finance Act of 1896 redeemed the
tax to a maximum of IS. in the £, so that there is now less complaint,
but it is obviously an obsolete system of taxation weighing unequally
on farmers although representing only 4~d. per aCre on the agricultural
land of England and Wales.
Rating proved a difficult subject for agriculture. The Poor Law
1
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of 1601 merely stabilised previous Statutes drawing on all forms of
wealth for the maintenance oJ.'> the local community, the poor and
aged, etc. Gradually only lanel and buildings remained assessable for
this purpose, probably as these were the only forms of estale easy to
record in actual values. In theory, the landlord was liable to the charges,
although actually the common custom has been for the tenant to
compound on some lower rental subject to payment of tates. The
general tendency for increased rates has thus proved mainly to the
disadvantage of the tenant.
The Agricultural Rates Act of 1896 offered rating relief on agricultural land by making half the rating charge an obligation of the
Exchequer. It so happened that the Act provided for the Exchequer
to meet half the rates raised from agricultural land in 1895, so that
subsequent increases in rates meant that farmers gradually had to meet
more than half the net rateable value-in fact the payments represented
the net rateable value less the fixed Treasury grant. On the outskirts
of towns, land for agricultural use was assessed at one quarter of that
applicable to other property. The Report of the Royal Commission
in 1919 claimed that agricultural rates represented about 2S. lId. per
acre or 1·6 per cent of all outgoings, whilst wages represented 24 per
cent and rent 10 to 12 per cent.
The Agricultural Rates Act of 1923 once more halved the contribution of agticulturalland, but this only just about balanced the increases
in rates over the period 1913-28 (6s. 8id. in 1913-14 and 13s. Sd.
in 1937-8). A supplementary Act of 1925 de-rated farm buildings.
Venn! states that the Exchequer grants to the relief of agricultural
rating amounted to (a) £1,32°,000 under the 1896 Act; (b) £2,856,000
under the 1923 Act; and (c) £70o,bOO under the 1925 Act. In all,
these grants represented about £5,000,000 per year, but owing to the
1896 grants being stabilised on the current rateable values of 1896,
non-agricultural ratepayers had to make good a deficit far greater than
this. In 1927-8 rates on agricultural land merely represented 2' 4 per
cent of the total rates ftom all classes of property.
The Agricultural Rates Act and the Local Government Act of
1929 removed the remaining rates on agricultural land (about
£4,1}2,000 in England and Wales) and introduced de-rating of productive industries. The only payments now made by agriculturists for
local purposes are rates on farm dwelling houses and cottages. Even
1
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in these cases, Assessment Committees give preferential treatment,
assessing such properties at 60 to 67 per cent of the gross value.
In Scotland under the 1926 Act the owners were liable for threequarters of the rates on land and buildings (treated together) and the
tenants for the remaining quarter. The Local Government (Scotland)
Act, '1929, reduced the assessment to one-eighth of the annual value,
which was the estimated proportion bome by the dwelling house to
the assessment of the whole farm, half of the landlord's relief being
passed on to the tenant in the form of reduced rent. About £950,000
saving was involved, £800,000 of which nominally benefited landlords and £150,000 the tenants direct.
In Ireland, under the Local Government (Ireland) Act of 1898,
a sum equal to half the combined Poor and County rates was applied
to the relief of agricultural land annually. The total fixed grant from
the British Government was £727,655 per year, and after the separation
in 1923 £599,OII of this was earmarked for the Irish Free State and
£128,644 for Ulster. Since 192.5 the contribution to the Free State has
been doubled, so that only about £1,000,000 is contributed from
agricultural property. Further remissions of rates on the first £10 of
agricultural assessments were made in I933. In Ulster de-rating of
agricuhuralland and buildings was made complete in 1929.
INCOME TAX

Dating from 1798 the income tax was originally to meet war
expenses and became a 10 per cent levy on incomes over £60 per
annum. With varying rates in operation, the yield by 1913 was about
£40,000,000 per year and by 192.3 £232,000,000 per year.
The tenant farmer had the option of being assessed on his rent or
upon his profits, and generally elected to be assessed on rental. Prior
to 1914, the assessment was on one-third of the rent, but by 1921
this had gradually been raised to double the annual rent. The following
years of depression restored assessment to the basis of the annual rent.
According to Venn,! married men farming land up
about ISO
acres are exempt from income tax, and, with a small family, exemption
goes up to 300 acres. The Colwyn Committee computed a total
return of £1,500,000 in 192.2-3, or less than £5 per farmer on those
electing to be taxed on profits. There can be little doubt that the
option of assessment is grossly unfair to non~agricultutal taxpayers

to
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and that the agricultural industry (apart from land ownership) is not
bearing its share of the Income Tax burden, especially in view of the
reliefs enjoyed by agriculture from taxation.
In view of possible speculations in land, it is not surprising that
proposals have been made from time to time for the taxation of land
values. The difficulty appears to be in respect of large agricultural
landowners, although cases are common where such owners have
developed building sites at very considerable profit.
Mr. Lloyd George, in 1909-IO, did propose for all undeveloped
land a tax applicable only to urban land on the basis of a 20 pel' cent
duty on any increase in the value over the basic value of 1909 as
shown by sale, transfer at death 01' on leasing of the properties for
periods exceeding 20 years. The intervention of the war prevented
development on these lines and the scheme of assessment was repealed
in 1929 when the cost of valuation was shown to have been nearly
four times the amount realised by the tax. Mr. Snowden in the r 93 r
Finance Act included a "Land Tax" to operate from April I, 1933,
at the annual rate of rd. in the £ of capital value as shown by a process
ofland valuation. A valuation was authorised to determine the nOlmal
"letting" value with vacant possession of land units. Details of the
method of assessment were given and arrangements made to compile
a register showing the land value of units and the cultivation value of
agricultural land. The tax was never imposed, being withdrawn by
the succeeding Government.
Taxation of land values is common in overseas countries as a useful
way of raising revenue and the bulk of the charge falls on urban
property in proportion to its development. From the taxation point
of view the British farmer has a much lighter burden than his foreign
competitors. What has been more serious has been the heavy burden
on the larger landowners as the result of Death Duties.
AGRICULTURAL WAGES

The general tendency of agricultural wages in terms of purchasing
power was to increase consistently, and even the falls from 19 21
probably showed no decrease in real purchasing power. On the other
hand, labour in general was beginning to demand an improved
standard of living and even the improved position of agricultural
labour was not sufficient to retain labour in th~ face of industrial
competition. These facts are demonstrated in the following tables:-
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19 01
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16,312.,000
18,354,°00
19,357,000
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1,4°3,000
1,4:1.9,000
1,307,000
1,166,000
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10' 3S
7,67
7,g
6'75
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In I924 political attention was focussed on the re~establishment
of an Agricultural Wages Board with compulsory powers, especially
as average agricultural wages had sunk to 285. The Agricultural
Wages (Regulation) Act of 1924 provided for County or District
Boards, with equal representation of employers and employees and
with independent persons nominated by the Ministry of Agriculture.
These Boards could legally enforce decisions without reference to the
Central Board in London, which intervened only on failure to obtain
district agreement. The 1925 Orders fixed wages from 305. to 34 5,
with an average for England and Wales of 3IS. Sd. In Ireland and
Scotland there was only voluntary agreement on agricultural wages.
By 1926 hours of labour were generally standardised at about fortyeight to fifty in the winter and fifty to fifty-two in summer, with
recognition of half-holidays and overtime rates. By I932 the rates
varied from 28s. 6d. to 41S., and this, alongside a fall in cost of living,
meant a substantial rise in the "real wages" of agricultural workers.
It would appear that the advantages of "other emoluments, etc.," of
farm workers represent about 2S. above cash wages.
Summarising the general position up to 1924, it may be said that
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various agricultural charges, except for labour, were either reduced or
removed by sympathetic Governments, particularly during agricultural
slump periods. On the other hand, legislation for the defence of the consumer placed greater obligations on the producer to maintain a higher
and more hygienic standard in the production or handling of foods.
LEGISLATIVE CONTROL

From the various Foods and Drugs Acts and from legislation
dealing with milk and meat in particular, conditions of greater control
were imposed in respect of diseases of animals and of production or
handling of milk and meat. In the main, restrictive legislation applicable
to the farmer has been applied in a very leisurely fashion as being a
handicap to a depressed industry struggling for its very existence,
although political possibilities of the agricultural community have
probably been the real factor.
Since 1875 a series of Food and Drugs Acts have been passed in the
interests of the public. So far as foods are concerned, the principal
provisions were collected together in the form of a consolidated
"Foods and Drugs (Adulteration) Act of 1928." A Food and Drugs
Act of 1938 consolidated the provisions of the 1928 Act together
with further developments relating to slaughtering. This later Act
came into operation on October I, 1939.
Alongside the legal regulations under Food and Drugs Acts for
the protection of the public, other Acts and Regulations were issued
concerning milk and dairy produce in particular. The principal
provisions are as folIows:Sale ofFood (Weights and Measures) Act, 1926

This Act prevents milk sales in other than multiples of half
pints and insists on the use of stamped weights and measures in
connection with sales of foods. Various "Sales of Milk Regulations"
defined presumptive standards for milk (3 per cent of fat and 8' 5 per
cent of solids not fat) of skimmed, condensed and dried milk, whilst
the "Public Health (Imported Milk) Regulations of I926" requited
that imported milk should not contain more than IOO,OOO bacteria per
cubic centimetre. Legislation was forthcoming to operate some
control of milk producers, wholesalers and distributors, but the
control, in so far as applicable to farmers, was generally applied in a
half-hearted fashion.
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The Milk and ])airies (Consolidation) Act of 19I5
Was an attempt to bring milk regulations to a uniform basis, and
whilst there was considerable delay in operating the Act, subsequent
Orders were made on the authority of this Act.
Section I.-Gives power to the Ministry of Health to make Orders
for the regulation and registration of dairymen and for the inspection
of cattle and the milk trade.
Sections 3 to 5·-Give a Medical Officer of Health power to prohibit
the sale of any milk suspected to have caused or to be likely to cause
tuberculosis in the district.

The Milk and ])airies (Amendment) Act, 1922
Section 3.-Requires the obtaining of a licence from authority
before producing or selling special types of milk, such as "Certified,"
Or "Pasteurised." This Section came into operation in I92).
Section 4.-Prohibits the addition of colouring matter, water,
dried or condensed milk, skimmed or separated milk, or fluids reconstituted from milk products to milk intended for sale, offered or
exposed for sale as milk.
Section 5.-Prohibits the sale of tuberculous milk.
In a subsequent Order made under this Act, pasteurised milk was
defined in terms of the "holding" process thus definitely prescribing
this process as official. This Order had a great bearing on subsequent
development of dairies.
Milk and Dairies Order, 1926
The Government Order, which is of vital importance to milk
producers and distributors, is the Milk and Dairies Order, I926, made
under the provisions of the Milk and Dairies (Consolidation) Act,
1915, and replacing existing by-laws to a large extent.
Section 6.-Provides that sanitary authorities shall keep registers
of all cow-keepers and dairymen in tne district, and of all farms and
premises used as dairies.
Section 7.-States that one month's notice in writing must he
given to the sanitary authority before commencing to use any
building as a cowshed or dairy, where such premises have not
previously been used for such purposes.
Part 4, Section g.-Requires the County Councilor County
Borough to make provision for the inspection of cattle. An officer
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of a local authority may give notice prohibiting the sale of milk for
five days on the grounds of disease infection, and this notice may be
renewed.
Part S, Section I2.-States that cowsheds and dairies (excluding
cold stores) shall be provided with a sufficient number of windows
or openings suitably placed and communicating with the external
air, for adequate lighting and ventilation, and adequate lighting shall
be provided for conducting processes during the hours of darkness.
Section IJ.-Requires an adequate supply of suitable water for
the purposes of the registered premises.
Section Is.-Workers in the milk trade must have clean clothing.
Section I6.-Cooling, bottling, sterilising, or pasteurising must not
~e canied on or appliances stored in a cowshed or place liable to
contamination from any source.
Section 18.-Where there is a suspicion of infectious disease,
milk delivery may be suspended for twenty-four hours, and this
notice is renewable during investigation. Full compensation from the
sanitary authority is allowable for loss on milk so lost, provided no
disease infection is found to have been in contact with the milk.
Section 2r.-All vessels and appliances used in contact with milk
shall be cleansed and scalded with steam or boiling water before
being used again, oxidising, or preservative agents must not be used
in the cleansing, and clean vessels shall be protected from dust and
dirt during storage. Further, such vessels and appliances must be
used for milk or milk products only.
Part 6, Section. 22..-Cowsheds must be thoroughly cleansed
regularly and lime-washed or disinfected thoroughly twice per year
at least, once during April or May and once during September or
October. Dung and offensive matter must be removed from the cowshed at least once per day.
Section 23.-Deals with the cleanliness of employees and cows.
Section. 24.-States that milk must be cooled without delay to
within SO Fahrenheit of the temperature of the available water
supply, except for direct removal to a central cooling station, or to
be used for hutter, cream, cheese, or other milk products, or where
milk is to be sold direct to the consumer at least twice per day as
produced.
Sections 25 to 29.-Deal with cleanliness of premises and utensils.
Section 30.-Churns and vessels for the carriage of s1dmmed milk.
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or separated milk must be marked in large legible type with the
words "Skimmed Milk" Or "Separated Milk," as the case may be.
Section 3I.-Bottles must be filled and closed on registered premises,
so that no bottling may be done in the street, and persons may not
open or split bottles in retail shops or before delivery to the customers.
Churns must 110t be opened in transit, but they may be opened on
taking delivery for checking and sampling the milk.
It is often claimed that if the Milk and Dairies Order of 1926 were
efficiently enforced, most of the difficulties caused by lack of public
confidence would disappear, but on the other hand, there are many
apologists who maintain that the farmers' or landowners' financial
positions will not permit the requirements of the Order to be met.
Meat Regulation

Acts and Regulations dealing with meat have likewise gradually
worked back to the farmer, necessitating a higher standard of production. Higher standards have been required in slaughterhouses, but
on the whole priority of establishment has been accepted as giving
whole or partial exemption from subsequent legislation. Thus there
were still three classes of slaughterhouses prior to October I, 1939:-

(I) Those in use in 1858 or at any later date when the Local Government Act of 1858 was adopted in the area or under subsequent
Orders of the Local Government Boards in Urban Districts or
the Ministry of Health in rural distticts. These slaughterhouses
were "registered" but did not require to he licensed.
(2) Those with a "continuing licence" granted under the Towns
Improvement Clauses Act of 1847, incorporated with the Local
Government Act of 1858 and the Public Health Act of 18 75.
(3) Subsequent slaughterhouses with an "annual licence" granted
under the Public Health Amendment Act of 1890.1
Only the last type was under full control of the local authority
and had to conform to conditions as to type and structure, but on the
other hand, all slaughterhouses must conform to the law with regard
to nuisances and by-laws under the Towns Improvement Clauses Act
of 1847. These refer to the right of inspection, cleanliness, efficient
water supply and the seizure of unsound meat.
Public abattoirs may be set up under the Public Health Act of 1875,
1

MacEwen, Food Inspection, p. 269'
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the Diseases of Animals Act, r894, or a local Act incorporated with the
Markets and Fairs Clauses Act of 1847. Subsequent developments
regarding efficient centralising of slaughtering, use of by-products and
inspection of meat, have definitely been hindered by the variations in
slaughterhouse law, and it is probable that the multiplicity of markets
essential to those varying conditions have increased meat charges.
The Public Health Act of 1875 set out to protect the public by
empowering Medical OiEcers of Health and Inspectors to examine all
carcases and to seize unsound meat. The Public Health Acts (Amendment) Act of 1890 extended these powers to inspection of all foods
intended for the food of man. The Public Health (Regulations as to
Food) Act of 1907 gave similat control of imported foods.
The Food and Drugs Act of I938temoved the differences of control
of slaughterhouses, placing all types under licence and liable to closure
on a compensation basis. This reform was much overdue. General
public health regulations were also covered. As the Act only came into
force on Oct. I, 1939, many of the reforms have been temporarily
masked by wartime legislation.
Standards of production are now placed under some degree of
official control. Industries concerned with the manufacture, utilisation
or distribution of agricultural products have been involved in more
costly handling, more definitely controlled by authorities, so that the
tendency has been to widen the margin between wholesale prices
received by producers and retail prices. As is usual in such types of
control, the public has had to meet higher retail prices.

CHAPTER

4

CO-OPERATIVE DEVELOPMENT IN THE UNITED
KINGDOM UP TO 1924
FOR the immediate purpose, co-operative organisations can be
divided into two general types:-

(I) Those selling the productions of their members as agents for
the direct benefit of the producer members. These should be
termed "Producer Co-operative Societies"; and
(2) Those selling commodities purchased from various sources and
required for their members. In these cases the surplus is divided
among the purchaser or consumer members. Such societies are
strictly "Consumer Co-operative Societies."
These types commonly overlap in function and frequently part of
the trade involved does not fall into either category. Thus producer
societies may supplement or almost replace sales of their members'
own produce by commodities purchased in the open market or from
non-members and thereby become in fact ordinary wholesale
marketing agents in the main. The fact that the profits are shared
among producer members does not constitute real producer cooperation. Actually consumers' organisations often enter into forms
of production. Handling of agricultural produce constitutes no special
difficulty in a co-operative society, for some form of agricultural
produce is common to most of the general societies whether of producer or consumer type. Classification on the basis of agricultural
produce gives an enoneous idea of the rival development on producer
or consumer lines, particularly in the United Kingdom. At the same
time the trend of events has led to the organisation of societies under
agricultural and industrial titles.

General Principles of Co-operative Societies
In earlier days co-operative societies had to take advantage of
registration under the Friendly Societies Acts of 1793 onwards, and
any societies prior to 1852 were so registered. Co-operative societies
of all types sprang up as autonomous units, and any organisation
of societies on a national basis was subsequent to a considerable
11
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development of individual societies. Individual societies were formed
to meet the special requirements of local conditions and consequently
types of societies were as numerous as types of private trade undertakings.
The first statutory recognition of co-operative societies was the
Industrial and Provident Societies Act of 1852, largely obtained
through the activities of Vansittart Neale, a wealthy barrister. This
Act was concerned chiefly with the registration of productive
co-operative societies. Rules' for co-operative associations were then
prepared. Considerable development of consumer co-operation and
the need for a wholesale house to co-ordinate such activities, led to an
amendment to the Industrial and Provident Societies Act obtained in
1862. The main provisions of the Acts are rather wide and general,
but as they are seldom appreciated to be the only statutory regulations
of co-operative registration, a summary is included here1 : (I) Seven individuals (who must be at least sixteen years of age)
or two industrial and provident societies are required as the minimum
number of members of an industrial and provident society.
(2) Societies and their rules (and any amendments thereto) are
registered with the Registrar of Friendly Societies. The I893 Act
contains a schedule in respect of several matters. The word Limited
must follow the name of a registered society. A registered society is
recognised as a corporate body which may sue or be sued and have
perpetual succession. It may carry on any industries or trades specified
in its rules, whether wholesale or retail, and may include dealings of
any description with land.
(3) A registered SOciety must have a registered office.
(4) Individuals and joint stock companies may not hold more than
£200 of share capital, but there is no limit to the shareholding of one
registered society in another.
(5) Loan capital may be accepteq if authority is given in the rules.
(6) Share capital may be either transferable or withdrawable. A
society with withdrawable share capital may not undertake the business
of banking, but the receipt of not more than lOS. in one deposit or £20
in all from one depositor payable on not less than two clear days'
notice does not constitute the business of banking in this connection.
(7) The liability of every member as a member and not as a purchaser is limited to the number of shares he has taken up and this
liability continues for one year after cessation of membetshi~ for such
1 Walworth, Puhlic Enterprise, pp. ;335- 6.
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debts as were contracted before he ceased to be a member and if the
contributions of existing members are insufficient to meet them.
(8) Members have the right to purchase a copy of the rules, to
obtain a copy of the last annual returns forwarded to the Registrar of
Friendly Societies, to inspect their own accounts and the list of the
members of the society, and to nominate a person or persons to whom
the shareholder's property may be paid on his decease.
(9) A registered society must have its accounts audited by a public
auditor once a year, and forward, not later than March 31St in each
year, an annual return showing receipts and e:xpenditure, funds and
effects, of the society, accompanied by the auditor's report. The society
must also forward a special auditor's report at least once in three years
to the Registrar showing the holdings of each person in the society,
whether in shares or loans. A 'copy of the last balance sheet with a
report of the auditors must be hung up in a conspicuous place at the
registered office of the society. Societies undertaking banking must
make up a statement in specified form on the .first Mondays in February
and August each year, and display this statement in the registered
office or other places of business where banking takes place.
(10) A member under twenty-one years of age may be secretary,
not a member of the committee) trustee, manager or treasurer.
(II) By special resolution a society may change its name, amalgamate with another society, transfer its engagements to another registered
society willing to undertake them, convert itself into a company under
the Companies Acts, 01' amalgamate with or transfer its engagements
to such a company.
(12) Upon application from one-tenth of the whole number of
members or from 100 members if the membership exceeds 1,000, the
Registrar, with the consent of the Treasury) shall appoint inspectors
to examine into and report on the affairs of such society or call a special
meeting of the society.
These Acts constitute the only legislation dealing specifically with
co-operative societies.
Any productive undertakings of societies are subject to the various
Finance Acts just as are private companies. Societies were exempted
from Schedules C and D of the income'tax arrangements on the
grounds that such societies made no profits but returned their surplus
to purchasing members. The dividends returned were not regarded. as
profits obtained by members, but as discounts on purchases. Schedules
A and B were applicable to co-operative societies in general. Under
the Finance Act of 1933 the exemptions were withdrawn, so that
co-operative societies are treated like all other corporate bodies.
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The general object of incorporation under the Industrial and
Provident Societies Acts by a body of persons is to trade without the
unlimited liability involved in a partnership, although co-operation
of unlimited liability type is known in other countries, particularly in
connection with agricultural credit organisation. The advantages
claimed for registration under the Industrial and Provident Societies
Acts are as follows l :-(r)

(2)

(3)
(4)
(5)

Registration fees are small with no ad valorem duty payable on
the capital.
Shares may be either transferable or withdrawable, so that
members may join or withdraw without the trouble, delay and
cost of transferring shares.
Membership and capital can be increased to an unlimited extent
without the formalities necessary in other cases.
Shareholders have the added security arising out of a compulsory
annual audit of accounts by properly qualified auditors.
Mortgages and other charges need not be registered.

On the other hand, there are certain limitations in registering under
the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts, among which are(r) The provision that the amount of capital, apart from loan stock,
which may be held by a member-other than another registered
society-may not exceed £200.
(2) The amount of loan capital, if any, which it may be desired to
raise must be stated, as to amount and security, in the rules of
each registered society.
(3) The fact that industrial and provident societies cannot give a
good floating charge over their stocks and other chattels which
come within the scope of the Bills of Sale Acts. This is of
importance to co-operative marketing undertakings.
It is often not appreciated that many of the principles of co-operative
association are purely voluntary and consequently only appear in the
rules of the societies. For example, the control of a society is usually
in the hands of the members on a democratic basis with equal voting
powers for members irrespective of financial holdings. This principle,
however, is not invariable.
Again, it is quite logically held that interest on capital invested
1
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shQuld be limited to a fixed percentage and that surplus funds or savings,
in management should be returned to the members, not in proportion
to capital subscribed, but in proportion to the amount of business
each has transacted, through the medium of the concern.
In many cases membership is unrestricted within the area of its
operations, so that societies do not tend to become close corporations
nor is capital limited.
Two other principles, not by any means universal in co-operative
societies but of great value to certain overseas co-operatives, deserve
special mention. The first is that dealings of an undertaking existing
for a co-operative purpose should be limited to its own members.
In practice there is often a considerable volume of non-members'
trade in this country, in connection with the sale of agricultural
produce by productive societies and with banking and insurance.
The second is that an obligation, implied or expected, should obtain
requiring members to deal with the society and only with it in the
particular class of business which the society undertakes. In overseas
marketing co-operative associations, the compulsory contract with
members has often proved the basis of the success of the whole
organisation. In this country the obligation is frequently honoured
more by the breach than the observance both in productive and
consumer societies so that competition with private trade competitors
is frequently the only method of securing the continued activity of
the society, apart from dividend inducements.
I. ENGLAND AND WALES

Marketing of Agricultural Products

The development up to 1924 was accurately summarised in a report
published by the Ministry of Agriculture in 1925.1
Danish co-operation has always been operated from the farmers'
or producers' angle and no doubt the uniform character of the
development is mainly due to the propagation of co~operative ideas
through the adult educational movement.
In England and Wales, on the other hand, there was no attempt
at national co-ordination of agricultural producers' co-operation prior
to the establishment of the Agricultural Organisation Society in 1901.
1
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Under such circumstances, development was spasmodic and often
assisted by philanthropists.
From about 1870 small co-operative cheese factories were established
in the Peak area, in some cases the original capital being guaranteed
by the landowners but later redeemed by the producer members. The
factories were established on American lines on an economic basis of
one factory unit for the milk from 450 to 500 cows. Early success was
counteracted by difficulties with cheese factors in the disposal of the
cheese. The ventures were purely local and by 1901 only 13 dairy
societies existed in the whole country.
Success in Denmark and Ireland, together with depression of
English agriculture) led to renewed interest in producer co-operation,
and the Central Chambers of Agriculture reported in 1891 in favour
of extension of producer co-operation, with only limited approval of
societies for the purchase of agricultural requisites. In 1896 a further
report stressed the need for a central body to co-ordinate cooperative activities, and a Royal Commission in 1897 showed the
advantages of co-operation in marketing agricultural produce in bulk.
A complication had arisen. The Earl of Winchelsea in 1894 set
up a semi-political body known as the National Agricultural Union
which in 1896 organised the British Produce Supply Association with
almost fantastic aims in view of the state of development of producer
co-operation at that time. The idea was to assist the producer at every
stage from the farm to the consumer by means of countty marketing
depots, abattoirs, butter factories and its own commission salesmen
in London and principal provincial towns. The Association was
purely a joint stock concern and widely advertised its objects as
Co-operation for Farmers.
This Association tried to operate in London through Covent
Garden and the Central Meat Market, but could give no guarantee of
regular supplies. The usual difficulty with farmers' co-operative
associations also arose. The best produce invariably went to the open
market when competitive prices were favourable and the co-operative
ventUre was expected to take produce of no graded standard and to
return the prices of high grade produce. In 1900 the experiment ceased.
The Agricultural Organisation Society as a co-orclinating body for
"agricultural" co-operation in England and Wales was established in
19 0I , but it was apparent that agricultural producer co-operation was
likely to suffer from the proximity of innumerable markets always
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prepared to tempt the farmer to abandon his own co-operative concern.
Co-operative association for the purchase of farmers' requirements
proved relatively simple.
The Agricultural Organisation Society arose from the merging of
a new Organisati~n Society at Newark with the National Agricultural
Union and was registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies
Acts as a non-party and non-trading body, with the object of fostering
business combination among farmers on a co-operative plan. After
the Winchelsea experiment, developments for the sale of agriculhlral
produce were made with extreme caution, greater attention being
given to purchase of requirements. The capital of the Agricultural
Organisation Society was obtained largely from private subscriptions,
plus affiliation fees from societies, so that the income was small.
In 1908 grants were made from the Board of Agriculture for the
specific development of smallholdings and allotments, and it was not
until 1912 that the Development Commission made grants to increase
the scope of the Organisation Society. Prior to 1914 there was steady
development in requisite societies. Unfortunately activities became
widely diffused between marketing societies, smallholdings, allotments, credit societies, land renting and even insurance, so that no
really constructive practical policy could be put into operation.
About 1914 it was anticipated that the effect of the war would be
to stimulate co-operative activity in spite of previous experience
that co-operation thrived on adversity. As was to be expected, uncertainty of prices and possibilities of speculation made farmers
reluctant to join co-operative ventures and thus prevented any possibility of the application of compulsory contracts between producers
and 'their co-operative societies. Had Great Britain been mainly an
agricultural export country, the position would have been quite
different.
Wartime rises in prices in fact gave farmers greater incentive to
operate individually in the disposal of produce. Shortage of transport led the Government to encourage requirement societies in existence
and to operate return loads with collected produce, mainly for the
army. Several requirement societies were more or less compelled to
deal in milk, wool and meat, and the Government tended to recognise
such mixed agricultural societies as direct suppliers to the Industrial
Co-operative Movement.
When the Government operated the Food Production scheme in
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I<)I7 co~operative marketing would have proved ideal for opel'ating
reliable control, but unfortunately farmers' co-operatives were not
sufficiently developed to undertake the task. Several reasons were
advanced to account for tilis comparative lack of co-operative development, but me chief handicaps were that Government control was more
or less exercised on a quota basis, preventing individual establishment
or development at the expense of other established concerns, and that
market prices still attracted the individualism of farmers. By 19 I8 ,
however, the number of agricultural societies was about 60 per cent
higher tban at the beginning of 1917.
During 1919 many societies amalgamated as the result of the policy
of the Agricultural Organisation Society so that the financial strength
and membership of the Movement were considerably increased. The
strength was mainly developed for the purchase of requisites as the
marketing of commodities was still mainly under Government control.
In 1919 the Government, from the Development Fund, arranged for
the payment of diminishing funds to the Agricultural Otganisation
Society as follows: 1919-20, £51,000; 1920-1, £28,000; I921-2,
£II,S86; 1922-3, £4,556,
The yeat 1920 may be regarded as the point of highest development
when the farmers' co-operative organiEations tecorded a turnover of
£I7~ millions,but of this only about £64 millions arose from the sale
of agricultural produce. The principal trade was thus in the purchase
of farmers' requisites.
In 1921 prices fell rapidly and most societies had traded on too large
a scale for their capitalisation so that there wete insufficient reserves
to meet the new conditions. Yet actual failUl'es were few, although
prospects of national organisation faded completely. Throughout
192~ and I923 conditions became less satisfactory, but retail prices did
not fall in proportion. Hence both producers and consumers began
to regard distributive organisations with suspicion. In spite of the
opportunity offered, farmers did not exploit their own co-operative
institutions in a serious endeavour to bring agricultural commodities
more directly to the consumer.
The Linlithgow Report of 1924 advocated renewed agricultural
co-operation instead of wasteful duplication of effort in open competition. At the same time the Linlithgow Committee argued strongly
for some degree of cont1'Ol of distribution to reduce the spread between
wholesale and tetail prices. An Agricultural Tribunal of Investigation
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went further, commenting on the backwardness of the British farmer
in adopting co-operative methods.
The Government offered long-term loans in 1924 on generous
terms for new or existing agricultural societies to provide premises,
equipment, etc. Jar undertaking marketing of agricultural commodities,
but things were going badly with the general organisation of the
farmers' movement. In 1922 the Welsh Agricultural Organisation
Society broke away from the parent body and has continued to the
present time on a fairly successful basis.
In 1924 the Agricultural Organisation Society for England was discontinued, a special society being formed to deal with allotments and
smallholdings only. Government assistance, apart from a small grant
for agricultural credit development, ceased with the year 1922-3, and
the income from voluntary sources proved inadequate. Thus after
23 years the Society had not reached a state of financial stability
apart from Government help, and meanwhile farmers in general had
proved less attracted by co-operative development than by direct
Parliamentary appeal through the growing National Farmers' Union.
Agricultural Requirement Societies

Many societies marketing produce to a limited extent were mainly
engaged in the supply of farmers' requirements such as feeding stuffs
and fertilisers. There is no doubt that co-operation for the supply of
requirements proved much easier in this country than co-operation for
marketing. Strictly speaking, such supply societies are consumers'
societies and should be considered along' with the Industrial Cooperative Movement, from which a number obtain their supplies.
A comprehensive report on the development of supply societies
up to 1924 is given in the Ministry of Agriculture's Economic
Series No. 5, entitled The Co-operative Purchase of Agricultural
Requisites. By 1893 there were 30 supply societies in existence in
England and Wales, but they were in the main registered as joint
stock companies. Only from about 1900 did it become customary for
such societies to be registered under the Industrial and Provident
Societies Acts. Probably the best known of the earlier supply
societies was the Agricultural and Horticultural Association established
in London in 1867- By 1900 there were u quite prominent societies
registered as co-operative associations, In 1901 the formation of the
Agricultural Organisation Society stimulated the establishment of
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agricultural supply societies, so that by 1903 about 39 new societies
had been registered.
The objects of these societies were comparatively simple. Manures
and feeding stuffs could be bought and transported on far better
terms in bulk lots and, through a co~operative organisation, the
smaller man could obtain many of the advantages of the reduced
prices on large consignments. Purchasers of large consignments, too,
can generally demand and obtain commodities of the quality required.
In this connection it is interesting to note that before 1906 (when the
Fertilisers and Feeding~stuffs Act insisted on analyses of the commodities being submitted with consignments) many co-operative
supply societies made a practice of analysing manures and feeding
stuffs for their members. Few societies entered into the actual production of farmers' requirements, although the Midland Counties'
Supply Association manufactured certain classes of implements.
In 1904 the Agricultural Organisation Society established a nontrading advisory body which negotiated, with manufacturers of
agricultural requirements and seed merchants in the interests of cooperative supply associations. In addition some negotiations were
conducted with railway companies on rates and warehousing.
By 1908 there were II4 supply societies in England and Wales
with a turnover of £709,849' Apparently there were several difficulties
experienced even among supply societies. In many cases the business
was not big enough to employ full-time managers. In other cases
trade was obtained by price-cutting and insufficient margin remained
to cover expenses. Probably the greatest difficulty, however, was in
respect of credit. The farming community was generally able to obtain
extended credit from private traders, but co-operative societies with
inadequate capital were not able to deal with such difficulties.
There were about two hundred supply societies in 1914, with a
membership of 24,000 and an annual turnover of about £1,7°°,000.
It appeared that wartime conditions would be of considerable assistance
to this class of society, and to secure greater stability the Agricultural
Organisation Society concentrated on development of existing societies
rather than formation of new ones. Membership steadily increased
and, on the whole, societies did well. Towards the end of the war,
fertilisers and feeding stuffs were controlled as regards production,
prices, export and to some extent distribution, yet although supplies
were difficult to obtain, the Co-operative Movement undoubtedly
obtained advantages over the private traders.
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The Agricultural Wholesale Society was formed in 1918 and by
this time agricultural supply societies were 250 in number with a
membership of 40,000 and 'a turnover in agricultural requirements of
about £4,000,000. The same societies were undertaking a certain
amount of marketing and realised £750,000 on the sale of agricultural
produce during 1918. By this time most of the supply societies were
comparatively large, frequently as the result of amalgamations.
The agricultural supply movement reached its peak between I919
and 1920 but the weaknesses of the Movement soon became visible.
Most of the societies were seriously under-capitalised; many gave
excessive credit. Sales of agricultural requirements had reached
£9t millions, whilst produce had been marketed to the extent of £2
millions-a large turnover for societies with comparatively little
capital; and when in 1921 prices began to fall there were immediate
difficulties, particularly as many societies held considerable stocks as
a result of buying forward. Losses were heavier in 1922, when about
seventy-one societies were removed from the register. The fact that
farmers were experiencing difficulties led to demands for longer
credit, with the result tl1at trade was transferred from co-operative
organisations to private traders.
In 1924 the Agricultural Organisation Society collapsed as did the
Agricultural Wholesale Society. These calamities tended to isolate
existing societies rather than to encourage development as a national
movement. An appeal was made for some organisation to undertake
the co-ordination of these agricultural supply societies and whilst
the C.W.S. as a joint supplier might have been regarded as the natural
body from which help might come, the farmers appealed to the
National Farmers' Union.
Since 1924 the National Farmers' Union has maintained the register
of agricultural societies, but for several years little was done to
encourage agricultural co-operation. At about the period of 1924
agricultural supply societies were tnore ~r less general traders and
not specialist suppliers as were overseas co-operatives, so that there
was little prospect of success for the British Societies.
Relation Between Farmers' and Industrial Societies

Repeated efforts have been made to link up the Agricultural and
Industrial Movements. As early as 1903 the Co-operative Wholesale
Society considered the possibilities of setting up an agricultural
department for supplying farmers' requirements and purchasing
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agricultural produce, the latter being the more difficult problem for a
departmentalised general wholesaler. In 1906 the Co-operative Union
and the Agricultural Organisation Society jointly endeavoured to
promote co-operative development in rural areas and the Co-operative
Union secured representation on the agricultural body. A joint
committee attempted to promote inter-trading in West Wales in 1908.
The Co-operative Congress at Newcastle in 1908 arranged for a
joint conference to discuss agricultural and industrial co-operation
and the following resolutions were passed!;"(1) That every encouragement and assistance be given by all the
organisations represented, to the organisation of farmers throughout
the United Kingdom into co-operative societies.
(2) That the societies so organised be federated for trading purposes in such a way as ultimately to centre the entire co-operative trade
in one federal body for each country.
(3) That where the produce of' farmers' societies is sold to distributive societies, or vice versa, it is desirable that all such transactions
should take place through the respective trade federations of the
farmers and the distributive movement, and that all such trade should
be preferential and be subject to a lower margin of profit than where
sales are made by either federation to the outside trade.
(4) That every effort be made to put an end to such trade
competition as at present may be hindering the general adoption of
satisfactory arrangements between the distributive and the agricultural
movements.
(5) That the buyers of the two wholesale societies connected with
the departments which purchase agricultural produce be called together
to consult on a scheme to be suggested for carrying out the policy of
this Committee, and that they be authorised to meet and consult with
the agricultural organisations concerned in the productions of which
they require supplies, and report the result to a future meeting."

In

1910

representatives of the two movements resolvecI:--

"That the Co-operative '"Wholesale Sociely be asked to establish a
department upon which the agricultural co-operative movement shall
have adequate representation for the marketing of the produce of
smallholdings societies in England and Wales in the first instance and
subsequently, where found possible, for dealing with agricultural
produce generally."
1
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The C.W.S. did decide to establish a fat-stock department and, in
addition, instructed buyers to encourage transactions with agricultural
organisations. Joint conferences were continued from I910 and in
1914 sub-commitlees formed for England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland.
At this period agricultural societies realised the advantages of
direct trade with the Industrial Movement, thereby saving the various
auctioneers, market and transport charges involved in dealing through
local markets. The societies, however, considered that the Industrial
Movement should cease to develop purchases of agricultural commodities through commission agents. On the other hand, the Industrial
Movement pointed out the necessity of bulk supplies of level quality
at prices reasonably related to those of the open market.
By 1914 industrial societies had developed quite a trade with
agricultural societies and about II7 agricultural societies were in
fact members of the C.W.S. although mainly for the purchase of
requirements. Inter-trading between the two Movements was
estimated at £250,000. During the war a number of retail co-operative
societies bought extensively from agricultural societies, whilst the
agricultural societies purchased considerable quantities of wheat offals
from the C.W.S. In 1916 the C.W.S. was stated to have purchased
over £86,000 worth of produce from agricultural societies and
the societies made purchases from the C. W.S. of about £500,000.
The C.W.S. set up an Agricultural Department in 1915, but the
establishment by the Agricultural Movement of its own Agricultural
Wholesale Society in 1919 interfered somewhat with the happy
relations between the two Movements.
By 1924, when the Agricultural Organisation Society and the
Agricultural Wholesale Society had collapsed, another attempt was
made to develop inter-trading between the two Movements, and this
attempt was supported in the Report of the Linlithgow Committee.
It was quite obvious that the Industrial Movement represented the
best single market for British produce and ~hat through its organisation
there was a ready and economical method of distribution. In many
directions the Industrial Movement represented a better market than
private trade channels. For example, the Movement was able to show
that about 80 per cent of its meat supplies were home-killed, whereas
the average for the country was only 50 per cent.
Carlisle Co-operative Congress of 19I9 had proposed that the
Co-operative Union as the central administrative body for the
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Industrial Movement should establish an agricultural section and thus
develop itself as the administrative centre for the Agricultural
Movement. The Co-operative Congress at Nottingham in 1924
reaffirmed this decision. Practical application of such a decision,
however, was not so simple, for in the presence of the conflicting
interests of sellers and purchasers, price-fixing becomes a difficult
matter. The industrial side appreciated that arrangements could only
be developed on the basis of compulsory contracts, but this aspect
of the problem was not received well by the agricultural section.
The Conference on Agricultural Co-operation in the British
Empire, held at Wembley in July 1924, passed the following
resolu tions:"(x) That until complete information of the cost of agricultural
production is available, the prices of agricultural produce must continue
to be fixed by a process of bargaining.
(2) That the immediate task before co-operators is to enable
bargaining to take place more and more directly between the organisations of co-operating producers and those of co-operating consumers
so as gradually to eliminate the control now exercised by the middleman; and
(3) That all federations of agricultural co-operative societies
should endeavour to establish close inter-trading relations with the
consumers' wholesale society."

Whilst there was almost complete stagnation in the operation
of these resolutions, the Industrial Co-operative Movement made
considerable headway in the development of organisations with
, overseas co-operatives. The C.W.S. and the New Zealand CD-operative
Marketing Association became equal partners in the New Zealand
Produce Association in 1921. The two bodies are not tied to each
other and both follow the trend of normal market prices, but, other
things equal, the C.W.S. represents the first market for the New
Zealand Co-operative Marketing Association. Since that date similar
relations have been developed with other overseas co-operatives.
Whether the Agricultural and Industrial Movements would have
been better centralised through one body such as the Co-operative
Union is doubtful. What is quite certain is that close contractual
relations between the two bodies would have been to the advantage
of both. Unfortunately there was no organisation about 1924 capable
of representing a true negotiating body on behalf of the agricultural
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co-operatives, and although the National Farmers' Union had undertaken the task of representing agricultural co-operatives, there seemed
to be no inclination to give any encouragement to co-operative marketing rather than to private trade marketing. Under such circumstances
it is certain that the Agricultural Movement lost a very valuable
opportunity of securing national recognition.
Whilst it is true that later legislation under the Marketing Acts
attempted national organisation of producers for agricultural marketing
on a commodity basis, the organisation did nothing to develop direct
relations between producers and purchasers such as might have been
secured on an inter-trading basis between the two Co-operative
Movements.
2. SCOTLAND

Agricultural co-operation in Scotland has developed on rather
different lines from England and Wales, partly owing to the segregation
of different types of agriculture and the concentration of markets
and industries in well-defined areas. Scottish agriculture, although
very thorough in suitable areas, represents a comparatively small
percentage of the total acreage. Out of a total of 19,000,000 acres,
Scotland hasacres arable land (including seeds and temporary grass);
acres good permanent pasture; and
9,500,000 acres of rough grazing, much of which is hardly of any
agricultural value.
3,000,000

1,500,000

Among livestock, sheep predominate with about 7 million head
and there are about It million cattle. Pigs have never been popular
outside the dairying districts and seldom exceed 140,000. Specialised
poultry farming is rare, but poultry keeping on free range lines
general. Smallholdings predominate, 66 per cent of the holdings
being less than fifty acres.
Under such conditions, specialised marketing tends to be common
and co-operation for requirements would obviously be relatively
successful. As long ago as 1884, the Farmers' Supply Association
was established at Leith to deal with requirements. About 1903 the
Tarff Valley Society was formed and affiliated to the English Agricultural Organisation Society, but then~ was little further Scottish
development until 1905 when the Scottish Agricultural Organisati?n
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Society was formed with Sir John Gilmour as Chairman. The Society
was financed by private guarantors. Then several co-operative societies
were established for the supply of agricultural requirements, including
the prominent North-Eastern Agricultural Co-operative Society. As
the result of extensive propaganda, various creameries became established as co-operative concerns and in 1908 a special Dairying Committee was set up to supervise this side of the work.
In I907 the Organisation Society had taken over the National
Poultry Organisation Society in Scotland and attempted to develop
the marketing of eggs, particularly in the Orkneys. On the whole,
development was in the form of small requirement societies with
small bargaining powers. Several districts attempted to overcome this
handicap by the formation of Joint Purchase Committees about
1909. By 1909 there were thirty-eight societies operating and a furthet'
ten societies iust registeted. The types of societies wereRequirement societies
Dairy societies ..
Poultry societies, ,
Horse-breeding societies, ,

33
3

Total. .
The membership was 2,43:2., capital £3,003 and turnover £102,827,
of which £30,000 represented the trading of the North Eastern SOciety
alone and £32,000 of the three dairy societies.
In 19II the Development Commission made grants to the
Agricultural Organisation Society. From this date many societies
were formed and serious attempts were made to set up federations of
societies. A federation of sixty societies in the Highlands and Orkneys
was registered in 1912 as Scottish Farm and Poultry Products, Ltd.,
and apart from the main business of egg marketing specialised in the
sale of rural handicraft products such as Harris tweed and hosiery.
By 1913 the turnover of this federation had reached £18,000. The
Scottish position in 1913 is shown by the table on opposite page.l
\\,Thilst the general position appeared to be quite satisfactory there
were at this period about foul' societies in liquidation. The Scottish
Organisation Society was always alert, however, and actual bankruptcies of agricultural societies were rare.
1 Agriciliturl;ll Co-operation in Scotll;lna, p. 6.
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A rival organisation was established in 1913 as the Scottish Small
Holders' Association Ltd., and in 1914 opened up the Scottish Central
Marts as a wholesale marketing organisation, holding for a short time
retail shops and a sausage factory. A Scottish Central Land Bank was
set up to transact business for smallholders and societies, and in 1916
the Scottish Central Insurance Society was founded to deal with
smallholders' livestock. These various attempts did not prosper and
on the discontinuance of State aid in 1923, the Smallholders' organisation collapsed, leaving behind twelve local societies, most of which
were taken over by the Agricultural Organisation Society.
The war proved a hindrance to the Organisation Society. Staff,
transport and supply shortage were serious. On the other hand, the
presence of the Fleet brought unexpected prosperity to the Orkney
Annual Turnover

Number
Type of Society

of
Societies

~lemher-

Share

ship

Capital

- - - -{; Requirements. _
Egg •. _.
_.
Dairy
Stockbreeditlg .

....

Total

..

_

.

32

4,474

3°

1,633
30 2-

7
I

70

Dairy

{;

-

{;

-

103,697

19 6,3:1.9
8, 16 3
2.62

45,574

103,697

4,3 89

1,021

41, 18 5

roB

6,5 7

I2.,665

Require.
ments

{;

9,579
2,02.7
38

-1

Egg

-

-

204,754

Total

£

20o,718
49,34 8

10 3,959

-

354,02.5

societies until price control was instituted. Dairy societies also prospered. The Organisation Society stabilised its position in auditing the
accounts of societies. In 1919 the Organisation Society and the
Scottish National Farmers' Union reached a good working agreement
and the relations between the two bodies have been excellent ever
since. The high-water mark of Scottish agricultural societies was
reached in 1920 when returns were made as shown in table on page 82.1
In addition to the above societies there were fotty-five small
requirement societies, eleven dairies, five egg stations and eleven other
societies making no returns, as many had hot completed a full year of
trading. The total membership represented 14 per cent of the holders
of agricultural land in the country. In the tahle (page 82) it should be
noted that stoc:kbreeding societies and smithies do a certain amount of
trade in requirements, but the principal business does not come within
1

Agricult14ral Co-operation in ScatlcmJ, p. 9'
F
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the scope of the classification adopted here. For this reason these
societies are omitted from the total turnover column.
The slump in prices commenced in 1921, but the effect was less
in Scotland than in other parts of the United Kingdom because
dairying, which represented over half the turnover of the Scottish
movement, was less influenced by speculation, and covered day-today turnover. With requirements, the position was desperate for the
English Agricultural Wholesale Society, the Irish Wholesale and
many of the larger societies. Many of the Scottish societies being
only on an agency basis and working on cash terms were fortunate.
The Scottish Agricultural Organisation Society was, however, in
financial difficulties with reduced Treasury grants and stability was
not restored until 1925. In 1923 the Organisation Society gave evidence
Annual Turnover

Type of Society

Number Mcmbcrof
ship
Societies

--Requirements
Egg
-'
Dairy ••
Stockbreecling
Smithy

.-

Total

..

..-

67
21
10
10
1
109

Share
Capitnl
Egg

£
18,665
539

7,553
1,644
412
989
12

18, 02 3

10,610

)8,7 67

---

1,337
20 3

/;

24,053
79>342

-

103,395

Dairy

£

-

-

517,9°5

-

517,9 05

l{cquirolllents
{.

457,72 9
21,894
2,011

4,85 8
187
4 86,679

Total

£

4 81 ,7 82
101,056
5 19,9 16

-

1,102,754

before the Linlithgow Committee and the Committee of Economists
and received favourable reports on co-operative creameries and egg
societies. Creameries commenced negotiations with distributors or
undertook their own retailing. Some commenced the wholesaling of
milk to England. Certain loans were made by the Department of
Agriculture to build and equip dairies.
In 1924 the Organisation Society was reorganised with Major
Sprot as Chairman and T. G. Henderson as Secretary and an increased
grant was obtained from the Development Commission. The country
was divided into districts and Standing Committees set up to deal with
special commodities. The Wool Committee drew up a scheme for a
National Wool Marketing Society which commenced in 1925 and the
Dairy Committee prepared the way for the Scottish Milk Agency which
came into being in 1927. Bacon and egg ventures were less successful.
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IRELAND

The total area of Ireland is about 32,500 square miles, about 26,000
square miles of this being now included in the Irish Free State. The
Free State is largely agricultural with roughly 50 per cent of its
employed population engaged in agricultural work, whilst exports of
agricultural commodities reached £36,000,000 in 1926. Northern
Ireland has only IS per cent of its population engaged in agriculture,
but there is a considerable export trade in agricultural products.
During the twentieth century Ireland has been converted from a
country of large estates to a country of peasant proprietors, with
holdings of 15 to 30 acres and little hired labour. Stock raising
represents the principal industry and the farms are mainly grassland.
The rich grassland is responsible for the development of summer
dairying so that milk output is very seasonal. This has considerable
bearing on the marketing of dairy produce and even bacon.
During the Free Trade period one of the great difficulties of the
Irish farmer was credit, and the local trader or "gombeen man"
generally acted as usurer, provider of agricultural requisites and
merchant for the farmers' produce. Overseas competition, especially
in the butter and bacon industries, soon tended to oust the more
seasonal Irish supplies from England and even from the Irish market
itself, whilst factory butter gradually displaced the farm product.
The history of the rise of agricultural co-operation in Ireland has
been told in many publications of the Plunkett Foundation but
a useful summary appears in Agricultural Co-operation in Ireland
published in 1931. The Co-operative developments in Ireland were
undoubtedly due to the activities of Sir Horace Plunkett, aided by
such pioneers as Lord Monteagle, Father Finlay and R. A. Anderson.
After considerable propaganda, the first really co-operative creamery
was established in Drumcollagher in 1889. By 1891 there were 17
creameries and the Irish Co-operative Agency Society was formed in
Limerick for the joint marketing of the produce. By 1896 there were
60 creameries and agricultural requirements societies. Thus the agricultural movement made very rapid headway when once initial
difficulties were overcome. .
Meanwhile, at a meeting in 1894 in Dublin, the Irish Agricultural
Organisation Society had been fomed as a "philanthropic nonpolitical association" for propaganda work, relying on private subscriptions. The Irish Movement was not interested in the development
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of consumer co-operation and soon diiliculties arose between the two
co-operative movements, whilst political interests were rather opposed
to voluntary co-operation among farmers.
In r 895 the first credit society on the Raiffeisen system of unlimited
liability was formed at Doneraile. The founders of the Irish Movement
appointed a committee to investigate continental countries giving
State aiel to agriculture. This so-called "Recess Committee" reported
unanimously in 1896 in favour of voluntary co-operation rather than
State aie] to agriculture, and that State assistance should be supplementary to self-help. The Congested Districts Board, appointed by
Lord Balfour, had made certain grants to the Organisation Society
in 1895 for special organising work. Some degree of democratic
control was assumed within the Organisation Society in 1897 and in
the same year the Irish Co-operative Agricultural Agency Society was
formed to purchase manure, seeds and machinery for afflliated societies.
This Agency was renamed the Irish Agricultural Wholesale Society
in 1898, when it commenced general trading.
Then followed a period of co-operative popularity when societies
were formed to provide pigs for bacon curers, to market eggs, provide
credit, operate livestock insurance or to rent land for development.
A Carnegie grant of £500 per year for five years assisted the
Organisation Society. The Department of Agriculture in Dublin was
estahlished in 1900, under the Vice-Presidency of Sir Horace
Plunkett, and thus Government working with the Organisation
Society was assured. By I900 the Movement was very extensive,
consisting of 171 central creameries, 65 auxiliaries, 106 agricultural
societies and 59 miscellaneous societies with a combined membership
of 46,2.06 and a turnover of £796,52.8, most of which represented
creamery sales. In 1903 the Organisation Society was reorganised on
a more representative basis and in the same year the Wyndham Act
commenced the process of converting Irish tenant farmers into peasant
proprietors. Poultry societies set up a marketing association as "Irish
Producers, Ltd." and there was a farmers' bacon factory in Tipperary.
There was considerable neglect in efficient management and financial
control of many of the co-operative ventures. The Organisation Society
in I908 established its own Auditing Department in the hopes of
securing financial control on proper lines in the various societies and
this phase of activity developed gradually on a sound basis. The same
year Government support of the Orgqnisation Society closed on the
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withdrawal of Sir Horace Plunkett from the DepartmenL of Agriculture, so that there had to he some degree of retrenchment. The
Development Commission was appointed in 1909, and whilst it
commenced to subsidise the Organisation Societies of England and
Scotland no grants were made to the Irish SOciety until I913.
From 1908 to I9II the various co-operative associations in Ireland
had to attempt to stabilise their position, and a number of societies
proving financially unsound were dissolved, although in most cases
the business was absorbed by other concerns. The Organisation
Society did useful work in the direction and control of butter. An
attempt was made to operate compulsory contracts, but this was
frustrated by a legal decision. From 1913 the Organisation SOciety
received grants of £2,000 per year in respect of 1912 and 1913 and an
offer to double subscriptions or affiliation fees obtained by the Agri.;:ultural Movement. From this time the Organisation Society reorganised its constit"ution and included members from the Development Commission and the Treasury.
In I913 there were 985 societies within the Organisation with a
membership of 104,702 and a turnovet of £3,333,200. Creameries
accounted fot neatly 80 per cent of the turnover and agricultural
societies for only 6 per cent. A Central Co-operative Credit Society
was registered, but never really operated to any extent. Insurance
schemes were handled through the Co-operative Insurance Society
and the Irish Wholesale Society began to supply dairy machinery.
During the war there was a tendency for very rapid development
on the part of the principal societies, although many of the small ones
went out of existence. Rising prices led to an extension of functions
and quite a number of societies opened retail shops contrary to the
terms of the Organisation Society. General Purpose Societies became
quite common-probably numbering about 300. Marketing societies
made little progress, largely due to Government restrictions and
transport difficulties. Progress continued with creameries until about
1920, when political unrest in the country led to a great deal of damage
to co-operative premises. At this period milk supplies declined,
owing to competition of beef production, giving rise to unfavourable
prices for cows and store stock.
The peak of the Irish Movement was reached in 1920 with a
turnover of £14,604,850. Even allowing for inflated prices, this
represented the maximum turnover of the Movement. At this period
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there were I,II4 societies with 157,766 members. By 1921 the slump
began to indicate the weak places. In many cases unduly large
stocks were held, and in others excessive credit had been allowed. The
Irish Wholesale Society was only saved by the English C.W.S., its
largest creditor. The creameries were practically the only societies
surviving.
The Irish Free State came into being at the end of 1921 under a
provisional Government in Dublin, and until I923 the country was
virtually in a state of civil war. The Organisation SOciety no longer
obtained the grants from the Development Commission, but finally
grants on the same terms were given by the Free State Government.
Northern Ireland organised the Ulster Agricultural Organisation
Society, being compelled to work independently of the Free State.
The year 1924 proved the worst year for agticultural co-operation
when the turnover was reduced to £7,700,000.
Meanwhile the Irish Free State Government became much more
interested in agricultural affairs. Under the Dairy Produce Act, 1924,
a system of inspection and licensing of all creameries preparing butter
for export was introduced and the standard of Irish butter was thereby
raised. The Agricultural Produce (Eggs) Act operated similarly in
respect of the egg trade. In 1928 the Dairy Disposal Company was
financed by the State to rationalise the dairy industry and this Company
bought out most of the private trade creameries and transferred them
to co-operative creameries or reconstructed them on a co-operative
basis. In 1929 the Agricultural Credit Corporation was formed and
financed partly by the State and partly by the banks. This corporation
made loans to individuals and creameries.
With the separation of Ulster different developments occurred in
the North. In 1922 there were 78 creameries with a membership of
rr,168 and a turnover of £962,738. There were 38 agricultural stores
with a membership of 11,850 and a turnover of £517,647, In addition,
there were 25 flax societies with 29,840 members and a turnover of
£20,575. The agricultural stores and flax societies definitely declined
up to 1929, owing to falling prices, so that the two classes of societies
only represented a turnover of £274,000 in 1929. Creameries improved
to a turnover of £1,077,888. The only new co-operative venture in
Northern Ireland was the establishment of three pig marketing societies
in 1928 and these by 1929 had a turnover of £19,000. The Ulster
Organisation Society developed a scheme for regulating butter
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prices, but no attempt was made to centralise butter marketing as in
the Free State.
Credit societies of the Raiffeisen type, owing to the principle of
unlimited liability, were registered under the Friendly Societies Act as
"specially authorised loan societies." Such credit societies have no
share capital so that liability is by implication unlimited, and they are
exempted from the Money Lenders Act. Under the Societies'
Borrowing Powers Act of I898, credit societies are authorised to
accept deposits from members and non-members, provided deposits
do not exceed two-thirds of the loans to members and that the funds
may not be divided among members in profits or dividends. The
restriction of £200 investment per member stands as in the Industrial
and Provident Societies Acts.
After the separation of the Irish Free State in 1922 a different legal
system operated for the Free State. The Irish Organisation Society
had issued model rules for co-operative societies on lines similar to
those of the Co-operative Union for the United Kingdom. Under the
Free State Government a specific Co-operative Act has been proposed,
but not implemented, and the only modifications to Co-operative
registration have been those imposed by the Dairy Disposal Act,
the Agricultural Credit Act and Acts dealing with Agricultural
Marketing. These have affected the actual workings of co-operative
societies, but not the registration and rules.

General Position ofAgricultural Societies in

1922

In 1925, at the Wembley conference of agricultural societies of
the British Empire, collected statistics relating to the year I922 or
thereabouts were submitted. It was confidently hoped that this
conference would lead to considerable co-ordination of agricultural
co-operative interests, but, contrary to expectations, the hopes did not
mature. From the pages of the report of this conference the following
statistics have been extracted and they give a fair summary of the
development of agricultural co-operation about 1922, and at the same
time represent the position of the agricultural movement at approximately its high-water mark.
Since then the tendency has been for a decline in voluntary cooperative methods in connection with agriculture. Subsequently
there was increased pressure for some form of compulsory association
for agricultural m~rketing not only in the United Kingdom but also
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TABLE 7

POSITION OF AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES ABOUT 19 221
Number
of

Typos of Societies

Soeietics

EnglandRequirements
.,
Dairy
"
Egg and poultry
Auctions, slaughterhouses
and market-garden ..
Miscellaneous

Total

..
..

..
..

..
..

..

Wl"alesRequirements
Dairy
"
Egg and poultry
Auction matts
Slaughterhouses
Miscellaneous "

..
..
..

Total

..

..

Total

..

VlsterDairy
Poultry
Credit
Flax
Agricultural
Miscellaneous

..

Total

..

Southern lrelandDairy .,
Poultry .,
Credit
Agricultural
Miscellaneous
Federations
Total

Total

[.

t.,

£

1, 81 4,010

40

I,:'-01,83 2
302 ,9 19

7,°73,818
1,)74,877
39 I ,277

..

30
46

6,9 I 9
7,675

89,794
33,OII

I,693,4 83
48 5,445

I,7 83,277
55 6 ,373

.,

255

68,048

5,643,816

5,497, 68 9

Il,179,42 2.

81
20
4

1,250,616

1
S

2I,997
1,220
1, 124
45 0
16 9
473

2,10)

4 1,5 0 3
54,945
25,695
24,52.0
69,5 00
),880

1,29 2, 1I 9
54,945
:1.5,695
:1.4,52.0
69,5 00
5,9 8 )

Il7

25.433

1,:1.5 2,7 19

220,043

1,47:1.,762

37 2

93,4 81

6,89 6 ,535

5,7 7,73 2
'

12, 61 4, 267

26)
1,693

300,75 2
13,542
42,812

58 3,70 7
45,0)0

300 ,75 2
597,249
87,822-

88

7,39 1

357,)06

628,717

9 85, 82 3

13°
4
37
37
98
16

21,322
1,3 80
3,054
3,5 08
2°,°95
1,802

1,584,234
99,5 0 5

1,584,234
99,5 0 5
IO,047
22,340
862,7°5

..
..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
..
..

..

1 Surv~y

SaIl' of
Produce

5,259,808
17 2 ,845
88,358

.... ..
.. .. ..
..
.... ......
.. .. ..
"

Total United Kingdom

mente;

1{(I(lUirc-

35,74 I
5,9 0 4
II, a0 9

.... .. ....
.... .... ..
.. ..
..
..
..

ship
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Toral, England and Wales

SCQtlandRequirements "
Dairy..
•.
Egg ~nd poultry

Annu.ll TUrIIOVP(
}i1eLllber~

101

3

50
15
23

-

-

-

-

10,047

-

862,70

5

9 I ,953

3 22

5 1 ,161

964,70 5

20 9
6
7S

28,637
1,808

-

5,53°

26,49 6
1,178,5 85
52 4,9°8

2.

4 6,73 6
17,40 3
5 IS

1,7 1 °,3 86

61 9

100,63 2

],440 ,375

1,401

:1.5 2 ,665

292

35

II,6S8,7H

-

22>34
-

0

91 ,953

1,706,079

2,67 0,7 8 4

4,077,284
77,777

4,°77, 28 4
77,777
26,49 6
1,17 8,5 8 5
52 4,9 08
1>7 10,3 86

-

--4,155,061

7,595,43 6

U, 207,5 89

23,866,3 l0

of Agricultural Co-op.ratton '" the British Empir., 1925.
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in the Irish Free State. Both became involved in agricultural marketing
legislation of a compulsory character.
The Industrial Co-operative Movement

The Industrial Co-operative Movement is principally engaged
in distribution, although from time to time serious attempts have been
made to develop production, including agricultural production. These
cannot be said to have developed as the result of a policy. Co-operative
enterprises of various types exist in different parts of the country and
in the earlier stages three types of societies were formed. The first
type aimed at developing self-supporting communities. The second
type was more concerned with the operation of corn mills or shops
to provide food for the poor at cost price. Direct retail trading on a
co-operative basis was developed in a number of districts by the third
type which has nowadays become particularly associated with the
Rochdale Pioneers, where a dividend system was introduced. In its
subsequent development the Co-operative Movement retained the
dividend system and ultimately adopted its own model sets of rules
conforming to the Industrial and Provident Societies Acts.
For purposes of comparison the following, table gives a summary
of the position of the Movement in the United Kingdom in the years
1913 and 1925.
19 13
1,3 87

Distributive societies
Distributive federations
Productive societies .,
Supply a&sociations .,
Wholesale societies

..

Totul
Membership .'

108
4
2

191.5
1,28 9
10
1°5
8
4

1,501

1,420

J,oIl,39°

[,
Share and loan capitul
Sales (wholesale unci retail) ..
Sales (retail) .,
.'
Wages and salaries .,

..

54,9 I 9,3 81
13°,°35,894
8J, 61 5,l75
8,49 1,4 88

4,9 60 ,883

.(,
164,975,3 61
295,828,OlO
18 3,5 84,049
26,3 2 7,1I4

The total retail trade in I925 was approximately £184,000,000 and
whilst it is impossible to analyse the extent of the trade in goods of
agricultural importance) some indication of the interest in agriculture
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RETAIL SOCIETIES (1925)
Number of
Societies

England and
Scotland, ,
Ireland

..

Tot~1

W~les

..

£

£

146 ,443,937

34
1, 28 9

4,9 10,9 83

100,683,81 5

18 3,5 84,°49

.,

'.

Sales

85,384,73 1
14,468 ,93 6
830,14 8

253

"

..
..

Capital

4,195,645
669,449
45,889

1,002

"

MembeIsllip

-

35,44 2 ,07 1
1,698,04 1

-

can be obtained from the departmental totals of these retail societies.
The figures are as follows:19 2 5

Department

Grocery

Butchery
Greengrocery, fruit and fish

Million £
1:26· 0
12'4
1'7

Dairy

4'7

Confectionery
Chemist

4'8*
0'3
U'o

Drapery
Tailoring and outfitting
Boot and shoe

Coal,.

2'7
3'0

5'0

Sundry and unclassified
Total retail trade

*

Includes some bread trade,

U'4

CHAPTER 5
A PERIOD OF NATIONAL INQUIRY
AFTER the war the Government became concerned at the falling off
of industry and the unsatisfactory position of agriculture. Whilst
prices remained relatively stable from 1922 to 1929, there were definite
indications that much of the export industry of the country had been
lost, and that, in spite of wartime experience of control of home
industries, overseas countries were gradually reclaiming their pre-war
market in foodstuff's. The unemployment problem in Britain was
serious. It was not surprising, therefore, that the Government appointed
special departmental committees to investigate the conditions of
industry and agriculture in great detail, and to report on possible
means of securing stabilisation.
In December 1922 a Committee under the chairmanship of Lord
Linlithgow was appointed to inquire into the methods and costs of
selling and distributing agricultural produce in Great Britain and to
consider whether the disparity between the price received by the
producer and that paid by the consumer could be diminished. The
intention was to explore the possibilities of reducing prices of foods
to meet the falling real wages of the consuming public, and yet to
encourage the development of British agriculture. The Government
inquiry Was not, however, restricted to agriculture, for in July 1924 a
Committee was appointed under the chairmanship of Sir Arthur
Balfour to inquire into the conditions of industry and trade. This
Committee issued a number of reports in the years up to 1929,

Balfour Report
It is only necessary to make brief reference to the findings of the
Balfour Committee to demonstrate how far conditions in industry
had a bearing on the agricultural problem.
The Balfour Committee came to the conclusion that the industries
principally interested in export found that their costs of production
were roughly 84 per cent over the corresponding figures of 1913, and
that industry in general showed costs of production of between So
and 90 per cent higher than in 1913' To some extent increased cost of
production was attributable to a decline in production and the conse-
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quent increase in the burden of overhead charges for the unit of
output. Wages represented 30 to 40 per cent of the total cost of production. Comparing 1913 and 1925 figures the wages cost per unit of
production increased by about 90 per cent. Average increase of weekly
rates of money wages in industry was between 70 per cent and 7S
per cent as compared with 1913' There was a marked discrepancy
between the increases in rates of wages and in labour costs, in spite of
progress and more efficient equipment of industry with plant and
power. The Committee concluded that the difference was largely due
to a reduction in the length of the working week, and that increased
productivity per hour did not make good the additional cost. Average
cost of salaries per unit of output was between double and treble the
amount of 1913, bu t the relative cost of salaries is bound to be abnormally high during shrinking production. Maintenance and depreciation
had risen considerably, frequently owing to lack of attention to plant
during the war years.
The general conclusion was that there was no definite method
available for appreciable reduction in costs of industrial production,
bearing in mind the loss of export trade and the general reduction in
output. On the other hand, there was considerable alarm at the margins
available for distribution, and the Committee feared that declining
home consumption of certain classes was due to the wide spread
between wholesale and retail prices. In the reportl the following
statement is given by the Balfour Committee:"Nor is our interest in these matters limited to the actual products of
the great exporting groups of trades, since anything which affects the
cost of distribution of articles of general consumption necessarily
affects the level of retail prices, and therefore the spending power of
consumers. The more they require to spend on food and other necessaries (other than the products of British manufacture) the less, ceteris
paribus, will be their effective demand for the latter products. Moreover, the retail prices of necessaries determine the movement of the
'Cost of Living' index number which in accordance with the rates of
wages of about 2! millions of workpeople are periodically varied."
Attention was drawn to the number of middlemen operating in the
selling of goods. Figures from departmental stores showed a gross
margin to cover distribution of 26 per cent of the retail price in 1925
1
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as compared with 20 per cent in I913. In the case of three co-operative
societies examined, the gross margin was 20~- per cent in I925 and
19t per cent in 1913, but this is pardy due to the lower margins available on groceries than on goods sold in other departments. As the
gross margins were calculated on retail prices which rose subsequent
to 1913, the actual gross margin increases are higher than appear
from the above figures. The Committee found that the ratio of
expenses to sales had risen by about one-third, due to improved
service, but that perhaps 8 per cent of the whole retail price represented the net profit of distributors, wholesale and retail. There was
some criticism of over-capitalisation in many industries. The Balfour
Committee included the following decisions:(I) The gap between producers' ptice and consumers' price was
increasing.
(2) Distributive service was becoming increasingly more complicated and more expensive.
,
(3) Overhead charges were increasing.
(4) Final net profits in wholesaling and distribution stood at higher
levels than in 1913.
(5) The effect on the consumer was to the disadvantage of increased consumption, and so of increased production.

Linlithgow Report
The Linlithgow Report1 came to similar conclusions with respect
to agricultural produce. Four interim reportJ were issued on separate
groups of commodities, dealing widl statistical details, and the final
report summarised the general conclusions. The main items are:I. MILK AND MILK PRODUCTS

The average retail price of milk in London in 1922-3 was about
75 per cent over pre~war level, whilst the average price paid to farmers
for milk, carriage paid to London, was 70 per cent over pre~war
level. The Committee felt that milk consumption should be increased,
and that distribution should be efficient and progressive, but without
imposing undue cost on the consumer.
It was estimated that liquid consumption in 1921 in Great Britain
was 600 million gallons (since found to be an under-estimate), and
manufacture 620 million gallons, whilst imports of dairy produce
1 Dep4rtmelltal Committe~

Oil
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represented 1,470 million gallons of milk. Home production was thus
about 45 per cent of total consumption of milk and dairy products
with the imports almost entirely in the form of dairy products.
The Committee favoured further increase in home milk production.
It was considered that about a quarter of the liquid supply was distributed by producer-retailers. Wartime organisation had resulted in
the smaller dairymen buying through wholesale organisations rather
than directly from producers, simplifying the very difficult problem of
adjusting supply to liquid demand and centralising surplus milk for
manufacture.
Manufactured milk was subject to competition from abroad, so that
world prices tended to regulate the market price of British dairy
produce but not of liquid milk. Profits of the liquid milk trade, as a
result, had to be offset with losses on the manufacture of surplus milk.
Farm cheese and butter making were declining, so that the surplus
problem was actually passed on financially to purchasers of milk and
thus strengthened the bargaining power of the wholesaler or creamery.
The history of negotiations with the Permanent Joint Milk Committee was traced, and the position was accepted by the LinHthgow
Committee as preferable to simple open competition. Railway rates
were approximately 50 per cent over pre-war, which was not considered excessive, but facilities available were criticised to some
extent, standard churns were recommended, and railway companies
requested to reduce rates as far as consistent with efficiency. The
possibilities of co-ordination to reduce long railway journeys were
discussed, and a form of zoning was considered practicable, with
prices for rail-borne milk fixed at farmers' station rather than at buyers'
destination. This latter recommendation has not been accepted by
buyers. The high rate of transit risk charges was condemned.
Wholesalers appeared to charge about lid. per gallon for their
services before the war. During control the charge was 5d. less railway
carriage charges, the -State bearing the loss on manufacturing surplus.
The Committee found firms able to clarify, pasteurise, and- cool the
milk they required and to sell it at I!d. per gallon above the purchase
price, after paying all establishment and depot charges and dealing
with the surplus. The view was expressed that the price of surplus
milk for cheese should be related to the price of imported cheese, and
this policy has subsequently been followed.
Serious attention was given to the margins taken by milk retailers.
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Before the war the retail margin in London was 6d. per gallon, but
firms were not finding this adequate. In 1922 an analysis showed a
gross margin of 9' o2d. per gallon in London, representing a net profit
of 2' 21d.1 Smaller margins were obtained in the provinces, and cooperative societies averaged 7' 74d. gross margin with 2' 34d. net
profit. The figures varied considerably owing to the fact that some
retailers purchased from wholesalers, certain organisations undertook
both wholesale and retail functions, and others had a considerable trade
in "other goods." Bottling and pasteurisation were not general.
Wages absorbed 55 per cent of the cost of retailing. Before 1914 a
London roundsman obtained 25S. to 308. per week of 56 to 60 hours.
In 1922 the rate in London was 57S. 6cl. for a 48-hour week, which
would probably amount to 64s. 9d. for a full seven-day week. The
rate was shortly afterwards reduced to 56s. Wages alone thus accounted
for an additional cost of over lid. per gallon on milk: over 1914.
The Committee concluded that the retailing margin was not
excessive for small retailers purchasing supplies from wholesalers, but
there was some argument for rationalisation of milk distribution.
Wholesaler-retailers in London had a combined gross margin of
about IS. per gallon which was considered to be unduly high. Doubts
were expressed as to whether provincial margins for distribution could
be justified at near the London figure.
The natural tendency of the producer-retailer would be to cut
prices to dispose of a large proportion of his supply in liquid form. In
the presence of increasing competition in the liquid market, this
tendency would be intensified. The Committee felt that preferential
prices should be operated in the villages, especially where milk was
collected from the farmhouse door.
The Committee felt that the public demand for cheaper milk might
lead to the disappearance of the small trader to the advantage of large
combines. On the other hand, nationalisation Or municipalisation of
the trade was not considered expedient. The qovernment was advised
to introduce legislation to compel large combines to disclose detailed
balance sheets with their annual returns. Claims were made by the
trade that the cost of balancing liquid supplies amounted to riel. per
gallon, but the Committee concluded that companies with manufacturing facilities could operate balancing at negligible cost, so that a charge
of rid. per gallon was unjustified.
~ Interim Report, Milk and Milk Product.<, Inter.Departmental Committee, p. 34-
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Large buyers, it was noted, tended to contract for whole dairies,
possibly to prevent undercutting by producers in the sale of surplus
milk, so that balancing and manufacture became essentials for large
buyers. The Committee felt that it would be better for producers to
handle the balancing surplus to some extent, particularly as by-products
would be available on the spot for livestock feeding. A case was made
for co-operative organisation of producers on the basis of firm contracts, but such organisations should sell milk or produce on behalf of
producer-members instead of buying milk outright from them.
Need for improvement in quality of milk was recognised, and a
very sound proposal made that a Standing Milk Advisory Committee
representing Health and Agricultural Departments, producers and
distributors should advise the Government on administrative questions
affecting the milk industry. Such a body would have proved invaluable.
Reference was made to increased cost of distribution due to the spread
of pasteurisation. The recommendations were:-

(x) That there should be a substantial reduction in the wholesale
part of the margin.
(2) That retail prices should be more uniform throughout the year.
(3) That a tribunal of producers, distributors and consumers
under a High Court Judge should determine prices to be paid to
producers and prices to be charged to consumers. The application of
flat rates would clearly be impossible.
(4) That consumption of liquid milk should be encouraged and,
in order to stimulate this, prices of liquid milk should be kept low, and
thus minimise surplus milk to be sold at a loss.
The Committee then considered milk products, emphasising the
possibilities of securing prices for cheese on a parity with milk selling,
and criticising the handling, grading, packing and transport of milk
products. The general case was that manufacture and handling on
more efficient lines could not only develop the trade in dairy produce,
but allow better returns to producers without increased prices to the
public. The value of butter blending in stabiliSing quality was,
admitted.
2. FRUIT AND VEGETABLES!

The good harvest of 1922, the lower purchasing power of the
public, and the effective marketil;lg of overseas supplies, reduced prices
t
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of English produce to pre-war level, although there were increased
costs of production, marketing, and transport. In the ordinary way,
fruit and vegetables passed through a large number of intermediaries,
including wholesalers, commission agents and retailers. The Committee felt that the reconsigning of such produce could be considerably reduced by direct marketing through provincial markets, and
that the railway companies could give better service at lower cost.
Apathy on the part of the railway companies would lead to an extension of road transport. Sums in excess of service were paid in connection with porterage, market tolls and commissions to salesmen,
commissions ranging from
per cent to 10 per cent of the selling
price with a basic minimum flat rate charge per package. In seasons of
low prices, commission was frequently 15 per cent, and the illegal
practice of averaging returns among growers or making lower returns
than actually realised for a consignment was to the detriment of
growers in generaI.
It was most unfair for the various intermediaries to be obtaining
their full charges when in many cases the return to the growers was
less than the cost of production. Retailers were found, in some
instances, to make considerable profits, but as a whole not undue
profits. Erratic purchases by the consuming public increased the risks
and costs of retail distribution; some traders showed losses on unsold
goods, weighing, etc., of nearly 20 per cent of the goods purchased,
although industrial co-operative societies estimated their losses at
8i per cent. Obviously a high percentage of waste was general in many
businesses. Provincial wholesale markets were regarded as valuable
in stabilising service to the grower and the consumer, and thus assisting
in the economic distribution of food. Covent Garden was regarded as
inadequate for the duty it had to perform. The Committee was of the
opinion that considerable headway could be made in the disposal of
surplus produce by the canning or bottling of fruit and of vegetables.
Preservation by refrigeration was only in an experimental stage, but
was regarded as a useful subject for research by growers' organisations.
Considerable attention was given to grading and packing, and it
was argued that growers would obtain more freedom as regards choice
of market and buyer by the use of nOil-returnable packages of standard
size, overseas experience being cited in support. It was also claimed
that the count or number of fruit or vegetables in a package should be
declared together with a minimum net weight, but that the grower's

7t
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liability should cease at the point of first sale. The practice of "topping"
was definitely condemned.
Effective organisation of the trade as a whole was regarded as an
essential preliminary to the satisfactory regulation of the industry, and
such organisation by publicity could increase the demand for homegrown produce. It was stated that the best hope for the future lay with
the industry itself, and that intelligent regulation of marketing would
do much to secure better returns for the producers. Attention was
given to the prospects of producers' co-operative societies for bulking
the produce of members, controlling auction marts in producing
districts or in consuming centres. Although developments in this
direction were not very extensive, it was felt that headway could be
made by credits through a suitable Agricultural Credits Act.
The policy of preferring high prices and smaller turnover to increased business on a lower price basis was condemned as likely to
check the even flow of supplies and to be inimical to the interests of
the retailer himself as well as to the other interests involved.
3.

MEATI

Sales of livest.ock from farms in Great Britain in 1922 were stated
to be £108,000,000, or 41 per cent of the total estimated sales of all
agricultural commodities. Meat, bacon and meat products accounted
for nearly 27 per cent of the expenditure on food of a standard family.
It was therefore in the interests of both producers and consumers that
marketing and distributive systems should be cheap and efficient.
Existing meat distributive systems were found to be wasteful, expensive
and complicated with too many intermediaries. To add to the difficulty,
import competition was very strong.
About 80 per cent of the fat stock for slaughter was sold by auction
at local markets, and this was regarded as ofFering greater advantages
to the farmer than sale by private treaty. There was some evidence of
the operation of "rings" at auctions, and a recommendation was made
that the Auctioneers' Institute, in consultation with dealers and
butchers, should stop this practice. But if farmers aimed at providing
auctions with steady and regular supplies of livestock, there would be
a greater attendance of competing buyers to the advantage of the
farmers. Less than half the fat cattle were sold by weight. Butchers and
dealers preferred to buy by sight, regarding their ability to estimate
1
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weights as a valuable trading asset. The Committee felt that legislation
should be provided to render compulsory the weighing of livestock
before sale, and that the auctioneer should state the price realised per
unit of ascertained weight. It was still the general custom to sell at a
price per head. Whilst sale by liveweight would be a step towards
better business methods, sale by deadweight would be more satis~
factory. Sale on the carcase would impress on the producer the importance of preparing the right type of animal. Of the I,30.2 livestock
markets and fairs in Great Britain, only 705 were provided with
weigh-bridges inside the market, whilst many had no available
facilities, in spite of the requirements of the Markets and Fairs (Weighing of Cattle) Acts, r887 and r891,
Market tolls had, in many cases, increased since the war, and it was
considered that local authorities should revise these tolls in the interests
of producers. Auctioneers' charges were not unduly increased, but
criticism was made that auctioneers did not state in their accounts full
details of the prices realised and the deductions on account of tolls,
commissions, etc. Railway rates represented a substantial proportion
of the costs of marketing livestock, and on comparison with rates for
imported dead meat were to the prejudice of the home producer.
Dealers selling fat cattle on commission usually charged a flat
rate of 7S. 6d. for cattle and IS. for sheep as ag<linst 55. and SJd.
respectively before the war. The increases were not regarded as
unreasonab Ie.
Public slaughterhouse charges averaged IS. lad. per head for cattle,
4d. for sheep, and I I d. for pigs in England, and rather higher prices
in Scotland. Some charges were definitely excessive, and the Committee pOinted out to public authorities that the desirable extension
of public abattoirs could best be secured by rendering their use
economic. Charges made by butchers for killing and dressing livestock
varied considerably, as did also the charges for accommodation of
stock prior to slaughtering and for other services such as refrigeration,
weighing and cutting. Many of these charges could be standardised,
with advantage to the producer, by developing public abattoirs and
closing down many of the small, inefficient and insanitary slaughterhouses. The Committee pointed out that public authorities should
take advantage of their powers to make suitable by-laws for the
regulation and inspection of private slaughterhouses, and that there
was much to be said in favour of closing inefficient slaughterhouses.
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There WEre frequently far too many intermediaries in the distribution of meat, each taking toll on the price. Quite apart from these
handJ:0 s C03ts, however, difficulties were arising in England and Wales
by d:c ~nCl'eased preference of the consuming public for certain joints
and t~le Ln:red demand for others. Only 60 to 70 per cent of the
earca,;e CGLlkl be sold at above cost, and the proceeds from this proportion 11,'d to bear overhead charges and the losses on the sale of cheaper
ems. Illuuctlons could be given to the public to dispel much of the
Pl"cjlH';:CC against cheap and wholesome home-produced meat.
'fhe final retailcr's perccntage profit had definitely increased since
th: 'Iva;, and the value of the commodities was higher so that the
rdailer's cash earnings were very much above pre-war conditions.
Competition between retailers tended to be reduced, and often agreement was reached as to prices to be charged. The Committee felt that
leg'i, 'al i(lJ1 should be invoked to insist on effective marking either of
the Imported or home-produced article in the interests of the consumer.
A r the same time it was stated that the producer himself should give
more attcnton to the development of early maturing cattle and sheep
designed to supply retail distributors with the type of stock required.
30.

BACON

Btitish factory bacon was found in the main to be sold direct to
retailers, but with supplies sold through a wholesaler a reasonable
margin of 2'~ per cent was usually taken. Retailers found that about
half of a side of bacon would realise good prices, so that retail prices
were fixed to cover the remaining half which had to be sold at unren'Ullerati, e prices. Retailers obtained 10 to 14 per cent of the sale
p: ~ce as gross margin, although retailers were gerterally grocers selling
both home and imported bacon so that English factory prices tended
to have less influence on the trade than imported prices.
The Committee felt that insurance schemes against condemnation
of meat should be encouraged for pigs as well as for other livestock.
The marketing of pigs and bacon was the subject of considerable
criticism. In 1922 imported pig meat represented a total value of over
£46 m"nliolls, of which bacon represented £35 millions. Denmark
alone provided two-fifths of the bacon import. On the other hand,
British bacon factories found it difficult to obtain the pigs required
owing to the rival demand for pork.
Considerable difficulty arose from the refusal of producers to breed

I
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a standard type of pig for bacon as was c]c:·e in D.:n::r:_: L Ti :: C mmittee felt that producers would he er1colw,;)-"d :f t;-.e (<.;,,"_, <lJ':,p:ed
a basis of payment for quality. Pig bl'eec[t:ls 011..1 !'F;,;:!r:'l-~ -I' c: "! '·ccommended to establish up-to-date ca-opcrmive b<l('{"1 (V~I(_,_ "-co large

enough

to

justify skilled management, 10 hv l:cluD a 1,:,1",(b\: L." _~;L for

offals, and to operate binding contracts with pL·,_'~lHcel''';, as 111 D,"nmark.
Factories should pay sums on account of pWL:ha._;~", a;el' 'ng at the
payment of substantial bonus at the end of each trac1!!l2: pe:iod with
the object of large turnover rather than high rates of profit.

30.

POULTRY AND EGGS

Not more than 40 per cent of the eggs and 6J per cent of the poultry
consumed in Great Britain in 1922 were home pJ'Odl1r:eci. Th:; handling
of eggs and poultry by intermediaries, such as hj~glers, dcalerg and
commission salesmen, was considered unc1eblrable, the Committee
recommending sales by auction (at 5 to 7~ per cent commission)
to ensure competition; or, alternatively, co-opcraiive markeling by
producers. Various wholesaling charges would probably not exceed
4d. per dozen on eggs and 2d. to 3d. per lb. on poultry, but more
direct service to the public would encourage better graeling and
packing. Direct purchase of eggs by retailers from producers or
producers' co-operative societies allowed a gross retail margin of
about 121 per cent to IS per cent of the retail price, whilst the average
realised by grocers on eggs was 14 per cent. Retail egg prices were
generally kept low by competition.
Complaints were made of the lack of careful grading and handling
of eggs, so that the home-produced eggs compared unfavourably with
imported eggs. Much the Same complaint applied to the condition and
packing of British table birds. The use of non-returnable egg boxes
was strongly advocated.
On tIle subject of marketing, co-operation by producers was stated
to provide the best returns and to offer produce in better condition.
Direct sale to the public was obviously desirable, but invohed a grave
risk of competition between producers' cO-CI}'erallve so, ieties. It was
considered necessary, however, for such societies to undertake much
more preservation or cold storage of eggs to level supplies and avoid
periods of shortage. The Committee saw the necessity of State credit
arrangements and the operation of compulsory coni racts to ensure
adequate supplies from producers to their marketing organisations.
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4.

CEREALS, FLOUR AND BREADl

During the period 1903-12 wheat tended to replace barley as a
farm crop, and from 1915 to 1918 there was a deliberate expansion of
wheat acreage, but, after the war, imports of cereals largely recovered
their pre-war position. By 1922 it was estimated that out of a total
supply in Great Britain of 6,930,000 tons of wheat (including imported
wheat flour expressed in terms of wheat) no less than 4,903,000 tons,
or 71 per cent, were imported, and that only two-thirds of the home
production reached the millers. About 80 per cent of the total wheat
for human consumption was imported. With barley and oats, the percentage imports were about 37 per cent and 16 per cent respectively.
The post-war tendency had been to import wheat from America
and Australia, whilst European supplies practically ceased. There was
a substantial increase in the import of flour milled abroad instead of
wheat, so that home production of wheat offals declined considerably.
The price realised for imported cereals controlled the price of the
home-produced commodity, and there was general complaint that
home prices were unremunerative to the grower. The Committee
appreciated that the methods of marketing cereal crOps should be
economical, particularly as in the case of wheat for bread, the final
product should be cheap to the consumer. And, as much of the wheat,
wheat offals, oats and barley was used for livestock feeding, high
prices would be reflected in the price of meat and milk.
In the marketing of cereal crops, farmers usually sold on sample at
local markets to merchants, millers, brewers, etc., and corn merchants
operated to steady markets and stabilise prices. Merchants worked in
many cases on a "per contra account" basis with farmers' requisites,
a practice condemned as tying growers to particular merchants to the
disadvantage of competitive prices. Prices, however, seemed to
coincide with competitive prices in the main. The tendency towards
greater combination of buyers was looked upon with suspicion. Costs
of marketing, defrayed by the grower, ranged from ltd. to 3d. per
cwt. for wheat, 3d. to 6d. per cwt. for barley, and 2d. to 3d. per cwt.
for oats (charges of about pre-war standard), and no particular com~
plaints were made of undue profit taken by merchants for speculative
risks. Producers' co-operative societies had secured some success in
marketing cereals, and especially' ill the sale of milling wheat to the
mills of the Co-operative Wholesale Society.
1
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Attention was drawn to the danger of losses by glutting the market
immediately after harvest to raise cash for winter commitments in
livestock or foodstuffs. An experiment had been suggested for the
co-operative drying and storing of grain against "warehouse receipts"
acceptable to the banks as collateral security for loans. The Committee
felt that such an experiment would have many difficulties, and should
be approached with the utmost caution.
Handling of flour was studied in detail. About 90 per cent of the
flour milled in this country was produced at the ports where imported
wheat was directly available from the ship. Home-produced wheat,
bought free.on~raiI, was restricted to avoid railway charges, and with
a 50 per cent increase of rates over 1914 the home commodity ceased
to compete with imported supplies, except at low prices. With scattered
production of wheat in this country, grain elevators and transport in
bulk instead of in bags were not considered practicable.
Milling costs were found to have increased owing to labour costs
and excessive milling capacity, and the reduced output per mill was
estimated to have cost an extra IS. 6d. to 2S. per sack of flour in some
cases. Consequent competition for output led to underselling and the
maintenance of costly selling organisations, depressing the prices of
inland mills. The smaller mills were showing losses in 1922, and only
the large units retained their pre-war profits. The Millers' Association had not agreed to a policy of buying out redundant mills to
decrease costs of production, but there was some idea of initiating a
voluntary restriction of output. The latter scheme would increase costs
to the disadvantage of home-grown wheat.
The gross profit of retailers of flour was about 17f per cent on
selling price. Some reduction of this margin was advised, and it was
considered desirable td encourage the sale of household flour which
contained a higher proportion of horne-grown wheat than the flour
normally used by bakers.
Distribution of bread was usually in the hands of the baker, although
certain firms combined wholesaling and retailing of bread. Costs of
manufacture differed in districts owing to variations in public taste
and degree of distributive service. Bakers estimated that the cost of
flour had increased over I914 by 56 per cent, other ingredients by 100
per cent, overhead charges by 42 per cent and distributive costs by
1)2 per cent. The total increased cost was about 64 per cent and the
increase in the retail price of bread about 57 per cent over 1914.
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There were great variations in distributive costs in different districts
of England and Wales, ranging from I~d. to 3d. per 4-lb.loafaccording to service. The Committee appreciated that the pUblic were less
favourable to buying bread at the shop, but contended that the sale
of wrapped loaves might obviate such frequent distribution. Where
bread was purchased from wholesalers, retailing margins of td. to
I-~d. per 4-lb. loaf were common, in addition to the wholesalers'
margin of over !el. per loaf in London. Average profits taken by bakers
were not considered excessive, but the Committee indicated that any
fall in the price of flour should be passed on more generally to the
public. Night baking was regarded as helpful in redUcing costs by
permitting morning baking of confectionery without further fuel.
It was admitted that English wheat was lacking in "strength" as
compared with imported wheat. Foreign wheat, with 5 per cent less
water content, represented a saving to the miller of 6d. per cwt. in
favour o{{oreign grain. "Yeoman" wheat represented a great improvement on ordinary English wheat for bread, and the Committee advocated its wider use to popularise all-English l)read.
FINAL REPORT1

Similarity of criticism is visible in the brief i?ummaries applicable
to each of the commodities studied by the Linlithgow Committee,
whose Final Report reached conclusions which were rather startling
at the time. An extract from a table summarises price movements
showing the spread of wholesale and retail prices and the relation to
cost of living as follows:Agricultural
Produce rIrie!}
Index
('91I-r3 = roo)

Wholesale
ConJnJOclity
Price Index
(IgH-I3

=

100)

Retail Food
Price Index
(July r914 = roo)

Cast of LtVill£;
Index
(July 1914 = roo)

13 2
162
199
:1.16

291.

1)0
163
210
:13 0
247
301

257

148
177
20 5
210
25 0

21 9

186

226

2.:1)

19 22

169

August 1923

154

157
15°

17 6
168

182
173

J~)l5

l27

19 16
19 17
19 18
19 19
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A PERIOD OF NATIONAL INQUIRY

The lag of retail price changes behind wholesale prices and the
effect on cost of living were obvious. With agricultural production,
the position on ,\ falling market was severe, for much of the actual cost
was involved at higher price-levels and the final commodity had to be
cashed at low levels. Of course, the reverse would apply on a rising
market. Particular attention was drawn to the fact that on a falling
market costs of production must be reduced, and with the lag of cost
of living figures labour was particularly resistant to any reduction
in wages. Changes of price did not apply equally to all agricultural
commodities, and the greater depression was experienced by the
arable farmer and market gardener. Similarly the spread b!"tween
producers' and consumers' prices varied considerably, as did the
service involved and the degree to which final prices had to be
competitive with imports.
It was appreciated that during wartime consumers were more
concerned with the supply of food than its price, and that, after the
war, price-levels remained high so long as wages were high. During
this period, distributors did not hesitate to make large profits. But by
1922 distributive margins had begun to contract as more general
competition was restored. The Committee reported, however, "Our
investigations have led us to the conclusion that the spread between
producers' and consumers' prices is unjustifiably wide. Taken as a
Vi-hole, distributive costs are a far heavier burden than society will
permanently consent to bear."l
Conclusions were reached that processes of collection and distribution could be shortened, that regulation of supplies and balancing
could be performed near to the point of production to economise in
handling and transport, and that rationalisation of services should be
possible. "Public interest demands a far more determined effort on
the part of aU concerned to bring about reform and to increase the
efficiency of the marketing and distributive machinery as a whole."2
Producer and his Market

The Linlithgow Committee urged greater attention on the part of
producers to conditions governing the marketing, transport and sale
of their produce. Distribution had largely been organised, but conec~
tion, grading and packing of produce for bulk disposal were neglected
with consequent loss of marketing and transport efficiency, and all too
1
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often to the neglect of real public requirement. Producers' organisations were- invited to study marketing methods overseas and to
attempt more effective competition by organisation and collective
bargaining on either a local or national basis.
Standardisation in quality, packing and types of packages was the
first step towards building up a favourable reputation, and the use of
particular brands or trade marks was recommended as guarantee of
quality and reliability. To secure the best results, closer co-·operation
would be necessary between sellers and buyers (e.g. pig farmers and
bacon curers). By such co-operation the actual requirements of the
public could be made known and produce of the desired type standardised as far as possible. Grading should be based on specific market
demands reflecting the choice of the purchasing public.

Food Distributors
Distributors were charged to modify their margins as costs fell,
to attempt by organisation to devise less expensive methods and to
adapt trading policy towards more economical distribution, rather
than for trade defence. Distributors have not to incur manufacturing
or productive risks, and they have the handling of home and imported
produce so that, with the assured total volume of the consumers' food
supply in their hands, should take a national rather than a personal
point of view. Producers, with foreign competition, have no such
price security and little elasticity in adjusting costs to returns. Thus
in 192.2, while wages of agricultural workers had been forced to lower
levels than were justified by cost of living, distributors and their
workers were still at higher levels than warranted on cost of
living.
III the presence of abundant harvests, it was considered that distributors had been able to use imported supplies to depress still further
the farmers' primary markets. Some traders had reduced profits by
holding on a falling market, but generally wholesalers and retailers
had sufficient margin to meet high wage rates and also to improve
their financial position. Unemployment in distributive trades was much
lower than in productive undertakings. To quote the Committee1"Indeed, it is possible th~t there might have been more employment
for both producers and distributors, more trade in and use of the goods
available for consumption, if traders had reduced their margins of
1
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gross and net profit. While the purchasing power of a large pro~
portion of the population was being reduced hoth by reductions in
cash wages and by unemployment, it was clearly desirable that traders
in foodstuffs should reduce their margins of gross profit to the lowest
possible dimensions in order that the maximum amount of goods
could be passed from the producer to the consumer."
It was claimed that a reduction of wages in distributive trades,
accompanied by an effective reduction in gross and net profits, could
have been effected without ultimate disadvantage to the trades and to
the definite advantage of producers and consumers.
On transport, there was considerable criticism of rates. Railway
rates were 50 per cent in advance of 1914, and whilst the effect on many
commodities might be small per consignment, it was often high compared with the pl'oducer's gross margin. Wheat prices, for example, in
1922 were 30 per cent over prices in 1914, but l'ailway rates were in
the region of 75 per cent in advance. It was suggested that transport
rates should be reduced for agricultural commodities of low selling
price instead of operating flat rates for all agricultural produce. Producers should combine, of course, to make up full loads of produce
and thus secure the reduced rates on bulk consignments more comparable with rates on imported produce. Development of road
transport would cheapen and quicken the transport of produce to
consumer or market, but it was admitted that further attention should
be given to the proportionate liability of agricultural and industrial
transport for the construction and maintenance of better roads. Parcel
post rates virtually eliminated agricultural produce from the benefits
of direct transport from farm to consumer. Suggestions were made
that a "Cash-on-Delivery" system might prove of considerable value.

Wholesaling
Attention was drawn to the tendency to form large business units
for handling, processing and, in some cases, conversion of agricultural
produce in the pre-retail stages of distribution. Large-scale organisation
might be a public advantage'up to the point where weak administrative
controlled to inflation of overhead charges. On the other hand, such
organisation must weaken the position of the farmer as seller and the
retailer as buyer, and might lead to costly selling agencies and undue
transportation of supplies. The Committee regarded the wholesaler
as essential for the complicated business of "balancing" supplies, for
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the economic utilisation of surplus and for the treatment of produce.
The tendency to large-scale organisation of a monopoly character
required that full returns and balance-sheets should be made public.
There should be no grounds {or suspicion of exploitation in the
distribution of food.

Retail Distrihution
Wartime control removed much of the real competition of retailers
ancl led to quite a new standard of values, besides restricting the
initiative of the private trader. Subsequently the retailer became
concerned with maintenance of price margins rather than competition
and the expansion of his individual business. Wholesalers were found
to reflect price changes very quickly due to competition, but retailers
tended to retain their prices regardless of falling values. Consumers,
on the other hand, were beginning to press for revision of prices. A
difficulty in retailing -was the petSisie),ce of numerous small units
which certainly contributed to competition in some directions (e.g.
milk), but were often uneconomic, and made no inroads on the
comfortable margins of large organisations.
Consumers' Responsibility
The Committee felt that the consumer could work in his own
interests by greater discrimination between retailers and by restricting
demands for increasingly expensive delivery services. The demand for
extensive credit was also extravagant and costly. With the high cost
of labour in distributive and transport service, public demands only
maintained high distributive margins and prevented any degree of
economic rationalisation. The call for expensively equipped retail
shops kept up prices without any guarantee of improved quality of
produce. The establishment ofmul1icipal retail markets, direct delivery
from producers or a system of carrying goods from shops, were
suggested as measures of economy) but obviously the Committee had
little faith in its proposals and 1"el:di:::2d that retailing would continue
to be the mu:::t expensive part of tlle cost of fouds.
Co-operation
Combination of [Jrmees for the pUl'PQse of marketing could be easy
only in distdcts where there was speci'l:i~t production of a partit.:111ar
commodity or group of commodities, and the Committee realised
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that marketing organisation would have to be on a commodity basis.
The farmer's individualism was recognised as being responsible for
much of the competition between producers and price depression.
Voluntary co-operation appeared to solve many of the producers'
difficulties, and might even be developed from the producer's end to
eliminate many middlemen. On the other hand, any co-operative
development would require specialist control at least as effident as the
existing middlemen, and the organisation must have full control of
all available supplies, which meant the operation of binding contracts
with the producers. Co-operative marketing up to the point of first
sale only was regarded as merely adding another middleman, although
there were advantages to be obtained from bulk transport, grading,
packing and sale in suitable lots, with contact with public demand.
The Committee considered that the principal causes of failure were
the neglect of skilled management, overlapping between societies and
the lack of contractual obligations by the producer members. It was
suggested that future co-operative organisation should be concerned
with the marketing of particular commodities, standardisation of
supplies and co-ordination with existing distributive machinery.
Special reference was made to the possibility of linking up the Agricultural and Industrial Co-operative Movements. Admittedly, cooperation for purchase of farmers' requisites had been reasonably
successful, but co-operative marketing in this country had not
developed to any appreciable extent.
Credit facilities were regarded as imperative for producers' organisations registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies Act,
but loans for capital expenditure should not exceed two-thirds of the
capital expenditure, and also loans should be available only as first
mortgage where sufficient working capital had been raised by private
subscription or members' share capital. A Standing Advisory Committee was proposed to deal with such cases,

General
The Committee then drew attention to the need for a Market
Intelligence Service based on compulsory statistical returns from
markets and for a Department of the Ministry of Agriculture to collect
and collate such information. Suggestions were also made that British
weights and measures used in agriculture should be simplified, if not
standardised, so t):lat market returns, prices, etc" could be readily
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compared. State assistance was requested in the studying of these
problems and many others, and it was recommended that the various
Government Departments at present overlapping should consider the
desirability of a special Department to deal with this subject of
agricultural marketing.
THE NEXT STEPS

The Final Report of the Linlithgow Committee was published in
1923, which proved rather a critical year for agriculture. After the

war, there had been some attempt to develop the growth of sugar beet
in this country, and, with a view to attracting beet sugar factories, the
excise duty on home-grown sugar was remitted from 1922. Even then,
the year 1923 found arable farming in a deplorable condition. Agricultural co-operation was in a hopeless state owing to the unduly
ambitious schemes of the Agricultural Organisation Society and the
Agricultural Wholesale Society, both of which were attempting
developments on a national scale without any degree of loyalty from
the farming community. An Agricultural Credit Act of a very mild
character had been passed in 1923, but, at the same time, the Development Commission had discontinued its grants to the Agricultural
Organisation Society.
Thus the year 1924 opened with the collapse of agricultural
co-operative organisation, and this removed one line of development
advocated by the Linlithgow Committee. A Labour Government took
office, and three important steps were taken towards the future
development of British agriculture. The Agricultural Wages Act
restored the wartime principle of regulating agricultural labourers'
wages. A sugar beet subsidy was initiated, thus recognising a new
principle of direct subsidy to an industry in difficuILies.
Perhaps the most important step was the formation of a Co-operation and Markets Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries,
for the researches of this branch undoubtedly moulded Government
policy with respect to agricultural marketing, and were responsible for
a share of praise and criticism in subsequent Government experiments.
The new Markets branch of the Ministry was obviously equipped with
the Linlithgow Report as its programme of study, and the Department
wisely took a new line of Government publicity in issuing for public
use its detailed reports in the now famous "Economic Series," familiarly
known as the "Orange Books." These set quite a new standard in
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Government literature, being supported by well-analysed statistics
and yet written in a popular vein.
In certain respects the policy worked out by the Markets Branch
of the Ministry has not been successful. Grading and marking proved
of distinctly limited value on a voluntary basis, the control of marketing
of different commodities under one general enabling Act (The Agricultural Marketing Acts of 1931 and 1933) proved impossible, and
the vertical marketing structure controlled by producer monopoly
definitely proved a failure in spite of safeguards for other interests.
On the experience of the Marketing Schemes were founded two
striking developments, (I) the regulation by tariff or quota of imported
supplies, and (2) national marketing regulation by Joint Advisory
Committees under the control of Independent Commissions.
Overseas experience of large-scale marketing by producers did not
prove applicable to an importing country such as the United Kingdom,
hut, thanks to the courage of the Ministry's Marketing branch, there
has been a move towards orderly marketing on a national scale, even
though the tendency has been to buy the confidence of producers
rather than to market on a basis of efficient production.

CHAPTER
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NEW TYPES OF LEGISLATION
legislation of an experimental character abounded
during the period 1923 to 1934. There was truly an agricultural
revival, but it was mainly of a political character. The underlying
policy was undoubtedly assistance to agriculture with a view to
organising farmers to produce commodities of more level quality
and in marketable quantity capable of control. The aim, in fact, was
to make agricultural production profitable, and a pious hope was
expressed that the industry, when economic and organised, would
reach a higher general level of efficiency for the ultimate good of
the consuming public.
The point not appreciated was that any vettical ptke struc.ture,
starting from cost of production, must lead to ever~advancing prices
subject to little or no contl'ol after the point of first sale. Consequently,
in an industrial country such as the United Kingdom, there would be
the constant danger of agricultural prices getting out of alignment
with industrial returns, and so with the cost of living, thus interfering
with the general regulation of supply and demand. The only way to
overcome the natural reactions of supply and demand would be to
regulate artificially and completely the total supplies to be allowed to
the consumer, and for this purpose the gradual tightening of home and
import regulations would prove unavoidable.
In this country the proposition was an impossible one, for it became
manifest at an early date that individualistic agricultural producers
would refuse any restriction of their output, and the colonial position
rendered serious import restriction difficult. So, for many years, the
Government floundered on with a vacillating policy of maintaining
agricultural prices of home produce above world levels, offering
producers subsidies or tariffs as a bait in return for half~protnises of
rationalisation which British producers obviously would never fulfil.
Throughout the period the Government tried by innumerable promises
and assurances to explain away the conflicting interests of producers,
middlemen and consumers, in the vain hope that diplomacy could
outweigh economics and secure stabilisation within unstable world
conditions. As usual, the consuming public proved the final victims I
AGRICULTURAL
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Legislation did not pursue any well-defined line of policy, but
operated in three principal directions. First, existing regulation of
production, tenure, quality of food or method of handling was continued or amended as the result of actual experience or scientific
recommendation. Secondly, emergency legislation was adopted to deal
with specific difficulties arising in respect of agriculture. Finally, as a
basis of long-term policy, enabling Acts were passed to allow for
national organisation for marketing and for the specific appointment of Reorganisation Commissions designed to lead producers
into marketing organisations. To encourage producers' marketing
organisations, self-government was offered, with powers to inflict
and collect penalties without reference to the legitimate law
courts.
1. CONTINUANCE OF GENERAL LEGISLATION

Acts, Orders and Regulations in this connection were very
numerous, and several of them have already been considered in a
previous chapter. The Agricultural Holdings Act of 1923, the Milk
and Dairies Acts and Orders and the Food and Drugs (Adulteration)
Act of 1928 are typical examples concerned with the tenure of producers, the hygienic handling of food and the purity of food respectively. There were also about four Diseases of Animals Acts, the
Fertilisers and Feeding Stuffs Act of 1926 and Land Drainage Acts of
1926 and 1930 of considerable importance. Legislation of this type
was designed to improve efficiency of production and handling of
agricultural produce without interference with the existing systems of
farming or handling. Some of the requirements of these Acts could
be cited as increasing the costs of production or handling, and in the
case of the Milk and Dairies Order (1926), in particular, authorities
hesitated to insist on the standards laid down for the production of
milk. It has frequently been argued that enforcement of this Order
would have rendered unnecessary the subsequent milk grading
Orders.
Attempted assistance to farmers included the Agricultural Credits
Acts of 1923, 1928 and 1932, and the de-rating of agricultural land
under the Local Government Act of 1929, which was ante-dated for
operation from April I, 1929, by the Agricultural Rates Act of 19 2 9.
More ambitious proposals occurred in the Agricultural Land (Utilisation) Act of 193 I.
I
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Credit

Landowners, for many years, had been able to borrow moi1ey at
a moderate rate of interest for permanent improvements over periods
of time up to forty years. Such loans were obtainable from the Lanels
Improvement Company, incorporated under the Improvement of
Land Act of 1849, and regulated by subsequent Acts. Probably above
£I3,000,000 had been lent before 1914 from money borrowed by the
Company from insurance companies against secured rent-charges. In
I92.0 the Company again commenced making loans for permanent
improvements to lands and buildings, and perhaps £2.,000,000 has
since been advanced.
The first Agricultural Credits Act of 192.3 provided for long-term
credit for the purchase of holdings on the security of the property,
but it was only during the first few years of the Act that appreciable
purchases of farms were made within the facilities of the Act. Existing
landowners continued to obtain credit under the Improvement of
Lands Acts. The 192.3 Act contemplated new possibilities by offering
facilities for short-term loans. The Act provided that, in the event of
co-operative credit societies being formed, the Government would
advance capital to them on a pound for pound basis. This really meant
advancing four-fifths of the share capital as members would not
be called upon to pay more than five shillings in the £ on taking
up shares. Interest on State advances was fixed at 5 per cent, but later
this was reduced to the Bank rate with a minimum of 4 per cent. The
scheme proved unattractive and was a failure.1
The Agricultural Credits Act of1928 was much more far-reaching.
Dealing with long-term credit, the Minister was empowered to make
advances to an agricultural mortgage loan company to be created for
the purposes of making loans on mortgage of agricultural land and
making loans under the Improvement of Lands Acts of 1864 and 1899
for agricultural purposes. On the incorporation of the Company the
Minister could make advances to establish a guarantee fund not
exceeding £750,000, and never at any time exceeding the paid-up share
capital of the Company. The advances would be payable in instalments and free of interest for sixty years. Towards the cost of administration, contributions of £10,000 per annum for ten years would be
made. The Treasury was authorised to obtain underwriting of
debentures to an extent not exceeding £1,25°,000.
1
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The organisation of the Company was subject to the approval of
the Minister, who would nominate a director as long as advances
made by the Treasury remained outstanding and dividen4s were
restricted to 5 per cent. Loans must not exceed two-thirds of the
estimated value of the mortgaged property at the time of the loan,
which should not be for a period longer than sixty years. Any increase
in the Company's reserveS above that required by the Articles of the
Company must be applied for the benefit of borrowers in accordance
with schemes approved by the Minister.
Short-term credit was handled on different lines. The farmer was
empowered to obtain loans from existing joint stock banks on the
security of his farming stock or agricultural assets, either as fixed or
floating charges. The advances made by the bank could be either
specified loans or fluctuating amounts on current account up to an
agreed amount. Livestock, growing or harvested crops, machinery,
agricultural requirements, and even tenant right to compensation were
specified as security for advances under this section. The bank was
empowered to take possession and sell assets to discharge debts
secured by the charge, to pay cost of seizure and sale and to return
any surplus to the farmer, so long as a fixed charge remained in force
and anything occurred which was specified as authorising seizure.
Similarly, within the terms of the agreement, the farmer had a liability
to pay to the bank the proceeds from the sale of any of the securities
to the extent specified. Payments on this accOunt extended to money
realised by insurance on the assets or compensation granted in connection with Diseases of Animals Acts and Destructive Insects and Pests
Acts. There was no restriction on the sale of other property subject
to the charge. A floating charge would operate as if created by the
normal company debenture, and would rank as a fixed charge on
property in the event of bankruptcy, the death of the owner, or
dissolution of partnership. Charges created under the Act had to be
registered with the Land Registry within seven days of creation, but
were exempt from stamp duty.
The Agricultural Mortgage Corporation, Ltd., was formed uncler
the provisions of the 192.8 Credits Act and with the aid of the Agricultural Credits Act of 1932. made arrangements for long-term loans,
not exceeding sixty years, on a basis of interest and principal repayment
on a half-yearly instalment plan. For sixty years the repayment rate
would be £2 7S. 6d. per £100 per half-year, the rate rising to
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£6 1 IS. 7d. per £roo on a ten-year period. Several of the banks
became shareholders of the Mortg~ge Corporation and transacted the
business.
The types of improvements sanctioned by the Improvement of
Lands Acts for purposes of long-term credit included drainage,
irrigation or reclamation, enclosing and clearing, erection of houses
and buildings, construction of wells, making of farm roads and the
making of major structural alterations. The Council of Agriculture in
1933 asked for more favourable credit terms with reduction of interest,
and obtained a redu'ction from 4l per cent to 3~ per cent, which was
I per cent below the English Corporation.
The short-term credit system proved useless, serving no purpose
except to complicate existing credit conditions operated by merchants,
auctioneers, etc. The loans made under the Improvement of Lands
Acts between 1930 and 1937 totalled £r,220,400.
The loans were mainly supplied by the Lands Improvement
Company financed from Insurance Companies against secured rent
charges. The Agricultural Mortgage Corporation advanced a total of
£104,632 in the form of loans up to March 31, 1938, under the Improvement of Lands Acts. On the other hand, the Agricultural
Mortgage Corporation was the principal source of mortgage credit
and up to March 01938 the total amount advanced has been £12,416,218
on a security of 846,860 acres of land and buildings valued at
£19,54 1 ,826.1
In Scotland, under the Improvement of Lands Acts and through
the Scottish Agricultural Securities Corporation, the total loans
from 1934 to 1937 were £732,270.
It could not be argued that State regulation of agricultural credit
had developed to any appreciable extent in spite of the constant
assurances that agricultural development was retarded by lack of
controlled credit facilities. The plain fact appears to be that agriculture
continues to be indebted to banks, merchants, auctioneers, etc., on
terms not readily or completely ascertainable.

The Land (Utilisation) Act, 1931

This Act provides for "the purchase or lease of land by the Minister
of Agriculture for utilisation as demonstration farms to be conducted
on an economic basis. Such farms may be controlled and managed by
1
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local authorities, universities, agricultural institutes, etc. Demonstration farms should not exceed 250 acres, or, alternatively, should not
exceed a Schedule A assessment of £250. The Minister is under
obligation to provide an annual report and balance-sheet on such
farms. The Minister is given similar powers of purchase of land
requiring reclamation, drainage, or other work to render it fit for
agricultural production. Subsequent sale or letting of such land by
the Minister would be permitted.
Where land is seriously neglected, the Minister is empowered to
consult ,local authorities and to authorise inspection for the purposes
of reporting on the condition of the land. With reports confirming
neglect, the Minister may serve on the owner a notice to execute
necessary improvements within a specified period of not less than six
months. Failing observance of the notice, the land may be purchased
and improvements made, should the expenditure be considered
justifiable. Arbitration is available in case of dispute.
Part 2 of the Act allows for the provision of small holdings or allotments for unemployed or poor persons, and for making suitable grants
or loans in this connection. Similar arrangements are available for
agricultural workers or ex-servicemen. Normally holdings would be
supplied through local or county authorities, but the Minister takes
powers to act in default of the local authorities.
This Act has little bearing on national organisation but was intended
to direct existing facilities on a wider basis. The Act has not shown
any signs of success as yet.
Rating and Valuation

Agricultural land and buildings enjoyed partial exemption from
local rates under the Agricultural Rates Acts, I896--r923, and the
Rating and Valuation Act of 19:2.5. Complete exemption was conferred
by Section 67 of the Local Government Act of 19291 so that from
October I, 1929, farms were exempted from rates and ceased to appear
in valuation lists. The Agricultural Rates Act of 1929, however,
ante-dated this rating relief to April I, 1929. The agricultural land
liable to rating relief included holdings over a quarter of an acre fqr
poultry keeping or allotment gardens within the Allotment Act of
192:2., but not the grounds of houses, parks, sports or recreation
grounds. The intention was to restrict de-rating to land and buildings
employed for commercial agricultural purposes) but included wood-
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lands. The de-rating concerned did not include rates expressly fixed
for drainage, walling or embankments for the benefit of the land,
tithes or church rates, water or garden rates for common lands.
Agricultural dwelling houses were specifically excluded, but the
gross value for rating of such houses on agricultural holdings was to
be assessed on the probable letting value per year of the property in
the event of not being required for agricultural purposes. Farm
houses and labourers' cottages were included on this basis. By
resolution of a local authority, rating of hereditaments could be
placed on owners instead of occupiers, where rateable values were
below £13 per year, but rates on owners would be subject to deductions of 10-15 per cent for pre-payment of the rates.1
2. EMERGENCY LEGISLATION

The Sugar Subsidy

Bounty-fed beet· sugar from the Continent caused considerable
trouble to the Government, so that in 1903 the British Government
pressed for agreement on export bounties in Europe. The Brussels
Convention of 1903 abolished direct export bounties on beet sugar
and limited State assistance to 25. 6d. per cwt. on sugar. The agreement lapsed during the war and was brought to an end by the Treaty
of Versailles. Attempts had been made in the United Kingdom to
establish small beet sugar factories in Essex in r832 and in Suffolk in
1868 but without success. Experiments in growing sugar beet continued with some degree of success, and eventually led to the
establishment of a beet sugar factory by Dutch interests at Cantley
in 1912. The scheme was wound up in 1916, but the factory was once
more opened by an Anglo-Dutch Company in 1920.
Limited assistance proved of no avail and in 1922 the Government
was pressed to remove the excise duty on British sugar and thus give
a protective margin of 25s. 8d. per cwt. Otherwise the Cantley
factory would close down and the newly completed factory at
Kelham would ndt operate. From 1922 both factories showed a
profit by virtue of the remission of excise duty.
The Budget of 1924 reduced excise duty to lIS. 8d. per cwt. but,
to maintain beet sugar factories in commission, it was agreed to give
direct State assistance for ten years on a descending scale, commencing
at 19S. 6,d. per cwt. whilst excise duty on home-grown sugar would
1 Scales affecting such houses are given in the N.F.U. Yearhook, 1936, pp. 134-5'
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be levied at the same rate as on Empire sugar. Thus home-grown
sugar had protection in 1924-5 to the extent of 19S. Gd. per cwt.
from subsidy and IS. lId. per cwt. on duty preference.
Arrangements for the operation of the subsidy were made in the
British Sugar (Subsidy) Act of 1925 which applied retrospectively to
the 1924 season. The Finance Act of 1925 increased the duty preference on Empire and home-grown sugar by 2S. 4d. per cwt. Subsequently legislation for maintenance of direct subsidy and duty
preference was involved in the British Sugar (Assistance) Act, 1931,
the British Sugar (Subsidy) Act, 1934, and the Finance Acts of 1925,
1928 and 1932.
The operation of the scheme and subsequent reorganisation of the
industry under the Sugar Industry Act of 1936 will be considered
under "Sugar." For the time being, suffice it to say that by direct
subsidy and a degree of duty remission, the home-grown sugar
industry was kept alive, but did not reach the stage of becoming
competitive at world prices. The allocation of subsidy as between
factory and grower was never regarded as thoroughly satisfactory.
Until 1936 the industry was undoubtedly kept in being by the
emergency type of legislation.

The Cattle Subsidy
Experiments with direct subsidy were also made on homeproduced cattle for beef. Actually a Reorganisation Commission was
appointed under the provisions of the Agricultural Marketing Acts
of 1931 and 1933 to prepare a marketing scheme for fat stock, but the
report of the Commission only resulted directly in emergency
legislation of a subsidy character. Reorganisation was only attempted
under Independent Commission regulation in 1937.
The Cattle Industry (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1934, first created
a subsidy for home-killed beef cattle. A subsidy of 55. per cwt. on
live cattle or 9s. 4d. per cwt. for carcases was payable to producers
of fat cattle conforming to agreed standards, and the subsidy was
available only on cattle which had been in the United Kingdom for
at least three months. The Treasury established a fund to provide
such subsidies, and a Cattle Committee was appointed to control the
scheme and authorise payment of subsidy. The Committee was
established at the end of July 1934, and its first duty was to approve
live~ and dead-weight certification centres where cattle or carcases for
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sale could be graded by official graders. Animals approved for
subsidy were marked by a hole punched in the ear and certificates
were issued to the producer to authorise payment. A standatd killingout percentage of 52 per cent was accepted as the basis, but this was
raised to 54 per cent for 1935·
In Mal'ch 1935 the subsidy was extended for three months pending
reorganisation of the industry and a further extension to September
1935 was granted by Order. The Cattle Industry (Emergency
Provisions) No.2 Act of 1935 was issued in August 1935 and extended
the subsidy to October 1936, when the trade agreement with the
Argentine expired. In July 1936 a further extension was granted
until July 1937 to permit the establishment of the Livestock Commission uncler the Livestock Industry Act of 1937. The Cattle
Committee was authorised to function as the Livestock Commission
under the new Act.
The Import Duties Act, 1932
This Act was the starting-point of the Government's Protectionist
policy and has been followed by a host of Orclel's and Regulations
covering all sorts of commodities. The original Act was designed to
restrict imports, to operate against any foreign country discriminating
against British products and to increase public revenue. A general
10 per cent ad valorem duty was placed on imported goods on and
after March I) 19)2, but exemptions were allowed on goods alt-eady
subject to duty and on several commodities including wheat, maize,
meat and raw materials for agricultural fertilisers and feeding stuffs.
An Import Duties Advisory Committee, consisting of Sir Geor~e
May, Sir S. J. Chapman and Sir G. A. Powell, was established on
March I, 1932) to review the position as required and make recommendations to the Treasury for additional duties on luxuries, imported
articles likely to be produced in quantity in the United Kingdom and
on goods ceasing to be dutiable under earlier legislation. Empire
products were exempted from general and additional duties until
November 1932. and thereafter were available for preferential treatment. The preferential tl'eatment accorded to certain foreign goods
under this Act was later revoked. by the Finance Act of 1933. Where
foreig9 countries discriminated against British goods) the Board ·of
Trade was authorised to apply ad valorem duties of up to 100 per
cent on goods imported from those countries. The commodities
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mainly affected were fruits, market-garden crops, Bowers, certain
classes of tools and nitrogenous artificial fertilisers, whilst varying
short-term duties were regulated on new and main crop potatoes.
Condensed milk was subjected to a IO per cent duty plus the duty
on the sugar content.

The Irish Free State (Special Duties) Act, I93f!
This Act was the outcome of a dispute between the United
Kingdom and the Irish Free State on the question of Irish land
annuities and provided for duties on goods from the Free State in
retaliation for losses to British investors in Irish land. The Act
empowered the Treasury to impose, by Order, duties up to 100 per
cent ad valorem. Duties on imported livestock and dairy produce
commenced at 20 per cent in July 1932, and were raised in November
1932 to 40 per cent on livestock and 30 per cent on agricultural
produce. Subsequently in August 1933 there waS a general scale for
livestock varying from £ I 55. to £6 per head for cattle and roughly
40 per cent ad valorem on meat.
The position was obviously an absurd example of weak statesmanship on the part of the two Governments, but, nevertheless, no
reasonable settlement was obtained until 1938.
The Ottawa Agreements Act, 1932
An Imperial Economic Conference was held at Ottawa from
July 21st to August 20, 1932, the countries represented being the
United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, South Africa,
Newfoundland, India and Southern Rhodesia. The conference was
the natural outcome of the Protectionist policy being introduced by
the British Government. Towards the end of 1931 the start was made
with certain horticultural products under the Horticultural Products
(Abnormal Importations) Act and about this period great play was
made on the Prime Minister's weakness for Cornish broccoli. In
March 1932 the Import Duties Act commenced the serious business
with 10 per cent ad valorem duties on imports and discretionary powers
for the newly founded Import Duties Advisory Committee. The
tariffs did not apply to the British Empire, the source of a large
percentage of imported agricultural produce. In the absence of specific
agreements within the Empire, the tariff poUcy was bound to fail.
Hence the need for the Imperial Economic Conference. It was realised
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that British export trades had to seek wider Empire markets in view
of the shrinkage in foreign markets, so that concessions would have
to be made to the Empire as regards the marketing of Empire agricultural products in the United Kingdom.
The· Ottawa Agreement was made f01" a period of five yeats and
in return for tariff concessions on British exports to the Dominions,
the British Government agreed to impose additional duties on certain
foreign imports and to give a preference of 10 per cent ad valorem in
favour of the Dominions and to maintain the free entry of Empire
products as allowed by the Import Duties Act. It was agreed, however,
in the cases of poultry, eggs, butter, cheese and other dairy produce,
that preferential duties or quantitative regulation might be applied
after three years and that, after June 1934, certain quantitative regulation might be necessary for meat.
Through the Board of Trade it was hoped that foreign supplies
of meat could be reduced and Empire supplies limited in expansion
so that price raising in the United Kingdom might be achieved by
supply restriction. This was the starting-point of the Government's
policy for agricultural protection by the artificial maintenance of
prices above world levels by restricting supplies to a scarcity level to
the obvious disadvantage of consumers.
Tlte Ottawa Agreements Act (1932) defined the powers in connection
with the Agreement as follows:Section I.-Additional customs duties shall be payable on certain
imports to the United Kingdom. These were regulated by various
Orders, the fit'st set being issued on November 17, 1932., applicable
to wheat, maize, dairy produce, eggs and fruit.
Section 2..-No such duties, nor duties under the Import Duties Act,
1932., shall be charged on Empire products.
Sectio/ls 3 and 4.-Increased preference to be given to Empire
wines, tobacco and coffee.
Section 5.-The Board of Trade may prohibit imports of foreign
goods where prices are manipulated to frustrate the preference given
to Empire products.
Section 6.-The Treasury may, in certain cases, add goods to the
free list (of the Import Duties Act, 1932) without any recommendation of the Import Duties Advisory Committee.
Section 7.-The Board of Trade may regulate imports into the
United Kingdom of frozen mutton, frozen lamb, frozen and chilled
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beef in accordance with the "scheduled agreements" with Australia
and New Zealand.
Section S.-Subject to certain conditions, all Canadian cattle may
be admitted into the United Kingdom. 1
In practice the Government preferred to make voluntary agreements
with various countries rather than invoke the powers of this Act so that
a whole series of agreements followed the Act. Meat proved an outstanding difficulty. In the first place, chilled beefimports were stabilised
at the 193 1-2 level and foreign supplies of frozen beef, mutton and
lamb were reduced by 5 per cent in each successive quarter byvoluntary agreement. The Dominions agreed to limit their expansion up to
June 30, 1934, after which the British Government would be free to
regulate Empire supplies. The total decrease in Empire meat supplies
would have been about 3 per cent on the basis of the agreements.
With the tariff policy established, agreements were made with
many foreign countries on a voluntary basis. Denmark was allocated
62 per cent of the total foreign imports of bacon and ham, a basic
quota of 2,300,000 cwt. of butter up to a global quota of 8,100,000
cwt. anel 30 per cent of the foreign egg imports with a starting-point
of 5,500,000 gteat hundreds. Tariffs were very limited. 2 Similar
tariffs were placed on Norwegian produce, but for the time being
no quantitative regulation as volume was small. Sweden was similarly
placed, but with a quota of 185,000 cwt. on butter. Latvia and
Estonia also came under temporary agreements.
The meat position of the Argentine was more important. The
United Kingdom agreed to place no new or increased duties on meat,
bacon, hams, wheat, linseed or maize imported from Argentina and
no quantitative limitation on wheat and wheat offals, maize, linseed,
wool and certain low-grade meat offals. In the event of the necessity
of reducing chilled beef imports from Argentina to maintain prices,
a similar reduction would be placed on all countries including those
in the Empire. Arrangements were also made for joint investigation
into the economics of the meat trade with a view to assuring a reasonable return to the cattle producers.
The International Wheat Agreement, 1933

Control of the British wheat supply involved arrangements with
overseas countries so that a "World Wheat Conference" was held at
1

Agricultural Register, 1933-4, pp.

3C>-1.

• Ibid., p. 48.
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Geneva on May 10, 1933. Exporting countries represented were the
United States, Argentina, Canada and Australia. A further conference
in London led to the International Wheat Agreement signed by 22
countries. The intention was to adjust the supply of wheat to effective
world demand, to eliminate abnormal surplus and to stabilise prices
at levels remunerative to producers and fair to consumers. The
principal agreements reached were as follows;(r) The four great exporting countries agreed to adjust production
to meet an estimated world import demand of 560 million bushels and
to limit individual exports for 1934-5 to 15 per cent less than the
average exportable surplus of 1931-3. The United States and Canada
would share any differences to avoid excessive carry-over.
(2) The Danubian exporters agreed to limit their combined exports
for 1933-4 to 50-54 million bushels and for 1934-5 to 50 million
bushels.
(3) Russia refused a definite quota, but agreed to negotiate limits.
(4) The importing countries agreed not to encourage home acreage
increase, but to try to encourage wheat consumption and to reduce
customs tariffs if world prices were maintained to an agreed standard
(twelve gold francs per quintal for sixteen weeks).
(5) A Wheat Advisory Committee was to be set up to work the
agreement.
Quota allocations were subsequently established for 1933-4 on the
following lines:Canada
U.S.A.
Australia' ..
Argentina ..
Danube countries
Other countries
Total

200

47
105
110

52
40

560

million bushels

"
"
"

"

))

))

"

"

"

"
"

"

An offer of 48 million bushels to Russia was rejected and countries
in the Orient refused to be parties to the Agreement. The principal
point gained was the avoidance of excessive dumping of accumulated
stocks during the two years of the Agreement. So far as the United
Kingdom was concerned, the Agreement did not interfere in any way
with the Wheat Act of 1932 nor the duties imposed by the Ottawa
Agreements.
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Jmport Control
The emergency legislation of this period was chiefly concerned
with the implementing of a tariff policy and with the taking of powers
for restricting imports on a quota basis to develop the Government's
marketing policy for the advantage of home producers. Little attention
was given to the extent of control necessary to bring British producers
to satisfactory prices whether by subsidy, quota or tariff, and the writer
produced at that time a statement of the position. Extracts are reproduced as followsl : The cost of import control to the public is a highly important
matter, and some idea should be formed as to how far the home producer does in fact require assistance to render his production economic.
There is a very natural tendency on the part of a producer who may
be conducting his present business at a loss, to desire assistance on
a particular commodity, which will restore his prosperity in the whole
business of farming. It may very well be that the prices regarded as
essential in all agricultural commodities may together provide a
subsidy out of all proportion to the real requirement of the general
farmer. In order to deal with the problem of import restriction, and
with the wider problem of stabilising British agriculture, a series of
calculations have been made based on the latest available statistics,
which refer to the year 1931. The United Kingdom has been taken as
a unit, and both home and imported supplies have been worked out
on the basis of the United Kingdom.
In Table 8 the estimated home supplies are obtained from the
Ministry of Agriculture statistics, aided in some cases by estimates
from the various marketing reports issued by the Ministry. The
imported supplies are taken from the official Board of Trade publication, as are the values of imported supplies. There is considerable
difficulty in obtaining the actual value of home supplies, but for the
purpose of this table the published average values from market returns
are taken, and adjusted in proportion to the weight of the supplies
of commodities recorded. Thus, in the case of meat, the meat prices
for beef, mutton, pork, etc., are worked out proportionately to the
available supplies to give the total estimated value. The last three
columns showing the values per cwt., etc., of home and imported
supplies, are obtained as follo:ws:1 Control of the Main Agricultural Supplies of the United Kingd()m, report, Mlitch 2.6,
1934·
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The prices for home commodities are based on the average market
returns adjusted for quantities marketed. The values for foreign and
Empire produce are obtained by dividing the total value of the
imports by the total quantity of imports as reported officially.
TABLE 8

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES OF UNITED KINGDOM) 1931
Quantities

Commodity
Empire

Total Imporls

Tot,1

ewt.
SO,9 18 ,283

cwt.

20,260,000

ewt.
68,5 00,299

1I9,418,s8:l.

cwt.
139,67 8,5 82

Wheat meal and flour

-

4,:1.49,645

6,497,443

10,747,03 8

10,747,088

Total grain and flour

82,460,000

150,5 81 ,874

66,868,999

38,29 1,000

:1.5,9 0 9,168

837,000

HomeS\lpply

-

..

Wheat

..

Meat ..

..

Butter

..

..
..

Cheese

..

..

cwl.

1,221,800
Great

Foreign

-

,873

299,9 10,873

8,254, 205

34,16),373

7 2 ,454,373

4,070,035

3,99 0 ,033

8,060,068

8,897,068

361 ,249

2,5 2 4,545

2,885,794

4, 107,594

Great

Great

2. 17,45 0

Great

Great

hundred

hundred

hllIldred

:2.,190,000

19,784,07 6

6,14 1 , 125

:2.5,9 2 5,20'

28,IlS,201

cwt.

cwt.

cwt.

humlrC"d

hundred

Eggs in shell

..

Fruit (fresh)

..

cwt.
10,7 89,000

..

77,040,000

14,945,495

1,70 7,7 15

16,6S3,2IO

93,693,210

..

8,3 60,000

24,63 6,82 9

12,007,776

36,644, 605

45,004, 60 5

10,78 5,755

347,9 21

Il,I33,67 6

74 0,733

90,4 16

S)I,149

Potatoes

"

Sugar. ,
(Bacon)
,.

(Ham)

..
..
..

..
..

cwt.

-

-

-

1,760,000

-

13,72 4, 82 5

It is interesting to note that in the cases of meat, butter, cheese
and eggs, the greatest competition on price occurs between the
Empire and the home countries. In the case of potatoes, home produce
secures the lowest price, but this is largely accounted for by the fact
that imported potatoes consist mainly of new potatoes.
The pOSition of bacon and ham is very interesting, shoWing that
in practice, the home product receives a much higher price than
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imported supplies, although it may have a very restricted market.
Table 9 is based on the statistics in Table 8, and is constructed in
the hopes of showing the cost of stabilising the home market.
In Table 9 the quantities and values of the various commodities
TABLE

8-conrinued

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES OF UNITED KINGDOM, 1931
Vnlues per cwt., etc.

Values
Home Supply

£
5,81 4,620

Foreigu

£

Empire

£

Total Imports

£

Total

£

3 6,190,'1 10

Home

s. d.

Foreign.
s. d.

5.

d.

4 10

5

51-

16,485,240

13,890,85 0

30,)7 6,09 0

-

1,497, 125

2,53 8, 263

4,035,3 88

-

-

36,202,261

19,61 5,77 6

55,218,037

-

-

149,334,900

69,680,330

20,828,592

90,508,922

239,843,81.2

78

5,859,000

:!.4,4°5,135

21,89 2 ,450

46,297,5&5

52,15 6,5 85

140

0

5,253,740

1,549,85 1

7,5 12,85 6

9,062,707

14,3 16,447

86

0

1,460,000

10,467,48 3

3,3 0 5,599

13,773,082

15,:>.31,082

25,6;1.4,4 2 4

9/'94,620

35,3 1 9,044

:>.8,504,800

5,9 15,459

l,046,)8l

6,9 61 ,84 1

35,4 66,64 1

7

5

cwt.
7 II

II,201,00O

8,547,186

6,3S6,26l

14, 81 3,448

26,014,44 8

~6

8

6 II!

31,818,95 2

1,3 10,5 6 9

33, 129,5 21
46,126,943

IU

0

5 9

7

Great
hundred

-

-

13

4

-

2,83 1,007

)86,4 1 5

3, 21 7,422

7 10
5 10~

53 10

50 7

[20

0

uo 0

86

0

Great
llundred

II

7

60

0

Great
hundred

10 9~

- - - ---

cwt.

9,780,000

o~

4 10
0

Empire

---- ---

cwt.

I2

3

--10
7

59

0

75

2.

76

5

8$

5

are the totals given in Table 8. The next column shows the value
of the total produce worked out at the 1931 British prices. This
is followed by a column showing the values of the commodities
worked out at the stabilised prices put forward as necessary by the
various marketing commissions, etc. In the case of wheat the stabilised
price is lOS. per cwt. or 45s. per quarter. Meat of all descriptions is
averaged at roos. per cwt., butter at :2005. per cwt. and cheese at
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120S. per cwt. Butter and cheese prices are assessed to give a reasonable
return on the milk necessary for conversion. As a set-off against these,
liquid milk is stabilised at a wholesale price of IS. per gallon. Eggs in
shell are taken at 155. pel' great hundred, potatoes at lOS. per cwt.
and sugar at the current stabilised price of 265. Sd. per cwt. Bacon and
ham are not considered, being included in the all-round meat price.
TABLE

9

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES OF UNITED KINGDOM, 1931
(I)

Commodity

Quantity

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Value

Value at
Present
English
l)nces

Value at
StabUisau
Prices

Cost to bring
to Present
English Prices

~

cwt.

!

£

£

---------r;
{.

Wheat

..

139,67 8,5 81

36,190,7 10

Meat

..

72 ,454,373

1.39,843,822

28;1.,572,°55

362,271,865

+4 2,7 28 ,233

8,897,068

5 2,15 6,5 8 5

61.,279,47 6

88,970,680

+ IO,'22,89

4,1°7,594

14,3 16,447

17,662,654

24,645,5 64

+ 3,346, 20 7

15,233,°82

18,743,468

21,086,401

+

3,5 10,3 86
800,153

..
..

Butter
Cheese

4°, 08 7,753

69,839,29 1

+ 3,897,043

Groat
hundred

'

Eggs in shell

28, l I 5,201

..

9),693,210

35,466,64 1

34,666,488

4 6 ,84 6,605

-

..

45,004, 60 5

26,01 4,44 8

60,3 06,17\

60,306,17 1

+ 34,29 1,7;1.3

45,000,000

45,000,000

45,000,000

-

4 64,22l,7J5

561,3,8,065

7 l8 ,9 66,577

Potatoes
Sugar

I
I

cwt.

---.

Gallons

Liquid milk
Totals

"

900,000,000

-

-

97,°9 6,33°

Other dairy produce is omitted to avoid complication, but its
inclusion would make the case even worse from the consumer's point
of view. Fruit is omitted, partly because of the difficulty of obtaining
any reliable price basis, but mainly owing to the fact that imported
fruit is not by any means entirely replaceable by home production.
'Poultry and game are also omitted to avoid complication.
Column 5 of the table shows the cost to the country to bring the
agricultural commodities named to the current British prices, and
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column 6 the cost to bring these commodities to the required stabilised
prices. It is obvious that a sum of nearly £255,000,000 is a very large
price to pay for the stabilisation of the British market. Columns 7,
8, and 9 represent the figures in columns 3, 4 and 5 per head of
population. To obtain these columns the population of the United
Kingdom wa!5 taken as 46,082,000 which is the latest census return.
TABLE

9-comillueJ

AGRICULTURAL SUPPLIES OF UNITED KINGDOM, 1931
(h)

Cost to Heiul(
to Stabilised
Prices

£

+
+ I2z,428 ,043
33,64 8,5 81

(7)

(8)

(9)

(w)

Prl!3.ent
Wholesale

En~1i5h

St,lJi\ised
Wholesale
Values per
Head

Consumption
of Products
per Head

PllCap~l'

He,nluf
IJopul;J.tion

\\11101e".le
Values per

Ilead

(II)
SLlb;idy per

Acre of
Agricultural
Laml
~---

~

cwt,

[

5r

3' OZ

0'75

7,85

1'57

2"7)

I' 35

1'94

0'193

0'82

0' 38

0'535

0' 08 9

0'23

I;

0'78 5

0'87

5'10

6'15

13

[,

-

l'

+ 3 6, 81 4,095

l'

+

10,3 2 9,!I7

0'3 1

+

5,853,3 1 9

0'33

0'4"7

0'457

+
+

II,379,9 64

0'77

0'753

1'02

2'03

0'25

34,2.9 1,7 2 3

0' 565

1'31.

I'P

0'97 6

0'7 6

0'')76

0'')7 6

0'97 6

G,lllons
1')'5

10'066

12'216

15'608

-

-----

-

Great
hUIldreds

0,61

------

0' 13

cwt,

254,744,84 2

----

.

5,67

Column 10 gives the consumption of the various commodities per
head of population. In the particular case of wheat this figure is not a
true indication of the consumption of bread, for the wheat involved
included that fed to livestock and also the various offals obtained
during milling.
'
Column I I is headed "the subsidy per acre of agricultural land."
In order to obtain this column, the cost of bringing the nation's food
to stabilised prices (wholesale) was taken, and divided by 45,000,000
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acres. It should be understood that 45,000,000 acres is considerably
in excess of the real farming land of the United Kingdom. The estimate
of the acreage includes rough grazing and uplands which in practice
are very far from being real agricultural land. On the other hand, it
was deemed advisabJe to include this large acreage, so that there could
be no question of attempting to belittle the farmers' plea that the home
industry is suffering serions financial loss.
It appears that the actua} cost of the commodities considered worked
out at over £10 per head of population, that at the British wholesale
prices there would have been a cost of £ 12' 2 per head, and at stabilised
prices £15.6 per head. In other words, there would be a wholesale
cost of £15' 6 per head of population in effecting a complete stabilisation of all supplies at the prices considered essential by marketing
authorities. It is hardly necessary to mention that the existing purchasing power of the masses of the public would have to be increased
by over 60 per cent to maintain consumption, and that such an increase
in purchasing power would obviously react on the cost of production
and so set up a vicious circle.
A yery interesting point is that the subsidy necessary to bring all commodities to the British. stabilised prices would be a subsidy of no less
that £5,67 per acre of land (including rough. gra:rJngs and uplands);
in other words, the farmer'S present claim is that he requires a subsidy of
£5.67 per acre to make his business profitable.

Tariffs
In the first place, constituents of the Empire are wholly or parti~lly
exempted from such duties by agreement, and, as has been shown, in
several commodities the Empire is a more serious competitor than
foreign countries. A tariff with Empire preference still renders possible
the flooding of the market by Empire products. If, on the other hand,
agreement is reached that Empire products shall not be marketed in
this country except at stabilised prices, the British consumer is paying
an enormous tribute to the Empire producer. Under conditions of
unstable world currency the restrictive effect of a tariff may be nullified,
and further the erection of a tariff wall by anyone country may result
in retaliation in other directions by the exporting countries concerned.
The United Kingdom still relies very considerably on an export
trade of manufactured articles, and in many cases, notably in textiles,
the principal raw materials (cotton, wool and silk) must mainly be
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imported. An increase in the cost of the raw materials, and a diminishing
market for the finished textile goods, would be small consolation in
return for a tariff wa1l against agricultural commodities.
The tendency of tariffs is to slow down international trade by
placing an unnecessary tax on the interchange of commodities between
countries, and incidentally to depress conditions of production, and
of living in the exporting countries concerned.
Quotas
A definite quota on a particular exporting country means a monopoly
for that country up to the required tonnage and the country may thus
profit enormously at the expense of this country. Anything in the
nature of an Empire preference is apt to destroy the basis of the quota.
With a global quota importers purchase up to the required import
quota on the open world market, and release their goods in this
country at comparatively high prices. The global quota is apt to
place unjustifiable profits in the hands of the importers who, owing
to decreased tonnage to be handled, and the reduction of selling costs
with an assured market, enjoy reduced overhead charges. By insisting
on a minimum price of release the Government would become, in
fact, a party to profiteering by the importers. The home producer
could thus maintain artificially a price considerably above world
prices and would profit by so doing. Consumers would pay a greatly
increased price amounting to some £155,000,000 per year on their
foodstuffs, and the import market would contribute no funds towards
this increased expenditure of the consumers.
Import Boards
Control by Import Boards appears satisfactory in theory, for the
home industry could purchase commodities abroad at world com~
petitive prices, import them into this country and liberate them at
prices fixed in relation to the stabilised prices of home produce. In
theory any home industry could obtain a material subsidy from the
profits accruing from the corresponding imported material. Examina~
tion of the practical difficulties shows that the national adoption of
Import Boards would be far from easy.
Serious control of imports of agricultural significance would involve
the handling of nearly 20,000,000 tons of material per year, and
purchases over the year of about £258,000,000. In the early days of
Import Board control, the profits from importing would eaSily
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subsidise the home industry to the level of required stabilised prices,
but home production itself would expand enormously. The tendency,
therefore, would be for imports to decrease year by year, leading to
an enormous home market at stabilised prices and a relatively small
import market. As that time approached, the home producer would
receive a subsidy of £5.67 per acre almost entirely from the British
conSumer. There is never any question of restricting home supplies,
so that the ultimate intention of an Import Board is to make the home
conSumer pay the bill, and force him to purchase home produce
irrespective of his particular tastes. Too little attention is given to the
practical problems of establishing Import Board Control. The general
idea seems to be that the theory is attractive and somehow the application will follow as a matter of course. There are a few possil)le and
perhaps unforeseen difficulties as follows:1, Each industry could appoint and perpetuate eXisting recognised
importing agencies operating on a quota basis, with a standardised
rate of commission for setvice, and paying to the Import Board the
difference between the ascertained purchase price plus commission
and the agreed "release" values in this country. This would involve
careful inspection of the accounts of importers to ascertain actual
purchase prices, and the position would be complicated by forward
purchases, stocks on hand made at different world prices, and possibly
variable release prices, according to home conditions. This method
would probably be the cheapest way for an Import Board to operate,
but it establishes and recognises certain import agencies in a position
to make uncontrollable profits out of such services as warehousing,
milling, slaughtering and utilisation of by-products. There would
be a grave danger of conferring an import monopoly on a group of
importers. It is impossible to regulate an actual import intake week
by week as required, and it would be difficult to check. forward
speculations which were profitable without subsidising those which
resulted in loss.
2. It would be possible to arrange that importers should not release
into this country any commodities except by a direct contract with
wholesalers and that such contracts should be permissible only on
forms registered with the Import Board. The purchaser could, as in
the milk scheme, make his payment for the commodities at the agreed
release prices to the Import Board, the Board in turn paying the
importer at prices ascertained to represent the true import value. The
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Board would thus acquire funds for operating its organisation, and
might eventually provide its own elevators, warehouse accommodation, etc., out of accumulated funds. To this method of operation,
objection would be raised by the importers who at present possess
warehouse accommodation, flour mills, abattoirs, etc. It would be
difficult to prevent profiteering except by very careful examination
of the importers' books, and the Import Board would need to have a
very complete organisation to be able to ascertain just how much of
every quality of a commodity should be released in various areas of
the country week by week. It would require specialist supervision to
decide when importers should build up stocks in view of world
competitive prices, and when purchases should be light.
3. The only remaining course would be to take over the whole
business of importing and its accessories, and this is absolutely
impracticable in the present-day competitive system. During the
first year of operation it would be necessary to find capital to make
£258,000,000 worth of purchases, hundreds of millions of pounds
would be required for taking over the plant and equipment involved
by existing import agencies, and importers would undoubtedly protest
against handing over the whole of this business to tl1e State or to
various commodity boards on terms assessed by arbitration. The
matter would be further complicated by importers who have their
own collecting centres and factories in overseas coutltries, and in
some cases actually own the vessels in which the goods are imported.
Even on a basis of purchase by redeemable bonds the scheme appears
too gigantic for practical politics, and in any case would be doomed
to failure so long as any countries within the Empire were given the
right to free import into the United Kingdom.
There are interesting possibilities in the complete control of agricultural marketing by close co-operation between Import and Home
Control Boards. During what may be termed the "development"
period, the home markets could be subsidised to a decreasing extent
by the profits accruing to the Import Board. Meanwhile the expansion
of home production ought, by increased turnover and reduced overhead charges, to result in lower costs of home production. It ought,
therefore, to be possible to operate a home and import control scheme
to reduce ultimate costs to the public, but this would require two
conditions in which the public has, as yet, no confidence. In the first
pIace, profits from import purchase ought to meet the costs of organisa-
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tion, and then be used to the advantage of the purchasing public. In
the second place, when British agriculture is stabilised, Control
Boards ought to insist on reduction of prices to the point at which
both producer and public receive a fair deal. It is difficult to conceive
of a monopolistic Board of Control being sufficiently fair minded to
fulfil both these obligations, hence the fear of many in supporting
such idealistic development schemes.
3.

TOWARDS A LONG-TERM POLICY

The newly formed Markets Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture
commenced to work in a systematic way in the hopes of evolving a
national policy to make British agriculture profitable. Reliable statistics
as to the state of home agriculture were non-existent, so with the aid
of the Agricultural Returns Act of 1925 provision was made for an
annual return from all farms and holdings exceeding one acre,
representing the stocktaking of all farms on June 4th of each year.
Arrangements were made for a more complete census of production
at intervals. The first census of production was made in 1925 and
statistics published for England, Wales and Scotland. The collected
£gures were summarised in a volume, The Agricultural Output and
the Food Supplies of Great Britain. 1 This attempted to deal with the
United Kingdom, but the principal statistics related to Great Britain.
The Markets Branch, too, investigated the possibilities of raising the
standard of British produce 011 a voluntary basis.
Finally, the conclusion was reached that marketing represented
the vital point for the complete reorganisation of British agriculture
and the control of British produce. Marketing has subsequently
become the principal concern of the Government in connection with
agriculture. The more outstanding developments of the Markets
Branch deserve some attention.
(a) Census of Production

Statistics obtained in the 1925 Census were largely based on
estimates, but they acted as a check on the improving standard of market
intelligence and drew attention to the extent of agricultural production
in the country. Pre-war values (largely based on 1908) are hardly
comparable with the 1925 values and too much reliance must not
be placed on these comparisons. Subsequent census returns should be
1 H.M. Stationery Office, 197.9.
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more reliable, especially in view of the more accurate check on marketing now possible under Statutory Marketing Schemes and import
control. The principal results of the census are indicated in the following tables:Pre-War (I908)

Persons engaged in agriculture "
Net output of agriculture..
.,
..
Ne~ output of persons engaged in agriculture ..
Persons engaged in othel' industries'
Net output of other industries
Net output for persons in other industries

1,400,000
£108,600,000
£77'6
5,733,000
£557,100,000
£97'2

Post,Wa.r (r925)

1,280, 000

£19 1,700,000

£149'8
6,3 I 7,000
£1,374,600,000
£2I7'6

• Industdes (excldding mines and quarries).

Agricultural labour evidently was shrinking considerably, whilst
labour was extending in industry and the agricultural output per
person was doubling in value but not increasing at the rate of
mechanised industry. The increases showed more in values than
tonnage and it is a fair presumption that agricultural prices in 192 5
did not stand so much above pre-war as did industrial products.
Nevertheless, there was undoubtedly increased output per person
throughout and this factor contributed in no small way to the
unemployment problem.
The rest of the agricultural statistics are summarised in Table 10
on page 136.

(b) Grading and Marking

It was soon appreciated that progress could be made only by
standardising the qualities and packing of British produce for
marketing and, if possible, by adopting some sort of brand or trade
mark to distinguish controned produce from other British and
imported commodities. Recognised marks had been successfully
adopted by various overseas countries with Government support, but
in the United Kingdom any acceptance of a "National Mark" could
only be voluntary for the time being.
The Merchandise Marks Act of I9z6 supplied a useful starting~
point by providing a ready means for compelling imported produce
to be marked in some distinguishing way. Section I of the Act made
it unlawful for imported goods to be sold in the United Kingdom
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under any name or trade mark of a British manufacturer or trader or
the name of any place in the United Kingdom, unless accompanied
by an indication of origin. Only after substantial trade representation
within the United Kingdom would the Board of Trade vary this
Section for specified commodities. Labels or coverings manufactured
abroad for use with British produce only were exempted.
Section 2 gave powers for the making of Orders prohibiting the
sale or exposure for sale of specified imported goods within the
United Kingdom unless they bear an indication of origin. As a result
of British trade representations, many such Orders have been made
insisting on the marking of foreign produce. A special committee
was appointed by the Act to examine claims for the marking of
imported produce and was charged with the duty of advising the
making of Orders under the Act. Such Orders would not apply to
goods imported for re-export. Exemptions could be made where it
appeared likely that Orders would result in hardship to substantial
trading interests.
Penalties were indicated for failing to observe the provisions of
the Act and even the advertising of imported goods controlled by
Orders under the Act without an indication of the origin of the
goods was regarded as a contravention of the Act. In the sale of such
goods or parts of such goods, the origin should be clearly displayed.
Removal of marks of origin was forbidden. Blends or mixtures were
exempted unless expressly included in the controlling Orders.
Dozens of Orders were issued covering the marking requirements
of imported foods alone. In some respects the Act defeated its own
object, for the high standard of imported foods drew the attention of
the consumer to the reliability of foods from certain foreign countries
as compared with the British unmarked commodities of such mixed
quality. With provisions existing for dealing with foreign produce
under the Merchandise Marks Act, the way was open for operating
a voluntary scheme for grading and marking British produce, and a
special Act was passed in I928 for this purpose.
The Agricultural Produce (Grading and Marking) Act, 1928, empowered the Minister of Agriculture to prescribe "grade designations"
to indicate the quality of any articles of agricultural produce and to
regulate the conditions of sale of such graded produce. He could
further prescribe specific "grade designation marks" to be used only
in c~nnection with such graded produce, and wrongful use of such
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marks on produce would render the user liable to fine or imprisonment
or both. Preserved eggs had to be marked and premises used for
preserving eggs to be registered and controlled. This Section would
be applicable only so long as imported eggs were required to be
marked with place of origin under the Merchandise Marks Act. Powers
were taken for enforcement and for the making of Orders and
Regulations for grading and marking.
The Ministry of Agriculture thereupon proceeded to design
distinctive markings and labels to be used for specific products under
the "National Mark" scheme, and innumerable Orders were issued
defining grades, methods of packing and marking for particular
commodities. Fruit and market-garden produce were largely regulated
on a voluntary contracting basis by a whole series of Orders, but such
commodities as butter, cheese, eggs and beef were also prescribed for
National Mark purposes. The standard grades, methods of packing
and marking were distinctly attractive for marketing purposes, but
the chief disadvantages were that sales under the National Mark were
quite voluntary and were commonly restricted by the fact that open
market sales were usually made at lower prices. The Ministry, in its
enthusiasm to establish the schemes, proved very generous with its
supply of labels, publicity matter and descriptive literature. Retailers
handling insignificant quantities of National Mark produce took full
advantage of the free publicity and it almost became, inferred that
the retailers had some sort of Government guarantee of the quality
of all their produce. In some directions the schemes proved not
only attractive but successful, yet, on the whole, the chief lesson
learned by the Ministry of Agriculture was that marketing must
be put under some· statutory control to become either efficient or
profitable.
(c) The' Control of Marketing
The Ministry of Agriculture concluded that marketing represented
the starting-point of agricultural reorganisation which could only be
secured by compulsory means. These decisions were of extraordinary
significance. Practically all legislatiYe enactmeltts for the regulation of
agriculture since Z931 have operated through control ofcommodity marketing hy Statutory boards or committees. It is only necessary to submit a
general survey in order to link up the whole field and to give some
indication of the experiments and of the gradual development of
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Government marketing policy. The following summary covers in it
short chronological record ground which must be analysed later all a
commodity basis:1925.-English Hop Growers, Ltd., formed as a co-opetative
marketing association.
192G.-Scottish Wool Growers, Ltd., formed on similar lines.
1927.-Scottish Milk Agency established as a co-operative body.
Z928.-English Hop Growers, Ltd., liquidated largely through
the activities of about 5 per cent of growers not within the
organisation.
Difficulties from non-organised units experienced with the Scottish
Milk Agency.
z930.-Labour Government submitted an Agricultural Marketing
BiII, later replaced by a considerably amended Bill.
1931.-Agricultural Marketing Act passed. Hop Marketing Scheme
initiated under powers of this Act.
l.932.-Scottish Milk Agency virtually in a position of collapse.
Wheat Act passed. Reorganisation Commission for Pigs issued
report.
Scottish Raspberry Scheme proposed, approved by Minister, but
rejected on votes of the producers.
1933.-Two Agricultural Marketing Acts passed dealing with
Great Britain, also Agricultural Marketing Act (Northem Ireland).
Reorganisation Commissions for Milk for England and Wales
and for Scotland issued reports.
Pigs and Bacon Schemes for Great Britain put into operation and
Pigs Scheme in Northern Ireland inaugurated.
Two Milk Marketing Schemes established, one for England and
one for Southern Scotland. Government 10<;ln made to Bacon Board
for Great Britain.
Committee of Investigation dismissed complaint brought by
Brewers' Association against prices operating within Hop Marketing
Scheme.
Economic Advisory Committee reported on Slaughtering of
Livestock.
1.934.-Milk Act for Great Britain largely concerned with financial
provisions and included Milk in Schools Scheme.
Agricultural Marketing Act for Northern Ireland provided amendments dealing with the marketing of bacon.
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tvfilk and Milk Products Act (Northern Ireland) led to the setting
up of Milk Marketing Scheme.
Reorganisation Commission dealing with marketing of fat stock
in Great Britain issued report. Technical Committee issued report on
Abattoir Design and an Economic Advisory Committee on Diseases
of Milk Cows.
Aberdeen and Inverness Milk Marketing Schemes and Potato
Marketing Scheme for Great Britain. Further Agricultural Marketing
(Pig Industry) Act (Northern Ireland) provided for reconstruction of
Pigs and Bacon Marketing Schemes.
Consumers' Committee for England issued four reports on milk
mainly criticising the margin obtained by distributors. Committee
of Investigation upheld complaint from Co-operative Movement re
insurance of pigs. This Committee upheld complaint from Creamery
Proprietors on conditions of depot approval for mille Complaint
from the Amalgamated Master Dairymen on Rebates dismissed.
Scottish Committee of Investigation supported Scottish Milk Board in
determination of milk prices and conditions of transport.
1.935.-Cattle Industry (Emergency Provisions) Act provided for
subsidy on beef. National Farmers' Union prepared Livestock
Marketing Scheme in draft, but did not proceed with it. Committee
of Investigation dealt with complaints from Co-operative Movement
and others on flat rate for transport of pigs.
Reports advocating different type of marketing structure issued by
the Sea Fish Commission and by special Inquiry Committee dealing
with Sugar Industry. Milk Products (Great Britain) Scheme promoted
and passed through Public Inquiry.
In connection with reorganisation of Pigs and Bacon Schemes,
Bacon Development Board established. Egg and Poultry Reorganisation Commissions for England and Wales and Scotland issued reports.
Northern Ireland Pigs and Bacon Schemes reorganised under a Pig
Industry Council.
Herring Industry Act followed report of the Sea Fish Commission.
Series of new Marketing Sch.emes proposed. National Farmers'
Union proposed a Livestock Marketing Scheme, a Sugar Beet Scheme
and a Fruit Marketing Scheme. In co-operation with the National
Poultry Council, N.F.U. put forward Egg and Poultry Marketing
Scheme. Livestock Scheme set aside in view of the Minister's proposals
for reorganisation of the livestock industry. Sugar Beet Scheme
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submitted) but later withdrawn in view of the Sugar Industry Act.
Fruit Marketing Scheme rejected by the growers. Egg and Poultry
Scheme considered on various occasions, rejected, revived and led
later to modified proposals from the Government.
Consumers' Committee issued a very full report on Milk Marketing
and advocated extension of Cheap Milk Schemes to mothers and young
children. Reorganisation Commission for England and Wales also
reported on Milk and supported these experiments.
Committee of Investigation for England settled terms of the milk
contract. Committee assessed liquid and certain manufacturing prices
and conditions for the I935-6 contract. Committee of Investigation
for Scotland revised haulage charges.
1936.-Reorganisation Commission for Milk (Great Britain)
suggested total reorganisation of the industry under control of an
Independent Commission.
Government passed Sugar Industry (Reorganisation) Act which
placed control of industry under Independent Commission and
amalgamated sugar beet factories in the Beet Sugar Corporation.
Milk and Milk Products (Northern Ireland) Act amended original
Act. Marketing of Eggs (Northern Ireland) Act laid the foundations
for Egg Marketing Scheme.
Food Council issued reports dealing with bread prices, pigs and
bacon, whilst Consumers' Committee gave further attention to milk
prices, distributors' margins and the effect on consumers.
z.9.37.-Livestock Marketing Act of Great Britain passed setting
up the Independent Livestock Commission in charge of whole
industry and providing for establishment of not more than three
centralised slaughtering schemes.
Agriculture Act took powers for subsidising growers of oats and
barley and for subsidies on certain named fertilisers.
White Paper on Milk Policy forecast reorganisation of the milk
industry under control ofIndependent Commission.
1938.-Bacon Industry Act arranged for reorganisation of the
whole industry under control of a modified Bacon Development
Board. Enlarged pow.ers given to this Board and the existing Pigs and
Bacon Boards made subsidiary. Subsidies and guaranteed prices for
pigs and bacon and a rather complicated system of contracts in order
that a type of allocation could be made in the interests of the through~
put of individual curers.
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Milk Industry Bill, as forecast in White Paper, eventually withdrawn
in deference to strong opposition from Milk Board and trade.
Milk and Milk Products Act and Potato Marketing Act passed for
Northern Ireland. Milk (Special Designations) Orders for England
and Scotland amended by Orders in 1938.
1939.-Poultry Industry Bill covering a Stock Improvement
Scheme and an Egg and Poultry Marketing Scheme, introduced, but
owing to pressure of Government business transferred to House of
Lords.
Milk Products Board (Great Britain) authorised by Milk Products
Order. Milk Industry Act (I939) provided financial arrangements for
quality milk premiums and cheap milk schemes.
Agricultural Development Act (I939) covered oats and barley
subsidy schemes, a Sheep Subsidy Scheme and grants for a ploughingup policy.
Then, on September 3, 1939, war was declared. The various
marketing schemes became practically a closed chapter, and by
emergency regulation came under the control of the Ministry of Food.
So, for the time being, the evolution of national marketing schemes
ceased and the opportunity arose for national control, under emergency
powers, of production, manufacture and distribution.

CHAPTER

7

THE AGRICULTURAL MARKETING ACTS
THE second Labour Government, impressed with the proposals of
the Markets Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture and concerned at
the decline of British agriculture, prepared to take wide powers for
the stabilisation of agricultural marketing, but approached the matter
in rather an original way. The Ministry had shown the necessity for
organised marketing and that success would depend on producer
association on a commodity basis, but with compulsory contracts.
Therein lay the difficulty of adopting voluntary co-operation. On the
other hand, the Government, from a democratic angle, insisted on
producer associations being self-regulatory on a basis of democratic
election. Perhaps mistakenly, it was felt that all marketing schemes
could be intimately linked with governmental control through a
central enabling Act applicable to all commodities.
The new method of approach consisted in the issue of general
proposals to be discussed by the various interests involved prior to
the introduction of a Bill. Later, an experimental Bill was issued
towards the close of the summer session of I930 to permit consideration
by M.P.s and other interests during the vacation. A considerably
altered Bill then appeared in December 1930 in place of the experimental Bill of July 1930. A detailed study of this enabling legislation
is essential if subsequent developments are to be appreciated, for the
whole period indicated the struggle between the many interests
concerned and the Ministry of Agriculture. The Labour Government
had much difficulty in forcing the issue on democratic lines intended
to pave the way to a form of Socialist if not State control. In the first
Ministry document (Proposed Agricultural Marketing Bill), issued
January I930, general proposals were suhmitted:-

Statutory Marketing Boards
The scheme visualised the creation of commodity marketing boards
to control the supply or sale of any agricultural commodity produced
in the country with powers to regulate financially storage and other
operations, including manufacturing, and measures designed for the
prevention or control of surpluses. The Government proposed that
schemes for regulating agricultural marketing should be submitted by
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voluntary associations (or others substantially representative of the
marketing, concerned) and that, subject to approval by the Minister,
such schemes would have statutory effect. It wa::. proposed that
producers with complaints should appeal to a county courl judge.
MOle detailed explanation of this section is worth while. In the
first place, the Statutory Boards are described as large-scale co-operative
merchanting organisations, authorised to undertake sales or purchases
of the commodities and incidental operations; or alternatively, they
may be large-scale organisations formed to undertake specific
marketing functions such as collection of a levy and administration of
funds for dealing with surpluses. It was pointed out that boards of
this type could have stabilised the business of the English Hop
Growers, Ltd., and that the National Farmers' Union had already
proposed a Stabilisation Board to deal with surpluses of milk. The
Government felt that such board& should be producer-controlled and
that statutory power was essential for such compulsory control.
Politically, an attempt was made to flatter the National Farmers'
Union as the body most likely to direct marketing developments.
It was suggested that schemes might be local or national according
to the peculiarities of the commodity marketed, but that statutory
powers would not be available for very localised developments. Any
approved scheme would have to be published, and the Minister would
have power to revoke schemes administered in a manner contrary to
the policy of the Bill. Safeguards for producers would be necessary
to deal with existing obligations. The Government felt that redress
against non-complying producers within a Scheme should be obtained
by civil process and that Marketing, Boards should be incorporated
to be capable of suing or being sued. It was claimed that there was
no outstanding advantage in insisting on registration under the
Industrial and Provident Societies' Acts, but that co-operative
principles could be included in the articles of association of the Board
incorporated under the Companies' Acts. The Minister would have
power, however, to impose such co-operative safeguards as might be
necessary. For example(a) Limitation of intetest on share capital to a maximum of, say,
6 per cent.
(b) Shareholders other than a registered society to have only one vote.
(c) Balance of profits, after provision of reserves, to be distributed in
the form of bonus on business.
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The Ministry hoped that these various proposals in respect of
Marketing Boards would be considered by all interested parties.

Finance
F or the financing of Marketing Schemes, suggestions were made
for the establishment of a Revolving Loan Fund on the lines of the
one in the U.S.A. Agricultural Marketing Act of I929. Parliament
should provide a revolving fund of at least £500,000 towards the
initial financing of marketing schemes and payments by borrowers in
respect of capital and interest should revert to the Fund to maintain
it as a credit reservoir. An Agricultural Marketing Facilities Committee, in consultation with the Minister, would make recommendations as to advances from the Revolving Fund to statutory Boards.
Most Boards would require little capital unless involved in
merchanting risks and costs on account of storages, processes, etc.,
or advances on account of produce. Short-term loans would meet the
general requirements of temporary funds in anticipation of subscriptions from other sources. There would be no question of financing
permanently any operations of a Board, as this would involve an
enormous amount of money. Boards would be responsible for their
own permanent finance, but loans might be made for the extension
of activities from time to time, if approved by the Marketing Facilities
Committee. Short-term loans for a period up 10 two years, and
renewable on approval, would be free of interest for such period as
approved by the Minister, and subsequently would carry interest of
I per cent above bank rate. Loans would be secured and redeemed
in accordance with the Minister's requirements with the approval of
the Treasury.
With such safeguards, it was felt that Boards would be compelled
to remain active. Permanent capital for fixed assets would have to be
obtained by the issue of shares, loans or membership fees based on
the anticipated turnover of each member. Subsequent working capital
would be obtained by deduction from the proceeds of sales, whilst
advance payments to producers on account of delivered produce
might require seasonal credit to be obtained through the banks.
Provision might be made for the issue of long-term loans, secured on
fixed assets for agricultural co-operative societies engaged in marketing
agricultural produce, but at no time would long-term loans be made
from the Revolving Fund in excess of one-fifth of the money provided
K
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by Parliament for the Fund. Thus the revolving fund would be kept
in motion.
First Agricultural Marketing Bill
These general principles were discussed with representative bodies
interested in agricultural marketing and as a result a Bill was introduced
to the House by Dr. Addison on July 31, 1930. It was explained that
the Bill proposed to allow producers of an agricultural product to
which the Bill applied to regulate the marketing of that product by
means of Boards elected by themselves and in accordance with
schemes submitted by themselves. Such schemes would be binding on
all the producers of the regulated product in the area to which the
schemes applied. The interest of the public would be protected by
permitting representations prior to the establishment of schemes, by
the requiring of Parliamentary assent to the schemes, and by the
establishment of a special Consumers' Committee for every scheme.
In addition, a Committee of Investigation would be appointed to
deal with complaints and to advise the Minister as to necessary action.
The English Marketing Fund would not exceed £500,000 and the
Scottish Fund £125,000. Short-term loans would be made free of
interest for two years.
Although this Bill was replaced in December 1930, it contains
certain provisions which are extremely important in the light of
subsequent developments. Marketing Boards of producers were
empowered to buy, sell, grade, pack, store, adapt for sale, insure,
advertise or transport the regulated product, to manufacture any
article from that product and to sell any article so manufactured.
These powers are obviously very wide. The Board could also require
registered producers to sell the regulated product or any kind, variety
or grade thereof, only to or through the agency of the Board. In
view of much misunderstanding which has arisen later, it should be
pointed out that Clause 3 (c) of this first Bill included the following:-

"A scheme may provide for all or any of the following matters, that
is to sayee) for empowering the Board to regulate sales of the regulated
product by any registered producer by determiningI.
2.

the kind, variety or grade of the product which may be sold;
the quantity of the product or of any kind, variety or grade
thereof which may be sold;
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J. the price' at, below, or above which, and the term, on which
the product or any kind, variety, grade or quantity thereof
may be sold;
4. the persons to or through the agency of whom the product
or any kind, variety, grade or quantity thereof may be sold;
(d) for regulating the manner in which the regulated product is to be

graded, packed, stored, adapted for sale, insured, advertised or
transported by or on behalf of registered producers."

Although the details of this Clause were considerably modified in
the subsequent Bill, the plain fact is that these provisions were
definitely contemplated by the Labour Government. Considerable
objection was taken to some of them, and, in dealing with difficulties
which have since arisen under Marketing Schemes, it is only too
common to throw the blame on to the 1933 Marketing Act, whereas
in fact 1he 1933 Act included clauses of this original Bill which the
Labour Government was not able to secure.
Much of the first Bill, of course, requires no special comment in
view of its replacement. Clause 7 provided that the Minister should
appoint a Consumers' Committee to report 011 the effect of the scheme
or any complaints from consumers. In this clause it did not appear
that there would necessarily be more than one Consumers' Committee,
but in the preamble of the Bill it was stated that there should be a
Consumers' Committee for every scheme. This was later dropped.
A Committee of Investigation was also proposed for dealing with
complaints.
Schedules provided for the approval and revocation of schemes and
gave a list of the products to which the Act applied, namely milk,
potatoes, hops, wool, cereals, cheese and livestock. This list is of
considerable significance as indicating the basis on which the Ministry
proposed to develop its marketing policy.
The writer visualised certain very objectionable features of this
enabling Bill and reported to his Committee that the Bill would leave
the way open for producers' organisations to control the manufacture
of surplus milk products and thus to raise the price of milk. Similar
powers with regard to the marketing of livestock on a centralised
plan under producer control might be greatly to the disadvantage of
those at present handling meat and meat products. The Consumers'
Committee as a nominated body, might not necessarily have any
close contact with consumers.

q8
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The writer also noted that although the Government's intention
was to organise producers on a co-operative plan, the Bill, in fact,
completely disregarded the co-operative method of registration and
by restricting statutory powers to Producers' Boards, eliminated any
prospect of co-operative relations between organised producers and
buyers. It did not appear to be as equitable as the then existing basis
of the Permanent Joint Milk Committee, for example. Buyers would
be entirely at the mercy of producers' organisations in whatever
direction they wished to experiment and these experiments would be
covered by legislative powers. During this period the writer had
close contact with the Minister of Agriculture, who gave an assurance
that the co-operative type of scheme under joint control for the regulation of milk marketing would apply within the provisions of the
Bill, but, from the wording of the Bill, it was extremely unlikely that
this would be so, for there was no arrangement for the acceptance of
a statutory organisation, representing producers, plus others.
In an article in the Co-operative Reyiew, September 1930, the writer
drew attention to the position as outlined by the Bill. He agreed that
the point of marketing was the weak spot in British agriculture, but
that the Bill in its present form neither appeared likely to appeal to
farmers, nor yet to improve materially the marketing system. The
National Farmers' Union branches almost unanimously condemned
the Bill on the grounds that it would be of no use to them as a priceraising machine in the absence of control of imports. It was obvious
from the very earliest stages that the producers' only use for organisation was for purposes of price-raising and the principal weapon [Of
raising prices was the control of imports. The writer pointed out that
within the legislation proposed, Marketing Boards would not regulate
production but would control marketing, processing and even distribution of specific agricultural produce, as a monopoly in an area.
The proposal for setting up consumers' committees was merely
pretending to defend the consumers' interests. There would be no
question 9f representation by consumers' organisations, and it was not
clear that ~the consumers' committee would have any specific powers.
The Committee of Investigation, as proposed in this first Bill, was
very indefinite and it appeared that only certain powers to report to
the Minister would be enjoyed by this Committee. The writer's
opinion was that marketing would be a very one-sided arrangement
with no representation of organised retailers and consumers but with
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producers established with full powers of administration, and that the
form of marketing organisation was not even compelled to be of a
co-operative character.
In the case of milk, Producers' Boards would have a very considerable degree of control over the enormous sums of money invested
in clail"ies, plant and means of distribution, but no liability in respect
of the capital already involved. A body equally representative of
producers and distributors could operate its own pooling scheme in
connection with manufactures of dairy produce, for example, and
with some degree of rationalisation of production or distribution on
co-operative lines it might be found possible to deal with foreign
competition, instead of building up a high wall of tariffs and subsidies
which ultimately would be to the disadvantage of the consumer.
In the article mentioned, the Bill was condemnecl as not contributing
to the welfare of all parties concerned. Following this, the writer
received a letter from the Ministry of Agriculture dated October 21,
1930. In this letter it was stated that the Bill did not set out 10 deal
with imports except in so far as itwoulcl enable farmers more effectively
to compete with imports, If reslriction of imports were practical
politics, farmers could only by organisation replace the forbidden
imports in terms of quality, quantity and regularity of supply. While
our ports remain open there can be no suggestion that home produce
could monopolise any commodity market. It was stated that pl'Oducers
would be unlikely to operate manufacture or distribution as this
would be impracticable. A further statement was that compulsory
representation of consumers or distributors on the Boards would not
be justified as the Bill conferred no power on farmers except to be used
against themselves. As regards the milk situation, it was stated that
the Bill did not authorise producers' boards to acquire conversion
plant or distributive organisation and finally that the Bill did nothing
but give producers a chance themselves to put their own affairs in
order.
The writer was not convinced that the Bill would operate as.
intended and at various conferences put forward his objections. For
example, at Bangorl he stated: "The scheme of collective organised
marketing was undoubtedly desirable, but only if the rights of producers
and distributors were perfectly balanced at the point of marketing. In
the interests of national welfare, a balance of producers' and conI Liverpo()l Post, September 4, 19?O.
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sumers' interests would be preferable to a controlling influence of one
side over the other with a small supervision of an ineffective authority.
"The real object of the Bill was the raising of prices of home
produced agricultural commodities by producer monopoly control
and this would have to depend on import control. Import restrictions,
subsidies anc! tariffs might prove palliatives for industries under a
cloud, but ultimately the consumer would have to pay the bill. Proof
was lacking that the British farmer could not face foreign "competition
by concentrated application to his business, but a bolstering up of prices
above world prices would ultimately mean subsidising the producer
at the expense of the consumer, and this would, sooner or later, involve a vicious circle. The artificial inflation of market prices could
never make the business of production stable financially."
The Final Poli~y

After discussions with many other interests, the Minister replaced
the original Bill by a new Agricultural Marketing Bill dated December
18, 1930. A large number of amendments were discussed in the Committee stage, but the only major alteration was the insertion of two
new clauses 3 and 4, regulating the method of holding a poll of
registered producers as to' whether the Scheme should remain in
force. An amendment by the Liberals that Producers' Boarels should
be registered under the Industrial and Provident Societies' Acts was
refused on the grounds that co-operation was essentially voluntary,
whereas producers must be registered on a compulsory basis. The
Minister in Committee stated that co-operative dividends were purely
return of surplus and could not be removed by the Boarel. He further
stated that the only prices a Producers' Board would have power to
apply would be producers' prices, and that only through negotiations
with distributors would the Boards have power to choose the agency
for the disposal of their products and to fix or have some control over
wholesale and retail prices.
The Minister, in discussions with a co-operative deputation, put
forward some rather unconvincing arguments as to the possibility of
joint control of schemes as the result of agreement between producers
and distributors. The writer insisted that no such powers were available in the Act and that there was obviously no intention of setting
IIp joint control.
Several years afterwards Dr. Addison stated that the Marketing
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Act was the first of three measures which had been prepared. He had
hoped that a further measure might be introduced to regulate manu~
facturers and distributors and that the third one would provide a
super-structure to bring the sets of regulating boards into closer
contact. This would have been of considerable assistance in nationalising the agricultural industry and, at the same time giving an excellent
opportunity for manufacturing and distribution to be stabilised on a
public utility basis.
Agricultural Marketing Act, Z.93l

The following summary deals with the principal points arising in
the various clauses of the 1931 Act:I. Schemes for regulating the marketing of an agricultural product
by the producers thereof may be submitted to the Minister. The persons
submitting such schemes must be substantially representative of the
producers of that product in the area to which the scheme is applicable.
Notice of the scheme must be published by the Minister and objections
may be sent in writing. To deal with objections and representations,
the Minister may direct public inquiries and as a result of such inquiries
may modify the scheme. After making modifications, if any, the
Minister, being satisfied that the scheme will conduce to the more
efficient production and marketing of the regulated product, after
consultation with the Board of Trade, may make an Order in
Parliament approving the scheme. Schemes in existence may be
amended or revoked on lines similar to the method of introduction.
2. Every scheme shall provide for the registration of any producer
making application and shall constitute a Board to administer the
scheme. The Board is composed of representatives of registered
producers elected by the producers as provided in the scheme. In the
first twelve months the Board may be composed of persons named in
the scheme.
3. Every scheme, except a substitution of a scheme, requires a
poll of the registered producers to be taken within a specified period
on the question whether the scheme shall remain in force. The poll
must show not less than two-thirds of the total number of registered
producers voting and representative of not less than two-thirds of the
quantity of the regulated product which all the registered producers
voting on the poll represent.
,
With these requirements met, the scheme comes into force for
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a suspensory period during which time opposition trom more than
half the total number of producers may lead to revocation. Otherwise,
the scheme automatically becomes established at the end of the
suspensory period. The schemes must provide for the manner in
which polls are to be taken, declared and published.
4. When a scheme comes into force the board must publish details
of the form of application for registration as a producer under the
scheme, as 'well as a notice stating(a) The nature of the regulated product and area to which the scheme
applies.
'
(b) The types of producers exempted and the procedure for obtaining
exemption.
.
(c) Details of the producers' poll to be held and a statement that, after
the Scheme is confirmed by poll, only registered producers (or
those exempted from registration) may sell the regulated product;
and
Cd) The place where copies of the scheme may be obtained and the
price per copy.

A complete list of producers will then be required to be compiled
and forms of registration forwarded to all produce1's concerned.
5. A scheme may provide for various important powers as
uncler:(a) The board may buy the regulated product, produce from it such
commodities specified in the scheme, sell, grade, pack, store, adapt
for sale, insure, advertise and transport the regulated product and
any commodity so produced by the board.
(6) The scheme may require registered producers to sell the regulated
product or any kind, variety or grade thereof, or such quantity
thereof or of any kind, variety or grade thereof, as may be
determined by the board, only to, or through the agency of the
board.
(c) The board may buy, sell or hire to registered producers, anything
required for the production, adaption for sale, or sale of the
regulated product.
(d) The board may co-operate with others in the operation of the
powers under (a) and (c).
(e) The board may regulate sales of the product by registered producers by determining-

(i) the kind, variety or grade of the product which may be sold;
and
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(ii) the price at, below or above which, the terms on which, and
the persons to, or through the agency of whom, the product
(kind, variety, grade or quantity thereof) may be sold.
(}) The scheme may regulate the manner of grading, marking, packing, storing, adapting for sale, insuring, advertising and transporting by or on behalf of registered producers.
(g) Authorised persons may enter and inspect premises of registered
producers to secure compliance with the scheme.
(h) Registered producers will be required to furnish to the Board,
estimates, returns, accounts and other information relating to the
regulated product; and
Ci) The board may provide for the encouragement of agricultural
co-operation, research and education.
6. Every scheme must provide for the following:-

(a) No sales of the product to be made by any producers not registered
nor specifically exempted from registration within the scheme.
Cb) The classes of producers exempted from all or any of the provisions of the scheme.
(c) Specified penalties for contravention Df the provisions of the
scheme, except where the contravention constitutes an offence
under any other Act.
(d) The right for arbitration for a producer aggrieved by any act or
omission of the board, and the procedure for such arbitration.
(e) The register of producers to be open for inspe~tion and copies
of the register or part of it to be available at specified charges.
ef) The method of accountancy, preparation of balance sheets, etc.,
to be adopted by the board itself.
In this Section it is specifically mentioned that schemes may not
provide for the establishment of a market or slaughterhouse by the
board unless such a special power is obtained by the board.
7. Every scheme must provide for(a) The establishment of a fund controlled by the board for the
operation of the scheme.
(0) Power for the board to asseSs and recover contributions to the fund
from registered producers.
(c) Payment from the fund of compensation to secure equitable treatment between registered producers and for the distribution to
registered producers in proportion to their respective contributions
to the fund, of all monies standing to the credit of the fund which
are not required for the operation of the scheme.
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Cd) Powers for the board to borrow money to

opetat~

their functions

under the scheme.

In addition, a scheme may provide for the board to advance money
to producers on the security of supplies of the regulated product
produced or in course of production and to guarantee payment of
sums secured by an agricultural charge created by a registered producer
uncler Part II of the Agricultural Credits Act of 1928. These financial
provisions are only applicable at the expiration of the suspensory
period of a scheme.
8. This section deals with procedure in connection with binding
contracts entered into prior 10 the introduction of a scheme and the
question of court procedure in this connection.
9. This empowers the Minister to appoint two committees for
Great Britain, England and Scotland respectively as follows:(a) A Consumers' Committee
This will consist of ,1 chairman and not less than 6 other members
appointed after consultation with the Board of Trade and, in the case
of one member, with the Co-operative Union.
The Committee represents the interests of consumers of all the
products regulated by schemes and has the duty of reporting to the
Minister 011(i) the effect of any scheme on consumers of the regulated product; and
(ii) any complaints made to the Committee as to the effect on con-

sumers.
The Committee has no powel·s except to report.

(b) A Committee ofInvestigation.
This Committee, with chairman and four other members is
quasi-legal. The Minister may charge the Committee to investigate
and report on complaints made by a Consumers' Committee or
other complaints as to the operation of any scheme on other
grounds.
The Committee is given the power of Tribunal for the ascertaining
of facts in connection with investigations (normally held in public)
and is charged with making recommendations to the Minister. The
Minister, however, after consulting the Board of Trade, must be the
deciding factor in laying before Parliament any Order (based on the
Committee's report) amending, revoking or supplementing the scheme
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under investigation. Parliamentary approval is necessary before the
recommendations of the Order come into force. It is made clear in
this' section that Committee (a) deals with direct consumers and
committee (b) with trade interests in the main, although complaints
may be made to the latter Committee that certain results of the
schemes are not "in the public interest."
ro. The Minister and Secretary of State for Scotland must place
before Parliament an annual report of all schemes in operation and
schemes submitted but not yet in force.
r!. To provide loans for boards, English and Scottish Agricultural
Marketing Funds controlled by the Minister, are authorised. The
English fund must not exceed £500,000 and the Scottish fund
£125,000. The funds are to be operated as revolving funds, interest
being repayable to the Treasury and repayments of loans back to the
appropriate funds. The Treasury has the power to write-off irrecoverable loans and to make good the payment to the funds. Annual
financial statements must be placed before Parliament.
12. The Minister, after consulting the Treasury, shall appoint
Agricultural Marketing Facilities Committees for England and
Scotland with a composite committee for Great Britain. These Committees are charged with the duty of considering the making and
renewal of loans from the funds to hoards and making recommendations to the appropriate Minister.
13. The Minister takes power to make loans to boards after
receiving, such recommendations, but he is authorised to make direct
loans in connection with the expenses of initial polIs on schemes.
Loans shall be repaid within two years and may be free of interest up
to that period. Renewal is only possible on recommendation from the
Marketing Facilities Committee.
14. The Minister, supported by the Committee, may make longterm loans to boards on security, but the amounts outstanding on
such loans must not exceed £100,000 from the English fund and
£50,000 from the Scottish fund.
IS. This Section authorises the Minister to constitute Agricultural
Marketing Reorganisation Commissions for Great Britain, England or
Scotland. Such Commissions are charged with the duty of preparing
Marketing Schemes for such products as the Minister directs, and any
scheme prepared may be submitted to the producers concerned. A
Commission may,also-
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(a) investig<lte the extent to which a scheme may be facilitated by

co-operation between the board administering the scheme and
other persons and recommend accordingly;
(h) investigate the possibilities of extending schemes by co-ordinating
undertakings engaged in producing commodities from the regulated
product or distributing the commodities or the regulated product.

A Commission shall consist of Chairman and four other members
appointed by the Minister. If a Commission finds difficulty in obtaining
vital information during any inquiry, it may obtain an Order in
Parliament for the application of the Tribunals of Inquiry (Evidence)
Act, 1921, and so be in a position to enforce the submission of the
evidence required.
19. The application of the Act to Scotland involves a number of
special alterations which are collected in this final clause. References
are made to credit arrangements and the special legal procedure
applicable to Scotland. Having regard to the existence of agricultural
societies (particularly the Scottish Agricultural Organisation Society),
provision is made for such societies to function as mal'keting boards
subject to proof that such societies substantially control the product
to be regulated. Consequential amendments arise in such cases as to
registration of producers, position of non-member producers, and
contracts. The Scottish Agricultural Organisation Society was, in
fact, recognised as a Reorganisation Commission for the purpose of
preparing schemes. Finally, the Act does not apply to Northern
Ireland.

A Cool Reception
The 1931 Agricultural Marketing Act received the Royal Assent
on July 31, 1931. The Government introduced quite a new idea in
printing the Act along with an explanatory memorandum under the
title of the Agricultural Marketing Act, 193 I (Ecdnomic Series No.
33)' The agricultural community in the main showed no inclination
to proceed with the development of Marketing Schemes under this
Act, for there was no provision for the control of imports and
consequently no likelihood of the artificial maintenance of prices
above world price-levels.
A Scottish Raspberry Marketing Scheme was submitted, accepted
by the Secretary of State for Scotland, but failed to secure the
necessary number of votes in the initial poll of producer$. The Scheme
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was therefore dropped. The only scheme actually introduced under
the 193 I Act was the Hops Marketing Scheme.
The Nationa1 Government, which succeeded the Labour Government in October 193 1, appreciated that the Act would have to be
modified in various directions if Marketing Schemes Were to materialise. The reports of Reorganisation Commissions dealing with Milk,
Pigs and Bacon made this abundantly clear. Consequently the National
Government, in 1933, produced two further Agricultural Marketing
Acts. Subsequent schemes were introduced on the basis of this
combined legislation.

Agricultural Marketing Act of 1933
The 1933 Act received the Royal Assent on July 18th, and is
mainly designed for the development of the agricultural industry
and secondary industries by regulating the importation and sale of
agricultural products and the production of secondary agricultural
products. The financial memorandum accompanying the Agricultural
Marketing Act of 1933 is a reminder that sections of the 193 I Act
are to be operated. In the Act itself, Part I is devoted to the regulation of imports of agricultural products, and of the sales of homeproduced agricultural products.
Clause I.-The Board of Trade is authorised to make Orders
regulating the importation of agricultural produce involved in any
marketing scheme in force or prepared, after ascertaining from the
Ministers concerned, that such regulation is necessary. In sub-section
2 it is laid down that before making such Orders for regulating
imports, the Board of Trade shall have regard to the interests of
consumers of the produce, whether direct conSumers Ot manufacturers
of that produce into other products. It is required that regard shall
be paid to commercial relations between the United Kingdom and
other countries concerned. What is not so obvious is the means by
which the Board of Trade will ascertain how far the interests of
consumers are favourable to the restriction of imports.
Clause 2 is quite interesting. Where the Board of Trade is satisfied
that the importation of a particular agricultural commodity should be
restricted, the Minister of Agriculture (and the Secretaries of State
concerned in the case of Scotland and Northern Ireland), after consultation with the Board of Trade and the Market Supply Committee, may
also control the competitive home produced product. In the original
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193 I Act it was laid down that Marketing Boards could determine the
kinds, varieties or grades of the product, which may be sold, but
in the present Act this has been extended to include the quantity
of the product or of any kind, variety or grade thereof which may
be sold.
The effect of these two first Clauses of Part I of the Act is to give
the controlling authority of any marketing scheme power to restrict
imports of a particular commodity, and to restrict the home production.
Thus the controlling Board can balance the total supplies (home and
imported) of a commodity with the probable requirement in the
country in order to stabilise the marketing of that commodity. These
wide powers were authorised mainly to allow the operation of the
quota systems advocated by the Pig Commission, but they also
provide powers for similar quota regulation in any agricultural
marketing scheme.
Clause 3 permits the Minister of Agriculture, with the Secretaries
of Scotland and Northern Ireland, to appoint a "Market Supply
Committee" to function as the principal adviser on all questions of
regulating the sales of agricultural produce, either by import control
or home conttol. The Committee consists of a chairman and four
other persons and the expenses of this Committee are to be provided
by Parliament. The appointments are made on conditions determined
by the Minister, and this Committee acts on matters· affecting any
agricultural commodity.
Part 2 refers to Development Schemes for organising the production
of secondary agricultural products, and is intended to grant powers to
Marketing Boards other than direct Producers' Boatds. In the case of .
the Pigs and Bacon Schemes, the Commission recommended the
establishment of a Pig Producers' and a Bacon Curers' Board, the
two working jointly as a Pig Industry Development Boatd. The
1931 Act only gave powers for the establishment of a Pig Producers' Board in such a scheme, and Part 2 of this new Act gives
similar powers to subsidiary Producers' Boards such as the Bacon
Boatd.
Clause 4 allows for the submission of a development scheme to
be operated by joint boards, where one board (the Producers') is
concerned with the marketing of an agricultural product, and the
other board regulates the marketing of a secondary product obtained
from that original agricultural product. The section gives the Minister
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power, after consultation with the Board of Trade, to issue an Order
approving such a joint scheme.
Clause 5 determines that a Development Board shall be composed
of representatives as specified in the particular marketing schemes
concerned, plus a chairman and two other persons appointed by the
appropriate Minister. The principle of independent members, it may
be noted, is here involved.
Clause 6 defines the powers of a development scheme. Under
such a scheme the secondary product may not be manufactured
except by persons either exempted from the scheme or licensed by the
Board. The Board may prevent, eliminate or reduce inefficient or
excessive production of the secondary product, it may purchase
premises for the manufacture of the product and may dispose of any
such purchased premises. It may provide compensation to producers
who are refused a licence. A Development Board may undertake
various duties transferred from the Marketing Boards involved, in
respect of grading, packing, selling or transporting the agricultural
products. It may insist on the obtaining of complete returns from the
producers concerned, and has the right to enter and inspect premises.
This Section gives powers for licensing the production of secondary
products, and later empowered the Bacon Curers' Board to license all
bacon factories except such as were specified as exempted within the
Bacon Scheme. There are further powers given to the producers of a
secondary product. Thus inefficient or redundant factories may be
closed, and factories may be taken over by the Board, subject to
suitable compensation, allowing for arbitration in case of dispute.
Clause 7 definitely names Bacon (including hams) as a secondary
product to which this Act refers, and further gives the Minister power
to issue an Order prescribing other secondary products which may
be involved in subsequent schemes.
Clczuse 8 requires the Minister to inform Parliament annually on
the position of any marketing scheme in force or of development
schemes in hand but not in force.
Clause 9 deals with proceedings in connection with presentation
of reports.
Clause IO is an important extension of the I93I Act; it permits
Agrkultural Marketing Schemes to provide for the regulation of
quantities of the product which may be sold by registered producers,
and the quantity to be sold shall be related to the basic quantity being

,60
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sold by the said producers during some stated period. \Vhere the
seller of a regulated product undertakes to treat that product prior to
sale, the resulting product shull be considered to be regulated by the
scheme. Obviously the intention of this section is to deal with the
marketing of livestock, and it provides that if a scheme shall be operated
for the marketing of livestock, any dressed carcases prepared by the
producer or his agent shall come within the provisions of the Livestock Scheme. Thus if the marketing of livestock were regulated, and
the Producers' Board operated a centralised slaughterhouse, the
marketing of dressed carcases from that slaughterhouse would
automatically be regulated.
Clause 1 I permits the modification of existing schemes to include
sales by grade.
Clause 12 allows for the operation of pooling schemes and the
collection and disbursement of funds in connection therewith.
Clause 13 was modified during Committee stage, in order to permit
negotiations between Marketing Boards, manufacturers and distributors. In the case of milk, an agreement was made in the scheme
for a period of 12 months, but the power for making such arrangement
is given in Clause 13 of this Act, as is also the power to appoint
independent arbitrators to deal with such negotiations.
Clause 14 provides for Marketing Boards to consist of elected
registered producers, together with two persons co-opted by the
elected members of the Board after consultation with the Market
Supply Committee. As before, the Minister has the right to nominate
persons for the first 12 months of any scheme.
Clause 15 permits the Board to appoint an Executive Committee.
Clause 16 deals with compensation to registered producers in such
classes of cases as are specified in the individual schemes.
Clause 17 deals with the concluding of contracts which were in
operation prior to the establishment of the scheme, and gives the
Board the power to insist on the operation of its own contracts.
Under Clause 18, Agricultural Marketing Reorganisation Commissions may be appointed to prepare development schemes in
addition to their original appointments for the preparation of schemes
for ,primary products. The Committee of Investigation may have to
consider complaints under development schemes, but Committees
of Investigation shall be appOinted where schemes are in force.
Clause 20 requires that the sale of eggs shall be on a basis of weight
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or under grade designation as prescribed by the Agricultural Produce
(Grading and Marking) Act, 1928. These requirements do not apply
to sales of less than 25 eggs, to imported eggs or to eggs for export.
The provisions apply only to the marketing of eggs between producers
and distributors and not to the direct retail sale of eggs either by
producers or distributors, most of such sales being in fact in smaller
units than 25 eggs. It is clifficult to see what advantage the consumer
will obtain as no provision is made for preventing the distributor
from mixing consignments or from selling b'y the dozen without
regard to weight or grade as so frequently Occurs to-day.
Powers are taken to compel importers to make accurate returns
and arrangements are made for the payment of expenses.
The remainder of the Act deals with the extension of the 1931
Act to Northern Ireland. In the Schedules arrangements are made for
the submission and approval of development schemes.

The Agricultural Marketing (No.2) Act, 1933
On November 28, 1933, a further Bill was introduced for the
amendment of the 1933 Act. This Bill was quite a short one mainly
dealing with financial matters. In Clause I, power was taken to pay
compensation to registered producers in respect of losses by the
operation of the scheme. This Clause would cover compensation to
the Pigs Marketing Board on account of curers' losses, and was the
main object of the Clause.
Clause 2 takes powers to lend or grant money to other Boards or
to guarantee payments, and would cover operations between the
English and Scottish Milk Boards to some extent.
Clause 3 permits Marketing Boards to receive money from other
persons for the purpose of administering schemes.
Clause 4 gives the Minister power to authorise Marketing Boards
to give guarantees in respect of loans.
Clause 5 authorises the payment of expenses during the first year
of office of a Marketing Board.
Under Clause 6 Marketing Boards are permitted to buy from other
Marketing Boarels any product the marketing of which is regulated
by the scheme, and to produce secondary commodities from the
regulated product. This Clause was offered to permit closer relationship between the English and Northern Irish Boards.
The Act received the Royal Assent on December 21, 1933·
I..
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Northern Ireland Legislation
Meanwhile in Northern Ireland a general enabling Act on the lines
of the British marketing Acts was passed. This Act differs in a number
of particulars from the Great Britain legislation. At the time the Act
was passed, the Northern Ireland Government appreciated that a
general Act would never prove applicable to the various classes of
commodities involved in agricultural marketing.
The writer had particularly close contact with the Northern Ireland
Government during this period and played some part in the establishment of the principle that schemes should be under some form of
joint control with the final power vested in the Government. The
writer's view was that self-determination in an industry to d1e extent
of granting powers for the operation of producers' private law courts
is extremely dangerous.
The Government, which ultimately is the representative of all
consumers, should retain its final jurisdiction in any national Marketing
Schemes and should be in a position to operate the machinery of the
legitimate law courts, both for the regulation of the schemes and for
the collection of penalties. The Northern Ireland Marketing Act,
1933, retains these valuable features, as shown by the following:The Minister is empowered to consult representatives of agricultural producers and other interests prior to the preparation of an
agricultural marketing scheme, and the scheme must be approved by
Parliament prior to operation. (Clause I.)
Each scheme shall constitute a Board including three representatives
of the Ministry of Agriculture, and if the Board exceeds I I in number
an Executive of not more than II shall be appointed. After the preliminary period of twelve months, representatives to a Board must be
elected. (Clause 2.)
Producers of the regulated product must be registered unless specifically exempt, and the Marketing Board is given powers similar to those
under the Great Britain Acts. On the other hand, the Northern Ireland
Act has a very important provision in Clause 5 where marketing
schemes may be provided to be administered jointly by a Producers'
Board and a Committee of Dealers. A Committee of Dealers is in
practice a Committee representative of distributors and manufacturers
concerned with a particular regulated product. The other provisions
of the Act are very similar to those of the Acts for Great Britain, all
of which are summarised in the principal Northern Ireland Act. The
Northern Ireland Ministry, however, is so far inclined to prepare a
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separate Act for each marketing scheme as required rather than to introduce a marketing scheme as a Government Order based on the principal
Act. The main difference between the Northern Ireland marketing
policy and that of Great Britain is that the Ministry of Northern Ireland
retains virtual control of schemes, whereas in Great Britain the control
of a marketing scheme is vested in the registered producers.
Having dealt at some length with the Government's attempts at
general enabling legislation for the control of agricultural marketing,
it is now desirable to trace the development of Marketing Schemes in
practice. The only rational way of approaching the subject is to deal
with agricultural marketing on a commodity basis. In subsequent
chapters the principal commodities regulated will be discussed in
some detail, frequently in comparison with the world position.
There is nothing static about the experiments in British Agricultural
Marketing, and when marketing schemes were mainly suspended on
the outbreak of war in September 1939 it could not be said that any
Marketing Scheme had reached stability or even a final form of
administration. The degree of success-or failure-of the Schemes
varied almost as much as the administration. What remained after war
broke out in September 1939 is a chapter in itself.

CHAPTER 8

THE MARKETING OF HOPS
IN 1900 there were approximately 51,000 acres in England cultivated
with hops, but by 1937 the acreage was only about 18,000. The only

commercial purpose for which hops can be used is in the production
of beer where a very small quantity of hops is used per barrel.
According to the recent Reorganisation Commission!, a barrel of 36
gJllons of beer, representing an average retail selling price of about
£7, would contain only between I and 1~ lb. of hops, the value of
which would be between 2S. and 2S. 6d. at the present average pl"ice
of hops which is £9 per cwt. Thus the cost of hops represents only
between I and 2 per cent of the retail selling price of beer.
Under such conditions the quantity of hops used in the production
of beer is not materially affected by the price of hops, anel, similarly,
the price of beer is not materially affected by the ptice of hops. The
two factors regulating the consumption of beer are the state of
industrial prosperity and the level of the excise duty. Hop growers
therefore are quite unable to promote an increase in the consumption
of beer to justify an increase in the output of hops. Any surplus to the
requirement of brewers must either be destroyed or diverted to manurial
use at considerably less than the cost of production.
The first attempt at regulation of the hop industry was in 1917
when the Hops (Restriction) Order compelled growers to reduce
the acreage under hops by one half without compensation. A Hops
Controller was appointed for marketing the crop and imports were
prohibited except under licence from the controller. Not until 1925
was a free market restored, and in the same year the home grown crop
was given the protection of a customs duty of £4 per cwt. all import
of foreign hops, whilst Empire grown hops received preferential
treatment with a customs duty of £2 13S' 4d. These protective duties
have remained since 1~)25 and are still in force.
The English Hop Growers, Ltd.

When control was relinquished in I925, a co-operative agency for
the marketing of the home crop was established under the title of
~ Report of Reorganisation Commission on Hops, 1938, p. 10.
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English Hop Growers, Ltd. All hop growers were eligible for
membership and were required to take up shares in the SOciety at
the rate of 28. per acre of home-grown hops. Members were required
to contract, subject to existing contracts, to deliver all hops grown by
them for sale through the Society for a period of five years. The
principle of the compulsory contract was thus recognised as essential
to the success of the scheme. The Society samplecl, graded and valued
the crops and sold them through the usual trade channels to buyers.
Receipts from the sale of the hops were distributed among members
proportionately to the hops received from each grower after deduction
of the necessary marketing expenses. The co-operative society insisted
that members should not exceed their 1924 acreage except with the
consent of the Society.
A Board of Directors was appointed representing the various hop
growing areas and elected by the members. It was appreciated the
society had little prospect of success unless it could secure at least
90 per cent of the total English hop acreage in its membership. This
support was, in fact, obtained and English Hop Growers, Ltd., came
into existence just as the 1925 crop was ready. The period was distinctly unfortunate, for brewers carried substantial stocks and a
considerable proportion of the 1924 crop was still unsold. In addition
the 1925 crop proved heavy. The Society hoped to stabilise the selling
price at abollt £ 10 per cwt. which was calculated to give a reasonable
return to efficient growers. In actual practice this figure was never
realised by the Society.
A further difficulty arose in that growers (representing 10 per cent
of the acreage) who remained outside the co-operative society,
benefited from the attempts at price stabilisation and yet were under
no obligation to hold back any part of their output. Only members of
the co-operative society had to bear the cost of holding surplus from
the market. The English Hop Growers, Ltd., succeeded in persuading
its members to reduce their hop acreage, but this only resulted in addi~
tiona! profit to the non-members. The result was thattheactive member~
ship of the Society gradually dwindled, as shown in table On page 166.
The position was becoming desperate and English Hop Growers
went into voluntary liquidation in 1929, before the 1929 crop had
been picked. The weakness of the co-operative marketing plan was
the lack of control of over-production, especially as a result of the
activities of non-members. During the period it is p1,'Obable tI:at over
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cwt. of hops (practically a year's entire crop) were either
destroyed or used for manure. There were no compulsory powers for
the restriction of acreage, and in spite of the excise duty on imported
hops the position without statutory control, appeared impossible.
From 192.9 the position was even worse. Large quantities of hops
proved unmarketable, except at unremunerative prices. During the
period 1929-32, probably 30 per cent of the growers went out of the
industry and the acreage fell from about 23,986 in 1929 to 16,531.
The 193 I Agricultural Marketing Act obviously provided a means
for dealing with the chaotic condition of the hop industry, and almost
300,000

ESTIMATED NET ACREAGE UNDER HOPS IN ENGLAND!
Membership of
English Hop
GlOwers, Ltd.

19 25
19 26
192 7
19:>8

Non-Members

Total

Acres

Acres

Acres

23, 18 9

3,853
4,194
4,343
4,618

27,042

20,449

17,340
17,264

24,643
21, G83
:2.I,882

immediately after the passage of this Act a Marketing Scheme was
prepared and submitted, in March 1932. In accordance with the
proviSions of the 1931 Marketing Act, the Minister arranged for a
Public Inquiry to be held into the objections against the Scheme.
The Inquiry was held in June 1932, and the Commissioner reported
in favour of the Scheme in general, but objected to the quota provisions
contained in it. In the original Scheme, provisions had been made for
individual quotas based on each grower's production in the three
preceding years. The revised scheme contained no quota provisions,
but insisted on the liability of the Hops Marketing Board to market
all the hops submitted. Following this Inquiry, a poll of registered
producers was held and 94 per cent of the growers, representing
92' 8 per cent of the total hop productive capacity, voted in favour
of the Scheme. The Scheme officially came into force under the
Minister's Order on September 6, 1932.
The Hops Marketing Scheme, 1932
Part J arranges for the Board to consist of 14 district members

elected annually by the producers of the district and four special
1
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members to be elected annually by registered producers in general
meeting. Two members are nominated by the Minister. The rest of
this Part deals with the constitution of the Board.
Part III empowers the Board to keep a register of producers and
exempts from registration producers of the two Agricultural Colleges
at Wye and East Malling together with persons growing English
hops for their own use only. This particular section does, in fact,
exempt brewers who decide to grow hops for their own use.
Part IV deals with the holding of public polls as to whether the
Scheme shall remain in force, be amended or revoked.
Part V provides for the establishment of a fund to be controlled
by the Board.
Part VI. The powers taken by the Board included(i) A producer not registered nor exempted shall not sell in England
or elsewhere any English hops.
eii) A registered producer must sell English hops to or through the
agency of the Board except by special consent.
(iii) The Board shall be bound to accept any English hops offered to
them by a registered producer, although hops of any season
prior to I932 may be refused, in which case free sale is automatically granted to the producer. Further, the Board may refuse
hops of any season after a specific date named. But in the event
of a producer being unable to provide his hops by the appropriate
date through weather conditions, etc., compensation for the
hops refused shall be paid up to one month after the date the
hops are picked.
(iv) Any hops accepted by the Board become the property of the
Board and may be sold, graded, packed, stored, adapted for srue,
insured, advertised or transported by the Board. The Board may
borrow money on the security of such hops and may, if desired,
destroy or render them unfit for brewing.
(v) The Board, on accepting hops, shall estimate the value and
notify this to the producer making allowances for any contamination as' well as for deductions on account of expenses or
contributions.
(vi) The sum realised by the Board on the sale of the hops of any
season shall, after deduction of commission, be distributed
amongst all the producers who have supplied the Board with
hops in that season in proportion to the values of the hops
respectively supplied by them and irrespective of which hops
have actually been sold by the Board and at what price. The
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Board is entitled to deduct expenses and contributions on account
of reserves, etc.
(vii) The Board may advance two-thirds of the estimated value of the
hops to the registered producer from whom the hops were
received.
(viii) Producers may be required to contribute to the fund on the basis
of the acreage of hops grown by them.
(ix) Penalties are imposed for various breaches of these regulations.

The Early Stages of the Scheme
The first two crops (1932 and 1933) were completely sold at prices
considerably in excess of the previous uncontrolled years as indic-treel:-

19 2 9
193 0

193 1
193 2
1933

£, s. d.
4 7 6 per cwt.
4 0 0
12

6

8 17

2

I

8

6
IS

"
"
"

"

On the other hand, circumstances were particularly favourable in
the first two years of the Scheme. The acntal acreage involved had
been drastically reduced as a result of the liquidation of English Hop
Growers, Ltd., and the subsequent three years of unremunerative
prices in the uncontrolled period. There were decreased imports in
anticipation of American Repeal of Prohibition and an expected
reduction in the English beer duty. The English hop crop of 1932
was also of good quality. The Marketing Board disposed of the
1932 crop at prices varying from £10 ISS. to £5 per cwt. according
to grade and type. By May 1933 the total crop had been sold at an
average price of £8 r7s. per cwt. Allowing for administrative
expenses, levy, etc., growers received an average price of £8 5s.
The 1933 crop was even more favoured. The excise duty on beer
in Great Britain had been reduced in April 1933 from 1145. to 80S.
per standard barrel, with a retail reduction of rd. per pint, and con~
sequently better prospects of increased consumption. The sale of
beer in U.S.A. had been legalised, so that world prices of hops soared.
The Marketing Board, not seriously handicapped with increased
production (r88,000 cwt. in 1932 and 216,000 cwt. in 1933), and
realising an increased export demand for English hops, fixed higher
prices in November 1933. These prices ranged from £16 lOS. to £Il
according to grade, and 194,I59 cwt. were sold by the Board at an
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average price of £15 IS. 8d. per cwt. After deduction of levies and
expenses, producers received £14 6s. IId. per cwt. average.
Exports of English hops increased from 19,264 cwt. in 1932 to
20,298 cwt. in 1933· It was estimated that these prices gave an average
profit of £1,554 per grower, or nearly £96 per acre, and naturally
the Brewers' Society protested against these high prices. The Society
referred its complaints to the Committee of Investigation, which
reported in January 1934 that there were no grounds for complaint
on the prices fixed. The Hops Marketing Board, however, became
alarmed at the prospects of future over-production with such
attractive prices, and in the absence of a sales quota. Amendments to
the Scheme were therefore prepared in the hopes of re-inserting the
quota provisions removed from the first Scheme.

First Difficulties of the ScAeme
At this stage it is convenient to consider the position of the hop
industry in relation to public welfare. The industl·y had enjoyed a
preference of £4 per cwt. over foreign hops and £2 13s. 4d. per cwt.
over Dominion hops for several years. The industry was thus being
protected to a considerable extent from the vagaries of world pricelevels. The Government, by the 1931 Marketing Act and the Hops
Marketing Scheme, 1932) had granted a virtual monopoly to hop
growers by setting up a statutory Central Selling Agency with sale
rights for the sale of English hops. The plain intention of the Scheme
was to fix English price-levels by artificial means above world values,
and this would be to the obvious disadvantage of purchasers. The
great departure from national monopoly precedent was the power
given to the Hops Marketing Board to. disregard its obligations t,o the
public by taking advantage of abnormal world conditions in 1933,
almost doubling the price of hops without any reference to Parliament.
Prior to the Agricultural Marketing Act, a generally accepted
principle was that State or semi-State monopolies should be controlled
to the extent of fixed maximum prices which could only be varied
by reference to Parliament. The case of the railways is one obvious
example. On the other hand, under the 1931 Marketing Act the
Hops Board, definitely a national monopoly, could raise its prices to
an alarming degree not only without reference to Parliament, but
entirely outside the conttol of Parliament. The 193 I Marketing Act
in fact had substituted neW ma,chinery for dealing with complaints
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in place of accepted legal procedure, so that temedy through the
established courts was not directly available. The position showed
that the 1931 Marketing Act had departed dangerously from the
principles of previous legislation and, so far as public interest was
concerned, the Act stood condemned by the action of the Hops
Marketing Board.
On the other hand, whilst strong criticism could be raised against
the powers made available to the Hops Marketing Board, allowance
must be made for the peculiar and real difficulties of this particular
industry. The co-operative scheme was wrecked by over-production
which led to unremunerative prices. Seasonal variation in crops is
great so that production, with a relatively level acreage, must either
be controlled or lead to great variations in price according to good or
bad seasons. Hop growers have great difficulty in adjusting supply to
demand, for the crop does not reach its full bearing capacity until the
third season after planting and then may remain in production for 10
to 15 years. Initial capital expenditure and annual cost of production
are very heavy, so that there is little incentive to reduce the acreage
planted. When demand is reduced, the natural tendency is to secure a
market by undercutting to the disadvantage of the industry as a
whole. Hop growers are powerless to increase consumption of beer,
which would be the only justification for increasing the hop output.
The Hops Marketing B0ard realised the absolute necessity of the
strict control of production and marketing. At all events, as a result of
1933 prices the Hops Board decided that the Scheme should be amended
to the form originally drafted by the insertion of provisions for a system
of sales quotas.

Amendments to Scheme
The amendments of the Hops Marketing Scheme to include
individual selling quotas for a period of five years were submitted to
a poll of producers and the returns showed 98.2 per cent of the
producers, representing 97·7 per cent of the production, in favour of
the amendments. The Public Inquiry into objections was held on
September I I to 14, 1933, and the slightly modified amendments
submitted to the Minister. The Minister delayed acceptance of the
a1l1ended . Scheme, and on April 9, 1934, after consulting the Brewers'
Society and the Hops Marketing Board, he appointed a Committee to
investigate the position. The Committee consisted of three independent
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members nominated by the Minister, four representatives of the
Brewers' Society and four representatives of the Hops Marketing
Board. The Committee was instructed to consider-

(a) Long~term planning in the production of hops.
(b) Fixing the estimated total market demand for hops each season.
(c) The determination of prices with reference to(i) costs of production;
(ii) rate of profit to be fixed on the basis of total market demand
and supplies.
(iii) the undertaking the Brewers' Society are prepared to give in
this respect; and
(iv) the marketability of the crop.
Cd) The administration of the "Levy Fund" if such is agreed to be
established; and
(e) Any other relevant question which the Brewers' Society and the
Hops Marketing Board may care to refer to the Committee. 1
The Committee reported unanimously on June 21, 1934, and the
Report was supplemented by an agreement between the Brewers'
Society and the Hops Marketing Board embodying the recommendations. As a basis of stability, .firm contracts would be necessary for a
large proportion of the market demand and for carrying forward any
unsold balance. To deal with the position, the Committee recommended that a Permanent Joint Committee should be established
consisting of four representatives of the Brewers' Society, four
representatives of the Hops Marketing Board and three impartial
members nominated by the Minister.
This Committee would estimate each April the total market
demand for all hops and for English hops to be picked in the following
September. The Brewers would be asked to make .firm forward
contracts for at least two-thirds of their English hop demand.
Producers' quotas would then be established on the basis of the
estimated market demand minus any unsold balance of the previous
year's market demand. A Levy Fund, based on a charge of lOS. per
cwt. on all hops sold by the Marketing Board was recommended to
ensure that the remaining third of the market demand should be
bought. With such a Fund, the Board could buy at values based on
standard price any unsold balance of the total market demand. If the
Fund reached a level equal to its maximum liability in any year,
1
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contributions would be discontinued. If the Fund proved insufficient
to meet liabilities, advances might be obtained on the security of hops
held and by a levy on future sales. Only quota hops would be
guaranteed a price. The Minister \Vas advised to regulate the importation of hops if in any season imports exceeded the quantities
estimated, and importation should not exceed 15 per cent of the
total market demand for hops, except in the event of a shortage of
home-grown.
On the subject of prices the principle was accepted of working on
cost of production, plus a reasonable profit, and that costs should be
averaged over a period of five years and allowance made for a profit
of 20 per cent. The Committee suggested for the next five years the
average price to purchasers should be £9 per cwt., varied according
to varieties and grades, but totalling the above average figure.
A Permanent Joint Committee was appointed in October, 1934,
with the following c1uties:(a) To determine in April of each year the estimated total demand for

English hops of the crop which will be picked during the following
September.
(b) To determine and control the Levy Fund and the hops, if any, in
its possession.
(c) To advise as to the methods of determining the costs of production
of hops.
(d) To appoint a Committee of qualified Accountants to carry out the
determination of costs of production.
(e) To nominate members for a Committee composed of representatives of the brewers and hop growers to determine the grades and
prices of each season's crop.
(!) To appoint arbitrators to settle any disputes which may arise as
to the quality and marketability of hops offered for sale by the
Hops Marketing Board.
(g) To determine the date on which general trading in hops may
commence.
(h.) To make recommendations to the Minister of Agriculture in
respect of the importation of hops.
(i) To adjust, should the occasion arise, the average agreed price.
(j) To fix any season the date on which the liability, if any, of the
Levy Fund shall be determined.
(k) To advise hop growers as to the nature of the hops required by
the brewing industry and as to the amounts of the demand for the
several varieties.
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(I) Generally, to supcrvist!

LIlt.! administration of the Agreement and,
far as possible, to secure the observance of the intentions
expressed therein. 1

:IS

TIle Amended Scheme
On the appointment of this Permanent Committee, the amended
scheme was accepted by Parliament and issued as an Order on July
13, 1934. The body of the 1932 Scheme was retained and the amendments inserted in appropriate places. The principal amendments are:Clause 37 (a) states that the rights of a registered producer itl respect
of hops accepted by the Board from him shall differ according as the
hops are "quota hops" or "non-quota hops." If the quota of hops
received from a registered producer does not exceed his quota for
the season, all the hops submitted by him shall be treated as quota
hops. Otherwise the amount of his quota shall only be accepted as
quota hops, but the Board will accept for quota purposes the hops
having the greatest value, irrespective of where they were produced.
Clause 38 (a) If the sum realised by the Boal·d from a season's crop
is insufficient to provide to each producer the amount equal to the
value of the hops submitted by him, the Board shall distribute in
proportion to the value of the quota hops from all producers, pay~
ments to the extent of the value of the quota hops. Any money
remaining after payment of the full value of quota hops shall be
divided amongst registered producers on their non-quota hops in
proportion to the values.
Part VI (a) of the Scheme deals with the determination of quotas
and this is inserted as a sub-section of Clause 46. The following
provisions occur in this sub-section:A registered producer shall have a hop quota in any season if, on
the first day of September of the season, a basic quota has been
allotted to him. The quota is calculated by reference to the amount of
the basic quota and the estimated total market demand for hops of
that season. When the estimated demand is ascertained, the quota on
each producer will be allocated in proportion to his basic quota, so
that the total estimated demand is exactly met by the quotas on all
registered producers. Where outside contracts are submitted or hops
used by the grower for his own brewing purposes, the quantities
involved shall be deducted from the grower's quota. The Board shall
1
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allot to every registered producer a basic quota in respect of each
farm equal to the average annual quantity of hops picked on that
farm during the years I928 to I932 inclusive.
Provision is made to cover change of ownership of farms and
transfer of quotas to the possession of new owner-occupiers. Where it
proves impossible to ascertain the total quantity of hops picked on a
farm during the basic period, the Board takes power to allot a basic
quota on a reasonable basis, but the quota shall not exceed 20 cwt. per
acre of the acreage under hops on that farm in 1932 nor less than
8 cwt. per acre for every such acre or 40 cwt. in all. When a registered
producer dies, vacates a farm, or ceases the cultivation of hops, his
basic quota lapses, but the Board has the power to allot a basic quota
in respect of the farm to persons nominated by those having an
interest in the land concerned. In the case of producers renting farms,
the acreage under hops, specified in the agreement or previously
developed with the consent of the landlord, may be taken as the basis
for the future allocation of quota.

Operation of Quota Provisions
It has already been pointed out that since the application of the
quota an agreement was reached by the Permanent Joint Committee
that prices of £9 per cwt. should operate for a period of five years.
The following table! indicates the effect of working under the Quota
Scheme for the first four years:Year

1934
1935
193 6
1937

Producers

Hops Received
by Marketing
Board

Sale. of Hops by
Marketing Board

Committee's
Estimate of Total
Market Demand

Acres
16,678
16,770
16,450
16,286

cwt.
245,5° 6
2)2,340
229,°3°
208,600

cwl.
21 7,180
223,606
n6,2.00
208,5 12

cwl.
21 5,000
225,000
2.25,000
22.%,5 00

Acreage of
Registered

*

* To March 1938.
The acreage involved has practically remained unchanged since
1934, but there has been a downward tendency in the quantity of
hops forwarded to the Board. During the quota period, a considerable
degree of stability was attained and much of the wastage of previous
years avoided. In 1924-'7 over 300,000 cwt. of hops remained unsold,
1
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whereas during 1934-'7 the surplus was only about 50,000 cwt., threefifths of which arose in the first year of the quota provisions. At the
same time the Board claims to have been able to fulfil all the contracts
made with brewers under the agreement and also to supply with 1937
hops the further needs of brewers not covered by contracts.
During the period the production of beer increased by 24'7 per
cent and in view of the fact that hops are frequently held in cold store
for several years, it may be that brewers have largely drawn on their
stocks within the last few years. Should that be the case, there will he
an increased demand for English hops, hut this can be met within the
terms of the agreement by the Joint Committee. There is no likelihood
of any serious hop shortage.
The agreement was designed to secure full payment for growers as
far as possible and the Levy Fund was drawn upon to meet payments
for the unsold balance of the 1935-6 crop. The total advances from
the Fund amounted to £102,000. On the other hand, the Board was
able to dispose of part of its surplus crops at a later stage, so that the
proceeds of additional sales were returned to the Fund. The net
advances [rom the Fund were £84,000 and levies payable at lOS. per
cwt. realised about £100,000 per year, so that the Fund annually
obtained a substantial balance. Thus growers are guaranteed payment
for hops on the basis of the fixed average price of £9 per cwt. The
levy on the I937 crop was reduced to 3S' per cwt., showing that
there is no fear that the Fund will prove insufficient.
Non-quota hops received no payment in 1934 and 1936. In 1935
there was a payment of 65. per cwt. on 8,I80 cwt. of non-quota hops)
owing to the fact that the quota hops did not reach the estimated
market demand. In 1937 non-quota hops merely amounted to a few
hundred cwt., and there was sufficient balance after payment on the
quota to provide a substantial sum towards the non-quota hops.
It is estimated that the capital investment involved in hop growing
is between £300 and £500 per acre and that the annual costs of
production vary from £90 to £1}0 per acre. The industry is, therefore, very expensive and was formerly very speculative. The Board
has been particularly careful in the grading and valuing of all hops
produced and apparently there has been no decrease in the quality of
the hops supplied by virtue of interference with normal competitive
conditions. Improved treatment has tended to lessen the risks of
fluctuation in quality and quantity due to weather and disease.
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Brewers objected strongly in the first instance to the principle of
sales quotas on the grounds that the crop naturally fluctuated, and
that abnormal conditions might produce a famine of hops leading to
excessive payment for substitution by imported hops, The further
point was made that quota regulation would tend to encourage
inefficient growers at the expense of the efficient. A few years' experience
of the scheme has shown these fears to be groundless and the Permanent
Joint Committee is working very successfully. Wages of employees
have increased and general conditions are considered to be much in
advance of previous years. A general summary indicating the changes
in the hop industry is given in the table on page 177.

Reorganisation Commission
As the agreed price basis of £9 per cwt. was only for a period of
five years and would cease on July 3I, 1939, the Minister (on February
25, 1938) appointed an Agricultural Marketing Reorganisation Commission for England "to consider the operation of the Scheme relative
to quotas and to report on the desirability of retaining the quota
provisions in the Scheme with or without modification, due regard
being paid to the interests of hop growers, brewers and other persons
affected by the Scheme and to the public interest." The Commission
unanimously reported on April 29, 1938,1 as follows:Sales quotas incorporated in the scheme in 1934 for an experimental
period of five years should be continued, subject to certain modifications. Experience so far appeared to have removed most of the
objections. Return to simple pooling arrangements would lead to
over~production and instability. The Permanent Joint Committee had
justified its existence. A further price agreement should be made.
On the other hand, the Commission felt that the time had arrived
when a producer's basic quota should be made transferable at any time,
instead of when the producer dies or ceases production, The basic
quota, it was recognised, was a definite asset and transfers would be
negotiated at comparatively high prices, As the financial value of a
basic quota was entirely due to monopoly rights conferred by the
Government, the Commission considered that the sales quota principle
should not be made permanent. It was recommended that quota
provisions should be extended for a further period of 7 years from
July 1939, and that, in the 5th year of the extension, there should be
1
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another inquiry on similar lines to the one completed by the Reorganisation Commission. The Commission felt that the quotas were,
in the main, in the hands of those best able touse them and that basic
quotas should be continued for the further period on the basis of the
allotment to each registered producer on July 3 I, 1939.
It was admitted that certain producers who, in the interests of the
industry, reduced their crops from 1929 to 1931 had been penalised
in the quotas allotted to them. New producers could only enter the
industry by purchasing any basic quota which had lapsed or any new
quota issued by the Board in view of special circumstances. A certain
amount of basic quota had been transferred at a premium, but in view
of the advantages enjoyed by the monopoly, d1ere seemed to be no
case against the purchase of quota at a premium. Existing growers
should only have reserved to them extended quotas up to 105 per cent
of the existing production instead of 110 per cent as at present. After
the figure of 105 per cent was reached, the Minister's nominees on
the Board or some Independent Persons nominated by the Minister,
sI~ould determine the issue of any additional basic quotas. It was not
desirable that a Board, representing existing producers' interests,
should be the body for allocating new quotas. Money received from
the sale of any new basic quotas should be paid to the Exchequer in
view of the fact that the right which is the subject of sale results from
State action. The scheme should be amended to that effect.
In the purchase of hops there had been a custom known as
"courtesy of the trade," permitting brewers purchasing hops from a
particular farm to have first call on a similar quantity of hops from that
farm in the following season. The purchaser is thus assured of the type
and quality of crop desired for his particular purpose. The Marketing
Scheme made no provision for this custom which was fully recognised
in the form of contract between the Board and individual producers.
Where the Board desired to make arrangements for transfer of basic
quota from the farm or allotment, it should inform the Brewers'
Society and give sufficient notice to enable the existing purchaser to
get into touch with other similar supplies.
The Commission definitely approved the principle of permitting
the sale of seasonal quotas, pointing out that such an arrangement
would be essential for an enterprising grower wishing to re-plan his
land and to transfer seasonal quotas during the two Or three years
during which the hop plants were growing to maturity. The Board
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wished to restrict seasonal transfers as there was a danger of regular
sales of seasonal quota in certain cases. Under the existing scheme, the
seasonal quota of a grower was reduced by the amount equivalent to
the quantity of hops supplied to a brewer under a contract. In 193 2
the total acreage of "contract producers" was 998 acres. Some of the
contracts have since expired so that the acreage at the time was 400,
representing only eight contracts. The Board claimed that the existence
of these contracts gave an undue advantage to the particular grower,
but the Commission considered that there was no reason why the
present arrangements should be altered.
Special attention was given to the position of brewers growing their
own hops which were exempt from the operation of the scheme.
About 520 acres were owned by brewers in 1932 and had been
extended to 933 acres in 1937. On the other hand, only five or six
brewers were growing hops. The Commission considered that
freedom for the brewers in this respect was desirable, as protection
against possible demands of unfair prices and as a safeguard of the
operations of the quota provisions. It was not anticipated that brewers
would become serious competitors of growers SQ long as purchased
hops were marketed at prices satisfactory to both parties. It was felt,
however, that the Brewers' Society should make arrangements to
inform producers each year of their acreage and output of hops.
There was some feeling that whilst quota provisions were a closed
monopoly and hop growers appeared to be working satisfactorily for
the stability of the uade, there was little immediate danger, but some
risk, in making such arrangements permanent. The Commission
apparently appreciated that complete control of the production of a
commodity for the specific purpose of maintaining artificial prices
might prove dangerous under certain circumstances. For these reasons
it concluded that the provisions should be extended for relatively short
periods rather than accepted as permanent features.

First Lessons from Control
If this is the position with a specialised crop with a very limited
market, relatively unimportant from the angle of the welfare of the
public at large, obviously any similar experiments with vital foodstuffs
should be undertaken very cautiously. There has been a tendency to
encourage producers of other commodities by some restriction of
imports and by some degree of monopoly power in disposing of the
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home produce. In a number of cases attempts have been made to
regulate home supplies on a quota basis and to regard the quota
allocated to a producer as some personal right. There is a very grave
danger in State legislation providing fixed quotas for specified
producers. In the first place, the allocated quota represents a distinct
capital asset and if, as is likely, quota provisions are followed by
rationalisation of marketing, producers may have their capital assets
enormously increased, purely by an Act of the State. Such increases
of capital assets are obviously to the disadvantage of the consuming
public and it may be taken for granted that if a Reorganisation
Commission recognises the risk of giving permanence to such quota
provisions in the case of a specialised commodity like hops, there
must be very considerable risk in dealing with more essential commodities such as wheat, bacon and milk products.
Following the report of the Reorganisation Commission, the
Scheme was amended by the Hops Marketing Scheme (Amendment)
Order, dated April 3, I939. The Order extended the quota provisions
as advocated by the Commission. In particular, the basic quota was
re-allotted to registered producers in accordance with the actual
acreage of hops they possessed on July 31, 1939.
Under War Emergency legislation in September I939 taxation on
beer was increased with the result that the retail price of beer advanced
by rd. per pint. This will undoubtedly have considerable effect on the
balance of the Hops Marketing Scheme.

CEAPTER 9
MARKETING OF WHEAT-THE WORLD PROBLEM
TEE wheat supply has always been regarded as a fundamental asset
of the nation in the event of war, and, as long ago as 1898, Sir
William Crookes informed the British Association at Bristol of the
risks of wheat shortage in this country. He stated1 :-"It is certain that, in case of war with any of the Great Powers,
wheat would be contraband as if it were cannon or powder liable to
capture even under a neutral flag. We must therefore accept the situation and trade wheat as munitions of war and grow, accumulate or
store it as such."
The Government of that time contemplated buying 64 million
bushels of wheat (14 weeks' supply for the country) for storage in
national granaries, only to be opened to remedy deterioration of the
grain or in view of national disaster rendering starvation imminent.
This amount in storage would double the country's normal stocks
and thus ensure food for the population for 28 weeks. At that time,
Crookes showed that the United Kingdom required about 240 million
bushels of wheat per year and that 8,250,000 acres of good wheatgrowing land (about a quarter of the acreage of England) would be
required to make the country self-supporting in wheat. The annual
consumption of wheat per head of population was six bushels and to
meet this requirement, in 1898, 25 per cent of the wheat consumed was
home-grown and 75 per cent imported. Crookes felt that the United
Kingdom could not become self-supporting in wheat and tbat security
could only be obtained by the stimulus of a pational subsidy or by
permanently high prices. He says 2 : "A permanently higher price for wheat is, I fear, a calamity that ere
long must be faced. At enhanced prices, land noW under wheat will be
better fanned and therefore will yield better, thus giving increased
production without increased area. What can the United Kingdom
to be reasonably safe from starvation in the presence of two successive
failures of the world's wheat harvest or against a hostile combination
of European nations?"

do

Compare the problem of Sir William Crookes in 1898 with the
Report of the Food (Defence Plans) Department in 1938. This
1

Crookes, The Wheat Prohlem, p. 4.

Z

Ibid., p. 6.
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Reportl first shows the importance of wheat as an article of food and
the dependence of the United Kingdom on imports as foIIows:Total

-.

Flour from wheat and other cereals
Meat, including bacon
Fish, excluding fresh-water fish
..
Milk'"
..
Milk (condensed and dried)
Cream
..
Fats (butter, lard and margarine)
Cheese
"
Eggs
.,
Fruit
Potatoes
..
Other vegetables ..
Sugar

..

..
..
..
..

..
..

..

..
..
..
..

..
..

..
.,
..

..

..
..

.-

"

..

"

..

"

..

"

..

....

,.

..

"

..

..

"

..

..
..
..
..

"

..
..
..
..
..

..
"

..

..
..

*

Tons
4,427,000
3,062,000
953,°00
910,000
253,000
37,000
888,000
203,000
430,000
2,43 2,000
4, 629,000
2,425,000
1,958,000

Percentage
Imported

Percentage
HomeProduced

87

13

51

49

12

-

33
II

92
69
39
77

J
25
73

88
100
62
89
8
31
61
23
97
7S
27

Million gallons.

In the cases of meat, milk and eggs, there is the added liability
that the imported feeding stuffs involved for the production of these
commodities include a considerable proportion arising from wheat.
Even in modern war the problem visualised by Crookes still stands
in spite of the experience gained from 1914 to I918. The Food
(Defence Plans) Department made certain recommendations which
virtually imply that the Government should build up stocks of the
principal foodstuffs (including wheat) to ensure a reasonable period
of safety. In the case of wheat, supply and distribution would be
carried on by the trade as agents for the Food Controller in accordance
with a plan prepared in consultation with representatives of the grain
trade. As in the last war, the Ministry of Food takes the responsibility
for purchases of wheat supplies from overseas and the purchase of
home~grown crops would be planned on more systematic lines.
The existing Wheat Commission can guarantee more satisfactory
control than was possible in 191+ It is still felt that any attempts
at rationing bread under wartime conditions should be avoided,
especially if alternative foods such as meat and sugar are rationed.
Wheat stands in a special position, for it is not only a basic foodstuff
for human beings, but also contributes largely to the maintenance
of
I
1

P.

lX.
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animals, and so is essential for ensuring the meat supplies of the
country. The Food (Defence Plans) Department showed that about
4,134,000 tons of wheat flour are consumed by human beings in the
United Kingdom ancl only 500,000 tons of this are produced from
home-grown wheat. For animal feeding 1,150,000 tons of wheat and
2,29°,000 tons of wheat by-products are utilised, of which 893,000
tons of wheat and :2.00,000 tons of wheat products are home-produced.
Only when these figures are considered together can some idea be
obtained of the enormous percentage of the wheat crop which finds
its way to animal feeding. These figures, of course, neglect the straw.
As in the clays of Sir William Crookes, the marketing of wheat
is an international rather than a national problem, but the last 40 years
have considerably changed the nature of the problem. In 1898 the
great fear was the risk of world wheat starvation. To-day the fear is
world over-production due to a re-orientation of the countries
responsible for world wheat production.
Cl'ookes estimated that in r871 the bread eaters of the world
numbered 371,000,000, but by r898 the number had risen to
5I6,50o,000; and the rate of annual increase tended to grow rather
than diminish. He considered that 2,324,000,000 bushels of wheat
would be necessary to provide seed and food. The 1897-8 world
harvest contributed about 1,921,000,000 bushels showing a deficit of
403,000,000 bushels which, however, was apparently met from the
carry-over of 300,000,000 bushels from the previous year. In the
absence of world reserves arising from abundant harvests, he regarded
the position as serious where crops, as in 1897, proved less than average.
Roughly 2,000,000,000 bushels were consumed in the countries where
the wheat was grown (for food and seed) and he was pessimistic as to
the future of exportable world supplies.
He regarded the U.S.A. as likely to absorb all its future wheat
production within a short period of years, and as this crop, 145,000,000
bushels, represented about one-fifth of the world's supply, American
requirements would make a-large difference to the wheat available in
other parts of the world. Russia, with 95,000,000 bushels of wheat in
1896 had so far maintained her wheat exports, but there was a growing
need of home consumption if the peasants were to he properly fed.
It was agreed that Russian wheat exportation was achieved by reason
of the relative starvation of her own peasants. Canada at that time
was in course of development and had exported 8,000,000 bushels in
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1897. Crookes did not expect that the total production within 25 years
would exceed 100,000,000 bushels. Summing up the whole situation,
he stated that there was a danger of world wheat shortage1 ; "Should all the wheat-growing countries add to their area to the
utmost capacity, on the most careful calculations the yield would give
us only an addition of some 100,000,000 acres, supplying at the average
world yield of 12' 7 bushels to the acre, 1,270,000,000 bushels of wheat,
just enough to supply the increase of population among bread eaters
until the year 1931."

Subsequent years showed unexpected development in wheat
production in various parts of the world, and by reason of the disturbances of the last war these newer wheat-growing countries
stabilised their position as exporters. On the return of European
countries to wheat production and export, there were immediate
dangers of over-production.
World Wheat Supplies

General estimates of the production of wheat in the principal
wheat-growing countries of the world have been taken from the
Imperial Economic Committee's Reports on Grain Crops, Wheat
Studies of the Stanford University of California, and from Broomhall's
Corn Trade Year Book. The assembled figures in the following table
give some indication of wodel trends, even though it is impossible to
give accurate returns of production. For purposes of illustration,
1913 is taken as a pre-war example; 1925 as a critical period with
respect to organised marketing of wheat in various countries, the
four years from 1930 as indicating modern tendencies at home and
abroad. In the case of 1925 it was quite impossible to obtain any
reliable estimate of the production of wheat in Russia. Similarly, the
I937 figures do not include estimates from Russia. From about 1932
there Was considerable development of wheat growing in China and
the figures from 1933 include estimated returns from China.
The interesting point about the estimate of world production is
that it showed a definite stimulation up to I933. There is always the
difficulty of wide variations in output due to seasonal causes in some
part of the world, but in the case of the particular years covered by
the table, there were other powerful factors. In the first place, during
the war period, many European countries could not exp0J;t, and
1 Pp. 27-8,
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resultant wartime prices encouraged special attention to wheat overseas. Canada almost doubled its pre-war output as did the Argentine.
By 1925 different economic circumstances prevailed. Europe reappeared as a wheat producer, and in spite of the fact that Russia was
not regarded as a potential exporter of wheat, active steps were being
taken in overseas countries to regulate wheat marketing. The real
position is better shown by the following table indicating the exportable wheat and flour from the principal wheat-producing countries.
EXPORTS OF WHEAT AND FLOUR (AS WHEAT)1
19 1 3

..

India
Canada
Australia
United Kingdom

..

..

'fota! Empire

..

U.S.A.
It<l!Y
France
..
Argentina
Germany
Rumanhl
Hungary
U.S.S.R.
Other Foreign

1937

1925

1933

1935

Tons
65 1,7 00
7,257,000
3,1.20,000
59 2,000

Tons

Ton~

..

Tons
1,458,000
4,032.,000
1,453,°00
166,000

5,847,000
3,875,000
190,000

6),000
5,048,000
2,748,000
148,000

.,

7,09 1,°00

II,72.0,700

9,9 68 ,000

8,007,000

6,440,000

4,157,000
132.,650
1,500
2,948,000
574,000
294,000

7°3,000
165,000
209,000
4,006,000
65 8,000
512,000
781 ,000
810,000

4 18,000
170,000
1,21 5,°00
3,924,000
34,000
248,000
400,000
750,000
179,000

1,575,000
234,°°0
188,000
3,9 60,000
6,000
984,000
443,000
9 12,000
1,744,000

..
..
..

..

56,000

Tons
55 6,000
3,083,000
:1.,690,000
I !I,OOO

),5° 6,000
2,)00,000

3,710,000
126,000
63 0,000
3,143,000
35 0 ,000
4 1,000
242,000
393,000
1,444,3°0

Total Foreign

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

1),9 23,15 0

IO,079,300

7,940,000

7,)77,000

10,046,000

World Total

..

21,01 4,150

21,800,000

17,908,000

15,384,°00

16,486,000

..

..

..

..
..

..

1

6,000

Assembled from various sources.

Indian wheat production remained at a high level throughout the
period under review, but wheat and flour exports rapidly declined
after the war. Canada showed little change in home consumption, so
that the increased production after 1913 was destined to swell the
export market. As will be seen later, the pooling system adopted in
Canada resulted in holding considerable stocks of wheat off the export
market and thus created one of the great difficulties arising from interference with the law of supply and demand.
Australia at about the 1925 peak unloaded both its current supplies
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and its stocks, but has since returned to normality at approximately
double the pre-war position. In the United Kingdom there was no
particular incentive to increase production until 1933, by which time
the Wheat Act had come into force. On the whole} Empire countries
maintained an export of several million tons per year in advance of
19 I 3, but within the last year or two, through various economic causes,
the Empire has begun to restrict wheat exports to figures gradually
approaching the pre-war position.
The United States was involved in difficulties with stocks during
the critical years of the wheat pools, and so :rather drastically reduced
acreage. In addition there were unsatisfactory harvests, so that of
recent years the total export from the United States has not been
large and, in fact, until 19.37 the tendency appeared to be to restrict
production to something near home consumption. Under recent
attempts at reorganising wheat marketing, however, the United
States again attempted production in excess of pre-war. The Argentine
has remained remarkably constant as a wheat exporter by the virtual
cessation of European exports during 1914-18 and by subsequent
difficulties arising from increased economic nationalism in Europe.
Production in Russia is now considerably in excess of pre~I914
days, but presumably the standard of living has been sufficiently
raised for a large internal market to be met prior to consideration of
exports. The Central European countries remained in an unstable
condition, but their somewhat variable exports tended to prevent the
larger overseas countries from achieving any considerable degree o'f
stabilisation on an artificial basis. The only other point worthy of
particular note is that until the recent war with Japan, China was
developing as a serious wheat producer with export prospects.
Taking the export position as a whole, it seems remarkable, in
spite of the difficulties associated with the last war, the blockading of
various countries and the serious economic consequences of the socalled peace, that wheat export was comparatively level until about
1930. By that time, owing to failure of artificial regulation of marketing
and by the accumulation of enormous stocks of wheat, the export
market came to be most unreliable. It is astonishing that wars and
economic upheavals did far less in the way of interfering with the
general world flow of export wheat than did artificial marketing
schemes in the principal wheat-producing countries_
Two tables from the Report of the Imperial Economic Committee

ISS
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of 1938 illustrate the imports of wheat and of flour into the United
Kingdom. In both cases the figures were calculated in terms of wheat.
A number of factors have influenced wheat imports into the
United Kingdom. In the first place the results of the Great War
stabilised the Empire as a supplier to the United Kingdom. For all
practical purposes Empire stabilisation only referred to Canada and
Australia. In both cases an increasing trade in wheat with the home
country was being developed until the United Kingdom adopted a
protectionist policy with the 1932 Wheat Act, and since that time the
tendency has been to operate a gradual reduction of imports proportionally between these two principal countries of the Empire. Since the
Wheat Act, Empire countries have sent increased supplies of flour
rather than of wheat. From point of view of economy of transport in
rather difficult economic times, this policy may be justified, but, on the
other hand, the encouragement of flour importation in place of wheat
means a corresponding shortage of wheat offals of importee! origin.
This, in turn, tends to raise prices of animal feeding stufls to the detriment of the horne producer. Overseas countries have developed extensive mills in connection with their home consumption, and presumably,
appreciate that the exporting of flour, which includes the profit on
milling and saving on transport, is to their advantage. It is questionable
whether it is an advantage to the United Kingdom as consumer.
The United Kingdom obtained less and less milled flour from the
Continent. Central European States were not sufficiently stabilised to
restore their pre-war supplies and reputations. The Totalitarian
States, Germany and Italy, have occupied special positions. In the
case of Germany, which was a source of wheat for the United
Kingdom, comparatively large supplies were forwarded from 1931 to
1934, but political policy in Germany resulted in removing most of
this market. Italian supplies were mainly in the form of flour, and up
to 1935 an appreciable trade with this country was being developed
in flour. Since 1935, political policy practically removed the whole of
this trade between Britain and Italy. The Argentine, having obtained
special concessions as a set-off against the agreements on beef, has
undoubtedly developed a very considerab1e trade with Britain in
wheat with a diminishing trade in flour.
,
Contrary to the fears voiced by Sir William Crookes, it has been
found that exportable surplus has increased in spite of increased
consumption in many wheat-prodUcing areas.
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So far as Britain is concerned, the operation of a protectionist
policy for the home producer has not diminished OUr reliance on
imports to the extent which might have been anticipated. For example,
in the first year of the Wheat Quota, namely 1932, the total import
of wheat and flour was 5,707,000 tons; whilst in 1936 the figure was
5,457,000 tons, a decrease of 250,000 tons. On the other hand, during
the same p~riod, the production of the United Kingdom increased
approximately 600,000 tons. This does not imply that considerably
more wheat of home production was utilised for human consumption,
but rather that the market for livestock feeding was increasingly met
from home supplies.
In this country the marketing of wheat represented a very interesting
Government development, for the method of control is quite different
from that operated in the case of other national marketing schemes.
The introduction of British control of wheat marketing was 11,ot,
however, purely the outcome of Bricisi1 policy. It was largely due to
a series of circumstal1ces following on the attempts of a number of
countries LO regulate wheat marketing. The more spectacular attempts,
of course, were made in such countries as Canada and the United
States, where enormous wheat pool organisations were established.
Some of the European attempts at controlling supplies probably had
greater influence on world prices, and there is no doubt that -world
prices were responsible for the establishment of the Wheat Act in
1932. A few examples of national wheat-marketing organisations
overseas are worthy of consideration.
1. CANADA

The regulation of wheat marketing was largely the outcome of
extended wheat acreage during the last war and the difficulties arising
as Europe tended to return to wheat production after the war.
Co-operative grain-handling associations had been in existence since
about 1897, but not under the control of producers. The Canadian
Wheat Board operated under war conditions and the handling of its
final crop (I919-20) showed the advantages of pooling, where all
farmers received the average price for their wheat regardless of time
of delivery. Control by the Board demonstrated that the "futures"
system was not essential to the successful marketing of wheat and that
skilful liberation of wheat when required by direct buyers would
result in higher prices, ruling out the costs of handling charges and
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speculators' profits through the Winnipeg Grain Exchange. A demand
arose for the continuation of the Canadian Wheat Board. Saskatchewan,
in particular, pressed for the setting up of a five-year contract pool
and the Saskatchewan Government appointed a Commission (in
January I921) to investigate and report. The report! showed the
following advantages of pooling.
"(1) Statistics l show that under the present system 70 to 7S per cent
of the crop is thrown on the market during a period of three months.
Under a pool, with proper financial and other support, the movement
of the crop would be more evenly spread over the whole crop year,
thereby undoubtedly avoiding gluts of grain and consequent depression
of prices, which usually occur during the first three months of the crop
movement.
(2.) The more evenly regulated movement would stabilise prices to
the conSumer as well as in favour of the producer.
(3) The price of flour to consumers bears a direct relationship to
the prevailing price of wheat, but flour prices invariably do not follow
day-to-day fluctuations in the wheat market. Three-quarters of the
farmers' wheat is marketed during a period of three months at the
beginning of the season, when the price of wheat usually is depressed.
During the remaining nine months the tendency has always been for
the price of wheat to ascend to higher levels, with the result that the
producer only gets the benefit of the prevailing higher prices for the
remaining quarter of his season's crop. The consumer, on the other
hand, pays for his flour on the basis of current prices for wheat. Therefore, if as a rule the wheat market inclines to low levels during three
months of the year and to high levels during nine months of the year,
because the bulk of the producers' wheat comes on the market in the
shorter period, it would be to the advantage of the consumer, as well
as the producer, if the delivery of that wheat crop could be more
evenly spread over the entire twelve months. If this could be done,
fluctuations in price would be lessened, and it is a well recognised fact
that fluctuations in prices are detrimental either to the producer or
consumer."
"We believe the most perfect form of centralised wheat-marketing
agency at the present time can be created only under the control of a
national organisation."

Nothing was done until Parliament passed an Act eCho 141922) providing for the setting up of a Dominion Board for one year,
1

Stewart-Riddall repart on "Wheat Marketitlg," Regina, I92.1, p. IS et seq.
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but as the Provinces failed to secure a chairman for the Board, the
Scheme was not operated. The farmers, therefDre, determined to
take action without Government assistance. The Alberta Pool
commenced on October 29, 1923, and more than 34,000 bushels were
handled in the first season in spite of the crop being largely marketed
before the pool opened. The Saskatchewan and Manitoba Wheat
Pools commenced in I924.1
The Pool
The Pool agreed to act as agent to market its members' wheat under
the pooling system, l.e. after deducting freight, handling charges and
Pool operating costs, to pool annually the proceeds realised from the
sale of wheat of like grade and quality, so that all members would
receive the same basic price.
The Pool might also deduct a sum not exceeding 2 cents per bushel
to acquire elevator facilities, and a further sum, not exceeding I per
cent of the gross selling price, as a reserve.
The Pool had authority to pledge the grain of its members as soon as
it received delivery, the main purpose being to enable the Pool to make
initial advances at the time of delivery.
The Pool might also join with any other agency for the co-operative marketing of the members' wheat.
The Pool had authority to establish selling, statistical or other
agencies, whenever and wherever it considered them to be proper and
necessary.
The Member
The member agreed to market through the Pool all of his wheat
during the term of the contract, excepting(a) Seed and feed for his own use.
(b) Seed and feed for local sale upon receiving a pennit from the
Pool.

If the member sold wheat contrary to his agreement with the Pool,
he was liable to twenty-five cents per bushel as liquidated damages on
the full amount so disposed of, and he might be restrained from further
breach of contract by injunction.
The member agreed to ship his wheat as instructed by the Pool.
In practice the Pool always accepted delivery at the convenience of
the grower, although from time to time plans were evolved to encourage farm storage.
1

S"bmis.rioM of Wheat Pool Organisations and Rol"l Grain Inquiry Commission,

1937, pp. 8-9'
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WHEAT POOL ELEVATORS IN CANADA 1
country Elevators

No.

Capacity

No.

Capacity

89
586
727
914
1,042

2,670,000
18,166,000
23, 264,000
32,142,000
34,566 ,7°0

8

30
51
143
155

No.

290,000
1,200,000

2,280,000
6,200,000

6,363,000

Combined

Capacity

No.

Capacity

100
65 8
944
1,435
1,63 6

3,080,000
21,Il7,OOO
3 1,944,000
50 ,4 25,000
57,55°,°00

Bushels

Bushels

Bushels

19 25
192.6
19 21
19 28
19 29

Alberta

Saskatchewan

Manitoba

Ye:tr

3
42
160
318
439

120,000

1,751,000
6,400,000
12,° 83,000

16,620,300

Bu,hels

Terminals
Wheat Pool

Manitoba

Saskatchewan

Alberta .,

.,

..

..

Name

Storage
Capacity

Capacity Total

Bushels

Bushels

Fort William
Fort William
St. Boniface

NO.1
No.2
NO·3

1,456,000
1,416,000
13 0,45 0

3,002,45°

Port Arthur
Port Arthur
Port Arthur
Port Arthur
Fort William
Buffalo

NO·4
NO·5
No.6
NO·7
No.8

Trsfr.

6,425,000
2,150,000
7,39 8,000
6,900,000
2,500,000
2,000,000

27,313,800

Vancouver
Vancouver
Prince Rupert

NO.1
No.2
No. 3

5,150,000
1,650,000
1,250,000

8,050,000

Location

..
..

..

38,4 26,25 0
Total Iflevator Storage Capacity
Country Houses
Terminals. .

57,550,000 bushels
38,426,250
"

"
The pools were run on a democratic basis with one vote per
member. In 1924 the three pools created "Canadian Co-operative
1 Report to Canadian Wheat POQls, June 1930
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Wheat Producers, Ltd." as a Central Selling Agency, under charter
dated August 6, 1924. The organisation on a non-profit basis coordinated the working of the pools and had a paid-up capital of
50,000,000 dollars from each of the three pools with equal controlling
rights. The agency undertook all the selling and the proceeds were
pooled over all. As the pools owned no terminal elevators they had
to lease two small ones with a capacity of 780 bushels and to make
working agreements with others. Early in 1925 the Saskatchewan
Pool founded a subsidiary to operate elevators owing to unsatisfactory
agreements with outside cotnpanies and later the other two pools did
likewise. The development is shown in Table IS on the opposite page,
In 1925 Saskatchewan and Manitoba extended the pool to coarse
grains, but Alberta did not do so until 192.9. In these figures only
wheat is uncler consideration. The first contract periods ended with
the 1927 crop in Alberta and Saskatchewan and about 1930 in Manitoba.
The pool returns up to 1929-30 were as follows:Crop Year

Total Wheat
Deliveries

Pool Deliveries
of Wheat

Bushels

19 2 4-5
192.5-6
1926-7
192.7-8
192.8-9
19 29-3 0

2.II,92.6,ooo
35 1, 68 3,000
33 8,54 1,000
399,654,000
468 ,392.,000
23 8,048,000

Dushels
81,394,000
186,93 8,000
179,95°,000
20 9,87 1,000
"44,248,000
lU,96),000

Percentage of
Total handled
by Pools

Wheat ,old by
Pools

38 '4 1

8S,5 z8,000
19 1 ,33 8,000

Bushels

53'15

53' IS
52 '5 1
5'" 15
51' 23

196,140,000
:1.2.2.,908,000
204,744,000
129,952.,000

..
Crop Year

Clearing House
Deliveries and
Locall'urchases
Bushels

Busbels

Buiilleis

$

19 24-5
192.5-6
1926-7
1927- 8
19 28-9
192s)-3°

6,310,000
6,6II,000
19,231,000
5,618,000
8,854,000
2,902,000

2.,17 6,000
4,3 87,000
7,419,000

I2.,2oo,000
2.1,300,000
38,600,000
42,800,000
84,600,000
64,600,000

1'66

Unsold Stoeb

-8

4 8,35 ,000
43,271,000

Total Pool Wheat
Carry Over

Pool Price

1'45
1"42.

1'42!t· 19i
1'00

Owing to low wheat prices the three organisations advised their
members that they would not operate the pool for the remaining
contract crops 193 I-2 and 1932-3. The only initial payments to
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growers which could be justified on world falling prices could not
enable growers to continue the business. However, growers were
insistent and voluntary non-contract pools continued until the
Canadian Wheat Board was formed in 1935. The wheat handled during
these voluntary years was as follows 1:_
Manitoba

193 1- 2
193 2-3
1933-4
1934-5

Saskatcbewan

Total

Alberta

Bushels

Bushels

Bushels

Bushels

1°9,9 13
61 5,97°
98,27 6
JOl,680

1,082,053
6,5°4, 169
1,29 8,447
1,639, 26 5

1,837,810
5,4 61 ,5 69
353,04 1
7°°,767

3,° 29,77 6
12,5 81 ,7° 8
1,749,764
2,444,7 12

925,839

1°,5 2 3,934

8,35 6, 18 7

19, 8°5,9 60

In 1930 the Dominion Government guaranteed borrowings of
the pools \0 keep them in business on condition that the Government
agent, Mr. J. T. McFarland, should manage the Central Selling
Agency. He found about 76,000,000 bushels of wheat unsold and
intended to feed this gradually through the world's markets. He
proceeded to operate through the Winnipeg Grain Exchange.
Practically none of the surplus stock had been sold in 1932 when
world prices collapsed. The agency was reorganised as the Canadian
Wheat Stabilisation Agency, which tried to raise wheat prices artificially above world levels. By the autumn of 1935 the policy had.
antagonised world buyers, so that the Government's whcat stocks had
risen from 76,000,000 bushels as taken over from the pools in 1930
to 300,000,000 'bushels at the end of 1935. A Government inquiry
was instituted and by Act of Parliament the Canadian Wheat Board
was established to take over the holdings of wheat from the Canadian
Wheat Agency In greater volume. After a few weeks Mr. J. R. Munay
was appointed its manager, and some degree of success has since been
obtained, btlt unsold stocks are still alarmingly large.
It is now appreciated that the free market has advantages and that
methods of artificial price maintenance above world levels at times of
depression invariably fail and often disastrously.
2. UNITED STA.TES

Attempts by farmers to organise grain marketing have been made
1

Report to Royal Grain Inquiry Commission, 1937, p.
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for many years. The earliest was in Wisconsin about 1857, followed
by one in Iowa in 1897. Within the Grange Movement in California,
wheat was handled first on a commission basis in 1874 and, as the
commission business went bankrupt, the State Grange sponsored an
association which operated for twenty years or more.
About 1883 farmers commenced to establish local elevators. By
1922 there were probably 4,000 active elevator associations. The
local associations then began to decline, so that by 1935 there were
3,125 with a farmer membership of 580,000 and a business of
315,000,000 dollars. In a few cases farmers' elevators have been
grouped under single management forlarge-scale operation to compete
with the line-elevator systems of private dealers, mainly in Kansas
and Dakota. Farmers' grain elevators handle about 300,000,000
bushels of grain of which possibly 90,000,000 bushels are wheat. In
most grain-producing States the farmers' elevator associations formed
State associations to protect common interests. Nebraska commenced
in January 1903. By 1919 there were II such State associations. A
national association had been founded in 1912 and in 1935 there were
the twelve associations in eleven States divided into two groups,
each with a co-ordinating national organisation. The State associations
do not handle grain, being purely trade associations, as service and
co-ordinating agents for their member local associations. Transport
problems, elevator insurance, co-operative purchases, auditing, legal
and income tax matters are undertaken by the State associations. The
members assist in formulating policy at the annual meetings. Between
19II and 1921 two terminal market sales agencies were in operation,
one working through Minneapolis, the other through Portland and
Seattle. About 35 farmers' organisations now sell grain through the
terminal markets.
The Wheat Pool movement covered the years 1920 to 1931. The
first pool was the Washington Wheat Growers' Association established
in 1920. The pools were large-scale centralised organisations having
wheat growers as direct members. The principle of the pool was to
return to each producer the average price received for the grade of
product delivered, less the necessary costs of adnitnistration and
operation. By I925 there were eleven active pools with 96,800 members
and in the ten yeats of working 187,365,712 bushels of wheat were
marketed through the pools. At a conference of growers in Chicago
during July 1920 a decision was taken to consider national gt:ain~
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marketing organisation. In April 1921 the United States Grain
Growers, Inc.,l was created on a non-profit basis to(I) stabilise prices by steady marketing;
(2) eliminate short selling and manipulated markets;

(3) merchandise grain products;
(4) export or pool for export;
(5) furnish credit through a subsidiary finance corporation;
(6) dean, mix, re-grade and condition the farmers' grain;

(7) eliminate unnecessary and duplicate freight and handling charges;
and
(8) pass back any savings pro rata to the farmer.
Offices were opened in Chicago and contracts were signed by
63,031 individual producers by September 1923. Only four car loads
of wheat, one of oats and three of maize were received by the
association before it ceased operations in 1924.
A second national sales agency, Grain Marketing Co., opened in
August 1925, lasted only a year and handled 240,000,000 bushels of
grain. Grain producers failed to support this agency in spite of the
experienced controllers in charge of the scheme. A third attempt was
made with the National Farmers' Elevator Grain Co. on May 1, 1925,
with 92 farmers' elevators in Illinois and Iowa as stockholders. Later,
227 farmers' elevators and 36 private shippers affiliated with the
company. A subsidiary, Rural Grain Co., obtained two seats on the
Chicago Board of Trade. Serious business commenced in April 1927,
and by October 1928 5,812,300 bushels of grain had been handled.
The subsidiary became bankrupt and the principal company ceased.
Once again in 1929 an attempt to market grain on a national scale
was made by the organisation of the Farmers' NaLional Grain Corporation. Twenty-seven large-scale grain marketing organisations formed
the basis and these included terminal market sales agencies, wheat
pools and regional organisations serving groups of farmers' elevators.
The corporation received Government financial assistance. This
corporation apparently still operates and during the 1934-5 season
handled 82,143,680 bushels of grain.
American figures appear almost astronomical to Britain. Returns
show that in 1935 there were 3,125 co-operative associations handling
grain, chiefly in the North Central States, with a membership of
5 80,000 and an estimated annual turnover of 315,000,000 dollars.
1 Stati.rtics of Farmers' CQ.operative Business Organisations, 1920-35, p. 57.
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There were 26 'large-scale associations, including the Farmers'
National Grain Corporation and its affiliated regional associations.
Nevertheless, the fact cannot be disguised that co-operative associations, wheat pools and even so-called national selling agencies have
never attained anything approaching a monopoly of the wheat marketing of the U.S.A. Similar factors have operated, as in Canada, with
respect to supply and demand, but the U.S.A. position as regards
national control has been weaker than in Canada.

3.

AUSTRALIA

Prior to 1914 there was no Government interference with the sale
and distribution of wheat, although railway facilities were extended
and freight charges to the ports reduced to encourage the newly
developed wheat areas. Farmers' co-operative organisations existed
in the wheat-growing States and there was considerable competition
with private companies.
During the last war Australia was at a disadvantage in view of the
difficulty with transport. Under a War Precautions Act, 19I5, all
wheat grown in the Commonwealth was taken and its sale ancI distribution placed in the hands of the Australian Wheat Board. From
1915 to 1921 the whole of the wheat was marketed under a compulsory pooling system, but prices realised under Government control
compared unfavourably with those in Canada, the United States and
the Argentine. On the withdrawal of the Act, the Wheat Board ceased
to operate. From 1922 to 1929 there was practically no Government
control of sale and distribution, and world prices were unfavourable.
About the middle of I929 when the United States, through Farm
Boards, held up supplies to force up prices, the wheat growers of
Australia, with restricted and more or less controlled markets, suffered
considerably. This was not, of course, due to the fact that Canada
and U.S.A. were withholding wheat from the market, for this position
would have increased the demand for Australian wheat. The difficulty
was that the importing countries retaliated on the action of the Wheat
Boards by increasing protective tariffs or paying bounties on production to encourage home production. The whole business led to a
development of economic nationalism definitely to the disadvantage
of Australian producers.
The International Wheat Agreement, which was later reached on
a basis of quotas from the Dominions, did little to improve the
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position. The Government of Australia had to interfere to assist its
own growers over a period of unprofitable prices. Direct grants were
made on a production and on an acreage basis. A Hour tax on wheat
used for local consumption was to some extent the basis of the bounty,
and in 1935 a price scheme was introduced with the object of providing
permanent assistance to growers. Roughly one-quarter of the wheat
produced is used for home consumption) and, if this is to be sold at
stabilised prices to provide a bounty on the three-quarters exported,
very high prices for the home commodity would be required to give
any substantial benefit to the export market. Until the outbreak of
the 1939 war, the views of the trade in Australia were that success
would be obtained by the removal of Government interference.
4. THE ARGENTINE

The position was apparently similar to that in Australia and both
countries suffered as a result of the activities of the North American
Pools and of the tariff barriers erected in Europe. In 1933 the Argentine
Government, without consulting Congress, fixed its currency rate at
15 dollars to the pound sterling, and at the same time decided to assist
growers of wheat by guaranteeing minimum prices on a calculated
cost level under the new currency basis. For some time the arrangement was comparatively successful, but in 1935 it became obvious
that wheat supplies were not being delivered to the Government
under the protective scheme owing to the fact that foreign markets
offered better prices. Currency Exchange control was ceasing to be
effective. Towards the close of 1935 wheat crops were found to be
low by reason of drought, and a guarantee of 10 dollars per 100 kilos
was made for wheat. Obviously such an incentive could be of no
value on a short crop except to give additional profits to those who
were fortunate enough to have crops. The greater danger was that the
high prices guaranteed would lead to over-production in future years.
A general idea has been given of the method of controlling wheat
supplies in the large overseas producing countries. Obviously such
control would lead to some retaliation on the part of European
countries whether as competitive exporters or as importers. European
action would, in turn, have a bearing on the quantities of wheat sold
and the stocks to be held by the large overseas growing countries.
Thus a critical world position developed about 1930. To obtain some
idea how far Europe contributed to the position, it is necessary to
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consider the action of one or two typical European countries. An
excellent example is provided by France.

5.

FRANCE

During the 1914-18 war both wheat production and wheat
consumption declined, prices rose and there was considerable reliance
on imported wheat even at the lower consumption level. Prices
reached their highest point in 1926 at the time of financial collapse,
but when the franc was stabilised in 1928, an attempt was made to
adjust wheat and other basic commodity prices. Between 1913 and
1920 about 3,580,000 acres, formerly devoted to wheat, had been
transferred to cattle breeding or to more remunerative crops and the
first post-war task of the French Government was to encourage
increased wheat production. This was first attempted by growing
high-yielding strains of wheat. Improved yield largely offset the
reduced wheat acreage, but the quality of the flour for baking purposes
suffered and consumption further declined. Attempts to legislate for
shorter hours for bakers led to quicker baking and a further reduction
in the quality of the bread.
France has since 1894 had a protective customs duty on foreign
wheat. From 1894 to 1921 the customs duty was 7 francs per 220 lb.
Since 1921 there have been several changes in protective duties as
follows:14 francs
1921 to 1926 ••
1926 to September 1927
25 "
September to November 1927
35 "
November 1927 to May 1929
50 "
May 1929 to May 1930
80 "
During the later period the French Government, realising the
effect of world overproduction and accumulated stocks of wheat
overseas, endeavoured, by means of high protective duti~s, to encourage home production. In December 1929 the French Government,
by law, insisted that 97 per cent of home-grown wheat should be
used by millers in their flour. This was gradually reduced to 50 per
cent by May 1932, and subsequently increased again. Since April
1933 no foreign wheat has been permitted for importation for direct
consumption except temporarily.
French farmers have been insistent that actual prices received for
wheat have not covered working expenses, particularly round about
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19)2. A law was passed in July 1933 prescribing a minimum price
of lIS francs per 220 lb. for wheat for human consumption. Millers
were compelled to keep records and were strictly controlled. The
carry-over of wheat stocks was organised in the hands of co-operatives
and a premium paid for holding back wheat. The Wheat Scheme was
financed from a milling tax varying from 50 centimes to 1.50 francs
per hundred kilos of wheat. This particular scheme virtually compelled
growers to deal with co-operative societies and private trade grain
merchants almost despaired. The minimum price was certainly not
generally observed, particularly by the smaller country mills less
subject to inspection.
In December 1933 a further Act provided for the legal price to
include a commission of 2 francs per hundred kilos for intermediate
handlers. A tax of 3 francs was to be paid by growers of wheat sold
for human consumption but not on wheat exchanges by millers for
flour for family consumption. This again led to difficulties. The law
was again revised in March I934, and in July 1934, when millers were
compelled to include a certain proportion of stocks carried over at
fixed prices. In July 1934 the minimum price of the 1934 crop was
fixed at 108 francs per 220 lb.
By December 1934 the failure of these schemes convinced the
Government that free trading should be restored by abolishing the
legal price, but millers were still compelled to include a fixed proportion
of wheat carried over from the 1933 crop at a price of 131.5 francs
and of stocks from the 1934 crop at 97 francs. The taxes on production
and milling were increased. An attempt was made to force up wheat
exports by paying an export premium to bring up world prices to
the home price. By this means the export was increased from 338,Il6
metric tons in 1934 to 83°,452 tons in I935. The scheme throughout
has not been a particular success, and by August 1935 there was still
a carry-over of approximately 2,000,000 metric tons.

6.

NORWAY

A scheme of quite a different character was attempted in Norway.
From 1914 until I927, on the basis of war emergency powers, State
control of wheat and flour was operated with regard to imports.
In 1927 there was a return to free importation, just at the time when
world prices were sinking and world stocks accumulating. In 1929
the State import monopoly was restored, together with control of
home-produced grain.
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The Norwegian system is particularly interesting in that the State
itself owns about 25 per cent of the commercial milling capacity of
the country and is gradually planning for the appropriation of the
whole of it. Grain, produced and imported, comes under the Ownership of the State which determines the amount of flour from a given
quantity of grain and the price of the products. Prices are stabilised
as nearly as possible, the millers paying after the sale of the product.
The millers return the selling price of the grain. to the State, less
10 per cent commission, and the millers or the State rectify the changes
in prices between receiving the grain and the date of sale. Flour
wholesalers pay cash and rectify the change of selling prices with the
State with allowance for commission. The 10 per cent is calculated
to cover a subsidy fund for home production, expenses and freight.
The State's selling price for home-produced grain, which is also
its buying price, is uniform over the whole country, and higher than
middlemen can afford; with the result that the State attracts all the
grain offered for sale by the farmers. There is also an obligation for
the State to take all grain offered, and, so far, there has not been a
surplus. When a serious surplus does arise, the State will be faced
with a difficult problem. For the time being, however, the net result
of the scheme has been to raise prices to the conSUmer.
7. Other European Countries

Other European countries mainly operated by lllSlStlllg on
compulsory percentages of home-grown wheat to be included for
milling and by imposing duties on imported wheat. The position
during the year 1930-I, when the world wheat problem was probably
at its worst, is illustrated by the following brief ta.ble 1 : Compulsory Percel1tage
of Native Wheat

France ..
Germany
Sweden ..
Holland
Czechoslovakia
Italy

Impart Duty
per 480 lh.
s. d.

28 0
53 3
8 10

90
75
65
..

2.5

free

75

54 6
,1.8

6

In the case of Germany, the percentages were modified at intervals
throughout the year, but in all cases it is very doubtful whether any
real success was obtained.
1 Broomhall, Corn Trade Year Book, I9P, p. viii.

CHAPTER 10

BRITISH REGULATION OF WHEAT MARKETING
IN the United Kingdom about 1930 there were ominous signs of a
complete change in agricultural outlook by virtue of the serious
nature of the wheat import situation, British arable farming, so
largely dependent on the wheat market, seemed most unlikely to rise
again to its former glory as the background of real British farming,
In the first place there was a marked reorientation of wheat-producing
countries supplying the United Kingdom to the detriment of the
home producer, The change is shown clearly l : PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL WHEAT IMPORTS (INCLUDING
FLO OR EXPRESSED AS WHEAT)
1875-7

20·8
European Countries'
Russia
16'7
United Stalest
}47' 0
Canad,lt
"
India
6'1
"
"
.,
Argentina ,.
Australia:j: "
Other Count ties "
9'4

..

..'.

..

..

1881-3

18 93-5

190 .1-13

5

16·6

14'0

1·6

55'5

3 8 '7

9
7 6 '6 {2 ' 3
34'3

1914-18

1924-7

192B-30

--- ------ - - ---- 1'2
10'7
3'5
4'7
1'2

II'

59'0

11'4

_.
-

7'4

1'4

6,8

IS'S

6')

5'2

II'O

17'6

8'3
6' 1
1'1

14'7
12'5
1'4

5'4

9'6
3'4

5'121'4
3 1 '1
J'4
24'3
Il'4
I' 7

* Germany, France, Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria and Roumaniil,

t United States and Canada taken together up to 1914-18,
:j: Included in "Other Countries" until 1904-13,

By 1930 the countries of the New World, aided by enormous
selling organisations, had enjoyed a monopoly of the world wheat
market for a brief period and now held surplus stocks sufficient to
wreck the marketing structure of any European countries. Further,
there was an alarming increase in total quantities of wheat imported
as compared with pre-war and the position became more acute when
a policy was considered to encourage home wheat production, The
experience of wartime conditions could not, by any means, be taken
as Standal·d, but it was recognised that some inducement should be
l

Venn, Foundations of Agricultural Economics, p, 37 l ,
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given to encourage ho~e production, even though this would involve
rather drastic treatment to prevent wheat imports from continuing to
increase. The world price position had, of course, a considerable
bearing on the situation, but, omitting for the moment price references,
, the actual figures of pre-war, wartime and post-war imports up to
1930 were definitely alarming.
In 1930 the author investigated certain aspects of the home trade
and made recommendations as to the possibilities of national
organisation. The report was the basis of subsequent discussions with
the Government. A few of the points arising from the report are here
submitted.
The pre-war wheat returns of the United Kingdom indicated an
output of 31' 5 bushels per acre, more than double the output per
acre of overseas countries, except Canada, where the figure was
21' 25 bushels. Imported wheat had the advantage, however, of being
"strong," so that it produced more loaves per sack than British wheat.
In other words, the baker was able to sell more water for bread when
he used imported flour. A sack of English wheat flour produces 88
to 90 4-11. loaves, representing a value of about 4S. 2d. per sack
below imported hard wheat on loaf output. Comparison of prices
between English and competing foreign wheats over the period 1925-8
showed that English wheat realised a slightly higher average price
than the corresponding imported wheat. On the other hand, it is a
well-known fact that English farmers usuaIly flood the market with
supplies at or about harvest time and that middlemen make bulk
purchases at this time, holding over sales in a speculative way. By
such means the margin between the price paid to the producer and the
price paid by the miller is increased.
An analysis of September and October figures over the four years
in question showed that the average prices to the miller were lower
than the mean average of the year by as much as 6s. 7d. per 480 lb.
in 1925, and 38. Sid. in 1928. A system of organised marketing to
spread over sales for the elimin'ltion of harvest slump prices ought
therefore to result in an advantage to the grower of up to 5S. or 6s.
per quarter. The author then suggested that the Government, by
means of a short-term credit scheme, should advance a covering price
on the security of wheat crops harvested, on condition that the crops
should ,be marketed only at the orders of a Central Committee on
which the Government was represented. The Committee, with a.
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knowledge of available supplies, should spread sales over the year,
but should insist that the whole of the wheat should be sold prior to
taking over the next harvest. This would eliminate the "carry-over"
system adopted by the Canadian Wheat Pools, a system which might
become dangerous. Marketing organisations should enter the grade
and quantity of supplies to the credit of each farmer and each quarter
make a bonus return to members on those supplies, having met the
quarter's allocation of credit to lhe Government.
Under such a scheme, at the conclusion of each cereal year, the
marketing organisation would have repaid its credits to the Government, met working expenses and paid to farmer members bonuses in
proportion to their supplies and qualities of wheat passing through
the marketing organisation. The organisation itself, by attention to
bulking and grading, would have eliminated some of the less useful
middlemen, speculative activity and a considerable amount of
unnecessary transport. The author concluded that efficient marketing
would improve the average price of wheat to the English farmer
by something approaching lOS. per quarter, with the additional
advantage that English wheat would still be among world competitive
prices.
Wlleat Price Variations

About 1930 price fluctuations in wheat in respect of imported
supplies, with the consequential variation in home prices, made matters
very difficult. The Government was embarking on its 193 I Agricultural
Marketing Act intended for the stabilisation of agricultural prices in
general. The wheat problem could not be controlled in quite the same
manner as other principal agricultural commodities.
Some indication of the range of prices over a period of years is
given in Table 16 on the opposite page.
With such enormous fluctuations through the year in imported
prices, and the flooding of the English market after harvest, the
problem of levelling supplies and of cutting out speculation on futures
or by holdings of middlemen, was obviously difficult of solution.
The abandonment of the Gold Standard in September 19~1 added
another complication. At this period no attempt had been made to
operate import duties or to discriminate between Empire and nonEmpire wheat. The first attempt in this direction was in November
193 2 •
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TABLE 16

HIGHEST, LOWEST AND MEAN PRICES OF GOOD
RED WHEAT ON THE LIVERPOOL SPOT MARKETl
Highe,,'t Price
afYear

Year

1902
190 3
190 4

19°5
1906
19°7
19 08
190 9
19 10
19 I I
19 12
19 13

per IOO lb.
s. d.

6 5
6 4i
7 31
7 0
6 8
8 7t
8 8t
9 9
8 8
8 0
8 Si
7 8i

19 20
19 21
19 22
19 23
1924
1925
1926
192 7
19 28
19 29

24 7
:1.3 7
13 4f
10 9f
14 2f
15 8f
13 212 0

193 0

9 10
G 3
6 01
6 2t
6 5
7 3
9 7

193I
193 2
1933
1934
1935
193 6
1937
193 8

XI
10

II

5
71

0

8 3

Lowest Price

of Year
per lOO lb.
s. d.

5 8!
510
5 lIt

6

5

2!
2

lIt

6
6 lot
7
G
G

7

Il

2t
7!
2!

6 G
1:2.

lIt

10 I
9 5!
8 9!
9 2
10 lIt
10 8

Ayerage
Price
per 100 lh.
s. d.

6 °t
6

2!

6 6

6 7
S 3t
7 2
7 8t
8 8t
7 Sf
7 5

7 10
7 4t
19 3

IS 8
II

It

9 8
10 II
12 9t
II lOt

II

II

1

8 8t

10

0

10

7 9

4 0
3 8!
41I

9

It

4

6k

7 2

s si

4 3

5

4 2t

4

4 9
6 I
7 9
4 S

s

I

lot
9t

7 5

9 5

•6

st

Market under Government control from JI)l4 to April r, 1911. Gold Standard
abandoned on September 19, 19JI'
A duty of Sd. per 100 lb. was imposed on non-Empire wheat as from November
17, 193:1..
1 BroomhalI, Corn Trade Year Book, 1939.
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Tile Wheat Act,

19.32

After considerable exploration and discussion with overseas
countries, the Government finally placed the Wheat Act of 1932 on
the Statute Book. The principal provisions of this Act are given.
In the First Schedule of the Act the constitution of the Wheat
Commission is shown. The Commission, which is placed in charge
of the wh~le Scheme, consists ofI.

Chairman.

z. Vice-Chairman.
3. Five members representing the interests of growers of home-grown
millable wheat.
4. Three members representing the interests of millers of flour.
5. One member representing the interests of importers of flour.
6. Three members representing dealers in home-grown mill able wheat.
7. Five members representing the interests of consumers of flour and
(in the case of one of these members) representing bakers of bread.
The appointments of the 19 members of this Commission are in the
hands of the Minister who must consult the Board of Trade regarding
representatives of consumers (other than bakers). Only the Chairman
and Vice-Chairman rank for remuneration.
The Second Schedule provides the constitution for the Flour
Millers' Corporation, a body consisting of a Chairman and four other
persons appointed by the Minister after consulting the interests of
millers. The Corporation is empowered to arrange for registration of
all millers of flour who make application and is charged with the duty
of preparing and submitting to the Minister the draft of a scheme
providing for the allocation of members to the Corporation by
registered millers.
The main body of the Act provides for the control of the wheat
industry in certain respects with the aid of the Wheat Commission
and the Millers' Corporation. The Act is summarised as follows:1. (a) If the ascertained average price realised by home-grown
mi1lable wheat is less than the standard price fixed by the Scheme,
every registered grower of wheat is entitled to receive from the Wheat
Commission a payment (called the deficiency payment) on each
hundredweight of wheat of his own growing. A deduction is made to
meet administrative expenses from the price deficit, which is the
difference between the standard and ascertained average prices.
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On the other hand, if the quantity of home~grown millable wheat
sold by registered growers exceeds the anticipated supply in the
cereal year, the deficiency payment per hundredweight is reduced by
the ratio of the anticipated supply to the ascertained supply sold.
(6) Wheat sold by a registered grower is regarded as home-grown
if produced on his farm, provided that it has not been removed from
the farm or dispatched after the sale except in accordance with the
Wheat Commission's by-laws.
(c) In June of years after I9P the Wheat Commission may
require stocks of home-grown millable wheat of the current cereal
year to be bought up by the Flour Millers' Corporation. The
Minister may, by Order, require the Corporation to buy part of
unsold stocks of registered growers, but Orders in any cereal year
do not require the Flour Millers' Corporation to buy more than
I2} per cent of the anticipated supply for that year.
(d) Any Order under ICC) must specify a price not exceeding
the standard price for the sale of such stocks.
(e) If the Flour Millers' Corporation objects to buying stocks of
wheat on the ground that the wheat is not home~grown, not of
millable quality, or not of the quality required at the fixed price, the
matter may be determined by arbitration.
2. (a) As soon as possible after July 3 I, 1933, and at the end of
any subsequent cereal year, the Minister shall by Order prescribe the
ascertained average price of home-gtown mill able wheat for the
cereal year, on the basis of the quantities and prices shown on all the
certificates of sale of millabIe wheat during that year.
(h) In the same .year the Minister must certify the quantity of
home-grown millable wheat sold by registered growers in the year.
(c) The standard price is fixed at IDS. per cwt., but it is provided
that not later than March I, 1935, the Minister shall appoint a
Committee of three persons to investigate and repmt on the desirability
of making any alteration in the standard price. Any change must
be made by Order of the Minister, confirmed by Parliament, for a new
price to be operated from August I, 1935.
(d) The Minister must, by Order, prescribe, early in every cereal
year, the quantity of home~grown millabfe wheat which he anticipates
will be sold during the year, and such Order may be varied before
the end of January in that cereal year. The quantity prescribed is
termed "the anticipated supply." On the other hand, if the quantity
o
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prescribed is in excess of 27 million cwt., the anticipated supply is to
be taken as 27 million cwt., except in relation to the purchase of
unsold stocks as covered by I (c). The Minister assumes that 7! per
cent of the home-grown millable wheat available for the year will he
retained for seed and not sold by registered growers.
3. (a) To meet the expenditure of the Wheat Commission under
the Act, every miller or importer of flour is required to pay a quota
payment to the Wheat Commission. This quota payment is calculated
on the price of the quota of home-grown millable wheat used for
flour, assuming that the anticipated supply of wheat for the year had
been used at a uniform rate per cwt. of flour in the production of the
estimated supply of flour for that year. Millers are not liable to make
quota payments 011 wheat proved to consist only of meal delivered
for consumption, without further manufacture, as animal or poultry
food, and where a miller satisfies the Commission that he deals only
in meal for animal or poultry food without further manufacture, he
may be granted a "provender millers' certificate," exempting him
from liability to quota payment.
(6) The quota payment on every cwt. of flour milled or imported
becomes due when that flour is delivered.
(c) To estimate the quota payments, the Minister, after consulting
the Wheat Commission, must estimate the average price obtained by
registered growers for home-grown millable wheat sold or to be sold
in the cereal year and the price deficit per cwt. of such wheat. He
estimates the supply of flour for the year from millers and importers,
having due regard to the fact that such flour must be retained for
consumption in the United Kingdom and must exclude meal for
animal or poultry food. With this information and a knowledge,
subject to the provisions of the Act for adjusting surpluses and
deficiencies in the Wheat Fund, he must prescribe a quota price standing
in the same proportion to the estimated price deficit as the anticipated
supply of millable wheat bears to the estimated supply of flour.
Cd) At any time during the cereal year, the Minister may adjust
the quota payments by a further Order, after consulting the Wheat
Commission, to balance more accurately the quota payments against
the deficiency payments.
(e) Such a new Order must state the estimated price deficit, the
anticipated supply and the estimated supply of flour on which the new
calculations are based.
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(f) Any Order remains in force as regards quota payments until
superseded by a subsequent Order, even though it extends beyond the
close of the cereal year.
4. (a) Where it is proved that quota payments have been made on
flour exported or shipped as stores, repayment should be made to
the exporter on the terms ruling at the date of shipment.
(h) Similarly, any bread exported ranks for claim for repayment
on the basis of the flour from which the bread was made and in
respect of which quota payments have been made. In calculating the
Rour equivalent of bread, it is assumed that 376 lb. of bread shall be
equal as regards quota payments to 280 lb. of flour delivered on that
date.
S (a) The Commission has power to make by-laws approved by
Order of the Minister.
(h) Apart from general powers for the making of by-laws, special
by-laws shall be provided for(i) The registration of all growers of home-grown mill able wheat who
make application.
eii) Enabling payments in advance to be made during the cereal year
on account of deficiency payments.
(iii) The manner and times when claims for deficiency payments and
payments in advance are to be made in respect of wheat sales and
for the production of wheat certificates.

(c) By-laws under this section, with the consent of the Flour
Millers' Corporation, may make provision for quota payments by the
Corporation on behalf of registered millers or importers of flour.
6. (a) Customs officers enter imports of wheat as if they were
goods liable to customs duty, but entry of flour for home consumption
or use is not signed except on the production and surrender of an
official receipt for the amount of quota payments payable in respect of
the flour. Thus, Officers of Customs treat imported flour as if quota
payments were customs duties. On the other hand, quota payments
are not payable to the Officer of Customs. If no receipt is produced
in connection with imported flour, the flour may be surrendered and
sold by the Commissioners of Customs and the purchaser of the flour
is regarded as the importer liable to make quota payments and to
surrender a receipt before obtaining delivery of the flour.
7. (a) The Wheat Commission is empowered to establish a Wheat
Fund under its control for defraying expenditure.
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(6) Payments into and out of the Wheat Fund are regulated in
accordance with the by-laws of the Commission.
8. If the Minister considers that the quota payments prescribed in
any cereal year will be substantially more or less than sufficient he
may prescribe, by Order, during that year other Quota payments
expedient for restoring the balance of the fund.
9. (a) A millers' quota fund is established under the control of the
Flour Millers' Corporation to meet the Corporation's expenditure.
(c) The Flour Millers' Corporation is empowered to borrow sums
for the purchase of stocks of wheat and to keep a sepaJ:ate account in
this connection.
Cd) Any profit from the Millers' Quota Fund by the ~ale or disposal
of stocks purchased under the Minister's Order is to be distributed
by the Corporation, to millers on a pro-rata busis. Similarly, any
losses incurred are recoverable.
(f) Sums recoverable by the Millers' Corporation uncler this section
may be recovered summarily as a civil debt.
rD. (a) Administrative expenses incurred by the Millers' Corporation and by a Corporation representing importers is to be payable
by the Wheat Commission, except for administrative expenses in
connection with the purchase and sale of stocks as required by a
Minister's Order.
(h) Such Corporations, not less than two months before the
beginning of a cereal year, must present an estimate of their administrative expenses for the year for the approval of the Commission, but
they are permitted to submit supplementary estimates as approved.
Cd) The Wheat Commission, not less than one month before the
beginning of a cereal year, must estimate its administrative expenses
for the year but may submit supplementary estimates to the Minister.
Ce) The Wheat Commission has power to borrow sums for
defraying administrative expenses, but not to raise loans. Principal
and interest of loans are repayable by the end of the cereal year.
(f) In calculating deficiency payments the Commission is
empowered to deduct from the price deficit, sums to recover administrative expenses.
II. (a) This provides for the Wheat Commission to inspect wheat,
flour or ofFals and to obtain information necessary from the millers,
importers, etc.
12. (a) The Minister may make regulations, after consulting the
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Commission, as to the standard of wheat to be recognised as millable,
the keeping of records and the furnishing of returns by the Commission
and for dealing with disputes between a Corporation and a Commission. Separate' accounts are to be kept of the millers' quota fund
and the Committee of Three (arranged in section z(c), has power to
act as a Tribunal ofInquiry.
13. (a) If a registered grower's wheat is seized by a person under
a distraint, the wheat is regarded for this Act as having been sold by
the registered grower and he is entitled to receive any deficiency
payments payable. Deficiency payments are not regarded as part of
the proceeds of sale of such wheat seized.
(b) Where, by custom or agreement, a grower on vacating his
farm leaves wheat harvested, that wheat, if sold within six months,
is to be regarded as his growing and not as grown by the incoming
occupier.
(c) If, by law or custom, the outgoing occupier is entitled to compensation in respect of wheat grown or growing, the deficiency
payments which will become payable in respect of that wheat to the
landlord or incoming tenant are to be taken into account in the
assessment of ,compensation.
14. (a) Where quota payments become payable or the amount of
quota payments is increased, any article containing flour in respect
of which payments are due which may have been sold under a previous
contract, becomes subject to an amendment of price in view of the
quota payments or increase of payments involved. That is, whatever
the cOntract terms specified, in the absence of a specific agreement to
the contrary, changes in quota liabilities must be reflected in the
contract price.
(b) Provides for similar contract adjustments where quota payments
cease or are reduced subsequent to the undertaking of a contract.
r6. (b) Extends the Act to Northern Ireland.
18. Requires Orders, Regulations and By-Laws to be laid before
Parliament, but does not apply to the Order for setting up the Special
Committee to reconsider the standard price.
20. Covers definitions. Bread is defined, but only in the form of a
loaf weighing not less than 14 ounces. The definition of flour is
somewhat complicated by the difficulty of defining offals. Millahle
wheat is described as wheat conforming to the standard laid down by
the Minister's regulations. Where flour consists of a mixture, including
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substances not produced in the milling of wheat, by-laws of the
Commission may direct that these substances are not regarded as
part of the flour. In any mixture containing not morc than 7} per
cent of flour, the mixture is regarded as not containing flour. The
weight of any substance may be determined with or without bags or
containers in accordance with the terms of the Wheat Commission.
An attempt is made to define the extent to which flour is produced
by a miller where other substances are mixed with the flour.

CHAPTER II

THE WORKING OF THE BRITISH WHEAT SCHEME

IN spite of the apparent complication of the Wheat Act, the Scheme
is really quite an efficient machine for making the industry self-supporting without subsidy from the Exchequer and for discouraging the
growing of wheat on land unsuitable for the purpose. The enhanced
price to farmers is secured by making "deficiency payments" to
growers on the basis of certified sales of millable wheat. The payments
are based on the difference between the average market price for homegrown millable wheat and the "standard price" (fixed by the Act) of
105. per cwt. or 455. per quarter of 504 lb.
The fanner, in fact, sells his millable wheat on the competitive
market and so reaps the advantages of quality and disposal at times of
favourable market prices provided his circumstances do not dictate
compulsory sales. In so far as all growers receive the same rate per
cwt. in deficiency payments, the advantages of satisfactory marketing
still remain with the individual grower. Thus the prices received for
sales of millable wheat are not flat rates or pool prices, but each grower
receives in addition to his actual selling price a flat rate or pooled
deficiency payment. This arrangement has contributed largely to the
success of the Scheme.
At the time of the passing of the Wheat Act, English millable wheat
was realising aeout 26s. per quarter, so that the standard price stood
about 198. per quarter over ruling prices. Conditions altered considerably at a later stage. To avoid the risks of carrying over stocks of
wheat (a wealmess discovered in the American pools), d1ere was a
contingent liability for millers to purchase stocks remaining unsold at
the close of each cereal year, but actually no difficulty has arisen.
The Act placed a limit of 27,000,000 cwt. of millable wheat to rank
for subsidy in any cereal year, so that, in the event of sales exceeding
this figure, the deficiency payments would be reduced proportionately,
a wise precaution, placing a limit on the burden to be carried by
the consumer to heIp wheat growers and restricting the cultivation
of wheat on unsuitable land. Under the stress of emergency legislation
(the Agriculture Act of 1937) the quota was increased to 36,000,000
cwt. as from August I, 1937. There is some doubt as to its wisdom.
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Funds to meet the deficiency payments are raised by a levy on all
flour used in Britain, whether produced from home or imported wheat
or imported as flour. Re-exported wheat, flour or bread are exempted
from the levy. The levy fluctuates considerably, being calculated as
required to retain the balance of the fund. Between 1932 and 1939,
the following variations were recorded:
Commencing Date

June 19, 1932.
October 30, 1932
Au~ust ;?, 1933
November 5, 1933
August 12, 1934
Mal'eh 17, 1935
September 29, 1935..
November 3, 1935 ..
February 23, 1936 "
August 9, 1936
November 1, 1936 "
January 27,1937 ..
April 18, 1937
September 19, 1937..
JanuarY2),I938
March IJ, 1938
April 10,1938
August II, 1938
October 16, 1938
November 13, 1938
January 29, 1939 • ,
June 18, 1939

Quota Payment
Per cwt. Per Sack of 280 lb.
d.
s. d.
10' 8
2. 3
13' 2.
2. 9
16· 8
3 6
21' 6
4 6
19' 2.
4 0
21' 6
4 6
19' 2.
4 0
16· 8
3 6
14' 4
3 0
9' 6
2
4' 8
I
0

°

2'4

0

6

Quota payments suspended
2' 4
0
6
4'8
7' 2
9'6
16' 8
"'4' 0
28' 8
31' 2
26'4

1

0

1

6

2

0

5

6
0

(j

0

6 6
56

The Scheme is controlled hy a representative Wheat Commission,
which acts as an accounting body, prescribing levies and payments
to maintain the balance of the fund. The Commission has no power
to interfere with normal trade channels, subject to observance of the
scheme, and is mainly concerned with calculating levies to meet'
probable liabilities in the way of deficiency payments and administrative expenses. The Flour Millers' Corporation exists for dealing
with unsold stocks of millable wheat at the end of a cereal year.
The Wheat Commission has had to undertake many duties arising
out of the Act. The standard price of JOS. per cwt. or 45S. per quarter
was "at the farm" and subject to review in 1935. The Standard Price
Committee of three persons was appointed on February 25, 1935,
and reported on June 20,1935. The Committee unanimously opposed
any change in the standard price in view of the facts that-
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(a) economic conditions had improved since I9J'2. with greater stability
and increased purchasing power for the consumer;
(h) the acreage under wheat had been restored to the pre-war average,
farming conditions and agricultural wages in wheat-growing areas
had improved by reason of deficiency payments; and
(c) the Act limited the risk of over-production with the quota of
27,000,000 cwt. In that particular year, with ascertained sales of
35,920,000 cwt., the average aggregate price secured by farmers
was 395. 2d. per quarter instead of 455. per quarter.
The Committee suggested a re-examination of the position after
a period of years ancI this principle was accepted by the Ministry.
The Commission had to insist on the provision that wheat should
not be moved from the farm in advance of dispatch under the certified
sale in order to prevent wheat being sold a second time and ranking
for deficiency payment on both occasions. There was some diHiculty
in connection with wheat retained for seed carrying no payment as
not constituting a certified sale. Farmers now appear to appreciate
the advantage of selling the full crop and purchasing seed from other,
and often better, sources.

I934-5 example
An example showing the working of the scheme illustrates the
various matters described in the Act and demonstrates in a simple
manner the fundamental principles. For purposes of illustration, the
cereal year I934-5 has been selected as this shows dearly the restricting
effect of the quota. The actual quantity of home-grown millable wheat
sold during 1934-5 was 35,920,000 cwt. although the wheat quota
stood at 27 million cwt. The figure for the actual sales was obtained
by totalling the amounts returned on the 212,s:Z4 valid wheat certificates received by the Wheat Commission.
From the prices recorded on the certificates, the ascertained average
price was calculated at 4S. 10' 87sd. per cwt.
Per Cllt.
s. d.

The price deficit was therefore the standard price
Less •.

10

0

4 10'875

Equals
Deducting administrative expenses of
The adjusted price dencit becomes ..

5 0·6
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Administrative expenses of the Commission were covered by the
appropriation of 0' 527d. per cwt. on 27,000,000 cwt. of wheat. The
sum realised £59,257 4s. lod. which, with adjustments for previous
years, income from investments and other items, increased the surplus
in the Wheat Fund by £II7,368 2S. 7d.
Actual sales (35,920,°°0 cwt.) exceeded the quota (27,000,000 cwt.)
so that the price deficit had to be adjusted for the quota as follows:27,000,000

X 5s. o· 6d. = 3S' 9' 55d.
35,9 20 ,000
Thus an Actual Deficiency Payment of 35. 9' 55d. per cwt. was
made to growers during 1934-5 on all sales of millable wheat.
The amount of money disbursed in the deficiency
payments to growers during 1934-5 was
£6,812,785 a II
To which must be added the adjusted administra~
tive expenses of ..
59,2.43 13 0

£6,872,028 13 I l
During the year there was quite a fair range of seIling prices fat
English millable wheat, figures ranging from below 5s. cwt. to 6s. cwt.
The selling prices of individual consignments would vary much more
widely.
The payments to growers and costs of administration had to be
met from payments by millers and flour importers in respect of flour
produced in this country or imported and consumed in Britain.
The millers' quota payments are calculated in advance but may be
adjusted from time to time to maintain a reasonable balance in the
Wheat Fund. The final figures obtained (for 1934-5) wereQuota payments by millers and flour importers
Less repayments to exporters of flour

£7,25 2,83 1 10 7
287,138 6 :1.

£6,9 65,693 4 6
There was a surplus in the Fund at August I, 1934, of £17°,418 I2. 10
and this was increased at July 31, 1935, to
2.87,786 15 5
an increase of. .
117,368 2 7
The rates of quota payment, as adjusted during 1934-5 werefrom August I, 1934: 21·6d. per cwt., or 4S. 6d. per sack of 280 lb.
from August 12, 1934; 19'2d. per ewt. or 4S. per saek of 280 lb.
and from March 17, 1935: 2l' 6d. per cwt., or 4s. 6d. per sack of 2.80 lb.
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The method of calculation of quota payments in advance is illustrated
as follows:The Quota payment in shillings is equal to the anticipated supply of
millable wheat in cwt. multiplied by the estimated price deficit in shillings
and divided by the anticipated supply of flour in cwt.

To commence the 1934-5 year this was--ll- )
29,000,000 (ewt_) )< 5 (shillings)
Quota payment (sh1 mgs = -----:------_;::..
81,800,000

cwt.

= 21' 24d. per cwt.

The quota was accordingly fixed at 21' Gd, per cwt. to give a margin
of safety and to produce a workable figure of 48. Gd. per sack of .2.80 lb.
The returns for 1933-4 showed rather better prospects so that the
quota was reduced on August 12, 1934 to 19·2d. per cwt. or 4s. per
sack. By January 1935 1t appeared the anticipated wheat supply
would run to ]2,000,000 cwt. and the anticipated flour supply to
84,375,000 cwt., which would correspond to a quota payment of
22' 75d. per cwt. The quota payment was raised on March 17, 1935,
to 21' 6d. per cwt. or 4S' 6d. per sack and, as shown above, the final
results of the year 1934-5 justified the cautious policy of not increasing
unduly the quota payment.

Further Arrangements within the Scheme
The Agriculture Act of 1937, Section 13 (I) extended the quantity
of millable wheat sales for deficiency payments from 27,000,000 cwt.
to 36,000,000 cwt. as from August I, 1937. Part II of the same Act
gave growers the option of accepting a subsidy on oats and barley
on an acreage basis as an alternative to the receipt of deficiency
payments on the wheat grown on any particular farm as from
August r, 1937. So, from this date, wheat grown on certain farms
would cease to rank for deficiency payments, even though sold
for millable purposes, where the oats and barley subsidy had been
accepted.
The problem soon arose as to the definition of "millable wheat."
The Minister produced the Wheat (Definition of Millable Wheat)
Regulations, 1932, which defined millable wheat as"Wheat which is sweet and in fair merch<mtable condition, commercially clean as regards admixture and tailings and commercially free
from heated or mouldy grains of objectionable taint and capable of
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being manufactured into a sound and sweet flour fit for human Consumption having regard to the customary methods employed in the
milling industry for cleaning and conditioning wheat."

The Commission had to make by-laws for the form of wheat
certificates. Until November 29, 1932, it was decided that applications
for the issue of a certificate of sale as millable wheat should be made
within eight days after the date of dispatch of the wheat to the person
named in the certificate. From November 29, 1932, the time was
extended to 15 days. The certificate had to contain a statement that
the wheat was harvested in the current cereal year.
Statistical Retums under t1w Scheme

The general results of the working of the Wheat Scheme indicate
there has been sufficient incentive to growers to encourage extension
of wheat acreage and output. On the other hand, the operation of the
quota of 27,000,000 cwt. placed a limit to the extent to which subsidies
would be payable ,and thus afforded some measure of protection for
the consuming public. The operation of the scheme did not interfere
seriously with world wheat markets and, from the nature of the scheme,
fluctuations in world prices were reflected in the competitive prices
obtained for British wheat on the home market.
The intention of the scheme was to stabilise British prices at
somewhere about the level of lOS. per cwt. at the expense of consumers,
but only on the basis of a reasonable home-grown wheat output.
Until the latter part of 1935 a very considerable degree of stability
was obtained and the standard price was in the region of 4S. to 5S.
per cwt. above the actual average price realised. It must be admitted
that, at this period, the pUblic paid a high price (45. to 45. Gd. per sack)
to secure this end. By 1935 the effect of extending acreage was being
felt and this was made mOre pronounced by a general rising price
tendency in world supplies. The grower, perhaps not appreciating to
the full the combined effects of increased output and rising prices,
Was tempted to grumble at the rapidly faIling deficiency payments he
received. The restrictive effect of the quota actually represented
much smaller price changes to the grower than the effect of world
price movements. The figures in Table 17, on pages 222 and 223, show
the returns from 1932 to 1938.
The influence of world price change is shown by the variations
in ascertained average prices realised at the farm, and the effect of the
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quota restriction by the difference between sections 7 and 8. These
points stand out more clearly in the following extracts,

Average Price
per cwt.

Price Plu,
Deficiency
Payment{cwt,

(a)

(b)

As.certained

Year

s.

d.

193 2 -3

5 4'4 6

1933-4
19}4-5

4 7' 6 3
4 !D' 873
5 9'25 1

1935-6
1\)36-7

1937-8
193 8-9

8
8

s. d.
9 II·p.
9 II '48

9'9 2

9 11'473
9 II'407
9 11'45

4'39

9

4 6'786

I I ' 39

9 II' 52 7

Price Plus
Adjusted

nefiriencv

PaYlllenllcwt.
(c)

s.

d.

9 9'7 1
9 5' 93
g 7' 41.3
9 I' 491
9 1 I' 45
9 11' 39
9 7' 346

Difference
between
(b) ond (e)

d.

1,61
5'55
16'05
9'9 16

Nil
Nil
4' 181

The general advance of world prices reduced deficiency payments
in 1936-7 and 1937~8 with a consequent reduction in the millers'
quota payment, which was suspended at one period, Production over
and above the wheat quota was most marked in 1934-5, when de~
ficiency payments becallJe very attractive. With rising market prices
and lower anticipated deficiency payments~ the attraction proved less
although prices were still stabilised within the quota in the region of
lOS. per cwt. The effect of these factors was that farmers pressed for
a higher quota figure to obtain additional deficiency payments to
cover increased acreage. The Government accepted the demands in
the Agriculture Act of 1937 by raising the quota to 36,000,000 cwt.,
but offset this with alternative attractions of acreage subsidies on barley
and oats. The Act removed to a considerable extent the restrictions
on the growing of wheat on unsuitable land. With the collapse of
world prices in 193~, deficiency payments became attractive in
spite of the enlarged quota,

Flour Utilisation
The Government realised the difficulty in compelling the use of a
given percentage of home~grown millable wheat in al1 flour issued by
millers and importers. The better method of approach was to leave
the purchase of home-grown wheat to the competitive market, relying
on powers to compel millers to buy up any unsold !Surplus within
121 per cent of the quota at the end of each cereal year. Millers have
generally absorbed the millable wheat offered, so that no serious need
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for the purchase of unsold surplus has arisen. Returns of flour
available are as follows 1 ; Pt'riOll

-June 19-JU\Y 31, '9P
1932-3
1933-4
193.f-5

1935-6
1931)-7

. Totall'lour

Home-milled Flour

Imported Fluur

cwt.

cwt.
\)15, 06 9
8,47 1 ,5 15
10,655,279
8,05 8 ,87 8

cw!.
7,9°),87 8
S·P7 1 ,43 8
84,89 8,27"82,7 24,782

2,461,81)

84,55 1,8)8

8,334.439

82,935,220

6,9 88, 80 9
75,699,9 2 3
7.1> 2 4 2 ,993
74,665,9°4
76 ,09 0, 02 5
74,600,7 8r

Flour output does not, of course, find its way entirely to bread.
The final Report of tlte Board of Trade on the Census of Production2
contained an estimate of flour utilisation based on returns from 1924
and worked out the allocation on the 85,200,000 cwt. of flour for the
United Kingdom given in the 1930 Census of Production.
For bread baking ..
For cakes, pastries, etc.
For biscuit, for human consumption
For otht!f purposes
For all purposes ..

cw!.

Percentage

43,600,000
5,300,000
2,300,000
34,000,000

51
3
40

85,200,000

100

6

The figures may not be directly applicable to :flour returns
subsequently obtained under the Wheat Scheme, but they indicate
tendencies. The stronger imported wheats largely find their way into
the 57 per cent utilised by bakers and confectioners and British wheat
forms a larger proportion of the flour used for other purposes.
Flour output has been remarkably constant throughout the scheme.
There were falls in output in 1934-5 and 1936-'7, but these cannot be
explained in terms of price effects on consumption for, in the earlier
year, flour prices were normal. In 1936-7 there was a general world
price increase, but the flour output figure did not fall to 1934-5 levels.
Probably the supply of flour for bakers and confectioners remained,
constant throughout the period in spite of price variations, confirming
the general view that bread demand is very inelastic. Variation in
flour consumption was mainly due to changed exports, and to use for
1

Report of Wheat Commission, .p. 66.

• Part III, pp. 38-9.
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industrial and other purposes. The quota realisation from flour used
for all purposes in the United Kingdom is:Average Quota Payment received
Total Amount of
Quota Pdymcnts
received

Period

June [9, 193 2 ,

to

July 31, [933

(93)-4
1934-5
1935-6
193 6- 7
1937-8
193 8-9

Per cwt. of Flour

Per Sack of Flour
(28alb.)

{,

d.

s.

4,7 8r ,890
7,16),428
6,962,886
5,897,73 8
1,433,771
1,705,600
9,222,500

n'4
20'3
20'2
16'7
4' r
5'73
26'35

2

7

4
4
3

2!

d.

2{

s!

OlD}

1
5

2}
5t

Meal and Provender
Wheat meal (either alone or mixed with other substances not being
flour) is regarded as "flour" within the meaning of the Act, and so
ranks for quota payments, unless the meal is proved to have been
delivered for animal feeding without further manufacture. The quantities of meal involved are indicated in the following analysis:Meal not sub jec! to
Quota Payment

Period

Meal (included as
cwt.

cwt.

193 2-3
1933-4
1934-5
1935-6
193 6-'7

63,II7
I7 8,3 0 5
881,9°0
695,640
40 9,3 66

96 5,24°
1,820,080
9,745,800
9,3 2 9,140
4,15°,000

Flour)

In the first two years the "meal" was probably wheat meal only,
but later a considerable amount of mixed meal containing less than
20 per cent of wheat meal would increase the non-quota meal returns.
Wheat prices would have a bearing on the quantity of wheat meal
available for animal feeding. In 1934-5 and 1935-6 when wheat was
low-priced in relation to other feeding stuffs there was a tendency for
greater utilisation of wheat meal for animal feeding. Later, wheat
prices soared above figures acceptable for animal feeding. From 1932
to 1934 few purchasers realised that animal feed could legally be prepared from wheat sold for mill able purposes.
p
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To millers grinding no flour other than meal and proving that the
whole of the meal, without further manufacture, will be used for
animal or poultry food, the Commission is empowered to offer a
"Provender Millers' Certificate," issued annually, and exempting the
millers from quota payments on the meal as flour. During the cereal
year 1936-7 about 1,660 provender certificates were in use involving
about 3,650,000 cwt. of non-quota meal.

Authorised Merchants
Authorised merchants are empowered to issue wheat certificates
on sales of millable wheat subject to the conditions of the certificate.
The numbers of merchants at the end of each cereal year were2,'2,76
2,293
2,3 02
2,297
2,255

1934
1935
193 6
1937

193 8

About 400 are millers, the rest mainly corn merchants.
The Commission's Estimates

The Wheat Commission, at the commencement of a cereal year,
must estimate the supplies of wheat and flour likely to be anticipated
as, on these figures, quota payments on flour are determined. During
the course of the year, advances are made from time to time to growers,
having regard to prohab~ deficiency payments and the ratio of supplies
to the quota. These estimates are of the utmost importance to the
stnb1lity of the scheme. Initial estimates have proved satisfactory as a
working basis throughout the period as indicated below:Pedod

19j~-3

1933-4
1934-,5

1935-6
193 6 -'7
1937-8
193 8'"9

Antici~ated

Wheat upply
twt.
19,800,000
29,000,000

32,000,000
:.1 0,4 00,000
:1.5,75 0 ,000
1.5,000,000
34,33°,°°0

Actna! Wheat
Supply
cw!.
20,400,000
2.9,57°,000
35,9 20,000
33,65 0,000
2.3,7 13,000
24,4 17,000
36,700,000

Antic~a!ed

Flour upply

Actual Flour
Supply

twt.

cwt.

90,000,000

92,°75,3 16

83,600,000
84,375,000
83,000,000
84,000,000
71,220,000
82,500,000

84,898,272.
8:1.,724,782
84,55 1,83 8
8:1.,\)35,2.20
82,750,000
84,000,000
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Any wide deviation between anticipated and actual supplies means
revision of flour quota payments during the cereal year or a lack of
balance in the wheat fund. The Commission, as a matter of policy
(Section 5(2) (c) of the Act), has made a practice of giving advance
payments to growers during the cereal year, but only one advance
payment is made in respect of each valid wheat certificate credited to
a grower's account. Payments are made from the accumulated Wheat
Fund and the amounts paid give some indication of the periods of
heavy sale of horne-grown wheat.
Ceren! Year

Amount Paid in
Adval).l:es

Dates of Advance
Payments

Rato of Advance Payment
over the Cereal Year

[.

I93 2-3

19J4-5

1934-5

1935-6

December 12, I932
March
25, I933
May
27, 1933

1,283,681
84 6,859
47 0 ,000

(13s. 6d. per quarter)

December
February
April
July

1933
1934
1934
1934

1, 28 7,3° 1
1, 21 5,05 8
l,or6,897
601,630

3s. per C'iv t.
(I36. 6d. per quarter)

December I, 1934
February 23, 1935
April
:27,1935
July
13, 1935

1, 68 4,54 8
1,474,045
1,154,665
828,710

35. per cwt.
(138. Ild. per quarter)

November
February
April
July

25,
17,
:28,
14,

30,
:%l,
25,
Il,

3S. per cwt.

1,587,016

1935
1936
193 6
1936

I,2.]8,!24

25.

9d. per cwt.

957,15263 1,397

(12S. 4id. per quarter)

8d. per cwt.
(3 s. pel" quarter)

193 6-'7

March 18, 1937, only

559,548

1937-8

February 24, 193 8
June
17, 193 8

4 81 ,700
2.43,4°0

3d. per cwt.

(3B. pel" quarter)
"

I93 8-9

November 17,
January
Jl,
March
:21,
May
IS,
July
13,

193 8
1939
1939

1939
1939

}

3,47:2,000
1,44 8,7°0
1,11),350
81 7,700

48. per cwt.
(I8s. per quarter)

The third column shows that with advances of 3S' per cwt. there
was sufficient incentive to growers to spread sales and take full

22&
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advantage of the market. The years 1933-4 and 1934-5 indicate quite
a reasonable spread. In 1935-6, the slight reduction in payments
consequent on rising world prices induced growers to sell early
and so qualify for advances rather than hold stocks in the hope of
realising higher market prices. The growers' policy was really shortsighted but natural.
The stability of the Wheat Scheme is assured unless the wheat
quota expands and higher market prices rule with less likelihood of
advances to growers or appreciable levies on millers. The risk lies in
raising the standard price or restricting imports in a ruthless fashion.
Any such step would merely encourage additional wheat growing on
less suitable lund with reduced efficiency of production.
D~fficulties

arising under the Scheme

Though the Wheat Scheme has been remarkably free from serious
difficulties, there was doubt at an early stage regarding the provision
that meal would be exempted from quota payment if used for animal
or poultry feeding "without further manufacture." The Commission
decided that kibbled, crushed, rolled, flaked, or ground wheat,
representing the whole wheat grain, could be offered alone or mixed
with substances (not flour) and delivered without further manufacture
for animal or poultry food, free of quota payment. Feeding cakes and
pellets made from such substances were regarded as manufactured
and ranked for quota payments, but only where the miller himself
prepared the cakes, etc., and not where he sold the crushed grain to
others for manufacture.
Definition of wheat offals, which are exempt from quota payment,
proved difficult. The Act defined "flour" as excluding substances
separated in the milling as wheat offals, and the definition of wheat
offals was "the residual products Which) in the process of milling, are
extracted therefrom as germ or for animal or poultry food." The
Commission allowed not more than 7~' per cent of milled wheat
(excluding offals) in mixtures exempted from the flour quota. Thus
the identification of wheat offals in mixtures became important.
A more serious position arose in connection with imports. Prior to
the Wheat Act, German millers had to include 97 per cent of native
wheat in their flour, hut were permitted to reduce the quota to 70 per
cent by using "exchange wheat" i.e. imported wheat against which a
corresponding quantity of German wheat had been ~ported. From
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August I, 1932, German millers could export German wheat, meal or
flour as a set~o.ff against imported wheat. Imported wheat, obtained
on this exchange basis, was admitted to Germany either duty-free or
on greatly reduced customs duties. The result was that German wheat
and wheat products exported to the United Kingdom increased to
about 5,000,000 cwt. per year. Offals not covered by this exchange
arrangement declined in quantity. A finer type of wheat offals, capable
of being classed in Germany as "wheatmeal" and in dIe United
Kingdom as "sharps and middlings" became common. In Gelmany
wheat meal was defined as having an ash content of not more than
3 per cent of the dry matter. From April 1934, the German Government
restricted "flour" to an ash content of o' 7 per cent of the dry matter
for export bounty, and from that date imports of "middlings" from
Germany sharply declined and were replaced by imports of "flour."
About the same time, Italian milling products described as "farine"
arrived and these were prepared from wheat imported into Italy for
the purposes of re-export only. The ash content of farine was
limited to o· 7 per cent of the dry m~tter, but a lower grade product
"Fal'inette" had a permissible ash content up to 2' 87 per cent. In
this country the products arrived as flour and middlings respectively.
The Wheat Commission found that many of the imported offals
were in fact flour, in accordance with the Wheat Act, and a special
technical committee was set up to define more accurately the composition of ofl'als. The Commission issued a Memorandum on the
findings, a further one on the chemical aspect of the subject and
under By-Law 20 arranged arbitrations on the basis of these memoranda. The chemists' report was that not more than 15 per cent of fine
material, passing through a No. 12 silk sieve, should be allowed
for a meal exempted from flour quota payment. This figure was
considered to cover the
per cent tolerance allowed in Section
20(2) (b) of the Act and the additional 7i per cent capable of extraction
in the laboratory, but not in the normal commercial milling process
of sieving. In the case of wheat semolina,
per cent of fine matter
passing through a No. 10 silk sieve was allowed. The Commission,
as an arbitration basis, decided to allow not more than 20 per cent of
fine material passing a No. 12 silk sieve for non-quota paying meal.
The definitions of flour and wheat ofr'als were challenged by Messrs.
R. & W. Paul, Ltd. (wheat importers), in the High Court in Match
1934. The case was that. arbitrations under By~Law 20 were ultra

7t

7t
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vires, their decisions null and void, that re-payment of the quota on
certain consignments "of German "middlings" should be made and no
payments made on account of other similar consignments. The High
Court ruled that the arbitrations were ultra vires and found in favour
of the plaintiff in respect of 12 of the IS consignments.
The Court of Appeal on January 18, 1935, decided, however, that
By-Law 20 was operative in respect of arbitrations, but was ultra
vires in defining what was "flour," for the substance might be outside
the scope of the quota payment provisions of the Act. The Court,
however, gave judgment in favour of the Commission on the consignments of German middlings. An appeal was made by Messrs. Paul to
the House of Lords and judgment was given on July 22, 1936. This
was that By-Law 20 was ultra vires for setting up arbitration, as it
excluded the Arbitration Act of 1889, and the Commission's interpretations of the definition of flour and offals were rejected.
Thus no limit was placed on the flour content of offals produced
in the course of milling, not subsequently mixed with flour, and
intended for animal or poultry food. Fortunately, the international
situation resulted in the disappearance of the finer German and Italian
"middlings" from tlle United Kingdom market, but the Commission
appointed an expert committee to go into the matter. The various
claims arising from the House of Lords' decision were met by the
Commission paying £27,912 as refund to millers and importers and
by loss of £8,578 to the Commission on account of consignments.

The Results of the Scheme
The effect on wheat acreage, yield, and wheat imports, as compared
with uncontrolled pre-scheme conditions, is shown in table opposite.
During the five years 1910-14, the average wheat area in Great
Britain and Northern Ireland was 1,861,000 acres and the wheat yield
32,200,000 cwt. The Wheat Scheme was intended to restore the
position to the pre-war level. Variations in acreage and yield are not
entirely seasonal and, during the period of the Scheme, have responded
to attractive deficiency payments. The acreage in 1931 (before the
Scheme) was the lowest ever recorded and the Scheme was not
operating in time to affect the 1932 crop sown in the autumn of 1931.
The largest crop recorded was in 1921, with 40,639,000 cwt. from
2,049,000 acres with an average yield of 19'9 cwt. per acre. The high
yield per acre of 1934 approached near to the 1921 record. Adverse
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seasons have chiefly accounted for the falling off in acreage and yield
since 1934 and now there is the competition of the rival barley and
oats subsidy. The Scheme appears to have restored about the pre-war
acreage for wheat, but merely checked the reduction in oats and
barley. Trends towards increased output of home-grown wheat and
reduced imports of wheat and flour have probably not reduced the
consumption of wheat grain and wheat products. High price rises

Year

192,:1.
19 23
19 2 4
19 25
19 20
19 27
19 28
19 29
1930
193 1
193 2
1933
1934
1935
193 6
1937

Wheat
Acreage
in United
Kingdom

Average

Yield
per
Acre

Estimated

Tot.l
Production in
United
Kingdmll

Wheat
Imports into

United
Kingdom

Flour and
Meal lmports
into United
Wngdolll

Tutai Wbeat
and Flour
retained for
consumption

(as Wheat)

Acres

cwt,

ewt,

cwt~

cwt,

ewt,

:1.,039,000
1,800,000
1,599,000
1,552,000
1,652,000
1,708,000
1,459,000
1,3 85,°00
1,405,000
1,250,000
1,343,000
r,745,000
1,866,000
1,882,000
1,805,000
1,836,000

17' I
17,6
17'7
18'3
16'5
17'5

34,953,000
3 1,834,000
28,3 27,000
28,356,000
27,}15,000
29,872,000
26,657,000
26,662,000
:n,638,00D
20,247,000
23,J5 6,000
:33,449,°00
37,3 67,000
35,053,000
29, 61 5,000
3°,194,°00

96,380,000
lQO,467,000
II7,41.0,000
96 ,854,000
96,25 6 ,000
IIo,43°,OOO
103,577,000
III,769,000
104,775,000
119,419,000
105,637,000
112,375,000
102,625,000
101,226,000
100,772,000
9 6,859,000

13,475,000
1I,718,000
II,04[i,OOO
9,113,000

147, IIO,OOO
142,140,000
150,840,000
126,120,000
13 I,970,000
149,040,000
135,5 80,°00
144,8ro,000
136,670,000
148,080,000
13::!,9 80,ooo
154,460 ,°00
147,970,000
14),°50,000
137,880,000
134,9 17,°00

IS'3
19'3
r6·r
16'2

I7'4
19'2
20'0
18,6
16'4
16'4

10,66J,OOO

10,901,000
8,91.7,°00
9,7 0 3,000
lI,7 l8 ,000
10,747,000
8,53 0,000
9,843,000
9.447,000
7,9 81 ,°00
8.1 67,000
8,540,000

in 1936-7, due to reduced stocks abroad, had little apparent effect on
the quantity of flour used for human consumption in the United
Kingdom, whilst the drop in 1935 onwards affected chiefly meal and
offaJs for animal and poultry feeding.
Contrary to the expectations of millers, the percentage of the home
to the total supply rose from 13' 12. in 19.31-2 to 24' 32 in 1934-5.
The latter figure was exceptional, but the Scheme has stabilised the
home crop in the region of 20 per cent of total supplies. The Scheme
has worked smoothly without any compulsory quota of native wheat
in flour or severe tariff' wall against imported supplies.
On the other hand, the Scheme raised the price of bread to consumers to 9d. per 4-1b. loaf. The tax on bread (i.e. the millers' quota
paytnents) rose to £7,180,764 in 1933-4, and though this has sub-
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sequentiy fallen year by year, the reason was that world wheat prices
rose continuously until 1938. The consumer obtained little visible
advantage, but WiIh the fall of world prices in 1938-9, bread prices
again rose. Political(y) this tax on bread docs not appear in the National
Accounts in the Budget statement and so is largely concealed from the
public.
There was probably full justification for public subsidy of wheat
growers when world prices were extremely low, but it is very doubtful
whether the extension of the basic quota to 36,000,000 cwt., just
when world prices were soaring, was wise policy. On the other
hand, the Scheme works on the sound principle that when wheat
prices rise, the levy automatically falls, and so smooths out the effect
on consumers. The soundness of the principle is likely to fail, however,
if the Government, from time to time, adjusts basic quotas and
standard prices in order to conciliate growers, whose main objection'
is that higher realised market prices for wheat mean less subsidy.
The better approach in the case of an essential food of the pOOl' is
from the cost of living angle. Bread prices per 4-lb. loaf averaged-

193 1-

2

193 1'-3
I933-4

1934-5
1935-6 ..
193 6-7 .,

With every Marketing Scheme showing similar advances, cost of
living must advance and purchasing power fall. This must lead to
increased industrial wages, further increased costs of industrial
production and a reduction in the value of money to the disadvantage
of growers as well as the industrial classes.
The Wheat (Amendment) Act, 1939

Following the House of Lords' decision, special committees set to
work to consider amendment of the Scheme to meet the new situation
and to cover various other minor difficulties. A number of proposals
were made for amendment of the Wheat Act and these were, in the
main, accepted in the Wheat (Amendment) Act issued on July 13,
1939. The principal amendments included in this Act are as follows:I. "A Standard Price" Fixing Committee shall meet in 1939 and
each succeeding third year.
2. Wheat purchased before threshing shall entitle the producer to
the grower's deficiency payments.
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4. Definitions are amended and "wheat by-products" defined as
having an ash content exceeding 2'7 per cent. Where it is possible
to separate a part with an ash content of less than 2 per cent and the
wheat content of this separate part represents more than 30 per cent
of the total wheat content of the whole sample, such a sample will
not be accepted as "offals."
6. Quota payments are regulated on different types of flour used
for feeding livestock.
The Committee had suggested a series of values for such types of
flour varying from full quota payment on samples not exceeding
2 per cent ash content up to one-eighth quota payment on samples
between 2·6 and 2' 7 per cent ash content. The Government did not,
however, include this detailed scale in the Amendment Act.
7. Quota payments are not required on certain defined preparations
of wheat used for provender.
8. This covers quota payments on meal purchased or imported
for livestock feeding, but where part of the meal has been used or
extracted for other purposes as Rour.
9. This section allows the adjustment of quota payments in cases
arising under Section 8, so that the two sections together overcome
the difficulties which led to the House of Lords' decision.
10. Powers are taken to regulate, by Order, quota liabilities on
wheat by-products of different compositions.
II. Quota payments on cereal breakfast foods are controlled on
the basis of the declared composition of the foods.
12. Arrangements are made to assess payments on imported goods
containing more than 10 per cent of wheat but not being milled
wheaten substances.,
13. Repayments are authorised on goods exported or shipped as
stores where quota payments have been made.
14· From August I, 1939, the Minister shall prescribe annually
the standard amount of quota required, having regard to the anticipated
supply of home-grown millable wheat, the estimated average price
for millable wheat and the estimated retained imports of wheat and
flour. The standard amount is subject to amendment during the year.
15. Quota payments may be suspended where the Wheat Fund is
adequate to meet payments to growers, or if the price of mill able
wheat exceeds the standard price.
16. This covers the references of dispute to arbitration.
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Tbe remaining sections extend the powers of the Commission to
make by-laws and to introduce consequential amendments. Certain
administrative details are also included.

Jr'artime Position
At the outbreak of war in 1939 the Government decided that
the Wheat Scheme and the V;'heat Commission should continue in
operation in the cereal year 1939-40. The Standard Price Committee
had met and had recommended that the standard price of lOS. per
cwt. or 45s. per quarter should continue. On the other hand, war
conditions will probably lead to price revision for the year 1940-1.
The Agriculture (Miscellaneous War Provisions) Bill, dated
January 24, 1940, asks for powers to replace the Wheat Commission
by an Executive of five members of the Commission and for the
amendment of the ·Wheat Act to meet wartime requirements as they
arise. Thus even the \Vlreat Commission is likely to be suspended
under wartime control.
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THE MARKETING OF PIGS AND BACON
THE GENERAL PROBLEM
THE pig market in the United Kingdom has always been speculative
and susceptible to a large number of factors. It is not surprising that
attempts to control on a national scale one section of such a market
should be doomed to failure.
About 1830 Great Britain was an exporter of pig meat, but from
1840 became an importer. As the United Kingdom developed in
industry there was a greater demand for foodstuff's and this particular
period coincided with the development of an export trade in bacon,
hams and salt pork from America. The United States held almost a
monopoly of the export of these products to the British market until
about 1883, when Denmark came seriously into the world market.
By 1914 Great Britain was importing nearly 8i million cwt. of
pig products, the United States and Denmark each contributing over
40 per cent of the bacon and hams and Holland over 90 per cent of
the fresh pork. Since that period other countries have become more
serious rivals. The Irish Free State only became an exporting country
ro the United Kingdom after 1922, and in considering statistics over
a number of years this fact must be borne in mind.
The pig is naturally prolific and probably the average litter throughout the country will be about eight pigs per sow. Normally there are
two litters per year and it is quite possible to rear litters to a commercial utilisation stage in roughly six months. Consequently the pig
population may be varied enormously at short notice. Annual returns
of the pig population of Great Britain on June 4th of each year show
less variation than would be expected, but they take no account of the
seasonal variation throughout the year:19 1I
19 12
19 13
19 14
19 15
19 16
19 17

2,822,154
2,655,797
2,233,899
2,634,249
2,579, 269
2,3 1 4,33 1
2,°5 1 ,486

19 18
19 19
19 20
19 21
1922
1923
1924

1, 825,073
1,93 6 ,373
2,122,483
2,65 0 ,9 64
2,449,820
2,797,633
3,427,166
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19 25
19 26
19 27
19 28
19 2 9
193 0
193 1

2,79 8,576
2,345,43 1
2,888, 127
3,166,547
2,5 08 ,760
2,453,5 10
2,945,2II

193 2
1933
1934
1935
193 6
1937
193 8

3,349,883
3,23 6,176
3,5 26 ,437
4,073,5 86
4,040,176
3,882,59 1
3,8 21 ,64 1

A second difficulty arises from alternative markets for pigs. There
is a broad division into bacon and pork pigs, but the division is by
no means as distinct as many people imagine. The larger specialist
curing factories produce bacon in the form of Wiltshire sides. It is
taken that specialist bacon production utilises approximately 80 per
cent of the Cal-case weight for bacon, and that the ideal pig is about
7 score 3 lb. dead weight. On the other hand, there is a considerable
business in this country in the Midland dry cure where a much larger
pig (up to 10 score dead weight) is desired. The Midland cure combines
the activities of the pork-butcher and the bacon-curer and the average
utilisation is as folIows:Per cent

Shoulder belly (cured) ..
Legs (sometimes cured) ..
Loins
Trimmings
Fat

35- 0
1-4':25
15'5
3

Remainder of carcase

n' 35
0'9

Loss in cutting
Total ..

to

100

These figures indicate that the proportion of the carcase used for
curing may vary from 35 per cent to nearly 60 per cent.
Again, the old type of farmer's dry cure utilised a distinctly heavy
pig. In general these non-Wiltshire types of cure are incidental to the
pork trade, and any attempt to regulate bacon production will be
complicated by the inclusion of non-Wiltshire curing. Even on the
question of grading, the pig considered of the highest value for Wiltshire cure is distinctly second-rate for the Midland cure.
There is now a much greater demand for lean small bacon and ham
and the falling demand for such products from heavier pigs is reflected
in reduced efficiency of utilisation in the pork market. In the 'pork
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market itself a similar change in public taste is indicated and the
type of pig now popular in the London market probably does not
exceed 90 lb. dead weight.
Any attempt at standardisation must prove extremely difficult.
From the producer's angle, conditions in the United Kingdom are
difficult, for there are many different breeds of pigs showing great
variation in rapidity of growth, development of fat and finishing
weights. Change in consumers' tastes covers not only a growing
demand for leaner bacon and pork, but a change in the type of cure
required in bacon and hams. In former days a hard dry cured bacon
or ham could be kept for a long period, but the demand is now for
a mild cured type, especially in bacon. Mild curing involves reduced
keeping quality, so that the curer must be in a position to supply
regular quantities of level quality. Modern taste has increased the
difficulties of the curer and of the trade with overseas countries.
Quality of pig products depends largely on the type of feeding.
In this country pig feeding has generally been regarded as a sideline
of ordinary farming, so that the pigs produced tended to vary in
quality according to the type of feeding practised. In overseas
countries where pig feeding has been a more specialised industry,
quality of pig meat has been determined to some extent by the dominant
types of foodstuffs available. In the United States, for example, the
main pig-feeding centres are in the maize-growing areas, where
between 30 and 40 per cent of the maize produced is marketed itl
the form of pigs. Maize feeding favours the production of soft fat
rather than flesh, and consequently United States pigs are generally
on the heavy side and fat. The American type of bacon meets a small
demand in the Midlands and North of England, but is too fat for
present English requirements, although American lard is increasingly
imported. Similarly in Germany, pig feeding (associated with potatoes)
tesults in heavy pigs. In Denmark, pigs are teared on separated milk
and barley as a basis of the ration, a form of feeding particularly suited
to the production of lean carcases of the type now in demand in the
United Kingdom. The lean type of pig is typical of areas where hard
grains are used for feeding.
In England itself no particular farm product or by-product can be
regarded as a basic food for pigs. Prepared feeding stuffs in great
variety are used to varying extents by different feeders. Variation of
feeding methods has an influence on the lack of standardised production
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in this country. The rival advantages of dry curing and tank curing
of bacon are still the subject of argument. DIY curing is claimed to
result in a better quality mticle realising a higher price, but the process
itself is more costly, requiring about 21 days as against 9 days for tank
curing. The higher quality branded bacon in this country has always
been dry cured. Yet practically the whole of the imported bacon is
now tank cured. Uneler the Bacon Marketing Scheme the tank cure
has been officially established in this country. .
Until quite recently no attempt had been made to standardise a
"commercial" as against a "pedigree" pig. In Denmark and other
neighbouring countries, the pig has been developed purely for
commercial purposes. Overseas countries have concentrated on the
production of bacon for the English market and the specialist
Wiltshire curers in this country have found great difficulty in competing in the absence of a standard commercial type of pig in Great
Britain.
On a perfectly free market there would be constant variation in
prices as between pork and bacon pigs according to the day-to-day
supply and demand, but where the bacon market alone is subject to
restriction and an attempt at price fixation, pork prices present even
greater variation. There is the further complication that the producer
can, to a large extent, determine whether a pig shall be finished for
pork or bacon. This, coupled with the producers' rooted objection
to a firm contract, renders a switch-over from bacon to pork pigs or
vice versa very easy and quick.
In attempts to control pig marketing, great importance has been
attached to the cost of feeding. Efficient pig feeding requires about
4 lb. of barley meal equivalent for the growth of one pound of pig.
Cost of feeding is therefore of considerable importance in the cost of
producing the finished pig. In the ordinary way a period of approximately 18 weeks of feeding (as opposed to rearing) is involved and
account has been taken of this fact in assessing average prices of
feeding stuffs for bacon pigs within British Marketing Schemes. As
pig food is mainly purchased, comparatively rapid changes of food
prices increase the speculative nature of pig feeding. Some idea of
general price changes in pigs for the bacon and pork markets is
obtained from the table on the opposite page.
Whilst there appears to be a cycle in pig prices over a number of
years there is liable to be 11 more disrnthing seasonal variation as is
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shown by two representative years before and during the operation
of the Pigs Marketing Scheme (see tables on page 240).
Prior to national control there was a tendency in this country to
FAT PIGS PER SCORE DEAD WEIGHT-ENGLAND
AND WALESl
Pork pjgs

Bacon Pjgs

19 11
1912.
19 13
19 14

1St Quality

2nd Quality

s. d.

s. d.
g 9!

9 6i10 51
l2. ok
11 :1i13 8i
17 7t
23 8!
.29 oi
30 3
35 3
24 3~
20 0
17 6
15 0
17 lot
19 6t
IS 10
14 rot
17 3
16 6
II 10
10 2

19 1 5

19 16
19 17
19 18
19 19
19 20
19 21
191.7.
19 2)
19.24
19.25
19 26
19 27
19 28
1929
193 0
193 1
193:l.
1933
1934
1935
193 6
1937

II

12
II

3
3

3
12 4
13 :l.

9 9
11

10
12
16
2:1
:18
30
33

3£5!

loi
6t
9
II
3

2i
oil;
17 IIi
15 8!

::1.1

13 4

16
17
14
13
15

3t

lIt

5
52II

IS 4
10 8
9 I
10 2
II 3
10 4
II 4
12 3

1St Quality

2nd Quality

s. d.

10 41;
10 Ilk
1.2 9
II II

14

18
.'1.4
29
)0
36
26
21
19

s.

II II
II

3i

3!

13 7

9t
7!

17
.23
:18
30
34
24
20
18

lot
6!
II
3
6t
9
41-

14

9
4!
6t
5
7t
6
6
0
4

Of

3
II

II
4
9
r6 3t
18 II
21 I
17 II!
16 2t
18 II
19 0
14 3

17
19
16
14
17
17
I)

II

7

10

I:l.

9
9
6
3
2

II

13
12
1J
14

d.

9 71
ro 3

12

I

6
8

6
12 2
I) 2

II

develop pig production rapidly at times of high prices and the result
was surplus production which immediately brought down prices to
unremunerative levels. It was hoped that control of the bacon section
of the industry might lead to stabilisation, but such has not been
the result, for producers, whilst still speculating on pig production, have either Rooded or starved the bacon market according as
1

Compiled from Agricultural Statistics for England and Wales.
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TYPICAL PRE-SCHEME EXAMPLES OF PIG PRICES, 19 2 91
l11Dtlt7.£v /hwage Prices per score dead weight i" England and 'Vales
Pork Pigs

Bacon Pigs

1St Quality
January ..
February ..
March
April
,
May
June
July
,
August
September
October ..
November
December

..
..
.

..

..

.

Average

..

"

2l1d Quality

s. d.
14 II
16 I

s. d.

s. d.

s.

4

17

IS

8
10

18
19

..

17

5

IS

"

.,

18

8

,

5

17 3
17 10
16 7
16 216 5

..

.

..

..

19
18

,.

.,

,

"

17
17
16
16
16

.

"

.,
"

"

'.

0
7

9
II

7

2

17
18
18

19 11
20 3
18 4
18 1
18 4
18 I

16
16

19 I
20 0
20 I I

17

II

18 I I

17 0

,.

..

17

IS

4

7

5
8

16 II
16 8

7
5

..

3

9
16 I I

7

"

9

d.

3
4

IS
IS
15
16

"

2nd Quality

13
14

..
..

..

1St Quality

II

:>

18

9
7

19

5

17

6

EXAMJ,JLE OF MONTHLY PRICE VARIATION OF PIGS
DURING SCHEME
Prices of Pigs pe, scor. dead ""ight ill England alld If/al.s during 1935
Bacon Pigs
1St Quality

January. ,
February •.

March
April

..
..
..

..
.. ..
"

..

.'

Average

.

..

..
..
..

1st Quality

2nd Quality

s.

s,

d.

s.

d.

s. d.

II

I

4

II

8

14
14

II

5

13
13
12

d.
2
12 10
12 6

5

13 I I
13 0

3
3

9

1
7

II

I

II

10

7

Q

10 10
10 4
10 3
10 0

II

0

10

I

II

3

10
10

6

9
9

7

II

7

3

II

..

10
10

4

9 4

12-

9
3

10
10
10
10

0

Q

11

9

9

10

I)

I

3
0

..

II

3

10 4

12

6

9

II

II

4
2

II
II

..,.

..

..

..
..
..
..
..

2nd QUality

12

II

"

May
June
.'
July
August
September
October •.
November
December

,

Pork Pigs

..

..
..
..
..

I

I:2.

1 Agricultur<ll Statistics of Englalld and Wales, 1929 and 1935.

Il II

12
II

3

7
9

6
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bacon pig prices stood high or low in comparison with pork pig
prices.
From the curer's point of view, some form of control of quantity
and quality seems essential. Costs of curing vary enormously with the
throughput of the factory and, as existing factory capacity in the
country is more than double the throughput obtained, most factories
are operating very uneconomically. With the necessary number of
factories working to capacity, curing costs would probably be halved.
During the Government's experiments under the Agricultural
Marketing Acts, price fixing has been regulated on different formulae
every year, but invariably without satisfaction. The whole scheme of
control was reorganised on the mOre popular Independent Commission
basis without contribution to price stabilisation. Less than threequarters of the number of pigs required for the operation of the
Scheme were secured on contract.
From the consumer's angle the attempted control of the pig market
has been far from satisfactory. There was no indication of a British
product as reliable as the Danish, and by the operation of voluntary
agreements with Denmark smaller supplies of Danish bacon were
admitted into the country at higher prices. It seems absurd that Denmark
should have had more money for a much smaller quantity 0/ bacon,
especially as the sacrifice on the part ofthe public did little towards securing
reliable and balanced supplies of British bacon.

World Production
Up to 1933 U.S.A. figures indicated about 60~ooo,ooo pigs~ but
the drought of 1934 and legislative measures to control production
reduced the U.S.A. figures to nearer 40,000,000. There is a large home
market and a specialised export market, particularly for lard. Germany
and other central European countries are likewise interested in fat
pigs (largely fed on potatoes) to supply pig meat and products therefrom for home consumption. At the other extreme, Denmark specialises
in lean bacon production, alongside its butter-making industry, and,
until the United Kingdom operated restricting agreements, practically
the only Danish bacon market was the United Kingdom.
Empire countries increased exports to the Home Country, Eire,
Canada and Australia supplying bacon, hams and other pig meat,
whilst New Zealand concentrated on frozen pork. The two following
tables show the available pig meat production figures.
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ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF PIG MEAT IN CERTAIN
COUNTRIESl
(Thousand eWE.)
Countries

1930

United Kingdomt
Canada .,
Australi4
New Zealand§
Unit~d StOtes ,.
.,
Germany
France]i .,
Poland
Denmark
..
Netherlands
Czechoslovakia ••
Belgium ••
Sweden'll

..
..
..

..

.. ..

Argentina~

..
..
..
..

193'

'93 z

1933

193{

1935

1936

_-- _-- --- --- --- ---

6,120
6,677
6,5 85 7, 81 9
1,08 3
1, 08 3
46 5
482
75,85 2 77,9 82
39,5 0 3 4 1,575
10,208 1I,9 06
8,795
8,779
8,3 0 9 10,063
5,881
7,65 8
4,777 5,004
2,878 3,234
686
944
630
549

1937'

7,181
8,140
7,03 0
8,174
7,294
8,53 8
7,253
8,017
8,4 19 7,7 86 7,4 88
8,39 8
1,140
1,090
1, 20 3
1,33 1
1,443
1,5 0 9
720
840
878
549
902
95 8
79,59 8 81,464 74,4 82 53,15 2 67,2.77 61,4 82.
3 8,779 39,9 01 44,7°5 4 2,854 44, 803 44,5 27
12,43 2 12,202 12,862 13,7 19 IJ,620 13,3 23
8,826
8,220 7,676 8,376
9,4 88 10,187
8,81 5 6,72.2
10,718
6,242
5,955
5,955
7,357 5,644 5,866 4,5 80
4,888
4,4II
-1,254 5,101
4,8:2.1
3,020 3,075
3,;1.23
3,5 21
3,19 2
**
1,IIl
889
1,05 2
1,191
1,292
906
0
61 4
1,260
1,400
1,578
95
1,535

'"

*.

-

ESTIMATED SUPPLIES OF PIG MEAT AVAILABLE FOR
CONSUMPTION IN CERTAIN COUNTRIES2
(Thousand CWt.)
Countries

1930

UnitedKingclomt
Canada •.
Australi4
New Zealand§ ..
United States ••
Germany
Francell
Czechoslovakia
Netherlands
Belgium
Denmark

..
..

..

..
..

..

..

193 1

193 2

1933

Includes edible offal, figures subject to revision.
:j: Year ended June 30th following that stated.
§ Year ended 31st March following that stated.
1

1935

I936

I937-

17,222 19,801 20,692 18,810 18,°3 6 18,192 18,)69 17,488 t
6,721
8,037
7,155
7, 61 5
6,39 0
6,054
6,190
6,694
I,OH
1,066
I,ll I
1,218
1,177
1,254
9 88
388
28 4
33234 1
3 60
36 3
333
389
7 6, 163 75,643 7 8,73"- 7 8,44 6 7 2,°9 8 55,259 63,5 80 63,570
39,693 4 2 ,3 0 5 39,547 40,49 6 45,258 43,7 I I 4 6 , 28 5 45,9 13
II,40 5 12,201 12, 62 3 12,388 12,93° 13,73 6 13,658 13.335
5,5 22- 4,810 4,554 5,359 5,°77 5,154
5,295
4,141
4,143
5,659
4,89 0
5,394
3,894
3,03 2
3,.5 63 3,248 3, 18 9 3,524 3,3 0 7 3,268
2,057
2-,5°2- 2,950 2,9 61 2,2.7 8 1,978 2.,°75 2,274

* Provisional.

t

I934-

--- --- --- --- --- ---

t

••

**

••

-.

**

II Unofficial estimates for 1930-2..
'll Factory production.
•• Not available.
tt Great Britain.

Imperial Economic Committee Report OIl Meat, 1937, p. 55.

2

Ibid., p. 56.
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From 1933 the production of pig meat for pork and bacon increased
considerably in the United Kingdom, but the increase is no indication
of the success of the Marketing Schemes. Canadian production
increased up to 1932, declined in 1933 and has since tended to increase
gradually in excess of home consumption requirements. Australia
shows a steady increase, keeping pace with growing home consumption, whilst New Zealand built up a successful pork export trade.
The most interesting case is Eire which, until 1923 was within the
United Kingdom. Subsequently, discriminating legislation reacted
against the Free State, but everything points to a growing and stable
trade between the two countries on all sides of the pig and bacon
industries. There were formerly great difficulties in securing regular
supplies but better organisation now exists.
In foreign countries there was a tendency for importing countries
to incrcrase consumption and for consumption in exporting countries
to decline. Thus Denmark, with decreasing bacon exports to the
United Kingdom, had to reduce output in spite of some increased
market in Germany. Sweden was more fortunate in having a general
European market and so showed little reduction in output. Poland
and Lithuania increased their bacon export trade with the United
Kingdom up to 1934, but later suffered from import restrictions of
the consuming country. The position of the principal exporting
countries is covered by the collected statistics given in Table 18.
FOREIGN SOURCES

Denmark
The bacon industry in Denmark is described in the Report of the
Saskatchewan Official Deputation in 1929. At that time Denmark
was supplying the United Kingdom with nearly two-thirds of its
bacon and ham imports-roughly 270,000 tons per year. The pig
population of Denmark was 3i millions, nearly equal to the human
population of the country, or one pig per 21 acres of cultivated land.
The pig industry of Denmark has always been closely related to the
butter industry and there were in the country about 25 pigs to every
10 cows. Up to 1880 Denmark followed arable cultivation with the
assistance of sheep, but as a result of tariff discrimination hy other
countries, concentrated on cattle and pigs. Milk was then sent to the
creameries where cream was separated for export butter and the
skim milk returned to the farms for pig production.
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FEEDING THE NATION

When overseas competition in the production of grain began to
be felt about 60 years ago, Danish farmers turned to animal husbandry.
They took advantage of cheap foreign grain, whereas in other
European countries farmers demanded protection against the introduction of cheap grain from America. Since that time Danish agriculture has increasingly specialised in animal husbandry based upon
an intensive cultivation of the soil and the importation of feeding
stufFs. Fodder, mango Ids and other roots are used to the greatest
advantage supplemented by imported cattle cake. The result of the
change of policy was that Denmark exported annually about 120,000
tons of butter, 200,000 tons of bacon and 8,000,000 great hundreds
of eggs.! Danish farms are mainly owner occupied, involving investments in buildings, livestock, implements and fertilisers amounting to
about £roo per acre. Farms between 75 and 100 acres represent the
maximum efficiency.
There were three important phases in the development of the
Danish bacon industry. First the adoption of scientific pig breeding;
secondly the great expansion of the dairy industry which yielded, as
by-products, skim milk, butter-milk and whey; and thirdly, the
introduction of co-operative bacon factories. Up to the year 1887 the
Danes produced pigs chiefly for the German market, but from that
time chiefly for the British market. Between r88r and 1885 about
287,°00 live pigs were exported annually to Germany. These were
of the heavy fat lard type characteristic of the Danish native breed and
of a type required in Germany. About r885, in order to stimulate
agricultural production in Germany, the German Government
imposed heavy duties on Danish live pigs and periodically prohibited
their importation.
The Danes realised that to save their pig industry they would
have to turn to the British market, and this meant a radical change
in the type of pig produced. In 1887, 1,218 members formed a cooperative association for the marketing and processing of bacon pigs,
and, in the first year, 24,000 pigs were delivered to dle factory. In
1916 this particular factory was completely rebuilt to a capacity of
3,000 pigs per week. Bacon factories require much heavier investments
than creamery plants, for they must provide facilities to carry stocks
owing to the lengthy curing process.
The general breed of pig is the Danish Landrace, which has been
1 Report of Saskatchewan Commission, 19"-7, p. 31.
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improved by crossing with imported Large Whites. By means of
pig-testing stations and general dissemination of scientific information
much has been done to improve the fertility and maturing powers of
the pig stock of the country. Farmers specialising in breeding have
their farms registered as breeding centres which become subject to
inspection by Government and bacon factory authorities. Progeny of
approved breeding pigs are sent to testing stations to qualify as
breeding pigs for the Herel Book, which is a guarantee of the "commercial" possibilities of the breeding stock not of the "pedigree."
There are about 190 breeding centres, 25 stocked with Large Whites
and the remainder with Landrace pigs. The testing stations require a
pig to reach a weight of 190 lb. in approximately 5 months, and for
every 1 lb. live weight increase the food require9 should average
3' 15 lb. of barley meal equivalent.
Pigs are weaned at about six weeks old and average 25S' each on
the market. Danish farms are generally small and the main supply
of pigs for bacon factories is derived from farms of less than 2st
acres, few Danish farms exceeding ISO acres. Pigs are nearly always
kept indoors and close attention is given to ventilation and drainage
in the construction of pigsties. The Danes appreciate that indoor pig
keeping increases the danger of tuberculosis and for this reason all
separated milk fed 10 pigs must be pasteurised before feeding. The
temperature of pigsties is maintained at about 60 0 F. and frequently
artificial heating is adopted in winter.
Particular attention has been given to feeding. Apparently ltd.
per gallon is paid for the pasteurised skim milk, which is 110t fed in
a sweet state. Wet feeding is the gent:ral rule, dry meals being placed
in the trough and covered with a mixture of separated milk and
water.
The following table gives some common fattening rations used:Sue of Pig (Live weight)

Fattening Ration
33 lb.

Separated milk per day
B~rley meal per day ..
Maize per day
Wheat per day
W~ter per day

....
..

..

..

..
..
..

3~

lb •

It "
-

-

60 lb.

120 lb.

IBalb.

4 lb.

6l lb.
2
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I

<Si lb.
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I
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On such rations pigs are ready for the bacon factories at between
five and six months old and disease is not prevalent.
Danish bacon is almost entirely produced for export, a fact which
simplifies the marketing problem. Factories where grading is undertaken are in direct contact with the ports and for all practical purposes
there is no alternative market. The Danes organised on a commodity
basis for buying and selling and the compulsory contract is an essential.
Whether a Commodity Association embraces the entire nation or
only a district, the contract agreement is made through a local association, on conditions as required by the central association. With
co-operative bacon factories the contract holds for 5, 7 or 10 years,
and the usual rule is to operate co-operative factories on a pooling
basis. Recently Denmark has concentrated on centralised selling of
bacon on the London market. Co-operative selling has thus become
almost compulsory through 51 of the 72 bacon factories. Pigs are
delivered by the farmers by road and are weighed at the factory subject
to a check by a State official.
Both co-operative and proprietary factories pay for pigs on the
basis of the market price of bacon in London with allowances to cover
working expenses, interest on capital and some margin of profit for the
factories. In addition to the basic price per score dead weight, there is
frequently a factory bonus of about 4d. per score for pigs between the
weights of 138 and ISO lb. dead weight and a bonus on profits at the
end of the year which, in 192.8, amounted to about 7S. per pig. On
the other hand, there is a deduction of IS. per score for pigs over 1661b.
and a deduction for pigs below 130 lb. Deductions for overweight
pigs are bigger than for underweight, the underweight deductions
being graded up to lOd. per score for weights between 100 and 130 lb.
The writer's impression in 1931 was that the Danish farmer
concentrated on the production of pigs for the optimum weight
rather than for finish. Feeding was conducted for reaching dead weights
between 140 and ISO lb. and an appreciable number of the pigs
received at the factory would not have been regarded by English
farmers as finished. There was less attention to finish than weight
accounting for the factories' level output oflean bacon and the farmers'
economy in the use of feeding stuffs. Pigs are passed through the
factory in approximately eight days and bacon for export is graded
very carefully according to size and quality) particularly with respect
to the amount of back fat.
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About 5 per cent of carcases are rejected for export purposes on
the grounds of disease, and in these cases there may be up to Is. 8el.
per score deducted from the farmer's price. In the case of totally
condemned cat'cases, the farmer suffers 33 per cent of the loss whilst
the factory bears the rest. The factory may, however, use the carcases
for the extraction of fat.
All export Danish bacon must bear the registered trade mark
Lur Brand. A Government inspector examines the carcases and the
offal of each pig and only first-class bacon from healthy animals (free
from tuberculosis) may be stamped with the above trade mark in red.
Only products bearing the red stamp may be exported. Second-class
bacon is stamped in blue and is confined to the home market for
local consumption. Where tuberculosis is found to be more developed,
the carcase is stamped in black and placed in the second grade. In this
case the farmer is penalised to the extent of IS. Sd. per score. Where
disease is founel in the bones or highly developed, the entire carease
is condemned.
Carcases in the factory are trimmed, cut into Wiltshire sides and
pickled in tanks for four to six days. They are then stored in draining
cellars for two to four days, sorted, baled and forwarded by rail to
the ports. The bacon is exported "green" and smoked where required
in England. On the average, Danish bacon reaches the retailer's
premises eighteen days after killing. Large-scale curing operations
result in an efficient factory throughput and full utilisation of ofI'als
which are stated to realise 10 per cent of the value of the dead-weight
pig. Largely as a result of this efficiency, the Danish farmer receives
about £75 for each £100 worth of Danish bacon sold to London.
With this satisfactory basis, the Danish farmer assures regularity
of supplies to an extent not yet achieved in any other country.
Reasons for the success of Denmark in the bacon industry are the
outcome of a sound educational system, a loyalty to co-operative
principles and a close study of requirements of the export market.
Sweden

Sweden has difficulties akin to those in England because Sweden
has an alternative pork market, whilst Denmark has not. Breeding
of store pigs is mainly in the hands of specialists, and the small pig
keepers purchase stores at six to eight weeks old from breeders.
Many farmers in Sweden breed their own pigs for fattening and claim
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to secure better results. Testing stations are conducted on similar
lines to those in Denmark. Housing is not so elaborate as in Denmark.
There is seldom any attempt to provide artificial heating in winter,
but it is common to warm the feeding water for mixing with meals.
A plentiful supply of straw litter removes to some extent the need
for elaborate floor construction. It is quite common for pigs to be
exercised in yards, and in summer sows are often run on an outdoor
system. The rations commonly used are more varied than in Denmark
and more approaching those used in England. The Swedish farmer
can either sell his pigs to pork butchers or to the bacon factories.
Normal weight of porkers is 132-154 lb. dead weight,but in certain
parts of the country there is a demand for heavier pigs. Farmers who
are members of a co-operative bacon factory, however, are under
contract to deliver all their pigs to the factory for a period of years.
Approximately 65 per cent of the export bacon is handled by the cooperative factories which between them supply 50 per cent of the
total bacon output. The killing weight for export bacon is 140-50 lb.
dead weight, and the prices per score in October 1929 were 1st Grade
I5S. 2id., 2nd Grade I5S. od., 3rd Grade I4S. 8d.
The co-operative bacon factories are now united in the Union of
Swedish Co-operative Bacon Factories. A special trade mark, the
Rune Brand, is adopted for disease-free sides of bacon. Factories buy
pigs at the rates prevailing in the local market where they meet
competition from the local pork trade. With this dual market, there
is frequently difficulty in obtaining regular supplies giving the
advantage to co-operative rather than to private factories in heavy
competition with the pork trade. By-products are utilised mainly for
export, but edible by-products are often marketed in attractive and wellmanaged retail shops in conjunction with the factories. Private factories
rely on the home market, but in the case of export bacon operate
through their own agencies in England. The co-operative factories of
the Swedish Unio11 sell entirely through a single London agent.

Other European Countries
Holland has alternative pork and bacon markets supplied by
smallholders, seldom occupying farms of more than 50 acres in extent.
Formerly payment was made on dead weight, but farmers now
prefer to be paid on live weight through the open markets. Cooperative factories buy on the dead-weight basis, but attempts to
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establish weight grades have not been particularly successful. Most
factories are privately owned and one group handles about 500,000
pigs per year (nearly one-third of the meat exports of Holland). The
fixed contract system operates with co-operative factories, of which
there are four. The utilisation of offals in Holland has become a very
specialised industry and" includes the preparation of modern gland
chemicals such as insulin.
Supplies of pigs tend to be irregular, owing to the alternative pork
and bacon markets and to competition between factories. The local
demand for bacon is very small, so that bacon is prepared almost
entirely for export, mainly to England. Co-operative bacon is all
sold under one brand and serious attempts are being made to
standardise the expol"t bacon.
Poland considerably developed its bacon trade with the United
Kingdom during recent years. Polish bacon was inferior to Danish,
but secured a certain demand tending to keep down British prices.
The country had a fair number of large farms, well-managed and
up to date in scientific control. On the other hand, peasant farmers
lived under primitive conditions. Several large slaughterhouses and
bacon factories were built and prospects for bacon production
increased owing to the great expansion in dairying.
Estonia had a much better developed agricultural industry, selfsupporting in cereals and able to export potatoes, flour, meat, butter
and eggs. Large estates were being broken up following the Land
Reform Law of 1919, which nationalised the land. Land was then
offered on hereditary leases, but from 1925 land ownership and
compensation for dispossession of former estates were recognised.
Arable farming has given way to livestock production and there are
now about 400,000 pigs in the country. Particular attention has been
paid to export butter, and the tendency was to associate pig feeding
with separated milk.
Latyia improved its pig industry by the use of G~rman and Large
White breeds and through the Central Union of Agricultural Associations attempted to build up a trade in export bacon at Riga. Development was slow, but based on quality to meet the demands of the
English market. There are about 500,000 pigs in the country. In 1924
England was taking 83 per cent of Latvia's meat exports.
Germany. The principal requirement is pork for the home market.
About I926 Germany attempted to build up a quality bacon trade
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with England, and it was rumoured that a bacon trust with German
and British capital was preparing to operate a large-scale bacon plant.
At that time pigs for bacon were graded as in Denmark, but farmers
were paid in full on delivery on live weight. Factories paid great
attention to offal which found a ready sale in Germany. Export bacon
was handled by one English agent on the London market.
The German Landrace pigs are of good type, feeding and management generally being thorough, but the principal home market is for
heavy fat pigs. Fat pigs are classed as over 300 lb. live weight, fully
fleshed pigs in three cIasse; ranging from 160 to 300 lb. live weight
and fleshy pigs 120 to 160 lb. live weight. In 1927 there was a considerable network of co-operative organisations controlling livestock
sales, pig meat production and the like.
The advent of the totalitarian State practically removed Germany
from the list of exporting countries. The writer's impressions in 1937
were that the home market only was being fed by pork and offals
and that bacon production, having no appreciable home market, was
negligible.
United States

Although the pig market is organised on a gigantic scale, the
home market is the first consideration. At one time the U.S.A. was
the chief source of supply of foreign pig products to Great Britain,
which by 1927 received only 3,468,000 cwt. from U.S.A. compared with
5,119,000 cwt. from Denmark. American bacon exports fell much
below the Irish Free State figure, but exports of lard, hams, salt pork,
tinned goods and frozen pork increased considerably. On the whole,
the U.S.A. specialises on heavy and fat maize-fed pigs of rapidly
maturing type. Livestock markets adopt a complicated grading system
for pigs covering classes from I30 to 250 lb. live weight for the pork
market, and 160 to 2251b. live weight for bacon, with various classes
for the packing factories. Most pigs are sold by producers through
public livestock markets on commission. Of xecent years, increasing
numbers have been consigned direct to the packers.
Bacon factories are departments of the great meat-pacldng establishments dealing with all classes of livestock. One firm alone is reputed
to handle over 57,000 animals per day over the year. Working on
such a scale permits the utilisation of offals and the preparation of
pharmaceutical products such as insulin and pepsin. Whereas in the
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British Wiltshire bacon trade, about 80 per cent of the dead weight
of the pig is converted to bacon sides, in the U.S.A. less than 20 per
cent of the full side is used for bacon, loins, shoulders, barns, etc.,
being sold separately either fresh or cured. Thus bacon is purely
incidental to the pork and pig product activities of the packing firms,
and it is not surprising to find export bacon supplies irregular.
EMPIRE SOURCES

Eire
Eire is a very important source of live pigs, b<!con and pig products
to the United Kingdom, and supplies have been more regular and
reliable in recent years, owing to the increase in dairying for butter
and cream export and the consequent development of the bacon pig
industry on the basis of separated milk. There is still much difficulty,
however, in organising Irish producers for level and regular output.
In the Northern Counties of Eire there is a common practice of
slaughtering pigs on the farm and marketing the carcases to merchants
for the preparation of Irish rolled bacon, commonly sold in Scotland
and Northern England. The Midland and Southern Counties market
live bacon pigs and the larger producers make good use of separated
milk and home-grown barley and oats for the feeding of pigs. On the
other hand, there is still a considerable sale of live pigs from smallholders or cottages, and the writer has noticed in large markets that
the bulk of supplies are from the small men, each with a donkey
barrow and one pig-an unnecessarily expensive marketing transaction,
which makes it easy to understand why supplies tend to be irregular.
Where co-operative bacon factories and creameries are in close
proximity, conditions are better and there is some hope of pig supplies
on contract, although the open market still has its attractions to the
detriment of stabilised prices and grades. The Government of Eire
has made serious attempts to legislate for marketing control on
up-to-date lines, but the response is inclined to be leisurely. The
writer's impressions of the co-operative bacon factories are that
grading and curing were conscientiously performed, but supplies of
pigs were far from level in type and finish. Bacon from the right type
of pig is excellent, yet there seems to be little prospect of assuring
level supplies of lean bacon pigs.
About 75 per cent of the pigs reared in Eire are exported to the
United Kingdom (about, one-sixth to Northern Ireland; the rest to
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Great Britain). Roughly 60 per cent of the exports are live pigs or
fresh pork, although many of the live pigs are purchased by curers
in England for bacon. The best quality Irish Wiltshire-cut sides of
bacon realise higher prices on the London market than any competitors,
but uniform supplies are short. The Large White pig is gradually
becoming the standard throughout the country, thanks to stock
improvement schemes on a subsidy basis. Irish bacon is still mainly
dry cured, a somewhat lengthy and expensive process, and this factor
probably limits competition with Danish tank-cured supplies.

Canada
There are usually up to 5,000,000 pigs in Canada, chiefly in the
Eastern Provinces, b1..1t to a growing extent in the Prairie Provinces
where mixed farming is extending at the expense of wheat.
Pig products have been exported to the British market since 1870,
when r 50,000 cwt. were sent at a value of £342,000. Cold storage
developments in 1893 led to a large expansion in the export trade in
bacon and hams and at present Canada exports more hams to the
United Kingdom than any other part of the Empire and ranks second
to Eire as a source of Empire bacon. 1924-5 was the peak year with
I,I68,000 cwt. of pig products valued at £5,54°,000. Canada is now
developing a more important home market for pig meat and so is
facing the dual pork and bacon home market problem. The home
market probably absorbs 90 per cent of the total pig supplies.
Canadian bacon and hams are mild cured and thus find a ready
market in the United Kingdom, assisted by the Ottawa Agreement,
10 the disadvantage of the Danish market, The low reputation of
Canadian wartime supplies has gradually been overcome and now
supplies tend to fall short of demand. The prior call of the home
market, which is particularly irregular, reacts unfavourabIy on any
attempt to stabilise the export bacon market, although the ham trade
is much more steady.

New Zealand
Whilst there are other Empire sources of pig meat such as Australia,
South Africa, Rhodesia and Kenya, this brief survey must conclude
with reference to New Zealand. Here there are enormous possibilities
for developing the pig trade in conjunction with the dairy industry.
The principal export market is the United Kingdom, and, as this
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involves a five to six weeks' transport problem, the New Zealand
export market is practically restricted to frozen pork carcases of
60-80 lb. dead weight. Up to I926 c"",cases were exported for
conversion to bacon in Great Britain, but this trade is gradually falling
away owing to the growing public taste for mild tank-cured bacon.
No doubt frozen carcases can be converted into excellent lean
bacon, but considerable technical skill is necessary for this class of
work and meanwhile New Zealand concentrates on a very satisfactory
small pork market.
The New Zealand Meat Producers' Board is a statutory body
regulating the export of all meat, and this Board has been chiefly
responsible for the development of the export pork trade on a basis
of accurate grading and low freight charges.

CHAPTER 13
SUPPLIES OF PIGS AND BACON
DENMARK is the only country which has concentrated entirely on
the export bacon market and, consequently, is the only country which
has succeeded in obtaining complete control of its bacon industry on
a firm contract basis without competition. Britain has been greatly
influenced by Danish procedure, as have most other countries, but
the basic requirement of a single product outlet has been ignored.
For this reason Britain and otller countries have not succeeded in
stabilising their bacon industries on a level throughput basis. On the
other hand, Denmark during recent years has experienced difficulties
due to the restriction of the British bacon market and has had to seek
markets elsewhere. The position would have been dangerous had it
not been for the fact that Danish producers had reached the stage of
complete confidence in co-operative marketing and the compulsory
long-term contract. As it is, Denmark is in a position to attack any
other foreign market on a basis of competition.

Supplies of Pig Meat in the United Kingdom
For the purpose of this particular study, it is desirable to consider
a few years prior to the existence of marketing schemes as well as the
scheme years to ascertain how far national control has influenced
total supplies, prices and consumption per head. Total supplies were
estimated by the Imperial Economic Committee1 as shown in table on
the opposite page.
Effects of marketing schemes are visible from 1934 onwards
and indicate a distinct rise in home pig production with a deliberate
reduction of retained imports on the basis of voluntary agreements
with overseas countries. Whilst agreements with foreign countries
were voluntary, the countries concerned were well aware that the
United Kingdom had taken compulsory powers and so could compel
import restriction in the absence of voluntary agreement. The advantage of agreement to the United Kingdom lay in the possibilities of
bilateral trade arrangements.
Total supplies of pig meat have been much more stable since 193J
1

Imperial Economic Commtitee Report on Meat, 1937.
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than before, but this has been at the expense of per capita consumption.
The consuming public has had restricted supplies in order that a
higher price policy might be operated, and the restriction has been
entirely at the expense of imported bacon and ham.
Increase of home production is no indication of increasing stability
or even of a successful high price system of control) for the figures
represent production of all kinds of pig meat including pork, bacon,
ESTIMATED SUPPLIES OF ALL PIG PRODUCTS IN THE
UNITED KINGDOM, 1926-)6
Vear

Home
P.aducc·
000

192.6
19 27
1928
192.9
I930
193I
19J2
1933
1934
1935
193 6
1937

cwl.

Retained
Irnportst
000

cwt.

5,7 67
6,197

9, 61 3
IO,243

7,°9°

10,7 85
10,243

6,447
5,877
6,5 10
7,454
7,69 2
8,004
9,1)4

9,601,
9,281

Il,345
IJ,29 1
13,238
Il,II8
10,032

9,°5 8
8,767
9,09 2

Total
Supplies
000

cwt,

15,3 80

16,440
17,875
16,690

17,222
19,801
20,692

18,810
18,036
18,192
18>3 69
18,373

Proportion
of "Horne"
to IITotal"

Per Caput
Consumption

Per cent

lb.

37' 5
J7'1
39'7
38 '6
34' I
32 '9
36 '0
40 '9
44'4
50 'J

38 '1

52 '3
50 '4

40 '6
43'9

40 '9
4 2 '0
48 '2

50 '0
45'3
43'3
43' 5
43'7
43'S

*

Including edible offal, for which an allowance equal to 5 per cent of the dressed
meat production has been added,
t Including estimate for meat produced from fat pigs imported from Eire.

ham and edible offal. In fact the British pig market has continued in
its speculative fashion by virtue of the constant change-over from
pork to bacon markets and vice versa with very slight market
advantage. It may be that the "in and out" policy of pig breeders has
not been so pronounced.
From the price policy angle, it is necessary to revert to the table
on page 239. Taking the four scheme years, 1934-7, it is found that
the following average prices per score dead weight arise:-

Bacon. Pigs: I~t quality
2nd quality
Pork Pigs: 1St quality
2nd quality

s.
12
II

d,

3

3t

13 5
12

4
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Four pre-scheme years, 1929-32 give the following averages:s. el.

Bacon Pigs: 1St quality
2nd quality
Pork Pigs: 1st quality
2nd quality

I}
I1.

15

III
9

IIt

I4 7

Apart from the general fall of price-levels which has not been
stemmed by the marketing scheme, it will be seen that pre-scheme
pork pigs realised higher values than bacon pigs by 2S. per score for
first quality and IS. IOcI. per score for second quality. Under the
marketing scheme, pork pigs have the advantage of IS. 2d. per score
for first quality and IS. rd. for second quality. On the average, pork
and bacon prices have been brought nearer together but the figures
give a wrong impression of stability.
The plain fact is that speculation between the pork and bacon
markets has been more rife than before the scheme and producers
have realised that holding off from the making of bacon pig contracts
at the beginning of the year would probably result in more attractive
offers in supplementary contracts or inflated prices on the open
market for sales under special licence to curers to make up contract
deficiencies. Even the new 1938 reorganisation fell into the same habits.
In any case the Marketing Schemes did not succeed in raising annual
average pig prices above pre-scheme.
The trends of the British pig meat import market are shown by
the examples (pages 260-265) taken from pre-war years together with
representative pre-scheme and scheme years. The principal Empire
and foreign sources are shown so that the change in volume and
value of supplies may be clearly seen.

British Pre-Scheme Industry
Since the 1914-18 war the Government has taken considerable
interest in the pig industry and various official reports demonstrated
that British pig production was out of harmony with the demands of
the market in respect of quality, standardisation and volume of
supplies as required. Demands for pork and bacon have increased
with population and standards of living, but supplies of pigs remained
fairly constant for a matter of 50 to 60 years.
During this period Holland doubled its pig supplies to the United
Kingdom until cut out by the embargo on fresh pork in 1926. This
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embargo was designed to eliminate the importation of disease, particularly foot and mouth disease. Denmark increased its bacon
supplies 5-fold during the same period. With the embargo on fresh
pork there were new possibilities for marketing the home product,
and these seriously affected the operation of the bacon factories.
The pork market is relatively inelastic but seasonal, and bacon
represents a useful method of absorbing surplus. For any considerable
development in pig production the bacon market will represent the
natural outlet, but the economy of bacon conversion depends enor~
mously on factory throughput. Therein lies one great difficulty in
stabilising the pig trade in the absence of a much increased pig
population. Factory rationalisation represents no solution so long as
seasonal pork surplus is a high percentage of bacon factory throughput.
Before 1914 home production of pig meat in Great Britain was
rather over 40 per cent of the total available supplies, but owing to
wartime depletion of foodstuffs the figure dropped to 22 per cent in
1918 to rise to 28'7 per cent in 1919. IfIreland were included, home
production was rather over 50 per cent of the available pre-war
supplies but fell to less than 30 per cent in 1918. Meanwhile domestic
consumption of pig meat of all types in Great Britain rose from 35 lb.
per head before the war, to about 44 lb. per head in 1924.
The development of the import trade is interesting, In 1846 the
United States entered the British market with pig products and made
great headway owing to the potato famine in Ireland in 1847. Probably
the growth of American bacon and ham trade in Britain was much
less due to the uncertainty of Irish supplies than to the growing
industrialisation of Britain, but the Irish famine gave the United States
trade a good start in this country. Cheap imported bacon found a
ready market among the lower income groups of workers and could
not be displaced. In 1854 the total bacon and ham imports were
402,703 cwt. (90 per cent from U.S.) and by 1880 imports had grown
to 5,334,648 cwt. (92'2 per cent from U.S.A.). In the period 186070, Canada and Denmark entered the British bacon and ham import
market, whilst Sweden and Russia foHowed a little later. By 1890
there were 5,000,016 cwt. of bacon and ham imported of which
80·6 per cent came from U.S.A. and by 1913 out of 5,712,885 cwt.
imported, the U.S.A. contributed only 44'9 per cent; whilst Denmark
had risen to 40 ' 9 per cent.
Other factors played a part, for there was a growing industrial
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population in the U.S.A. and the rapidly growing meat-packing
industry was absorbing pig supplies at home on a more profitable
basis than the export of bacon and ham. The mild cured Danish
bacon largely created a new British market especially in the South of
England. Sweden and Russia, with less uniformity in their products,
developed slowly in spite of price advantages to the British buyer.
In the salted and frozen pork trade the U.S.A. gradually took the
British market from Germany, but this, in turn, was mainly captured
by Denmark up to 1913. The fresh pork market was chiefly in the
bands of Belgium and Holland, the latter country supplying about
200,000 cwt. per year until 1914.
After the war there was a very rapid resumption of the import
market by the various countries concerned, and from April I, 1923,
comparative figures are a little difficult owing to Irish Free State
supplies being classed as imports to the United Kingdom. The position
is shown by the 1924 figures of total pig meat imports of 7,878,377
cwt. of which tlle Irish Free State contributed 7" 6 per cent, U.S.A.
23 • 3 per cent and Denmark 50' 7 per cent. By 1925 the U.S.A. was
mainly relying on its ham trade of 1,500,000 cwt. per year, plus a very
stable trade in lard. The 1926 embargo on fresh pork removed about
82.0,000 cwt. per year previously imported from the Continent, thus
opening the way for the Irish Free State and British producers.
Bacon

The Imperial Economic Committee emphasised that the principal
British demand was for Wiltshire sides of 60 lb. weight, the product
of a pig of 200 lb. live weight and that the back fat should not exceed
Ii to Ii inches. A mild cure and sides with long middle and thick
streak were recognised as essential. The Danish rapid post-war
development on these lines demonstrated the fact. In 1914, Danish
imports were 2,715,000 cwt. of bacon and during the war supplies
practically dropped. On resumption of supplies in 1920, 704,000 cwt.
were sent to the United Kingdom and by I924 this had risen to
3,978,000 cwt. This rise was due to stabilisation, mild cure, rapid
transit, and regular distribution of the product. Concentration of the
U.S.A. on the cheaper Cumberland cut and on cut meats hrought
down the United Kingdom import figures from IO,064,OOO cwt. in
19 18 to 3,313,000 cwt. in 1924. This contraction of American supplies
paved the way for the entry of such countries as Sweden.
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Irish producers tended to cater for a high price market and in
1924 595,000 cwt. of bacon were supplied to the United Kingdom.
At that time Irish production fell owing to a general conviction

among Irish farmers that there was about to be a world surplus of
bacon. Irish stocks of pigs were reduced and Ireland lost the advantages
of the better prices of 1925, in spite of greatly improved grading.
The Imperial Economic Committee drew attention to unfavourable
freight charges from Ireland, showing that the cost of importing
bacon from T ralee to Manchester was 728. 4d. per ton for large
consignments as against 57s. Gd. per ton from Denmark to Manchester.
Davidson and Andreasen! investigated the realisation price of a
good quality Wiltshire side and offered their results as a guide to
bacon curers. The figures are given herewith:Cut

Weight

.,

..

.,

4'3

..

"

Gammon
Middle
Fore-end

..
..

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

Sf
Sf

..

g'7

15. 6

4'4
3'2.

7'9
5'7
7'7

2.

.,

..

8'8
2,6

15'8

2

4'6

I

o~

5'0

I

71

"

2'8
5'2

"

7' 3

13'0

I

21

"

g'6

15'4

0

9i

.,

.. ...,

..

Price
per Ib,
s, d,

lb.

..

Gammon hock
Cornel' gammon "
Long loin
Short back
Rib back
Flank
..
Thin streaky
Thick streaky
.,
Collar
Fore hock

Per cent
of total
Weight

"

9'3

I

2.

I

2.

st
I

I 10

13' I

2)' 5

I

48 ' j

9t

:I.{)'9

;1.

0

15'9

28'4

I

0

Value
of Cut
s,

Percent
of total
Value

d,

12 Sf
10 II

6 8
10

8

18 4
2 8
4 7
9 4~
9 0

6

u!

23 4!
5:1. 3~
15 lIk

25'S
57'j
17'4

Wiltshire sides do not, by any means, represent the home bacon
trade of the country. The Midland cure, which probably owes its
'success to the fact that it is supplementary to the pork trade, has
already been discussed. CUmberland sides are square at the end, the
fore-leg severed at the knee joint, shoulder ribs, neck hone and back
bone removed and the breast bone cut down evenly with the face and
the side. These small sides are cured in dry sal t and graded to average
2. lb. variation over a range of 2.0 to 40 lb. weight.
Ayrshire bacon is a specialist production. The carcase is skinned
1

Davidson and Andreasen, Journal Ministry of Agricultllre, March 19'17.
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2.68

and the l1ead and feet removed together with the bones. The carcase
is then cut into four quarters and each quarter rolled. Pickling, drying
and rolling of Ayrshire bacon are very carefully controlled, giving a
product with a very mild cure, no special keeping quality and therefore
only responding to a quick sale. Similarly in the case of hams there is
no standard British product. English and Scottish hams are mainly
"pale dried" and Irish "smoked."
Serious British study of the pig and bacon position commenced
with the publication of the Report of the Marketing of Pigs in
England and Wales, 1926/ by the Markets Branch of the Ministry
of Agriculture in 1926. The principal points made in this Report
were:There was no standard method of feeding pigs in the country.
Pig feeding was a gamble largely depending on the price of purchased
feeding stuffs and the cost of stores. A consistent output of pigs on
balance would have secured better returns.
No reliable figures were known as to the proportions in which
home-produced pigs were absorbed by the pork and bacon markets.
Farmers tended to specialise on the pork market which permitted
sale of the pigs when prices were favourable. In the case of bacon
market supplies, the best prices followed definite weight requirements
so that bacon pigs had to be sold when ready.
A suggested classification for pigs was given. The range for pork
pigs varied from 90 lb. to 180 lb. live weight, corresponding to 60
to 140 lb. dead weight. The smaller weights were more acceptable to
the London market and the larger ones to the north of the country.
The range of bacon pigs was from 180 to 290 lb. live weight, that
is, 140 to 210 lb. dead weight. This section included three classes
suited to varying styles in bacon curing. Heavier and older pigs
were, of course, acceptable;' in certain parts of the country for pork
purposes.
In 1928 a much more comprehensive report was published by the
Markets Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture, entitled Report on
the Pork and Bacon Trades in England and Wales. 2 It was shown
that there was a very considerable range of weights of bacon and
pork pigs in different parts of the country. The factory output of
bacon in Great Britain was calculated on the basis of census of pro~
duction returns and was given as follows:1

Economic Series, No.

I2..

l

Ibid., No.

17.
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190 7

---Bacon

..

Quantitt

owt.
805,°00

1"9 1 2-

Value

Quantity

19 2 4

Value

Quantity

Value

£

cwt.

{.

cwt.

1.,633,000

83 2,000

£

3,:1.19,°00

l,409,oOO

8,81.1.,000

In the case of 1924 there were also 289,000 cwt. of bacon and hams
not separately distinguished and valued at £r,7rr,ooo.
These were the first serious attempts at estimating home production.
The preliminary reports from the Markets Branch proved of
considerable value following the 1931 Agricultural Marketing Act
when a Reorganisation Commission was set up in order to prepare a
Marketing Scheme for pigs and pig products. The Commission was
appointed on April 21, 1932, under the chairmanship of Lord Bingley
and reported on October 13, 1932. The Report was the first attempt
on the part of a Reorganisation Commission to explore the possibilities of the 1931 Marketing Act in relatioI,1 to practical agricultural
commodity marketing.

Report of the Reorganisation Commission for Pigs and Pig Products
The Commission explained that it had endeavoured to keep within
the scope of the Agricultural Marketing Act, but found the limitations
of that Act restrictive in the formulation of a sound scheme.
An estimate was made that the home production of pig meat of
all kinds was about 5,000,000 cwt. probably ane-th'ird of which was
absorbed by factories. It was stated that only pigs directly contracted to be supplied to bacon factories should come within the
scheme of control. An organised system of contracts between feeders
and curers was proposed with provision for regular deliveries throughout the year. This was the basis of market stabilisation, and of ensuring
the working of efficient bacon factories to capacity.
The Commission definitely decided against import duties, but with
the intention of ensuring the absorption of all home produce outlined
a quota system. The home quota would be the bacon equivalent of
the total number of pigs which producers contracted to supply to
bacon factories, so that sale by registered curers of bacon made in
this country from pigs not sold on contract would be impossible. In
other words, the bacon factories would obtain whatever contracts
they could for supplies. Those contracts would he registered and no
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other English bacon would pass through registered curing establishments for sale.
In order to ensure the absorption within the country of this contracted British bacon, the Pigs Commission fixed the total volume of
ham and bacon, British and imported, which should be offered for
sale during the year. This normal annual supply was the average of
the six years 1925-30, and represented 10,670,000 cwt. The Commission proposed that the total bacon supplies for 1933-4 should
be 10,670,000 cwt. Home contracts were estimated at something
approaching 2,000,000 cwt. and bacon imports would then be restricted
to the 8~ million cwt. necessary to bring up the home supply to the
figure of 10,670,000 cwt. Quota restriction of imports should be on
a country basis, each country being assessed in proportion to its
existing trade with this country. As the scheme developed, regulated
bacon factories would increase their home contracted quantities in
such proportion that their trade would double in approximately two
years. To maintain the normal supplies of bacon of all descriptions,
imports would be correspondingly decreased, each country in proportion to its existing trade. The Commission might be disposed to
erect new bacon factories where considered necessary, but certain
bacon factories regarded as inefficient or redundant were likely to be
dosed. Home curers would only be allowed to extend their existing
bacon-curing facilities in proportion to the development of the home
contracts and subject to the English contracts held by factories at the
time of the commencement of the scheme.
To stabilise prices to the pig producers, a formula based on the
costs of feeding stuffs was offered as follows:"The price of a pig of standard specification 'ex fa1m' shall be 358.,
which represents the cost of weaner plus the overhead charges during
the feeding and finishing period. To this 355. must be added 10' 3d.
per score of dead weight for every IS. per cwt. of the average cost of
a defined ration during the four months preceding the month of
delivery."
This means that in addition to the cost of the weaner and overhead
charges, a feeding allowance is made on the basis that every 4' 2 lb.
of a standard pig food will produce I lb. live weight gain from weaner
to slaughter. A producer must be a fairly satisfactory pig feeder to
obtain this result. With foodstuffs at about 7S. od. per cwt. the figures
worked out as follows:-
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Dead Weight of Pig

7 scores
7 score 10 lb. "
g scores

Price peE Pig

Price per Score

s.

d.

s.

d.

80

0

II

5

83 3
86 5

II

I

10 10

These represented prices at the farm with extra allowance for
carriage. Standard specifications of breeds and types of pigs were
advised, and it was recommended that prices should be based on
quality and grade, taking into account the above price basis for the
standard specified pig.
Organisation Suggested

Representatives of the pig producers were asked to form a Pigs
Marketing Board under the Agricultural Marketing Act. The Com~
mission recommended the formation of a Bacon Marketing Board
representing bacon curers, but an amendment of the Act would be
required for this body. These two boarels were to be responsible for
negotiations and general organisation, but a superior board, the Pig
Industry Development Board, was proposed for the main administration of the home quota and extension of policy. This board should be
a joint board consisting of three nominees of the National Farmers'
Union of the United Kingdom, three nominees from the bacon curers
of the United Kingdom and three independent members. The Comm1ssion then added: "We t}Jink it desirable that this body should be
given legal status and executive power by new legislation, preferably
in the form of an amendment to the Agricultural Marketing Act of
193 I."
In addition to these three controlling boards the Commission
suggested that a permanent Reorganisation Commission for all
commodities should be appointed as a centralising body between the
various commodity marketing schemes. For the special conditions
associated with the home and import quotas two further centralising
committees were recommended, a Quota Advisory Committee and
a Bacon Imports Advisory Committee consisting of representatives
of importers and distributors.
The general organisation appears somewhat involved, budn practice
is not so, for the main management of the bacon scheme would lie
with the joint body equally representative of producers and curers
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with the addition of three independent members. The Commission
regarded the Pig Industry Development Board as a body with power
to arbitrate in any breakdown of negotiations between the Pigs and
the Bacon Marketing Boards, and also asked for an amendment of
the Marketing Act in order that the Bacon Marketing Board might
have power to take part in negotiations. A statement of the Commission's Report is worthy of being given in full as follows:"It is right, but it is not sufficient, for pig producers and for bacon
curers to be organised in watertight compartments for the better control
of their own affairs; they have so much in common on which the
welfare of the whole pig industry requires that they should speak as
one industry. We do not suggest that the Pig Industry Development
Board should usurp any of the autonomy of the Pigs or Bacon Marketing Boards, or that pig producers should control or be controlled by
bacon curers; we suggest only that considerations of common policy
should be settled by a properly representative body to which, for
reasons of economy, there might also be entrusted certain executive
services for the development of the industry as a whole. In this joint
body is developed the idea of co-operation, in accordance with the
spirit and intention of the Agricultural Marketing Act, between the
various sections of the industry, upon which its success in the future
must depend."

Lastly, it should be noted that there was a reservation by Sir
William Haldane, that whilst he was in agreement with the general
scheme of control, he believed that the control should have been
extended to pigs for pork as well as pigs for bacon to be effective. His
contention was undoubtedly reasonable.
Reviewing the Scheme as a whole, the main problem of the
Commission was to stabilise the market and ensure complete absorption
of available home supplies by means of a quota system. A quota is
not easy to operate, and, to make sure that home supplies would be
absorbed, the Commission proposed, as a basis of annual output, the
figure of 10,670,000 cwt. which was approximately 2,500,000 cwt.
below the probable 1932 bacon consumption of the country. This
means that to be quite sure that English bacon would be consumed,
the market was to be restricted artificially to the extent of 2,500,000
cwt. per year in order to force up prices to the consumer. As a safeguard against high prices and unexpected fluctuations in contracts,
the Commission proposed a certain amount of speculation by building
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up a pool of reserve contracts which might be called upon to supplement deficiencies by producers or, alternatively, to force upon the
open market in the event of an abundance of British supplies. Such
Government speculation in pigs for bacon would be to the detriment
of the consumer in either case. The Quota Scheme, as advocated,
would involve the public in increased payments for the privilege of
an artificially restricted market and would tend to strengthen the
principal curing organisations already in existence in Great Britain.
As such a scheme developed, these factors would become more
pronounced and might easily reach the stage where bacon distributors
would have to obtain supplies from a particular bacon factory or
receive no bacon.
The quota idea had little prospect of success in the case of bacon
pigs. The preparation of pigs for pork or bacon proceeds, up to a
point, on similar lines so' that the supply of potk or bacon pigs is far
less dependent on types of pigs available than on the current market
prices. Bacon deficiency may easily be supplemented by calling on
supplies normally intended for the pork market and attractive pork
prices may easily starve the bacon market. The existence of unregulated sales of large numbers of pork pigs would prevent any real
stability in a bacon marketing control even with the assistance of a
quota. Bacon factories recognise the importance of regular supplies
for economical working, and, in the absence of regulation of pork
supplies, such factories would have no assurance of satisfactory
throughput. With only the bacon market regulated, the Pigs and
Bacon Boards would have to negotiate for additional supplies
required with uncontrolled producers, and, in the event of obtaining
surplus supplies fat bacon, would have to dispose of this surplus
through uncontrolled markets. The whole Scheme as proposed by
the Pigs Reorganisation Commission, was bound to prove unsatisfactory in the absence of complete control of all pigs marketed in
Great Britain.

CHAPTER 14

ATTEMPTED CONTROL OF PIG AND
BACON MARKETING

IN January 1933) the National Farmers' Unions of England and
Scotland submitted a Pigs Marketing Scheme to the Minister under
the terms of the 1931 Agricultural Marketing Act. This Scheme was
based on the recommendations of the Reorganisation Commission.
Objections were raised by the Co-operative Movement and others
and a Public Inquiry opened on March 24, 1933. Objections were-That the Scheme implied producer monopoly instead of joint
control by producers and distributors;
2. That expansion and reorganisation of the home bacon industry were
dependent on the control of bacon imports;
J. That the Boards should not be empowered to become a trading
body, but only to register and confirm contracts;
4. That co-operative societies should be specifically permitted to
transfer pigs of their own production to their own curing factories,
and further to operate their usual systems of dividends in connection
with sales.
I.

FoIl owing the Report of the Public Inquiry, the Government issued
the Pigs Marketing Scheme (Approval) Order, 1933, on July 5th
and producers of bacon pigs were required to register by July 28th
for a poll as to whether the Scheme should remain in force. There
were 120,000 pig producers registered and at the poll, declared on
August 9th, 99' 5 per cent of the pig producers, representing 99'3 per
cent of the production, were in favour of the Scheme. The Pigs
Marketing Board came into operation on the same date as the Bacon
Marketing Board, namely, September 9, I933.

Pigs Marketing Scheme
The Pigs Marketing Scheme (Approval) Order, 1933, constituted
.the authority for the Pigs Scheme. In Parts I and II of the Order
provision is made for the establishment of a Board of Control
consisting of eight district members, elected from the various speci~
tied Regions of Great Britain and three members elected by the
registered producers in general meeting. Part III provides for all
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producers of bacon pigs to be registered on application and for
exemption from registration and from the operation of the Scheme
of producers not selling pigs to curers nor to the Board. Part IV
provides for the details of the poll to be taken for a continuance of
the Scheme and Part V for financial provisions and the setting up of
a fund to be administered and controlled by the Board. The principal
powers of the Board are laid down in Part VI in Clauses 34 to 50. A
few important ones are as follows:35 (I). Sales of pigs, otherwise than to the Board or a curer, and
sales of pigs to a curer where no part is intended to be used for the
production of bacon, are exempted from the provisions of the Scheme.
37. The Board may determine the kinds, varieties, or grades of
pigs which may be sold and the prices at, below, or above which,
and the terms on which, pigs or any kind, variety, grade or quantity
of pigs may be sold, provided that where the Board determines
prices, grades or quantities they shall fix a uniform price for all pigs
of a similar weight and grade.
38. The Board may buy pigs for conversion to bacon or sale to
curers and may produce commodities as specified from pigs. It
may sell, pack, store, adapt for sale, insure, advertise and transport
any pigs bought or any commodities produced therefrom. The Board
may also establish slaughterhouses, provide materials for the production of pigs, regulate the method of insurance of pigs by registered
producers and deal with many other services.
39. The Board may consult with the Bacon Marketing Board or
other bodies qualified to express the views of curers, and, aiter
consultation, may prescribe the terms and form of contracts for the
sale of pigs by registered producers to curerS. The clause then
empowers the Board to cover the important requirements of contracts,
which, in accordance with Clause 40, must be registered by theBoarcl.
Subsequently, during the course of the operation of the Scheme,
various amendments were made. On June 25, 1934, the Agricultural
Marketing (Guarantee No. I) Order, 1934, was issued, because during
the first year of the Scheme, bacon curers claimed to have lost a
considerable amount of money. The Pigs Board was empowered by
this Order to guarantee payments by the Bacon Marketing Board of
any sums the Bacon Board might be liable to pay on account of
principal and interest in respect of a loan made by the Minister to the
Bacon Marketing Board.
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On December 25,·1935, the Pigs Marketing Scheme (Amendment
Order), 1935, made several alterations to the original Scheme. Powers
were taken to vary the remuneration and election of members of the
Board. The Board extended Clause 38 to cover transportation of
pigs by or on behalf of producers. This amendment arose from
objections to the operation of a flat rate for transport for pigs, a matter
which was referred to the Committee of Investigation. The rest of
the amendments were in connection with methods of election of
district or special members of the Board. A further short amendment
of May 18, 1936, was the Pigs Marketing Scheme (Co-opted Members)
Order, 1936, which provided for the addition to the Pigs Board of
two co-opted persons after consultation with the Market Supply
Committee.
As the Bacon Marketing Scheme came into operation on the same
date as the Pigs Scheme and with the assistance of the 1933 Agricultural
Marketing Act, it is proposed to consider the provisions of the Bacon
Marketing Scheme and thus be able to proceed with the working of
the complete Scheme from September 9, 1933, when both Boards
were in operation.
Following the Reorganisation Commission's Report, the Bacon
Curers' Section of the Food Manufacturers' Federation prepared a
Scheme for regulating the marketing of bacon. The scheme was
submitted to the Minister and a Public Inquiry was opened on March
24, 1933, to deal with various objections to the Scheme. In this case,
objections included those from the Co-operative Movement, protesting
at 'the monopoly powers of the Producers' Board, asking for
representation of the Co-operative Movement on the Board and
requesting that all producers of bacon should be compeIIed to be
within the Scheme. As a result of the Public Inquiry, co-operative
objections were, to some extent, met.
The Bacon Scheme was approved by the House on July 8, 1933,
and the poll of bacon curers was taken on July 28, 1933. The poll
showed 69 per cent of the curers, representing 92 per cent of the
curing capacity, in favour of the Scheme.

Bacon Marketing Scheme
The Bacon Marketing Scheme (Approval) Order, 1933, Part II
nominated a preliminary Bacon Board and arranged that subsequent
Boards should be elected as follow~: four members by Small Pro-
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ducers; four members by Medium Producers; and four members by
Large Producers in England and Wales at meetings of these producers
held in England and two by producers in Scotland at meetings of the
producers held in Scotland. The definitions of curers were as follows:(a) Small: not exceeding

800

tons of bacon cured during the preceding

year.
(b) Medium: 800 to 1,300 tans.
(c) Large: exceeding 1,300 tons.

The tonnage figures were open to amendment by resolution of
registered producers at a general meeting. The rest of Part II deals
with the general arrangements of the Board in connection with its
business7 whilst Part III provides for the registration of producers.
Part IV, as in the Pigs Scheme, states the requirements in connection
with polls of registered ptoducers for the continuance of the scheme
or for revocation. Part V deals with financial provisions and the
establishment of a fund by the Board together with requirements in
connection with the keeping of appropriate accounts and the submission of an annual balance sheet. Part VI deals with the principal
powers of the Bacon Marketing Board. Clauses of particular interest
are37. A registered producer shall not sell any bacon produced in
Great Britain) unless the pig or carcase from which the bacon Was
produced, was purchased from a registered producer under the Pigs
Marketing Scheme, in accordance with a contract or with the specific
consent of the Bacon Marketing Board. He may, however, utillse pigs
of his own production, provided a retum is made to the Board and
that his total bacon production does not exceed the quantity of bacon
which he may be permitted to sell under any determination of the
Board. Bacon produced from pigs or carcases not produced in Great
Britain shall rank only as part of any bacon sales quota which may be
applied in the event of a special quota being determined for bacon
prepared from imported pigs or carcases.
38. The Board may regulate sales of bacon by registered producers
and may determine: (a) kinds, variety and grades of bacon which
may be sold; and (6) when authorised by Parliament the quantity of
bacon of any kind, variety or grade which may be sold. No reduction
may be made in the quantity of bacon which may be sold except where
there is a pro-rata reduction on all bacon curerS in the interests of the
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control of bacon sales of the country, or where a curer has failed to
sell the quantity authorised by his quota or where the capacity of the
bacon factory is not adequate for the quota allocated to the curer.
39. The Board may determine the manner in which bacon is to
be graded and marked, except that any registered producer may freely
use a trade~mark of which he is the owner.
44. Registered producers shall contribute to the fund a sum not
exceeding 6d. per cwt. of bacon delivered by them under any contract
of sale.
Part VII deals with the holding of meetings of registered producers
and provides for proxy voting on behalf of registered producers.
Voting shall be on a basis of factory throughput, involving one vote
for every 25 tons of bacon put into cure during the preceding year,
with an additional vote for any fraction of 25 tons.
A short Bacon Marketing Scheme (Amendment) Order, I934, was
issued on June 20, 1934, principally to provide for a loan made by
the Ministry to curers and guaranteed by the Pigs Marketing Board.
Amendments were made to Clause 33 for the provision of such a loan.
At the end of Clause 44, arrangement was made for the Board to
require contributions to the fund not exceeding lOS. per pig in order
to meet repayment of the loan. In the case of the winding up of the
Scheme, the total liability of contributors should not exceed 6d. per
cwt. on the bacon delivered during the previous 12 months.
The Bacon Marketing Board (Co-opted Members) Order of June
29, I934, provided, as in the case of the Pigs Scheme, for the co-option
of two persons to the Board after consultation with the Markets
Supply Committee. This direct appointment of independent members
by the Government was obviously a safeguard for the Government
loan and for the Pigs Board guarantee.
On August 2, 1935, a further Bacon Marketing Scheme (Amend~
ment) Order, 1935, was made to pennit the operation of a Bacon
Sales Quota. This amendment to Clause 37, proviso (I) was"But so that after 1934 the quantity of such bacon sold by him in any
year shall not bear a higher proportion to the quantity sold by him in
the last preceding year than the proportion which the total quantity
of bacon produced in Great Britain and pennitted to be sold in that
year under any regulation or arrangement for the control of the sale
of bacon produced in Great Britain bears to the quantity similarly
permitted to be sold in the last preceding year."
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Further, the Board was empowered in paragraph 38 to determine
the quantity of bacon of any description which may be sold provided
the Board prescribed the method of determination.
Bacon Development Scheme

Under the 1933 Agricultural Marketing Act, provision was tnade
for setting up a Development Board where there existed for a com~
modity a Board of primary producers and a Board of secondary
producers. The two Boards, regulating Pigs and Bacon respectively,
existed in the pig industry. A Draft Scheme for the establishment of
a Pig Industry Development Board was submitted to the Minister in
April t934' There were strong objections to this Scheme, particularly
as it proposed to reduce the powers of the Pigs Board. The Minister
therefore dropped the scheme, but the Pigs and Bacon Boards agreed
to a revised Bacon Development Scheme which was published on
May 17, 1935. The Scheme was approved on July 16,1935, by majority
votes of the registered producers of the Pigs and Bacon Schemes and
came into force on September 7, 1935.
The principal clauses of the Bacon Development Scheme (Approval)
Order of 1935 are: Part I, deals with definitions; Part II, paragraphs
4 to 29, relate to the setting up of a Bacon Development Board to
administer the Scheme. The Board consists of(a) A chairman and two other persons appointed by the appropriate
Minister;
(6) Four persons elected from among their number by the Bacon
Marketing Board; and
.
(c) Four persons elected from among their number by the Pigs
Marketing Board.
Part III, paragraphs 30 to 47, deal with the licensing of bacon
factories, viz.Clause 30. Persons shall not produce bacon in any premises in
Great Britain unless they are exempt from registration under the Bacon
Marketing Scheme or they hold a licence from the Development
Board in respect of those premises authorising the production of bacon
therein. This clause operates from January I, 1936.
ClaUse 31. The Development Board may determine the classes of
bacon curers or descriptions of bacon which may be exempt from the
Scheme.
Clause J2.. Annual curers' licences may be granted subject to such
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conditions as the Board may determine in the interests of pig producers
and curers to promote efficient production of bacon and to prevent
or reduce excessive production of bacon.
Clause 33. Occasional licences will be granted to the Pigs Board
to authorise production of bacon from surplus pigs.
Clause 34 covers the grounds of refusal for curers' licences and
provides powers to operate limited factory rationalisation.
Clause 36. This states that premises in which bacon was being
produced during the six months prior to May 17, 1935, may not be
refused a licence for a period of two years except on the grounds that
the licence was previously revoked.
Clauses then follow regarding the revoking of licences and the
tight of appeal to the Development Board with further appeal, if
necessary, for arbitration.
Clause 46 empowers the Development Board, in pursuance of a
policy of preventing, eliminating or reducing inefficient or excessive
production of hacon, to purchase, by agreement, any premises used
for producing bacon in Great Britain, so long as resolutions of the
Pigs and Bacon Boards are obtained in agreement with this policy.
Part IV deals with the transfer of certain powers of the two
Marketing Boards to the Development Board. The Development
Board may determine the kind, varieties or grades of pigs which may
be sold, the prices and terms of sale. It may regulate the manner of
insurance of pigs, the terms and forms of contracts for the sale of
pigs.
The Development Board may also exercise powers formerly held
by the Bacon Board, regulating sales of bacon by curers, quantities
of bacon which may be sold, exemptions of certain classes of bacon
and the manner in which bacon is to be graded or marked on behalf
of registered bacon curers.
Clause So. This states that before the Development Board may
assume these functions of the Marketing Board, the Marketing Board
must pass a resolution confirming the transfer of function.
Part V, Clauses 53 and 57, deal with financial provisions and limit
the cost of the Development Scheme to each of the constituent Boards
to a sum not exceeding 4d. per pig delivered under contract. It is
provided that in 1935 such sum shallllot exceed Id. per pig and in
1936 not mOre than 2d. per pig unless the Marketing Board authorised
an amount not exceeding 4d. in respect of any future year. The cost
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of the Development Scheme is defrayed from the funds of the two
Marketing Boards in equal proportion.

Pigs and Bacon Schemes for Great Britain
The Pigs and Bacon Marketing Boards were set up on September
9, 1933, and until November 1st, the two Boards merely made general
agreements on prices and proceeded with registration. The first
contract operated from November I, 1933, to February 28, 1934.
Contracts were made between producers and curers on a fixed scale
of prices and grades. For purposes of calculation the Class I, Grade
C pig was taken as the basic pig, and the classes ranged from 7 scores
to 10 scores 10 lb. dead weight. Grades are based on fat measurements
and classes on dead weight. The basic price was fixed at 12S. per score,
provided feeding stuffs represented 75. 6d. per cwt. Apart from direct
contracts between producers and curers, arrangements were made for
agents to obtain group contracts on a commission of IS. per pig. In
this first contract period, contracts were made for 620,000 pigs, about
105,000 of which were under group contracts. Only 486,000 pigs
were actually delivered and accepted, but, as foreign imports amounted
to 2,043,000 cwt., representing an increase of 106,000 cwt. over the
agreed quota, there was no shortage on the bacon market. On the other
hand, bacon prices were low so that curers sustained appreciable
losses. The Government therefore advanced a loan of £160,000 to
make good curers' losses and this loan was repayable by the Pigs
Marketing Board.
The second contract operated from March 1St to December 31,
1934. Similar grading schemes were used. This time pig prices were
based on lIS. per score provided bacon realised 8ss. per cwt. and
feeding stuffs were charged at 7S. 6d. per cwt. Arrangements were
made for profit or loss between bacon prices and realised values to
be shared equally between producers and curers. As in the first
contract, pig producers paid a levy of IS. 2d. per pig and curers 6d.
per cwt. for bacon put into cure. A deduction of 5ci. per pig was made
for insurance and the Boards arranged for a specified insurance
company to operate pig insurance. The Co-operative Movement
objected to compulsory insurance with a named insurance company
and the Committee ofInvestigation during 1935 upheld the principle
of compulsory insurance but insisted that any recognised insurance
company should be eligible to transact such business.
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The Railway Rates Tribunal on April 5, 1934, approved arrangements for a flat rate for transport of rs. sd. per pig for pigs carried
above five-mile journeys by rail to curers. In this second contract
1,323,000 pigs were obtained on contract including 249,000 under
group contracts. The actual deliveries obtained were r,232,000 pigs.
The third contract was from January to December 1935. By this
time there had been slight alterations in the grading of pigs and the
formula for ascertaining prices had become more complicated. As
before, profits and losses were shared by producers and curerS.
Compulsory insurance was dropped, the curer contributing rd. per
score towards insurance and the producer either insuring the pigs or
bearing the risk. At this stage insurance companies were offering
terms of IS. 6d. per pig for full cover. The compensation loan received
from the Government was repaid by January 1935.
This time the principle of a compulsory flat rate for transport was
considerably extended, involving all pigs purchased by curers and
whether carried by road or rail. The basis was a flat rate of IS. 6d.
per pig, station to station, or 2S. rd. per pig, farm to factory by road,
rebates being given on the distances carried and a loading charge of
6d. per pig given by the producer where pigs were not loaded on rail.
The Co-operative Movement protested against this flat rate on the
grounds that payments were required for services not rendered and
that the Pigs Board had no powers to operate such an arrangement.
The Committee of Investigation decided that, although the flat rate
might be to the disadvantage of certain societies, it was in the interests
of the trade as a whole. No decision was given as to whether the
Board had powers to operate a flat rate, as this would have to be
pUrSued in the law courts.
In the 1935 contract, arrangements were made to obtain a better
spread of pig deliveries. Not less than 25 per cent of the supplies of a
contract had to be delivered during the period January to April and
not more than 45 per cent during September to December. Bonuses
were given on contract pigs delivered from January to April. About
r,670,000 pigs were obtained at the contracting period. A supplementary contract was issued in the hopes of obtaining a further 450,000
but only II2,000 pigs were secured. A second supplementary contract
on April 15th realised only 5&,000 pigs. The Pigs Board therefore
agreed that curers should be permitted to buy pigs in the open market
to supplement their required quantities, but such purchases would
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have to be reported to the Board. Actually, it was found that during
1935 1, 807,000 pigs were obtained, including 117,000 pigs bought on
the open market.
The fourth contract from January to December 1936 made quite
a number of important alterations. The Government attempted to
obtain agreements overseas for stricter enforcement of import quotas.
The system of grading was modified and a new formula prepared for
prices. Pig prices were based not only on feeding stuffs and bacon
prices but on the realisation value of offals. The bacon price was
increased by the amount by which the realisation value of offals
exceeded9s. With an adjusted bacon price of 96s. per cwt. and feeding
stuffs at 7S. 6d. the basic price for pigs would be I IS. 7d. per score.
Group contracts were discontinued, but producers were invited to
contract direct with the Pigs Marketing Board on a bonus of 2S. per
pig. The Pigs Board hoped to establish a pool of pigs in order to
allocate supplies more fairly between curers. Pig insurance was made
compulsory on the basis of IS. per pig from the curer, who deducted
6d. from the producer. In view of the Committee of Investigation
decision, flat rate transport arrangements were modified. The Pigs
Board had taken the opportunity to amend the Scheme in order to
obtain powers for applying a flat rate for transport. The Railway
Rates Tribunal had reached a settlement with the Co-operative
Movement liberating societies from flat rate obligations on noncontract pigs for 1935. Curers were given the option of a flat rate on
all pigs purchased or on contract bacon pigs only. The rate was raised
to IS. 8d. per pig, station to station, and 25. 3d. per pig collected and
delivered by road. On the other hand, rebates on road transport were
increased. \Vithin the contract, better arrangements were made for
covering losses due to shrinkage during transport, etc.
It was found that about 2,000,000 pigs were obtained on contract,
but very few of these represented contracts between producers and
the Pigs Board direct. The Pigs Board had provisionally undertaken
to supply curers with at least 72 per cent of their requirements. The
Board therefore issued a supplementary contract asking for 750,000
more pigs at a commission of IS. per pig to agents securing these
direct contracts. Very few pigs were obtained. The Pigs Board
defaulted in its undertaking and curers were permitted to buy pigs on
the open market to make good 72 per cent of their stated requirements
from the Pigs Board.
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The results of the Pigs and Bacon Schemes have been far from
encouraging. Prior to the Schemes it was estimated that the total
home production of pig meat during 1932-3 was 6,862,000 cwt. and
during 1933-4 6,7II,ooo cwt. These figures include pork pigs which
were generally assumed to represent about two-thirds of the pigs
produced in the country although, prior to the Schemes, no accurate
figures were obtainable. The following tables illustrate the general
effects of the Schemes on supplies of bacon.
BACON PRODUCED BY REGISTERED CURERSl
Year

From Home Pigs,
Carcases,

Percentage

and Parts

over t93<f

Increase

cwt.

I934
1935
I93 6
1937
193 8

FrOln Imported
and Parts

owt.
25 0 ,442

-

1,485,74 I
2,3 23,3 69
1,944,5 88
1,943,40 9

From Foreign
Countries

cwt,

1931
193 2
1933
1934

I 1,5~8,76r

1I,650,9 2O
9,04 1 ,91.9

6, 86 9, 68 3

1935

6, 01 4,635

1936
1937
193 8

S,)4),0:u
5,37 2,4 83
5,472 ,61.8

From the

reduction on 1931

10tal

Dominions,

including Eire
cwt,

43 6, 064
54 I ,268
91I ,23 8
1,45 6,85 2
1,589,°37
1,89 8,353
2,227,65 1
1.,060,3 13

38 '97
73'°7
10:1,,69
I28'9 2

Percentage

Imports of Bacon and Hams
Year

-

348,02 9
433,439
507,6r6
573,3 22

36 '56
56 '3 8
30 '88
30 '80

2,028,862

Percentage
Increase
over 1934

Pigs, Carcascs

owt,

Ir,9 64, 82 5
12,192,188
9,953, 167
8,3 26,535
7, 60 3,671.

7,241 >374
7,600,134
7,53 2 ,94 1

Foreign
Countries

-

21'57
40 '4 1
47'83
53'65
53'4°
52 '53

Total

--

16'81
3°'4 1
36 '45
39'48
36 '4 8
37' 04

Imports of bacon from foreign countries were seriously restricted
from I934 onwards at about half of the previous totals. On the other
hand, supplies from the Dominions increased by more than one-third.
The net result was that total imports of bacon and hams dropped
from a pre~Scheme average of about 12,000,000 cwt. to about 7,500,000
cwt. Yet this import restriction did not lead to the expected increase
1

The above figures are gross, no deduction having been made for re-exports.
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in home bacon production. Although an increase of 56 per cent over
I934 values was recorded in I936, the general increase has been about
30 per cent in excess of the 1934 total.
With the exception of the year 1936, it is doubtful whether the
figures represent any material increase in home bacon production
over the pre~Scheme days. There was certainly an increase in the
quantities passed through specialist bacon factories, but not in the
more general types of curing associated with the pork trade. On
the other hand, there was an alarming increase in the amount of bacon
prepared in this country from imported pigs and carcases. The effects
of the scheme on pig and bacon prices have not been as anticipated.
Since 1932 first quality bacon pigs have advanced from lOS. 2d.
to 13s. 3d. per score dead weight. During the same period prices of
first quality pork pigs have ranged from lIS. 7d. in 1932 to 14s. 8d.
in 1938, indicating that pork pigs have secured quite as much price
advantage as the controlled bacon pigs.
The Schemes have not resulted in a permanent increase in price
for British bacon, for the public has shown, on more than one occasion.
its objection to high bacon prices. On the other hanel, under import
agreements, Danish bacon has become scarcer and, as a result, has
maintained much higher prices than normally.

1937 Contract
Negotiations for the 1937 Bacon Pig Contract proceeded fairly
smoothly, and it was understood that agreement was reached between
the Pigs and Bacon Marketing Boards that the Pigs Board would
guarantee contracts for 2,200,000 pigs, the guaranteed minimum price
for a Grade B (Class 1) pig to equal IIS. Gd. per score over the year.
This was linked up with proposals for "equitable distribution" of
pigs among curers, and prohibition of purchases on the open market.
Subsequently, owing to opposition expressed by pig producers
generally, and in particular by the N.F.U., the Pigs Board withdrew
the guarantee of 2,200,000 pigs, and the whole contract was submitted to an arbitrator, Sir Robert Grigg, a Government l11'ember of
the Bacon Development Board. His decision was in favour of an
average price of 12S. per score for a Grade B (Class I) (basic) pig, Id.
per score to be added to the basic price for each rise of 3d. per cwt.
over a standard foodstuffs ration of 7S. 6d. per cwt. up to 9S' per cwt.
Bacon prices were to be excluded from the pig' price formula and no
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allowances made for offals. This price was contingent upon a minimum
supply of 2,200,000 pigs. If 2,400,000 pigs were offered, the basic
price would be increased by 2d. per score. On the other hand, if the
supply fell short of 2,200,000 pigs the Bacon Board would be entitled
to pass a resolution rendering the contract null and void. These
guaranteed prices were subject to the important qualification that if
either of the Boards found prices uneconomic, alternative terms must
be agreed within seven days, or an independent investigation made.
An official of the Pigs Board stated that the award meant an addition
to the industry of nearly £2,000,000. In spite of the support of the
National Farmers' Union, the closing date for contracts had to be
extended from November 30th until December 14th. By the latter
date, however, contracts for 1,886,194 pigs only were received, to be
supplied by 18,000 producers out of the total registered number of
145,000. The pigs offered on contracts in 1935 and 1936 wereDirect contracts ..
Board contracts ..
Supplementary contracts .
Total. .

I935

I936

1,537,448
146,68 4
169, 18 9

1,949,5 1 5
57,45 6
45,276

1,853,32I

2,052,247

The Bacon Board thereupon informed the Pigs Board that the
contracts made for 1937 were insufficient "to give an economic
basis of factory throughput." The contracts, therefore, were cancelled
and all pigs were released for sale on the open market. The Pigs
Board made, but subsequently abandoned, a proposal to "prescribe"
a new contract in the place of the one repudiated by the Bacon Board.
Negotiations proceeded between the two Boards on a plan designed
to preserve the grading system for pigs. Agreement on this was
reached. As from February 15th, the Pigs Board would introduce a
temporary grading scheme involving a levy of Gd. per pig, plus 6d.
for insurance. This scheme operated until a reorganised marketing
scheme was introduced. No contracts were required under the temporary scheme, and individual price bargaining was affected only by
the condition that the price offered must be for basic pigs.
The Board of Trade meantime maintained the existing import
quota until the end of March, regulating imports according to a provisional quota of home production. This action was contingent upon
the grading scheme mentioned. If the Pigs Scheme had gone out of
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existence the Board of Trade would have had no power to regulate
imports.
After the dismal failure of 1937, when contracts were not in
operation and, consequently, there was no assured income for the
Pigs Marketing Board, serious attention was given to the question of
reorganising the whole scheme. Curers were undoubtedly in the
stronger position and anxious to undertake some degree of factory
rationalisation to ensure adequate throughput for a limited number of
factories. This, of course, would involve taking powers to allocate
pigs among curers, irrespective of the initial contracts concluded
between pig producers and registered curers. There was also a desire,
in the interests of the larger curing factories, to arrange some flat rate
for carriage of pigs, although the previous Committee ofInvestigation
decision had not been entirely favourable to such operations by the
Board. The Pigs Board was mainly concerned with a formula ensuring
an adequate return to the producer, whatever the cost of foodstuffs
and the market prices of bacon. The Boards and the Government
discussed these matters at great length with various other interested
parties, and evolved reorganisation legislation.
THE BACON INDUSTRY ACT

(I938)1

The Bacon Industry Act, 1938, a complicated piece of legislation,
is typical of the British method of reorganisation, which retains all the
old machinery, but by means of a superstructure anticipates a gradual
alteration in the precise functions of the units concerned. Under the
old scheme, a Pigs Board and a Bacon Board negotiated, and on
matters concerning the scheme as a whole a Development Board
consisting of four members of the Pigs Board, four of the Bacon Board,
and three independent members operated. The enlarged Development
Board under the new scheme has a similar constitution, but includes
two additional independent members. As the quorum is five, and as
there is a possibility of conflict between the trading interests of the
Pigs and Bacon Boards, the five independent members virtually
become an Independent Commission.
Marketing Board Powers

The new Act stabilises this Development Board by granting it
the wide powers of a Marketing Board. In the event of the Pigs or
1 Walworth,

Co-operative Review, October 1938.
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Bacon Boards or both, going out of existence, the Development
Board will continue with trade representatives replacing members of
the defunct Board or Boards. If either Board fails to comply with the
directions of the Development Board, or interferes with its policy on
any matter, provision is made for the Development Board, through
an Order from the Minister, to take over the particular functions not
properly exercised by the subsidiary board.
Throughout the Act there are clauses on these changed positions
and covering powers, funds alfd penalties. Other sections indicate
where the subsidiary boards may act on their own initiative, and
where they can act subject to the decision of the Development Board.
With these complications removed from the Act the general arrangement is comparatively simple. Part II provides for the operation
of a Factory Rationalisation Scheme. Owing to the fact that the
Bacon Board was already engaged in the preparation of such a scheme,
this Board was permitted to give four weeks' notice that it would
submit the scheme. Under such circumstances the Minister provided
that the Development Board itself should not submit a scheme for
rationaIising factories until the Bacon Board had been allowed six
months for preparation. The Scheme, when presented, must be
published as approved by the Development Board, subjected to public
inquiry, and confirmed by Order in Parliament. The intention of the
Factory Rationalisation Scheme is to ensure an economic throughput
of the principal factories, if necessary by closing the less efficient.

Licence Provisions
Part III transfers the licensing of bacon factories to the Developmen t
Board, and makes the licence refer to premises and not factory
owners. Provision is made for the exemption of bacon factories where
not more than 40 cwt. of bacon have been produced in any eight
consecutive weeks from January 1938. Factories are also eXempted
where no licence has been in force under the former scheme. As
before, factory licence applications must be accompanied by details
and plans and the licence will indicate the particular plant and parts
of premises to be used, quantity, description, and process of production
of bacon to be manufactured, with any special conditions arising. A
Small Curer's licence will be granted on application to factories
producing not more than 60 cwt. of bacon in any four consecutive
weeks. The Small Curer's licence has no other condition except
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that the bacon must be produced in a hygienic manner. A General
Curer's licence will mainly be governed by any Factory Rationalisation
Scheme. In the first instance such a licence is likely to be granted,
although the Board has power to refuse a General licence where the
situation of a factory is considered unsuitable having regard to
supply and demand in the area. Licences may be refused where there
is no existing licence or where the previous licence was revoked. A
Factory Rationalisation Scheme may provide for revoking a General
Curer's licence (not a Small Curer's licence), and subject to arbitration
the owner may receive compensation.

Supply Regulations
Part IV covers supplies of pigs. A pig producer who is not
registered must 110t sell pigs to registered general curers, but may
supply small curers. A curer who is not registered nor exempted
must 110t sell bacon. Registered producers may sell only to registered
curers under long contracts, that is, annual contracts, and registered
curers may buy only under long contracts. From time to time the
Development Board may exempt certain sales and purchases of pigs
or carcases, but conditional only on a permit. In the absence of a
Factory Rationalisation Scheme, exemptions from contracts may be
general, and control limited to the prices at which purchases may be
made. On the other hand, registered producers and curers are permitted to deal in pigs not more than 16 weeks old, or pigs not required
for bacon, or to be used in small curers' premises, or premises exempted
from licence without long contracts. Pigs produced by curers and
transferred to other factories will be regarded as long contract pigs
for subsidy purposes, provided that the pigs come within the classes
recognised for long contracts. Pigs or carcases not produced in Great
Britain, but within recognised import regulations, may be used by
curers for conversion into bacon.
The form of long contract is somewhat complicated. In the first
place the Pigs Marketing Board has the responsibility for determining
the contract, but it must consult the Bacon Marketing Board on
supplies, prices and similar questions, and the contract must be
available 14 weeks before the commencement of the period of contract.
Subject to agreement with the Bacon Board, there may be a further
delay of four weeks, before the contract is ready. If, however, no
contract is prepared by the two Boards 10 weeks prior to the
l'
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commencing date, the Development Board has the right to determine
the form of contract.

Contract Conditions
Five different types of contracts will be available at the discretion
of the producerI. "Nominated Buyer Contract."-In this case the producer names
the curer to whom he wishes to sell. The price is calculated on a dead
weight basis, and should the pigs be graded at premises other than
those specified by the seller, an additional 6d. shall be added to the
price as "a change of premises premium."
2. "Open Offer Contract."-In this case the seller does not
nominate a special curer, but does not desire a group contract. A
specified allocation premium is added to the price of the pig in this
case, and the Pigs Marketing Board guarantees that the purchaser will
honour all due obligations.
3. "Group Contract."-In this case no curer is nominated, but the
seller is willing to use arrangements made by the Pigs Board for one
agent to arrange deliveries from two or more sellers. In this case
details of the appointed agents are inserted and safeguards made for
the sharing of risk or expense. Where the agent contracts with one
curer, the terms for each producer are similar to those under the
"Open Offer."
4. "Transferred Pig Contract."-This arises where a registered
producer did actually nominate a curer, but the pigs have, in fact,
been sold to another curer as a result of quota provisions, etc. In
this case the allocation premium is IS., of which 6d. shall be
payable to the Pigs Board for the benefit of the curer originally
nominated.
5. "Transferred Pig (Producer-Curer's) Contract."-This arises
where pigs produced by the curer himself have to be transferred to
another curer by reason of quota provisions, etc.) and in this case the
producer-curer receives an allocation premium of IS.
Only the first three types of contract would operate in the event
of a Factory Rationalisation Scheme not maturing.
In the allocation or transfer of pigs, the Bacon Board must determine
each curer's proportional liability, and the extent to which that liability
has actually been met. The Board then adjusts the accounts of each
curer on the basis of three months' grace.
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Prices for Standard Pigs
The Act makes definite arrangements for the first three annual
contracts on the basis of a standard pig delivered F.O.R. or F.O.B.
Monthly prices are not regulated but must be determined in connection
with each contract. The average prices for the year for standard bacon
pigs are to be as follows:First contract ..
I28. 6d. per score dead weight
Second contract
12S. Sd."
"
Third contract. .
12S. 3d."
"
The number of pigs to be contracted must not exceedFirst contract ..
2,100,000
Second contract
" 2,400,000
Third contract
" 2,500,000
These prices for the standard pig are based on a cost of 8s. 6d.
per cwt. of the standard ration, and variations from this ration price
automatically vary the price of the standard pig in any month. The
increase or decrease per score dead weight will be i g of the increase
or decrease of ration price from 8s. 6d. per cwt. In determining the
price of the standard ration, the average cost of foods, covering 16
weeks, will be published approximately a fortnight after the completion
of the 16 weeks. Thus the standard price of the ration will represent
the approximate cost of about 18 weeks' feeding, and so should be a
fair allocation of the costs of food used in the normal feeding of a
good store pig up to bacon conditions. Arrangements are also made
to standardise bacon prices up to the following figures:First contract
94S. 9d. per cwt.
Second contract
. . 93S' 9d.
"
"
Third contract
. . 9IS. 9d.
The Treasury will adjust deficiencies from these prices, and the
curers will pay back excesses. In calculating bacon prices, regard would
be paid to the price per cwt. of whole sides of Green Wiltshire bacon
produced by tank cure in Great Britain during the month in which
the pigs are delivered to the curers. Eightyper cent of the dead weight
is taken as the Wiltshire yield, but regulations can be made to meet
other types of curing.

8

Bacon Board Quotas
Under Part V the Bacon Board is allowed to operate quotas
regulating descdptions and quantity of bacon to be produced or sold
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by a curer, but not applying to Small Curers or premises exempted
from licence. Import regulations under the Marketing Act apply
to the Reorganised Scheme as if it were a Marketing Board. Under
Miscellaneous Powers, the Act qualifies producer-curers for subsidy
where a request is made that the pigs shall be treated as long contract
pigs. Bacon produced by registered curers in factories with general
licences must be from pigs graded and marked by graders appointed
by the Pigs Board, and levies are prescribed payable to the Development Board to meet expenses but not to cover compensation payments. Additional contributions will be incurred under the Factory
Rationalisation Scheme, but will not exceed IS. per cwt. on bacon
produced. Other powers in the Act include a Fair Wages Clause for
persons employed in curing factories.
NEW HOPES OF SUCCESS

With the new Act in operation, an attempt was made to commence
the contracting period on December I, 1938, and it was confidently
hoped that the price inducement would be sufficient to meet factory
requirements at the expense of the pork market. The factories overlooked the fact that the exemption of a large number of butcher-curers
under the new Act might prejudice supplies which would normally
be attracted to factories, and further that the experience of pig producers
during previous contracts had convinced them that better terms
would probably be obtainable at a later date. In previous contracts,
in spite of fixed prices and regular quantities put forward by the Bacon
Board, contracts had always fallen short of supplies demanded and
the Board had invariably asked for supplementary contracts or
permitted curers to invade the open market to some extent. Supplementary contracts and open market sales under licence had invariably
realised higher prices for the pig producers than the original contracts.
It was only to be expected that with such experience, pig producers
would not meet the requirements of the bacon factories. Once again
such a position arose in the 1938-9 contract.

1938-[) Contract
Following the reorganisation of the Pigs and Bacon Schemes,
an attempt was made to secure on contract 2,100,000 pigs for the 12
months commencing December I, 1938. The actual receipts, as shown
by the Board, are given herewith:-
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Nominated curer offers
Open offers
Group offers
Producer-curer offers

Pigs

Percentage

I,145, 2I 4
I9 2 ,008
II5,9 8S
26, 01 9

77'42
12.' 98
7' 84
1'76

I,479,226

:1.93

100

The offers fell considerably below the 2,100,000 pigs anticipated
in the contract, particularly in view of the estimated curing capacity
of the existing factories. According to 1938 returns, there were 582
cnring premises registered with an estimated curing capacity of
4 million pigs per year. The factories were of the following types;Class A premises (where during the years 1935-7 more than
5,200 cwt. of bacon per annum had been produced) "
88
Class B curers (curing over IS cwt. of bacon per week)
253
Small curers (curing from 5 to 15 cwt. of bacon per week)
241
Apart from disappointment expressed by curers at the failure to
obtain the requisite contract quantities, further trouble arose owing to
the allocation of pigs from the original contracting parties to the
principal curing factories. The Board attempted to divert pigs generally
in a southerly direction and there were many complaints that local
snpplies, arranged on contract, had been diverted involving longer
carriage. Altogether the position proved no more satisfactory than
previous contracts. As in previous years, the Bacon Development
Board authorised the purchase during the month of December of
limited numbers of pigs for bacon production in addition to the pigs
purchased under long contract. It was added, however, that these
pigs must be bought on the basis of the weight classes and grades of
the contracts and that a Class I, Grade B additional pig would be
lIS. lod. per score whilst Classes 2 and 3, Grade B additional pigs would
be lIS. 7d. per score, 6d. per score less than the December contract
prices. Supplementary contracts were issued monthly, but by July
1939 the requisite supplies of pigs had not been obtained.
As a result of general complaints the Bacon Development Board
on December 16, 1938, had to explain the necessity for allocating
contracts, the difficulties arising through not obtaining the full
2,100,000 pigs and the necessity for incurring long~distance journeys
in many cases to secure reasonable factory throughput. The Board
indicated that the producer had not to pay transport charges, that he
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received compensation for shrinkage in transport on a journey
exceeding 50 miles, and that weighing and grading in all factories
were now strictly supervised by the Development Board, so that
complaints of unfair treatment could not be suqstantiated.
For the purpose of ascertaining bacon prices the Board agreed
with the Minister to accept the figures of nine of the principal factories
and for the month of January 1939, the cost of the standard ration of
feeding stuffs was published at 8s. per cwt. so that the price of the
standard pig for January became 12S. 9d. per score dead weight.
On October 27, 1938, the Bacon Development Board decided that
from December I, 1938, a syslem of marking should be standardised
for bacon. In the case of bacon from home-produced pigs a design
representing a pig's head should be placed in four places on each side
of bacon. In the case of bacon from imported Cal'cases, a strip bearing
the letters B.I.A. would be carried down the length of the side. This
marking was restricted to bacon produced on the premises of General
Curers.
A Bacon Industry (Amendment) Act modified bacon prices for
the purpose of calculation of bacon pig prices by a formula. This
change was due to the fact that on November 28, 1938, the import
duty of 10 per cent on lard from the U.S.A. was removed by trade
agreement. In future calculations of pig prices, the price of lard would
be included as a formula basis. Lard prices were assessed at 65s. per
cwt. for the 1938-9 Contract, 63s. for 1939-40, and 59S. for 1940-41.
The bacon price would be increased by Id. per cwt. for each IS. per
cwt. by which lard prices fell below the basic prices mentioned.
Throughout the 1938-9 contract, supplementary contracts were
made each month but it is understood that at no time during the
contract did supplies meet curers' requirements. There was considerable opposition in connection with allocation of contracts to the larger
curing factories. Prior to the outbreak of war in September 1939, it
seemed almost certain that drastic amendment of the whole scheme
would be likely to be made.
The principal results from controlling British bacon pigs have been
increased returns on the uncontrolled pigs and increased prices for
competitive imported bacon. It is doubtful whether a monopoly can
be operated with only one-third of the supplies of the country under
its control. From the consumet's angle it is fortunate that only bacon
pigs have been controlled, but from the pig producer's standpoint,
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the only advantage of the present control has been the assurance of
a good market for his uncontrolled pigs.
The writer's view was that control of the pig industry should he
taken from the Bacon Development Board and handed to the Livestock Commission. For the time being, a levy subsidy on the lines
of the cattle subsidy could be operated but should be applicable only
to pigs submitted to the approved factories for official grading. In
some respects these proposals would modify the Pigs and Bacon Scheme
more on the lines of the Wheat Scheme. Pigs would be purchased
through the open competitive market for pork or bacon and producers
would have the knowledge that any pigs purchased by one of the
approved factories for bacon purposes would be subsidised from a
fund built up on levies on imported bacon. The only alternative to
such a Scheme appeared to be a return to open competition as rigid
control of pork and bacon pigs seemed impossible.
The war ended the Scheme. Under the Emergency Powers Defence
Act, the Defence (Agriculture and Fisheries) Regulations, 1939, issued
on September 28, 1939, suspended the Bacon Development Board and
in its place established an Emergency Committee conSisting of three
members of the Board, one appointed by the Minister, one by the
Pigs Marketing Board and one by the Bacon Marketing Board. This
Committee would take control of the industry.
Thus ended, for the time being, one of the least successful of the
Agricultural Marketing Schemes.
Northern Ireland Pigs and Bacon Schemes

The Pigs Marketing Scheme, prepared by the Minister under the
Agricultural Marketing (Northern Ireland) Act of 1933, provided a
Pigs Marketing Board of 14 members; I I elected by registered
producers and 3 nominated by the Minister. The Board was compelled
to buy any live pigs offered by registered producers at the current
minimum standard price fixed by the Board, less a deduction of not
less than 2S. per pig for marketing charges. With difficulties in
connection with the export of bacon pigs to Great Britain there was
a danger of registered producers flooding the market. Consequently,
the Board took power to determine the quantity of pigs to be sold
by a producer. The objects of the Scheme were the prevention of
undercutting, the maintenance of price control and a guarantee for
registered producers.
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The standard price for pigs in the first contract, commencing
October I, 1933, was 58s. 6d. per cwt. for pigs between ISO lb. and
210 lb. dead weight. Deductions or additions of IS. per cwt. were
made for inferior or superior quality pigs and deductions for heavier
grades. The levy to the Scheme was 2S. per pig. The price of the
standard pig was changed from March I, 1934, to 65s. per cwt. The
first year resulted in a loss to curers amounting to 5S' per pig and this
was later met by a loan from the Government to be repaid by a levy
of IS. per pig from September 1934.
Subsequently pig prices were fixed on a formula similar to that
operating in Great Britain. Thus, with feeding stuffs at 6s. 9d. per
ewt., bacon and ham 95S. per ewt. and offals from 185 lb. carcases
realising I IS. Sd., the pig or pork price would be 55S. per cwt. Contracts
were operated between producers and curers, but the Board had to
purchase pork pigs if offered by registered producers. The prices of
pigs on the open market rose more than the standard prices during
the earlier part of the Scheme and curers found difficulty in obtaining
supplies necessary to fill the export quota. Arrangements were made,
therefore, to restrict live pig exports to about 500 pigs per week and
thus compel producers to meet the requirements of curers. Production
of pigs increased by about 40 per cent between 1933 and 1934, so that
price stabilisation and control became impossible. The Pigs Board
therefore took over the live pig trade as from Novembet I,' 1934.
Breeding stock and pigs exported on quota were exempted. By means
of this control, a higher internal price level was maintained in Northern
Ireland, but this involved losses on the sales to Great Britain.
Additional levies were raised to meet the position. During the first
50 weeks of 1934 401,774 pigs were bought for curing and 74,514
were exported. The corresponding figures for 1933 were 360,318
and 62,201.
After the fitst year of the Scheme, it was recognised that expansion
of production should be con/trolled and production spread more
evenly over the year. The Minister took powers in the Agricultural
Marketing (Pig Industry) Act (Northern Ireland), 1934, to fix quotas
for curers on the basis of the year commencing November I, 1933,
and to establish a Pig Industry Council. The Bacon Marketing Scheme
had come into force on October I, 1933, along with the Pigs Scheme.
The Bacon Board consisted of 14 members, six representing large
curers, three medium curers and two small curers, togethet with three
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members appointed by the Minister. In order to link up the Pigs and
Bacon Marketing Schemes, the Minister appointed the same three
independent members to the Pigs and Bacon Marketing Boards. The
Bacon Board had power to regulate sales, but in the original scheme
there was no power to enforce prices. The 1934 Act made prices
statutory and transferred from the Bacon Board to the Minister the
duty of linking quotas to individual curers. Under a 1934 Order the
Bacon Board was permitted to invest in any business engaged in the
production of pig products but deprived of the right of determining
the prices at which pigs might be sold. The Pigs Board was no longer
bound to purchase live pigs from registered producers unless the
Minister and the Board agreed on the amount of levy to be imposed
to meet any losses arising from such production.
The Pig Industry Council, which was set up at the end of 1934,
took powers to fix prices for pigs and to advise the Minister as to
the granting of licences for new bacon factories. It also arranged to
deal with matters concerning the production, marketing and grading
of pigs and bacon. The functions of the Council are similar to those
of the Bacon Development Board in Great Britain. There are nine
members of the Council, three appointed by the Minister, three by
the Bacon Board and three by the Pigs Board. The Council came into
operation on January I, 1935. During 1935 pigs were purchased on
a classification similar to that in Great Britain. Insurance against
disease was operated at a fee of Gd. per pig. Prices rose to a maximum
of 63s. rd. per cwt. on Class I pigs in March, and subsequently continued to fall to a figure of 565. in December 1935.
In November 1934 the Pigs Board took over the live pig trade as
increased production was lowering general prices to the disadvantage
of the Scheme. The Pigs Board sold surplus live pigs at a loss in
Great Britain to keep up the Irish price. The number of live pigs
exported increased from 74,019 in 1934 to 84,214 in 1935. The pigs
bought for curing, apart from those exported during 1935, numbered
511,863, a substantial increase over 1934.
The Irish bacon trade was mainly of the roll type with a limited
market and an attempt wAs made to establish Wiltshire curing by
two companies. In January 1935 the Board endeavoured to encourage
Wiltshire production by prescribing a new direct contract for producers willing to sell light weight pigs to Wiltshire curers. The standard
price was intended to be 3S' per cwt. less than the standard price in
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Great Britain, but a 38. bonus was paid so that the prices became level.
Only Large White pigs between II2 and 161 lb. dead weight were
accepted, and these were classed in three grades with a difference of
4S. per cwt. between grades.
A revision of the contract terms was announced in June 1935,
resulting in the price of Wiltshire pigs bought by the Board being 4S.
per live cwt. better than tht;! price of pigs bought for shipping. The
Scheme raised prices above the 1933 figure and led to an increase of
over 100 per cent over the 1932 figure. The administrative levy was
IS. per pig throughout 1935 and a further levy of IS. was operated as
a fine to compensate curers for the loss incurred in 1933. When the
Board took over the live pig trade in November 1934 a trading levy
was instituted to make good ariy losses. This levy varied throughout
the year, being three months at 6d., three at IS., two at 2S. and the
remainder o[ the year between 3S. and 4S. It was decided to wind
up the Bacon Marketing Board as from September 30, 1935, in view
o[ the [act that its [unctions were to be operated through the Pig
Industry Council.
The Council fixed prices and terms [or the 1936 contracts on dead
weight direct to curers, live pigs to Wiltshire curers and live pigs to
the Pigs Marketing Board. The dead weight price was based on prices
of world bacon and hams, fresh pig meat and selected feeding stuffs.
A basic price o[ 55s. per cwt. was accepted for pork, the standard
ration 6s. 9d. per cwt., bacon and hams 95S. and offals I IS. Sd. from
a carcase of 185 lb. The basic pig price was modified by IS. 2d. per
cwt. [or every rise or fall of 3d. in the ration and allowances made for
the other factors. Grades were operated as before. The direct Wiltshire
contract contained prices similar to those o[ 1935 with a grading
scheme corresponding to that in Great Britain. Live pigs were
purchased by the Board to prevent a surplus on the home market
depressing prices, and the prices paid for light pigs for the Wiltshire
trade varied from 48s. Gd. per cwt. live weight in January to 50S. 6d.
in November. The medium weight pigs for shipping were valued at
the dead weight prices [or Grade B pigs, ranging from 445. in November
to 408. 6d. in the summer. There was again a loss on export pigs,
although the number was only 47,000 in 1936 as compared with 84,000
in 1935. The output of bacon pigs in 1936 was estimated at 700,000,
more than double the 1932 output.
In 1937 the Council proposed that prices should be those of the
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1937 contract in Great Britain. The contract In Great Britain broke
down, and, after January 1937, Northern Ireland instituted a pricing
system without reference to conditions in Great Britain. Prices were
based from month to month on formulae taking into account the cost
of feeding, realised prices of bacon, hams and fresh meat, and with
provisions that producers and curers should share equally any profit
or loss arising from variation. The price of the standard ration varied
from 8s. n~d. per cwt. in February to lOS. lid. in the later months
of the year, whilst bacon and ham prices were in the region of 100S.
to I09S' The Grade B pig varied from 64S. Sd. to 685. 6d. per cwt.
dead weight. Pigs on contract to Wiltshire curers ranged from 73S. Sd.
in January to 69s. 6d. in April. Curers announced that they were
going to discontinue buying live pigs on contract because of the low
formulae due to bacon and pork prices. In April, May and June 1937
the Wiltshire factories were almost out of production, but the Board
accepted the delivery of the pigs concerned. At the end of June it
was agreed that Wiltshire curerS should pay d1e average of first and
second quality bacon pigs as in Great Britain, provided they did not
exceed 70S. per cwt., in which case the price would be the mean of
70S. and the Great Britain price. Prices in fact ranged from 725. 6d.
in June to 745. 6d. in December. As a result of difficulties with the
Wiltshire trade, the Board's purchases of live pigs rose considerably,
amounting to 155,053 over the year.
In 1937 the Board entered into partnership with existing commercial
organisations for the joint operation of three curing establishments.
A general summary of the increase in the pig output in Northern
Ireland is indicated in the following figures!:Pigs bought Dead and Alive
for Curing into

Ye.1r

1935
193 6
1937

Roll and Ham

Wiltshire

43 8, 80 4
50 7,977
45°,7 13

73,000
15 1,3 27
15 1,63 2

Live Pigs
Shipped

Total Number

84, 623
47,3 86
155,053

59 6 ,4 87
706,690
757,39 8

For a period, the Scheme in Northern Ireland continued under the
Pig Industry Council, ~l.I1d, whilst there was no immediate prospect
of real stabilisation in view of the position in the Great Britain Scheme,
1 Agricultural Register, 1937-8, p. 86.
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the pig industry appeared to be sufficiently attractive to encourage
increased production. On February 27, 1939, the Pigs Board was
removed from office and control was handed to· three nominees of
the Minister of Agriculture and two representatives of the old Pigs
Board. The new arrangement followed a Government investigation.
Later in the year, a Bacon Industry Act brought the Northern Ireland
Scheme into line with the Scheme for Great Britain.

CHAPTER IS
WORLD TRADE IN DAIRY PRODUCE
THE milk market in the United Kingdom occupies a posItIOn
different from that involving any other agricultural commodity.
The profitable section of the market, namely the trade in milk for
liquid consumption, is not influenced by overseas production and
competitive imports. The fluid milk market is practically free from
imports. It has difficulties in connection with internal cornpetition, but
under statutory marketing schemes such difficulties are much smaller
than in pre-scheme days. On the other hand, the maintenance of
supplies for the liquid milk market involves a serious degree of
balancing, and as milk is a highly perishable commodity, balancing
cannot be undertaken by the building up and holding of stocks.
Under the most favourable conditions production has to be maintained
considerably in excess of requirement; and therefore the real problem
of the milk trade is the disposal of milk surplus to liquid requirement.
Recognised methods of disposal of surplus consist of conversion
into dairy produce such as cream, butter, cheese, dried and condensed
milk. Cream, being rapidly perishable, is subject to much the same
difficulty as the liquid milk market. The other forms of dairy produce
can be stored to a considerable extent so that disposal of surplus
milk in the form of stable dairy produce can be spread over the year,
removing difficulties associated with gluts and shortages. Dairy
produce, however, is subject to intense world competition, largely
with Empire countries and consequently less subjec.t to control.
The maintenance of a profitable liquid and cream market is dependent,
to a large extent, on prices realised from the conversion of milk to
the more stable dairy produce and these prices are undoubtedly
determined by world prices.
The two commodities of the greatest significance in world dairy
produce trade are butter and cheese and preparation of these commodities in overseas countries has become a very specialised industry.
In the case of the United Kingdom an estimate was made by Morton
in r878,t when the total sales of milk were estimated as 823 million
gallons, 44 per cent being sold as liquid milk; 37 per cent as cheese
1

Journal R.A.S.E., vol. xiv,
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and 19 per cent as butter. In view of later authentic returns under the
Marketing Schemes, these estimates appear very reasonable. Calculations by Ruth Cohen1 give the following figures for 1907-8, representing the total consumption of milk and milk products in Great Britain.
Amount

Liquid milk
Cream, ,

..

..

galls.

galls.

788,000,000
1,999,000

788,000,000

cwt,
5,554,000
3,064,000

Butter, ,
"
Cheese
Other products

..

Totals

Milk
Equivalent

..

26,000,000

-

1,467,000,000
344,000,000
27,000,000

-

2,652,000,000

Percentage Consumption Percentage
of Home
per Head
of Total
Produce

galls.

29'7
I

55'3
13
I

100

19'9
0'7

100
95

37' 1
S'7
0·7

93

67' I

42

13

24

Ireland
Until April I, 1923, no separate returns were issued as Southern
Ireland carne within the United Kingdom Customs Union. Butter
has been one of the chief commodities exported from Ireland for over
200 years, and for almost a century butter has been graded and branded
in the Cork Market formerly recognised as the leading butter market
in the world. The Franco-Prussian War of 1870 raised English prices
of butter to such an extent that European countries developed the
dairying industry and Ireland lost its butter monopoly. In 1900 the
Department of Agriculture was established and set up a register of
efficient creameries and a system of inspection of butter.
The success of Irish butter-making has been dependent on the
development of co-operative dairying. Although a Joint Stock
Creamery owned by farmers was established in 1884, the serious
business of organising co-operative production and distribution came
under the control of the Irish A.O.S., established in r894 through the
activities of Sir Horace Plunkett. At the end of 1925 there were 184
co-operative creameries with 191 separating stations and 56 proprietory creameries with 149 separating stations. Farm-made hutter
is mainly blended and sold for export as "factory butter." The
maximum export of butter from Ireland was reached in 1914 when
855,000 cwt. were shipped, probably about 710,000 cwt. of these
1

Ruth Cohen, History of Milk Prices, 1936.
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from the Irish Free State. In 1925 only 402,000 cwt. of butter were
shipped from the Free State, this being due to increased home consumption as a result of a higher standard of living and reduced imports
of margarine and outside butter supplies during the winter.
Since the establishment of the Irish Free State, steps have been
taken to assist the industry, under the 1924 Dairy Produce Act.
Registers of all creameries, separating stations, exporting houses and
factories are maintained and every attempt made to guarantee the
quality of butter exported under licence. The Livestock Breeding Act
of 1925 controlled the licensing of bulls and set up cow testing associations for the improyement of dairy herds.
Much still remains to be done to survive world butter competition.
Irish "creamery butter" as regulated by the Dairy Produce Act is
the highest quality of butter, comparing favourably with Empire
butter. "Factory butter" is the blended produce of individual farmers,
and although prepared from lump butter delivered from individual
sources, is now standardised within the factories. "Farmers' butter"
is only directly exported through registered premises where it is
carefully examined and classified. The total butter export from the
Free State is about 70 per cent creamery, 25 per cent factory and
5 per cent farmers' butter. The writer found that co-operative
creameries commonly buy on the butter fat content, paying the export
price of butter per lb. of butter fat, and separated milk is returned to
the farmers at about ld. per gallon. Working costs are normally
covered on this basis together with a slight profit returnable in
dividends to the producer members. Creamery butter is generally of
sweet cream type made from flash pasteurised cream. Government
inspectors examine packed boxes of butter destined for export.
Cheese making, quite an old industry in Ireland, revived considerably from 1914, when 9,600 cwt. of cheese were shipped. In 19 19
the export had increased to 286,000 cwi. In each case these :figures
were from the whole of Ireland. In 1925, after the separation of the
Free State, only 4,300 cwt. were exported from the Free State. Much
of the cheese production is inferior in quality to that of Great Britain
and the Empire and so has difficulty in competing on the world market.
Export dairy produce from the Free State is usually consigned
direct to Great Britain by individual creameries at firm prices on
contract or on commission. Little has been done in the development
of a co-operative selling agency. Irregular supplies render difficult
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regular trading channels. Irish butter is invariably sold as "fresh
butter" so that, in the absence of serious attention to winter dairying,
the difficulty of irregular supplies wiU remain, especially as producers
often fail to fulfil their contracts on rising markets. There can be no
question of developing adequate storage facilities so long as the fresh
butter market is the one sought by the Irish Free State. The attempt
to stabilise an export market on a voluntary co-operative basis has
not matured. Additional legislation has been passed in the Free State
for much more rigorous control of the industry, but so far there are
no clear indications that this legislation is being actively pursued.
A summary of the exports of dairy produce from the Free State
during recent years has been assembled from official sources.1
I93 0

Number of cows ..
.. "
Exports of butter (ewt.) ..
"
Exports of cheese (ewt.) ..
Exports of preserved milk (ewt.)

..

..

..
..

1933

1,2:>'5,000

1,222,000

1,23 0 ,000

1,:>.68,000

5:>'5,000

37 8,000

33 0 ,000

4 0 -1,000

:>.,000

2,000

9:>.,000

62,000

Jg3~

Number of cows
..
,.
Exports of butter (cwt.) "
Exports of cheese (cwt.) •.
Exports of preserved milk (ewt.)

193 2

193 1

-

1,000

9 2 ,000

193 6

1935

12 9,000

1937

-

1,30 9,000

1,33 2 ,000

1,34 8,000

1,30 4,000

508,000

53 1 ,000

5 18 ,000

5,000

9,000

16,000

380,000
-

112,000

II3,000

122,000

13 1,000

Australia
About six cattle were originally introduced into Australia by
Captain Phillip in I788. To~day there are 13t million cattle, and
dairying is the principal occupation of about 140,000 farmers. Much
of the success of the Australian dairy industry is due to the development of refrigeration. In 190I the output of butter was 910,000
cwt. of cheese 103,000 cwt. and of condensed milk 40,000 cwt. By
1923 the output had increased to 2 million cwt. of butter, 220,000 of
cheese, 570,000 cwt. of condensed milk. The export trade had correspondingly increased as follows:1901

cwt.

Butter

3 10 ,000

Cheese
Condensed and preserved milk
1

cwt.

590 ,000

2,600

34,000

9,5 00

150 ,000

Imperial Economic Committee, Dairy Produce,

1937.'
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The first shipment of refrigerated Australian butter arrived in the
United Kingdom in January r88r, but no appreciable supplies were
forthcoming until after the adoption of the cream separator and the
dairy factory system in New South Wales and Victoria. About 75 per
cent of the butter manufactured at present is produced by farmers'
co-operative factories. Cheese is mainly produced in Queensland.
Each State of the Commonwealth has its daily department. A rigid
system of grading for cream or milk is operated on delivery to the
factory. Payment is on a butter fat basis with a quality bonus, and
samples from every consignment are tested. The best butter is branded
with a "kangaroo," and this butter must be manufactured from pasteurised cream. Export standards are very rigidly maintained and the
national brand is very jealously safeguarded.
Milk recording is becoming general, but has not reached the
standard of Denmark as yet. The average yield per cow is still only
about 302 gallons per year and the average butter fat yield about 140 lb.
Cost of production on the present basis represents about £14 per
cow per annum, so that with a cow yielding 140 lb. of butter fat per
year the cost of production of the butter would be 2S. per lb., whilst
with an output of 260 lb. of butter fat per year the butter cost would
be IS. rd. per lb. Thus the economic success of the butter business
depends very largely on raising the butter fat output per cow. Serious
attention is being given to the development of high yielding strains,
assisted by the greater use of superphosphate manuring and the sowing
of clover. There is difficulty in Australia in maintaining reasonable
herbage so that the milk supply is liable to very great seasonal
fluctuation. Regularity of supply is essential and winter dairying is
developing on the basis of green crops and irrigation.
In 1924 the Australian Government set up a Dairy Produce
Control Board consisting of twelve members, mainly representing
producers with the addition of a Government member. Control
operated from July I, 1925. A system of export licences has been
made compulsory. The Control Board concentrates on the marketing
of dairy produce in the United Kingdom and in Europe, supervises
sales and distribution in all overseas markets and attempts to maintain
prices equal to those ruling in other countries. The Board arranges
with the Rural Credit Department of the bank for advances on butter
and cheese exported, endeavours' to encourage continuity of supplies
and conducts advertising on a very wide scale in overseas countries.
u
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In 1924-5 the total milk production of Australia was 862,000,000
gallons, the manufacture from which was 140,200 tons of butter,
14,000 tons of cheese, 21,400 tons of condensed milk and 6,200 tons
of dried milk. In 1933-4 the output had risen to 1,145,000,000 gallons
of milk and manufacture to 210,100 tons of butter and 17,200 tons
of cheese. On the other hand, manufacture of condensed milk had
fallen to 18,500 tons and of dried milk to 5,500 tons. Of recent years,
the internal consumption of dairy produce has naturally increased.
The League of Nations1 showed that between 1924 and 1934 Australian
consumption per head of milk and dairy produce had risen from
22' 0 gallons to 22·6 gallons of milk, from 28' 7lb. to 3 I lb. of butter,
from 3' 6 lb. to 4' 4 lb. of cheese and from 4' 7 lb. to 5' 1 lb. of
condensed and dried milk. Whilst these figures do not indicate any
greatly increased consumption per head during the period, they
contrast with the United Kingdom position, where consumption is
almost static. The worlel market position of Australia is summarised
in the table from reports of the Imperial Economic Committee. 2

..
..

..

..
Number of cows
Production of butter (ewt.)
.'
.,
Consumption of butter (cwt.)
Exports of butter (cwt.)
Production of cheese (cwt.)
Consumption of cheese (cwt.)
Exports of cheese (cwt.)
.'
Production of preserved milk (cwt.) .•
Exports of preserved milk (cwt.)
Exports of casein (ewt.)

..

..
..

..

....

..

...,

.. .. ....

Number of eows
..
Production of butter (cwt.)
.,
Consumption of butter (ewe.)
Exports of butter (ewt.)
Production of cheese (ewe.) "
Consumption of cheese (ewt.)
.'
Exports of cheese (CWt.)
Production of preserved milk (ewt.) .•
Exports of preserved milk (cwt.)
"
Exports of casein (cwt.)
,

..

..

.

1
2

..
..

..
..

193 0
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1932

1933

2,6)1,000

), 129,000
1,672,000
1,1)0,000
296,000
21 9,000
46,000
407,000
126,000
21,000

z,88r,000
3,488 ,000
1,688,000
1,71 5,000
281,000
216,000
66,000
370,000
122,000
8,700

3,101,000
),747,°00
1,726,000
2,046,000

),266,000
4,026,000
1,845,000
1,889,000
344,000
260,000
97,000
479,000
207,000
9,400

1934

1935

193 6

3,39 6,000
4,188,000
1,844,000
2,20),000
357,000
207,000

3,437,°00
3,873,000
1,974,000
2,293,°00
345,000
229,000
141,000

I1I,000

567,000
149,°00
11,300

-

129,000
14,200

33°,000
224,000
79,000
474,000
200,000
15,400

3,5° 8,000
1,95 1 ,000
1,657,000

-

I IZ}OOO
-

176,000
16,900

1937

3,853,000
2,°94,000
1,633,000

-

;1.50,000
18,3 00

Statistics of Food Production, Consumption and Prices, League of Nations. 1936.
ImperIal Economic Committee, Dairy Produce, 1937.
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New Zealand
The introduction of dairy cattle into New Zealand dates back to
1840, and by 1925 there were 3,503,744 cattle, of which I,633,ooO
were for dairy purposes. New Zealand is the leading supplier of
dairy produce to Great Britain and dairying gives employment to a
quarter of the population. The scope ~f the dairy industry was
restricted until 1882, when refrigeration during transport became a
practical proposition. Then the Government encouraged the setting
up of the co-operative factory system, concentrating on the manufacture of cheese, but later establishing butter factories. By 1892 there
were I04 co-operative creameries.
To maintain a high uniform quality, the Government passed the
Dairy Industry Act of 1892, regulating the manufacnlre of dairy
produce and preventing deceptive branding of butter and cheese. An
amending Act of 1894 gave wide powers of inspection to ensure the
purity of the milk used. Factories were registered and provision
made for storage and for Government grading. The Dairy Industry
Act of 19°8 consolidated various Acts and authorised the State to
advance money to dairy companies for acquiring land, erecting
factories and purchasing machinery. Subsequently attention was
given to the improvement of dairy herds. The total exports of butter
and cheese in 1905 were only 394,284 cwt. By 1918 butter exports
had risen to 431,000 cwt., by 1930 to 1,834,000 cwt. and in 1936
to 2.,796,000 cwt. Similarly, in the case of cheese, in 1918 the exports
were 883,000 cwt., in 1930 1,813,000 cwt. and in 1936 1,658,000 cwt.
In New Zealand, factories all possess butter and cheese making
plant and are able to divert from one commodity to the other
according to market demands. The dairying industry is chiefly
concentrated in the North Island, which possesses 77 per cent of the
dairy cows of the Dominion. The land and climate are particularly
suitable for pasture, and dairy stock can be maintained without
artificial feeding throughout the year. Farms in the main are small.
Co-operation has been applied from early days and to-day 90 per cent
of the dairy factories are owned, controlled and financed by the
farmers themselves. There are 445 dairy factories employing 4,324
persons. Milk or cream supplied to factories is purchased on the
butter fat content, payments are made monthly and any surplus
arising is distributed among the fanner members as a bonus per lb.
of butter fat supplied.
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From the beginning, a very rigid official grading system has been
adopted by the State, with the result that importers of New Zealand
produce can safely buy on description. New Zealand Government
experts in Britain also check the grading of butter and cheese on its
arrival. Milking machines are general in New Zealand. Separation of
milk at the farm has now been replaced by mechanical separation
daily at the factory, returning the separated milk or whey to the farm.
Over 15,000 milking machines are in use at the farms and over 45,000
separators at the factories. An attempt has now been made to grade
cream with a view to raising the quality of butter produced. Under
the Dairy Produce Export Control Act of 1923, a Board was
established consisting of two ,Government representatives, nine farmer
representatives and one manufacturer of dairy produce. The Board
is chiefly concerned with the export and marketing of dairy produce
and has established a London agency.
The League of Nations! estimated that the production of milk
increased from 555,000,000 gallons in 1925-6 to 945,000,000 gallons
in 1934-5. During the same period horne consumption of butter
increased from 454,000cwt. to 581,000 cwt. The position of cheese is
rather different. Production increased from I,520,000 cwt. in 1925-6
to 1,914,000 cwt. in 1934-5, but export cheese advanced whilst home
consumption has diminished. The export cheese figures are 1,400,000
cwt. rising to 1,859,000 cwt. whilst home consumption fell from
I20,OOO cwt. to 55,000 cwt. Cheese consumption year by year shows
considerable variation, and it may be that export prices are the
determining factor as to the quantity of cheese retained for home
consumption.
The Imperial Economic Committee's2 summarised figures are
those shown in table on the opposite page.

Canada
From early days milk production, butter and cheese making were
established in the Quebec area, and it is recorded that cattle were
imported as early as 1622. By 186r there were over 1,000,000 cows
in the eastern part of Canada, and, as butter and cheese production
exceeded home demand and export was almost impossible, prices
became unremunerative. This was an important factor in the establish1
2

Statistics of Food Production, Consumption and Prices, League of Nations, 1936.
Imperial Economic Committee, Dairy Produce, 1937.
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ment of cheese factories in 1864. By r864 exports of factory-made
cheese to Great Britain had reached £36,000, and by 1892 £2,3 19,000.
Butter production for export did not develop until after 1893.
Tariff walls round the United States compelled Canada to concentrate on the British market. The advent of cold storage tended to
interest Canada in the export of bacon, and the development of the
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..

Number of cows
Production of butter (cwt.)
Consumption ofhuttcr (cwt.)
Exports of butter (cwt.)
Production of cheese (cwt.)
Exports of cheese (cwt.)
Exports of preserved milk (cwt.)
..
Exports of casein (cwt.)
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..
..
..

..

..
Number of cows
Production of butler (cwt.) ..
Consumption of butter (cwt.)
..
Exports of butter (cwt.)
Production of cheese (ewt.)
Exports of cheese (ewt.)
Exports of preserved milk (ewt.)
Exports of casein (cwt.)

..

..

..

..
..
..
..
"

..

..

..

..
"

..

..
..
..
..

..

193 0

1931

1,441,000
2,394,000
507,000
1,884,000
1,85 8,000
1,81 3,000
136,000
57,3 00

1934

1,933,000
3, 20 9,°00
585,000
:1., 61 5,000
r,9 I 4,000
I,9 84,000
193,000
57,7°0

1932

~933

1,602.,000

1,7o~,000

1,846,000

2,53 1,000
55 6,000
1,9 89,°0 0
1,782,000
1,636,000
1I5,000
52,9 00

],°27,000 3,2.90,000
556,000
.2,186,000
2,071,000
1,790,000

577,000
2,635,000
2,136,000
1,9 83,000

143,000

158,000

42,800

48,700

1935

193 6

1937

1,952,000
3,4 19,000
547,000
2,7 89,000
I,77°,000
1,728,000
186,000
65,200

1,952,000
3,547,000
554,000
2,79 6,000
1,774,000
I,658,000
.212,000
80,800

1,936,000
3,35 8,°°0
546,000
2,976,000

-

1,768 ,000

221,000
77,5°0

West established the growth of grain for export. Industrial districts
developed so that there was an increased home demand for dairy
produce, resulting in a marked decline in export of cheese and butter
after 1904, in spite of increased production of dairy produce. From
this period there was an enormous amount of scientific research on
milk yields, feeding and factory control so that, 'taking the country
as a whole, a high standard of efficiency was reached.
There was, however, insufficient control of marketing arrangements
for export so that it was possible for butter of a low quality to be
exported by certain farmers. There were in 1925 about 3,000 factories,
each registered with a number and a grade mark. Cream is now
graded as received at the creameries and purchased on the basis of
flavour and on butter fat content. A voluntary grading scheme was
operated by co-operative factories as long ago as 1908, but after
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19 2 5 grading became established on a compulsory basis throughout

Canada.
Regulations have now standardised containers for butter and cheese
for export, and adequate cold storage plants are established on a
credit basis. There is still nO national organisation for marketing
butter and cheese in the Dominion or for export. The result is that
supplies have generally been sold through dealers at the markets and
resold to British importers. Within recent years, a considerable
trade has developed in the manufacture of small standard packages of
pasteurised or crustless cheese, generally of the Cheddar type, which
have found a ready market. Canadian butter is still not sufficiently
consistent in quality to command the best prices. The general
tendencies of Canadian production and consumption are!:-

ProductionMilk (galls.)
..
Butter (tons)
Cheese (tons)
Consumption per headButter (lb.) .•
..
,.
Cheese (lb.)

..

..

..
..
..
..
..

19 2 5

193 0

1934

..

..

1,440,000
12°,3 00
7 2,3° 0

1,510,000
126,500
53,5 00

1,63 0 ,000
153,9 00
44,800

..

27'4

3°'6
3'6

31' I
3'6

..

..

3'1

These figures indicate that whilst production of milk has increased
considerably, cheese has fallen and butter increased at rather higher
rates than total milk production. The home consumption demand for
butter and cheese has increased so that it would appear that export
of these dairy products is comparatively static. The general summary2
of the world trading position is given in table on the opposite page.

Denmark
In Denmark since 1881 the cow population has increased from
899,000 to about I,750,000, the average yield of milk per cow has
exactly doubled, whilst the butter fat yield has almost trebled. In the
main, dairy cattle are kept on very small farms, where intensive
feeding is practised. Cheese-making has not been developed to any
great extent, although considerable quantities are produced in certain
areas. In 1929 only 2 per cent of the milk delivered to dairies and
1
2

League of Nations Report, 1936.
Imperial Economic Committee, Dairy Produce Report, 1937.
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4'7 per cent of the skim milk and buttermilk were used for cheese
manufacture. In that year cheese was produced at 588 dairies of
which SIr were co-operative and 77 privately owned. The total
production was 24,000,000 kilos, 21 per cent from whole milk, 60
per cent from mixed milk and I' 8 per cent from skim milk. The
condensed milk industry has not made much progress, principally by
virtue of the fact that 92' 7 per cent of the skim milk and buttermilk
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..
..
..

..
Number of cow,;
"
Production of butter (cwt.)
Consumption of butter (cwt.)
..
Exports of butter (cwt.)
Production of cheese (cwt.)
..
Consumption of cheese (cwt.)
Exports of cheese (cwt.)
Production of preserved milk (cwt.) ..
.,
Exports of preserved milk (cwt.)

..

..

..

..
..

..

..

.
..
..
..

Number of cows
.
Production of butter (cwt.) ..
Consumption of butter (cwt.)
Exports of butter (cwt.)
..
Production of cheese (cwt.)
Consumption of cheese (cwt.)
.,
Exports of cheese (cwt.)
Pmduetion of preserved milk (ewe.) •.
Exports of preserved milk (cwt.)

....
..

..

..

1930

'93 x

193 2

1933

3, 68 3,000

3,$95,000
2,866,000
2,860,000
3 1,000
1,085,°00
305,000
776,000
7 16,000

3,694,000
2,908,000
2,878,000
40,000

r,071,000
33 1,000
716,000
955,000
225,000

3,37 2 ,°00
2,940,000
2,850,000
95,000
r,026,000
3 25,000
757,000
726,000
180,000

1934

1935

193 6

1937

3, 864,000
3,078,000
3,007,000
4,000
896,000
347,000
54 6,000
795,000
23 1,000

3,849,000
3,106,000
3,040,000
69,°00
906,000
354,000
497,°00
903,000
218,000

),874,000
3,171,000
3,094,000
46,000
I,055,000
33 2,000
73 1,000
93 0 ,000
183,000

3,94 0 ,000
3,210,000
3,248,000
37,000

2,5 2 9,00D

2,788,000
11,000

2.21,000

1,001,000

32),000
662,000
732,000
247,000

-

1,158,000

-

2.97,°00

produced in dairies is returned to the milk producers for feeding
calves and pigs.
When the mechanical separator was invented in 1878, it became
possible to establish dairy factories. A number of privately owned
factories were built, but from 1882, co-operative dairy factories
became more important. By 1900 there were 1,029 co-operative
factories against 550 privately owned. By 1928 there were 1,362
co-operative factories and 304 others. More than 90 per cent of
Denmark's 215,000 farmers have joined the co-operative dairies and
collectively handle about 90 per cent of the country's total quantity
of milk and produce 92 per cent of the whole butter output. CO-
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operative dairies were originally organised in the poorer districts of
Western Jutland and were founded by very democratic members.
Each member received one vote, regardless of output, and in spite of
repeated attempts to base voting strength on output, the same basis
still remains. It was appreciated that through co-operative dairies
smallholders could obtain the same advantages as big producers.
Industrial butter production on a large scale began in 1882.
Co-operative dairy contracts stipulate that all the milk except that
used at home must be delivered to the dairy, and such contracts
normally run for seven years. The dairy collects the milk, weighs it
and makes regular tests of quality, cleanliness and butter fat content.
A veterinary examination of all herds is made annually at the expense
of the dairy and considerable attention is given to the cleanliness of
cow houses and the handling of the milk.
Dairy produce of factories is subject to Government control. A
bonus is paid for high quality and cleanliness and reductions are
made for inferior milk. Such deductions may be as high as 2d. per
gallon. Milk is forwarded to the dairy once per day, although it is
quite common for cows to be milked three times per day. Cream
and skim milk must be pasteurised, according to law, so that butter
is prepared from pasteurised cream, and, in the interests of the health
of the pig population, only pasteurised skim milk is returned for pig
feeding. The skim milk is, however, usually soured before being
returned for pig feeding. Particular attention has been paid to
economical processing of milk and to simple but efficient buildings
and plant for the manufacture of butter.
To safeguard butter adulteration, Denmark passed an Act as long
ago as 1885 prohibiting the mixing of butter with margarine, and in
1888 established Government control of the manufacturing and
entire trade in margarine. Subsequently this control was extended to
butter, cheese and preserved milk. As Danish export butter represents
about one-third of the world trade, it is essential to ensure a pure
supply. The Margarine Act was again supplemented in 1925. Makers
of margarine must notify the authorities of the entire process and the
total trade done. Margarine in Denmark must not contain more than
3 per cent of butter fat, must be supplied in special wrappers and
contain sesame oil as an indicator. Pure butter, under the Butter Act
of 191 I, may only be exported under the Lur Brand, although this
is not applicable to export of butter in tins. Butter must be made
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from pasteurised cream, contain not more than r6 per cent of water
nor less than 80 per cent of butter fat and with no preservatives
except common salt.
The export trade in cheese is not so important but, from 1921,
the Government placed the export of cheese under regulation, grades
and marks. Only certain types of cheese are permitted for export,
for example Roquefort and Camembert. Denmark expOrts sweetened
and unsweetened condensed milk, sterilised cream and milk powder,
193 1

193'

1933

1,676,000

51.4,000
37 I ,000
113,000
43 6,000
468,000
:1.2,400

3,839,°00
474,000
3.379,000
500,000
41.2,000
84,°00
406 ,000
445,000
8,3 00

1,739,000
3,70I ,ooo
60 3,000
3,100,000
5I 4,000
348,000
13 0,000
47 6,000
5II,000
25,200

I ,770,000
3,641.,000
68:;>.,000
2,959,000
559,000
35 0 ,000
198 ,000
440,000
484,000
700

193·}

1935

1936

1937

1,716,000
J,594,000
645,000
2,949,000
541,000
381 ,000
124,000
4 1 5,000
43 6,000
1,3 00

1,646 ,000
3,406,000
68r,000
2,7>4,000
571,000
439,000
131,000
3 69,000
3 65,000
800

1, 61 5,000
3,541,000
(6),000
2,878,000
654,000
46 7,000
188,000
328,000

1,574,000
3,6ro,000
600,000
3,010,000

J3G,ooo

344,000
39,300
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..
..
..

Number of caws
"
"
Production of butter (cwt.)
Consumption of butter (ewt.)
Exports of butter (ewt.)
Production of cheese (cwt.) ..
Consumption of cheese (ewt.)·
.. "
Exports of cheese (ewt.)
Production of preserved milk (ewt.) ..
Exports of preserved milk (cwt.)
Exports of casein (cwt.)

..

..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..
..

Number of cows
Production of butter (ewe.)
"
Consumption of butter (owt.)
Exports of butter (ewt.)
"
Production of cheese (ewt.)
.,
Consumption of cheese (cwt.)
.. ..
Exports of cheese (ewt.)
Production of preserved milk (ewt') ..
Exports of preserved milk (ewt.)
Exports of casein (ewe.)

..
..

..

..
..

1,608,000
3,740 ,000
4 26,000

3,3 27,°00

7,400

604,000

-

a trade which until 1934 remained remarkably constant at just less
than 500,000 cwt. Protective measures and agreements with the United
Kingdom have recently reduced this trade.
Home consumption of milk is now in the region of 41 gallons per
head per year, a figure probably twice the quantity consumed in 1922 .
There has been a marked tendency for increased home consumption
both in milk and butter and some attention has been given to the
problem of distribution in the larger cities. The writer found that the
process of stassanisation was established in Copenhagen in preference
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to ordinary pasteurisation, but that the bulk of the milk was filled
into sealed churns instead of bottles. Apparently bottled milk is
supplied to the shops for direct purchase by consumers, whereas
milk is delivered loose from the churns in direct distribution. The
method of distribution is comparatively cheap, but would hardly be
regarded LIS satisfactory in this country.
The table on page 313 summarises the activities of Denmark in
connection with dairy produce during recent years.

Sweden
Sweden built up a considerable trade in export butter, largely on
the basis of the Danish pattern. Between 1930 and 1936 the production
of butter increased from 1,076,000 cwt. to 1,322,000 cwt. In 1930
the butter export represented 525,000 cwt., but this has gradually
fallen until, in 1936, the figure was 375,000 cwt. It is estimated that
about 500,000 cwt. of cheese are produced but the export is negligible.
Sweden, like Norway, has a very heavy liquid milk consumption
averaging probably 63 gallons per head per year, whilst butter consumption is estimated at 19' 8 lb. per head. Pasteurisation for the home
supply has hecome quite general in the cities, but the method of
distrihution is very cheap.
The Swedish Parliament fixes every year the maximum and
minimum wholesale prices of butter, and the butter produced which
cannot be sold in Sweden at the price-level prevailing is exported to
other countries. The price difference is paid to the exporter from a
special price regulation fund for which money is raised by an excise
duty on margarine, a levy on milk and an import duty on oil cakes.
No restriction has been laid down by the authorities as to area
under cultivation, limitation of the number or size of dairies or shops,
etc. The following, however, is to be noted: (I) the tax on margarine
is of importance as it reduces the demand for marg'lrine and thus
increases the demand for butter; (2) no one except the State or
organisation authorised by the Government is allowed to import
milk, butter or other dairy products.
Budgetary appropriations have been macle to meet the cost of
administration of milk regulation. Actual administration has been
delegated by the State to the Swedish Dairies Association (Svenska
Mejeriernas Riksforening), which is a co-operative organisation
constituted of 29 local co-operative organisations. Ninety per cent
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of the Swedish dairies are organised in the Swedish Dairies
Association.

Norway
In the case of Norway, production is generally low, not exceeding
about 400 gallons per cow and the hulk of we output appears to be
used for home consumption. In many parts of the country milk is
undoubtedly a national drink, and personal investigations indicated
that the milk was mainly consumed raw.
Baltic Countries
Finland concentrated on higher production per cow and home
consumption is probably rather higher than in Sweden. There has
been a tendency to reduce the manufacture of butter for export and
to concentrate more on cheese. Exports of butter were about 275,000
cwt. and of cheese 97,000 cwt. in 1936.
Other Baltic countries such as Poland, Latvia and Estonia through
Government regulation and control, established quite an appreciable
export trade, particularly in butter, but did not reach the regularity
of supplies and quality to command prices approaching those of
Denmark. By virtue of a lower price basis, there was a tendency for
an increase of supplies from these countries on the British market,
until the application of international agreements on quotas. The
present war has destroyed this trade with Britain.
Netherlands
Dutch farms are mainly of the smallholding type and specialise
on intensive production. Control of dairy produce is almost completely
in the hands of co-operative dairies. By 1930 the low prices operating
in dairy produce made the Dutch agricultural position very critical
and measures had to be taken by the Government in 193 I to prevent
a complete breakdown of arable farming. Growers of wheat, potatoes
and sugar beet were given Government assistance. Dairy produce
remained unsubsidised at price-levels which were barely economic.
The Ottawa Agreements passed a duty of 155. per cwt. on butter and
I5s. ad valorem on cheese so that, in Holland, the manufacturing value
of milk dropped to 40 per cent below the pre-war level and milk
production became the most unremunerative section of agriculture.
The Dutch Government passed the Dairy Crisis Acts of 1933,
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controlling the sales of butter and placing a levy on manufacture
to be repaid where the butter was exported. A levy was placed on
margarine consumed at home to prevent increased consumption at
the expense of butter. The money resulting from the Crisis Fund was
divided amongst the suppliers of milk to the creameries in accordance
with the butter fat content of the milk. Creameries were placed under
strict control and the fund carefully regulated. Since 1933 the export
butter market has been practically limited to the United Kingdom,
and the trade has been very difficult, as Dutch exporters had previously
neglected the British market in favour of Germany.
In the case of cheese the position was rather different: Dutch
cheese is mainly made on farms and not so readily controlled as
supplies passing through factories. A subsidy is paid to cheese
manufacturers depending on the fat percentage in the cheese and
amounting to 60 per cent of the subsidy paid for butter fat in butter.
All cheese must be numbered and the fat content is determined when
the cheese is 12 days old. Dutch cheese is a special article with a wellestablished export market to most parts of the world so that prices
are not so seriously influenced as in the case of butter. Since 1935
imports of Dutch cheese to the British market increased.
The Netherlands is by far the most important foreign supplier of
processed milk to the British market. Until 1922 duty was paid only
on the sugar content of the articles. In 1922 a 10 per cent duty was
placed on unsweetened condensed whole milk and milk powder, but
after the Ottawa Agreement these duties were increased, except in the
case of sweetened condensed skim milk, where the sugar duty alone
amounts to more than 10 per cent ad yalorem.
Exports to Great Britain fell after 1933, owing to the voluntary
quota arrangement with exporting countries. The basic year for the
quota was June 1932, to May 1933, and a stand-still Order operated
to a large extent. The Dutch manufacturer pays the same price for
milk for the manufacture of whole processed milk products as for
other milk. He must make accurate returns of the quantities processed
and must obtain certificates for export. For the quantity going into
home consumption the factory pays a levy on the butter fat content.
With skim milk products, an extra price is paid to the farmer for the
milk in place of returning the skim milk to the farm, and, in view of
world price conditions, the Government utilised publicity to encourage
greater use of skim milk in the feeding of livestock.
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Condensed milk factories are mainly privately owned by large
combines, and within the last few years prices between the United
Kingdom and Holland have been fixed by agreement. The position
has been somewhat complicated by the fact that the only other large
exporter of condensed skim milk is the Irish Free State which has not
strictly adhered to the stand-still Order. Holland realised that there were
better possibilities in the export of condensed whole milk as the price
arrangements with the British market were reasonably attractive.
Milk powder produced in Holland is mainly roller dried from skim
milk. A price arrangement operated with the United Kingdom, but
unfortunately in 1938 supplies from the United States led to a breakdown of the price agreements.
Swit{erland

Prior to 1914 Switzerland had a very considerable export trade
in various dairy products. Prices of practically all agricultural products
dropped alarmingly between 1921 and 1932, in most cases by roughly
50 per cent. Switzerland is essentially a milk-producing country, and
whilst export figures for both fresh milk and milk products fell
considerably within recent years, output increased. As examples of the
decline of export trade, the following may be quoted1913 •.

3,613 ten-ton truckloads of cheese and
4,705 ten-ton truckloads of condensed milk.

1933 the figures were1,9&2 ten-ton truckloads of cheese and
922 ten-ton truckloads of condensed milk.
The amount of fresh milk consumed in the country is about
seven-tenths Htres per head per day, so that the total consumption
with a population of about 4 millions is 2,8 million Htres compared
with a total milk production of 8 million Htres. There is thus a daily
surplus of 5' 2 million litres of milk to be manufactured into cheese,
butter, condensed milk, milk chocolate, etc. About 90 per cent of the
milk produ~ed is handled by the Swiss Central Federation of Milk
Producers and its affiliated associations. With no increased liquid
milk consumption and the export condensed milk market almost
vanished, there was a disproportionate increase in the production of
butter and cheese. The cheese market was not successful.
The Swiss Central Butter Marketing Association was established
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in April 1932, and by 1933 had almost replaced by home production
the former importations of fresh butter. Prices are fixed by the
Association in consultation with the Federation of Milk Producers,
dnd for cooking butter are 3' 5 to 3' 6 francs per kilogramme and
for edible butter 4' 55 to 4'75 francs per kilogramme. The output of
butter of 1933 was 2,550 ten-ton trucks. The farmer is paid IS
centimes per kilogramme for his milk and fresh milk is sold to the
consumer at 29 to 32 centimes pet litre, The taK on imported butter
was raised, and, from April 1932, importation of hutter without a
special permit forbidden. Edible butter must be sold retail at a price not
exceeding 5 francs per kilogramme. The Federal Government
subsidises milk prices and the sale of butter. It forpids the sale of
edible fats unless mixed with home butter (excepting lard or beef
fat). Not less than 5 per cent of hutter must be used for mixtures of
animal or vegetable fats or oils, and not less than IS per cent in
margarine and other sweet fats.

U.S.A.
A growing industrial population with rising standards of living
demands much increased home consumption of milk and dairy produce,
and this, coupled with the enforced change-over from dairy farming
to more expensive intensive cultivation, has removed the U.S.A. from
active world competition. Under present conditions there is no
inclination for the United States to secure a world market on a
subsidised basis, and the tendency is to favour closer union with
American countries to the nt'lglect of the European market except in
wheat, cotton and tobacco. A glance at the table1 on the opposite
page will show that the tendency is for milk production to rise to
meet increased liquid demands. This involves increased production
of dairy produce for balancing purposes but not sufficient to meet
the increased home demands, particularly of butter and preserved
milk. The American tendency to specialise on pre~packed and
proprietory health preparations assures an ever-growing demand for
dried milk. Cheese production is relatively insignificant and designed
to meet home needs.
Thus from the point of view of world trade in dairy produce, the
vast organisation of the American home market is of no particular
significance. There is much of value to the United Kingdom in the
1

Imperial Economic Committee, Dairy Produce, 1937.
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American planning of separating stations, regulation of transport and
unification of marketing agencies. The experience of pasteurisation

..
..
..
..

..
Number of cows ..
Pl'Oduction of butter (cwt.)
"
Consumption of butter (~wt.)
Exports of butter (cwt.) •.
..
Production of cheese (cwt.)
Consumption of cheese (cwt.)
Production of preserved milk (cwt.)
Exports of preserved mille (cwt.)

..

..
..
..
..

Number of cows "
Production of butter (cwt.)
..
Consumption of butter (cwt.)
Exports of butter (cwt.) .•
Production of cheese (cwt.)
Consumption of cheese (cwt.)
Production of preserved milk (cwt.)
Exports of preserved milk CCIVt.)

..

I93 0

193 I

1932

1933

23,885,000

I,011,000

24,982,000
19,772 ,000
20,058,000
58,000
4,39 6 ,000
4,95 0 ,000
20,042,000
948,000

:1.6,030,000
20,3 8),°00
2°,377,°00
57,000
4,3 22 ,°00
4,855,°00
2°,737,°00
64 1,000

27,059,000
;;0,974,000
20,127,000
58,000
4,855,000
5,057,000
;U,81 5,000
5 22 ,000

I934

I935

1936

1931

26,23 6,000
20,119,000
20,64 2 ,000
59,000
5,171,000
5,469,000

25,675,°00
19,499,000
19,7°7,°00
58,000
5,544,000
5,97 1,000
23,645,000
585,000

25,33 8,000
19,218,000
19,063,000
55,°00
5,7)7,°00
6,140,000
26,663,000
49 1,000

24,9° 2,000
19,°54,°00
19,262,000

18,931,000
19,056,000
63,000
4,468,000
5,075,000
21,03 0,000

21.,160,000

61 5,0 00

5,57 6 ,000
6,167,000
:t5,&3 6,ooo
3 13,000

control, in itself, is worthy of study whilst agricultural, chemical and
bacteriological research in the States has demonstrated possibilities in
the milk industry not yet fully realised on this side.

CHAPTER 16
IMPORTS OF DAIRY PRODUCE TO
THE UNITED KINGDOM
THE United Kingdom has become increasingly dependent on overseas supplies, and all attempts at artificial regulation have either failed
to dislodge imported commodities from the British market or partially
succeeded at the expense of the lower wage groups of British consumers. Records of imports of dairy produce since pre-1914 days are
illuminating, and examples collected from official returns are reproduced
for brief consideration. The quantities shown in the tables are gross
imports making no allowance for re-exports, which are negligible.
Butter
Collected representative statistics are shown in the table on page 321.
The obvious fact is that total imports from 1923 (when the Irish
Free State :first figured in British imports) have more than doubled,
whereas the effect of Milk Marketing Boards since 1934 has only
:resulted in a drop of 300,000 cwt. Quantitative regulation of imported
butter is definitely absU1"d so long as it is necessary in Britain to operate
a "Plan of Allocation" to prevent milk being manufactured into butter
to the neglect of higher priced markets. There is no indication of
the slightest desire to consider the welfare of the consumer if the
home butter market, notorious for inequality of supplies over the
season, is to be subsidised.
Further, there is no case for forcing the sale of British butter,
when available, by the exclusion of part of the necessalY supplies of
reliable imported butter. The Milk Boards had no national butter
production policy and yet unwisely tried to enforce a casual surplus
milk product on the consuming public, firstly as a charge on the
liquid milk industry and secondly at the expense of well marketed and
reliable supplies from overseas. Had it not been for the fact that the
Empire was becoming increasingly an exporter of butter to Britain,
butter imports would have been considerably reduced.
There is a case for making balancing supplies for the liquid milk
market a charge on the liquid milk trade; but, over and above such
surplus, the home butter market should be developed on an efficient
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factory basis within the limits of available milk production. This
specific butter production, and only this, should be the subject of a
protected market (if any protection is necessary) but not with the
addition of a subsidy ranking as a first charge on the entire liquid
milk industry. A Reorganisation Commission reported on similar
lines in connection with manufactured milk products, recommending
that a stated percentage of the manufactured milk trade should be
carried by the liquid trade and that additional manufacture should be
established at appropriate manufacturing prices with, if necessary,
some control of competing imports.
The remarkable development of New Zealand and Australian trade
was due to a very rigid control of quality and strict attention to
regularity of output. These two countries, with relatively small home
consumption, became specialists in the production of export butter
and consequently obtained a great share of British trade.
Canada lost its position as a supplier of butter to the British market.
To some extent tllis was due to uneven supplies, and at one period
to complaints of quality due to unregulated supplies, but of recent
years home consumption has increased and the United States has
proved a more convenient market.' It is not likely that Canadian butter
will figure heavily in future British trade.
The position of the Irish Free State was dominated by difficulties
of agreement with the United Kingdom, and whilst these difficulties
are now removed it is unlikely that the Irish Free State will secure a
great proportion of the British butter trade. Ireland is still mainly a
summer butter-producing country and Irish supplies are most uneven
throughout the season.
There has been considerable variation in supplies from foreign
countries. Denmark held its dominant position particularly from
193I when Danish butter was undoubtedly capturing the British
market to the disadvantage of imports from other countries. From
1934 there was a gradual reduction in supplies owing to the operation
of marketing schemes. From 1934 to 1937 roughly 300,000 cwt. per
year represented this reduction, which was more than made good by
Empire supplies. The rise in butter imports from Denmark between
1925 and 1931 (800,000 cwt.) was remarkable. This particular period
showed an all-round rise in butter imports, mainly due to the falling
off in Irish and British supplies. It is highly probable that this increase
would have continued but for British Marketing Schemes.
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Sweden was much more irregular in its butter supplies to this
country, mainly owing to its increasing home demand and lack of
co-ordinatioh in selling on the British market. Russia, after a very
irregular period up to 1925, owing to its internal conditions, gradually
consolidated its trade to about 500,000 cwt. per year. In 1937, however,
it suffered considerably owing to quota control, not being willing to
accept the specific agreements between the United Kingdom and other
European countries. Since 1933 Holland profited by the British butter
market, sending almost double its average pre-I9I4 supplies.
For some years the Argentine continued to hold a trade, mainly
resulting from the shortage of European supplies during 1914-18.
This trade fell with the rise of Empire competition and probably
stood at the figure of 130,000 cwt. only by virtue of general trading
agreements reached between the Argentine and this country.
Cheese

Total imports compared with pre-I914 have risen about 300,000
cwt., but the great change is in supplies from the Empire which have
increased over 800,000 cwt. whilst foreign supplies have diminished
by 500,000 cwt. (see Table 23 on page 325).
Within the Empire, the Irish Free State has shown considerable
development, having reached a figure of about 16,000 cwt. starting
from zero before the war. New Zealand easily retained its premier
position after 1923 and has shown remarkable consistency in regular
supplies and quality. The Australian cheese trade is essentially post-war
and has shown gradual improvement throughout the period. Canada,
which exceeded New Zealand in cheese supplies before 19141 has
fallen to a stabilised position of about 700,000 cwt., in spite of a rather
serious decline during the 1934-6 period. The chief restricting factor
in the case of Canadian cheese was the seasonal nature of the produce.
The greatest changes have occurred among European countries.
Holland has shown a steady decline, whilst Denmark, formerly not
interested in the cheese market, built up a useful trade, especially in
the more expensive classes of cheese. Belgium and F ranee are negligible
except for speciality types of cheese. Switzerland made a bid for
post-war trade in the British market, but gradually declined to a
steady but not extensive trade. Italy was noted for special and rather
expensive classes of cheese which became much more popular in
Britain with the rising standards of living after 1918. Political
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considerations in Italy reduced international trading to alow level, and
this is reflected on the cheese market. The United States has ceased
to be <l significant factor in British cheese trade.

Condensed A1ilk
There are two principal types of sweetened condensed milk made
from whole and skimmed milk respectively. The former has some
definite place in the permanent economy of dairy produce, but the
latter is more indicative of lack of purchasing power among the
poorer sections of the community and is used mainly as a substitute
for more expensive liquid milk. Any recorded expansion of imported
skimmed condensed milk may be taken as a sign that conditions of
the British consuming public are not satisfactory.
Sweetened Condensed Whole Milk
This trade, as far as the Empire is concerned, is now mainly in the
hands of the Irish Free State, which represents four-fifths of the total
Empire trade. Canada, which once dominated the Bri tish condensed milk
trade, is now almost out of the market. Empire supplies reached the maximum of over 24,000 cwt. about 1925, later falling to about l5,500 cwt.
Trade with foreign countries diminished as a result of British
protective tariffs and in 1938 represented one-fifth of pre-1914 figures.
Switzerland has suffered, supplies being replaced by the United
Kingdom, so that the real import of Swiss condensed milk is now
negligible. Holland found the trade shrinking from about 200,000 cwt.
in 1923 to 64,000 cwt. in 1937. Denmark, on the other hand, built
up quite a useful post-war trade, but this has been undermined
gradually by tariff regulations and trade price agreements. Orher countries are no longer of any significance. Total imports show a decline
from nearly 464,°00 cwt. pre-war to II4,300 cwt. in 1937 (see Tables
24 and 25 on pages ]26 and 327).
Skimmed Condensed Milk
Total imports of this product show a marked increase over pre-I914
days up to 1932, and it is problematical whether the rise would not
have continued under the Milk Board's high price liquid milk policy
but for two factors. In the first place, more severe regulation of
imports by tariff and trade agreements tended to diminish supplies.
The other factor, probably more important, was that medical
authorities strongly denounced the Use of this product for c.hildren,
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and by legislation the product was compelled to be marked "Unfit
for Babies." At the same time, subsidised schemes were introduced
for supplying cheap milk to schoolchildren, and considerable attention
was given to the supply of proprietory baby foods at reduced prices
through clinics. As a result of these developments the demand for
skimmed condensed milk was much reduced. The supply is almost
entirely Dutch and always has been. The only other countries of any
significance in this connection are Denmark and the Irish Free State.
Dried Milk
The use of milk powder has grown considerably with the increased
demand for proprietory baby foods and speciality food preparations.
Total imports for 1937 were 293,000 cwt., nearly ten times the pre-1914
figure of 29,500 cwt. Empire sources obtained a large percentage of
the increase. New Zealand contributed 125,000 cwt. of the Empire
total of 167,°00 cwt., whilst Australia and Canada provided about
18,000 cwt. each. The year 1933 represented the maximum for the
Empire milk powder output to the United Kingdom. Foreign countries
were of little significance apart from the Netherlands and Belgium.
The Netherlands in 1932 shipped more dried milk to the United
Kingdom than the whole of the foreign supply of 1937. Tariffs and
tl'ade price agreements contributed to the failure of foreign countties
to hold the market. The United States in 1931 forwarded an unduly
large quantity of 82,000 cwt. (see Table 26 on the opposite page).
United Kingdom position in Milk and Daily Produce

There is great difficulty in obtaining comparative data of a reliable
nature. Import figures prior to 1923 did not include any production
in the Free State forwal'ded to other parts of the United Kingdom,
but included supplies imported into the Free State. From April I,
1923, the position was different (the United Kingdom unit being
restricted to England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland), so
that subsequent statistics of home production and imports are not
comparable with pre-1923' A considerable proportion of dairy
produce in the United Kingdom and the Irish Free State was produced
on farms, so that returns wel'e far from reliable. Investigators had
to adopt certain devices to obtain any estimate of general tl'ends.
Some statisticians such as Ruth Cohen (History of Milk Prices),
have taken the more comparable figures of Great Britain for home
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production and attempted to adjust the United Kingdom import
figures on the basis of estimated production of the Irish Free State
before 19.23 and the import allocation of Northern Ireland since 1923.
This is probably the most satisfactory method of making comparisons
with pre-war conditions. Others have worked on the recorded
United Kingdom imports, adjusted for Southern Irish production
and made comparisons working back from the present Customs
Union. The Imperial Economic Committee concentrated on figures
from 1930 to avoid such difficulties. Even then, it was found that
reliable information was difficult to procure before 1934 when Marketing Schemes began to obtain fairly complete returns. The census of
production figures, whilst useful as a basis, were far from accurate.
Ruth Cohen1 attempted to arrive at general consumption values. The
portions of the tables on pages 331 and 333 indicate the trend of
home production at periods prior to the introduction of Marketing
Schemes.
The complete total which excludes milk fed to livestock is given
in terms of gallons of milk equivalent. Similar comparative figures
have been calculated for the import supplies into Great Britain and
again the total is worked out in terms of gallons of milk equivalent.
The imported ~upp1ies are, of course, net imports. From these two
sets of figures, some estimate may be obtained of the total consumption
of milk and dairy products in Great Britain.
To some extent increasing consumption would be due to population
increase, but a far more important factor was the rise of general
standards of Hving after 1918. It is admitted that there was a serious
price slump about the 1924-5 period and that certain sections of
agricultural prodw;:tion were in an unfortunate position in the 1930
period. The principal point, however, is that there was an appreciable
rise in the consumption of essential milk and dairy produce. Other
milk products were mainly of manufacturing significance and so had
little bearing on consumption values.
The growth of imported supplies is outstanding, and whilst home
production expanded in the direction of concentration on livestock
products, it did not make good the increased consumer demand. It
may be argued that world price was a dominant factor) but there is
no indication that the agricultural community made a serious attempt
to organise production in order to meet increasing demand with some
1

Ruth Cohen, History of Milk Prices, 1936.
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hope of a profit. In fact, it was about the 1924 period when the agricultural community relinquished any attempt to develop agricultural
co-operation on a national scale on the excuse that Government
subsidies were no longer forthcoming.
The Imperial Economic Committee, concentrating on figures
between 1930 and 1936, really supplied the more valuable comparison
of pre-scheme and scheme conditions. There are unfortunately many
gaps, and whilst the estimates may be challenged, they give a fair
indication of trends.
Even before marketing schemes, and in spite of complaints of falling
prices, there was greater concentration on milk production; the number
of cows increased year by year before the schemes and the rate of
increase was not materially affected by marketing schemes. There
appear to be no reliable statistics of the production of butter at the
£.rm, but it is doubtful whether any organised marketing scheme
could handle farm-produced butter. The consumptiml of butter per
head showed a marked increase until 1935 when the interference of
marketing schemes tended to involve a high price policy detrimental
to pUblic consumption. Net imports of butter continued to expand in
spite of international restrictions, which were ineffective in dealing
with Empire supplies.
There is a decreasing demand for cheese, and whilst the home
product struggles to maintain a reasonable output, imports have
declined seriously. Probably larger quantities of special varieties of
cheese are consumed, but the bulk of the cheese output of the
ordinary hard pressed types is suffering from a diminishing market,
as the result of a higher standard of living among the average
income groups. The lower income groups must regard cheese as a
luxury.
The figures for condensed milk do not distinguish whole and
skimmed condensed milk and consequently give na indication of the
extent to which the poorer classes of the community are substituting
cheap skimmed condensed milk for the more expensive liquid milk.
Milk powder is being increasingly used far expensive baby food
preparations. Much of it is used for animal feeding and an appreciable
supply of preserved milk is exported from the United Kingdom.
Importation of fresh milk, principally from Ireland and Normandy,
has been stopped by marketing boards and stringent regulations
governing imported fresh milk. Cream imports, principally from
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Ireland, showed signs of rapid growth in the earlier days of the Milk
Scheme but have since been checked mainly through agreement.
The Dairy Produce (Import Restriction) Order of 1939 represents
the first attempt at quantitative restriction of imported dairy produce
on a quota basis. Under this Order, from June 19, 1939, supplies of
imported condensed and dried milk from whole milk are reduced by
quantities equivalent to about 7,500,000 gallons of whole milk.
Supplies of imported skimmed condensed and dried milk are reduced
by quantities equivalent to about 10,000,000 gallons of skimmed
milk and so should promote the production of about 4,000,000 lb. of
home-produced butter. For the 1939-40 contract, provision would
have been made for over 20,000,000 gallons of milk for manufacturing
in view of import restriction, and the Board anticipated that this
increased demand would harden manufacturing prices which collapsed
during the 1938-9 contract.

CHAPTER 17

A PERIOD OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING
ENGLAND AND WALES
PRIOR to 1914 the bulk of fresh milk was handled direct from cow
keeper to consumer, or at the most with only one middleman, the
milk being distributed raw, Difficulties of ensuring reliable food to
the population during 1914-18 directed attention to the important
place occupied by milk in the public dietary, and milk distribution
was controlled. During this control period the National Farmers'
Union undertook the duty of safeguarding the interests of producers,
and worked directly with leaders of the distributors. Milk prices were
decontrolled in 1920, but negotiating machinery remained.
Negotiations in September 1920 failed, and the National Farmers'
Union tried to regulate prices on an area basis. During the industrial
depression of 1921-2, an attempt was made to reduce prices to farmers,
using surplus milk as a lever, and in 1921. the National Farmers'
Union advised its members to withhold surplus milk from the market.
Demand quickly outstripped supplies, and distributors asked the
Ministry of Agriculture to intervene to bring about a settlement,
reached on April 12, 1922, on terms more favourable to the farmers.
It was agreed to set up a Permanent Joint Milk Committee representing
the National Farmers' Union and the Distributors' Organisations, to
function in fuhlre price negotiations. The National Farmers' Union
then evolved a milk scheme on the basis of collective bargaining.
This scheme came into operation on October t, 1922, and served as
a basis for milk contracts until 1929. Two important features were
apparent in the collective bargaining schemel.

Sales and purchases were fixed on a twelve months contract

2.

dating from the 1St October of each year.
There was a differentiation in price between milk for liquid
consumption and that utilised for manufacturing purposes,

Price settlements were reached for London, and subsequent district
agreements were made with the mutual consent of producers and
distributors in those districts, so that the scheme never actually
functioned in a genuine national sense, although it contained the
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elements of national organisation. In this scheme, certain months of
the year were taken as an accounting period on which the percentage
of milk to be bought at liquid milk prices was assessed. The remaining
months of the year allowed fixed variations in this "accounted"
supply to come under the designation of liquid milk. Prices paid for
surplus milk were regulated on the prices of imported Canadian and
New Zealand cheese, prices being published monthly for the benefit
N.F.U. MILK SCHEME-LONDON AGREEMENTS (1922-9)
I. lV/la/esale Prices (Petlce per gallo1l)
Month

October ..
November
December
J:muary . ,
February ..
Moreh
April
"
.,
May
June
July
August
September

..

..
..
..

1922 -3

..

..
..
"

..
"

..
"
"

..
"
..

Producers' aggregate
"

..

20
*20
*20
*20
*:1.0
1.0
1:1.

r2
12
r2
r2
12

IGS. ad.

1923-~

'9 2{-5

1925-6

Ig26-7

lSi
'IS}

*17
*17
*17
17
'7
17

*IG!"

'9 2 7-8

19 28-9

*I6~

*16
*17
*'7
17
17
16
rG
12

------------ -----17
17
*20
*20
'20
17
12
12.
12
12

12.
12

*18~

'ISi
',S}
lSi
12
11.
12
12
12
12

1G

*16~

*16!
1G~

,G!
16~

12

12

12o

12

12
12

12.

*16li
*IG}
16}
16}
1Gl;
12
12
12

12

1:1

12

12

12

12

12

1G

12

12

IG

'45. 3d.

145. 3d.

------ - - - - - - --- --155 • 3d.

ISS. 3d . 'SS. 2d.

ISS.

ad.

• Accounting Period. Retail prices were not fixed by the Permanent Joint Milk
Committee.

of interested parties. The tables1 on pages 336-338 summarise the
working of the collective bargaining scheme for London.
The Government prescribed the "holding" process of pasteurisation
as Official in an Order made under the Milk and Dairies (Amendment)
Act of September 1922, and from the date of this Order dairies
specialised in low temperature pasteurisation involving expensive
plant.
One result of collective bargaining and of establishing official
pasteurisation was that milk distributors tended to combine into large
groups or trusts.
Negotiations for the 1928-9 contract led to difficulty between
1

N.F.U. Yearbook, 1931.
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farmers and distributors. Sir William Price suggested an improved
national scheme on behalf of milk distributors, but the final 1928-9
settlement was based on the usual collective bargaining method.
II. Percelltaae of Standard Quamity at Liquid Price
Month

October ..
November
December
January ..
February ..
March
ApriL. ..
May
..
June
..
July
August "
September

..

.,

1922-3

..
..

..
..
..
..
..

100
100
100

roo
100
100
!IO
110

"
"

.

,

..

XIo
lID

IIO
lID

"

19 23-4

192~-5

I~)27-S

1925-0

19 26-7

100

90
90
90

100

100

90
90
90

100

90

90

100

loa

90

90

90
90

100

100

IQ28-g

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 95
95
95
95
95
95

90
90
90
90
90
90

100

roo
100

100

!I5
lID

lIS

roo

lID

110

lIS

lID

IIS

110

IIO

IlO

lIS

IIO
IIO

lIS

IlS

lIS

110

110

IIS
IlS
lIS

lIS
lIS

All
All

All
All

All
All

All
All

All
All

rIO

Ill. SIIrplus Milk-Dedllction from Imported Cheese Price' (Pence per gallon)
Month

October. ,
November
December
January "
February, ,
March "
April
"
May
..
..
June
July
August
September

..
..

1922-3

"

..
,.
"

..
..
..

..

..
..
..

..

2-

-

-

'9'3-4

1924-5

19 2 $-6

'9 2 6-7

-

192

7-8

1928-9

------------ --- ---

2-

:>-

2-

2-

2-

2-

-

2-

2-

2-

:1.

-

:>-

1-

-

2-

2-

I

2-

1-

1-

I

'"

'2."

2-

1-

1-

2-

:z;

2-

-

1.

2-

:1.

2-

1-

::<

':1-"
'1-"

2.

::<
::<

::<

:>.

2

I

2

:2.

2-

'2"

2-

2-

I

::<

2-

2-

1.

-

-

2-

-

-

:>.

-

12-

-

2-

-

-

:1-

* Average price of Canadian and New Zealand cheese as ascertained from the official
market reports of the London Provision Exchange.
During the year, however, the Permanent Joint Milk Committee
revised this scheme which was submitted for the approval of producers
and distributors. The main points of the scheme were as follows:I.

Farmers might elect to sell the whole output at a flat rate or contract
on a definite quantity subject to an allowance of:2.0 per cent variation
either way from the estimated output.
y
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2.

Farmers and distributors were to contribute id. per gallon on all
milk bandIed from October to January inclusive to a pool or Per~
manent Joint Milk Fund, which would be utilised to compensate
IV. SlIrpllls Mi/k Price' (Pellce per gat/on)
19 22 -3

Montb

October ..
November
December
January
Febru'll·Y, .
Murch
April
"
May
June
"
July
August
September

..

..

..

..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..
.,

..
.,

1923-4-

1924-5

1925-6

1926-7

192 7-8

1928-9

--- --_ - - - --_ - - - - - 8t

10

7J

-

9!
9t
9t
9

-

-

-

11.

7

13t

7

IO~-

7
7!
7!

7:/-

71

8}

8
8

8t

8t
9t
91-

8
8t

9!-

8
8

10

-

*

-

9

7

-

IO

10

8'l.
4
8~·

8!
9
8t

-

8it

7
8
8

8t

8t

S!

7t
7
7&
7il:

8it

8

7il:

-

-

-

8il:
9
9

9!
-

-

8t
8!
8t

,8t
8t
8t
8

-

At sender's station.

V. Deduction /rom Liquid Prices for Creamery Deliyeriest (Pence per gallon)
Month

October ..
November
December
January
February ..
March
April
May
June
July
August
September

..

..
..
..
..
..
..

1925-6

1926-7

1927-ll

1.

I

1.

1.

I

1.

I

2

1.

I

1.

:1.

-1

:1.

:1.

I

2

2

I

:1.

1.

I

:1.

:1.

1.

I

1.

1.

I

2

1.

:1.

I

:1.

2

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

I

1

I

1

1

I

I

I

I

192 3-4

19·4-5

1.

1.

:1.

2

1.
1.

19~2-3

..

.,
..
..
..
..
..
..
....
..
..

1928-g

- - - - - - - - - - - - --_ - - -

t

Plus actual railway carriage.

manufacturers of milk products and to aid publicity work. Farmer
retailers would have to contribute rd. per gallon for the same
period. Manufacturers of condensed and dried milks or of cream
would be entitled to a rebate of rd. per gallon on this manufacturing
milk, and manufacturers of other products to a rebate of td. per
gallon, whilst the Permanent Joint Milk Committee would have to
be registered for the administration of this fund.
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3' All contracts and creameries would have to be registered under the
Permanent JOint Milk Committee for the regulation of the fund.
4. (a) The following prices were agreed by the Joint Committee.

19 2 9-3')

October

November
December
January

..
..

Febrwlry

March
April ..

..
..

May
June ..
July
August

Septemher

Produ~ers

Retail

(Per gal/on)
s. d.
.. x 4

(Per'lu(ln)
d.

n

I

..
..
..
..
..
..

I

..

..

..

..

"

5
5

7
7
7
7
7
7
6

I

5

I
I

4
4

I

0

I

0

I

0

I

0

6
6

I

0

6

I

4

7

On the basis of
these prices the
retail prices

would be

6

(b) The foregoing producers' prices would be carriage paid.
Creamery Prices: Where the farmer delivers to a creamery the
producers' prices would be subject to deductions(I) A sum equal to the actual railway carriage.
(2) rd. per gallon during all months except April, May and June,
in which months it would be rid. per gallon.
(c) Subject to any temporary variations that might be sanctioned
prices would remain fixed from contract year to year unless and
until varied by the Permanent Joint Milk Committee (Incorp.).
Cd) In the event of the Permanent Joint MHk Committee (Incotp.)
agreeing at any time to vary the retail price, the increase or decrease
would be allocated as follows:Increase ..
Decrease ..

Producer

Wholesaler

!
i

t
i

Retailer

1
i

If the distributor combined these functions, amounts to be added.
Co-operative Congress at Torquay in 1929 established a Milk
Trade Association in order that the Movement could speak with one
voice in milk negotiations. This national committee officially notified
the Permanent Joint Milk Committee that the Co-operative Movement
rejected the new milk scheme, principally on the following grounds:I.
2.

The scheme fixed retail prices for milk.
A pool subsidised private traders in competition with the Movement.
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3. The so-called flat rate was capable of upward variation according
to local conditions, and so was not in effect national.
4. The interests of the consumer were disregarded completely.
The National Co-operative Milk Committee opened negotiations
with the milk producers regarding 1929-30 prices. With the suppOrt
of the National Farmers' Union, four co-operative representatives
were elected to sit on the distributors' side of the Permanent Joint
Milk Committee. The first meeting attended was on September 10,
1929, when the co-operative representatives entered negotiations.
Distributors were offering an aggregate price of 14S. 7e1. on the
1927-8 terms, and farmers, whilst not desiring the 1927-8 conditions,
were prepared to accept ISS. 3d. on those conditions. Meanwhile the
national scheme put forward by the Permanent Joint Milk Committee
had been :ihelved for the present.
Co-operative representatives put forward a totally different scheme
for operation during the year 1929-30, and both farmers and distributors accepted the principle of the scheme, but not the prices and
other minor details. The scheme was as follows;-

(I) All milk purchased at liquid prices. (No manufacturing price.)
(2) Contracts to provide for sale and purchase of(a) Whole dairies.
(6) Supplies on a minimum and maximum basis.
(3) Basic prices to be fixed for dairies classified as underClass I.-Seller to fix basic quantity figure at the time of entering
into contract, and to be allowed a variation of 10 per
cent either way. Thus on a basic quantity of 100 gallons
per day he would be entitled to deliver any quantity
between 90 and lIO gallons.
Class 2.-Similar to Class I, but the variation to be 20 per cent.
Class 3.-The whole dairy, irrespective of quantity.
(4) Suggested aggregate price for the year for milk delivered-

Class

I ••

14S.

"

2...

I4S.

" 3··

14S •

7d.
Sd.
3d.

(S) If the buyer agrees to take the whole of the milk provided in dairies
under Classes I,md 2, there shall be a clause inserted in the contract
specifying the price of this surplus milk and the penalty if the
quantity sent is below the minimum. The price for excess supplies
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shall be 2d. per gallon below the pdce for the current month,
and the penalty 2d. per gallon on shortage.
(6) Creamery prices: Creameries to buy under Class 3. The further
reduction for factory charges to be agreed with those intetested.
(7) Weekly aCCOunts under either scheme to be settled within 14 days.

After much argument a settlement was reached late on September
17, 19 2 9. The final terms of settlement were as follows:Milk during the 1929-30 contract period to be sold and bought in
three classes. The producer to declare at the time of making his contract the class under which he elects to sell and also to state his basic
quantity. The first class to be sold anel bought with a permissible
variation of 1O per cent each way; the second class 20 per cent each
way; and the third class 50 per cent each way from the basic quantity.
For all milk above or below the margin of variation the producer
to pay a penalty of ld. per gallon, but the buyer to take all supplies in
October, August and September, during which months no restrictions
or penalties would be enforced. The prices would be as foIlows:Class

I

per rent

10

Variation

October
November
December
January
February

March
April
May
June

July

..

..

..
..
..

August
September

..

..

..

.. .... ....
.. .. ..
..

(In.. 2
20

per cent

V,uiJ.tion

•

(,lass 3

50 per eml
VJ.ri.ltion

s. d.

s. d.

s.

d.

I

4

I

4

I

I

I

4

I

4
4

I

5
5

I

5

I
I

4
4
3

..
..

I
I

5
5
5
5
4

I

4
4

.. ..
.. .. ..
.. ..
.. ..
'.
.. .. ..

J

0

I

0

I

I

0

I

0

..

....

..

..
..

"

"
"

I

I

I

I

I

0

lIt

I

0

1

0

o
o

I

0

1

0

I

a

I

0

1

0

I

0

I

4

1

4

I

4

I4

8

I4 6

IIi

14 3

Milk (1930-3) Contracts
The 1929-30 milk settlement was, in a sense, an experiment,
departing from the previous basis of an "accounting period" and
adopting the system of buying milk under different classes for direct

retailers, wholesalers and creameries. This settlement was on the
basis recommended by the co-operative members of the Permanent

341.
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J oint Milk Committee. The experiment was sufficiently successful to
be adopted in all succeeding annual settlements until October 1933,
when the Milk Marketing Board came into operation. Price arrangements accepted by the Permanent Joint Milk Committee from October
1930 to September 1933 are given in the table on the opposite page.
In each case direct liquid buyers were permitted 10 per cent
variation either way from the contracted quantities under Class 1
and these prices represented the highest contract prices.
Class:z. (a), cOlTesponding to Class 2 of the 1929-30 settlement,
was designed for wholesalers. This allowed for a 25 per cent variation
either way from the contracted supplies, thus throwing a bigger
balancing liability on the purchaser who, in return, obtained more
favourable prices. Class 2 (b) was arranged to meet the needs of
creameries. Buyers undertook to purchase the whole output of the
producers' dairies and the co-operative idea was that the liquid trade
of creameries should subsidise the reasonable manufacturing surplus
necessary for large-scale balancing. Producers would receive level
prices and not suffer discrimination according as their supplies went
to prOfitable liquid trade or uneconomic manufacture.
During 1930-1 it was considered that creameries should credit
20 per cent of each producer'S supply at manufacturing prices. Class
2 ea) and 2 (b) buyers with depots or creameries in the producing areas
were permitted to make creamery deductions. Class ~ (a) buyers
deducted rid. per gallon for April, May and June and rd. per gallon
for the rest of the year, whilst Class 2 (b) buyers deducted td. per
gallon throughout the year.
In the 1931-2 contract the newly formed Area Committees of
the Co-operative Milk Trade Association commenced to tighten up
the observance of area prices, realising that under the new Agricultural
Marketing Act of 1931 area organisation would become essential.
When the 1932-3 settlement was reached, the Permanent Joint
Milk Committee had been so far influenced that recommendations
were made for an aggregate price of 13s. 6d. for the Birmingham area
and 13S. 3d. for the North-Western area. It was further stated that
area settlements should be ratified by the Pertnanent Joint Milk
Committee before September 29, 1932, and the C()mmittee offered to
arbitrate where Area Committees failed to agree. The refusal to accept
arbitration would be met by withholding supplies of milk from tlle
affected areas.
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National Schemes

Meanwhile, the Co-operative Movement hac! proceeded to discuss
its national proposals with the National Farmers' Union anc! the
Creamery Proprietors and had reached some measure of agreement.
Two other national schemes had been prepared. The first put forward
by Messrs. Nestle contained very detailed estimates of the liquid and
manufacturing trade of England and Wales and worked out the degree
to which manufacture should be a charge on the liquid industry.
Messrs. Nestle's scheme proposed that the liquid milk trade should
pay for milk on current prices based on seven winter months and five
summer months. Manufacturers of dairy produce would pay for their
milk on the milk content value of similar foreign or colonial dairy
products ['o.b. British ports. Monthly the "economic price" would
be established by working out the gallonage sold, the gallonage
manufactured and any surplus. The "true value" of the whole of the
milk produced in the month would be ascertained and the average
price or the "economic price" would be the basis of payment to all
producers. There would be possibilities of rationalising transport and
allocating supplies for greater efficiency of handling. In the contract,
liquid prices month by month would be stated, but in paying to the
farmer there would be a reduction equal to the difference between
the liquid and the economic price. To determine the economic price,
a Central Buying Board would be established, and, on the instructions
of this Board, manufacturers would be compelled to absorb up to a
certain percentage in excess of their requirements for manufacture and
thus utilise any surplus arising in the country. Any unsold milk would
be handled by the Central Board. Each month the difference between
the liquid and the economic price would be refunded by the liquid
distributors to the Central Buying Board and thus supply funds for
dealing with the milk manufactured by creameries on account of the
Central Board and for the rebates allowed on manufacture. In other
words, the scheme simply represented a pooling system to be operated
by a Central Buying Board to ensure that uneconomic manufacture
became a charge on the liquid trade, whilst producers received level
prices for their milk. This scheme was later modified <to some extent
and put forward as the Creamery Proprietors' Scheme.
The Creamery Proprietors again suggested the working out of
the average economic price, but to bring this value to a parity with
London conditions an estimated average carriage rate for the whole of
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the country would be established and added to the manufacturing
values. Instead of a Central Buying Board, the creameries suggested
the Permanent Joint Milk Committee. The creameries considered that
deductions should operate in connection with creameries or receiving
stations on the same basis as in the current contract, hut that such
deductions should not enter into the calculations of the economic
price. Otherwise the scheme was in line with that proposed by Messrs.
Nestle. The Co-operative Movement was pressed to extend its own
national scheme to meet the claims of these other schemes and the
Permanent Joint Milk Committee contended that any national scheme
should he evolved by the Joint Body and not separately negotiated.

The Grigg Commis.rion
The National Farmers' Union on January 20, 1932, asked the
Minister of Agriculture to set up a Reorganisation Commission with
a view to producing a Milk Scheme for the country. In April 1932
the Grigg Commission was appointed to deal With England and
Wales; its report was published on February 6,1933' The Commission
had carefully studied the Linlithgow Report, the national proposals
of the Co-operative Movement, the Creamery Proprietors and the
Scottish Milk Agency, and had made detailed investigations into the
affairs of all the vested interests concerned.
The Commission concluded that the Agricultural Marketing Act
of 1931 had not taken adequate powers to establish a satisfactory
national control of the milk industry in England and Wales, and the
Government made a fatal mistake in not adopting the proposals of
this Commission. The Government, and to some extent the National
Fanners' Union, were so obsessed with the enforcement of a vertical
price structure to provide satisfactory returns to producers through a
scarcity market, that they ignored completely the effects of supply
and demand, the reasonable returns necessary for efficient manufacture,
handling and distribution and the effects of public purchasing power.
The Grigg Commission had taken account of all these factors.
The controlling bodies recommended were-

(I) A Central Producers' Board constituted under the Agricultural
Marketing Act, and consisting ofCa)

12 regional members, one from each of 10 regions and
North-Western region.

2

from the
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(b) 5 special members, elected by the registered producers of England

and Wales, whilst in each region there should be a regional committee, elected by the registered producers of the region with the
regional members of the Central Board ex-officio.

(2) A Central Dairymen's and Manufacturers' Board for the
statutory provision of which new legislation would be required.
This Board should be equal in numerical strength to the Producers'
Board and should include(a)

I I representatives to be allotted to wholesale and retail distributors'
organisations,
(b) 3 representatives of the Co-operative Movement,
(c) 3 representatives of manufacturers of milk products (including
any milk product marketing boards which might be set up by
manufacturers under the Agricultural Marketing Act).

The Central Dairymen's Board might he given powers to set up
regional committees if a voluntary system proved inadequate.
(3) A Joint Milk Council to consist of the members of the two
Central Boards, with three appointed members nominated hy(a) The Speaker of the House of Commons.
(b) The Minister of Agriculture, after consultation with the President

of the National Farmers' Union; and
(c) The President of the Board of Trade, after consultation with the
President of the Federation of British Industries.

One of the appointed members should he Chairman of the Joint
Milk Council.
The Producers' Board should he empowered to(a) Buy and sell milk.
(b) Operate in connection with transport, manufacture, etc.; but on
items of capital expenditure exceeding £20,000 or a total of
£200,000 over the year, the approval of the Joint Milk Council
would be required.
(c) Trade in agricultural requisites, co-operate with other persons in
certain matters, enter and inspect producers' premises, require
returns, etc.
(d) Fix the amount of levy for inter-regional compensation after consultation with the Joint Milk Council and distribute the proceeds.
(e) Regulate sales of milk byregisteted producers until the full trading
and pooling scheme is put into operation.
"
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The ownership of all milk, other than that sold by producer~
retailers, should vest in the Board, to enable it to rationalise the flow
of milk supplies and concentrate surplus in areas where manufacturing
could be operated most economically. The Board should be a party
to all contracts and collect all money payable for milk delivered
(except by producer-retailers). The Central Dairymen's Board
should have equal powers with the Producers' Board to engage in
distribution, transport, manufacture, research, etc.
The Joint Milk Council should have power(a) To fix prices for the sale of milk both for liquid consumption and
for manufacture. Appointed members would have the power of
veto and of final decision in the event of failure to secure agreement.
(h) To recommend premiums forgraded milks and to:fut the guaranteed
quality premium.
(c) To determine joint levy to meet these premiums and expenses of
tl1e Council.
(d) To deal with research, education, market intelligence and submission of claims to the Import Duties Advisory Committee and
the Minister of Health.

Proposals were made for effective and uniform administration of the
Milk and Dairies Order through County and County Borough
Councils and for the establishment of a full-time veterinary service
to control the operation of the Milk and Dairies Order and the
Tuberculosis Order. A roll of Accredited Producers was advocated.
To standardise quality of milk, it was suggested that various grades
of raw milk should be prescribed (after thorough investigation by the
Minister of Health and the Appointed Members of the Council) and
that pasteurisation should be controlled more rigidly.

Price Policy
A pooling system was advocated, based on a series of regional
pools with a method of price compensation between regions. After
negotiation, the Milk Council would fix the regional wholesale prices
of milk for liquid consumption and for manufacture, based on the
realisation values of the milk. The Commission specifically stated
that these values should have reference to the butter fat content of
the milk (a point unfortunately ignored in subsequent arrangements).
Two types of contract were advised (1) for level deliveries at liquid
price and (2) for variable deliveries with price based on the utilisation
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for liquid or manufacture. Payment for all milk (except from producerretailers) should be made to the Producers' Board and a levy on all
liquid sales would be used to compensate producers in regions where
the percentage of manufacturing was high. Premiums would be
required f01' level delivery, accredited and graded milks and other
services, to be paid by the buyers.
Producer-retailers would be licensed and liable to a levy on sales,
so as to cover quality and inter-regional compensation plus nine-tenths
of the ordinary producers' levy for price equalisation within the
regions. Where such producer-retailers retained their surplus milk
on the farm, the average level delivery premium of the region would
be deducted from their levy, and similarly where they were accredited,
they would be entitled to deduct the accredited levy.
The total payments to the regional accounts, after deducting the
various premiums to be paid to special classes of producers, would be
the basis of a c,llculated pool price, payable to aU producers, whether
the milk had been used for liquid or manufacture. It was suggested
that a scheme should be devised to ensure the regional pool prices
to manufacturers of butter and cheese on the farms, so as to prevent
the decay of these industries. Close working with the rest of the
United Kingdom was advised and imports of liquid milk from beyond
the United Kingdom should be restricted by a protective duty.
Greater attention to efficient manufacture of dairy produce was
considered desirable on the basis of centralisation, grading, marking
and national quality control, with definite standards. Arguments were
advanced for the regulation of imports, the development of the cream
and ice cream trade and the use of the pig industry to absorb separated
milk. Attention was drawn to the need for increased efficiency all
round and the importance of a lower retail price to be borne in mind
to stimulate liquid sales for the good of the nation. Finally, the
Commission prepared a draft for a Milk Marketing Scheme for England
and Wales.
.
The National Farmers' Union then prepared a Milk Marketing
Scheme based on the Reorganisation Commission's recommend~tions,
in so far as they concerned the setting up of Producers' Board. The
Scheme was offered to the Minister of Agriculture on April :21, 1933.
Meanwhile, Viscount Lymington asked the Minister in the House on
April 3, 1933, whether the Government intended to reject the part
of the Commission's recommendations for legislation to authorise

a
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the setting up of a Central Dairymen's Board qnd Central Milk Council.
The Minister (Major Elliot) replied that the Government was not
prepared to introduce the required special legislation but that Clause
I I of the new Agricultural Marketing Bill (later the 1933 Act) would
enable action to be taken in the direction of consultation, and, if
necessary, arbitration between the interests concerned. The clause
in question merely provided that the MiIl~ Board had power to
"consult" with any other person and to agree to refer any dispute
arising to a mutually agreed person or, in default of agreement, to a
person nominated by the Minister. In view of later legal interpretCltions
of the phrase "to consult" the position was most unsatisfactory.

The Original Milk Marketing Scheme
This Scheme js only treated here in general terms. It provided
for the application of a Milk Marketing Scheme to England and
Wales and divided the country into eleven Regions. The control of
the Scheme was to be in the hands of a Milk Producers' Board
consisting of twelve Regional members and five special members
elected by all registered producers in general meeting. Provisions
were made for elections and for the general business of the Board and
of Regional Committees. Producers were to be registered except
those with less than four cows and those producing milk for home
consumption. Polls for the initiation, continuation and revocation of
the Scheme were to be carried out as laid down in the Marketing
Act. The Board was to take powers as covered by the Act and to
prescribe contracts to which the Board would be an additional party.
Arrangements were to be made for the payment of additional premiums
on quality whilst producer retailers were to pay a levy. Provisions
were made for the operation of regional pools and the balancing of
pools by compensation levies. Permissive clauses were inserted for
. the Board to control market supplies if so desired.
As was only to be expected, a number of objections came from
various interested parties. All parties suggested that the Scheme
should be extended to cover the United Kingdom.

Creamery Objections
The Creamery Proprietors considered that the number of regions
should be reduced and that the Board should not be permitted to undertake capital expenditure exceeding £20,000 on any item or exceeding
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in anyone year except with the approval of the Joint Milk
Council. It was claimed that a statutory Joint Board, as recommended
by the Commission, was absolutely essential. Further objections were£200,000

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

That the percentage of milk used for manufacture from individual
contracts could not be ascertained as the milk was bulked;
That there was no mention of Regional liquid prices to be paid by
the purchaser;
That purchasers selling in the same town or area should pay the
same price for liquid milk;
That unsold milk should be sold only by the Board on prescribed
contract terms;
That penalties in respect of milk below an agreed standard of
cleanliness should be operated rather than premiums for milk of
that standard;
That the operation of freight charges and transit risks should be
based on the terms involved in delivery to the buyer's selling area
railway station; and
That the control of market supplies should be in the hands of a
Joint Board as should also control of surplus funds.

Co-operative Objections
That producers should be registered whether they sell wholesale
or retail;
2. That the Board should provide profit and loss accounts.
3' That the system of joint control recommended by the Commission
should be implemented;
4. That capital expenditure should he controlled by the Joint Milk
Council as mentioned above, as also should forms of contract;
5. That a Producers' Board, if it fixed the retail price of milk, would
be ultra vires the Act, whereas a Joint Milk Council under suitable
legislation could be properly empowered to do this;
6. That the normal dividend on purchases practice of co-operative
societies must be safeguarded.
7. That prices to purchasers in the same town or area should be level;
8. That penalties should be inserted for the breach of level dairy
contracts;
9. That in the event of general retail prices being fixed by the Joint
Milk Council prices for producer retailers should be the same;
10. That all producers selling milk should conform to good quality
standards with penalties for those failing to reach the standard;
I I. That some provision should be made for a new equivalent of the
creamery charges previously agreed.
I.
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Central Milk Committee Objections
The Central Milk Committee supported the objections raised by
its constituent organisations, and called on the Government to amend
Section r r of the Agricultural Marketing Bill to provide for statutory
negotiations and the specific appointment of arbitrators. The latter
part was in fact met by the fixing of "appointed persons" to act for
the period of one year from October 6, 1933. The Committee pressed
strongly for joint control of the Marketing Scheme. The objections
of the Dairymen's Federation and the Amalgamated Master Dairymen
were similar but included points of interest to smaller dairymen.
The Minister ordered a pUblic Inquiry to be conducted by Mr.
Russell Davies, K.C., and this was held in London from June 6th
to 29, 1933. Objectors supported their cases and the promotors of the
Scheme (the National Farmers' Union) rather assumed the attitude of
prosecuting counsel in cl'oss~examination. The Commissioner issued
a private report to the Minister who subsequently insisted on several
amendments to the Scheme most of which were drafting amendments.
Other general amendments provided forRegional members, 3 Special members and;2 members co-opted
after consultation with the Market Supply Committee;
The provision of an Executive Committee of not more than 7
members (including one co-opted member) of the Board;
Constitution of Regional Committees;
The annual submission by the Board of Balance Sheets and either
a profit and loss account, 01', if the Board does not trade for profit,
an income and expenditure account;
That the Board should not use any milk designa.tions except those
authorised from time to time by the Ministry of Health;
That the Board should consult any statutory body of distributors
or, in the absence of such body, representatives of distributors, to
negotiate prices, terms, etc., and, after consultation, should prescribe the contracts;
That the contract should include re-sale prices for milk and
minimum margins for distribution, etc.;
That different utilisation prices for milk may be adopted;
That milk produced in one Region and sold in another shall bear
the prices operating in the higher price Region;
That the Board should have the right to refuse registration of
contract on certain specified grounds;
That, fot twelve calendar months, the Board should not prescribe

I. 12
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7-

8.

9.
10.

I I.
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12.

13.

14.
IS.

16.

a contract without consulting the dairymen in the presence of the
three appointed persons who should act as arbitrators in case of
dispute and give final decisions;
That the Board should be liable for marketing unsold milk;
That producer-retailers should be licensed by the Board;
That transit risks and freight charges should be recognised;
That producer-retailers' levies should be based on quality and level
delivery premiums, plus three-quarters of the difference between
the Regional price and the Regional pool price. Full credit would
be given for quality and level delivery service; and
That various penalties may be imposed by the Board for different
breaches of the contract and conditions of the Scheme.

Thus the largest and most important Marketing Scheme came into
existence in the face of considerable opposition from trading and even
farming interests. No doubt these circumstances explained the caution
of the Milk Board during the first two years of its life.

CHAPTER 18

THE ENGLAND AND WALES MILK MARKETING
SCHEME
THE Order approving the amended Milk Scheme was passed through
the House on July 27, 1933, and the poll of registered producers on
September 2, 1933, revealed 90' 4 per cent of the registered milk
producers of England and Wales, representing 96'6 per cent of the
productive capacity of the total registered producers, in favour of the
Scheme, which was brought into operation on October 6, I933.

The Milk Marketing Scheme (England and Wales)
This brief summary is of the scheme as amended in 1936 and
1937. Earlier sections of the scheme provide for the controlling
Producers' Board and the election or co-option of members.
Part III provides for the regist;ation of producers, and Part IV
for the carrying out of polls. In Part V are a few financial provisions
including the following sections:49. The Board may, by annual resolution, require a contribution
not exceeding IS. per cow, from every registered producer.
51. The Board must present an annual b'llance sheet with profit
al}d loss account.
Part IV contains the principal powers of the Board and forms the
main part of the scheme. Sections of interest are54. Producers neither registered nor exempted shall not sell milk.
55(1). The Board may prescribe the description and prices of milk
which may be sold and the persons to whom it may be sold, with
the tenus on which any description or quantity of milk may be
sold.
55(2). The Board may regulate the grading, marking, packing,
storing, adapting for sale, insuring or transporting of milk by, or on
behalf of, registered producers.
56. The Board may buy milk, manufacture from it various commodities and handle them.
57. The Board may prescribe all th~ terms of a contract, including
any of the following terms:-
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(a) As an additional party to the contract, the Board may enforce

any provisions for themselves or as agents of producers.
(b) The Board may require terms for re-sale of milk and fix prices
according to the utilisation of the milk.
(c) The producer may be required to undertake agreed re-sale prices
and margins over the wholesale price as prescribed after consultation with'the Central Committee.
Cd) Milk prices may vary according to the purposes for which the milk
is used and the region or district in which it is produced or consumed (according as to which is the higher price).
(e) The purchase price shall he paid to the Board.

59(a). These regulations, governing the licensing of depots and
manufacturing creameries, were introduced in the Board's amendments
to the scheme. Such licences are normally renewed annually with
the contracts, but, subject to two months' notice, the Board may
withdraw the licences on certain grounds.
Disputes may be referred to the decision of a single arbitrator.
60(a). The Board may not prescribe retail or semi-retail prices
without consulting the trade.
61. The Board is responsible for the purchase of unsold milk
from a producer.
63' This deals with quality premiums for accredited and tuberculin
tested milks.
64. This provides for the operation of the pool from the money
received from the sale of all milk and producer-retailer levies.
First charges are administrative charges, statutory payments and
reserves. Various premiums on quality, etc., must then be met, and
these must be debited from the regional funds. Inter-regional compensation must then be assessed and credited or debited between the regions.
The amounts received for manufacturing milk must then be credited
to the regions, as well as the regional liquid sales (minus premiums).
Delivery charges are debited to each individual producer and
credited to the regional accounts, with adjustments where collecting
charges are operated on depot or creamery milk, accompanied by
a "freight charge." Standard freight deductions (s.£d.) may be
prescribed and credited to a "regional freight pool."
The net sum then standing to the credit of each region (the regional
pool) shall be divided by the gallonage sold in the region (other than
retail or semi-retail sales), giving the "pool price."
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The pool price is then paid to each producer in the regio11 1 subject
to other credits or debits of the individual producer.
64(a). This new section allows the Board to manipulate regional
freight pools and depot deductions.
Milk Marketing Board Contracts
It was agreed that the first contract should be for a period of six
months and forms were hurriedly drafted. The services of the appointed
persons were required to as~ess wholesale prices for liquid milk and
utilisation values for milk for the manufachlre of milk products.
The general wholesale and retail price structure during the various
contract years is covered by the price summaries given on pages
356-359·
First Contract (October 6, 1933, to April 3, 1934)
Two forms of contract were issued (a) for purchasers for liquid
consumption, and (h) for purchasers with approved manufacturing
facilities. A standard price was fixed for whole dairies with higher
figures for 5 per cent and 10 per cent level delivery supplies. The retail
price was prescribed as "the prevailing retail price of the district"
with penalties for undercutting. This provision failed, as, in order to
prosecute, the Board would have to determine whether the bulk of
the milk sold in a "district" were sold at the agreed figure, and
secondly to define "a district." As a "district" cannot legally be
so defined, it was impossible to recognise an agreed price. Co-operative representatives secured a dividend safeguard in the contract on
the following terms:-

"Any discount1dividend,rebateor gift made by a retailer toOl' for the
benefit of his customers shall be deemed to be a reduction in the retail
price. Provided always that any registered co-operative society may
return dividends on retail sales of milk where the dividend is paid not
oftener than once in every three months. Provided further, that other
retailers of milk may allow to their customers dividends or discounts
on retail sales of milk payable not oftener than once in every three
months, and not exceeding the rate per pound actually paid on retail
sales of milk by any co-operative society operating in the district."
The Second Contract (April 4, 1934, to September 30 , 1934)
This time, a general form of contract was issued to cover liquid
buyers, depots and manufacturers. Approved manufacturers must
purchase more than soo gallons of milk per day and manufacture
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more than 300 gallons. Standard prices for the contract were again
fixed by the appointed persons. A levy of id. per gallon on all supplies
during May was made on buyers for the use of milk publicity. Depot
allowances of "~d. per gallon in the South-Eastern and Id. per gallon
in other regions were made, owing to the voluntary reduction to ld.
per gallon hy the large London buyers. Retail prices were not fixed
but the Board undertook to maintain specified margins over the.
wholesale price as under:(a) In districts of below 10,000 population, a margin of Sd. per gallon;
(6) In districts between 10,000 and 50,000 population, a margin of
9d. per gallon; and
(c) In districts over 50,000 population, a margin of IOd. per gallon.
Areas could still fix retail prices, but undercutting would only
arise at levels below the specified margins. Semi-wholesale prices
were fixed at the wholesale price plus ld. per gallon for quantities
over 1,000 gallons per day and an additional !d. per gallon for lower
quantities.
The Milk Board deplored the low summer prices fixed and the
prospect of the large excess of surplus milk, although low prices to
keep down surplus were the only prospects of financial stability.
The Consumers' Committee complained of high distributive
margins. The co-operatives, in evidence, admitted they could work
on smaller margins but that any savings on margin should be passed
to the consumer.

The Third Contract (October

1934, to September 30, 1935)
There was an immediate difficulty in negotiations. The Appointed
Persons would cease to hold office on October 6, 1934. A threat was
made that, failing agreement, a short term contract carrying beyond
October 6'would be made, following which, the Board would prescribe
the contract for the rest of the year on its own terms. The Milk Board,
however, offered to insert minimum retail prices in the contract and
maintain them in an agreed contract. The Board insisted on an
aggregate national wholesale price of ISS. Id. (an average over the
year of 15M. per gallon. After protracted negotiations the price
of I5s. Id. was agreed and retail prices were inserted in the contract
as follows:1.

I,

South-Eastern Region towns over 25,000 population, 7d. per quart
for eight months; 6d. for four months;
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Other towns over 25,000 population, six months at 7d. per quart;
six months at 6d. per quart;
3. Districts of 10,000 to 25,000 population, six months at 6id. per
quart; six months at 6d. per quart;
4· Districts less than 10,000 population, ten months at 6d, per quart;

2.

two months at sd.

The corresponding distributive margins per gallon were (I) u-h
pence, (2) IOtt pence, (3) 912 pence, and (4) 81 pence.
The producer-retailer's licence was made conditional on observing
the retail prices, but the majority of retailers representing the bulk
of the gallonage of a district could reduce retail prices by agreement
in a properly constituted meeting and by subsequent prescription by
the Board. Objection was taken to variation of retail prices on a
population basis. It was seen that extending manufacture of surplus
milk at low realisation prices would drag down pool prices. With
Government assistance, manufacturing values were raised from 4' 8 I
to 5,64 pence per gallon; but, even then, the pool price was only
forced up to I I ' 99 pence per gallon as compared with I r '83 pence
per gallon in 1933-4. Manufacturing milk rose by 110,000,000
gallons.
A scheme was introduced for supplying cheap milk to schoolchildren. The scheme supplied milk in one-third pint bottles at the
rate of IS. per gallon. The Milk Act (1934) subsidised the Milk Board
on school supplies, but distributors were allowed only Gd. per gallon
margin. The scheme had little prospect of acceptance by the trade, but
co-operative representatives undertook to operate the scheme, so
the remainder of the trade had to fall into line. The previous voluntary
scheme had involved about 800,000 gallons per month, but the national
scheme quickly grew to about 3,000,000 gallons per month and has
remained practically stationary ever since. The Board also introduced
a system of bonuses on accredited milk about this period.

The Fourth. Contract (October

I,

1935, to September 30, 1936)

A small negotiating committee dealt with terms and conditions on
which agreement was easily reached, but there were serious matters
in dispute. The Milk Board and Central Committee met on September
3, 1935, to consider the Board's demand for a wholesale price of
155. 6d. aggregate as put forward on August 2Il1t. Co-operatives offered
145. and a retail margin of Iod. per gallon outside the South-Eastern
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Region and determined that a lower range of prices should operate
or the matter be referred to the Committee ofInvestigation.
On September 5, 1935, final negotiations took place. The trade
insisted on retail prices in London of six months at 7d. per quart and
six months at 6d. and a continuance of existing distributive margins.
This represented a wholesale offer of 14S. Sd. aggregate. Objection
was taken to the raised manufacturing prices. The Milk Board refused
these offers and called 011 the co-operative representative to outline
the co-operative position. It was stated by the writer that co-operatives
were not parties to a policy of high margins nor to a high price policy
on the part of the Board, and that both parties should be concentrating
on offering cheaper milk to the public, and he suggested simple
arbitration as provided by the Milk Act of 1934. This was immediately
refused by the Board which announced that a contract would be
"prescribed" in the Board's own terms.
By September 16th the Milk Board sent farmers the prescribed
contracts which the trade and co-operatives refused to sign. The
Board undertook to take the milk or compensate the farmer for cheesemaking. It should be observed that public welfare was not even
considered. The trade asked the Minister to arbitrate, but he stated
that his only powers were to hand the matter over to the Committee
of Investigation. On September 17th the Central Committee agreed
to present its case to the Committee of Investigation and the Milk
Board dashed into print about a "Dealers' Price War." After interviewing the Ministry, the trade agreed to operate the prescribed
contracts, subject to amendment retrospectively by any award of the
Committee of Investigation.
The Central Milk Committee's claims includedI. There was no justification for the various price increases of 14d. for
the South-Eastern Region and 21d. in other regions over 1933-4
wholesale prices, and for reduced distributive margins.
2. Arbitration on regional prices should be widened to give justice to
distributors whose retail prices were unduly cut.
3. Manufacturers challenged the increased manufacturing milk prices.
4. Contracts should have stated maximum and minimum quantities
and on level contracts of 5 per cent variation a premium of td. per
gallon only.
5. A 2d. per gallon penalty was demanded on shortages.
6. The price payable for school milk should be inserted in the contract.
7. Manufacturing prices should not be restricted' to buyers of over
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gallons per day, as this was to the disadvantage of small dairy"
men who had a balancing problem; and
8. Only rural districts should be placed on the low scale of distributive
margins.
500

The Co-operative Movement placed a separate case statingThe Milk Board had prescribed unacceptable terms and refused the
co-operative offer of arbitration;
2. The present position of milk supplies makes it essential that the
retail price should be reduced to the consumer, and both wholesale
and retail prices should be reviewed in the interests of consumers.
3. That the reduction of transit risk from id. to iJ;d. per gallon is
unreasonable.

1.

The case opened on October 7th and it was surprising to learn that
the Central Committee required an adjournment for preparation of
its detailed case. The Commissioner, Mr. E. Shortt, K.c., died in
November, being replaced by Mr. J. Whitehead, K.c., so the case
was not resutned until December 19, 1935. The Committee sat for
32 days, the first sitting being on February II, 1936. Numerous
witnesses were examined. The Board's Counsel (Mr. Croom Johnson,
K.C.) based distrib\ltion costs on published co-operative figures. The
Board put forward detailed milk production costing figures, obtained
from economists. One sheet of figures is shown on page 364.
The variations in these figures defeated their object, for there was
obviously a wide range of efficiency and very little case for a level
national wholesale price.
The Committee of Investigation duly reported to the Minister
on April 2, 1936. He instructed the Milk Board on May 27th that the
wholesale prices of milk should be reduced by Id. per gallon for the
months of May, June and September. On June 16, 1936, the recommendations of the Committee of Investigation were issued. The
principal points were~

(1) Price for liquid milk to be 155. 3d. aggregate for the twelve months.
(2) Milk for manufacture into cheese and butter to be valued according
to special formulae based on the prices of competing imports.
(3) Buyers to have the option at the time of making the contract
between level delivery premiums or penalties of 2d. per gallon on
deficiencies in delivery.
(4) Provision to be made in future contracts for more than one delivery
per day, where agreed by both parties.
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(5) The Central Distributive Committee, in future contracts, to have
the right to refer to an arbitrator as to what constitute reasonable
grounds for 'satisfaction of the Board.'
(6) The Committee recommended that variations in the Regional
wholesale price might be made in districts or areas subject to the
decision of an arbitrator. The Minister, however, did not propose
to extend the power of arbitration to area wholesale prices, but only
to deal with Regional prices where material changes had occurred.
The Minister, on July 28, 1936, issued an Order empowering the
Milk Board to prescribe terms and conditions of licences for depot
and factory owners, requiring two months' notice to be given of
any change, and recommending that licences should normally be
renewed subject to six months' notice, except on the basis of
irregularities. Arbitration was to be provided for cases of dispute.
The recommendations represented a common-sense division
between the claims. The Board commenced a few experiments for
supplying mothers and children in depressed areas with milk at 4d.
per quart, the retailer being allowed 8d. per gallon to cover distribution.

The Fifth Contract (October

1936, to September 30, 1937)
The negotiating committee first met on July 28, 1936) and by
August 12th a settlement had been reached. Both parties recognised
that, in the event of disagreement, the only available CQurt of Appeal
would be the Committee of Investigation which had just given
its views. Consequently both sides tacitly agreed to accept the
Committee's findings as the basis for the I936--7 contract. The only
new point was that manufacturers within towns of mOre than 60,000
population should pay id. per gallon over the appropriate manufacmring price for commodities carrying a utilisation value of less
than 7~d. per gallon.
At the commencement of the contract, it was reported that the
Milk Board had offered bonuses and preferential carriage rates to
attract supplies to its own creameries, and that, in certain areas, the
Board's contracts were completed before ordinary buyers received
their contracts. The Central Committee took Counsel's opinion on this
matter. The opinion was that the Board could make a case for the
establishment of factories and for bonuses on butter~fat content, in
view of the fact that the Board had to dispose of surpluses and must
attract a supply to justify the efficient running of its factories. On the
question of reduction of carriage charges, a reduction would only be
1,
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unfair if the Board suffered a loss on the actual costs, thus subsiciising,
to some extent, carriage charges from the general scheme. The Board
explained that any priority of contracts for Board's factories was
purely accidental in the handling of a huge volume of contracts.
In connection with the control of factory and depot licences) the
Minister issued an Order on July 28, 193<l, and it was found that
licence conditions had to be prescribed by August I, 1936, or the
requisite notice to licence holders could not be given. The Board and
Central Committee could not agree on the terms prescribed:1(b) Without the written consent of the Board, factory premises and
equipment may not be extended; and
2(b) Manufacturers of butter and cheese during any three months
of 1930-7 may not exceed the manufacture of butter and cheese
during the corresponding three months of 1935-6.
Yet the two parties continued negotiations until certain amendments
were finally agreed to operate during 1937-8.
The Creamery Proprietors prepared a Milk Products Marketing
Scheme, under the 1933 Agricultural Marketing Act, and this scheme
was submitted to the Minister in June 1936. The Minister, after
receiving objections to the Scheme, arranged a public inquiry to be
held by Mr. Sandilands, K.C. The inquiry opened in London on
November 30, 1936, and was transferred to Edinburgh on December
10, 1936, to deal with Scottish objections.

The Sixth Contract (October

1, 1937, to September 30, 1938)
By August 17, 1937, the geperal conditions of the Contract had
been agreed. The Board demanded higher manufacturing prices and
an increase of 8d. in the wholesale price raising the aggregate of
I5S. 3d. for 1936-7 to I5s. lId. The trade in general was prepared to
concede this advance, subject to a proportionate advance in distributive
margin. Co-operatives offered an increase of 4d. to the Board (that
is an aggregate of I5s. 7d.) with no increase in distributive margin.
This ,was refused, but on August 18, 1937, a settlement was reached)
representing an increase of 8d. to the Board and 4d. to the distributors.
Both sides recognised that milk supplies were likely to be short
during the coming winter and that distributive costs had risen.
Stocks of condensed milk, in particular, were low and supplies
should be assured for this purpose rather than for manufacture into
butter and cheese. For such reasons, a Plan of Allocation was intro-
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duced. It was admittedly an experiment agreed by both sides, and the
general principle of serving the more important liquid market first
was a sound one. The general basis of the Plan was as follows:-

Platt ofAllocation
The liquid and higher priced manufacturing markets would first
be met, if necessary, by taking milk from the manufacturers of butter
and cheese. The Board would have to be in a position to allocate
producers' contracts and to operate a restriction on the manufacture
of butter and cheese through limitation of rebates. These principles
were readily accepted. The Board would arrange supplies to ensure
the meeting of liquid requirement and higher category manufactures
notifying producers of the purchasers to whom they should sell in
the new contracts. The least possible disturbance would be made in
the existing arrangement of contracts, the maximum transfer being
20 per cent of those used by buyers for cheese or condensed milk for
export, and 33 per cent of those used for butter-making during the
six winter months. Not more than 4,000 contracts would be allocated
and other contracts would remain on the existing conditions.
The Board insisted on the operation of a clause in the contract
to be able to "call" on milk available for butter and cheese in the event
of a period of shortage in higher priced) markets. Where producers'
contracts were transferred to another buyer, the collection charges
involved might not exceed those paid to the original buyer. Contracts
from new producers would be allocated by the Board to the best
markets available. The Board also agreed that its own creameries
should be subject to the Plan of Allocation.
By September 1937 the I'tan led to certain difficulties, owing to
shortage of milk among direct liquid buyers. It was absurd to have
to take creamery milk (possibly of inferior quality) at a premium in
order to meet the requirements of the highest priced liquid market.
Various concessions were made to liquid buyers, but it was ultimately
found that considerable supplies had been purchased at a premium
from creameries whilst good quality local milk was being diverted
to manufacture.
'

Difficulties under the Contract
The 1937-8 contract resulted in raising retail prices by xd. per
gallon over the year, whjlst cheese and butter prices represented an
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increase of roughly rd. per gallon on the formulae and further increases owing to the hardening of world prices during the contract.
During this contract a serious difficulty arose in North-East
Lancashire. Throughout the scheme a considerable area in NorthEast Lancashire had been unable to increase retail prices to beyond
Gd. per quart throughout the year, and even at this price, there was
considerable undercutting. In previous contracts, the Board had found
it impossible to deal with undercutting. With the rise of wholesale
prices in the 1937-8 contract, it was no longer possible for the trade to
supply bottled pasteurised milk at a retail price of 6d. per quart. The
Board refused to operate lower wholesale prices for this particular area.
Eventually the Central Milk Committee agreed to offer financial assistance to the private trade in the area to undertake price-cutting reprisal.
After protracted negotiations, retail prices were raised to <Sci. per
quart as from April 1938, with a Joint Committee appointed to function
in future negotiations.
During the earlier months of the 1937-8 contract the Board
commenced a process of reducing collection charges on milk. The
Board served "Variation Notices" on purchasers during the first
three months of the contract, that collection charges would be reduced
to a figure mentioned. The purchaser had the right to submit to the
arbitration of a Joint Transport Committee.
In July 1937 the Minister issued a White Paper on Milk Policy
outlining his proposals for future legislation for reorganisation.
The Seventlt Contract (October I, 1938, to September 30, 1939)

Negotiating Committees dealt with legal revision and simplification
of the contract, allocation of milk suPrties, and general negotiations.
Buyers were divided into three categories under a plan of allocationCategory A. Buyers purchasing milk for liquid consumption on
direct contract with no facilities for manufacturing or sub-selling.
;2.. Category B. Buyers mainly engaged in liquid milk distribution but
with m~ufacturing facilities or provisions for sub-selling.
3. Category C. All other buyers purchasing on depot contracts or on
direct contracts where the producers bear the "Standard Freight
Deductions" of the Regions. Such buyers may utilise the milk for
liquid or manufacture.
1.

Category A buyers were given a free market for supplies for liquid
~ilk purposes. Category B buyers would be free to purchase additional
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supplies on contract for liquid purposes, but limitations would be
placed on manufacturing. No low category manufacture (such as
butter and cheese) would be permitted without the consent of the
Board. Category B buyers not taking additional contracts retained
their system of disposal of the milk purchased. Category C buyers
would have their contracts subjected to allocation by the Joint
Committee, but milk could only be moved to higher category use.

School Supplies
Distributors met the Ministry of Agriculture on August 3, 1938, to
ask for a revision of margins on school milk. The existing margin of
6d. per gallon was regarded as unprofitable. The Ministry ultimately
decided to raise the margin to 7d. per gallon, but, pending Treasury
payments, an interim arrangement was made. The Board agreed to
give the distributor a margin of 6}d. per gallon from October I, 1938.
With the subsequent Treasury Order an additional ·~d. per gallon
would be paid to distributors as from October I, 1938.

Milk Board's Contract Demands

On August 4th the Milk Board issued its requirements for the
I938-9 contract as follows:Revision of collection charges at any period of the contract.
With any variation of wholesale prices during the contract, re-sale
prices would be automatically adjusted.
3. Rebates allowed only on whole milk in good sweet condition.
4. Rebates on cheese would be allowable only where whole milk was
used in the manufacture.
5. The Board asked for a wholesale aggregate price of ros. lId.,
representing an increase of IS. over the 19>7-8 contract or Sd.
over the price actually paid during 1937-8 by virtue of the arbitrator's award of 4d. increase for July 1938. Increased manufacturing
prices were also demanded.
1.

2.

Interyention of the Consumers' Committee
On August 8, 1938, the Central Milk Committee was invited

tD

meet the Consumers' Committee, which was appalled at the prospect
of retail price increases which would result from the Board's demands.
Following this, the Consumers' Council brought some pressure to
bear on the Board.
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Negotiations
The Central Committee made a wholesale price offer of I5S. lId.
with re-sale prices as in the previous contract. Co-operatives refused
to accept a retail price in London exceeding 7d. per quart and would
not be parties to any increase in retail margin. The Board realised
that the to-operative offer allowed up to 16s. 3d. (the actual price of
1937-8), but, as the farmers demanded IS. 6d. per gallon for certain
winter months, re-sale prices on a workable margin seemed impossible.
A wholesale price of r6s. 3d. was accepted subject to the negotiating
committee being able to work out satisfactory monthly prices.
Rebates were only allowed on good sweet milk except from an
approved liquid depot. The Board insisted on the use of whole milk
for cheese manufacture in general. The conditions of the contract
Were linked up with the Plan of Allocation and special reference was
made to the sale of milk in factories at the price of 28. per gallon.
Cheddar cheese prices were fixed on the existing formula, whilst otber
hard cheese had a slight increase of about td. per gallon of the milk
used. In the case of butter, the allowance for skim milk was increased
from td. to ld. per gallon. Other prices remained at the same levels.

Reorganisation Proposals
In spite of some degree of collaboration with the distributive trade,
the English Milk Board insisted on retaining producers' monopoly
powers and yet could not secure any degree of stabilisation within the
industry. The Scheme gave no real satisfaction to any party. This fact
is demonstrated by the repeated attempts by the Government, the
Milk Board and other interests to modify the scheme. The following
Sections indicate the more important investigations and proposals.

Milk Products Scheme
The Milk Products Scheme provided for the establishment of
a Board to regulate the marketing of milk products in Great Britain.
The Board would consist of representatives of manufacturers of
butter, cheese, condensed milk, skimmed condensed milk, cream,
dried milk and skimmed dried milk, together with representatives of
co-operative societies engaged in manufacture. There are 22 members
of the Board to be elected by the various sections of manufacturers
as outlined. This is a different basis of representation from that
adopted in producers' Marketing Boards. In view of the operations
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of the Milk Marketing Board and overseas agreements, the Scheme
could not control the manufacture of butter and cheese.
For other milk products, a quota system was suggested, but this
was removed later by the Minister. The basis of the quota was the
manufacture of the appropriate product during the previous year.
Each year individual quotas would be revised with a provision for
increased quota to any manufacturer who, but for the restriction of
the quota, could have produced and sold more of the commodity
concerned. In other words, a manufacturer having to buy additional
quantities of the commodities to supply }Jis customers bas a strong
case for the extension of his quota in the following year at the expense
of manufacturers who fail to sell the products they produce. Regulation
of a manufacturer's quota was based, not so much on his manufacturing
equipment as on his sales organisation. There were various objections
to the Scheme including the following:That exemptions should not be granted to manufacturers utilising
more than 500 g<'lllons of milk per day for manufacture. The Scheme
suggested a minimum figure of 1,000 gallons per day.
2. That the Executive of the Board should consist of eight persons.
J. That the exemption of exports of dairy produce from the provisions
of the Scheme should not be permitted, for such exports would be
subsidised from the home trade and should come within control.
1.

The private report of the Commissioner was passed to the Minister,
but no steps were taken to bring into operation the provisional
Scheme until 1939.
One of the principal objections to the Milk Products Scheme is
that under the 1933 Marketing Act it would then be possible to establish
a Milk Products Development Scheme which would have considerable
power in the regulation of home and import quotas. It would he
unsatisfactory to petmit a combination of producing and manufacturing
interests to operate a heavily subsidised indusny to the detriment of
the liquid milk market without any rights for liquid milk buyers.

Milk Reorganisation Commission's Report
In December 1936 the Second Milk Reorganisation Commission
issued its lengthy report after almost two years' sittings. The
Commission, under the Chairmanship of Sir A. E. Cutforth, was
appointed on February II, 1935, to consider reorganisation of milk
marketing in Great Britain and its effects on production, distribution
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and consumption. The report was regarded in many quarters as
revolutionary; but it did, in fact, indicate a well-balanced study of the
economics of milk marketing. The principal recommendations were-

(I) That a Permanent Milk Commission consisting of a Chairman and
four other members, unconnected with the milk industry, should
be established as the central authority, and should advise the
Government on questions of milk policy. The Commission would
be independent and impartial and in collaboration with producers
and other interests, would plan a production policy to meet the
nation's needs and to stimulate the consumption of liquid milk.
(2) Producers' Boards would continue, operating on similar lines to
those at present, apart from an amended pooling scheme. They
would collect payments from buyers of milk and pay to producers
the prices fixed by the Commission. They would possess financial
autonomy in regulating their own funds, be free to undertake
manufacture, to allocate transport, and to control the flow of
supplies. On the other hand, it was recommended that the various
Scottish Boards should be amalgamated.
(3) A Co-ordination Committee of four representatives of the English
Board, three of the Scottish, and two of the Northern Irish, with
an independent chairman, should be appointed.
(4) Very important proposals were made regarding the fixing of
prices. It was suggested that producers' prices and buying prices
should not be determined by bargaining, but 011 the basis of past
experience and future estimates. Proposals from various authorities
would be considered by the Commission, which would prescribe
the actual prices. Producers' output would not be directly controlled. Prices would vary in Regions, but not be affected by the
changes in the percentage of liquid consumption and manufacture.
Quality bonuses and level delivery premiums would continue. The
method recommended for fixing prices is interesting. Twenty per
cent of the liquid sales of the country are regarded as necessary for
balancing the liquid market and consequently would be included
in the normal pooling arrangements. With a controlled quantity
going into manufacture the Commission could calculate in advance
liquid and manufacturing prices to ensure stability of the Scheme.
Any milk surplus to this regulated quantity would be regarded as
being milk specifically designed for manufacture. This surplus
milk should be subsidised from the Treasury to an extent not
exceeding £5,000,000 per year, and, of course, manufacturers
would purchase such surplus milk at prices reasonably competitive
with imported supplies. The Commission advocated the allocating
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of different wholesale prices in different Regions with a view to
concentrating efficient production in the natural milk-producing
areas and restricting such production in other areas. The sale
method of restriction, however, would be the basic price. Producerretailers would contribute to the central fund on a flat rate basis,
and manufacturing prices would continue on a formula basis.
The Commission was concerned at the margin and profits arising
in distribution. Recommendations were made that a detailed
investigation should be conducted into distribution, and that,
meanwhile, retail prices and distributive margins should be left
to the free play of open competition. Hints were given that the
transport of raw milk might be standardised on a zone basis, and
that considerable savings might be effected in the cost of distri~
burion by a block system of delivery.
It was felt that costs of production could be lowered by improved
methods, and that price differentials on standards of quality and
cleanliness would provide suitable incentives.
The problem of eliminating tuberculosis among cattle should be
considered at an early date.
Greater efficiency in the manufacture of dairy produce could be
obtained by standardisation and improvement of quality of milk
products) the disposal of by-products and the development of the
fresh cream trade; and
The stimulation of milk consumption was regarded as a primary
duty, and should be obtainable by a reduction of retail prices and by
suitable educational propaganda. Low-priced milk, as in the Schools
Scheme, should be extended to other groups, for example, mothers

and young children, and it might be found desirable to operate a
system of price differentiation to consumers of different classes.
Sir John Orr issued a minority report suggesting central stations
for treating milk to render it safe from milk-borne infection. He
preferred that such stations should be operated under the control
of a public utility corporation and not under producers' boards. He
proposed that the Independent Commission should be required to
submit a report within two years shOWing how far public health
objectives had been secured.

The Milk (Special Designations) Order, Z9.36
This Order came into operation on June I, 1936, but the holders
of various licences under the 19:2.3 Order were permitted to continue
on the I~)23 basis until December 31, 1936. From January I) 1937,
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the various designations of the 1923 Order were no longer applied.
Under the 1936 Order three designations are recognised-(r) Tuberculin Tested, (2) Accredited, and (3) Pasteurised.

Tuberculin Tested Milk
A producer of this milk must satisfy the authorities that his herd
is attested or provide a certificate that every animal has been tuberculin
tested not more than a month before the date of application and that
the animals carry identification marks.
Producers of Tuberculin Tested milk may describe the milk as
"Tuberculin Tested" (Certified) if the milk has been bottled at the
place of production. Tuberculin Tested milk may be pasteurised by
the holder of a pasteurisation licence, in which case the milk shall be
labelled "Tuberculin Tested" (Pasteurised). Tuberculin tested milk
must satisfy a prescribed methylene blue reduction test and have no
coli in one-hundredth cubic centimetre. No bacterial count is laid
down. Tuberculin Tested milk (Pasteurised) must not contain more
than 30,000 bacteria per cubic centimetre. In this case neither the
methylene blue nor the coli tests are stipulated.

Accredited Milk
A producer applying for an accredited licence must supply the
licensing authority with a veterinary surgeon's certificate of an examination of his cows in the herd carried out not more than one month
before the date of the application. He must satisfy the licensing
authorities as to his arrangements for production, storage, treatment
and distribution of the milk. Where accredited milk is bottled at the
farm it may be described as "Farm bottled," otherwise accredited
milk must be sold raw and bear no other name but "Accredited
Milk." Such milk must satisfy the methylene blue reduction test
as prescribed, and contain no coli in one-hundredth cubic centimetre.
There is no bacterial count standard. Accredited milk may be sold for
pasteurisation but pasteurised milk prepared from accredited or
ungraded milk may be described only as "Pasteurised Milk."
Pasteurised jJ![ifk
As in the 1923 Act, the low temperature holding process is
necessary, the milk shall be heated only once and pasteurised milk
shall have a bacterial count not exceeding 100,000 per cubic centimetre.
There is' no requirement for coli organisms or methylene blue test.
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Under the 1936 Order it is necessary for an indicating thermometer
and a recording thermometer to be placed in suitable places in the
apparatus used for pasteurisation during the whole of the pasteurising
process. The apparatus, thermometers and methods must be satisfactory to the licensing authority. Temperature record, must be
made and all such records shall be preserved for a period of a month.

White Paper on Milk Policy1
The Minister stated that the Milk Act of 1934 was to be extended
until September 1938. He proposed a price insurance plan for payments
from the Exchequer on standard gallonages of milk made into butter
and cheese in factories or cheese on farms, in the event of imported
prices falling below 1005. per cwt. for butter and 565. for cheese.
The Milk Act of 1934 involved the Boards in a liability to repay to
the Exchequer some £3,400,000, of which £150,000 lmcl been paid,
the remainder now being written off. From October r, 1938, the
premium on accredited milk would be increased to riel. per gallon,
towards which the Government would contribute id. for two years,
~d. for two years and id. for the following year. For tuberculin tested
milk, there would be an additional rd. per gallon, towards which the
Government would contribute td. for two years and !:d. for three
years, provided the total premium did not fall below id. To assist
in the eradication of tuberculosis, the Exchequer would pay rd. per
gallon on milk from attested herds. On the question of reorganisation
there were three important clausesClause 16. The Government proposed that a local authority might
apply for an Order making compulsory the efficient pasteurisation of
milk sold by retail in its areas, tuberculin tested and sterilised milk
being exempted. The Order would not come into force for a period
of two yeats aftet being made and milk. retailed from single herds
would be exempted for a further three years.
Clause 17. There should be furore legislation to provide facilities
for improved organisation of distributive service, and it might be
found possibJe to operate a system of block distribulion in certain
experimental areas.
Clause 19. The Government proposed to establish a Permanent
Milk Commission to study production, marketing and consumption
of milk. Negotiations for contract terms and prices between Milk
1

Cmd. 5533, July 1937.
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Boards and buyers would not be disturbed and the Consumers'
Committees and Committees of Investigation would remain. The
views of consumers would be made available to the Milk Marketing
Boards at an early stage in contract negotiations. The Government
desired to continue the provision of cheap milk for school children
and to extend schemes to mothers and children under school age.

Variation of W710lesale Prices
On May 18, r938, the Milk Board notified the Central Committee
that the wholesale price should be raised from IS. rd. to IS. sd. per
gallon for the months of June and July, with a corresponding rise in
the retail price owing to increased cost by reason of drought. The
Central Committee argued that the incidence of drought was unequal
in different parts of the country and so could not be met by a national
price increase. There was no evidence of actual milk shortage and
adjustments should be made through the inter-Regional Compensation
Fund. Eventually both sides agreed to arbitration under Sir Stephen
Demetriadi, at the London Chamber of Commerce on June 10, 1938.
The award was an increase from IS. Id. to IS. sci. per gallon for the
month of July only.

Report of the Food Council
A detailed reportl stated that distributive costs varied from Sicl. to
I2id. per gallon in the cases investigated. The view was taken that
a profit of Id. to lid. per gallon was adequate for the capital invested
in a dairy business. Co-operatives pointed out that a profit of rd. per
gallon would represent only 8'9 pence in London; up to 9'6 pence
in the provinces and below IO pence in rural areas per £ of sales,
returns below the dividends n01'mally paid to members. The Food
Council's conclusions wereThat the cost of distribution could be reduced by reducing the
number of distributors;
2. That retail prices should be left to open competition or there should
be a lowering of the distributive margin; and
3. That much saving could be effected by some form of rat;ionalisation
of the distributive industry by legislation.
I.

The Food Council made no proposal for any control of production
on an efficiency basis.
1

Costs and Profits qfRetail Milk Distribution in Great Britaill, Food Council Report.
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Milk Industry Bill
On November 16, 1938, the Minister issued his promised Milk
Industry Bill. This proved to be a very lengthy and complicated Bill
and almost immediately various interested parties organised their
forces for criticism of certain sections of the Bill. The Milk Board
objected to the fact that certain financial powers would be handed to
the suggested Independent Commission. Producer-retailers and small
dairymen objected very strongly to the proposed experiments in a
block system of delivery, though there was some attraction in the
offer of compensation. The Co-operative Movement objected to a
block system of delivery which would prevenl societies from supplying
certain of their own members and would compel them to supply
non-members with automatic discrimination by dividend. Co-operatives also objected to a Distributors' Board which would lead to a
regulation of sales quotas and handicap co-operative expansion. There
were other bodies opposed to proposals which might ultimately lead
to general compulsory pasteurisation. The net result of this wide
opposition was that the Cabinet withdrew the Milk Industry Bill.
The intentions of the Bill were, on the whole, good, hut instead of
attempting a root and branch reorganisation, the mistake was made
of trying to adapt old machinery and set up a multitude of committees
with little or no genuine co-ordination. The principal proposals of
the late Milk Industry Bill are submitted herewith.
Part I dealt with the establishment of an Independent Commission,
and also a Milk Advisory Committee to be established representative
of the interests involved in the industry.
Certain maximum sums payable on quality milk were laid down in
the Third Schedule. Milk sold wholesale or manufactured into cheese
on the farm would receive the following payments:T.T. milk and Accredited or Standard milk from an attested herd)
z,rd. per gallon, the Exchequer providing rid.
Accredited or Standard milk not from an attested herd, rtd. per
gallon, the Exchequer contributing ld. per gallon.
Milk from an attested herd, not Accredited, Standard or T.T., 1d.
per gallon; the Exchequer contributing td. per gallon.
In the case of producer-retailer sales) Certified milk, lid. per
gallon; !d. of which would come from the State.
T. T. milk and Accredited or Standard milk from an attested herd,
lid. per gallon (!d. State contribution).
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Accredited or Standard milk not from an attested herd, rd. per gallon

(State contribution, id.)
These quality payments would take effect on October I, 1939, and
run for a period of four years if not subsequently modified.
For increasing the demand for milk by sales to school children,
or to mothers and children under five years of age, the Minister would
be empowered to make grants to the Milk Board up to the amount
of loss incurred by the Board in operating the Cheap Milk Schemes.
Provisions in connection with school milk in particular would
operate retrospectively as from October 1, 1938.
The Commission would investigate costs of elistri]: utirn.
The Commission might submit to the Minister a Milk Distributors'
Scheme prepared by(a) Some substantially representative interests of distributors; or
(b) The Commission, after consulting representative distributive
interests.

A Distributors' Scheme must provide for registration of distributors,
and may forbid the sale of milk or cream by persons, neither registered
nor expressly exempted. Such a Scheme must be administered by a
Board of persons elected by registered distributors and two persons
co-opted after consulting the Commission. A Distributors' Scheme
may provide for fixing distributive margins but not wholesale prices,
which are prescribed after consultation. A Distributors' Scheme may
provide forI.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

The sale of milk at reduced prices in connection with special schemes.
Empowering the Board to carryon business as a pasteuriser or
steriliser (in this connection the business may only be conducted
on a service charge).
Purchasing anything required in the business of registered dis.
triburors (this clause might even involve the provision of plant
vehicles, bottles, etc., for dairymen).
Requiring distributors to make the necessalY estimates, returns,
and accounts.
Lending money to distributors on specified terms of security.
Empowering the Board to impose monetary penalties.

The Bill restricted rationalising schemes to a maximum of ten in
Great Britain. Proposals for rationalising distribution must originate
ftom specified persons who undertake between them obligations to
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provide for supply, treatment and distribution of the milk in a specified
area, and who convince the Commission that such rationalised dis~
tribution will result in greater efficiency and economy. The Scheme,
approved or modified as a result of inquiry, must then meet with the
approval of the original promoters and be authorised by Order.
Compulsory Pasteurisation Orders, the subject of Part VII, could
only be made by the Minister of Health on the application of local
authorities. Orders would restrict the retail sale of milk within the
stated areas to the sale of pasteurised, sterilised, tuberculin tested,
or certified milk.
Local authorities would undertake to carryon the business as
pasteurisers and sterilisel's on a service basis, to provide other persons
with premises or plant for pasteurising or sterilising, or to make
allowance or grants to other persons for undertaking such business.
The various financial, provisions included in this Milk Industry
Bill were authorised in the Milk Industry Act issued on July 28, 1939.
The Act provided for payments to be made in respect of quality milk,
Cheap Milk Schemes and milk manufactured into butter and cheese.
The Act ignored all proposals for an Independent Commission)
rationalisation, etc. It was provided that the Consumers' Committees
should be consulted prior to annual contract negotiations.
General Summary

The principal facts arising from a study of the Milk Board's activities
up to September 30, 1938, are assembled in the form of a general
table on pages 380-81.
The I939-40 contract was agreed in August 1939 on the lines of
the 1938-9 contract, prices remaining the same but provision being
made for Cheap Milk Schemes, increased quality premiums and for
a coupon' system advocated by the Consumers' Committee. With
the outbreak of war in September 1939) it was considered undesirable
to involve the business of completing new contracts, so that the current
contract was extended until January 31) 1940. Meanwhile the Milk
Board and Central Committee commenced to work with the Ministry
of Food whilst retaining their normal powers.
Unsatisfactory Experience of Scheme

The control of the Milk Board after 1933 led to very little expansion
ofliquid milk sales prior to 1938-9' Even then, it should bl" remembered
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that sales at reduced prices of 25 million gallons per year to school
children and 8! million gallons to factories play some part in the
increase. T. T. producers, representing 6i million gallons, and producers
with less than four cows are now included in the scheme. These
figures detract somewhat from the Board's claims of increasing the
sale of liquid milk. There is some doubt as to whether the high price
policy of the Board has led to genuine increase of liquid consumption
at full prices. Uneconomic manufacture has undoubtedly increased,
with the exception of 1936-7, when production fell owing to drought.
The ever-increasing gap between the wholesale price and the Pool
price is an indication that the principal increases are in uneconomic
sales for manufacture. During 1939 agreement was reached for
restriction of imports of condensed and dried milk owing to world
price collapses of these commodities. In spite of some degree of success
by the Milk Board, there is no indication that the high price policy
is supplying adequate quantities of liquid milk to the public at large.
If public purchasing power were sufficient for the absorption of
adequate liquid milk, there would be no possibility of developing a
manufacturing policy on present production. The whole industry
needs reorganisation on a basis of efficiency, for it is certain that with
efficient production, manufacture and distribution, milk could be
supplied to the public at a reasonable price and give encouragement
to increased consumption of liquid milk.

CHAPTER 19

OTHER MILK MARKETING SCHEMES

ScottisA Milk Agency
One of the best attempts to organise national agricultural marketing
on a voluntary co-operative basis was made in the southern half of
Scotland in I927, when the Scottish Milk Agency was established.
The Scottish Milk Agency was formed in November 1927, with
894 individual members, 235 members through creameries and a share
capital of £2,048 on the minimum basis of £I per supplying member.
It very soon reached a membership of 1,200 individual farmers, eleven
co-operative creameries and three dairy farmers' associations, although
five co-operative creameries in the West of Scotland (the area of the
scheme) remained outside. Members were bound to make all their
normal liquid sales through the Agency and not to sell milk without
the written consent of the Agency. During its formation, Glasgow
distributors decided not to support the Agency.
Prices were then fixed for one year. In arriving at the price, the
basic quantities of the contract were considered, less cost of transport
and commission to cover working expenses, and an estimate was
made of the probable cost of manufacturing surplus milk. The Agency
accepted milk in excess of the contract quantity at manufacturing
prices, whilst creameries were made responsible for their own surplus,
The year 1927-8 proved successful. For purposes of contract, a
member's normal supply of milk was taken to be the average winter
supply plus a quantity not exceeding 25 per cent during the period
from March 1St. About 19,000,000 gallons of milk were handled during
the year, almost 4,000,000 gallons being surplus to the liquid requirement in the Glasgow and Clyde area. Surplus was diverted to areas
of shortage and good returns were obtained from cheese so that a
substantial amount accumulated to the compensation fund.
Prices to producers were fixed for I927-8 at IId. per gallon for
May, June and July and IS. 3d. per gallon for the other months,
whilst the margin for distribution of milk was fixed at 9d. per gallon.
Distributors complained that the margin was inadequate, so adiustments were made for 1928-9. For this year, a member's basic supply
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was taken as a variation of 10 per cent in the winter production and a
margin of 20 per cent over the winter supply during the summer.
At the end of the first year (I927-8) individual membership of
the Agency had risen to 1,603' This included most of the dairy
farmers of the district, about 100 producer-retailers who paid 5s. per
cow for the privilege of handing over their surplus milk to the Agency,
and about SIS members supplying through creameries. By exporting
milk to England, surplus milk was kept from the cheese market and
so raised the price of cheese. Administrative expenses worked out at
o' o!hd. per gallon and the cost of disposing of surplus at 2' 06d. per
gallon over the total quantity handled.
The second year was less happy. The Agency issued a warning
against over-production. The Preservatives in Cream Order and the
decline in cheese prices led producers to seek increasingly the liquid
market. In May four co-operative societies cut the distributive margin
to 9d. per gallon and distributors then insisted on a cut in the producers' price to I xd. per gallon. Subsequently producers' prices were
reduced by xd. per gallon in September and 2d. in October. In
December 1928 a branch of the Agency was opened in Aberdeen.
At the close of the second year there were 1,649 individual suppliers
and 16 farmers' creameries, involving 543 producers. The membership
represented 75 per cent of the producers of the area.
During 1928-9 the Agency handled 26,400,000 gallons, of which
8,000,000 gallons were surplus to local liquid requirement. Nearly
6,000,000 gallons of that surplus were paid for at liquid prices so that
much of the profit of 1927-8 was used to meet the cost of the operations in 1928-9. On the other hand, the presence of 30 pel' cent surplus
milk would have been disastrous to producers but for the Agency.
Individual membership rose in 1930 to 2,274, but membership
through creameries fell to 527. The total quantity of milk handled
by the Agency in 1929-30 was 26,809,400 gallons, of which 7,838,696
gallons proved surplus to liquid requirement. The money turnover
(£r,345,000) was much lower, owing to continued falling in price.
Unfortunately the general fall in agricultural price-levels tended to
increase milk production and low cheese prices further reduced the
receipts from surplus milk. In September and October the Agency
had to raise the price of milk from lold. to IS. 2ld. pel' gallon to
cover the cost of surplus milk manufacture and the levy was increased
to 3d. per gallon. The year ended with a profit.
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A new contract for 1930-1 was prepared on a flat rate, ba:sed on
J930 prices, with area variations but without a "surplus clause."
Monthly prices were to be fixed in rebtion to the state of the market.
Four Glasgow co-operative societies had remained outside the scheme
throughout and under I93O--31 terms, many members of the Agency
failed to renew their contracts. The S.C.W.S. invited producers to
send supplies direct instead of through the Agency. Thus the Agency
ceased to control surplus mille.
In 1931-2 the Agency remained as a bargaining organisation for
producers not closely in touch with the direct liquid market and as the
proprietor of the Stewarton Creamery. The Agency's report for 1931
showed a membership of 1,699 individual and 527 creamery members
with combined shareholding of £9,896, but 396 of the individual
members were about to form the Aberdeen Milk Agency. The total
turnover (including Aberdeen) was £446,632, the quantity handled
being I I ,427,000 gallons, of which half was sold in the Scottish market
and half in distant markets or manufactured into cheese or cream.
The Scheme was obviously failing. The minority outside the
scheme obtained the benefits without the responsibilities of organisation or levies. The Agency could 110t control the production of its
members. Costs of manufacture were unduly high and the different
liquid and manufacturing prices proved to the disadvantage of the
Agency. Increasing levies led to discontent and creameries felt they
could have secured better terms on an open market.
The prices operating throughout the period of the Scottish Milk
Agency are given on pp. 386-8.
In the later years there was the utmost difficulty in securing any
degree of loyalty, but by 1932 the Agricultural Organisation Society
struggled hard to keep the Agency in being, in view of the intention
to proceed with a scheme within the Marketing Act.

The Original Scottish Milk Sc~eme
The Scottish Agricultural Organisation Society convened a meeting
of milk producers in Edinburgh on July 3 I, 193 I, when it was decided
to appoint a Committee to prepare a national Milk Scheme. The
Committee submitted its Scheme to the Secretary of State for Scotland
on June 10, 1932. There was no need for the appointment of a
Reorganisation Commission in view of the previous experience of
the Milk Agency.
BB
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The area of the Scheme was roughly that part of Scotland south
of the Grampians. Registered producers were to sell only through the
Board, milk being paid for monthly on the pool principle, subject
to transport deductions at fixed rates. Only approved hauliers would
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be permitted to carry milk for registered producers. Levies would
be payable to the Board by registered producers, whilst producerretailers would have to contribute nine-tenths of the levy per gallon
of registered producers. The Board wished to determine the standard
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price for milk for liquid consumption delivered to the buyer without
reference to creameries or distributors. Arbitration was suggested to
deal with disputes. Various objections were raised against the published
Scheme and a public inquiry was held in Glasgow on November 24,
1932, the Commissioner being Mr. Rintoul. The principal objectors
were the co-operatives, private dairymen and producer-retailers.
Co-operative objections were based on the lack of consultation with
interested parties before preparing the Scheme and the absence of
joint control as advocated by the English Reorganisation Commission.
All the objectors expressed a general desire for the Scheme to cover
the whole of Scotland and for the Board to be compelled to work with
buyers of milk. The Commissioner made a number of amendments
but did not interfere with the general principles of the Scheme.
The Scheme was finally approved by Parliament all May 25, 1933,
by the Scottish Milk Marketing (Approval) Order, 1933. The poll of
registered producers, taken on September 9th, gave a favourable
majority of 77 per cent of the registered producers, representing 78
per cent of the voters' productive capacity. The Scheme did not come
into full operation until December I, 1933.
The Final Scheme
This provides a provisional Board of eight persons, plus two
nominated by the Government and arrangements for the election of
a Selection Commi'ttee of 50 persons to nominate future candidates
for the Board or to fill vacancies. The earlier part of the Scheme deals
with internal administration and registration of producers. For voting
purposes, registered producers are assessed on a cow basis. Section
16 defines the powers of the Board. In the English Scheme the Board
is empowered to buy the regulated product and to deal with commodities prepared from it. In the Scottish case a detailed list of the
clairy products which the Board may prepare is included. Other
powers taken are identical with those in the English Scheme,
except that the BO<lrd is permitted to deal in any way with livestock.
Section 20 describes the conditions of sale of the regulated product.
The Board may determine the price at which any kind, grade or
quantity of the product may he sold, the various terms and agencies
of sale and the standard price. The standard price shall be the price
for umreated milk for liquid consumption delivered at the distributo{s

39 0
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premises and additions to this price may be made in connection with
quality grades, and level delivery.
Section 21 deals with haulage and only permits road transport
by approved haulage contractors at rates fixed and paid for by the
Board, and charged to registered producers in accordance with a
fixed scale. Distributors, manufacturers and haulage contractors are
invited to form joint committees with the Board, in the form of a
Joint Haulage Committee and a Permanent Joint Milk Committee.
Section 25 exempts producet-retailers from various provisions of
the Scheme but compels them to pay, on retail sales, a contribution
equal to nine-tenths of that established for registered producers.
Producers of certified milk or producers selling part of their milk by
retail are placed under similar levy conditions in respect of the quantities they sell retail. Such sales "Lre known as "category" sales.
Section 38 provides for arbitration, the arbitrator being appointed
by the Department of Agriculture of Scotland, and his award shall be
final and binding.

The First Contract (December

1933, to March 31, 1934)
The standard price of IS. 2d. per gallon, the retail price of 28.,
with a distributive margin of lod. per gallon, were fixed by a Consultant, Mr. D. A. Richmond, who requested furthet particulars in
due COUrse in order to examine productive and distributive costs.
Grade A (T. T.) mille was fixed at IS. 4d. to IS. sd. per gallon wholesale
according to quantities, with a J:etail price of 28. 4d. in pint or 25. 8el.
in balf-pint bottles. Butter fat standards were fixed at 3 . 4 per cent for
February 10 July and 3' 5 per C~nt from August to January.
Manufacturing prices wereI,

Creqm. December, 7icl. per ~allon; January to March, 7td.
Cheese. New Zealand cheese price per lb. less lid. with higher charges
for smaller manufacturers. The prices resulting from the fonnula
were-December, 3!d. per gallon; January, 3id. per gallon;
February and March, 3<:1. per gallon.
Butter. This was based on the cheese price where thel:e was no sale of
buttermilk and on the Cream price where buttermilk was sold.
P~r

lee cream

IS.

Dried milk
Other products

.. mainly

gallon

Gel.
6d .
9d.
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Haulage charges were fixed on a scale based on Glasgow, Edinburgh
or Dundee as centres and ranged from ~d. per gallon for less than
five miles to I-~d. per gallon for over 30 miles. In Febmul'Y 1934 the
Board brought farm cheese-makers within the Scheme on the basis
of a formula all imported cheese during the winter and native cheese
during the summer. With roughly 12 per cent of the milk output
manufactured in December, the pool price was IS. per gallon. In
January and February manufacture rose to 17 per cent and 20 pet'
cent respectively, so that the pool price was maintained at IS.
per gallon by bringing many of the category producers within the
pool. In March manufacture increased to 32 per cent of milk production and the pool price had to be reduced to I rd. per gallon.
Second Contract (April

I,

1934, to September 30, 1934)

Prices were determined in consultation with the Permanent Joint
Milk Committee. A standard price of IS. 2(1. per gallon was retained
with a retail price of 2S., whereas previously summer prices of IS. 8d.
had been common.
On April 20, 1934, the co-operatives complained to the Consumers'
Committee of the charges fixed for milk in half-pint bottles and in
May the Board reduced the price from rid. to I-~d. Co-operatives
also objected to the summer price at 6d. per quart. The Consumers'
Committee upheld the objection, but the Committee of Investigation
reported in July that the price was not unreasonable nor against the
public interest. In this cOntract the standard price was only applicable
to whole dairies with a minimum premium for level delivery of Id.
per gallon. Semi-wholesale and semi-retail prices were slightly reduced
and tllere was a reduction of 2d. per gallon wholesale and 4d. retail
on Certified milk. Manufacturing prices were left to monthly dis~
cussions with the Permanent Joint Committee.
During the conu'act, 63 pel' cent of the liquid sales passed through
the Board and 27 per cent through category producers. The alarming
fact was that manufacture rOse to 45 per cent of the milk produced,
cheese representing 47 per cent of the total manufactl1re. Wi h manu·
facturing prices ranging from 3d. to Jid. per gallon for cheese, the
position was serious. Fortunately for the pool, the Exchequer made
payments to bring manufacturing prices up to 5d. per gallon. The
English Milk Board compensated the Scottish Board for milk no
longer sent to England. Pool prices fell from lId. per gallon in March
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to 9d. in May and June, but with the financial assistance rose to
91d. in July, IO!d. in August und I Id. in September.
In May 1934 half the provisional Board failed to secure re-election,
owing to the objection of producer-retailers and category producers
to a levy of nine-tenths of the difference between the standard and
pool prices. Claims were made that the levy liability should be restricted
to contributions towards the Boatd's cost of operation (about id. per
gallon). The Court of Sessions upheld the Board's claim on levies.
The East of Scotland Milk Producers' Federation refused to pay the
levies. The East of Scotland Federation appealed in May 1934 to
the Committee of Investigation on this and other issues. The Committee suggested that producet-retailer levies should be assessed on a
cow basis, that additional haulage centres should be established, that
standard prices should be varied to give higher returns in winter and
that powers should be taken to discourage excessive production.

Third Contract (October

I,

1934, to September 30, 1935)

The Permanent Joint Milk Committee failed to agree on the
contract. The Consultant, Mr. D. A. Richmond, recommended a
contract for twelve months with a retail price of 2S. per gallon, but
with permission to vary the standard price monthly provided the
average for the year was IS. 2d. The Board agreed to charge IS. 3d.
from November to February and IS. Id. for the summer months.
The Milk in Schools Scheme came into force on November 5,
1934, on a basis of Grade A (T.T.) Milk, and 163,000 children were
supplied by' January 1935. Children paid IS. per gallon, the distributive margin was fixed at 6d. and the Exchequer met the loss to
the extent of Sci. per gallon on T.T. milk and 3!d. on ordinary milk.
In December 1934 haulage rates for 20 to 40 miles were reduced
by ld. per gallon. Pool prices were Hid. in October, IS. td. in
November and IS. Id. in December, due to the increased standard
price. The dispute with the Eastern producers continued and the
Secretary of State suggested certain settlement terms which he later
amended, owing to pressure. The revised terms werer. Variation of standard prices as recommended by the Committee
of Investigation.
2. Twelve extra haulage centres in the east and the six centres as
proposed by the Committee.
3. A bonus of td. per gallon to he paid by the Board to all producers
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4.

5.
6.
7.

393

who contract to sell through the Board each month a quantity not
more than 10 per cent above the ainount so sold in December I9n
Producer-retailers and producer-wholesalers to pay a levy of £4
per cow instead of a levy based on sales (the first suggestion was £5
per cow).
The Board to take power to discourage excessive production of
ordinary milk only.
The Board to consider ways of financing their creamery purchases
to bear less heavily on producers; and
The Board not to press for immediate payment of levies in cases
of severe hardship.

Meanwhile, a Milk Reorganisation Commission was being appointed
to deal with 'Great Britain. The Minister issued the Scottish Milk
Marketing Scheme (Amendment) Order, 1934, covering bonus payments and the cow basis for levies.
The Board took over from farmers' co-operative associations
nineteen creameries and depots at a valuation of £200,000, on the
basis of a ten years' loan, commencing with an annual charge of
2\d. per gallon on producers' sales and decreasing gradually to -iIrd.
per gallon in the tenth year.
Average prices realised for manufacturing milk varied from Sd.
to 6d. per gallon during the six winter months (or Sid. to 6!d.
including the Government grant). The summer values were 3!d. to
Sid. (or 4!d. to 5td. with the Government grant). It was found that
76 per cent of the liquid sales were made through the Board. No less
than 44,614,000 gallons had to be manufactured, representing 46 per
cent of the total sales. Half the factory manufacture was handled in
the Board's own creameries, and to meet this growing business a
depot and factory were established near Glasgow and existing creameries improved.
Pool prices averaged 12'3d. in winter and 9' 5d. for the summer,
as compared with I I ' 8d. and 9' 9d. respectively the previous year.
The average for the whole year was 10' 9d. for 1934-5, as against
1O·6d. for 1933-4.
I, 1935, to September 30, 193 6)
It was proposed to reduce retail prices to IS. Sd. per gallon for
May and June, but the Board considered distributors should bear the
loss. The Consultant considered that cheaper summer milk was
designed to benefit both parties who should share the cost. The Board

Fourth Contract (October

394
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would not accept this decision and again prescribed a standard price
averaging IS. 2d. per gallon. Distributors appealed to the Committee
of Investigation.
In the main, the contract terms decided were as in the previous year,
allowing for smaller margins in May and June. Closer standards for
manufacturing were set in view of the Board's own experience.
Conversion figures of I gallon of milk per lb. of cheese; 2- 5 gallons
(winter) and 2'6 gallons (summer) per lb. of butter were fixed. Diffi·
culties continued with regard to levies on sales not through the Board
and attempts to offer alternative methods were not entirely satisfactory.
By November 1936 there were 1,439 category producers still paying
nine-tenths of the normal levy, 777 paying £4 per cow, 639 paying
£5 per cow and 18 certified producers paying ld. per gallon. The cow
basis appeared to be the most favourable.
Category producers claimed that costs of running the Board
represented lc1. per gallon and that costs of dealing with surplus milk
for manufacture could not be a charge on producer-retailers or others
who took no advantage of manufacturing facilities.
A test case was brought by Mr. W. Ferrier, an Edinburgh producerretailer. The Sheriff's Court and the Court of Sessions had each upheld
the Board's case for charging nine-tenths of the difference between
standard and pool prices as levy. The House of Lords on July 16, 1936,
reversed this decision so that it became illegal to charge more than
their share of the actual expenses of the Board to category producers
paying on a gallonage basis. Those on a cow basis would have the
option of reverting to gallonage levy at the end of the contract.
Category producers who had paid subject to adjustment on the legal
decision were entitled to be repaid the difference involved, but others
could not claim back payments whilst the ruling of the lower courts
had stood. The Board had to prepare for amendment to the Scheme
and to provide compensation. The amendments were published in
September 1936. These provided that certified producers should
continue to pay ~d. per gallon and other category producers 1~d._
per gallon levy. Those who paid 011 a gallonage basis obtained a
refund, down to the level of I"~(1. per gallon, provided they accepted
this in full settlement of their claims. The Board arranged to set off
this compensation against payments due from the producers after
June I, 1937. Repayments were estimated to cost about £130,000.
The Committee of Investigation reported on February lO, 1936,
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on the dispute on 1935-6 contract prices. They considered the
standard price should average I3' 83d., the retail price 23' 33d. and
the margin 9' sod. per gallon. The Secretary of State retained the
prescribed price of IS. 2d. per gallon for the standard price, 23' 33 d.
as the retail price, with 9' 33cl. margin, so that distributors had to
bear the cost of reducing retail prices to IS. 8d. per gallon for May
and June. Most of the distributors kept up the price of 2S. per gallon
throughout the summer and thus retained their previous margin.
During the contract year manufacturing prices increased to 5' 78d.
in winter and 5' 36cl. in summer. Farm cheese-makers were paid a
bonus to keep their milk on the farm, but as cheese prices increased
about I~d. per lb. the bonus was reduced. Attempts were made to
extend liquid consumption by operating the School Scheme from
depots during holidays and by encouraging the opening of milk
bars.
About 76 pel' cent of the retail sales were made through the Board
representing an increase of 2 per cent over the previous year. Total
sales, including producer-retailers and farmhouse cheese-makers, were
I2I,950,oOO gallons. Milk manufactured rose to 29'28 per cent of
winter production and 48' 26 per cent of the total summer production,
There was a decrease in factory cheese production more than off-set
by the increase in butter, condensed milk and cream. The Board
opened a new factory but absorbed 7 per cent less milk for manufacture,
although it sold 40 per cent more for manufacture to distributors.
Pool prices showed a net increase of o· 21d. over 1934-5, being
roo 82d. per gallon. The winter period gave a lower return, !2·o7d.,
but the summer period improved the position with 9'9Id. Higher
manufacturing prices during 1935-6 more than compensated for the
increased proportion manufactured and for the losses arising from
the Ferrier case.
Fift/~

Contract (October I, 1936, to September 30, 1937)
Agreement was reached on contract terms and conditions in August
1936. Retail prices were restored to 2S. per gallon throughout the
year, but the standard price was increased by Id. per gallon in May
and June, giying an average over the year of 14id. per gallon, with a
distributive margin of 9id. per gallon. There were few other alterations. Manufacturing prices based on formulae showed a substantial
rise. The average realisation value per gallon of manufacturing milk
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was 6·32d. in winter, 6·o6d. in summer or 6· lSd. over the year,
excluding the Government subsidy. These values resulted in repayment
of Government subsidy having to he made in June and July, so that
the net return was 6· IId. per gallon, including Government subsidy.
Total sales showed a decline, the figure being 120,427,000 gallons,
79 per cent passed through the Board, 15 per cent sold by category
producers and 6 per cent by farmhouse cheese-makers. Liquid sales
represented 63 per cent of total production, compared with 60 per
cent in 1935-6, and manufacture represented 26 per cent of output
during the winter and 46 pel' cent during the summer. Of the manufacture, 39 per cent was utilised as fresh cream, 24 per cent as butter,
16 per cent as cheese and 16 per cent as condensed milk. Cheese
manufacture decreased substantia1ly whilst the notable increase was
in condensed milk. Pool prices were increased to an average of 10' 8od.
per gallon over the year, the increase being mainly in summer. There
was a falling off in school milk supplies to 2,4Il,174 gallons, but
supplies to factories increased to 272,000 gallons and to milk bars
150,000 gallons.
Amendments to the Scheme consequent on the Ferrier decision
came into force on August r, 1937, so that category producers paid
a levy of l~d. per gallon with an arrangement for repayment of about
£112,654 arising from the decision.

Sixth Contract (October I, 1937, to September 30 , 1938)
Agreement was reached in July 1937, when the standard price was
further increased to an average of r4!d. per gallon. Retail prices
were raised to 2S, 4d. per gallon from November to January (inclusive)
and 2S. per gallon the rest of the year. Distributive margin was thus
increased to roid. per gallon. Graded milk prices were raised in
proportion. Manufacturing prices were increased by rd. per gallon.
At this period the Board commenced to rationalise its own factories
and four creameries were for sale as redundant.
Over the contract year pool prices averaged I I • 79d. per gallon.
The Board's total turnover of 104,507,443 gallons represented an
increase of about 2 million gallons. These figures do not include
category producers. Allowing for category producers and farmhouse
cheese-makers, the total turnover for the year was 122,281,283 gallons,
of which 44,829,838 gallons were manufactured. Thus manufacture
represented 36. 66 per cent of the total turnover. In addition to
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factoty manufactute, about 6,068,000 gallons were utilised f(lr f:mllhouse cheese.

Seventh Contract (October I, I938, to September 30, I939)
Settlement terms were announced in August I938. The standard
price was raised by 4d. to 15112"d. per gallon. The retail price was
raised by 4d. to 2S!d. per gallon so that the distributors' margin of
reid. remained unchanged. Quality premiums were introduced to
deal with milk from attested herds. Manufacturing prices were left to
be averaged by the Permanent Joint Milk Committee month by
month with a few changes in principle. The changes are best shown
in tables on pages 398 and 399, comparing the prices of the last
two contracts, and giving a summary of the scheme.

Tlze Aberdeen and District Milk Marketing Scheme
The Scheme was submitted by the Aberdeen anc! District Milk
Agency on February 17, 1933, in order to continue the Agency under
the powers of the Agricultural Marketi.ng Acts. After a Pub1ic Inquiry
on June I2.-14, 1933, the revised Scheme was approved. The
Aberdeen and District Milk Marketing Scheme (Approval) Order,
I934, authorised the final scheme and in June I934, 79 per cent of
the 626 registered producers, owning 87 per cent of the cows of the
area, voted in favour of the Scheme. The controlling Producers' Board
consists of twelve members of the Milk Agency, two members co-opted
after consultation with the Market Supply Committee, an Independent
Chairman and four members elected by non-Agency producers. The
Scheme allocates a basic quantity to each producer based on November,
December and January production. Receipts within this basic quantity
are pooled, but surplus milk is bought at manufacturing prices.
Haulage is regulated and in other respects the Scheme resembles the
general Scottish Scheme. Producer-retailers and category producers
pay a levy of £2 pel' cow and ordinary producers about 2d. per gallon.
There was a preliminary contract from August 1st to November
30, 1934, on the basis of IS. 2d. per gallon standard price, 2S. retail
price) and 8d. for surplus milk. A considerable amount of liquid
milk was sold to England and most of the surplus made into butter.
The first annual contract was dated from November 1, 1934, to
October 31,1935' The standard price was IS. 3d. per gallon for nine
months and IS. 2d. for June, July and August with a retail price of
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1937-8 CONTRACT PRICES
Month

October
November
December
}<luu"ry
February
March
April, ,
May
June, ,
July "
August
September

..

,.

Standard
Price

Retail

s, d,

s. d.

r

r

3
5
5
5
3
2

2.

I

2.

2.

1
1 1
1 2
1 2
1 2

2.

"

r

"

r

..

..
"

..

..

..
"

..

"

r
I

Price

2.
2.
2.
2.
2.

I

2.
2

2.
2

0
4
4
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Milk lor

Butter

MilJ, for
Creanl

Milk for
Cheese

d.

d.

d.

6'03 6
6'47 8
6'453
5' 62 3
5' 109
4,690
4'7 65
5'29 8
4'999
4,893
5'07 6
5'240

8}

7'05 6
6,643
6'7 60
6'5 00
6'370
5'73 0
5'9 66
5'974
5'49 0
5'437
5'553
5'793

81
8~
8~

8k
8~

8}
8~

81

8~

81
8~

Prodllcers'

Price

s.
r
r
r

--

u.

.,

0:1

2.~
2~

I

2~

I

Q:l_

•

o II':>.S
010'5 o
0 9'2 5
0 9'2 5
o 10'0o
o 10'7
o It,:>.

1938-9 CONTRACT PRICES
Mouth

Standard

Retail

Price

llrice

S,

d.

s,

d.

October

"

1 5

2 4

November

..

1 5

:>.

4

December

..

I

5

:I.

4

January
February
March
April, ,
May"

"

..
..
..
,.

r

5

1 3

2 4
2.

0

I

2

2 0

I

2

2

r r!

0

2 0

June

,.

,.

I

I~'

2.

0

July

"

..

I

2

:>.

°

,.

x

:>.

2

°

Septemher ,.

1

3

2-

0

August

Milk
for Butter
d,

(a) 5' 55 6
(b) 5 '05 6
~ (a) 5,699
(h) 5' 199
(a) 5 '976
(b) 5'476
(a) 5'949
(/;) 5'449
(a) 5'956
(h) 5' 5S 6
r (a) 5'858
(6) 4'358
(a) 5' 537
Cb) 5'037
(0) 5'369
(b) 4' 86 9
(0) 5'285
(h) 4'785
(0) 5'5I9

(b) 5'019
(a) 5'469
(b) 4'969
(0) 6, :143
(b) 5'743

Mill, for
CreaIIl
d,

8;\8}

81
8}

Milk
for Cheese

d,

(c) 5'862
(d) 6'362
(c) 5'704
(d) 6'204
(c) 5'381
(d) 5'881
(c) 6'050
(d) 0' 550

Producers

1

Price

s, d,
I

:>.

1 :>.~
I

3

I

3
0 11

.,

8~

4'7 1 4

1

8"1;

4'286

° IIi!;

8~

4'347

o

10;(

8~

4'°39

0

9l

8~

4'53 8

0

9i

8~

5'225

0

9t

8~

5'245

o loi

8i

5'997

o 1I~'

(a) In factOries where maIn business is liquid distribution.
(b) Where only manufacturing is undertaken.
(c) General cheese milk price.
(d) Milk for manufacture into Cheshire cheese.
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per gallon. An appeal against this increase was made to the Committee of Investigation which upheld the Board's action. Surplus
milk prices were very low sO that producers tried to keep surplus
milk on the farm. In July 1935 the Board permitted producer-retailers
in 27 specified districts to retail milk at IS. 4c1. per gallon and private

2S.

SUMMARY OF RETURNS
Sales by
Ordmary
Producers

Winter 1934-5
Summer 1935
Winter 1935-6
Summer 1936
Winter 1936-7
Summer 1937
Winter 1937-8
Summer 1938

...,

..
..
..

.,
"

.,

Sales by
Prodnrerretmlers

Sales of
Graded Milks

Gallons

Gallons

Gallons

Gallons

3,076,8r6
3,2.88,764
3,273,877
3>45 6,663
),45 2,874
3,49°,245
3,5 20,3 64
3,5 16,4 18

839,955

82,904
lII,62.0
ro),862
120,84 2
11;\,640
128,019

3>999,675
4,29°,772.
4,25 1,779
4,545,868
4.475,57 2
4,59°,3 87
4,546,5 B6
4,6::12,078

89°,3 88
874,°4°
9 68 ,3 6 3
9 10,05 8
972 , 12 3
9 I I ,021
97 8 ,55 6

115,201
127, 104

Total

The milk sold was utilised as folIows:-

Liquid IIfdk
sold in Area

Winter 1934-5
Summer 1935
Winter 1935-6
Summer 1936
Winter 1936-7
Stimmel' 1937
Winter 1937-8
Summer 1938

Liquid Milk
sold outside
Area
(ruaialy
England)

Manu·
lactured
MIlk

Return to Producer.
(pence per gall.)
Basic Milk

Surplus Mill<

Gallons

Gallons

Gallons

d,

d.

2,95 8,9 29
3,°53,446
3,024,I3 2
3,16I,8r S
3,0 2 9,715
3, 109,677
3,020,62 4
3,020,585

73 I,41;1.
7 I 5,"31
874,349
74 2,457
1,074,515
933,4 24
I,065,675
1,098,856

309>334
52.2,095
353,29 8
64 1,59 6
37 I ,34 2
487,286
460, 28 7
502,637

I2'58
II'89
I3' I7
U'74
12'41

6':13
3'97
5'70
3' 58
5'64
4'3 1
5'7 1
3'78

I I ' 50

12,66
II'SO

traders were permitted to give bonus corresponding to co-operative
dividend. The second contract (November 1~ 1935, to October 31,
1936) was prescribed by the Board (failing agreement), on similar
lines to the fi,rst, except that May was substituted fol' August as the
summer standard price. Producer-retailer prices were fixed at IS. 8d.
in 29 rural districts and IS. 4d. in nine districts. The School Milk
Scheme commenced on February I, 1936. The third contract
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(November 1, 193 6, to October 3 I, 1937) was similar to the previous
one, but the fourth contract (November I, 1937, to October 31,
1938) increased the standard price for August to October to IS. Sci.
per gallon. The fifth contract period (November I, 1938, to October
31, 1939) operated on simibr terms (tables on the opposite page).
Producers' levies have gradually increased. About I r8,000 gallons
of milk ar~ supplied per year to school children.

North ofScotland Milk Marketing Scheme
The original scheme came into force on October I, 1934, without
a Public Inquiry. Small producers of less than three gallons per day
and those on the western islands are exempted from the Scheme
which covers the five northern counties of Scotland. Producers and
producer-retailers are allocated basic quantities fixed on sales during
the months of September to December 1933. Basic quotas are subject
to modification from time to time, and in 1936-7 represented 98 per
cent of the supplies purchased by the Board. The Board pays the
standard price for basic quantities purchased or for the basic quantity
less the amount sold liquid outside the Board by producer-retailers.
Tuberculin Tested milk must be accepted at not less than the standard
price. Supplies in excess of basic quantities are purchased by the Board
at surplus prices. Levies are paid by producers on all liquid sales and
make up the standard price where the basic quantity proves surplus
to liquid sales, and so the excess realises only surplus price.
There is an interesting arrangement with distributors. Five clays
before the end of each month, distributors must state their requirements of liquid milk for the following month and the requisitioned
amounts bear the standard price. Additional liquid supplies required
during the month must be p~id for at the accommodation price. The
Board consists of five elected and two co-opted members. Few
changes have been made during the course of the contracts. The
retail price is .fixed at 25. per gallon with IS. sd. for semi-retail
supplies over two gallons.
The standard price has now been raised to an average of IS. 3d •
per gallon, giving a distributive margin of 9d. per gallon. A considerable quantity of liquid milk has passed through the Board to
England. Milk for cream has now been raised to Iod. per gallon and
for butter the price has varied from z~d. to 4:ld. The average manu·
facturing price for 1936-7 was 9 ·14d. per gallon which is r I per cent
ec:
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higher than in the previous year. The price actually paid for surplus
milk over basic quantities was 6d. in winter and Sd. in summer.
Ordinary producers pay levies of r}d. per gallon; producer-retailers
seven-tenths and accredited producers nine-tenths of this levy. The
Board commenced manufacturing in its own factory in 1937. In
19.36 it attempted retail distribution of milk in Nairn and Dingwall
at the request of producers, but with no appreciable success. Some
idea of the magnitude of the Scheme may be obtained from the following figures!:Liquid Sal,·,

By Board

By

l)roducerrf'taUers

Winter 1934-5
Summer 1935
Winter 1935-6
Summer 1936

Winter 1936-'7
Summer 1937
Winter 1937-8
Summer 1938

S.lles
Certifted ToUIS"les
within
outside
Scheme (lllainly to
Milk
Are,l
England)

l\I.lJlU~

IilC'tllre

and T.T.

Gallons

Ga!tGl\~

Gtlltons

3°4,216
4'!.8,028
33 2 ,997
401 ,3 6 5
393>9 2 5
4 10,72 7
410,15 2
402,599

419,081
461 ,74°
447,05 1
460 ,761

66,177
85,4 10
7 2 ,872
77,224

39°,5 89

75,8:1.0

443,882
382,281
43 6 ,696

85, 80 3
82,99 6
9 6,177

Gallons.
789,474
975,17 8
852,872
939,35°
860,334
94°,4 12
875,4 29
935.472.

G.I\lO\1'i,

-

)2, 865

69,810
63,7 64
7 0,333
23,415
6S,608

Gallo",
7 1,7 86
60,J98
21,255
61,59 1
36,170
56,401
29,006
66,073

Total
Sale,;

Gllt\O"S

861,260
1,°35,576
906,99 2
1,°70,75 1
960,268
1, 06 7,14 6
9 17,359
I,0}2,669

Isle-of Man Milk Marketing Scheme

The Scheme, which commenced on April 25, 1935, is controlled
by an Executive Committee consisting of two members appOinted by
the Agricultural Marketing Society and three elected by registered
producers. The Committee fixes wholesale and retail liquid prices,
prices for manufacturing milk and conditions of sale. The registration
of accredited pro9ucers and the fixing of statutory quality grades for
milk were postponed for the time being.
Since April 19.36 retail prices have been fixed at 2S. per gallon
delivered to the customer, or IS. sd. per gallon if collected at the
producer's farm. Wholesale prices have been IS. 4d. per gallon,
whilst accommodation sales for quantities exceeding one gallon are
IS. sd. per gallon. Only authorised vendors (42 in number) may
purchase milk by wholesale. In 1937 there were 334 producer-retailers
with 3,1I7 cows; 149 producer-wholesalers with 935 cows; and 80
1 Agri~rdtural Register,

19;38-9.
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producers with 394 cows, catering for summer milk sales only. Milk
for cream realised lod. per gallon and for ice cream IS. 6d. per gallon.
Milk for cheese stood at 2d. per gallon beI'ow the cheese milk price.

The Marketing of Milk and 1VJilk Products in Northern Ireland
The Agricultural Marketing Act of 1931 did not apply to Northern
Ireland, but a similar enabling measure was passed in July 1933 as
the Agricultural Marketing (Northern Ireland) Act, 1933. This Act,
whilst providing for producer control, took powers for the establishment of StatutOlY Dealers' Committees. In the case of milk the only
. buyer operating on a large scale was the Belfast Co-operative Society,
and the writer, on behalf of this society, had several discussions and
negotiations with the Northern Ireland Government.
The Northern Ireland Government wisely accepted the principle
of separate legislation for regulating different agricultural cDmmodities. In 1934 the Milk and Milk Products (Northern Ireland)
Act was passed to covel' the case of milk. Co-operative amendments
of considerable significance were obtained with the support of the
Government. It was emphasised that the various interests should be
represented within a "joint control" system but that final control
should be vested directly in the Government and not in separate
boards operating their own "law courts" as in England. 'Whilst the
acceptance of grading standards was definitely approved, with quality
payments to producers, a case was made for level rates of payment
by buyers for commercial milk (Grades B and C) to prevent buyers
from concentrating on the cheaper Grade C milk for increased profit
and discouraging higher quality production. This principle "WaS
accepted by the Government.
The importance of the export market prevented the application of
a pooling system (as in England) so that sales directly through the
controlling board would be difficult to operate. Arrangements had to
be made, therefore, for the collection of levies from buyers instead of
payments for milk being made direct to the Board. There had
previously been a rebate arrangement to cover pasteurisation costs.
Under the new scheme, the idea of margins had to be reconsidered.

The Milk and Milk Products (Northern Ireland) Act, 1934
The final Act, with a number of supporting Orders, is of considerable interest, for it operates more on the lines of the Grigg Commission
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Report than the corresponding Great Britain legislation. The central
feature of the Northern Ireland Scheme is the recognition of four
statutory grades of milk as follows;-

Grade A. Tuberculin Tested, not more than 100,000 bacteria per
cubic centimetre and coli organisms absent in -doth cubic centimetre.
Grade B. Cattle clinically examined and milk with not more than
bacteria per cubic centimetre and coli organisms absent in
lhth cubic centimetre. This milk must be cooled immediately after
milking to less than 60° F.
Grade C. A general cleanliness standard and veterinary inspection of
cattle. With the reductase test, this milk must not be reduced in less
than four hours.
Grade D. The milk not approved in the other grades and only to be
used for manufacturing purposes.
300,000

Both producers and distrihutors are licensed. The two main grades
of commercial milk (B and C) are fixed at the same wholesale prices
but with a higher producer's levy on Grade C milk. The returns to
the producer are higher from Grade B than Grade C and so encourage
quality production.
The controlling body of the Scheme is a Joint Milk Council
consisting of Chairman and two members appointed hy the Minister
of Agriculture; three members appointed by the Minister of Home
Affairs (representing consumers); seven memhers elected by producers
and four members elected by distributors. The producers' representa~
tives are balanced by the consumers' plus the distributors', leaving
the Ministry of Agriculture nominees holding the balance of power.
The Council fixes prices and conditions of sale of milk, hut prices
must be agreed by the Council as a whole or fixed by the Minister's
three nominees. Retail prices must likewise be agreed. Prices for
manufacturing milk, whether Grade D or surplus from Grades B
and C, are not fixed by the Joint Council but by formulae.
Contracts are registered with the Council which, however, is not
a third party to the contract. There is no pool. The equalisation
payment on milk sold for manufacture is met from a Milk Fund
derived from-

I.

Licence fees of £1 per annum payable by distributors.
Licence fees of 2S. 6d. per annum payable by producers.
3. Gallonage levies payable by producers on all milk sold for liquid
consumption.

2.
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4. Licence fees of 4S. 8d. per cwt. payable by sellers on all butter and
ma1"garine (except farm butter), sold by the producers.
5. Exchequer advances under Section 6 of the Milk Act of 1934.
Gallonage levies are calculated at not more than 1 d. per gallon on
Grades A and B and 3d. per gallon on Grade C milk sold for liquid
consumption. Contract levy is deducted by the distributor from
the producer'S price and remitted to the Ministry of Agriculture.
Producer-retailers pay the levy direct to the Ministry and are regarded
as producers within the Scheme. The fund is operated in the following
way. The first charge is an equalisation payment to raise the price
paid by creameries for milk for butter and cheese to Sd. per gallon
in summer and 6d. per gallon in winter. Bonus of 2d. per gallon is
paid on Grade A or B milk finding no liquid outlet and so diverted
to manufacture, and rd, on Grade C milk similarly used for manufacture. The fund is not self-balancing.

General Experience of the Scheme
The first determinations of the Joint Milk Council were made for
the period December 16, 1934, to May 12, 1935. Minimum prices for
milk sold on contract wereTo the Produ,'er
for Loose Milk

To the Consumer
for Milk Delivered

25. 2d. per gallon
4id.
2!d.
25. od.
"
IS. lod,
IS. 2!d.
i\·d. per gallon
Grade A
Grade B ,. xd.
"
Grade C .• 3d•
"
so that producers received 2d. more for Grade B than Grade C,
although distributors paid the same prices.
Milk bottled on the farm in bottles supplied by the distributor
obtained an extra ltd. per gallon. Where distributors provided
transport, deductions were made from the producer'S price according
to a scale in Belfast varying from ~d. per gallon for less than five
miles up to 2d. per gallon between 25 and 35 miles. A further ld.
per gallon was deducted for every additional ten miles. Prices to
hospitals, etc., were producers' prices and small country sales were
permitted at 4d. per gallon less than the retail price. Supplies of milk
for manufacture were guaranteed at 6d. per gallon in winter and Sd.
in summer by equalisation payments, with additional bonus of 2d.

Grade A Milk.
Grade B Milk
Grade C Milk
The levies were

IS.

IS.

l)
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per gallon for Grades A and Band Id. for Grade C milk diverted to
manufacture.
The second price period \1/a5 fro111 May 12, 1935, to August 31,
1935. Producers' prices for Grades A, B, and C were reduced by 4<1.
per gallon and levies to lei. per gallon on Grade B and rid. on Grade
C. The actual reductions to producers were, therefore, 3id. per gallon
for Grade Band 2!d. for Grade C. Retail prices were reduced by 4d.
per gallon in all categories in the hopes of extending liquid consumption.
Sales for the year were estimated atLiqllicl

Mamifactllre (8 mOllths)

gall,.

Grade A
Grade B "
Grade C "
Grade D

galls.

1,500 ,000

2,700

5,000,000

50 ,600

8,000,000

3,67 I ,3 OO
13,9 81 ,3 00

Total
14,500,000
17,705,9°0
These estimated annual liquid figures, compared with the actual
manufacturing :figures for the eight months of the two contracts,
indicate the large part played by manufacture and the impossibility
of a pool.

Third Price Period (September I, I935, to August 3r, 1936)
Producers' prices were raised in the case of Grade A milk to IS. 2d.
per gallon for level deliveries and IS. Sd. for daily quantities as required.
Corresponding prices for Grades Band C became IS. and IS. 3d. per
gallon respectively with levies as in the second contract. Retail prices
were raised by 2.d. per gallon to minimum rates of 25. per gallon for
Grade A, IS. lOd. for Grade B and IS. sd. for Grade C in the principal
consuming areas. There were reductions of 2el. per galIon in so-called
Category 2. areas and of 4d. per gallon in Category 3 or rural areas.
From April 25, 1936, Grade Band C milk could be sold in onethird pint bottles at IS. lOd. and IS. Sd. per gallon respectively so that
such bottles were generally retailed at Id. per bottle. During this
contract estimated liquid sales were-Gallons

Grade A ..
Grade B ..
Grade C ..
Total

1,400,000 (10

per cent)

8,400,000 (60

"

)

(30

"

)

4,200,000
14,000,000

OTHER MILK MARKETING SCHEMES

Sales to creameries for manufacture were 25,399,000 gallons, including
Grade A, less than o· I per cent; Grade B, o' 6 per cent; Grade C,
29'0 per cent, and Grade D 70'4 per cent. This was a considerable
increase in manufacture over the previous year.

Fourth Price Period (September

I,

1936, to August 31 ,1937)

The producers claimed higher prices owing to a rise in feeding
stuffs anc! a bad hay harvest, but the Joint Council fixed prices as in
1935-6, with the right to review them towards the end of October.
At the revision the three appointed members decided to continue
the prices as in 1935-6. It was pointed out that level prices were to
the advantage of all parties and the net return to the producer of
Grade B milk was I rid. per galloll, less carriage, compared with
1 I' sci. in England. In _addition, further retail price increases would
antagonise retailers and the public.
In January 1937 the appointed members agreed to raise prices
from January 24th to May 8, I937. The increases were to IS. 4d. per
gallon for Grade A (2cl. per gallon increase) and to IS. 2d. pel' gallon
for Grades Band C. Retail prices were correspondingly raised by
2d. per gallon to 2S. 2d. for Grade A, 25. for Grade B and IS. IOd.
for Grade C in the larger consuming areas. An additional 2d. rebate
in the poorer areas was allowed for milk sold over the counter.
Outside the larger consuming centres no change was made in the
prescribed retail prices. After May 8th prices reverted to their
original levels. The estimated sales of milk during the year were 40
million gallons, of which 34 per cent went to the liquid market and
66 per cent to manufacture. Official returns were1_
Supplies fDr Manufacture

Liquid Sale.

Grade A ..
Grade B .•
Grade C .•
Grade D ..
., Total ..

..
..

.,

..

..

"

..

..

..

Galluns

Per cent

Gallons

1,400,000

10

8,45 0 ,000

61

3,850 ,000

19

-

1},35:1.
I4I,rrS
8,6n,5 1o
16,89 1;]15

100

25,673,295

-

..

1},700 ,000

Fifth Price Period (September

I,

l>er cent

-

J4
66
100

1937, to September 30, 193 8)

This time a 13 months' contract was determined by the Joint Milk
1
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Council. For the winter period (October to April) prices were raised
3d . per gallon to producers and 2d. to consumers above the September
prices, owing to increased costs of feeding stuffs. The net result ,vas
an increase in producers' prices of ld. per gallon over the winter of
1936-7. Summer prices (May to September) were 2d. per gallon lower
than winter and rd. per gallon above the previous summer. Retail
prices remained as in the previous year, so that distributors' margins
were reduced by Id. per gallon from October 1, 1937. In effect
winter prices were extended by three months.
The sales of milk for 1937-8 were as follows 1 : Liquid Sales

..

Grade A ..
Grade B ..
Gmde C ..
Grade D

..

Total ••

..

Sixtl~

..
..

G~llons

..

1,475,000
9.5'7.5,000
3,75°,°°0

..
.,

..
..

-

14,750 ,000

Price Period (October

1,

-

Supplies to Crcamcrie<;

l'er crnl
10

Gallons

-

14,3 0 5
135,474
9,24 8,74 6
13,99 2,10 9

100

23,39 1 ,234

65
25

}

Per cent
I

39
60
100

1938, to September 30, r939)

tel.

The appointed members increased the retail price by
per gallon.
Retail prices were increased by zd. per gallon in May, August and
September. These retail prices applied to the cities and not normally
to producer-retailers. Producers' prices remained as in the previous
year, with a winter price of IS. Sd. for Grade A and IS. 3d. for Grades
Band C. In the summer the prices were IS. 3d. for Grade A and IS. rd.
for Grades Band C.
The system of joint control is definitely more satisfactory than the
Great Britain systems but the problem is more difficult. In Ireland
there is a heavy manufacturing market incapable of subsidy from the
liquid trade, a good deal of primitive, milk production, and over most
of the country a primitive distributive system. So far, accurate returns
have proved extremely difficult to obtain, and there must he considerable evasion.
.
The Northern Ireland Butter and Cream Marketing Scheme was
instituted and came into force on May 5, 1936. It is controlled by a
Board consisting of four members representing producers and three
1
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nominated by the Minister of Agriculture. Producers of butter and
cream must be registered except those selling to creameries registered
under the Marketing of Dairy Produce Act of 1929. Registered producers contribute to a fund, the contributions being limited to IS.
per cwt. of butter and Id. per gallon of cream sold by them. In
August 1936 a scheme of grading creamery butter was introduced
and the Committee fixes weekly prices for graded butter and is
responsible for agreements with Great Britain on cream prices. The
growth of the export cream trade is remarkable, extending from
348,094 gallons in 1934-5 to 637,000 gallons in 1936-7. In 1937 the
controlling Board was increased by the addition of one member
representing proprietary creameries.
Other Schemes Proposed

Reference has already been made to the Milk Products Scheme for
Great Britain, a scheme introduced in 1939 but suspended on the
outbreak of war. Two additional Milk Schemes have been prepared
for parts of Scotland, the first to cover Moray and Banff. This was
approved by a large majority of producers in 1935, but has been
postponed pending reorganisation of Great Britain Schemes. A
similar scheme for Argyle was likewise postponed.

CHAPTER 20

THE MARKETING OF POTATOES IN
GREAT BRITAIN
of potato marketing differ considerably from those arising
with other commodities. Maincrop potatoes can be stored to smooth
out to some extent the relation of supply to demand. Whilst there is
no appreciable secondary low-priced market, there is no alternative
and competitive high-priced market to attract potential supplies.
Imports are negligible, except when deliberately encouraged to make
good home shortage. The position with new potatoes is somewhat
different for the incidence of import competition may be very severe,
in the absence of regulation, should the home season prove late.
Consumption of maincrop potatoes is almost static and independent
of public purchasing power so that potato marketing becomes mainly
a matter of adjusting home supplies to meet demand at different
periods of the year. At times of shortage, imports must be encouraged
deliberately and at other times home supplies spread over the year.
The Markets Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture has issued two
marketing reports on potatoes. The first Report on the Marketing of
Potatoes in England and Wales! merely dealt with the marketing
system of the time and made the case for standardisation of market
supplies. The second Report on the Organisation of Potato Marketing2
followed the Agricultural Marketing Act of 193 I and so concentrated
on the possibilities of organisation in the marketing of potatoes, with
special reference to conditions arising in dealing with the home crop.
This report is considered in detail. The two reports laid the foundation
for the subsequent Potato Marketing Scheme.
PROBLEMS

Report on Organisation of Potato Marketing3

Prior to the Marketing Scheme, the potato acreage of Great
Britain showed an increasing tendency thus1888-96
1905- 1 3
19 22-3 0
1
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In the latter period the value of the crop sold from farms fluctuated
between £17,3 60,000 in 1924-5 to £7,°3°,000 in 1929-30, demonstrating the uncertain return from uncontrolled crops. Roughly 10
per cent of the crop is usually absorbed for "seed" purposes and generally about 80 per cent of the national crop reaches the food market.
Imports of early potatoes tended to increase each year to the disadvantage of the home-grown early crop. Thus the high price always
obtainable in the early season was secured by imported supplies from
February to April, and by the time the home crop arrived prices
had fallen. It was claimed that efficient marketing organisation with
strict standards of dressing and packing assisted overseas countries in
competition with dIe home crop. Lengthening of the "new" potato
season by the admission of early imports virtually meant a shortening
of the reasonable price season for home maincrop supplies. The
tendency with a good crop and with good winter keeping quality
was to flood the market and thus depress the early winter price or be
left with heavy maincrop stocks when prices collapsed on the arrival
of bulk supplies of new potatoes from overseas. Apart from new
potatoes, the import position was not of special significance, for
imports were attracted only when, ilirough a short home crop or
through poor keeping qualities, horne prices were high. Imports of
maincrop potatoes really tended to balance supplies and demand, and
in a sense did exactly what me Potato Marketing Board has subsequently done by artificial regulation. In spite of some degree of success
abroad in securing manufacturing outlets for surplus potatoes, practi~
cally all countries realise me inelastic demand for potatoes for human
consumption and find prices dependent on crop yields. 'The United
Kingdom for many years has had an appreciable export trade chiefly
of seed potatoes. The 193 I Economic Report estimated the net supplies
of potatoes available in me United Kingdom for human consumption
at about 5,464,°00 tons per year.
Marketing methods in this country came in for some criticism.
The commission basis was most criticised, although conditions were
improved by the Horticultural Produce (Sales on Commission) Act
of I926. Under mis Act the price paid for the produce, details of
agents' charges and payments made on the suppliers' behalf must be
furnished to the grower. The Act does not apply if advice note is not
sent to the salesman before the sale or jf different conditions are agreed.
Corn merchants and local dealers handled considerable quantities of
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potatoes whilst larger distributors often bought direct from growers.
Comparatively smaIl quantities of potatoes were sold by auction
(perhaps 5,000-to,000 tons per annum). Farmers' co-operatives sold
about 8,000 tons per year. Complaint was made by retailers of undue
losses through shrinkage, throw-outs and dirt, estimated at to per
cent of the weight bought wholesale. The fried fish trade was estimated to absorb IS per cent of the whole volume of potatoes, homegrown and imported. Sale of seed potatoes had been more closely
controIled and statutory regulations had been issued under the
Wart Disease Orders of I923 and 1929 and under the Seeds Act
of 1920.
Attempts to Organise the Trade

From 1925 the B.B.C. began to quote Covent Garden prices in
its weekly bulletin, and this market intelligence service has since been
considerably extended. In I929, a Joint Consultative Committee was
established with representatives of the Ministry of Agriculture, the
N.F.U. the L.N.E.R. and later the Fruit and Potato Trades'
Federation. The Committee issued information on prices, stocks,
etc., and arranged railway facilities for dealing with the maincrop.
There were a number of co-operative ventures in the potato trade.
In 1929 the Cumberland Seed Potato Growers' Association was
formed in the interests of locally grown seed. Crops were certified
and the registered trade-mark could he used if the crop had received
the Ministry's "Purity" certificate, i.e. if the crop was 99' 5 per cent
pure and 95 per cent free from disease. Markets were found and filled
by ba11ot, but prices were settled individually. A levy of 2S. 6d. per
acre on seed growers was utilised mainly in advertising. The March
and District Potato Growers' Association commenced in 1928 for
developing sales under the statutory grades and not below declared
minimum prices. The Trade virtually ruined the Association by
refusing labelled and graded supplies indicating the origin of the
potatoes. Similar organisations in South Lincolnshire and Ely
attempted to smooth out supplies on the basis of pooled market
intelligence. The year 1929 resulted in heavy surplus and low prices
and an attempt to co-ordinate growers' activities was made by estab~
lishing the British United Potato Marketing Board, with an ambitious
programme for developing markets, grading and exploring oinletey
for suplus. Lack of funds brought the Board to an early end.
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Proposed Schemes
I. Mr. H. Thompson of the North Riding N.F.U. proposed a
scheme in 1927 under a Central Control Committee. Fixing of prices
and equalisation of returns would be secured on a pool basis and the
Committee would assume the ownership and marketing control of
the whole crop. Sales would be on contracts between growers and the
Committee. Dealers would have to purchase from the Committee.
Advance payments would he made to growers and pool payments
made according to grade and variety. Special advantages of particular
sales owing to superior quality and nearness of market would be met
by premiums and inferior sales by deductions on the individual
growers concerned. The Council had the onus of marketing surplus.
The N.F.U. rejected this scheme failing national standards.
2. Mr. H:J. Winn of the N.F.U. put up another scheme in 1929
to operate under a Statutory Board over the British Isles. The Board
would jointly represent the Ministry of Agriculture, the N.F.U.,
wholesalers' and retailers' national organisations. Growers of over one
acre would have to contract with the Board, which would determine
the acreage to be grown and fix a stable price for sound maincrop
potatoes on a grade basis. Merchants and retailers would buy only
from contracting growers on the Board's prescribed terms. Distributive
margins and thus retail prices for graded potatoes would be fixed.
Ungraded potatoes would be uncontrolled provided they did not
supply the ware market. The growers' organisation would operate a
surplus insurance scheme financed by a levy on tonnage sold, and
from this fund potatoes on hand at the end of each season would be
bought at contract price less 1.0 per cent. It was recognised that
control of supplies could best be secured by controlled acreage and
variation in size of riddles. No doubt the scheme had a bearing on
the subsequent Potato Marketing Scheme.
3. The Scottish N.F.U. and A.O.S. suggested a national co~
operative selling agency as the Scottish Potato Growers, Ltd., about
1928. Members would arrange supply contracts with the Agency for
three years on an estimated acreage with an agreement to submit aU
marketable potatoes except seed. In return the Agency would accept
responsibility for the whole crop but would determine times of sale
and delivery. Grading by producers, under the supervision of the
Agency, would be essential. Seasonal area ,pools and pooled transport
were proposed for maincrop potatoes and a daily pool for earIies.
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Advance payments were to be arranged. The scheme was deferred
pending sufficient supporters and naturally dropped with the advent
of the Marketing Acts and Schemes. Some headway was made, how~
ever, in exploring overseas markets for export of British seed potatoes.

Ministry ofAgriculture Suggestions
The Ministry of Agriculture! doubted the possibility of national
organisation on a voluntary basis and suggested that action could be
taken under the 1931 Agricultural Marketing Act.
The principal points recommended were the following:I. The scheme should be controlled by a Producers' Control
Board with appropriate Regional Committees and possibly even
Local Committees of producers.
2. Levies could be regulated on acreage or sales an"d in a scheme
fOl' Great Britain, a levy of IS. per acre or 2d. per ton would provide
a revenue of about £30,000.
3. The Board should concentrate on a compulsory system of
grading and selling on a grade basis in standard containers.
4. The Board might regulate the sale of potatoes from growers to
licensed merchants. The difficulty of direct sales to retailers or direct
retailing by growers was admitted.
5. Market Intelligence Service should be provided and credit
facilities given to growers.
6. Over~production should be discouraged and quantities controlled
by grade adjustments or hy allotting ware and surplus quotas.
7. Outlets for surplus potatoes should be explored.

Influence of Overseas Marketing Schemes
American trading organisations were usually co~operative and
operated by growers on the basis of equal voting power. The central
organisations controlled grading, and contracts were made with
members for the sale of all marketable potatoes through the associa~
tions on agreed terms. Associations usually practised as the "agent"
of the grower and did not take actual possession of the potatoes.
Dutch, Italian and Hanover Mark Potato Associations regulated the
marketing of potatoes on a graded quality basis, whilst those set up
under the British Columbia Marketing Acts (1927-30) regulated the
flow of supplies. In each case the trend was towards compulsory
control by Statute.
l
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Much the same problems arose in all countries. Bulking for grading,
efficient transport and compulsory contracts were essential. Standardisation of grade and pack were perhaps the most important factors.
Standardisation of trade practices was far from easy, the usual code
accepted being that of the Berlin Agreement1 laying down the basis
of classification, terms of delivery and payment, details of consignments and settlement of disputes. In all countries much still remains
to be done in respect of standardised commission rates, charges and
trade customs. Control of production was not seriously attempted
owing to the great annual variation in yields. In British Columbia,
only limited sales control was possible, and this only for graded
potatoes for export. German control was restricted to selling on a
guaranteed grade basis.
Most organisations adopted some form of pooling of returns on a
grade-quality basis among producers. Short pool periods were the
rule, especially for early potatoes, where daily pools were sometimes
operated owing to rapid price fluctuations. For maincrop supplies
the seasonal pool was usually regarded as ideal, but this involved
expensive storage, credit facilities Or advance payments. Market intelligence and publicity were exploited by marketing organisations and
often seeds and fertilisers were sold to members on contra-account.
The universal problem was profitable disposal of surplus potatoes.
For stock feeding there was danger in sprouted potatoes apart from
considerable loss of weight in storage. Attempts were made to make
potato silage after steam-cooking Or by stacking with green grass.
Dried potatoes proved valuable for livestock but drying was expensive.
Germany found raw potatoes of great value in pig feeding, whereas
dried potatoes were more satisfactory for other types of livestock.
Possible industrial oudets were explored, particularly in Germany
where the average disposal of a normal crop was given asLPer cent of total crop
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In Holland, factories for the manufacture of farina or potato starch
succeeded without subsidies or protective tariffs, so that, in 1929,
1,150,000 tons of potatoes were used for farina production in thirty
factories (nineteen of these co-operative, and handling 77 per cent of
the throughput). Potatoes for this purpose were purchased on starch
content and heavy cropping varieties were used. The realisation price
per acre 'Was about half that for human consumption. Industrial
alcohol was produced in large quantities from potatoes in Germany,
Poland and Central European countries, with the aid of taxation
remission. In Germany, production quotas were placed on factories
to prevent over-production. Dried potatoes or potato flakes for
animal feeding were produced from about 1903 in Germany.
'
Attempts to find industrial outlets did not solve the surplus
problem, for the industries themselves reached a stage of requiring
a known throughput for which they contracted ahead so that increased
yields in any year created an industrial as well as a general surplus.
Years of shortage became additionally difficult for the less remunerative industrial market. The British problem was mainly one of regulating the flow of ware potatoes with little attention to the heavy loss 011
the variable surplus.

Potato Marketing Scheme for Great Britain
On February 1 I, 1932, the Minister of Agriculture undertook to
appoint a Reorganisation Commission, if desired by potato growers.
The National Farmers' Union preferred a scheme prepared by the
industry itself. The Scheme was issued on March 23, 1933, and promoted by the National Farmers' Unions of England and Scotland.
This original Scheme included a Board consisting of (a) 24 district
members; (h) six merchants (one from Scotland); and (c) three special
members. Votes of registered producers would be on acreage.
Regulation of the product was to be by variation in the minimum
size of potatoes permissible for human consumption and size would
be prescribed in terms of the mesh of the wires of a flat riddle.
Sales from growers to authorised merchants were to be controlled
and other types of sales were mainly exempted. Commission sales
were to be tolerated for the time being, but subject to abolition by a
two-thirds majority at a general producers' poll or special meeting.
The Minister ordered a Public Inquiry to be conducted by Mr.
C. T. Le Quesne, K.C., commencing in London on July 5, 1933, and
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adjourning to Edinburgh on July 10, 1933, to meet Scottish objections.
Inclusion of merchants on the producers' Boatel was deemed to he
ultra vires the Agricultural Marketing Act, but contact with the trade
through an Advisory Committee was promised. Extension to
Northern Ireland was refused by the Commissioner.
An amended scheme was submitted on December 6, 1933, approved
by Parliament on December 12, and came into operation on December
21, 1933. At the initial poll, held in January 1934, a favourable vote
was obtained representing 90'44 per cent of the registered producers,
holding 90.6 per cent of the productive capacity.
The Approyed Marketing Scheme
The Potato Marketing Scheme (Approval) Order, 1933, was issued
on December 20, 1933. The principal clauses are as folIows:9. The elected Board shall consist of-

Ca) 24 district members;
(h) 5 special members elected by registered producers in General
Meeting;
(c) 2 members co-opted after consultation with the Market Supply
Committee.

25. The Board shall constitute an Advisory Committee (the
Retailers' Committee) consisting of not more than twelve representa~
tives of retail organisations. A similar Retailers' Committee of not
more than nine members mLlst be appointed for Scotland.
Part III deals with the register of producers.
Part IV deals with voting power based on potato acreage.
Part V empowers the establishment of a central fund.
Part VI deals with meetings of registered producers.
Part VII covers marketing provisions and the principal powers of
the Board, on the lines of the Agricultural Marketing Acts. A few
special clauses arise, however;67. Pl"Ovides for the Board to prohibit the sale of small potatoes
for human consumption during any year and defines small potatoes
(except new potatoes) as passing through a It-incl! square mesh
riddle.
68. Requires the Board to estimate the probable supply of potatoes
available for the year and to determine from time to time the quantity
of potatoes which may be sold for human consumption.
DD
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70. Determines the agency of sale. The Board may only prohibit
commission sales or some particular form of commission sales, by a
formal vote of not less than two-thirds of the registered producers
present and voting at a Special General Meeting or by a poll showing
a majority of not less than two-thirds of the registered producers
voting and representing not less than two-thirds of the product.
70(3). Covers classes of sales exempted from the Scheme. These
are as follows:-

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Sales of potatoes in lots of I r2 lb. or less;
Sales by a registered producer or his employee in a
stamtory markel or an approved auction market where
the sales are of the registered producer's own grading;
Sales of new potatoes;
Sales of potatoes for use in any process of manufacture
by the actual purchaser.
Sales of potatoes for actual consumption in Government
Departments, Public Institutions, hotels, cafes, etc.,
where the potatoes are supplied only in a cooked state by
the purchaser as part of a meal; and
Sales of potatoes direct to a retailer.

78. Requires that a registered producer intending to increase his
potato acreage must notify the Board in writing before planting.
82. A producer may be required to pay not more than £5 per acre
for increased acreage over his basic quota. The Board's regulatory
power rests largely on the adjustment from time to time of the size
of potatoes permitted to be offered for human consumption.

Experience of the Scheme
During the period September to December 1933 potato imports
had been limited to 8,000 tons from Holland; 250 tons from Belgium;
and 4,500 tons from Eire. About 2,189,000 tons of the 1932 Great
Britain crop were sold in 1933 and about 2,214,000 tons of the 1933
crop. The total home supply for 1933 was, therefore, about 4,40),000
tons, excluding potatoes from holdings of less than one acre. The
years 1932 and 1933 had been abnormally good with crops of 4,450,000
tons for 1932 and 4,550,000 tons for 1933' These represented respectively II per cent and 14 per cent in excess of the previous ten years'
average. Impotts of po,tatoes into' the United Kingdom in 1933 were
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196,000 tons or 204,000 tons for the crop year 1932-3. Of these, 160,000
tons were early potatoes. During this year imports from Franee were
prohibited owing to danger of infection from the Colorado Beetle.
There we1"e already powers for restricting imports by duties under
the Import Duties Act of 1932, but they did not apply to Empire
countries apart from Eire. The duty of 10 per cent ad valorem under
this Act was changed on July 28, 19)2, to £1 per ton until May 5,
1933. From May 5th to August 31St the Import Duty, principally
on new potatoes, was raised to £2 per ton and from September 1933
restored to £1 per ton. Agreement with exporting countries was
operate.d on a voluntary basis from September to December 1933, and
in view of low prices there was no attempt to exceed the agreed
importation. Prices in 1933 were little more than half 1932 prices.
Tariff Duties on new potatoes had been fixed under the Horticultural
Products (Emergency Customs Duties) Act of 1931 and the Import
Duties Act of 1932. Here again the duties wer(! not applicable to
Empire countries apart from Eire. In 1933 the duties on early potatoes
were 4S. Sd. per cwt. from January until the end of June, falling to
2S. until the end of August and to IS. in September. The net result of
these duties and low ruling prices was that impOl:ts of new potatoes
were 160,000 tons, roughly half the quantity of the previous year.
Such were the conditions operating prior to the Scheme.
During the first year of the Scheme there was a further voluntary
agreement with the Netherlands allowing a total import of about
l3,ooO tons from January to November 1934. Actual shipments were
only about 60 per cent of the authorised quantity. Belgium was
restricted to 270 tons but sent a negligible quantity. Eire, with an
agreed import of 6,000 tons, sent about two-thirds of this amount.
The Potato Marketing Board made an agreement with Northern
Ireland that imports for 1933-4 and 1934-5 should be restricted to
200,000 tons in each year. The actual imports in 1933-4 totalled
137,000 tons and for 1934-5 about 130,000 tons.
Foreign countries were asked to limit their shipments of new
potatoes to the 1933 level of about 95,000 tons, but only 78,000 tons
were actually introduced from foreign sources. There was some
difficulty with respect to Jersey potatoes, but finally an agreement
was reached for these to be marketed before the 30th June in each
year. An Order was issued prohibiting imports from Eire and foreign
countries, except under licence, as from November 8, 1934.
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The Board set up five committees. A Basic Acreage Committee
fixed each member's acreage on the basis of the 1933 potato acreage,
the average of 1931 to 1933 or the highest acreage planted within
those three years. AcreaS?;e excluded any planted for seed potatoes. A
Merchants' Authorismion Committee considered applications from
merchants to deal in potatoes. About 3,500 merchants were authorised.
The Retailers' Committee, composed of retail dealers, was established
to advise the Boarcl and an Advisory Committee for Scotland was
concerned with specific Scottish interests. The fifth committee, consisting of four members of the Board, four from the National Federation of Potato Merchants and one additional member, was fo~med to
prevent unfail' trading and price cutting.
In April 1934 the Board's census showed smaller stocks than
anticipated. An Order was issued prohibiting sale for human consumption of the standard varieties below a 1ft inch-riddle and of other
varieties below a It-inch riddle to raise prices. The Order did not
apply to early potatoes and ceased to operate in the middle of July
when the bulk of the main crop had been sold. The riddle regulation
then returned to It inches and in August maincrop potatoes were
permitted to be sold without restriction of size.
In July 1934 a poll of producers was taken on the subject of
commission sales and 82' 43 per cent of the producers voting were in
favour of abolishing such sales. Consequently commission sales were
abolished from September I, 1934, except on (r) seed potatoes; (2)
lots of less than II2 lb. per buyer; (3) new potatoes up to July 31st
of any year; and (4) sales by authorised auctioneers. Prohibition of
sales except to authorised merchants carne into force on November 1st.
As the 1934 crop was estimated at I I per cent below the 1933 crop,
the Board decided not to alter tl1e standing I!-inch riddle. Producers
rushed to market their crops in the early season, but on advice held
back supplies about October with a consequent price increase. In
December 1934, to strengthen the market, the Board issued an Order
raising the riddle size to 1 ~ inches for the King Edward and Golden
Wonder types, to I~ inches for Majestic types and other potatoes in
stated areas and to Ii inches for potatoes in other parts of the country.
These restrictions held until February 12, 1935. From November I,
1934, imports were prohibited from Eire and foreign countries except
by Board of Trade licence.
In January 1935, the B~ard commenced the experiment of seIling
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cheap potatoes in Bishop Auckland. A limited quantity of cheap
potatoes was issued to unemployed persons for a period of eight
weeks, with the stated objects of obtaining data as to the effect of
price on consumption and the effect on normal retail sales. The Boardl
claimed that consumption increased bY96 per cent at the lower pricelevel or, with allowance for increases in stock, by 69 per cent. The
experiment showed greater elasticity of demand among the unemployed
than was anticipated, especially with restriction to a cash-and-carry
trade. Potatoes were issued from the Board's warehouse during
stated hours when the unemployed normally attended the Unemployment Exchange. Recipients provided their own containers and
potatoes were supplied in return for a voucher at the rate of I t stones
of potatoes for 6d. Retailers issued particulars of their sales and
vouchers had to be stamped by the usual retailer. During the period
February 6th to March 30th, 181 tOllS 18i cwt. of potatoes were issued
in exchange for 19,405 vouchers. In the case of the Bishop Auckland
Co-operative Society the operation. of this special distribution resulted
in a reduction of ordinary shop sales of 6 tons 14 cwt. per week,
representing a fall of 40 per cent. The experiment was not continued
in subsequent years.
On January 29, 1935, the minimum riddle for King Edward type
potatoes was raised to Ii inches in Scotland and the Eastern Counties.
On March 7, 1935, the riddle for King Edward and Golden Wonder
types was fixed at Ii inches and for all other varieties at 2 inches.
On May 23rd the riddle was lowered to Ii inches for the King
Edward dass and to I~ inches for other types. On August 1St an
national minimum riddle of It inches was prescribed for two varieties,
being raised to I§- inches On August 24, 1935. Owing to difficulties
of certain producers the Board agreed in September to allow the sale
of "seconds" (between It inches and I§ inches diameter), but only
where the producer satisfied the Board that over one~fi.fth of his ware
potatoes consisted of seconds. On November 28, 1935, the national
minimum riddle was advanced to It inches for all varieties. A Potato
Supplies Consultative Committee had been formed, representing the
Board, importers, merchants, retailers and consumers to advise on
supplies and the need for import control. Import restrictions continued
and only 18,000 tons of new potatoes were admitted during June,
1 An Experiment
PubliC'~tions, No.2,

ill the lJist/ ibuti'ltl oj' Potatoes
1935.

<1t

Bi.I/wp Auckland, Miscellaneous
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July and August. The Market Supply Committee licensed further
imports of old potatoes in July for the fried fish trade against the
advice of the Potato Board.
In view of undercutting in the Glasgow Area a Marketing Coordination Committee was set up to prepare a further national scheme.
This scheme included the following recommendations:Markets Committees should be set up in defined areas representing
the various merchants established and trading in those areas.
2. Minimum prices for sales to retailers should be recommended by
these Committees from time to time having regard to growers'
prices and handling costs.
3. The Committees' recommended prices should be notified to
authorised merchants and observed by them; and
4. Authorised merchants not operating the plan should be reported
to the Board by the Markets Committees.
I.

The principal wholesalers agreed to the Plan. The Board, however,
decided not to fix minimum growers' prices as this would involve
finding a market for potatoes which could not be sold at the fixed
prices. A voluntary scheme for dressing potatoes was advocated, but
the Board was opposed to the introduction of a compulsory grading
scheme. Farmers' Marketing and Supply Company, Ltd., undertook
to erect a factory at Wisbech for manufacturing potatoes into cattle
food, and the Board guaranteed supplies from November I, 1935, at
£1 per ton for the time being.
The 1935 crop was 3,8°5,°00 tons, 6 per cent lower than the average
of 19<24 to 1933. Probably early potatoes represented 381,000 tons of
this crop. Acreage was lower than in 1934. Total imports were 190,819
tons, of which 177,000 tons were early potatoes. Foreign supplies were
subjected to a duty of £1 per ton and those from Eire to a duty of
10 per cent ad valorem. Growers' prices for the 1934-5 crop were
round 76s. 3d. per ton f.o.r. Wisbech but, as a result of the smaller
1935 crop, prices in the last four months of 1935 rose to 97S' 9d.
Total supplies of early potatoes in 1935 were estimated at 609,°00
tons, of which 178,000 tons were imported, imports being 23 per cent
higher than in the preceding year. Imported supplies were chiefly
from the Channel Isles and Spain. Dutch imports increased slightly
to 9,850 tons but supplies from other countries declined. The seasOn
was somewhat late owing to May frosts, but prices averaged 345. per
cwt., IS. 8d. more than the previous year. As the 1935 crop was
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about 3,765,000 tons (16 per cent less than 1934), there was little or no
surplus of home supplies during the 1935-6 season. On November
28,1935, the minimum riddle was reduced from I§- inches to Il inches
and remained unaltered throughout the season. The sale of "seconds"
was adjusted to include potatoes between I:l inches and Ig- inches
diameter and made subject to the use of special labels on the hags.
About 13,II4 tons of seconds were sold at an average price of 57S. 2d.
The 1936 crop was rather heavier, so tl1at new riddle regulations
were applied. From August 27, 1936, a riddle of r-! inches was
prescribed for King Edward types and 11- inches for other varieties.
In Scotland the 2-inch riddle was operated for Kerr's Pink until
September 30, 1936. From October 1St varieties on the I£-inch
riddle were reduced to I ~ inches, and from November 20th all varieties
were placed on the Ii-inch riddle. Sale of seconds for human consumption was allowed after November 1st, subject to the Board's
consent. Imports from December 1935 to April 1936 were considerably increased owing to the short 1935 home crop, and from March
the Import Duties Advisory Committee suspended the £ I per ton
duty on main crop imports. The Board strongly protested and the
duty was restored on July 1st when the new crop arrived.
By agreement with Nortl1em Ireland the 200,000 ton basis was
raised to 233,400 tons for the 1935-6 season. The Board revised its
list of authorised merchants and retained 3,534 merchants in January
1936. Market Plans Committees were set up to fix minimum wholesaler retailer prices. Following this, Warrington and Chelford established Growers' Exchanges whilst York and district set up a Prices
Advisory Committee to control market prices. In Scotland in July
the Board tried to raise growers' prices. Glasgow chain stores and
co-operatives broke away and bought direct from growers. The Board
then tried to buy in potatoes at 50S. and later at 60s. per ton to hold
from the market. By November producers were advised not to accept
less than 80S. per ton. The position gradually returned to normal. The
Farmers' Marketing and Supply Company at Wisbeeh took supplies
at £r per ton until May 30, 1936, for conversion to cattle food, but
supplies were inadequate until towards the close of the season.
Prices during the 1936-7 season were high for maincrop potatoes,
wholesale prices for Majesties and King Edwards being 1535. 6d.
Growers' prices at Wisbech averaged 1435. od. per ton, but prices
increased rapidly during the season. The 1937 crop was somewhat
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above average. Autumn wholesale prices for Majesties and King
Edwards were 109s. 9d. per ton whilst growers' prices were 885. 3d.
per ton. Home production of I937 maincmp potatoes was estimated
at 3,480,000 tons from holdings exceeding one acre and probably
an addition of 13 per cent would represent the allowance for crops
from non-agricultural holdings. The adjusted estimate for 1937 was
3,621,000 tons from all home sources. Imports from September 1936
to August 1937 were 179,000 tons 01' 3 pel' cent above the previous
year. Total supplies from all sources amounted to 3,800,000 tons,
of which 97 per cent was home produced. The average price for
1937 new potatoes was 34s. 2d. per cwt. compared with 28s. 3d. for
1936, the early 1937 market realising particularly high prices due to
lack of Spanish supplies. Home production of early potatoes was
estimated at 583,°00 tons, or 659,000 tons including supplies from
non-agricultural producers.1
Imports of new potatoes were about 123,850 tons so that the total
supply of new potatoes was 783,000 tons, of which 84 per cent
represented home production. Import restrictions continued under the
Potato (Imports Regulation) Order of 1934 with a global quota on
new potatoes of 72,000 tons as in the previous year. Total imports
fro111 foreign countries and Eire amounted to only 59,200 tons. The
import position relating to new potatoes is shown here 2: Source

193·~

Foreign countries and Eire
Channel Islands
Other Empire countries

..

Total

..

..

..

..

....
..

1035

1936

1937

1938

Tons

Tons

59,200
58,200
5,800

55,5 00

I,)OO

104,5 00
60,200
1,700

177,000

l66,400

123,200

I I 9,600

Tons

Tons

77,25 0

90,4 00

65,15°
1,5 00

85,3 00

143,900

TOllS

-

-

The main crop in 1936 was well below average, so that prices during
the I936-7 season were high and quotas for imports were increased.
Actual maincrop imports were 126,400 tons, much less than the quota,
but a slight increase over the 1935-6 figures. The I937 home maincrop
was estimated to show a higher yield than either 1936 or 1935, so
that maincrop imports were severely restricted from September to
December 1937. Actual imports from foreign countries and Eire
during the period were 5,800 tons, compared with 34,300 tons during
1

Agricultural Register,

1937-8,

p. 2,02.

2

Ibid., p.

l03.
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the corresponding period of 1936. Northern Ireland shipped I88,800
tons during the 1936-7 maincrop seaSOn. Duties on foreign nmincrop
potatoes were £2 per ton for July and August and £1 per ton from
September 1936 to July 1937.
The Board began to undertake extensive publicity and continued
to negotiate with the Farmers' Marketing and Supply Company and
the Federation of Fish Friers with a view to utilising surplus potatoes.
During the period September IS, I936, to June :z.I, 1937, 4,350 tons
of surplus potatoes were supplied to the Wisbed1 factory at 30S. per
ton, as against £1 per ton the previous year. On August 5, 1937, the
Board prescribed a 2-inch riddle for Scotch Red potatoes until September 6th when a I~-inch riddle was ordered for the King Edward
class and I i inches for other classes. The Board found heavy stocks
of potatoes in November and raised the riddle on December 6, 1937,
to Ii inches for the King Edward class and I~ inches for other classes.
The riddle was again raised by l inch on May 12, 1938.
The Board's Annual Report for the year ending August 31, 1938,
stated that the riddle regulation had been proved to be sound. Whilst
national production in 1937-8 was 244,000 tons in excess of 1936-7
by June the excess had been completely overtaken and stocks were
actually less than in the preceding season. The scheme had prevented
a national surplus from depressing the national market, although
lower prices had been obtained. The problem still remained of dealing
with sales in low-price pedods by producers in financial difficulty or
with a fear of being left with unsold crops. To meet these ends the
Board had offered to buy in potatoes to keep them from a low market.
The 1938-9 crop was estim<,lted at 4,404,000 tons, so that by August
the riddle was raised to 2 inches f01" Kerr's Pink, I! inches for King
Edwards and I! inches for other varieties. There was some relaxation
in September 1938, but by November sizes were again increased. At
the same time potatoes over I lb. in weight were prohibited in sales
for human consumption. The sale of "seconds" was allowed until
November, and the Board bought surplus potatoes for export. Prices
for maincrop potatoes fell to 89s. per ton wholesale, and growers'
prices to 65s. 3d. per ton.

Proposed Amendments to the Potato Marketing Scheme
On February 7, 1938, the Board issued its proposed amendments
of the Potato Marketing Scheme. It was claimed that the amendments
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would result in more efficient administration but would not affect the
fundamental principles of the Scheme.
Scotland was divided into six districts instead of being considered
as one area. The more important amendments referred to the Board's
requests for extended powers including the foIIowing:74(1) (a) The Board may buy surplus potatoes and re-sell them
whether or not they are surplus at the time of sale.
(6) The Board may produce potato products such asCattle foods as meals, flakes or nuts;
Human foods as slices, flakes, chips, flour, canned potato products
or fried crisps or chips;
3. Starch, glucose, sugars or adhesives; and
4- Alcohols and synthetic preparations from alcohol.
I.

~.

The Board also desired power to regard as "surplus" potatoes
those below the approved riddle size, any required for manufacture
and any regarded as in excess of the normal ware market requirement.
Another important amendment was Clause 82(b), where the
proviso was removed so that acreage devoted to seed potatoes or
potatoes for export would become liable to the excess acreage levy.
Schedule D was revised and established a producer's basic acreage
as that recorded on December 31,1938.
A Public Inquiry into these amendments was opened in Edinburgh
on September 20, 1938, and the argument was mainly concerned with
the proposal to abandon the distinction between acreage for seed and
ware potatoes in calculating basic acreage. The Board claimf'd that
the seed and ware markets were interdependent and both should
bear the burden of expense in the disposal of surplus. The Commissioner, Mr. C. T. Le Quesne, K.c., reported to the Minister in
December 1938, but modified draft amendments were not issued
until July 14, 1939. The trade raised strong objection to certain
amendments, empowering the Board to buy and hold from the market
potatoes as "surplus." The approval Order has not been issued.

General Comments on the Potato Scheme
The Potato Scheme is one of the relatively successful ones, and
this may be due to the fact that potato demand for human consumption
is distinctly inelastic and the Board has been wise enough to interfere
as little as possible Witll general trade practices. The method of
operating the Scheme depends on regulating supplies by varying th~
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quantities available for human consumption on the basis of size. It
cannot be claimed, however, that the market has been stabilised.
Roughly 96 per cent of potato supplies are home produced, so that
regulation of imports, whilst distinctly effective with new potatoes,
has small bearing on supplies and prices of the home crop. There is
enormous variation of price with the size of crop. The Report of the
Reorganisation Commission (p. 39) gave an interesting table showing
the effect of production variation on prices, during the period 1922
to 1931. Wholesale prices per ton in England and Wales during the
period September to May were compared, thus indicating the variation
in prices of mainctop potatoes. The mean production up to 1931 was
about 4,100,000 tons for Great Britain and the mean price over the
same period 125s. pcr ton. On the basis of these figures the writer
has continued the table to the crop year 1938-9'

Crop Year

Production
in Grea t Hritai II

19 22-3

1933-4

5,203,000
),579,000
3,541,000
4, 20 9,000
},662,000
3,854,000
4,545,000
4,743,000
3,6°3,000
3,154,000
4,45 0,000
4,555,°00

1934-5
1935-6
1936-7
1937-8
193 8-9

4,4 64,000
3,765,000
3, 80 4,000
4,048,000
4,40 4,000

TOIlS

19~3-4

19 24-5
19 25- 6
19 26-7
1927- 8
19 28 -9
1929-3 0
1930-1
193 1- 2
'932~J

Deviation from
lvIeau Production

ller cent

+ 27'0
-

+

-

13'0
14'0
3'0
!I'O

-- 6'0
+ u'o

Wholesale Prices,
England and
Wale"
September-May
(per tOll)
s,

d,

72
180
186
1I0
142
140
104
71
128
19 1

0
0
0
0
0

Deviation froOl
J,Ica.n Prices

Per cent

-

43
43
46
- 13
13
-I-ll
-- 17
- 44

-I-

+
+

79

0
0
0
0
0
3
0

r'3

97
13 6
153
II4

9
3
6
0

+ 9
+ 23g,g

-'-, 7'3

89

0

~

-I- 16'0
- 12'0
_- 23 '0
8'5
-I- 11'0

+

+
--

g'8
g'3

-

7'3

85

+

2.

+ 53
-~

-

32
37

-- 2I~

-

28'S

It will be seen from the table that a small increase in crop of 3 per
cent may result in a fall in prices of no less than 13 per cent. Similarly,
a short crop of 23 per cent below the average automatically leads to
an increase of price of something like 53 per cent. This enormous
variation of price with crop yield has been well-known for many years.
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1£ the years 1934 to I939, when the Potato Marketing Board was in
existence, are considered, it will be noted that a slight increase of pr(lduction still leads to a large decrease in price and that a relatively
small shortage of production leads to a heavy increase in price.
Margins between growers' and wholesale prices of l11aincrop potatoes
pre-Scheme and Scheme, are indicated by the following:~
Margin

..I.~largill

s. d.

s. d.

1927-8 and ~929-30 27 0
193 0 - 1
21 9
1933-4
19 3

1935-6
193 6-7
1937-8
193 8-9

;zr6

I934-5

22 0

19 9
2.2 3
2.3 9

Strong objection has been raised to the stabilisation of basic acreage
and to the nne of £5 per acre on extended acreage. Yet since the
inception of the Potato Marketing Board, the basic acreage has never
been fully planted. The three years on which the basic acreage Wil!:i
established and the acreage recorded fo1' Great Britain were574)874 acres
(5 2 )814 "

193 1 "
1932 •.
1933 "

67 I ,447

"

The result was that the basic acreage for 1934 was established at
acres. The following short table indicates the utilisation of
this basic acreage during the period of the Board's control. There is
obviously little hardship in acreage control.

629,000

Year

1934
1935
193 6
1937
193 8

Af'reilg't~

Percellt3ge of

not Used

Acreage
not Used

Acres

Acres

per cent

6~9,000,:

54 6 ,000
5l~,500

83,000
II7,5°O
l34,lOO

13 '2

640,000
646,000

20·8

113,000

20'$

u3,000

l8·0

Basic Acreage

Acreage Planted

Acres

65 0,000
655,000

5 11 ,OOO
\"5 17,000
537,000

-

)8'4

Operation of the riddle has been criticised on the grounds that it
may act unequally in different districts even for the same variety of
potatoes and the Board is working without knowledge of the actual
yield of the country. The Potato Board's contention is that the riddle
is a convenient method of smoothing out supplies on the basis of the
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latest market information and that surplus over the ware market
requirement should be left on the farm, not transported to market.
As to anticipated supplies, acreage planted by registered producers
has been found to be 87 per cent of the Ministry's June 4th returns,
and there is little deviation from this percentage. The difference is
explained by returns from holdings under an acre. The greater difficulty arises in estimating the probable yield per acre, but by December
the Ministry's records are usually very reliable, so that 87 per cent of
the estimated crop may be taken as the probable crop from registered
producers. Gavin1 shows for a period of the Board's administration
the extent to which the scheme has levelled out supplies and cleared
stocks at the end of each season.
!9J.~-5

..

!936-7

1937-8

..

Tons

Tons

Tons

3,29 2,000

3,3 27,000

3,5 67,000

..
..

1,859,000
89 6,000
105,000

1,829,000
899,°00
84,000

2,° 83,°00
1,026,000
75,000

..

68,786
50,800
59,3 14

66,429
51,39 6
58,445

76,279
60,5 18
67,9°3

Tons
Estimated total crop of registered pro.,
.,
3,877,000
ducel's
"
Stocks of marketable ware..
.. 2,334,000
Early November
"
.,
1,266,000
..
Mid February
II 9,000
June 4th
"
Difference of stocks per week76,z86
(1) Between November and February
(2) Between February and June
74,240
(3) Between November and June .•
75,2.65

..

1935-6

The Scheme has assisted orderly marketing for the weekly
liberation of potatoes has been surprisingly constant in view oflimited
riddle regulation and variable consumption. Import regulation has
undoubtedly been of assistance, although, in the aggregate, imports
form a small proportion of the trade. As a regulatory, as distinct from
a trading, organisation, the Potato Marketing Board has shown considerable success and has caused little friction among producers,
merchants and consumers.
Northern Ireland only regulates prices and grades of potatoes for
export by licensed merchants.

lsle-ofMan Potato Marketing Scheme
The Scheme is controlled by an Executive, conslstmg of two
members appointed by the Agricultural Marketing Society, and three
members elected by registered producers. The Scheme came into
1

Gavin, Proceedings Agricultural £COMmies Societ,:!, July 1938, p. 2.99.
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force on June 12, 1935. Minimum wholesale and retail prices are
fixed whilst imports and exports are prohibited, except under licence.
In 1935-6 there were 7II registered producers with 1,400 acres, which
produced 4,667 tons. Imports totalled 397 tons. In 1936-7 there were
675 registered producers with 1)320~. acres with a crop of 5,348 tons
sold. Imports were restricted to I25 tons, although only I 16~ tons
were received. In July 1937 an Order was issued for returns to be
made by producers as required.
The Executive prescribed the minimum size of ware potatoes from
November I, 1937. Prescribed prices 11ave been as fo11ows:Wholesale Prices per Ton Delivered
1935-6

October ..
November
December
Janu~ry

..

..

..

..

..

Febmary ..
..
..
March-M<lY
June-September

* Ex farm.

193r,~7

[. s.

d.

[. s.

d.

4 0
4 0
4 0

0

4 5

0

0

4 5
4 15

0

4 15

0

0
0

5 a

a

4

S 10

0

5

0

10

Rdml l'ricc, per 14 lb.

1937-8

1935-6

1~JG-7

1937-5

[. s. d.
5 0

s. d.

s. d.

o 10

010

o 10

I

0

o
o

11

I

0

II

o 10

0

0

5
4 15

0

4 IS

o·

tl.
8
8
8
8

4 IS 0
5 5 0
5 5 0

-I 13

6'
6'

9

o

II

4 14

10

I

0

5

6'

10

I

0

4
5

I)

0

t

o lOt
o lOt
1 ot

King Edward type 2d. higher.

September 1938 wholesale price £s 15s. od. per ton.
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THE MARKETING OF SUGAR BEET AND SUGAR
THE problems of the sugar industry are by no means simple. Sugar
duties have been of importance within the United Kingdom for many
years and have operated as follows:1874-1901 no duty
s. d.

190 1-8
4 2 per cwt. of refined sugar
1908-15
1 10 per cwt. of refined sugar
1915- I G
9 4 per cwt. of refined sugar
1916-18
14 0 percwt. of refilled sugar
1918-24
25 8 pel' cwt. of refined sugar
1919 Imperial preference introduced
1924-8
Ir
8 per cwt. of refined ~;ugar

1928-

II

8 per cwt. on f1111y refined sugm- with a reduction on
raw sugar corresponding to 95. 4d. per cwt. on the
refined sugar

So, from 1928, the differential duty on raw sugar gave British
refiners a protection against foreign refiners of 2S. 4d. per cwt. From
1919 Empire sugar was admitted at five-sixths of the usual duty,
giving a preference of 4S. 3d. pel' cwt. on refined sugar or 3S' 9d. on
raw sugar. Preference on raw sugar was reduced to IS. 8d. per cwt.
by the 1924 arrangement, but restored in 1925. The 1928 provisions
made 110 change on Empire raw sugar, hut reduced the preference on
Empire refined sugar from 4S. 3d. to 3S' 6cl. per cwt. Colonial preference was increased in 1932 to 5s. 9d. per cwt. of raw sugar within
a quota (275,000 tons 1932-3 and 300)000 tons 1933-4) and 4S. 9d.
per cwt. for excess over quota. In 1934 the Colonial raw sugar
preference was increased to 6s. 9d. per cwt. within a 360,000 tons
quota, but excess over quota had a reduced preference of 3S. 9d.
Meanwhile, home-produced sugar carried no duty until 1915,
when duties commenced to operate on refined sugar as follows:Per cwt.
s. d.

19 1 5
19 16- 18
19 19-:42

7

0

II

8

19 5
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Per
s.

no
9
19 2 5- 8
7
1928-31
6
193 1
5
193 2 onwards 5
1922-4
19 2 4
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CJVt

d.

duty
9 (but ~l ~ubsidy of 21S. 9d. P(!l' cwt. promised)
5 (subsidy of :us. 9d. per cwt.)
8 (subsidy of 14S. 6d. per cwt.)
5 (7 S• 4d. subsidy under voluntary arrangement)
5 (7 S• 4d. subsidy general)

Total effective assistance to home-grown sugar from 1932 was
about 12S. per cwt. of refined sugar.
The history of the sugar duty charge~ covers the various diflkult
factors of the industry, as fo11oW5:I. Assistance of Empire sugar from 1919.

Development of home sligar production in the face of over~eas
export bounties on beet sugar from 1924.
3. Encounlgement of British refining of imported raw sugar by the
differential duty of 1928.
4. Discouragement of direct production (If home refined sugar by
the discriminating duty of 1928; ancl
5. Development of an export trade in refined sugar ~ince the home
market was virtually dosed to imported refined sugar.

2.

These problems were considered piecemeal without any particular
success for the British cane sugar industry ahroad or the beet sugar
industry at home. Following on a Commission investigation, a
complete reorganisation of the British sugar industry was undertaken
by Statute in 1936, but the 1939 war intervened hefore general stability
could be secured.

World Sugar Trade
Estimated world sugar production up to 1934 is given in the table
on page 434.1
The production of cane sugar in tropical and sub-tropical countries
and of beet sugar in temperate countries is very widespread, and, in
spite ofan increasing tendency in world sugar consumption, production
outruns demand. With a large protected market and a comparatively
limited free market, competition for the free market becomes very
keen and prices are heavily cut. Further, there is a struggle between
the fostered beet sugar production and the heavier yielding cane sugar
1

Report of UnilQd Kingdom Sugat' Inquiry Commission, p. 9.
llE
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industries. In 1903 the Bmssels Convention attempted to apportion
the world's sugar trade between the cane 'and beet sugar industries
on a basis of equality) and by 1912-13 supplies from the two sources
were comparatively stable with about 9,000,000 tons from each.
The 1914-18 war seriously reduced European sugar beet production,
and overseas countries, mainly growing sugar cane, extended their
industries to meet world demand. By 1919-.20, almost four-fifths of
the world's sugar production was of cane origin. After the war
European countries, largely by State assistance, stimulated beet sugar
Raw Cane Sllgar

19 IO191119 12-

Il
12

13
19 13-14
1914- 1 5
19 15-16
19 l 6-17
1917- 18
19 18- 19
19 1 9- 20
192D-2 [
192 [-:1.2
19 22- 2 3
19:1.3-2 4
1924-25
1925-26
1926-:>.7
19 27-28
19:1.8-2 9
192 9-3 0
1930--3 1
193 1-)2
193 2 -33
1933-34

Tons
8,42%,000
9,175,000
9,29 0,000
9,802,000
10,177,000
10,628,000
Il,333,000
12,366,000
II,9 1 4,000
12,236,000
II,94 2 ,ooO
12,70 7,°00
13, J1.1,000
14,254,000
15,895,000
r6,0)6,ooo
16,433,000
17,067,000
18,13 2 ,000
18,229,000
17,150,000
17,813,000
16,518,000
16,399,000

Raw Beet Sugar

Total Raw Sugar

T()n~

Tons

8,682.,000
6,924,000
R,834,000
8,799,000
8,3 22,000
6,339,000
5,760,000
5,010,000
3,880,000
3,254,000
4,687,000
4,897,°00
5, 123,000
5,773,000
7,94 1,000
8,3)7,000
7,676,000
8,947,000
9,380,000
9, 105,000
Il,261,000
8,434,000
7,012,000
8,682,000

17, 104,000
16,099,000
18, 12 4,000
18,601,000
18,499,000
16,9 67,000
17,093,000
17,376,000
15,794,°00
15,490,000
16,629,000
17,6°4,000
18,244,000
20,027,000
23,836,000
24,373,000
24, 1°9,°00
26,014,000
:1.7,51:1,000
27,334,000
:1.8,411,000
26,247,000
24,130,000
25,081,000

production to such an extent that pre~war levels were exceeded by
1'927-8, whilst the output of cane sugar was neatly double the pre-war
figure. The result has been increased State activity in protecting sugar
supplies il1 one way or another. Statistks of sugar production in the
principal producing countries are given1 for a number of selected'
representative periods (see table on the opposite page).
1

Report of United Kingdom Sugar [lIdwtty IlIquifjl Committee, 1935, p. 10.
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The United Kingdom, U.S.A., France and India have no exportable
surplus of sugar, whilst European countries, Australia and South
Africa grow principally for internal consumption but normally have
an exportable surplus. The West Indian countries have for years
WORLD SUGAR PRODUCTION
(Value if! Tons of Raw Sugar)
Averdge
r9 1O -13

..
..
..

19 I 9- 2D

-

1929-30

I933-4

United Kingdom
British Colonies
Australia and South
Africa
..
India

395,000

582,000

7 12,000

462,000
831.,000

:1.87,000
2,3 66,000

305,000
3,°49,0°°

799,000
2,761,000

5,067,000

Total British Empire

3,048,000

3,93 6,000

4,5 6°,°°0

7,374,°00

..

..

..
..

..

U.S.A.
U.S.A. possessions
Total American

..
..
..

Cuba
"
Java
Germany'
Austria-Hungary'
Czechoslovakia'
Poland' "
..
Russia'
France "
..
Italy
..
Japan
Brazil
Others

..

..

..

..
..
..

..
..

..
..

World Total ..

..

-

288,000

1,01),000

..
..

833,000
1,036,000

76 X,000
1,151,000

1,093,000
2,379,000

1,690,000
3,33 0,000

1,869,000

r,9 12,000

3,472 ,000

5,020,000

..

:2.,102,000

3,73 0 ,000
1,33 6,000
73 0,000

4,671,000
2,91.3,000
1,93 8 ,000

2,1.78,000
62 5,000
1,41.6,000

..

1,007,000
916,000
937,00Q
897,000
435,000
924;000
1,003,000
3,65 1,000

5Il,OOO

1.)1.,000
2,050,000

4 8 3,000
139,°00
88,000
170,000
187,000
1.83,000
177,000
2,3 19,°00

3,394,000

..

17,4 82 ,°00

15,49°,°00

27,334,000

25,°81,000

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

1,31.5,000

1.,355,000
1,556,000

-

x,809,000
743,°00
;1.06,000
187,000

-

-

34 2,000
1,048,00Q
9 2 5,000
299,000
8°3,000
1,000,000

* Pre-war and post-war values not strictly comparative owing to territorial changes.
specialised on the production of cane sugar specifically for the export
market and have suffered extensively from the protective measures
adopted elsewhere. Types of State assistance to the sugar market are:I.
2.

Australia reserves the internal market by prohibition of sugar
imports;
European countries, U.S.A., India, Japan and the United Kingdom
adopt protective tariffs;
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3. The United Kingdom gives preferential tarifl8 to it'> colonies and
the U.S.A. docs likewise to Cuba;
4. The United Kingdom, Eire, and the Netherlands pay direct subsidies for home sugar production; and
5. Ct.echoslovakia gave a rebate on trade taxes to home sugar pro-

ducels.

In normal times there is a relatively small "free" market, arising
when the requirement of a consuming country is not fully met by its
own preferential or protected supplies. Probably the world "free"
market did not exceed 3,000,000 tons per year out of a world sugar
demand of 26,000,000 tons and the United Kingdom requirement of
foreign sugar (850,000 tons per year) was the largest single element in
the free market. Thus there was strong competition within the free
market, prices fell ~md countries gained such a market only by bountyfed or dumped supplies. The unfortunate aspect from the angle of
price stability was that dumped surplus determined world prices.

Imported Supplies
Sugar, its by~products and goods manufactured from sugar are
classified under numerous heads in the official returns of imports to
the United Kingdom. For purposes of the present statement details
of imports of glucose, gums, confectionery, molasses, etc., are not
considered. The tablel on page 437 compares imports of refined and
unrefined sugar with British home production and export and also
illustrates the wholesale price changes in the refined product.
There has been a steady increase in the quantity of sugar retained
in this country, and since 1923 there are indications of a definite
increase in sugar consumption consistent with an improved standard
of living. From the commercial angle the most striking feature is
the remarkable fall in sugar prices since 1923 due to concentrated
competition on the diminishing "free market" of the world.
The next point of interest is the change in imports from refined
to unrefined sugar. Before 1914 there was little difference in quantity
between refined and unrefined imports, but with the growing European
beet sugar trade the tendency was towards imports of refined sugar
and the establishment of refining factories in producing countries.
The war tempofa):"ily removed European production, and more distant
countries stlpplying cane sugar increased their supplies to the United
1

Statistical A6stract for the United Kingdom.
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K.ingdom. Java, Cuba, Santo Domingo, Peru and Brazil were outstanding examples, and in each case raw sugar was sent. From 1919
Empire preference was operated and many countries developed the
sugar business, but almost always exported raw sugar. South and
South West Africa, Mauritius and the West Indies soon increased
supplies, and by 1928 Australia and the Fiji Islands were sending
considerable quantities of sugar to the home country. Meanwhile
European countres re-entered the market often with bounty-fed or
dumped surplus, and by 1928 the position was becoming alarming
with world over-production, collapsing prices and the danger of
falling throughput for the British refining factories.
Year

Imports of
Relined
Sugar

'9 1 J
19 22
1923
19 24
'9 25
19 26
19 27
19 28
192.9
193 0
193 1
193 2
1933
1934
1935
193 6
1937

Impurts 01
Unrefl1led

Sugar

cwt,

C\\t.

18,450 ,897
10,470,771
7,7 21 ,003
II,905,074
15,25 2,9 65
13,97 8,9 82
9,374,3 18
4,4 2 7,899
1,1l4,938
1, 169, 61 3
1,097, 60 9
557,045
61 9,85 2
1,018,870
1,03 1,5 1 7
65°,4 82
85°,76}

20,934,293
27,708,616
23,35 8, 06 3
23, 189,7 23
27,049, 01 4
21,)22,560
23,53 8,3 68
34,182.,9 18
4°,940 ,5 86
37,153,7 1)
35,546,99 6
47, 01 3,9 86
4°, 167,35}
)8,254,67 6
38 ,3 0 3,044
44,245,079
44,3 18 ,3° 8

Exports of Home Grown
SlIgar (less
Refl1led
Sugar

Exports)

cwt.
"w!.
4 6 5,4 16
21 5,45 0
5 83,134
1,046,053
25 6 ,434
368 ,200
1,447,340
667,729
1,3 17, 6 °5
1,550,9 16 2,)5 1,165
1,693,03 2 3,397,74~
1,495,33 8 3,723,43 8
3,333,144 4,694, 26 5
5,5 80 ,9 86 7,15°,7 6 0
2, I25,7 22 7,5 8 5, 01 5
6,09 6,77 2 s,196 ,nS
6,7 86,13 8 7,877, 21 9
7,002,73 6 10,188,3 84
6,680,IIl Il,42.l',291
7,°5 1 ,3 89 9,745, 06 9
6,5 10,2.4 0 9,°37,847

To\al Sugar
Wholesale
Prices
Consumed
(as refined) Crate's Cubc<)

rwt,
3),9 18 ,601
31,764,288
28,976 ,464
3 1,47 6 ,49 8
3),993,616
3.5, 167,55°
34,343,239
37, 18 9,°7 2
37,5 02 ,37 0
37,953,29 6
4°,734,5 83
39,244,271
}8,}45,3 85
4°,592.,595
4 1 ,07 1,5 1 0
42.,49°,4 63
43,1I4,4 16

s, per cwt,

17'7 6
54'48
(12.'33
49'26
34'5 0
33'25
34'3 8
29'81
26'3 2
24'44
23'4 8
23'20
22'81
21'99
21'97
22'13
:23'9 6

In 1925 the British Beet Sugar Industry was encouraged by the
application of a State subsidy and this fmther complicated the world
position. The British Government in 1928 introduced a differential
duty on imported raw sugar to protect the home sugar refiner and
immediately imports of refined sugar became almost negligible, raw
supplies dominating the import market.
The Economic Committee of the League of Nations undertook the
study of the world sugar position, leading ultimately to the signing
of the Chadbourne Agreement in May 1931. This agreement was
intended to stop price collapse by means of a quota arrangement, hut
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the following table shows that the attempt was not successful. The
failure of the Scheme was ascribed to the fact that world consumption
did not expand as anticipated and that the United States and India,
being outside the agreement, extended their production. Within the
agreement European countries, Peru, Java and Cuba, agreed to market
their excess stocks in an orderly manner on an export quota basis for
period of five years. The world effect is shown by the brief analysisl : W(lrld
Production

ChaJhournc
Group

Production

U.S.A. aml
Dept.mdenclec;

British Empire Other Countries
ProductlOu

Tilns

Tuns

TOIlS

Tons

Tons

1929-:)0

27,3°°,000

12,500,000

3,5 00,°00

4,600,000

6,700,000

1930-1

2.8,400,000

1I,400,000

3,600,000

5,1.00,000

8,200,000

19JI-~

2.6,200,000

8,800,000

4,000,000

5,800,000

7,600,000

193::'-3

2.4,100,000

4,3 00,000

2.5,100,000

6,700,000
7,4 00,000

6,700 ,000

'933-4

6,400,000
6,lDO,000

5,000,000

6,600,000

After the failure of the agreement, the Chadbourne group of
countries in 1933 attempted to get a wider world agreement at the
World Monetary and Economic Conference. Negotiations continued
for some lime, and at a subsequent conference in London in March
1934 an attempt was made to deal with the question of protection
and State encouragement of production. No final agreement was
reached. In April 1937 an International Sugar Conference was called
in London by the Bureau of the World Monetary and Economic
Committee. There were 23 countries invited and all but Italy sent
representatives. Agreement was reached in May and, at the end of 1937,
a Scheme was introduced for a period of five years. There was no
interference with the various heavy national subsidies on sugar production, but the view was expressed that the subject might be studied
further. The principal arrangement was that importing countries
should guarantee part of their market to other countries and allocate
quotas to exporting countries for the free market.
The British Government, in its Sugar Industry (Reorganisation)
Act of 1936~ agreed to limit the annual production of sugar in Great
Brita.in to 560,000 tons of white sugar and to limit total exports from
the Colonial Empire to about 1,000,000 tons per year. A series of
quotas was allocated for the year September I, 1937, to August 31,
193 8, and this arrangement has been continued. The British Govern1 R~port of the United Kingdum Sugar Industry IlIquiry Committee, 1935, p. 14.
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ment allocated its Colonial quotas, allowing about 360,000 tons to
the West Indies. Australia and South Africa accepted 650,000 tons as
their quota and various foreign countries were placed on a quota
basis. It was agreed, in the interests of consumers, that an adequate
supply of sugar on the world market would be provided at a reasonable price covering cost of efficient production and reasonable profit.
In the event of additional supplies being requited by an importing
country, the Council would allot additional quotas proportional to
the basic quota. The overall basic quota was about 3£ million tons
per year, and sugar stocks to be held by different exporting countries
were controlled. The agreement was administered by an International
Sugar Council, set up in May I937, and representing the contracting
Governments. It is impossible to deal in detail with the effect of
world sugar conditions on the principal producing countries, but the
table (page 440) illustrates the imports of raw and refined sugar into
the United Kingdom over a number of selected years.
Beet Sugar Industry

Sugar extraction from sugar beet was first performed in Germany
about 1750. As a result of the Napoleonic wars, a scheme of State
assistance for the production of beet sugar was instituted in 181 I in
France and at an early date France was the largest producer of beet
sugar. Germany and Austria opened up the industry about 1850 with
preferential customs duties and encouragement was given to improved
extraction of sugar. Holland and Belgium followed on similar Iil1es
and in every case the beet sugar industry relied on State assistance.
Towards the close of the nineteenth century a system of export
bounties had developed in Europe and in many countries production
was in excess of home requirement. Bounty~fed sugar began to cause
serious alarm in the United Kingdom owing to its effects on cane
sugar from the colonies and on the United Kingdom refining industry.
The British Government was largely responsible for negotiations
leading to the Brussels Convention of 1903, which abolished direct
export bounties and limited methods of State assistance to a maximum
of 2S. 6d. per cwt. until 1914, and was not officially cancelled un til
the Treaty of Versailles in 1919. European beet sugar industry continued to develop but not as rapidly' as the cane sugar industry.
In the United Kingdom there were various attempts to establish
a sugar beet industry, but the early efforts in the absence of State
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assistance failed. A small factory was erected in Essex in J 886 and
one in Suffolk in 1868 hut they achieved no success. The first serious
attempt was the establishment of a factory at Cantley in Norfolk in
1912 financed by Dutch interests. This company operated at a los~
from 1912 to 1915 and was wound up in 1916. The undertaking was
reorganised with Anglo~Dutch capital, but the factory was not actually
reopened until 1920. In 1913 a grant of £rr,ooo was oblained from
the Development Fund to undertake experiments in the cultivation
of sugar beet.
A British Sugar Beet Society was formed in 1915 to acquire an
estate for the growth of sugar beet and the erection of a factory.
The Selbome Committee in January 1917 recommended that such a
Scheme should be attempted with State assistance. An advance was
made in March 1917 from the Development Fund for the purchase
of the Kelham Estate in Nottingham, but the assistance necessary for
the erection of the factory was delayed until 1919. In February 1920
a company, Home~Grown Sugar, Ltd., was formed to acquire the
Kelham Estate and to erect the factory, which through financial
difficulty was not operated until 1922. Meanwhile the Cantley factory
was in financial difficulties. Differential duties at that time amounted
to 6s. 3d. per cwt., whereas the removal of the excise duty on home
sugar would have given a protective margin of 25S. 8d. per cwt.
The Government agreed to remit the excise duty in 1922, and this was
the first year in which the Cantley factory showed a profit. In 1923
both factories were in operation and a third was opened at Colwick.
The protection offered to the industry was uncertain as customs
duties on sugar were liable to modification. The imparl duty on sugar
was reduced by the Budget of 1924 to I IS. 8el. per cwt., but direct
assistance was promised to home-produced beet sugar on a descending
scale for a period of ten years, with a commencing rate of assistance
of 195. 6d. per cwt. As excise duty was now levied on the home
product at the same rate as on Empire sugar, there was only excise
protection to the extent of IS. 1 id. per cwt. In July 1934 the Chancellor
of the Exchequer outlined his proposals, and in March 1925 the British
Sugar (Subsidy) Act was passed to apply retrospectively to the 1924
season. The Finance Act of 1925 increased the duty preference on
Empire and home-grown sugar by 28. 4cl. per cwt.
The British Sugar Subsidy Act, 1925, provided for a subsidy to be
paid in respect of every hundredweight of sugar or molasses manu"
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faetUted in Great Britain during a period of ten years commencing
October I, 1924, from beet grown in Great Britain. The actual rate
of subsidy was laiel down for sugar of 98 degrees polarisation as
195. 6el. per cwt. between September 30, 1924, and October I, 1928;
13s. per cwt. from September 30, 1928, to October I, 1931; and 6s. 6d.
per cwt. between September 30, 1931, and October 1, 1934. A scale
was given for the payments for sugars of different polarisation and
for molasses of different sweetening strength. The subsidy was only
payable if the beet had been purchased at not less than the mini~
mum price pel' ton prescribed in the Act. This indicated a price
of 445. per ton for topped and washed beet delivered to the factory
and with a sugar content of lsi per cent. It allowed for addition or
deduction from the minimum price at the rate of 3e1. per o' I per cent
sugar variation, sugar content of sugar beet being ascertained by
means of the cold water digestion method. The Act provided that not
less than 75 per cent of the plant and machinery of the factory should
be wholly manufactured in Great Britain.
British sugar manufacturers were required to present an annual
bulance sheet and profit and loss account to the Minister for submission
to Parliament. Section 3 provided fail' wages clauses for factories.
Arrangements for sugar duty less manufacturing rebates under the
Finance Act of 1924 were made. The result of State subsidies under
the British Sugar (Subsidy) Act of 1925 and the renewed Act of 1935,
under the British Sugar Industry (Assistance) Act of 1931 and uncler
the Finance Acts of 1925, 1928 and 1932 are shown in the table on
the opposite page.
With such State assistance the industry grew until, in 1936, there
were eighteen factories in existence. The production of sugar beet
and beet sugar varied from year to year. During 1924-5 there were
4,039 growers with an acrenge of 22,63 7. The beet delivered to factories
reached 183,713 tons and the factory output 23,885 tons of refined
sugar equivalent. By 1934-5, hefore the reorganisation of the industry,
there were about 40,000 growers with an acreage of 404,000 and a
sugar beet output of 4,100,000 tons of clean beet. The factory output
had increased to 602,000 tons of refined sugar equivalent. Thus the
operation of the subsidy had increased sugar beet acreage nearly
twenty times and beet output rather mote. Additional efficiency of
growers and factories resulted in nearly thirty times the amount of
renned sugar equivalent obtained in 1924-5' Sugar beet acreage had
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become 3' 3 per cent of the total arable acreage of Great Britain.
Districts specialising on sugar beet were the Eastern Counties, but
the one factory at Cupar in Scotland had supplies from 10,352 acres
in 1927. Falling prices led to contraction of this acreage to less than
the efficient throughput for the factory. From the farming standpoint
during the subsidy period, yields gradually rose from 8' I to 10' 1 tons
per acre and sugar content of the beet from 16· 6 to 17' I per cent, so
that theoretical sugar output per acre rose from 3,027 lb. to 3,890 lb.
There were certain variations in the form of contracting between
grower and factory. Up to 1931 a standard form of contract was
adopted by all factories, with a scale of prices on sugar content and
bonus on cleanliness, date of delivery and so forth. In 193 lone set
of factories adopted a co-operative form of contract involving a
bonus on factory results. A standard contract was again applied in
1934 but with the grower's option of a fixed scale or a co-operative
contract. Since 1932 five f~lctories, with some difficulty in obtaining
adequate supplies, offered an extra 2S. per ton above the standard
scale. The table below shows the average beet sugar content and prices
of beet delivered to factories through the subsidy period:Sugar Content
Per cent

19 24
19 25
19 26
19 27
19 28
19 29
193 0
193 1
193 2
1933
1934

1935
193 6
1937

16'6
16'4
17'3
16· I
17'4
17'7
16'7
17'3
16'9
16'4
17' I
16'4
17'3
17'0

Price per to/l deliyered to Factory
s.

d.

52
55
59
55
52

4

0

G
6

5

52

II

49

10

42
42

4
8

39 7
41

0

38

9

39 9
40 G

The Wilfrid Greene Committee1 noted the following important
facts in relation to the subsidy:(I) The total receipts from Sligar and other products from 1924 to
1

Report of Sugar Industry Inquiry Committee, 1935, p. 35.
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1934 were £66,94°,35 1 , and of these over 60 per cent (£40,292,077)
was provided by State assistance. Although the subsidy rate gradually
fell throughout the period, the proportion was maintained us world
prices fell similarly,
(2) The total receipts from British sugar and products have been
divided between farmers and factories in the proportion of about
3 : 2 with a tendency for the farmers' share to increase. From 193 I
farmers have obtained about two-thirds of the receipts,
(3) Over the whole period the total State assistance almost exactly
equals the amounts paid for beet, In the first subsidy period (1924-7)
payments for beet were much below the State assistance and in 192830 slightly below, From 1930 the payments for beet exceeded the
State assistance,
Price per uwt, of State Assistance Wholesale Price A,"crage Ret.i1 Duty 011 Foreign
Foreign Sllgar to Home Sugar (Tate's Cubes) Price of Sugar Sugar per cwt,
(raw)
perlb,
(refilled)
(per cwt)
per cwt,
(excludingduty)
(including- duty)
s.

d.

s, d,

s,

d,

192.1
192.1;

18
IS

4

-

-

7'2.

4

-

54'48

5'S

19 2 3

25

-

6'6
S'3

g

1.1

62'33
49'2,6

25

191.4
19 2 5
191.6
191.7
1918

9
9

II

Il

9

1.3

4

34'5 0

II

12.

J

l.S

II

33'25

13

9

1.6

34'3 8

II

8

0
26 5

29'81

3'5
3'3
3'5
3'3

8
8

-

19 29

9 1

18

1.

26'3 2

2"g

193 0

(]

7

IS

3

1.4'44

20'S

193I

6

{

18

{

23'48

2'4

1931.

5 10

II

9

23'2,0

2'2

1933

5 J

12.

3

22'8r

2' I

1934

4

9

12

4

2.1'99

2,' I

s.

d.

:15 8
25 8

8
8
II
8
(95, 4d, on raw)
II 8
(95, 4d. on raw)
II
8
(9s, 4d. on raw)
II
8
(95, {d. on raw)
II 8
(95, {d. on raw)
II S
(95, 4d, on raw)
II

II

II

8

(95, {d. on raw)

How far the growth of sugar beet has been of value to agriculture
is problematical. Beet largely replaced roots in areas within easy reach
of factories, but other crops were replaced to the disturbance of
former rotational practice and sometimes of balanced farming. The
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value to agricultural employment is difficult to measure as much of
the labour is casual. The Ministryl estimated the labour on sugar beet
cultivation as 3'7 man~weeks per acre over the period 1924-9. For
1934 the estimate was 3" 5 man-weeks per acre, so that the total labour
on the whole 1934 crop would be 28,000 man-years, but this does not
represent additional labour to the standing farm staff. It was recognised,
however, that the labour was about IS per cent greater than on man~
golds. Livestock production was less affected than might be expected
owing to the use of beet tops, molasses and beet pulp in animal feeding.

Effect Oil British Sugar Refiners
By 1934 there were ten refineries at London, Liverpool and
Greenock, controlled by seven companies, all of long standing. In
addition, small refineries produced perhaps 30,000 tons of invert
sugar per year for the brewing industry. Certain beet sugar factories
were engaged in refining raw sugar during the off-season. The Sugar
Inquiry Committee (p. 46) estimated the factory refining capacity asRefineries

..

Beet factories during season
Beet factories during off
season
Beet factories possible by
altering raw sugar factories
Total capacity "

2,208,000

tons of white sugar

516,000

l)

l)

746,000

"

"

417,000

"

"

3,887,000

"

"

The case for refineries at the ports was very strong when dealing
with imported raw sugar, but modern beet sugar factories are large
enough to be economic units for sugar refining and are often well
situated with respect to consuming centres. Production of the port
refineries during 1934 was 1,468,000 tons of granulated sugar, 420,000
tOllS of other refined products and 95,000 tons of molasses. These
refineries are now mainly under the control of a single company.
TIle 1925 Budget reduced the duties on imported raw sugar to
the refined sugar equivalent of 98. 4d. per cwt. against 1 IS. 8d. on
imported refined sugar. Refiners reduced prices by the equivalent of
the reduction of 2S. 4d. in the rate of duty, so that the consumer gained
the actual loss to the Exchequer and the home refiner was stilI protected.
As a "result of increased throughput in refineries, prices of renned
1 Report on t"~ Sugar Beet Industry, Economic Series,

No. 27,19)1, p. 67.
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sugar have continued to fa1l in addition to the id. per lb. concession
granted in 1928, and refinery profits have been higher. The Sugar
Inquiry Committee stated that, in 1934, refined sugar prices in neutral
world markets were about 2S. per cwt. below the parity of the United
Kingdom market. The loss to the Exchequer on the 1928 arrangement
was about £4,000,000 per year, but this was more than made good in
consumers' savings until the 1939 War Budget.
Differences between refiners and the home sugar factories were
less easy of solution. Factories producing raw sugar obtained an
excise reduction of 28. 4d. per cwt. as did refiners. On the other hand,
factories producing refined sugar only had an excise reduction of
IS. 6!d. per cwt. and had to sell refined sugar at the prices determined
by the refineries, so that they suffered a disadvantage of 9!d. per cwt.
The additional output of raw sugar (omitting refining losses) would
give the raw sugar producers a further advantage of nearly 3d. per
cwt. more subsidy, so that home factories producing refined sugar
lost about IS. per cwt. as compared with raw sugar factories. At the
same time home factories using imported raw sugar for refining
during the off~season enjoyed the same advantages as refiners. Thus
competition between refineries and factories still continued. By 1932
competitive price reductions had become rather alarming to the
factories which appeared unlikely to survive without State assistance.
The Minister of Agriculture succeeded in negotiating an Industrial
Agreement in January 1933, when definite quotas of white sugar
production were allotted to the various competing units. Basic consumption of the country was taken as 1,900,000 tons, the factories
were allotted a quota of 500,000 tons, of which not more than 70 per
cent was to be produced as white sugar during the beet campaign
and the remainder refined during the off-season. Quotas were subject
to adjustment if consumption fell below 1,900,000 tons. Any additional
sugar produced by factories should be produced as raw sugar. The
agreement was renewable annually and has operated since. In some
cases, factories have sold unused white sugar quota to refiners. The
position became more stable when the home factories were amalgamated as the Beet Sugar Corporation.

Scheme for the Marketing of Sugar Beet
Growers of sugar beet, through the National Farmers' Union,
prepared a Marketing Scheme which was issued in May 1934. The
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powers of the Board were CO\ ered in Part VI of the Scheme and
included the following:The Board may regulate sales of sugar beet, together with the
prices at which sugar beet may be sold. The Board takes powers to
buy sugar beet and to produce from it sugar, molasses, pulp or any
other commodities and for this purpose may purchase, lease or
establish factories. The usual powers are taken to cover grading,
packing, storing, advertising and transporting sugar beet or commodities produced by the Board from it. In addition, insurance or
transport on behalf of producers may be regulated. After negotiating
with manufacturers, the Board may prescribe the terms and forms of
contract for the sale of sugar beet. The Board itself would be a third
party to the contract and would have power to regulate the procedure
to be adopted at factories for determining the prices at which sugar
beet might be sold as well us arranging for variation of prices with
dates of delivery, etc. As in the Milk Scheme, the purchaser (the
manufacturer) would pay the Board tot the sugar beet purchased
under the contract and the Board would pay the producers subject
to deductions for administration expenses, etc. Producers would have
to contribute a sum not exceeding 6e\. per ton on sugar beet delivered.
It was generally recognised that the growth of sugar beet would
remain uneconomic without considerable State assistance and that the
existence of the Scheme would always be subject to the good will of
the Exchequer. There was virtually only one market for the sugar
produced and the existing capacity of beet sugar factories in the country
was far in excess of probable requirement unless competing imports
were prohibited.
Refiners were practically in the hands of a combine, and beet sugar
factories were mainly controlled by Anglo-Dutch interests, so that a
Sugar Beet Board could only secure a negotiating body for the purpose
of fixing contracts. There was nothing in the Scheme likely to prejudice
outside interests as long as the only purchasers of sugar beet were
consolidated bodies. The general impression, outside the National
Farmers' Union, was that there was no necessity for such a Scheme
and very little prospect of the industry becoming economic without
State subsidies. A really powerful Sugar Beet Board might raise
prices of sugar 10 the disadvantage of the consumer, but refiners were
under an obligation to the Government to keep down prices of sugar
as a condition of the protection afforded them against imported refined
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sugar. Thus the only possible danger of a Sugar Beet Scheme was
removed by the presence of a refiners' monopoly.
The Scheme was submitted in May 1934, and objections were to
be lodged by June 23, 1934. A Public Inquiry was opened on Jllly
30, 1934, but meanwhile the Minister had appointed a Committee of
Inquiry, under the chairmanship of Mr. Wilfrid Greene, KC., to
advise the Government on a long-term policy. In view of this arrangement, no further action was taken with the Sugar Beet Scheme.

Sugar Marketing Scheme
This Scheme was presented to the Minister on February I, I934,
and a Public Inquiry into objections was held in May 193+ The
principal provisions of the Scheme are covered as follows:Part 2 deals with the registration of sugar manufacturers and
refiners in Great Britain as sugar producers within the Scheme, with
exemptions as determined by the controlling Board. Any refiners
manufacturing sugar fmm home-grown beet would be registered as
manufacturers. The Board would consist of 2:2 persons with an
executive of three manufacturers, three refiners and a co-opted member
and separate committees of refiners and m<lnufacturers to advise.
Part 6 covers the principal powers of the Board.
66. A registered producer shall not, during any quota period, sell

any refined sugar unless a quota for that period has been determined
in his case, and, even then, shall not sell in excess of his quota.
Further, he must not sell refined sugar except under a contract.
67. Quotas were to be determined on September 30, 1934, for the
year and subsequently would be determined annually.
68. Producers would be entitled to quotas in respect ofCa) the sugar produced in the producers' premises and sold
from January I, I930, to December 3I, 1932; or
(b) sugar produced by the producer on any other premises which
had since ceased to be used but were used by him during the
basic period.
69. The qualifying sugar tonnage of the producer during the basic
period would include only sales for consumption within the
United Kingdom.
Objections to the Scheme were raised by the Manufacturing
Confectioners and the Food Manufacturers' Federation. Refiners
and manufacturers were so closely linked in control that the Scheme
FI'
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would give a monopoly of sugar m3king and refining to a small body
of existing manufacturers and so create a trust. Objection was taken
to the basic period as the basis of a quota under clause 68 and to the
monopoly assured under the quota system. Sugar users would be
handicapped in freedom of choice of suppliers. The objectors pressed
for an Advisory Committee of sugar users and the right to obtain
supplies at wo~ld prices, especially for manufactures for export.
The Scheme was postponed to await the report of the Inquiry
Committee, and there was some doubt as to the legality of the Scheme
owing to the fact that refiners could not properly be regarded as
producers within the meaning of the Agricultural Marketing Acts.

Sugar Industry Inquiry Committee!
The Wilfrid Greene Committee, appointed in April 1934, began
its sittings on April 9th and issued its majority report on March 13,
1935. A minority report by IvIr. Cyril Lloyd was issued on March 25,
1935, but this report merely opposed the majority decision on the
beet subsidy.
The Greene Committee found that during the period of subsidy
the acreage of sugar beet was extended to 400,000 and the sugar
produced to 615,000 tons per year, figures much higher than the quota
covered for temporary assistance in 1935-6, namely 375,000 acres
and 575,000 tons of sugar production. The estimated consumption
of sugar in the whole country was about 2,000,000 tons, of which
600,000 tons were home produced and the balance equally divided
between imports from Empire and foreign sources. During the subsidy
period world prices of sugar fell from 13S. 9d. per cwt. of raw sugar
in 1926 to 45. 6d. per cwt. in 1935. A comparison of retail prices with
other countries showed that apart from Scandinavia, where prices
were 2id. per lb., European countries varied from 3d. in France and
Belgium up to 7id. in Italy. British prices were betweeh ;ad. and 2id.
Reference was made to the degree of State assistance in other
sugar-producing countries. In the United States and its dependencies
there was an annual expenditure of over £43,000,000 and in Germany
of £34,000,000. The British subsidy was investigated and claims considered that sugar beet growing had saved arable farming without
reduction of livestock production. Manufacturing costs of beet sugar
were shown to have fallen from ISS. 7d. per ton of beet in 1931 to
1
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lIS. lId. in 1934, with a comment that the cost was still in advance of
those in other European countries.
The effect on employment was studied and an estimate was given
that sugar beet cultivation was responsible for about 28,000 full-time
employees and 4,000 part-time in connection with cultivation.
Additional employment for beet sugar fact~ries was estimated at
2,200 whole-time and 6,830 during the season. There was additional
labour employed in connection with materials used in the factories
such as 2,600,000' tons of coal, 102,000 tons of coke, 982,000 tons of
limestone, 52,286 bags and 30,000,000 tons of traffic. The capacity
of British refineries mainly uncler the control of one group was
2,208,000 tons and the beet factories 506,000 tons, whilst in the off
season an additional capacity of 746,000 tons was available and could
be readily increased by a further 407,000 tons. Refining capacity was
in excess of the probable requirement.
The Majority Report recommended that the subsidy should be
discontinued but in the event of its continuance there should be a
comprehensive scheme for the consolidation and control of the whole
industry and for the achievement of considerable economies. A plan
of organisatioh was devised to reduce the cost of beet to the factories,
to unify the factory system under a single national corporation and to
come to some definite agreement on allocation between refineries and
factories. To reach this state a National Sugar Commission should be
placed in charge of the industry and its power should be extended to
cover the whole refinery system so as to safeguard the consumer
against undesirable monopolies. A scheme for the marketing of sugar
beet under the Agricultural Marketing Acts was supported, but its
powers would be distinctly limited. In point of fact the scheme has
not matured. No support was given to the proposed Sugar Marketing
Scheme, which was regarded as unnecessary. The plan was substantially
brought into operation by the Sugar Industry (Reorganisation) Act.
Owing to some delay in preparing the Inquiry Committee's Report,
the Government had to continue the subsidy for another year by
means of the British Sugar Beet (Subsidy) Act of 1935. The subsidy
was fixed at the rate of 5S. per cwt. of white sugar related to a raw
national price of 4S. 6d. per cwt. with adjustments on variation in
raw sugar prices. Assistance was limited to the production of 375,000
acres of sugar beet calculated to give growers about IS. per ton below
that for the 1934 crop. The subsidy on molasses was discontinued.
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In spite of the recommendations of the Report, the Minister stated
in the House on July 30, I935, that the Government had decided on
agricultural grounds to assist the beet sugar industry. Assistance
would be without any specific limitation of period but would be
limited to the equivalent of 560,000 tons of white sugar per year, the
estimated production of 375,000 acres.

JPAile Paper on Sugar Policy
A White Paperl was issued in July 1935, and subsequently the
Sugar Industry (Reorganisation) Bill was introduced on the general
lines of the Inquiry Committee's Report. Terms for the 1935-6
Contract had been fixed for England and \Vales by the National
Farmers' Union and the beet sugar factories at 36s. per ton for washed
beet of 15~ per cent sugar content with 25. per ton higher for five of
the factories. Variation in sugar content was covered by 25. Gd. per
ton for each I per cent. Subsidy was limited to 375,000 acres Witll
penalties on beet not grown under contract but delivered to the
t~lctories. In Scotland terms were 365. per ton for 1St per cent sugar
content f.o.r. with a limiting acreage of 7,835. The areas actually
grown were 367,304 acres in England and 7,449 acres in Scotland.
The 1935 season was not as good as I934 with about one ton per
acre lower yield ancl about o' 7 per cent lower sugar content. Over the
whole croj) in England and Wales the price paid to growers averaged
38s. 9d. per ton, whilst the price for raw sugar was 4S. 8td. per cwt. The
subsidy paid on the year 1935-6 was £2,775,000 and the Revenue
abatement £2,440,000, giving as total State assistance £S,u 5,000.
The Sugar Industry (Reorganisation) Act, passed on May 21, 1936,
included radical changes in organisation, particularly in connection
with the amalgamation of the eighteen beet sugar factories. It was
hoped that this amalgamation could be secured voluntarily, and with
this in mind the Government set up a temporary Sugar Tribunal of
three persons under the Chairmanship of Sir Francis Humphrys.
Agreement was reached with the factories and accepted by the Minister,
so that the British Sugar Corporation was formed on April I, 1936.
The Tribunal recommended that any economies arising from the
amalgamation should be shared between the State and the factories,
and to secure this, new clauses were inserted in the Bill.
Fixed assets of the companies were to be transferred to the Corpora1
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tion in exchange for paid-up otdinary shates of a total nominal \-alue
of £5,000,000. The Corporation was authorised to raise £r,ooo,ooo
as debentures, although, in the first instance, not more than £750,000
would be issued to provide working capital. The Treasury gu,lranteed
the issue. Exchequer assistance of a temporary character would be
based on a rate of interest to allow a return of 4 per cent on the
Corporation's capital, plus reasonable profit on working. Economies
effected by the Corporation during the first year would be retained,
but subsequently an increasing percentage would pass to the Exchequer
until the seventh year. After that, economies re3.lised by the Corporation would be covered up 10 10 per cent on amounts not exceeding
£50,000 per year and 25 per cent on economies from .£300,000 to
£500,000 per year. It was calculated that over a period of ten ye>lrs
the Corporation could economise to the extent of £2,350,000 and
would so retain 32 per cent, enabling the average return on capital to
be raised from 4 per cent to 5~ per cent. The State would then obtain
68 per cent of the economies and thus save a sum of £ I ,600,000
assistance over the period. Finally, after the ten-year period, the
State should realise 83i per cent of the total economies or about
£250,000 per year and the total return oftlle Corporation would have
fallen to 5 per cent. The Corporation's rate of dividend would be
restricted to 7 per cent per year, and if in any year it had to draw on
reserves to pay 4 per cent, an appeal could be made to the Sugar
Commission for State assistance to r~place this amount.
The Government arranged to appoint Sir Francis Humphrys as
the Chairman of the Corporation with two other Government
Directors on the Board. Principal provisions of the final Act areThe Sugar Industry (Reorganisation) Act, 1936

(r) A Sugar Commission is established consisting of a Chairman
and four other appointed members and the Commission is charged
with keeping under review the growing of sugar beet, the manufacture,
refining, marketing and consumption of sugar in the United Kingdom
and of advising the Ministry and the Treasury.
(3) Deals with the reorganisation of the eighteen sugar beel
factories. The Section provides for the factories to be amalgamated
into The British Sugar Corporation, Ltd.
(4) The Treasury undertakes to cover the issue of debentures for
the Corporation to the extent of £ 1,000,000.
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(5) The Corporation must enter into contracts for the purchase of
home-grown beet under conditions determined by an agreement
made, after consultation with the Commission, between the Corporation and the sugar beet interests. The Commission is empowered to
determine the standard quantity of sugar beet which must be accepted.
(6) The Corporation each year must submit its proposals for
arrangements for production and marketing of white sugar during
the coming year, and such proposals must be approved by the Commission.
(7) Refiners of sugar must be registered with the Commission.
(8) The Third Schedule of the Act deals with the making of an
Llgreemen t for the purchase of raw sugar from the Corporation by
refiners, for the allocation of quotas between the Corporation and
refiners and for the purchase of quotas the Corporation desires
to sell. In this Section the Corporation must submit details of the
agreement made to the Minister and such an agreement shall have
effect notwithstanding the law regarding restraint of trade.
Following this, Section (9) provides for the assessment of contributions to be made by registered refiners other than the Corporation.
(10) The State will pay to the Corporation after September I,
1936, assistance on sugar manufactured from home-grown beet.
(rr) Assistance will not be payable unless the beet Was bought by
the Corporation within the contract terms and under arrangements
for production and marketing of white sugar approved by the Commission and further, that the equipment involved was manufactured
in the United Kingdom.
(12) The Corporation must comply with the Minister's directions
regarding the provision of pensions for employees, the establishment
of reserves for contingencies, dividends and depreciation, etc.
(14) The Minister, in consultation with the Commission, may
prescribe the effective rate of assistance in respect of white sugar,
having regard to the polarisation, excise duty chargeable, and so on.
The average raw sugar price for the year commencing April I,
193 6, is stated as 48. 6d. per cwt. and the Ministry has powers to prescribe prices in subsequent years having regard to the quota.
To encourage the Corporation to effect economies the Minister
may make agreements with the Corporation to permit some proportion
of the economy in the cost of assistance to be taken illto account in
prescribing rates.
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(15) If, as a result of a bad harvest, the sugar manufachlred by
the Corporation falls short of the standard quantity, supplementary
State assistance may be given to the Corporation on the basis of
calculations included in the Fifth Schedule. Such supplementary payment shall not exceed a maximum of IS. per ton of home-grown beet.
(r6) For the year commencing August 31, 1935, the allowances
to be made are £240,000 to the Corporation in respect of depreciation,
equipment, machinery and plant of the factories transferred and not
more than £315,000 to the companies transferring their factories in
respect of interest on capital.
(17) The Commission must report, not later than March 3I, 194I,
whether it is desirable that any change should be made in the rates of
excise duty chargeable on white and raw sugar in the case of sugar
manufactured from home-grown beet.
(19) This gives the Commission power to introduce licensing to
prevent inefficiency and uneconomical refining and marketing of Sl.lgar.
The remainder of the Act deals with miscellaneous productions,
the preparation of estimates, accounts, etc., and to the application of
the Act to Scotland.
Arising from this legislation, the 1936-7 prices for sugar beel
were fixed at 35S. per ton for factories paying 36s. in 1935-6 and at
365. per ton for factories paying 385. per ton during the previous year.
For the Scottish factory the price fixed was 345. per ton.
The Minister issued an Order on December 14, 1936, prescribing
a rate of State assistance of 55. 3d. per cwt. on white sugar relative to
a raw sugar price of 4S. 6d. per cwt. as from April 1, 1936. The average
prices for 1936-7 were 365. per ton for beet, 45. 9d. per cwt. for raw
sugar and the wholesale sugar price for Tate's cubes was 225. 3id.
per cwt. The State assistance during the year was £2,576,000 in the
form of subsidy and £2,675,000 revenue abatement, giving a total
of £5,251,000.
On November 10, I936, the growers' representatives and the
Corporation failed to reach agreement, so the Commission determined
the terms and conditions of contracts for the purchasers of sugar
beet in 1937. The prices for topped and washed beet with 151 per cent
sugar content varied from 365. to 37s. 6d. per ton according to factories,
with 3d. per ton variation per o' r per cent variation of sugar content.
Complaint was made at heavy freight charges on growers distant
from factories and further investigation was ordered.
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In January 1937 the Commission fixed the maximum acreage for
covering contracts at 390,000 acres for England and Wales and 15,000
acreS for Scotland in anticipation of a crop yielding 560,000 tons of
wilite sugar in all.
In November 1937 the Commission announced that prices for
the 1938 crop would be increased, and range from 43 5 • to 44S. 6d.
per tall on conditions similar to 1937, but that a bonus of IS. 3d. per
ton would be paid by the Corporation on beet accepted for delivery
to English factories in September 1938, or after December 31 , 1938.
Scottish prices were fixed at 415. per ton for beet, and, being f.o.r.,
were about 4S. 6d. below English prices. The price of sugar continued
10 rise from the end of 1936 until the end of 1937, the average for
I937 being 6s. Sd. per cwt. for raw sugar and 245. 2~d. per cwt. for
Tate's cubes. The actual yield of the 1937 crop was 2,544,000 tons of
beet, 26 per cmt less than I936. Imports increased to 45,218,287 cwt.
and 98 per cent was unrefined. The percentage of Empire imports
rose from 47 per cent in I936 to 60 per cent in 1937·
During 1937 a new attempt was made to reach international
agreement on sugar imports and exports. In April I937 an International
Sugar Conference was convened by the Bureau of the World Monetary
and Economic Conference in London. Agreement was reached in May,
and by the end of 1937 the Scheme was brought into operation for
five years by seventeen Governments. No arrangement was made
for reducing sugar subsidies for the time being, but there was agreement that the main importing countries would guarantee part of
their market to other countries and that maximum quotas would be
fixed for exporting countries to the "free market." The United Kingdom agreed to limit the annual production of sugar to 560,000 tons
of white 5ugar (as per the 1936 Act) and to limit exports from the
Colonial Empire to about 850,000 tons a year. Australia and South
Africa agreed to exports of about 350,000 tons and <50,000 tons
respectively, with revision in case of increasing sugar consumption.
All countries involved were aIlocated quotas. 1 The Council was
empowered to reduce quotas proportionately by not more than 5 per
cent during the first two years if considered necessary by the effects
on world trade. Unrequired quotas of any country could be re-allocated
to meet cases of hardship or between countries willing to accept them.
An International Sugar Council, representing the contracting Govern1
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ments, administered the Scheme. A provisional Council was established
in May 1937 and quotas were adjusted from September I, 1937.
Germany reduced her allotted export quota as did other countries,
whilst France gave notice of the possibility of reducing her quota.
Report of Sugar Commission

For the year ending Match 31, 1938, the Sugar Commission's
expenses were £7,OI4, of which £1,r03 was recovered from the
Government. The expenses of the previous ten months had been
£5,044 covered entirely by the Treasury. The 1937 crop was poor
with adverse weather factors and shortage of labour. Only 312,948
acres were planted and the yield was 8' 25 tons per acre. The Natiol1,al
Farmers' Union, in May 1937, asked for an increase in contract prices.
Although the Commission was willing to increase the IS. per ton
supplementary payment in the event of a poor crop, the Minister
would not agree. When the results of the I937-8 crop were known,
the average yield was found to be 3,142 lb. of sucrose per acre, as
against 3,765 lb. the previous year. The Commission therefore made
a supplementary payment of 6id. for every .£ I paid under the contracts.
For 1938-9 contracts no agreement was reached between the
National Farmers' Union and the Corporation, so in November 1938
the Commission fixed the terms at 43S' per ton for eight factories;
43S' 9d. for four factories and 44S. 6d. for the rest. The rates for beet
pulp rose from £4 58. to £4 lOS. per ton from October to December.
Freight charges in excess of 7S. per ton were again paid with bonuses
for early and late season deliveries. The acreage quota was allocated
at 390,000 acres to England and 15,000 acres to Scotland, the acreage
taken up being 33t,373 in England and only 8,731 In Scotland. It was
reported that the Sugar Corporation made Trades Union agreements
on wages and that apart from bags, articles used were produced in
Britain. The allocation of white sugar production between factories
was continued on the basis of 450,000 tons, as laid down in the Act.
For the first time the rate of assistance to the Corporation had to be
calculated under the terms of the Act allowing for tonnage compared
with sugar, the standard of factory performance, factory economies
and proportion of white and raw sugar. This proved troublesome.
On March 6, 1938, the SugClt (Rate of Assistance) No. I Order,
I938, prescribed the rate of assistattce at 28. 7'7d. per cwt. of white
sugar, related to an average raw sugar price of 6s. per cwt. The
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effective rate of assistance for 1937-8 worked out at 2S. 8· 4d. per
cwt. of white sugar. Payments from the Exchequer for 1938-9 were
estimated at abollt £ !O,ooo. Net economies of factories eluring 1937-8
were assessed at £238,952, corresponcling to an additional assistance
of 1 . sd. per cwt. of sugar, but the actual payment made was £35,750,
representing I ' Td. per cwt. of sugar on a basis of £160,000 factory
economies. A supplementary payment of £6,500 (0' 2el. per cwt. of
sugar) was to be made during 1938-9. Dtlring the yenr 1937-8, the
Corporation's trading profit was £672,626, yielding a net profit of
£449,775, after payment of interest, tax, etc. This sum was allocated
to depreciation, reserves, payment of 4! per cent dividend (less tax)
and the balance of about £8,500 carried forward. Committees were
formed in connection with education and research, From the balance
sheet issued, the factories appear to have been taken over by the
Corporation at a valuation of £S,ro6,162 and there was further capital
expenditure over the period of about £37°,000. The published nominal
value of the Corporation stood at £4,738,636 on March 31,1938. The
ordinary share capital of the Corporation was £S~ooo,ooo with
£ 727,300 guaranteed 2i per cent debenture stock.
The 1938 sugar beet crop of 2,363,000 tons, was 9 per cent below
the average for 1927-36. Imports amounted to 48,290,061 cwt., 7 per
cent higher than those of 1937, but these included about 1,800,000
cwt. of sugar bought by the Government as a war reserve. Unrefined
sugar imports (47,547,661 cwt.) represented 98! per cent of the total
import, 50 per cent of which was from the Empire.
The International Sugar Agreement continued to operate. Basic
quotas were cut by 5 per cent in April 1938, as the result of the war
in China. Other voluntary reductions followed later.
Quotas for I938-)) were fixed at 3,682,500 metric tons. Short crops
in Europe increased the demand of the free market.

CHAPTER 21.

THE MARKETING OF FAT STOCK. AND MEAT
THE growing importance of imported meat consequent on improved
chilling and freezing arrangements eluring transport has already been
noted. British production, largely relying on arable farming, suffered
badly during dIe post-war slump. The Linlithgow Committee and the
Markets Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture reported on the meat
trade at length. The natural tendency was to turn to some method of
control of imports, and attempts were made to deal with the position
hy the Public Health (Imported Food) Regulations of I925. Whilst
meat was exempted from the Import Duties Act of 1932., specific
importing arrangements were concluded under the Ottawa Agreements which came into force on January I, 1933. Subsequently,
agreements were made wim other countries such as the Argentine,
and Eire qualified for attention under the 1932 Special Duties Act.

World Trade
The world posltIOn is briefly considered from the year 1928
onwards. Such .figures as are obtainable have been collected and issued
by the Imperial Economic Committee! in two publications dated 1935
and 1938. The meat trade occupies a rather curious position in world
agriculture. In the case of cattle, heavy breeding stocks may be maintained in countries for the purpose of milk production, whilst me male
animals may be used for labour, slaughtered as calves, or be fattened
for the specific purpose of beef production. Thus the cattle population
of a country may give little indication of the internal beef consumption
or beef export. Similarly sheep may be reared primarily for lamb and
mutton or, on the other hand, for wool. Thus, in dIe case of India
the cattle population is returned as about 160,000,000, but meat production is negligible. Australia specialised on sheep for wool, but
during the last ten years has doubled its export of mutton to this
country and sends nearly five times as much Iamb as in 1928. Apart
from seasonal variations of meat supply and demand, there have been
various definite trends in production and consumption.
Between 1925 and 1931 beef production declined in exporting
1
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countries but later rose to a very high level in 1937, especially in South
America, U.S.A. and Australia. Sheep production, on the other hand,
increased only to about 1932-3, then declined generally until 1937
when there were signs of considerable increase. Pig production has
declined in exporting countries since regulation in Great Britain came
into force late in 1933. Public taste seems to have shown similar
variation. From 1925 to 1932 beef and veal consumption tended to
fall in most countries, with a consequent increase in the consumption
of mutton and pork. During this period it was estimated that in Great
Britain beef and veal consumption declined from about 70 to 36 lb.
per head, pig meat increased from 44 to 50 lb. and mutton from 26
to 32 lh. per head of population. By 1937 the consumption of beef
had almost returned to the 1926 level, whilst the other commodities
had decreased.
The United Kingdom is the largest importer of meat, but quite a
number of countries such as U.S.A., Canada and European countries
have developed increased home consumption and so become less
important as exporters. The world beef situation during ten yeats is
covered by the tables shown on pages 461 and 462.
Since 1934 British production has increased to a stabilised figure of
about 2,000,000 cwt. above the pre-1934 figure, due to the introduction
of the home subsidy. Empire sources showed a gradual decline in
beef production until 1934, but, consequent on the Ottawa Agreements, increased their beef output. In the United Stales there was a
gradual fall in output until 1933. Since then there has been a decided
increase mainly absorbed by home consumption, so that beef is now
imported. The Argentine, the main source of export beef, retained
remarkably level output until 1934 and has subsequently increased
exports under the agreement with the United Kingdom. European
countries, in the main, are not large producers of beef.
Taking British imports as a whole, there has been little change
throughout the ten-year period. From 1933, there is a significant
increase in imports from Empire sources and a corresponding decline
in foreign imports under trade agreements. In the special case of Eire
discriminatory legislation virtually closed the British market to beef.
There was still a considerable, though declining, trade in live cattle
for beef from Ireland. During 1930 there were 835,000 Irish cattle
imported and by 1937 about 641,000. The recent agreement with
Ireland may lead to an increase in the live cattle trade, but Irish trade
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will mainly be concenlrated in the future on the provision of store
and milking cattle. Australian and New Zealand trade has doubled
in the last ten years. Perhaps the more remarkable development is
the entry of Canada and Southern Rhodesia into the beef market.
Of foreign countries, only the Argentine retains a prominent position
thanks to a bilateral agreement.
In the case of mutton and lamb the importance of the United
Kingdom as a market is even more marked, for no less than 95 per
cent of total world exports are sent to the United Kingdom. A further
point is the growth of imported lamb and the reduction of imported
mutton, so that in 1937 78 per cent of the combined imports were
in the form of lamb. Mutton and lamb imports are arriving more and
more from Empire countries to the disadvantage of foreign SOUl'ces.
In 1937 81 per cent of the imported mutton and lamb came from
Empire countries. The tables (pages 464 and 465) summarise the
position.
Australia continues to occupy a most important position as an
Empire producer with a growing tendency to concentrate on
production for meat rather than for wool. Home consumption of
Australia has risen considerably, but in spite of this, export of mutton
to the United Kingdom has doubled in the last ten years and export
of lamb is roughly five times the figure of 1928. New Zealand has
always concentrated on the raising of sheep for meat. Since the Ottawa
Agreements output has increased somewhat, but so has home consumption. The result on the international market is that the export
of mutton 10 the United Kingdom is lower than prior to 1933. Against
this, the export of lamb has increased by 50 per cent. These are the
only two Empire countries of any significance in the international
market. Increased production in Canada has been mainly required for
home consumption.
United States sheep production has been entirely to meet home
demands. The Argentine retains a fair amount of trade with the
United Kingdom in lamb. The only other country with any degree
of importance in the imported lamb market is Uruguay.
In Great Britain no subsidy had been placed on the home product
prior to 1939, and further there was no regulated marketing of mutton
and lamb. In spite of this, output and home consumption have been
remarkably constant. Prices have varied considerably during the last
few years, but formerly the sheep trade was practically level as were
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the imports of mutton and lamb. The outstanding change in the last
ten years has been the development of Empire sources to the disadvantage of foreign exporting countries. Eire has an important
export market in live sheep and lambs. The United Kingdom obtained
about 586,000 live sheep from Ireland in 1928, but under the discriminatory legislation the figure fell to 279,000 in 1935. Improved relations
between the countries should result in an increase to the normal figure
of about :350,000 per year.
The subject of pig meat has been covered to some extent
under the Pig and Bacon Schemes where the pork market remained
free and unregulated prices of pork were considerably influenced
by the presence of bacon regulation both for the home and imported
article. The table (page 467) summarises United Kingdom imports
of pork.
There is another branch of the meat market of growing importance,
that is, the preparation of canned meat. The table (page 468) summarises the imports of canned meat to the United Kingdom.
Empire canned meat imports have more than doubled, whilst
imports from foreign sources represent only about 25 per cent increase
in the last ten years. New Zealand and Australia, with very large meat
exports, and highly developed centralising plants, are the principal
providers of canned meat within the Empire. Development of Empire
countries in this industry has been stimulated since the Ottawa Agreements. Prior to these Agreements, the countries recognised throughout
the world for the preparation of canned meats were the Argentine,
Uruguay and the United States. United States exports to the United
Kingdom have fluctuated considerably as a result of variations in
home demand. As with other commodities, the United States is now
concentrating mainly on supplying foods for home consumption.
The ArgenLine and Uruguay both tended to increase their exports
of canned meat to the United Kingdom up to I932, when the Import
Duties Regulations came into force. Since then export figures are more
or less stabilised, with the result that countries are sending approximately the same weights of canned meat as in 1928.
Sufficient has been said to indicate that competition within the
United Kingdom with imports involved competition with Empire
rather than with foreign sources. Under such conditions the question
of regulating the home market on a quantitative basis became
extremely difficult owing Lo agreements with Empire countries.
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Investigations it/, the United Kingdom

The first important inquiry into the meat industry was made by
the Linlithgow Committee. Sale of home-produced livestock. was
estimated as 41 per cent of the total sales of agricultural commodities
in 1922, and it was considered that meat and bacon accounted for
27 per cent of the food expenditure of the population, Attention
was drawn to the changing demands of the consuming public in
the direction of smaller and leaner joints. Hints were given that
greater centralisation of slaughtering would be to the advantage of
producers and consumers, The Markets Branch of the Ministry of
Agriculture (Economic Series No, 6) studied the trade in imported
beef, mutton and lamb.
From 1913 to 1924 the population of the country increased by
4t per cent, but available meat supplies only increased 2 per cent. In
addition the percentage of waste in the meat trade increased considerably, so that there was a fair presumption that meat consumption per
head was declining. Chilled meat was tending to replace frozen meat
to the advantage of South America with quicker transport and to
the disadvantage of Australia. In addition South America could
maintain more consistent supplies, being less liab le to drought. In
1905 Argentine chilled beef realised about 4d, to 4~d, per 1b, and
Australian frozen beef about 3d. per lb, By 1917 pdces had risen to IS.
per lb. From 1914 to 1918 the advantage lay with frozen beef which
could be more readily packed and stored, and prices were higb, By
1922 prices broke to about 6d. per lb. for Argentine chilled beef and
4id. for Australian frozen. Since then prices have gradually risen,
especially for chilled beef which has become mare acceptable to the
British public, Similarly, New Zealand lamb which was about 5id.
per lb. in I905 rose tGl 6!d. by 1914. From 1914 to 1918 prices were
about IS. 1d. per lb. After the war this commodity remained popular,
and by 1924 prices were I lid, per lb., with Argentine and Australian
lamb about Id. per lb. lower,
The United States first exported frozen meat to Britain and between
1880 and 1890 American companies built up great distributing organisations in Great Britain. When the U.S.A. supplies were mainly required
for home consumption and cheaper supplies began to arrive from
the Argentine, these American companies established meat works in
South America and so retained world control of supplies thrQugh
enormous meat~packing stations. Centralisation of slaughtering and
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processing originally arose in the U.S.A. from the fact that cattle_
producing areas developed at long distances from consuming areas.
With the advantages of railway transport and refrigeration, packing
stations were moved from the marketing centres to consuming areas.
The first consignment of chilled meat to Britain was sent by Eastman
on October I, 1875, and by 1904 the U.S.A. sent about 2! million
cwt. of chilled meat per year to be handled on this side through its
o,vn distributive organisations. By 1907 American companies opened
in the Argentine and from this time the U.S.A. ceased to be a serious
exporter of chilled meat. In the case of Australia, canned products
were sent to Britain in I8S!. Frozen meat was first exported from South
America to Britain in 1878 and from Australia in 1879.
New Zealand must take the credit of first stabilising the frozen
lamb industry on a rigid grading system and Australia has always
fallen hehind New Zealand owing to irregular supplies, largely due
to difficulty with drought. Queensland and South Africa both introduced an export bounty of ~d. per lb. on beef about 1924. The South
American system of direct control of distribution obtained the advantage with chilled meat which only keeps in condition five to six
weeks and so cannot be held in stock. Handling of imported meat at
Smithfield appeared to be resulting in centralising the distributive
organisation of imported meat throughout the country. Cold storage
in London (17,495,000 cub. ft.) was almost half of the total storage
capacity of the principal ports of the country.
The table on page 47I illustrates the changes in home and imported
meat in the United Kingdom during the period.
The Markets Branch repOrt on the Marketing of Cattle and Beef
in England and Wales1 was issued in 1929' Breeds of British cattle
and seasonal variations in beef supplies wel'e investigated and details
of marketing, transport, slaughtering and processing criticised. In
comparison with overseas conditions, the report concluded that a
rigid system of grading and marketing of meat and processed goods
should be instituted and that centralisation of slaughtering and general
purchase on a dead weight basis would be to the advantage of the
public and would lead to more efficient utilisation of oifals. A similar
report on the Marketing of Sheep, Mutton and Lamb in England and
Wales 2 was issued in 1931.
The corresponding report on the Mal'keting of Pigs in England and
1 Economic Series, No. 10, 191 9.
2 Ibid., No. :19, 1931.
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Wales! had been published in 1926. In this case, attention was directed
to the cyclical nature of production and prices, tending to give a speculative character to the pig market. The presence of compulsory contracts
abroad resulted in much more satisfactory organisation and greater
regularity of supplies and qualities. The British market, with a multiplicity of breeds, overcrowded local markets with bacon or pork outlets,
and little or no standardisation of pigs did not improve the position.
Prior to the 1931 Agricultural Marketing Act, the official view
therefore was developing that livestock should be standardised on a
commercial rather than a pedigree basis and that accurate grading and
marking would result in the simplification of handling at central
stations. Centralised slaughtering and processing of offals would
lead to more eJUdent inspection, greater uniformity in supplies and
greater stability in prices. The great difficulty was the adoption of
such a policy in the absence of compulsory statutory powers. The
1931 Act was designed to provide such powers.

Economic Advisory Council Report. 2
Arising out of the 1931 Marketing Act, instructions were given to
a committee of the Economic Advisory Council to consider methods
of slaughtering livestock from the economic angle. The Committee,
under the Chairmanship of Earl De La Warr, was appointed in
January 1931 and reported on July IS, 193~. A number of interesting
facts emerged from the inquiry. Animals slaughtered in Great Britain
in 1928-9 were 2,rr8,ooo cattle; 1,097,000 calves; II,083,000 sheep
and 4,566,°00 pigs. There were about 16,000 private slaughterhouses
and lIS public abattoirs in England and Wales, but about 28 per cent
of the slaughtering was undertaken in the public abattoirs. In Scotland
there were 153 public slaughterhouses and 431 private ones. Scottish
powers of closure of private slaughterhouses without compensation
where public abattoirs were provided in the area proved very useful
to the local abattoirs, so that 75 per cent of animals killed passed through
public slaughterhouses. The Committee realised that throughput of
small slaughterhouses rendered them inefficient and this inefficiency
extended to the utilisation of offals. There was a tendency for larger
organisations to deal with offals but no centralisation approaching a
national character.
The final recommendations of the Committee included1

Economic Series, No.

l2., 1926.

a Report 011 the Slaughtering ofLiY6Stock, 1933.
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A statutory non-profit-mald!lg National Slaughterhouses Board
should be established to finance certain centralising schemes and to
persuade other areas to set np central abattoirs fimmced by regional
associations. Powers should be taken to close other slaughterhouse:::
within the effective area of a central slaughterhouse. Joint Boards of
local authorities should control central abattoirs for administration,
fixing of charges, grading, making-up of by-products or even transport
of meat to retail shops. The National Board would issue stock bearing
fixed interest to finance these schemes and for compensation for
slaughterhouses closed. Boarels of producers in exporting areas uncler
the Agricultural Marketing Act, 193 r, Or public utility companies
including wholesale butchers might be established to control these
schemes. After ten years from the passing of the authorising Act, all
private slaughterhouses should be liable to be closed without
compensation but registered, or certain licensed slaughterhouses might
be compensated 011 a calculated "present nominal value."
In 1933 a very detailed report was issued by the Department of
Agriculture for Scotland.1 This report was largely statistical and
indicated the advantages of better centralisation in Scotland.

Abattoir Design
A Technical Committee, under the Chairmanship of Sir Francis
Boys, was set up on December 21,1933, to consider the requirements
of factory abattoirs. The report2 was issued in June 1934.
The factory abattoir possesses the advantages of single control
and specialisation of labour and may be run as a continuous process,
resulting in uniform condition and appearance of the finished products.
With assured adequate throughput, considerable economy becomes
possible in labour and utilisation of by-products, whilst inspection
control is satisfactory. Minimum throughout for an efficient factory
abattoir unit was accepted as-
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These figures were based on four days' killing per week and the
proportions of each class of animals represented the average shown
by existing public abattoirs. On the assumption that home-killed
meat represents about 50 per cent of meat consumption, such a factory
unit would serve a district with a population of 260,000.
Outside London, there are twelve towns in England and Wales
in excess of this population, but as trade extends beyond municipal
boundaries the Committee recognised that a greater number of
centres would be possible. A factory abattoir should be a three-storey
building with by-product chutes from the killing floor to sorting rooms
below. A layout of suitable premises was prepared with an alternative
layout for a single-storey building. The estimated costs, exclusive of
site, were given as £12.5,000, but this did not take into account any
compensation on existing slaughterhouses closed in the area.
It was l'ecogllisecl that there might be difficulty in fixing prices
for by-products retained for treatment, for such prices could not be
left to negotiation between the abattoir authorities and individual
suppliers. The abattoir would probably be closely associated with a
meat market and the Committee felt that the premises, other than
the market, might be leased to a Slaughtering and By-Products
Company from the trade, probably to operate on a service basis.
The local authority would be relieved of the difficulties of fixing
charges for slaughtering and for offals retained, but could supervise
the policy of the abattoir and undertake the duty of health inspection.
Fat Stock Reorganisation Commissionl (England and Wales).

The Commission, under the Chairmanship of Lord Bingley, was
appointed on December 21, 1932, and reported in March 1934. There
were few really constructive proposals, possibly because of the desire
to retain the many different methods used by producers in the disposal
of their stock. The Commission felt that certain auction markets,
slaughterhouses or dead meat markets should be established as
statutory centres with due recognition of the auctioneers, dealers
and others involved in these centres. In Clause 43 it was stated "It
is fundamental to our proposals that all auctioneers, dealers and
butchers who buy livestock shall be on the appropriate list of approved
persons." With such a proposal, rationalisation would become almost
impossible. Low prices were regarded as the result of increased
1

Economic Series, No. 39, 1934.
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imports and seasonal variations of supply so that all classes of imported
meat and livestock should be regulated. No account was taken of the
possible repercussions on international and Empire trade.
The whole basis of control of home and imported supplies would
have to depend on the reliability of market intelligence so that imports
could be balanced in accordance with marlet forecasts for threequarters of the year and supplies deliberately restricted during the
fourth quarter to obtain a high price for the home commodity to
cover winter feeding. The proposal, from the producer's angle, was
probably sound, for winter feeding is expensive, but the consumer
was sacrificed. Controlling releases of imports from cold store was
too big a problem as importers would speculate on dates of release
to their own advantage, possibly to the disadvantage of the special
precautions for maintaining winter prices.
The Commission was in favour of rationalisation of the industry;
with the retention of freedom of choice on method of sale, however,
rationalisation would become difficult. There was no suggestion of
genuine joint control but only of negotiations between statutory
Producers' Boards and other recognised bodies. The Producers'
Board would be empowered to restrict supplies to markets and to buy
stock to break rings, but in spite of this the Commission felt that the
practices need not establish artificial price-levels to the disadvantage of
the consumer. This seems very doubtful economics. Sales should be
on a dead weight basis, apart from sales to the small village butcher.
There is some doubt as to the wisdom of this exemption. The hope
was expressed that a Producers' Board would take powers to control
sales through dealers, but there is doubt as to how the Board would
be aware of the activities of dealers prior to the transactions. Close
co-operation with organisations of the interests concerned, probably
with the Auctioneers' Institute and the Meat Traders' Federation was
advised. No case was made for the elimination of the inefficient
producer, although the opinion was expressed that attention should
be given to the improvement of grassland, the technique of breeding,
feeding and early marul'ity. Centralisation of slaughtering was recommended with a compensation basis, restricted to the losses actually
suffered, but no formula was advanced for the calculation of such losses.
The establishment of grades and dead weight sales on a statutory
basis would undoubtedly be satisfactory, provided retail salesmen
were compelled to display prominently the grades of all meat sold
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in the shops. The case for insurance of stock against disease was made,
and further the Commission advised that levies should be raised for
meGt publicity. Pork pigs would have to be controlled within the
Fat Stock Marketing Scheme and in this respect the proposal was
olJviously correct.
No report was given on distribution, although it was hinted that
closer contact between producers and distributors would be to the
advantage of both parties and that future investigations should be
made into the profits of the parties concerned. There is no doubt
that the Commission realised the limitations of the Agricultural
Marketing Act, but within such limitations it prepared a draft scheme
for the setting up of a Livestock (England) Marketing Scheme. The
general structure of the Scheme was completely in line with other
schemes established under the Marketing Act.
Fat Stock Reorga.nisation Commission (Scotland)

The Scottish Agricultural Organisation Society was authorised to
appoint, under the Chairmanship of Major Sprot, a Reorganisation
Commission on June 22, 1932. The Reportl was issued in March
I934, about the same time as the Report of the English Commission,
and there is no doubt that there was considerable discussion between
the two Commissions. The Scottish Commission excluded pigs from
the proposed Scheme and was not prepared to recommend one scheme
for the whole of Great Britain, but did agree to close collaboration
between the various Boards in Scotland, England and \Vales, and
Northern Ireland. It was felt that the development of livestock control
should be evolutionary and that during the course of development
existing agencies should continue to function. The only danger not
appreciated by the Commission was that existing agencies might
become so stabilised within control as to be virtual monopolies and
thus render ultimate national control impossible. Fat stock marketing
should ultimately be regulated through central slaughterhouses and
sales on the basis of graded, dressed carcases. Whilst realising that
auctioneers and dealers would then become unnecessary, the Commission saw no alternative but to retain recognised auctioneers in
control of imports and slaughterhouses.
Some protest was made at the Smithfield charges on Scottish beef.
Once again widespread publicity in favour of home-produced beef
1

Report of the Scottish Fa.t Stock Marketing Reorganisation Commission, 1934.
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was recommended. Imported supplies should be centralised to pre\-ent
fluctuations in total quantities available for consumption and so
keep up prices. The same proposal was made regarding additional
control of imports during the fourth quarter of the year to gh-c a
reasonable return to the home feeder on winter feeding. Registration
and licensing of retailers of meat were also advocated, and a draft
scheme was prepared for the establishment of a Livestock Marketing
Board under the Agricultural Marl,eling Act.
The Period of Government Assistance

The Import Duties Act of 1932 exempted livestock and meat, but
not meat extracts, essences or canned meats, from import duty.
Subsequent Regulations placed a 30 per cent ad valorem cluty on meat
pastes and sausages. The Irish Free State (SpeciLtl Duties) Act was
passed as the outcome of a dispute on Irish Land Annuities and this
Act placed a 20 per cent ad valorem duty on livestock, bacon) pork
and other meat as from July IS, 193 2. From November 9, I932, the
duty on livestock was increased to 40 per cent and Oll meat to 30 per
cent ad valorem. From April I3, 1933, the duties on cattle were changed
to a scale ranging from 25s. per head on cattle under six momhs old
to £6 for fat cattle. Sheep and lambs were charged 128. per heael duty
and this was reduced to lOS. per head from November 13, 1933.
Meat duties were revised to correspond to lOS. per carcaSe of mutton
or lamb, 168. per cwt. on pig meat and 40 per cent ad valorem on bee£
Under the Ottawa Agreements Act of 1932 (Section 7) imports of
frozen mutton, lamb 01' beef and chilled beef inlO the United Kingdom
could be regulated by scheduled agreetnents with Australia and New
Zealand. From January I, 1933, foreign meat imports would only be
admitted under licence. Agreements were made with several foreign
countries for import duty concessions on the basis of bilateral agreement. In the case of the Argentine, a quota of meat imports was allowed
on the basic year ending June 30, 1932. In the event of a quota reduction
in excess of 10 per cent on chilled beef becoming necessary, the
Argentine would share the reduction below 10 per cent with British
Empire countries.
Cartle Industry (Emergency Provisions) Act, 1934

In July I934 the Minister issued a White Paper on the livestock
situation, emphasising that prices of cattle had sunk below pre-war
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levels. Long-term proposals would have to deal with the whole of
the livestock industry and a scheme might be operated on a Id. per
lb. levy on imported meat or livestock coupled with a regulated home
market under an Indepelldent Commission. Certain Overseas agreements were terminating and by 1937 the Government would be in a
free position. As a temporary measure to relieve the cattle situation
he proposed to introduce a subsidy and to establish a cattle fund.
On July 3 I, 1934, the Cattle Industry (Emergency Provisions)
Act was passed. This provided for the establishment of a cattle fund
with Treasury advances not exceeding £3,000,000 for the rest of the
£nancial year ending March 3I, 1935. Certain classes of livestock for
slaughter and cm'cases at dead weight centres should qualify for
subsidy between August 31, 1934, and March 31, 1935, at the rate of
5s. per live cwt. or 95. 4d. per dead cwt. Limiting weights would be
prescribed for cattle qualifying for subsidy, and imported animals
must have spent at least three months in the United Kingdom to
qualify. Provisions would be made to cover the dressing of carcases
and the marking of cattle. He proposed to appoint a Cattle Committee
in control of the arrangements.
The Cattle Committee was duly appointed on July 31, 1934, and
reported on the necessary arrangements to be made under the Act.
About 1,000,000 animals would be eligible for subsidy during the
period and certification centres would have to be established. Cattle
markets equipped with weighing machines were recommended as
live weight centres and the certifying authority at such centres should
consist of thr~e persons representing producers, livestock auctioneers
and butchers. A panel of eligible persons was suggested. The
auctioneer would be regarded as the certifying officer except in
municipal markets where an officer of the local authority would act.
The minimum weight for certification was proposed as
cwt. and a
deduction of 28 lb. should be made from the weight in computing
subsidy. A prominent mark was necessary for animals certified for
subsidy, and it was proposed that by means of an ear punch there
should be a circular hole of ! inch diameter at least half an inch from
the edge of the ear with a cut to the edge.
Under the Cattle Industry (Marking of Imported Cattle) Order,
an ear-mark was required, but the Committee recommended that after
August 15,1934, a number should be tattooed in the left ear indicating
the :year and fortnight of entry. The certifying authority should be

st
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authorised to charge a fee not exceeding Id. per beast for the attendance
of theit members and a certification fee not exceeding IS. 3d. in respect
of each animal certified. These fees would be payable by producers.
In Northern Ireland where veterinary officers would act as certifying
ofllcers, weighing and penning charges would vary from 4d. to 6d.
and additional producers' charges should not exceed IS. 3d. per head.
For dead weight centres, certain existing public abattoirs and cooperative centres were suggested as convenient for the attendance
of a Government Grader or competent person employed by the local
authority. An identification mark would be necessary for the carcase
and the payment of 28. per beast certified was proposed. The standard
of dressing would be the one already in use under the Ministry of
Agriculture Scheme and deductions of 5 to 7 lb. would be made on
hot weights.
The Cattle Industry (Emergency Provisions) Rates of Payment
Order, 1934, provided for the approved rates and weighings and the
Cattle Industry (Emergency Provisions) Regulations, 1934, laid down
the condition that qualifying caule must have a killing out percentage
of not less than 52 per cent after being dressed in an ordinary manner.
In view of the fact that anticipated reorganisation was delayed somewhat, these Emergency Provisions were renewed from time to time.

Liyestock Industry Act, 1937
In Part I provision is made for the appointment of tL Livestock
Commission, consisting of a Chairman and not more than eight
other members appointed by the Ministers. This Commission has
several important powers, as follows:To review the marketing and slaughtering of livestock, the preparation of by-products and the marketing, treatment, and use of such
by-products;
2. To advise and assist the Ministers in matters relating to the livestock
industry;
3. Very wide powers are given for the fixing of prices, the restriction
of livestock markets, the regulation of slaughtering and the operation of Service Schemes.
I.

In Part I, Section (3), provision is made for the appointment of a
Livestock Advisory Committee, consisting of petsons appointed by
the Ministers to represent the interests involved in the industry, and
four members to act as Independent Persons.
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The Livestock Advisory Committee is subdivided into three subcommittees, one for England, one for Scotland and one for Wales.
Part II of the Act deals with the Cattle Subsidy. The Ministers
can make Orders for the payment of subsidies to producers of fat
cattle, either on a basis of livestock or carcases. Subsidies were in
force, and discriminated between home-bred cattle and cattle fattened
in Great Britain but derived from imported stores. In each case the
s"Ubsidy was calcUlated on a live and dead weight basis.
The Commission is required to submit a Subsidy Scheme to the
Ministers, providing for the issue of the necessary certificates for the
determination of registration centres and the appointment of officers
in charge of the grading. The Ministers, after consulting the Commission, may make regulations to define recognised grading centres
and classes of animals eligible for the subsidy. They may further
define the limits of live weight within which subsidy will be paid or
the corresponding can::ase weight to qualify for subsidy. They may
determine that imported animals shall not be eligible for subsidy
unless maintained in this country for a prescribed period of time. In
addition, subsidies may be refused in cases of bulls, in-calf cows, or
carcases not dressed in the prescribed manner.
Part III of the Act deals with the regulation of imported livestock
and meat. The Board of Trade is empowered to regulate such
importation into the United Kingdom if it appears to the Board that
in the interests of all classes of persons concerned, whether producers
Or consumers, and of commercial relations between the United
Kingdom and other countries, such regulation is desirable to secure
the stability of the livestock and meat markets. Quantities and descriptions of imported livestock and meat may be regulated from a
stated country of origin.
This Act gives no authority for regulating the importation of bacon.
Part IV of the Act deals with rationalising livestock markets.
Premises in Great Britain not lawfully used as livestock markets during
the year ending November 30, 1936, may not be used as markets
unless approved specifically by the Commission. On the other hand,
the following exemptions are recognised:I.

2.

A farm used for the sale of livestock, kept by the occupier or for
the sale of livestock incidental to the sale of the farm or termination
of the tenancy;
Any premises used for such classes of sales as may be specifically
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exempted by an Order of the Minister of Agriculture or the Secretary

for Scotland after consultation with the Commission;
3. Under certain circumstances, with the permission of the Commission,
lawful markets may he transferred to other approved premises.

Before approving any market premises, the Commission shall
consult the Livestock Advisory Committee and such local authorities
or local representative interests as appear to be concerned.
Section IS authorises the Commission to control livestock markets
within an area in the interests of efficiency or economy in marketing.
Section 16 gives the requirements of a Livestock Markets Order.
The Order must specify the area in which markets are under control
and the various markets which are to be recognised as approved.
The Commission is authorised to pay compensation for loss or
damage consequent on the closing of mark~ts within the area and may
serve on the owners of approved market premises an "Improvement
Notice," requiring alterations of premises, etc. Such improvements
not being undertaken, the Commission is empowered to undertake
the improvements and to recover from the owners of the premises.
Expenses lawfully incurred by the Commission in connection with
the Livestock Markets Order shall be defrayed by contributions to
the Commission from the owners of approved market premises and
by auctioneers within approved market premises or any specified
markets outside the controlled area likely to benefit by the Order.
Section 17 permits the Commission to make by-laws. Such by-laws
may regulate the holding of auctions in particular premises by
limiting the number of premises where such auctions may be held and
by fixing the charges made in respect of sales by auction.
Any difficulties regarding payments under these by-laws may be
referred to the County Court.
This part of the Act shall not extend to Northern Ireland.
Part V is extremely important. The Commission, in the interests
of efficiency or economy may, after consulting the Advisory Committee and other interested parties, submit a Slaughterhouse Scheme,
but not more than three such schemes are authorised under this Act,
Such a scheme must be confirmed by a Minister's Order. The scheme.
may provide for the following:I.

.2.

The specification of the central slaughterhouses to be used •
The :lrea to be covered by the Central Scheme.
HH
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J. That slaughtering shall not he carried on in the said area except
at the approved central slaughterhouse, which may have unlimited
facilities or may be allocated a definite quota of animals.
4. The owner of the central slaughterhouse may be compelled to pay
compensation to other persons in the area suffering from the closure
of other slaughterhouses.
5. The charges in respect of central slaughtering may be fixed.
6. The central slaughterhouse may be granted control of any offals
or products of slaughtering (other than butcher's meat) although
payments in accordance with an approved scale must be made to
the owners of the livestock in respect of those products.
7. Where other slaughterhouses are authorised within a central
slaughterhouse area, full returns must be made to the Commission.
s. The Commission takes power to enter and inspect any premises.
9. The Commission is required to appoint a Special Advisory Committee to assist in the operation of the Centralised Slaughtering
Scheme.
10. Expenses lawfully incurred by the Commission in connection with
the Scheme shall be defrayed by a levy imposed on the owner of
the central slaughterhouse, and assessed on a basis laid down in
the Scheme.
Disputes as to compensation may be referred to arbitration, and
the Commission determines what products are to be regarded as
butcher's meat for the purposes of the Scheme.
A Centralised Slaughtering Scheme may be applicable to one class
of livestock only, or to livestock in general.
A central slaughterhouse may be operated by a specified local
authority in spite of any previous Act preventing the operation of a
local authority over the whole of the slaughterhouse area.
An approved local authority is empowered to make the arrangements for the provision of a central slaughterhouse to acquire the
products of slaughtering, other than butcher's meat, and to prepare
for sale, sell or otherwise dispose of such products.
The Act arranges for the provision, through Parliament, of grants
or loans not exceeding £250,000 in all, not more than £150,000 of
which may be advanced as a grant in respect of each of the three
centralised slaughterhouses.
Section 3 I (2) provides that within an area of a Centralised Slaughtering Scheme, previous Acts and By-Laws relating to slaughterhouses
shall not operate in so far as they are inconsistent with the Slaughter-
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house Scheme. Thus registered slaughterhouses within the area
might be compulsorily closed in spite of registration conditions.
The Slaughterhouse Schemes are not applicable to Northern Ireland.
Part VI de::lls with Service Schemes, introduced at the request of
any substantial interests after consulting the Advisory Committee
and other interested parties. Service Schemes may be initiated to deal
with research and education, the use of statistics, insurance of livestock
or products of slaughtering, advertisement of livestock and products,
grading and marking of livestock and products, the improvement of
breeding of livestock or any similar purposes.
Part VII deals with financial provisions. In connection with the
Cattle Fund, established under the 1934 Cattle Industry Act, Parliament shall pay into the Fund sums not exceeding £5,000,000 in any
one year. Provided that in the year ending March 31, 1938, the total
payment shall not exceed the proportion of £5,000,000, representing
the proportion of a full year during which the revised Scheme is in
operation. Subsidy payments are to be defrayed from the funds.

Cattle Subsidy
A summary of the subsidies paid under Emergency Provisions and
under the Livestock Industry Act up to September 2, 1939, is appended.
CATTLE SUBSIDY PAYMENTS-J934
Live Weight Centres
Number of
Animals

Tot,!1
Payment

£

TO

1939

Dead Weight Centres
Average

per Head

£ s.

d.

2.

10

I

2

13 3
3 2

England and ~ales
Scotland ..
Northern Ireland

..
..

5.459,486 13,672 ,000
1,681,626 4,480,000
5 6'1.,85 8 1, 21 4,000

United Kingdom ..

7,70 3,970 19,3 66,000

2 10

2.

3

Number of
AnimalS

P\lJ,nent

163,774
5 1,088

412,000
153,000

Tot"l

£

-

21 4,862

5 65,000

Average
per He'ld
{.

s. d.

10 4
2 19 9
2.

-

2. 12

7

Thus about £20,000,000 has been paid by the State to producers of
fat cattle. The effect on prices is somewhat difficult to determine, for
there is no standard representing market values in the absence of a
subsidy. Prices of first quality cattle, sheep and pigs and of the meat
produced from them are given in table (page 484), for 1931 to 1938.
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Cattle prices fell considerably after 1934 but subsequently rOse to
a higher figure than when the subsidy was introduced. Uncontrolled
sheep prices after 193 I fluctuated around comparatively low levels,
but in 1937 reached a peak above 1931 prices. In 1938 there was a
general price collapse. In comparison with sheep prices, 1936 was
to the disadvantage of fat cattle. Pig prices cannot be considered, for
bacon control forced up prices of pork pigs.
There has been a gradual upward price tendency with imported
meat since 1934, more the result of agreements restricting supplies
than of normal world market conditions. Import Regulations have
been continued with certain variations from time to time. In the case
of Eire, an agreement was reached in 1935, in consideration of export
coal arrangements for an increase of 133f per cent import of store
cattle and 66~ per cent oHat cattle above the 1933 figures. Subsequently
further slight increases of Irish imports were granted. In 1937 an
International Beef Conference was set up to make arrangements for
allocating imports between countries, having regard to agreements
with the Empire and the 1936 Argentine agreement. A beef quota
of approximately 6,590,000 cwt. was guaranteed for 1939. The Beef
and Veal Customs Duties Act of 1937 placed duties on foreign
imports.
The work of the Commission, up to October, 1939, when it was
suspended, has been little more than the administration of the Cattle
Subsidy formerly undertaken by the Cattle Committee. Certain live~
stock markets have been closed. Applications from local authorities for the three experimental central slaughterhouses were made in
I937. The Commission, in July I939, agreed that Edinburgh, Leeds
and Leicester should be the approved centres. Apparently the Commission has functioned as an accounting body similar to the Wheat
Commission. On the other hand, there has been no determination to
implement long-teml policy in opposition to various vested interests.
Application of policy has certainly been leisurely.
Other Forms of Livestock

Prices for sheep and lambs from 1934 to 1937 were considerably
lower than from 1927 to 1931 and losses on sheep were regarded as
detrimental to the development of arable farmin?:. The position was
not improved by the tendency of Empire countries to increase their
shipments of lamb to the United Kingdom. The National Farmers'
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Union pressed (or a Subsidy Scheme which was granted in the Agricultural Development Act, 1939.
Part III of this Act provides that the Livestock Commission may
prepare a scheme and make subsidy payments in respect of fat sheep
sold or slaughtered in the United Kingdom. The subsidy is payable
to the producer in return for an authorisation certificate. The average
dead weight price of fat sheep through specified markets is published
by the Commission monthly and a standard price is authorised as the
hasis of the subsidy. The actual subsidy is an amount per lb. dead
weight, representing the excess of the standard price [or the class of
sheep over the average market price for that class in the particular
month. The basic annual standard price is fixed at lod. per lb. dressed
carcase weight, subject to reduction if the sheep population of the
United Kingdom in any year exceeds 27,000,000. At the outbreak of
war in I939 no return had been made of numbers of sheep certified
or of payments made.
The market for pork pigs was very uncertain as a result of controlled
prices for b1lcon plgs and fluctuations in supplies. Producel's appeared
to be antagonistic to any control of the pork market, in view of their
experience with bacon pigs. In general, livestock markets during 1939
showed no signs of stabilisation.

Fat Stock Marketing Scheme (Isle-aI-Man)
This scheme, administered hy a small Executive Committee, came
into force in October 1935. Its functions are limited to administration
and the collection of information. The scheme provided that from the
second year, registered producers should contribute for cattle IS. per
head, fat lambs and sheep 3d. pel' head, and fat pigs IS. per head.
From December 10, 1937, a subsidy on fat cattle at the rate of 5s.
per cwt. was authorised and came into force from January 1938. The
export of bacon pigs from the island increased from 448 in 1937 to
9 1 4 in 1938. Proposals have been made to establish a bacon factory.

CHAPTER 23
THE MARKETING OF EGGS AND POULTRY
THE only Egg Marketing Scheme in operation in the United Kingdom
is the one established under the Marketing of Eggs (Northern Ireland)
Act of 1936. A Controlling Committee consisting of three nominees
of the Minister of Agriculture, three representatives of producers and
seven representatives of wholesale dealers advises the Minister on
wholesale prices for the two statutory grades of new laid eggs.
Retailers were licensed from January 1937, but price fixing arrangements only commenced in October 1937. Wholesale dealers are
licensed in two classes, Class A includes those who collect, test, grade
and pack, whereas Class B dealers are only egg collectors. Northern
Ireland prices are based on English prices less the cost of transport
and marketing services. To meet marketing costs, Class A dealers are
allowed 21· 9d. per long hundred and Class B dealers 176 d. per lb. of
eggs handled. A premium of -~d. per lb. is allowed to producers 'Nho
deliver their eggs to Class A dealers. Class B dealers are compelled
to contract with not more than two Class A dealers.
In Great Britain, egg production was for many years a haphazard
business, rather a sideline on general farms with the barn-door type
of poultry. Specialisation on egg production was mainly developed by
small producers, often little more than back~yarders. Gradually SLlch
specialists established very intensive methods with large flocks and
often with their own egg marketing Qrganisation. A very profitable
business was established in the sale of pedigree stock birds, sittings or
day-old-chicks and heavy egg yielding strains were widely advertised.
Loss of stamina resulting from intensive in-breeding and forced
feeding gradually invaded most of the poultry flocks of the country.
Probable egg consumption figures in the United Kingdom are
comparatively constant and do not follow average annual prices
as shown in table (page 488). Average price figures in the egg trade,
however, are of little significance, for during the spring and summer
laying seasons prices follow much the same fluctuations year by year
and any abnormal price depression is entirely due to gluts of British
eggs liberated without any sort of control on the market. The
significant period for the home producers' ptofit is thewinter, so that
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imports from the Southern Hemisphere become the real price controlling factors. It will be noticed that imports from Australia (and
to some extent South Africa) were heavy about 1934. During the
same period British production showed a cJistinct increase indicating
an effort to make up on turnover what was lost on winter price.
Total imports show the real difficulty did not iie with total supplies.
In fact, the estimated consumption columns indicate rather a shortage
in total supplies as compared with 1936 and yet the average prices
per great hundred declined as shown by the following table:'9 2 7-9

British
Danish

..
(15-16

193 1

1932

1933

1935

'93+

- - --- - - - - - -

..

s.

d. s.

d. s.

d. s.

19

0

14

9 13

lb.)

16

3

1::0.

5

9 13 6 13
3 10 II I I

10

d.

s.

d. s.

-_ - - -I936

d. s.

d.

'93 8

'937

s.

d. s.

rl.

0

13

9

14 II

15 10

16

0

2

II

I

II7

II

S

11-

7

The real troubles were the low priced winter egg from the Southern
Hemisphere and bad marketing by British producers who flooded
the spring market without any measures for storage to spread sales
more evenly over the year. Apart from this particular winter egg
difficulty arising from Empire sources, there is probably no difficulty
at all with import competition, and the major trouble is the lack of
rational marketing by the home producer. Yet attempts to help the
home producer in egg marketing nave always been met by his demand
to restrict imports.
Marketing Control

The sale of eggs unfit for human consumption Was prohibited
by the Public Health Acts, 1875 and 1890' The Sale of Food Order,
1921, prohibited the sale of imported eggs as "fresh" or "new laid"
unless accompanied by the word "imported" or words disclosing the
country of origin. The Order proved difficult to enforce in the retail
sale of eggs. The Merchandise Marks Committee in 1920 was not
favourable to the marking of egg imports, but in spite of this Merchandise Marks Bills were issued in 1922, 1923, 1924 and 1925 containing
clauses which insisted on imported eggs being marked with indications
of origin and containers of dried eggs being likewise marked. In each
case these Bills failed to pass the House. Finally in 1920 a Merchandise
Marks Act was passed containing clauses insisting on the marking of
imported eggs with an indelible stamp and the marking of containers
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of dried eggs. In 1929 the National Mark Scheme was introduced
providing for statutory grading of eggs but only on a voluntary basis.
Under the Import Duties Act of 1932, eggs from foreign countries
were subject to a 10 per cent duty. The Ottawa Agreements Act
changed the duty to IS. per long hundred on eggs not exceeding
14 lb., IS. 6d. on eggs between 14 and 17 lb. and IS. 9d. on eggs
exceeding 17 lb. Weights were stabilised with different countries.
Under agreements, Denmark was allocated not less than 5~ million
long hundred eggs per year or, in the event of necessary restriction,
not less than 38 per cent of the egg imports from foreign sources.
The Irish Free State (Special Duties) Act applied a tariff of 20 per
cent ad valorem in July 1932, and this was raised to 30 per cent in
November 1932. In 1934 a Stand-Still Order to foreign countries and
Eire was operated. In 1935 eggs from Eire were subject to 40 per
cent ad ,'a/orem duty and other Empire supplies admitted duty free.
Foreign duties remained as before. Arrangements on similar lines
continued until the 1939 war.

Official Investigations
The Markets Branch of the Ministry of Agriculture issued a Report
on Egg Marketing in England and Walesl in December 1925. Supplies
and prices were considered in detail as well as the methods of handling
home and imported supplies. All overseas countries had been compelled to specialise on gJ;ading and packing to maintain world trade.
It was suggested that eggs should be sold by weight and that the top
grade should be in excess of 17 lb. per I20 eggs. The Ministry felt
that persons selling home-produced eggs by retail should be compelled
to display a description of the weight and quality of the eggs concerned
and that all wholesalers and dealers should sell English eggs under
National Mark weight and quality grades. The service of testing and
grading would be in the hands of country dealers, wholesalers and
salesmen. There was some doubt as to whether eggs which had
been cold stored should be stamped on issue from store especially if
storage was for a short period, owing to difficulty in detecting
an efficiently cold stored egg. Meanwhile, in 1929, the National
Mark Scheme was introduced with some degree of success among
egg producers.
The Ministry, in August 1926, produced a Report on the Marketing
1
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of Poultry in England and Wales.1 Attention was drawn to the
superior nnish and packing of imported table bird:;, although it was
admitted that the Sussex business was definitely efficient. The home
table poultry industry commanded at least 75 per cent of the home
market. There was a danger, however, that superior packing overseas
might mean invasion of this market.
After the passage of the 193I Agricultural Marketing Act, a Joint
Committee of the National Poultry Council and the National Farmers'
Union prepared a Marketing Scheme, involving quotas on the home
and import markets, and in addition tariffs on imported eggs. The
controlling "Central Egg Commission" would have a substantial
majority of producers nominated by the National Farmers' Union
and National Poultry Council and certain other interests would be
represented. Producers, dealers and auctioneers would be registered
and minimum prices fixed for producers. Statutory grades were
recommended as follows;Special Grade: 2! ounces or over, 17 lb. per long hundred.
Standard Grade: I! to 21 ounces, IS! lb. per long hundred.
Medium Grade: 1% to Ii ounces, 13 lb. per long hundred.
Smalls, below Ii ounces.

The Commission could develop cold storage facilities and the
manufacture of by-products to reduce seasonal gluts and effect
economies. Levies would be necessary and proposals were made that
they should be(a) 1d. per laying hen on producers retailing direct to the public or
to retailers;
(h) id. per long hundred on eggs purchased for re-sale by statutory
grades; and
(c) !d. per r61b. on eggs purchased for re-sale by weight.

In other directions the Scheme was distinctly vague as to powers
required except that the Central Commission would operate on area
lines and fix prices over long periods in the hopes of levelling the
market. The whole Scheme, however, rested on quota and tariff
control. Towards the end of 1932 the Scheme was distinctly popular
in view of low prices consequent on Australian importations, but in
1933 it was obvious that trade support was not forthcoming.
1 Economic Series, No. II.
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Reports o/Reorganisation Commissions

On November I, 1934, a Reorganisation Commission was
appointed to prepare a scheme of marketing for eggs and poultry in
England and Wales and a similar Commission acted for Scotland.
The English Commission, under the Chairmanship of Lord Addison
and later of Mr. F. N. Blundell, recommended the establishment of a
Producers' Marketing Board for the marketing of eggs and table
poultry in England and \Vales. An area basis was suggested with a
scheme of national packing stations to cover the country. Weight
grades were recommended for eggs with the following minimum
weight limits: Specials,
ounces; Standards,
ounces; Selected,
1~' ounces; smaller eggs being regarded as pullet eggs. Stored eggs
should be properly marked as "preserved," before going into store
instead of on removal, as under existing legislation. A draft scheme
in t}Je form laid down by the Marketing Act was prepared. The Scottish
Commission reported on similar lines but suggested that a Selection
Committee should be elected on postal ballot and in due course
this Committee would elect the Producers' Board. A separate scheme
was advocated for Scotland.
Following the issue of these Reports, a Joint Commission reported
in December 1935 on the Marketing of Eggs and Poultry in Great
Britain. This Commission recommended that import duties on foreign
eggs should be increased by 6d. per long hundred and that a duty of
6d. should be placed on imported Empire eggs then on the free list.
It was considered that the duty of 3d. per lb. on imported table poultry
was adequate. Proposals were made that 25 per cent of the income from
import egg duties should be ear-marked for the development of the
industry and that imports should be regulated having regard to the
number of home-produced eggs ]Jut into storage. The establishment
of a Permanent Commission to deal with Import Policy was advised
for the United Kingdom and this body should consult the various
Marketing Boards on relevant matters. Separate Marketing Schemes
were advocated for England and Wales, Scotland, and Northern
Ireland, with a Co-ordinating Committee, representing the three
Boards, together with members of the Permanent Commission. It
was again approved that cold stored eggs should be marked.
Following this Report, the Scientific Poultry Breeders' Association
prepared a scheme early in 193(}. Here again the establishment of
Marketing Boarels was conditional on the application of tariffs, some

2:t
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proportion of the revenue being available to producers who sold
to national packing stations. Increased duties were required and all
stored eggs whether home or imported should be marked. The words
"new laid" it was suggested should be restricted to eggs produced
in the United Kingdom. The establishment of a Marketing Board,
based on Regional representation, was agreed and the powers of the
Board were to be limited to the regulation of the marketing of eggs
and poultry and to advertising such products. The grades proposed
by the Reorganisation Commission were regarded as too high and
were reduced by approximately k ounce. This Scheme, like its predecessors, did not obtain the acceptance of the trade.

Report of Poultry Technical Committee
The great surprise for the industry came when a Poultry Technical
Committee for Great Britain reported in January 1938. This Committee, under the Chairmanship of Mr. Duncan Watson, drew attention
to the very heavy incidence of disease in the poultry industry and the
effect of this on tIre economic position. The Committee felt that the
continuance of unsuitable breeding methods, forced feeding and the
heavy demand for stock, sittings and day-old chicks, had resulted in
reducing the general level of vitality and stamina of practically all
the stocks of the country. Drastic action was regarded as imperative, and it was proposed that a Poultry (Stock Improvement) Commission should be set up for Great Britain and that its powers should
include(a) the compulsory registration of all distributors of stock, sittings

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

and day-old chicks and the withdrawal of registration from distributive centres deemed unsuited to handle this trade;
the setting up of standards of hygiene for breeding farms;
the institution of a grading scheme designed to secure the production of higher quality stock assisted by Government premiums;
the formulation of a scheme for testing stations for foundation of
breeding stock;
the laying down of conditions for the sale of stock by auction; and
the strict examination of all imported stock or eggs.

It was estimated that the cost of such a scheme would be about
per year. The Ministry then had to give attention to the
possibilities of two schemes, one for the regulation of breeding stock
£IIO,OOO
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and one for the marketing of eggs and poultry. A Poultry Industry
Bill was introduced in I939 to deal with these points.
Egg and Poultry Industry Bill, I939

It is suggested that an Independent Commission of a Chairman
and eight other members shall be placed in command of the whole
industry and be concerned with the health and quality of stock and
the production and marketing of eggs, egg products and poultry.
Two Advisory Committees are recommended, one to deal with stock
improvement and the other with marketing. Sub-committees of these
Advisory Committees are to sit for England and Wales and for Scotland. Representatives of all interests are involved in the Advisory
Committees but not on the Commission.
For the Stock Improvement Scheme, registration of distributors is
essential with premises and equipment subject to inspection by veterinary officers. Fees will be charged to cover costs of administration.
The Commission is empowered to regulate conditions for the sale of
breeding stock, etc. and to estabHsh an Accredited Scheme on a
voluntary basis for breeding stations. Premiums from public funds
should be utilised in this connection. Blood testing will form an
essential part of the control. Further, the Commission is authorised
to conduct schemes of progeny testing at central stations in order to
obtain the nucleus of high quality foundation breeding stock for
general distribution. In connection with marketing, regulations will
be made for grading, packing, marking and distribution. The
recognition of packing stations is essential and warranty clauses will
have to be inserted in respect of eggs purchased for re~sale. Licensing
of the different classes of traders is necessary. The Commission is
empowered to deal with registration of premises used for cold storage
or dlemical storage of eggs, and wider powers will be taken in connection with the marking of imported eggs. As in previous schemes
regulated by Independent Commissions, provision is made for special
Service Schemes likely to be of benefit to the industry and imports
may be controlled provided the stability of the market cannot be
secured without such regulation in spite of storage arrangements at
home to level off supplies.
Interests concerned are in favour of a Stock Improvement Scheme,
for it is realised that the health of present stocks is far from satisfactory.
There is still general feeling among producers that egg marketing
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control is useless unless imports are controlled not only by quota but
also by tariff and that the home industry should be subsidised by pari:
of the duties on imported eggs.
The Egg and Poultry Industry Bill was brought before the
Commons in 1939 but, owing to pressure of other business, was
transferred to the Bouse of Lords. At the outbreak of war the Bill had
not been returned to the House of Commons.

CHAPTER 24

THE PROBLEM OF FEEDING THE NATION
IN PEACE TIME
intervention in agricultural marketing in Europe since
the post-war slump has been towards economic nationalism, and with
tariff walls around consuming countries, food exporting countries
have been more concerned with destruction of surplus food stocks
[han with adequate feeding of consumers. Economic nationalism is
associated with guaranteed return on capital investment rather than
with the welfare of a nation and with a preference for the financial
stability of the home country rather than the welfare of humanity.
In totalitarian countries financial interests dictated an isolation
policy to overcome tragic deflation, and virtually forced democracy
into the hands of dictatorship. Then followed a complete blockading
of world trade and rigid refusal to export currency, in order to rebuild an internal financial stability. Financially, totalitarian states were
complete examples of economic nationalism which led to stringent
regulation of food, other necessities and luxuries to the discomfort
of the population. With such European barriers world trade ceased to
flow in free channels and dictators, attempting to disguise poverty
and hunger as public service, had to seek, by conquest, essential raw
materials and food obtainable only by other nations on a fail' world
parity of currency and credit.
Thus began the most expensive and most insane race in armaments
the world has ever known, a cruel waste of human ~roductive labour,
largely sacrificed in the idiotic belief that a nation or race could acquire
complete trading independence from the rest of the world. The
vacillations of the democratic wodd~trading countries, largely controlling world credit and currency, only served to embitter totalitarian
States which interpreted so-called democracy as the expression of
wodd~operating flnancial groups.
Yet there never was a time when world communication and world
transport were more readily adaptable for free interchange of commodities between nations and for adequate feeding, clothing, and
housing of the whole population of the globe. Economic nationalism
has eaten into all large consuming countries, resulting in poverty and
unemployment amidst plenty, or at least, surplus to requirement.
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The question of" plenty" and "surplus to requirement" requires some
analysis. It is probable that wheat and potatoes are the only food
commodities likely to represent genuine world surplus, and, curiously
enough, these are the two outstanding commodities with relatively
stable consumer demand irrespective of public purchasing power.
Marketing schemes involving these two commodities have been
reasonably successful in consumer countries and hopelessly Ullsuccessful in producing countries.
Productive Resources of the Country

In the United Kingdom there is no case for economic nationalism
or self-sufficiency in food production. Were food production regulated
to meet a state of self-sufficiency, it would be necessary to find export
markets for surplus food arising during the balancing of food output
to consumer demand. Such export markets would experience
the
worst features of our enforced economic nationalism abroad and would
probably lead to State legislation at home for subsidising fooel exports.
Such a position would be profoundly objectionable to a country such
as Britain where price maintenance in favour of producers is the
official policy.
The United Kingdom is predominantly industrial, as is demonstrated
by the calculations of Colin Clark.I Here productive sources of income
of the United Kingdom are assembled (table on page 498) for certain
years to indicate tendencies, with other statistics of immediate interest.
Between 191I and 1924 Eire was separated from the United
Kingdom and this fact is obvious in the case of agricultural production.
Since 1924 the agricultural share of the national income has heen rising
-from 1924 to 1930 largely as a result of falling prices in purchased
materials used in agriculture, and from 1930 to 1934 as a result of
increased output consequent on attractive prices in marketing schemes.
Industry, on the whole, has risen more than any other source of
national income. Railway income has diminished mainly through
road transport competition. The section "Other transport, distribution
and services" absorbs increasing labour but is declining in its share of
the national income. Retail distribution probably represents nearly
one-half of this section.
Whilst this table indicates the comparative places of agriculture,
industry, transport and retail distribution in om national economy as

an

1

Colin Clark,

NatioJlallnc~me

and Outlay, p. 238.
11
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PRODUCTIVE SOURCES OF INCOME
TABLE

Numbers

19 II

..

..

..

..
..

..

192.4

.
..

..

,
Agriculture ..
Industry
"
RailwdYs
Domestic service
,"
Transport and distribution, etc,

..

..

..

.,

Home-produced national income

.... ..
.
1930

Agriculture
"
"
Industry
.,
,
Railways
,.
Domestic service
Transport and distribution, etc.

..

..
..

Home-produced national income

Agriculture
Industl'Y

Railways

..
"
"

1934
"

.,
"

Domestic service
"
Transport distribution, etc.

Home-produced national income

8,595,°00
620,000
2,3 10,000

139,000,000
688,000,000
9 0,000,000
90,000,000

6,155,000

£
39'3

145

5'2

39

S'2

740,000,000

uo

42'3

19,900,000

1,747,000,000

88

100'0

1,100,000

105,000,000
1,52.7,000,000
160,000,000
140,000,000
1, 16 9,00°,000

95' 5
192.'5

"

7,9 28 ,000
700,000
1,450 ,000
6,872,000

..

18,455,000

3, 28 9,00°,°00

178

..
..
..
..
..
..

1,020,000

u6,000,000
1,49 6 ,000,000
153,000,000

123

3'8

7,868,000
648,000
1,540 ,000
7,)79,°00

19°
23 6

..

..

..
..

..

.. ..
.. ..
.. ..
..

2.,)20,000

Net
Percrntag-e
Output per of NatlOll;."ll
Heat!
Income

60
80

..
..
..
..

Home-produced national income
(excluding indirect taxation and
rent of dwelling,)

,.

Kct Output

I.

Agriculture "
"
Indu,t,·y
"
Hailways
"
"
,.
Dome~tic service
"
Other transport, ciistdbution (lOci
service
"

.,

Employed

"

..
..

8'0

~2.9'O

3'4
49'],
5'2

96 ' 5
170

4'5
37'7
100'0

1,364,0°°,000

18S

45'4
4'7
4'6
41'S

18,455,000

3,28 9,°00,000

17&

100'0

96 4,°00
7,885,000

135

7,9 28 ,°°0

130 ,000,000
1,570,000,000
140,000,000
160,000,000
1, 185,000,000

4'1
49'3
4'4
5'0
37'2-

19,067,000

3, 185,000,°00

65 0 ,000
1,640 ,000

150 ,000,000

97'S

199
2.16

97'5
15 0
167'1

100'0

regards output and output per head, it does not take cognisance of the
change in cost ofliving figures between thesese[ected years and so ignores
the effect of changing "purchasing power" which is related intimately
to the problems of national output and "surplus to requirement,"
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Cost of Liying
The rise in cost of living from late 1933, when marketing schemes
began to operate, is very pronounced. Unless accompanied by a
similar rise in national wage levels, the general consumer's purchasing value would fall with a consequent fall in absorption of the
net output and an artificial creation of nominal "surplus" production. Such an artificial surplus is bad enough in industrial output, but
from the angle of public welfare is tragic in dIe case of essential foods.
Public expenditure on essential foods only is not readily obtainable,
but, from the table on page 500 from Colin Clark,1 the import::mce
of general food expenditure in the national economy is demonstrated.
From this table, total retail food purchases amount to 23' &7 per
cent of the total public expenditure.
Somewhat similar calculations on a less detailed scale were made
hy A. E. Feavearyear,2 but in this case no account was taken of investments and the figures were calculated "pel" family" on the assumption
that the United Kingdom contained 12,000,000 families.
The Engineers' Study Group 3 attempted to estimate reasonable
expenditure per family expending £6 per week, thus being able to
neglect direct taxation and to assume direct rentals instead of property
assessment figures which were used by Feavearyear.
The two sets of values are contrasted herewith:Feavearyear's National Expenditure per

E.S.G. Dosirable Expenditure (Family)
[,

..

,.
.,
Food
Rent, rates, fuel, light
,.
Clothing "
..
Direct taxation
Liquor, smoking, sweets
.,
Travel
Recreation, holidays, etc.
Medicine 'mel insUl"ance ..
.other items

..

..

..

..

Total

..

..
..

.,

..

..

95'5
76 '0
28'0

-

Family (r932)

%
30' 5
Z4'2.

8'9

-

28'0

8'9

20'0
14'0

6'4
6'4
4'5

3 2 '0

10'2

20'0

31 3' 5

IOO'O

[,

,.

..

..

Food
Maintenance ofhome .•
Clothing
Direct taxation
Liquor and smoking
Travel
.'
Entertainment, sports,
reading
Medicine and illsurance
Other items .'
..

.. ..

26'2

8'6

..
..

33'8

11'1

31 '3

10')

:H·g

7"2.

.. ..

10·8

3'5

8'9
31 '4

10'3

..

1

Colin Clark, National Income and Outlay, pp. 151.-7.

Jl

Economic Journal, Match 1934,

..
3

3°'3
15'8

48 '3

..

Total

9z '3

%

---

..

30 4'8

2'9

--100'0

Food and the Famib Budget.
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TABLE 50

NATIONAL OUTLAY FOR I932.
R etail pm'chases.. ..
Food
Other groceries ..
"
Clothing .•
Furniture and hardware
..
Fancy goods, etc.
Drink
"
. , ..
Tobacco •.
Petrol and oil . ,
Cars and cycles ..
..
,
Newspapers
..
Coal

..

..

..

..

..

.
..

..
..
..

Total retail purchases

.'

..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..

..

..
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

..

..

..

..

..

..
..
..

£

..
..
..
..
..

....
....

..
.. .. ..
.. .. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. .. .. ..
.. .. ..
..
.. ..
.. .. .. ..
Total services ..
.. .. ..

Per cent
~3"87

)0,000,000
379,000,000
155,000,000
154,000,000
:1.)2,000,000
136,000,000
2.1,000,000

40 ,0000,00

30 ,000,000
65,000,000

.,

"

Rail, train and hus travel •.
Domestic service
Entertainment
Betting
Hotel and restaurant
Medicine
Postal Service (not including husiness
expenditure)
Religious organisations
Laundry
Private education and fees to local authorities
..
..
Cluhs, tradu unions, etc.
Other services

..
..
..

£
1,054,000,000

:1.,296 ,000,000

5:1.'°3

7 1 4,000,000

r6' 17

4 8 3,000,°00

10'94

158,000,000
r 50,000,000
57,000,000
4 0 ,000,000
7 8,000,000
45,000,000
35,000,000
33,000,000
:1.5,000,000
45,000,000
20,00°1°00

28,000,000

Rents, rates, repairs, and mortgages on

..

..

..

..

3 63,000,000

Gas, electricity, and private water supply
Garage and insurance for private motorcars

85,00°,000

house~

..

..

..

Total housing cilarges, etc...

..

..

..

35,000,000

..

.,
Direct tal(ation and social insurance
Gross investments and e,xpenditure on property
Grand Total &penditure

.. ..

..

..

..
..

444,000,000

10'06

478,000,000

10'80

£4,4 1 5,000,000

100'00

The three Sets of figures indicate the proportions of income utilised
for food in the lower income groups of the country and further that
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a £6 per week total expenditure per family exceeds the average for
the whole country. With the great majority of families, it may be
taken that food represents at least 30 percent of the weekly expenditure,
and in the feeding of lower income groups of families, essential foods
bulk more largely in the diet by reason of econ omie necessity.
Pursuing the argument a little further, a very interesting experi~
ment was recorded by E. M. Lloyd,! who examined a collection of
I,152 family budgets relating to the period 1932-4 (half of them
obtained from co-operative societies) and grouped the families
concerned into six income groups, the grouping being calculated from
the estimated distribution of the whole national income. His final
figures on food consumption at different income levels inclucledI"~\miIies

Pruportion of popul~tion (per
cent)
'
"
Average food expenditure per
,
week (shillings) . ,

.

WIth Incomes l,er Head per \Veck of-

Weighteu
A,crage
a!
Groups

Under

lOS.

lOS.

tu

to

309 ,
to

15 5 ,

20".

303.

458,

10

20

20

20

20

10

-

6

8

10

12

14

9

to

ISS.

205.

Over
·\5S,

- - ------ -- --- ---

..
.
.

10'5

4

- - -- - - - - --- ---

Beef and veal (oz.)
Mutton and lamb (oz,)
Bacon and ham (oz.)

.
..

14'5

17"2

18'9

19'5

3'1

5'6

7"2

11,6

"

4'3

6'3

6,g

9'4

18'9
1)' 9

17'0

.,

7'3

7,8

9'4

7'0

Total meat (oz,)

.'

..

2)' I

Bread and flour (OZ,)
Potatoes (oz.)

..

"

66'0
53'0

.,

'

"

,

.,

.,

Fresh milk (pints)
"
Condensed milk (pint equiva.,
lcnts)
,.
"
,.
Butter (oz,)
"
"
,.
M;lrgarine (oz,) ••
Lard, suet and dripping (oz,) .'

..

I'I
0'7

8'4

- - -- - - -- --- --38
31'6 37'1 41'S 44'8 49'4
--- --- - -----68·0
60·0
66'0
'2

68'0
56 '0

57'9

6,'0
57'0

65'0
57'0

54'0

56 '0

:).. !

2,6

3'1

4'2

5'5

J'I

0'6

0'55

0'5

6'5

- - - - - - - - --- --------

_- --- --0'4

0'3

a'S

9'5

II'O

7,8

3·5

7'5
2' 5

8'5

4'5

2'0

1'6

2'7

3'6

4'2

4'4

4'3

3
3'S

2·5
3'9

3'0

t'

Taking the extreme values, certain very illuminating facts are
disclosed. In the case of bread, the lowest income group consumes
66 ounces per head per week, the average figure for the :whole popula1 "Food Supplies and Consumption at Different Income Levels," Proc. Agric,
Eeon, Soc., Dec, 1935.
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tio11. With higher income groups there is a slight rise, but very soon
a falling off with the top group consuming 60 ounces per week.
Similarly potato consumption in the highest income group is virtually
the same as in the lowest income group. In these two commodities
there is comparatively stahle consumption per head irrespective of
income level, so that it is reasonable to suppose that these two basic
fooels must be purchased to satisfy hunger by the lowest income gtOUp
and that the demand is not dictated by the pocket.
The position is quite different with other commodities. In the case
of meat, the range is from 23' I ounces per week per head for the poor
up to 49' 4 ounces for the higher income groups with a weighted average
of 38' 2 ounces. This clearly indicates a rapidly falling meat consump~
tion among the poorer classes, purely on account of cost. Liquid milk
consumption is, rather surprisingly, five times as great in the top as
in the bottom group, again on account of cost and not taste. This is
shown by the fact of increased substitution by condensed milk in
the lower groups up to o· 7 pint of milk equivalent per head per week.
Much the same story unfolds in the case of butter and its substitute
margarine. Under these conditions, public purchasing power is the
restricting factor in the consumption of the principal agricultural
food commodities, excepf in the Cqses of wheat and potatoes. The
source of supplies over the period I934-6 wasWheat and flour, I2' I per cent home produced, the rest imported.
Potatoes, 96' 0 per cent home produced.
Meat, 49' 3 per cent home produced (including bacon 29' I per cent
home produced).
Butter, 10' 0 per cent home produced.
These facts established, it is surprising to find British producers still
lamenting that they cannot find an outlet for their produce in the
presence of foreign competition. Farmers complain bitterly of the
lack of remunerative market for their "surplus" food production and
ask for organised "price rigging" to give fail' returns to the industry.
"Surplus" is absurd whilst 10 per cent of the country consume
one-fifth of the milk, less than half of the meat and three~elevenths
of the butter consumed by families with sufficient income to discriminate in choice of food. Increased consumption of staple foods is
likely to be secured by publicity and fashion among the well~to-do
but only by increased purchasing power among the poor.
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High Price Policy
A policy of general price advance, as operated byall the Agricultural
Marketing Boards, is not the solution to the prosperity of agriculture
but only the way il1to a vicious circle. Higher prices mean reduced
purchasing power, reduced consumption and ultimately greater
pressure for industrial wage advances or increased State aid for rising
unemployment. These factors in time me<ln increased costs of industrial
production, increased difficulty with export markets and a genuine
fall in the purchasing power of money. Then the farmer would find
increased costs of raw materials (largely imported), increased labour
unrest and a financial position no better than before his price ramp.
Absorbed output on lower margins is a better proposition, especially
if consumer purch<lsing power can be stabilised to some extent.
Unfortunately British Marketing policy is economically unsound,
starting from the basis of securing costs of production plus profit
on existing methods of production and covering marginal men.
The approach towards the stabilisation of consumer purchasing
power is more likely to lead to national stability and welfare, especially
where the start is made in essential foods not luxuries. A fixed retail
price policy, based on optimum consumption of basic foods clearly
indicates the way to economic methods of production and handling,
resulting in greater profits to the interests concerned and satisfaction
to the consumer. The producer method of approach is illustrated by
actual examples.
In the case of milk, illuminating figures were supplied in the English
Milk Board's own evidence to the Committee of Investigation.

Contract ycar t933-4
Contract year 1934-5
Increases

..

..

Weighted Average
Retail Prices

Net Return to
Prnrlucer .It Parm

d, gallon

d, gaBon

10' 16
0'04

..

..

24' 8)
26'08

.. ..

..

x' 25

10· 12-

A general rise of rid. per gallon to the public only yielded a net
increase of +o-d. per gallon to the producer. Such a position illustrates
the stupidity of trying to acquire stabilisation nationally on the basis
of a high price policy operated from the production end. In the two
years in question contract sales of liquid milk only rose from
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523,813,326 gallons to 554,164,376 gallons, whilst milk diverted to
manufacture rose from 192,623,561 gallons to 301,829,328 gallons
(that is from 1.6·89 per cent to 35' 26 per cent of the total milk sold
on wholesale contracts). Distributors in some cases increased margins.
These arguments, however, merely demonstrate that the whole
scheme of control from the producer end without regard to 1he
purchasing power of the public is economically unsound. Any
economic planning controlling production, manufacture and distribution must take into account final consumption. The subsequent
devices to offer milk at reduced retail prices to schools, factories and
welfare schemes only inflate liquid consumption figures at the expense
of the taxpayer, whilst genuine retail sales at prescribed regular prices
are still restricted by lack of public purchasing power. By 1937-8
average retail prices had risen to 27" 48d. per gallon and producers'
prices at the farm to I I • 87d. allowing for quality premiums.
In the case of the Hops Scheme, there is an excellent example of
the Scheme inflating enormously the capital value of a producer's
farm by reason of quota allocation within a closed producer monopoly.
The instance quoted is mentioned by Lord Astor in a letter to the
Farmer and Stockbreeder for December 13, 1938. He says:"Recently an 87-acre farm, which included 14 acres of hops, was sold
for £5,500. Of this £5,500, the hop quota represented a value of

£2,5 00 ."
Such an example is not isolated and the plain fact is that Government
quotas, whether on hop growers or bacon factories, are building up
enormous assets for favoured individuals at the ultimate expense of
the consumer.
Another interesting case arises from the manipulations of foreign
import quotas in bacon. According to the report of the produce
section of the Manchester Chamber of Commerce, the following are
the bacon import figures for the country over a period of three years;
to which have been added the 1937 figures:-

.. ..
.. ..

Imports (cwt.)
Cost
"
Average price per cwt...

193 2

1933

1934

1937

II,390,839
£3°, 28 9,°5 2
548. sd.

9, 08 4,3 63
,c2.9,9 28 ,22I
65~. 2d.

7,59 8,9 2 2.
£3 0,05 2 ,275
79&. Id.

6,92.6,04 2
£29,:2.86,7 2 7
84 5.7d .
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Comparing 1932 and 1934, the British consuming public paid other
countries (mainly Denmark) practically the same price for 7' 6 cwt.
in I934 as for n' 4 cwt. in I932. In other words, countries overseas
. received as much British money for two-thirds the quantity of bacon
in 1934 as they did in I932 for full supplies. The position was still
much the same in 1937. It was not a question of change in the value of
British money or public purchasing power, for in 1932 the cost of
living index over July 19I4 was about :z6 and in 1934 22'3. On
general price tendencies and world price fluctuations, imported bacon
should have been cheaper in 1934 than 1932. So Britain gave a magnificent present to overseas bacon producers and did not improve the
home bacon trade. Attempts to force up bacon prices artificially in
this country failed to develop home production. Such are the results
of marketing schemes under producer domination, undisguisedly
designed to seCUre for the producer increased returns without regard
to the welfare of the consuming public or of industry.
The table] on page 506 shows the relative strength of the agricultural producers who desire to dominate the health and wealth of the
United Kingdom.
Taking 1930 figures (unfortunately the latest published), it is seen
that agriculture, involving 1,02.0,000 people (31.0,000 of whom are
relying on profits from rent, interest or the holding of farms) derives
a total income of £I26,000,000. The total product of industry is
£3,5°6,000,000 affecting directly the welfare of 18,455,000 people
and indirectly the welfare of the whole nation. The drive should be
from the consumer end. Several industries are already appreciating
that meeting consumer requirement and consumer purchasing power
leads to profitable large-scale production, transport and handling.
The wage-earning and wage~spending power of agriculture is
lamentably small and contributes little to the welfare of other
industries on which the vast bulk of the population must rely for
earning and spending power.

Importance of Purchasing Power
So arises, from a new angle, the problem of feeding the nation to
secure general health and wealth, irrespective of specific financial
interests. This problem may be considered from the angle of the purchasing power of the consuming public to see if any national developJ.

Colin Clark, Natiofl(llincome and Outlay, p. 125.
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ment could materially contribute to the stabilisation of this purchasing
power. With relatively stable purchasing power, all forms of industry
and service could be operated on simplified and more profitable
lines than at present, much of the uncertainty of business could be
eliminated, and, with it, let it be hoped, many of the speculative
financial transactions which do little or nothing for the general
welfare of industry. The immediate problem is bound up with
the consumption of essential foods, but the experience of firms
dealing in clothing, footwear and (in some cases) even luxury
articles, is not so far removed from the problems of food as some
may imagine.
The farmer claims that his production is so dependent on climatic
conditions tllat industrial economies applicable to the efficiency of
standardised production arc not applicable to him. This is not entirely
correct. Specialist poultry production has shown the possibilities of
egg production under controlled conditions with calculated balanced
rations. Efficient milk producers have developed management to
minimise seasonal variation in milk output. Danish specialist pig
producers have almost reduced pig feeding to mathematical precision.
Admittedly, crop growing is more susceptible to weather conditions,
but (apart from animal feeding) it is seen that such crops as wheat
and potatoes have a very small demand response to changes of income
level. The commodities responding rapidly to purchasing power are
animal products such as meat, milk and butter.
In all cases, however, overseas exporting countries have the
advantage over the United Kingdom in that their agricultural production is developed to meet the needs of a well-defined export market of
a standardised type, so that production, collection and grading become
links in one continuous chain. The three stages can thus be organised
on compulsory contracts, and centralisation becomes efficient on the
basis of a throughput capable of reasonable estimation in advance. If
the public purchasing power in the United Kingdom approached
stability, there would be even greater opportunities for overseas
organisation. Within the United Kingdom the problem is more
difficult owing to a multitude of local markets, lack of standardisation
of production, collecting, grading and handling.
The writer's contention is that the line of approach is from the
optimum retail price to the consumer and back through all the stages
to the producer, instead of from the existing cost of production plus
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ptofit, through the vatious intermediate stages to the consumer.
The principal factots are-

(I) the consumets' tequitement;
(2) efficient grading to meet that requirement accurately, and
(3) retail prices at levels to encourage sales expansion on consumers' present purchasing power.
The factors well established, there is an approach to stability in
various directions. Consumers (mainly occupied in industrial production, service or distribution) have less incentive to press for
higher general wage levels leading to increased costs in industrial
production and distribution of goods of all types. Distributors of
foods, wholesalers and manufacturers have greater ease in obtaining
supplies of properly graded produce (home or imported) and rising
tumover can reduce overhead costs, speculative stocks and waste
so that lower profits on turnover are necessary. Lastly, producers
with direct knowledge of the requirements of grading stations as
regards quantity and quality have an assured market, reduced selling
charges and the incentive to concentrate on efficient production of the
commodities approptiate to their particular farms.

The Problem-as Others See It
Investigations of agricultural or industrial conditions repeatedly
demonstrate the possibilities of this line of approach. Only a few
examples can be quoted here, but they should be adequate for the
purpose. In the first place Ruth Cohen! raised some of the essential
points in her paper on "Research and Price Control" as follows:"Any interference with prices, whatever its objective, must be based
on a knowledge of the relevant demand and supply curves. This must
be so, whether the interference is designed to give the maximum income
to a certain group of producers, to increase the production of certain
commodities, or to provide a stable supply of every commodity, just
sufficient to meet consumers' needs.
The only alternative criterion which commands much support is
the view that prices should be based on 'cost of production.' It is not
necessary to put forward all the difficulties involved in measuring these
costs, or to point out the obvious error in the customary practice of
taking the 'average' cost of production as an indication of the desirable
level of prices.
1

Prac. Agric. Eean. Soc., July 1938.
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In a community where each individual is free to choose his own
occupation, it is not desirable to base prices on cost of production. To
do so is to neglect the attraction of alternative opportunities, one
important factor in the determination of supply.
Interference with the pricing process must be based, not on one, but
on both items which control the volume of supply. So long as the
profitability of different occupations controls the volume of resources
employed in them it is essential, in the public interest, that, if the demand
for some product is falling relatively to that of others, returns in it
should be sufficiently depressed to induce producers to move elsewhere.
Unless and until planning from above can perform the extremely
complicated task of allocating producers to different occupations, price
differences must be allowed to do so. For price is the factor which
controls and equates demand and supply."
These facts indicate clearly that conditions tending towards
stability of demand (i.e. of consumers' purchasing power in the main)
will minimise the need of price differentials and give some hope of
stability in the business of production. Professor Ashbyl approaches
the problem from a rather different angle. He states:"Restrictions in international trade have, on the whole, intensified
competition in general world agriculture and trade in foodstuffs. The
real aims of planning ought to be those of seeking(Cl) To avoid physical and economic wastage in production and

distribution of goods: and to secure full use of economic
resources: so that the maximum supply of goods and eco~
nomic goods for consumption which can be produced with
existing resources may be obtained.
(6) To secure equitable distribution of materials and economic
goods so that the 'average' standard of living may be raised,
and particularly that the lower existing standards may be
raised.
The real danger of the ideas of restriction of production is that distribution will be improved thereby, and that certain groups will be
able to improve their relative and possibly their absolute positions by
mere restriction of supplies.
\Ve cannot know what restriction is required until every possible
consumer is equipped with such purchasing power as the economic
system can afford him-or, at the vety least, until the whole mass of
consumers have all the purchasing power which can be afforded. As
1 Prac. Agric. Bean. Soc., December 1938.
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purchasing power for the mass eventually depends on power to produce
and to offer in exchange, the essential present service is that of constructive planning.
About 1I-I2. per cent of the occupied persons in the whole of the
industrial commercial world can produce its food requirements. The
fear of shortage of foodstuffs ought now to be eradicated from the
social consciousness. To suggest planning for use of more land, with
maintenance of present standards of cultivation on land now in use,
is only to plan for increased production-an increase which in general
is not required. The trend will be towards reduction of areas of land
in use and towards more intensive use of land now occupied for production.
With an area like that of Great Britain, and its population, it is
impossible to secure plentifulness, security and variety on a selfsufficing basis. It is the grossest of folly for agriculturists to link the
idea of their economic welfare with that of national self-sufficiency
in food supplies.
British farming is now largely a manufacturing industry-or a
series of such industries-largely dependent on the importation of raw
materials. If we cut off a million pounds' worth of imports of pig meat,
and then produce this extra amount) 'from the produce of our own land
without reducing production in any other line,' the balance of trade
will be affected to the extent of a reduction of £1,000,000. If, however,
we cut imports of pig meat by £1,000,000 and import £750,000 worth
of materials with which to feed them, the balance of trade is only
affected to the extent of £250,000, and the main result is a shifting of
the areas and the articles of international trade.
With cuts in imports of, say, pig meat, dairy produce, eggs and
poultry, and possibly some meats, it is almost certain that the main
contribution of this country to increased internal production will be
that of labour, for imports of raw materials will rise rapidly. The
alternative is an intensification of cultivation for raising the raw
materials-a condition which may lead us into the region of diminishing
returns from cultivation, of reduced production per person, and to
lower agricultural incomes.
If, then, production per unit of labour and per unit of capital transferred to agriculture is lower than in the industries in which they are
now engaged, the result must be a reduction in the total national
income with consequent reductions in some standards of living.!
Colin Clark (Income and Outlay, p. 238) gives the following figures for 1930:Agriculture £135 output per worker and £1,370 capital per occupied person.
Industry £199 output per worker and £433 capital per occupied person.

On bodl counts, ug;riculture ranks below industry.
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The continuation of a high volume of international trade is necessary
to the maintenance of a reasonable standard of living in this country,
and, in the long run, the nation will insist on the maintenance of the
conditions necessary for its conduct.
The relative poverty (of agriculture) in comparison with other
groups has been due largely to lack of industrial adaptability to changing
markets and lack of mobility, but also to relative economic inefficiency
especially as regards org<lnisation for procuring a higher share of the
national income.
Efforts to raise prices by control of supplies will tend to drive
consumers back to the cheaper foods, and the control is bound to be
in part ineffective. The alternative is that consumers spend a greater
total on foodstufFs and less on other goods. In the latter ca~c the
country as a whole cannot obtain any advantage from the change.
Thus it still remains true that general or universal increases in prices
of f<lnn produce largely depend on the increase in general purchasing

power.
Looking at the subject from an entirely different angle, we find an
interesting paper by Sieffl (a member of a large chain store company).
Sief[ considers that the optimum retail price of a commodity can be
ascertained and that with this, sales volume increases, and the starting
point is the stabilisation of such optimum prices throughout the year.
Then the retailer, wholesaler and farmer know in advance the
absorption capacity of the market and can deal with it. If the optimum
retail price is once settled, as well as the standard of quality and the
packaging, profits between each process can be allocated and the
grower can foresee what he will receive per unit of quantity. With
standardised quality marketing and an established optimum retail
price, concentration on efficiency in retailing, back through whole~
saling to production could result in considerable savings in view of
a known requirement, reduction of waste and centralised handling
and grading. Planning is thus possible on the basis of the consumers'
purchasing power, and budgeting by all interests to meet the required
stabilised prices. This line of aFproach is definitely successful in
certain trading activities of Marks and Spencer's and is highly-successful
with Morris and Ford motors. The application to agricultural produce
is not so difficult as many vested interests would have the public
believe.
Lastly, tpere are many interesting arguments in a recent pub lication,
1

Proc. Agric. Bean. Soc., Dec. I938.
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BritisA Agriculture by Astor and Rowntree. The committee concerned
in the production of this book came to certain interes6ng conclusions,
the foremost of which was the development of a national policy of
improved nutrition. The report states:"This represents in our judgment the most hopeful means of reconciling the object of maintaining a substantial and prosperous agricultural
industry with wider national purposes. From a broad sociological
standpoint the improvement of the nutritional standards of the population is clearly marked out as the sphere of the next large advance in
social policy."

This improvement of national nutrition, of course, would involve
increased purchasing power for the lower wage-earning groups of
the country or, alternatively, some way of sUbsidising the lower
income groups to ensure "cheaper" food. In either case, the starting
point is the upward grading of "real" purchasing power among
consumers. Milk and "protective" foods (fruit and vegetables) are
specifically recommended for home production and development,
not the staple foods such as wheat, meat, bacon, butter and cheese,
which are purchased under more favourable conditions overseas.
Marketing should be controlled by the appropriate departments
of State to represent the public interest and not by producers' boards.
"The present system under which important statutory powers, which
include the fixing of the prices that must be paid by the consuming
public, are entrusted to bodies which are elected by and responsible
only to producers is an anomaly which is indefensible in principle and
unsatisfactory in practice. It encourages the pm"suit of a wrong aimthe fixing of prices at the highest level which is considered prudent,
instead of the cheapening of costs and the stimulation of demand. It
is an obstacle to the adoption of a national poHcy of improved nutrition."

Whilst the committee regarded Independent Commissions as
preferable to producer marketing boards, the whole cumbrous
structure was considered to be inferior to the organisation controlling
the Northern Ireland Milk Scheme, an arrangement in which
the writer gave material assistance. A further conclusion of the
committee was that there should be regional Land Improvement
Commissions to acquire land and undertake long-term capital improvements. Public utility organisations were advocated for land developI-(T{
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men!, and a strong case was made for the improvement of livestock
and farming practice to raise the general standard of farming efficiency.

Facing the Facts
The writer assembled the above statements from authorities of
widely differing types to illustrate the fact thit economic opinion
now appreciates that control of industry (including agriculture) is
not practicable fwm the "cost of production" level. It has long been
obvious that the margin between prices received at the farm and
retail prices was far too wide to provide efficient handling through
the minimum of trading channels and with the minimum of waste.
In addition, there has been a suspicion that with an assured full market
for all commodities involved in efficient balanced farming, farmers'
costs could be considerably reduced or, alternatively, agricultural
workers' wages could be considerably advanced. The central factor
is the adequate demand for standardised commodities and the writer
has for many years advocated that this can only be met by rigid
Government control of all grading with compulsory marking which
must be plainly indicated to all parties including the final purchasing
consumer. Passage through Government centralised grading stations
or licensed grading stations would eliminate much of our wasteful
marketing system.
The next stage is the securing of adequate demand through an
intensive study of the consumer's purchasing power and the determination of optimum retail prices to encourage sales expansion. This
would be gradual but could very well be operated through the
Independent Commission type of control, aided by a general advisory
committee of all interests (including consumers), provided the
Commission was not hindered by the existence of statutory producers',
manufacturers' or distributors' boards each operating extravagant
claims to cover marginal men. With trial retail prices, fixed on quality,
and controlled through central channels, retailers and wholesalers
could bid for supplies on a competitive basis, always subject to
Independent Commission control to prevent covering or profiteering
at any stage. Some degree of rationalisation would result on the basis
of efficiency not through extravagant compensation. Farmers in turn
would know public requirement and could concentrate on it with
assured prices subject to Commission control. As handling channels
became more direct and more economical, as costs of efficient

"i
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production fell (and both these would happen), the Commission
could still fUrLher reduce retail prices to the advantage of lower
income groups. During the process, imported produce would stimulate
competition in retail prices subject to limited control to prevent
unfair subsidising or dumping by overseas countries. This would be
preferable to tariff walls and economic nationalism and would
encourage industrial production at home both for export and home
~onsumptioll.

Lastly, Government association with all control should be directed
not through the Ministry of Agriculture alone, but jointly with the
Ministry of Health and Board of Trade. Only then could there be
hope for co-ordinated action for the good Df the State, and not
for the good of sectional interests only. By such arrangements the
writer is convinced that the Government could make excellent
bilateral agreements with overseas countries and the home farmer
could rearrange his industry on a much more efficient and much more
profitable basis. Incidentally there would be much less trading friction
between countries and less need for the plausible myth that selfsufficiency in foodstuffs is a necessity in the event of world war.
There is nothing revolutionary in this suggested policy. The whole
thesis has indicated the fact that the United Kingdom has evolved
along certain lines, not as a result of a conscious policy, but to keep
some degree of temporary equilibrium between agricultural and
industrial production within reasonable range of consumers' purchasing
power. The history of the country has involved a series of temporary
trade adjustments to meet the more pressing needs of local, national
or world conditions from time to time) but only since the advent of
general economic nationalism has the problem of national trade
stabilisation become of importance. It appears to the writer that the
policy of stabilising purchasing power is the logical conclusion of
our present state of evolutionary development as is shown by the
following brief summary of the course of British trading history.
Feudalism was at least tolerable so long as labour, in return for
defence, had some acknowledged right to the maintenance of a subsistence existence at the expense of the overlords. For generations,
agricultural wages were keyed to a standard of purchasing power in
terms of wheat. With the rise of industry, to the disadvantage of
agricultural labour, attempts were made to regulate wages in terms of
purchasing power. Over the long period of industrial progress,
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protectionary measures, such as Corn Laws, were to the disadvantage
of industry seeking foreign markets and so were not tolerated. Yet
alongside industrial prosperity, higher standards of living and
increased general purchasing power, British agriculture, whilst
changing to meet the thrust of increasing imports, was in no danger
of becoming derelict.
The aftermath of the Great War found an agricultural slump with
no prospering industry to absorb its output and with overseas countries
frantically trying to secure what was left of the British market. How
easy it might have been to stabilise the consumers' market and let

Year

Cost of
Factory Wholesaling
Factory Tota\ Valne Cost of
and
Value as
V,lIue of
Total Cost Perc("ntage Transport
of Retail Wholesaling
as PercenRetail
and
of
Retailing
of
Total
Turnover Turnover Transport
tage of
Retail
Turnover Total Rctail
Turnover

Cost of
Retailing
as Pcrcen·
tage of
Total Retail

Turnover

(Million £'5) (Million£'s) (Million £,s) (Million (,'5)

19:2.4
19:2.5
J9:~6

19"7
19 28
19:2.9
193 0
1931

1,749
1,783
1,73 1
1,721
J,7 87
1, 81 5
J,754
1,556

:2.,2.59
2.,337
2,34 2
2,3 61
2,42 3
2,5 10
2,53 2
2,Z99

14 8
153
153
157
160
166
17 1
157

36:2.
401
45 8
4 83
47 6
52.9
607
5 86

77"4
7 6 '3
73'9
72 '9
73'8
72 '4
69'3
67'7

6'6
G·6
6'5
6'7
6'6
6'6
6'8
6,8

16'0
17'1
19'G
ZO'4
19'6
21'0
23'9
25'S

British producers operate with the minimum of handling charges to
secure that market, just as overseas countries learned to build up their
grading and marketing on a dictated consumer requirement. But the
post-war slump cry was all for freedom of production and artificially
protected markets free from the foreigner. The vertical price structure,
starting hom liberal estimates of cost of uncontrolled production led
only to increased costs of all handling ~harges.
Re1iable statistics on the growth of wholesale, transport and
distribution charges are unobtainable, but the above table from
Smithl with the writer's calculations on a basis of retail turnover, give
some idea of tendencies.
It is generally accepted that charges for wholesaling, service,
transport, distribution and overhead selling costs (e.g. magnificent
1

Retail Distribution, p. 141 •
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emporia and advertising) have grown enormously since 1914 in
order to meet what? Fewer customers for more salesmen. Then
came the cry for rationalisation to let big organisations do the country's
trade on a scale commensurate with their inflated overhead charges,
and, at the cost of pensioning off all the small people, on compensa~
tions to be screwed from the long-suffering consuming population.
Holland tried another way with bacon factories after 192.3, She had
to meet fixed world prices for bacon of definite quality. She considered
that bacon factories took too heavy a toll from the export price of
bacon, so she controlled all pig supplies and invited bacon factories
to tender for pigs on the basis of the margin required for converting
pigs to export quality bacon. The factories requiring the lowest
margin got the pigs, so that factories n~tionalised themselves without
compensation.
From the approach of the optimum consumer price, rationalisation
of distribution, wholesaling, processing and even production are
possible-by competition, provided the Government lays down, and
maintains rigidly, standards for every stage in the chain. The real
requirement was not accumulation of capital, establishment of reserves
and large working interest in terms of unstable and no longer genuine
international value, but relbble food for the nation and, in exchange,
British manufacturing production to provide employment and a good
healthy standard of living. Instead of this, there arose a universal mass
of legislation to prevent humanity from enjoying the fruits of the
earth and the profits of industry.

CHAPTER 25
THE PROBLEM OF FEEDING THE NATION IN
WARTIME
As in 1914, the Government is compelled to regard national feeding
as of paramount importance, and the problem again arises as to the
means of operating national control of foods through centralised
organisation. The circumstances of August 1914 and September
I939 are, however, very different. The Government now has the documented experience of 19I4-18, and of the application of public rationing. There is, too, the experience of various marketing schemes under
which elaborate national organisations were developed. There are the
records of investigations of the Food (Defence Plans) Department
established by the Board of Trade on November 25, 1936, in anticipation of war.
Actually this latest war proved kind to our administrators for the
somewhat lengthy preliminaries made no desperate calls on military
or naval activities and placed nO serious economic strain on the
country. There was a definite though uncertain period for wartime
preparation. Plans in plenty were prepared, personnel was available
at the call, assurances to the public had been given time after time that
adequate supplies of food were available and that prices would be
controlled in the public interest. Armed with prepared plans, provided
with national marketing organisations, repeatedly described as "in the
public interest," and a centralised Ministry of Food, the country was
assured of food security until such time as the submarine menace was
under control.
Unfortunately the trusting community had no such experience of
food security. At the outbreak of war Government departments were
fi11ed with wartime committees and staffs as per plans. Food Orders
were issued with lightning rapidity and no regard to paper shortage.
Very soon many Marketing boards, established "in the public interest" in peace time were dismissed "in the public interest" in wartime.
The plans for food control were offered, well discussed, then sidetracked in the House. Finally, towards the end of 1939, the real food
problem came to light. It was not the problem of feeding the nation
but the problem of fixing prices at levels to suit everybody except
the consumer. It is neither practicable nor desirable to catalogue
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a list of price-fixing Orders, followed by amending Orders to correct
various mistakes and so on. Such a list would be of value only in
viewing the wartime period as a whole-a task not possible until the
close of the war. For immediate purposes, a more general analysis of
the wartime food position is preferable, especially as everything in
this war has proved contrary to expectation. Normally the onslaught
of war is rapid, preparations become of a day-to-day character, and
policy crystallises only slowly. This time general policy has proved
comparatively sound and application of it remarkably poor. Allowing
for aU the difficulties associated with the assembly of a multitude
of prominent directors, with no previous experience of the business or
interested in large combines or marketing schemes) and allowing for
the appropriate disturbance in Whitehall, the fact still remains that the
application of the food plans was far from satisfactory.
THE PREPARATION OF WARTIME FOOD PLANS

The Food (Defence Plans) Department proceeded with the preparation of commodity plans and, in a Report for the year ending
December 1937, issued a statement of general policy, including the
following important principles:-

(a) The experience of the Great War shows that if control is to be
effective in maintaining supplies and holding prices, it must be
introduced before and not after a shortage has arisen and prices
have begun to get out of hand.
(b) It was generally agreed that in future emergency all food should
be under the control of a single authority.
(c) One object of the Food Controller would be to ensure "that
every member of the public would be able to obtain a fair
share of the national food supply at a reasonable price."
Cd) Whenever food control had to be imposed, the transition from
normal trading to wartime control would begin to take effect
within a few hours.
(e) Experience of control in the Great War showed clearly that if
prices are to be controlled, demand as well as supply must be
regulated.
These various conclusions indicate the results of calm deliberation
prior to the complete formulation of plans, the struggles with vested
interests and the hysteria of wartime conditions.
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In the Budget Speech of April 1938 the Chancellor of the Exchequer
explained that the Government had already arranged for the purchase
of snflicient supplies of wheat, \\ hale oil and sugar to meet the needs
of the country during the early months of an emergency. He did not
follow this subject to its logical conclusion, however, for no policy
of national storage of other essential commodities was announced.
By June 1938 commitments in the dlree named commodities amounted
to £7,500,000 and the House authorised payment by the Essential
Commodities (Reserves) Act of July 29, 1938. This Act established
a fund and empowered the Board of Trade to proceed with storage of
essential food. During the remainder of 1938 detailed commodity
plans were prepared in consultation with trading interests. The general
policy was to change gradually from normal trading channels to centralised control which would be initiated by Emergency Orders fixing
maximum prices at all stages from producer to consumer. Probably
trading interests influenced the plans to the extent of centralising
control in the first instance through the large importing and wholesale
houses with subsequent application through retailers to the public.
Eighteen Food Divisions of Great Britain would be established
for area application of the plans. Registration of retailers, licensing
of local manufacturers and ration control of the consuming public
would be in the hands of Food Committees established under Local
Authorities. This was the first departure irom the principle of control
through a single authority and undoubtedly led to much duplication
of effort. The Government then proceeded to provide for Committees
at aU stages of handling on the general basis of an Independent Chairman, civil servants, trading interests and, in some cases, members of
the consuming public. Ration books were printed preparing for the
retail control of such commodities as sugar, meat, bacon and ham,
butter, margarine and cooking fats, indicating that demand control
in these named commodities was regarded as essential. There was a
minor opportunity of operating national control in September 1938
at the time of the Munich Agreement, but a general stand-still Price
Order for a fortnight proved perfectly satisfactory.
TYPES OF CONTROL PLANS

. The food plans varied considerably in complexity according to the
commodity. Probably the simplest referred to liquid milk, a commodity unlikely to be rationed. At the other extreme was meat, which
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involves considerable handling and wide price variation according to
quality and cutting. A few brief summaries of control plans are included as examples to indicate the underlying policy of the Food
(Defence Plans) Department, later known as the Ministry of Food.

Jl1.ilk
At the outbreak of war, under a Director of Milk Supplies would
be a Central Advisory Committee, representing producers, wholesalers, distributors and the Ministry of Food. Divisional Milk Officers
would be appointed in each of the eighteen Food Divisions of Great
Britain, and Divisional Committees would be nominated representing
producers, wholesalers, manufacturers and distributors. The Milk
Boards would continue to function within the scheme of contro!' At a
later stage a new form of contract woule! be made between producer,
Milk Board, Food Controller and purchaser. The producer'S price
would be based on pre-war Pool price, and the purchaser would take
delivery at prices fixed by the Food Controller, according as the
milk were sold for liquid consumption or manufacture. The contract
would provide for adjustments to maintain the Milk Pool Fund selfsupporting. The Controller would endeavour to fix prices as near
pre-war level as possible, and would only change them after consulting
interests involved. Transport might be rationalised for economy. Pool
prices to the farmers would be fixed, having regard to production
costs and the necessity of ensuring adequate supplies. Re-sale prices
would be fixed to cover services performed by wholesalers in pasteurising or otherwise treating the milk. Manufacturing prices would
be fixed having regard to the re-sale prices of the commodities manufactured. It W<:lS not anticipated that there would be much interference
with the normal channel of retail distribution. Retailers and producerretailers would register with the Local Food Offices, and payments
for milk by distributors and manufacturers would be made into the
Milk Pool Fund. Products such as butter, likely to be rationed, would
be controlled by a separate organisation.

Sugar
The Plan provided for a Sugar Control Board under the Food
Controller. There would be four Area Officers and variolls SubArea Officers. In the first stage, all bulk stocks of raw and refined
sugar would be requisitioned and imports controlled. Maximum prices
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would be fixed for all classes of sugar sales and quantities restricted as
required. Various interested parties would be appointed as advisers
to the Control Board and the Sugar Commission would be suspended
on the introduction of complete control. Buying permits would be
issued to retailers on the basis of registered ration cards and supplies
forwarded from refiners or wholesalers according to the bulk required
for the customers' rations. Special allocation would he necessary in
the caSe of sugar for commercial manufacturing both large and small.
Meat

Livestock would be collected through Government agents
and slaughtered at authorised slaughterhouses only. Actually, 400
slaughterhouses of the 16,000 in England and Wales were originally
authorised, but later the number was increased to 750. Ten Wholesale
Meat Supply Associations, covering Great Britain, would be formed
from the principal meat wholesalers. These Associations would be
responsible for taking over all meat imported and home-killed. The
meat would be distributed by the Associations at authorised slaughterhouses, meat markets or wholesale depots. In the 18 Food Divisions
of Great Britain there would be appointed 8 Principal Area Meat
Agents and 308 Deputy Meat Agents to authorise Buying Permits
for retailers and to receive permits for supplies of home-produced
or imported meat. In each Local Area the body of retail butchers
would form a Retail Buying Committee and would elect from their
numbers an Executive Allocation Committee, responsible for receiving
supplies of meat at distributing centres, for making payment for the
meat to the Wholesale Meat Supply Association and for allocating
supplies to retailers in proportion to registered ration cards held by
the retallers.
At the outbreak of war, sales of livestock and meat would continue
through the usual trade channels, subject to an instruction that dealings should be in the usual quantities and at usual prices. Stocks of
imported meat would be requisitioned. All sales of fat stock would
gradually be controlled and maximum prices of fat stock and meat
would be fixed. At the second stage, fat stock would only be sold
for slaughter through authorised collecting centres on a prescribed
liveweight basis. Slaughtering would be restricted to the authorised
slaughterhouses, controlled by Government slaughterhouse managers
under the Ministry of Food. Dead meat and offal would be sold to
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the Retailers' Committees, through the Wholesale Meat Supply Associations at prescribed prices. Payments would be passed to the Government Central Livestock Account. On the introduction of rationing,
retailers would have to obtain buying permits from Area Meat Agents
for amounts of meat based on the number of registered customers.

INTRODUCTION OF WARTIME CONTROL

On August 31, 1939, before the declaration of war, the Government issued the Acquisition of Food (Excessive Quantities) Order,
prescribing as an offence the purchase of more than a normal week's
supply of food by members of the consuming public. Food Control
Committees appointed by Local Authorities, were established under
Constitution Orders dated September 1st and 7th. Requisition and
Control Orders authorised the acquisition and control of stocks of
imported foods and feeding-stuffs and of home-produced foods in
quantities exceeding stated amounts in any stores exceeding a given
capacity. Thus the first application of control operated from the importing or large-scale wholesale end without effective check on
consumer demand.
The next stages were very interesting. Maximum prices of most
commodities were fixed under Provisional Prices Orders limiting
prices to the highest figures obtained under ordinary market conditions
immediately before the war. There followed a series of Maximum
Prices Orders controlling all stages from production to the consumer.
In general, the arrangement was to permit increases to satisfy reasonable demands of home producers and principal trading interests,
covering increased costs arising from war risk insurance, freight
charges and so forth. This method of approach appeared quite
reasonable but, even at this stage, it was apparent that the prices of
competitive imported commodities had generally been raised near to
the corresponding prices of home-produced foods. The Government
held imported stocks and so really became an early war profiteer.
Then the serious business commenced. Under various Orders the
Government restricted the liberation of home and imported produce
through principal wholesalers to about 50 per cent of supplies sold
during a pre-war datum period, and fantastic publicity was introduced
by the Ministers and the controlled Press. Statements such as the
following appeared:-
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"There were adequate supplies offood in the country-The public
should endeavour to halve its purchases of food in the interests of
conserving supplies-The public should spend freely to keep trade
moving-The public should save to help the country to win tile war."

With such contradictory statements issued from official sources, it
is difficult to avoid the conclusion that there was no clear and consistent line of food policy. Public reaction was alarming. Supplies were
deliberately restricted through productive and wholesale channels.
Consumer demand, on the other hand, was cunningly stimulated by
warnings of danger of shortage, by hints that excessive purchases
were illegal, yet those who were prepared to pay found it possible
to obtain floating stocks not yet under control. Consumers toured
from shop to shop in search of food stocks for domestic stOlage and
retailers naturally canvassed newcomers in the hopes of registering
them for rationing in due course. During this disastrous period, food
distribution was most inequitable, with the result that the public
became more concerned at the prospects of shortage. This was the
opportunity for producers and trading interests. Supplies were deliberately curtailed through wholesale channels, whilst demand was
equally deliberately stimulated by hints of condition::; to come. The
Government decreed that pigs should not exceed 13S., then 14S., then
I5S. per score, knowing full well that producers were demanding and
obtaining over 20S. per score. Maximum prices for commodities of all
qualities became minimum prices, and the Government undoubtedly
profited from its controlled imports.
In the case of meat, however, the arrangements failed to mature as
anticipated. Farmers, perhaps fearing shortage of feeding stuffs, or
competition from the heavy Government stocks of imported meat,
unloaded supplies much in excess of normal and prices changed
little. The Minister then decided to remove meat restrictions and to
sanction free action through the usual trading channels until early in
1940. After this, the ungainly organisation of meat control came into
being, presumably to ensure that prices would rise to the anticipated
levels. Whh home-killed meat mainly withdrawn from the market,
the Government could produce its imported stocks at the higher
prices and with a considerable profit.
Restriction of demand or rationing of the public, it would appear,
was to be avoided, presumably because of the risk of keeping down
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prices and leading to discrimination in quality so long as supplies were
heavy. National registration was undertaken on September 29, 1939,
but rationing was postponed until January 8, 1940. Even then the
rationing was limited. Butter, bacon and sugar were allocated at 4 oz.,
4 oz. and I2 oz. respectively per head per week. Finding that bacon
was not being required by reason of quality, price or both, the
Government increased the ration to 8 oz. per head, and reduced the
retail price by 2d. per lb. at the end of JanualY. Public demand,
however, was not yet responding. Meat not being officially rationed
until March lIth, there was no immediate way of dealing with the
crisis. The butter ration was increased to 8 oz. per head per week
from March 25 owing to heavy stocks, but the retail price remained
at IS. 7d. per lb.
The next stage is illuminating. The Government, as philanthropist,
provided subsidies to producers conditional on retai.l prices remaining
low to the public. The Parliamentary story of the contribution is:l. £480,000 weekly to maintain the 4~lb.loaf at 8id. instead of lod.;
2. £235,000 weekly to sell milk at 7d. instead of 8d. per quart;
3. £3 20,000 weekly to keep meat prices below the wartime "eco~
nomic" value; and

4. £80,000 weekly to reduce the retail price of bacon by ld. per
pound.
Apart from the set-off due to Government importation profits, there
is the important fact that producers cannot demonstrate by "proved"
costs that increases due to war are as high as represented. On the
other hand, all interests follow the lead in the hopes of more wartime
"business" fortunes. There would have been a difference had the
Government adopted the sound economic plan of restricting demand
or, in other words, "cutting the suit according to the cloth." Under a
consumer rationed system, demand would be fixed and control of
retailers' supplies on consumer allowances would have been possible.
In the early stages with adequate supplies assured, normal trading
channels could have functioned without hindrance and competition
would have become keen. The results would have been low prices
and a considerable degree of trading rationalisation by competition
and not compensation. Traders well versed in the intricacies of competitive trading could surely succeed where gentlemen of independent
views' or with a specific trading interest in a WhitehaU atmosphere
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could only be expected to fail. Otherwise there would be no case
whatever for private trade, but all the argument would be in favour of
complete nationalisation of the trade of the country. This argument is,
however, avoided during the war by a Government established on
individualism and private trading.
FATE OF THE MARKETING SCHEMES

Curiously enough the national organisations established to control
orderly marketing over the whole country during peace time were
considered unsuitable for controlling the wartime trade of the country.
The Government was probably sound in its wartime view in this
connection, but this obviously implies a regrettable absence of sound
policy before 1939. Price-raising organisations like marketing boards
are of no use in wartime, for the war itself is a far more efficient priceraising agency. Maybe "controlled" price raising is not a popular
subject in wartime where the reward generally goes to the favoured
individual effort. At aU events, marketing schemes soon began to
disappear.
The Milk Products Scheme was initiated and executed by the Milk
Products Marketing (Approval and Suspension) Order after a career
consisting of one meeting of the Board. Under the Defence (Agriculture and Fisheries) Regulations, 1939, the Bacon Development
Board was replaced by a Committee of three persons and the Livestock
Commission by the Minister of Food as from January 15th. On
January 12th the Pigs and Bacon Boards had been suspended from
office by Modification and Suspension Orders. The Potato Marketing
Board appears to have anticipated suspension for, from the early days
of the war, control was virtually in the hands of the chairman and a
representative of potato merchants. The Board was, however, disbanded under the Potato Marketing Scheme, 1933 (Modification and
Suspension) Order of December 14th. The Wheat Commission, after
quite a satisfactory record of achievement, now comes under the axe
in the Agriculture (Miscellaneous War Provisions) Bill dated January 25, 1940. The Minister of Food fixed all prices of the milk contract
operating from April I, 1930 for the duration of the war, but the
Milk Boards remain responsible for contract conditions. For practical
purposes, food dictatorship, however camouflaged, now replaces pro~
ducer monopoly. This does not mean that productive and trading
.interests are to be sacrificed for the benefit of the consumer, but rather
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that. producers' monopoly rings are too wide to be trusted in the
unfathomable depths of wartime administration, as directed by the
Government.
So closes a chapter in the history of British agricultural marketing.
Whatever the olltcome of wartime legislation, the re-establishment of
our peace-time control will bear the stamp of the war, and probably
will be initiated in time to fight an unprecedented post-war slump.
Such conditions would prove most unacceptable to Producers' Boards,
which only satisfy their members by a price-raising policy, but such
are the prospects to be faced.
CONCLUSION

It is only fair to state that Government Food Plans were originally
intended to maintain low food prices to the public, to take powers to
fix maximum prices at all stages, to rationalise transport and to pool
supplies, and so were theoretically means towards complete nationalisation of food supplies. Price levels were to be 4ldvanced only in
response to proved increases of cost.
The first weakness was in the administrative organisation, a matter
naturally discussed with producers and all trading interests. The chief
concern of every interest was to secure for itself a place in die control.
At every stage vested interests enthusiastically offered service, but
usually explained that, in the absence of competitive trading, the
Government should aSsess either commission 01' compensation terms
to make good pre-war profits. The request was doubtless generous
from a business angle, but provided advantages to the trading interests whatever the wartime developments. In the event of appreciable price advances, commission payments represented a handsome
return on the initial investment. In the absence of serious price changes,
the principal interests would still control total supplies and ensure
much more than pre-war individual turnover. The only conditions
to be avoided (from the profit angle) were restriction of consumer
demand alongside competitive trading, for prices would not materially
increase and neither would individual turnover.
Yet to avoid wage increases, particularly among industrial workers,
retail food prices should be kept low to conserve public purchasing
power. With extra requirements for the Forces and the possibility
of shortage of supplies, the only reasonable control would be the control of demand. The position certainly required drastic methods, but
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the essential factor was the immediate registration of the public
with retailers so that supplies of essential foods could only be liberated
in return for tokens or tickets. In the presence of such controlled
demand, there would be less need for wholesale stages to allocate
stocks regardless of quality at a fixed m::lximum price which, in effect,
becomes the only price. Competition between wholesalers in the
presence of controlled demand would keep down prices much more
effectively than Government Orders. There is no doubt that, during
the earlier stages of war, Local Food Offices could have acted and
policed distribution pending stabilisation of supplies and transport.
During the 1914-1& war, rationing was delayed until the price situation
was totally out ofhand.
Yet the effects of controlled demand then were surprisingly good.
Meat is probably the least controllable food for many reasons, yet the
response of rationing was clear. Accurate figures have been supplied
by Mr. R. H. Dearlove, butchery manager, Birmingham Co-opel'ative
Society. Retail prices of meat advanced from about 7!d. per lb. before
I9I4 to 19id. per lb. in 19I7. At the commencement of I918, meat
prices had fallen to 16!d.) chiefly owing to the fact that the public
could not, or would not, pay the prices. On the introduction of
rationing in 1918, retail prices gradually fell to IStd. in 1920. At the
withdrawal of rationing, prices rose rapidly to 18i-d., but, of course,
the subsequent slump of 1922 reduced prices to about IS. per lb.
Previous to the present war, meat retail prices were remarkably con~
stant at about 9id. per lb.
More illuminating figures refer to the butcher's gross margin and
expenses per lb. of meat. From 1914 gross margin rose from I.Sci.
to 4d. per lb. The introduction of rationing reduced this figure to
3el. and, on the withdrawal of rationing, the gross margin rose to
3.75d., only to fall to 2id. with the following slump. The last figure
was approximately the margin operating in 1939. In the tase of expenses, the 1914-18 war raised these from iel. to lid. prior to rationing, but during the rationing period expenses were reduced to lid.
per lb., rising to 2id. on removal of rationing. During the subsequent
peace period, there was a gradual fall in expenses to a figure of lid.
per lb. in 1939.
The important point to observe is that the rationing period 1n the
last war reduced retail prices of meat to the public. It also reduced
distributive expenses of butchers, with the rllsult that profits ofbutcher$

i
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were much higher. With a more sensibly operated system of rationing
with limited wholesale control and competition to retailers, it is
obvious that prices to the public could now be further reduced and
profits to butchers would not compare with those obtained during the
rationing period of the 1914-18 war.
In spite of all previous experience, however, the Government,
obsessed with the importance of managing everything in the country
on a national scale, commenced by taking actual control of imports
and raising prices ofimported foods near to the level of home-produced
commodities. First wholesalers were restricted to the handling of
roughly 50 per cent of previous sales during a pre-war datum period,
so that supply was controlled, but not demand, and prices rose at
each stage of handling. The Government, generally too late to anticipate price advances, tried to legalise higher price levels, whilst warning
interested parties of the dangers of exceeding maximum control prices.
The Government obviously must be powerless to stop price advance
and excessive profit-taking in d1e presence of an artificial shortage of
supplies and a stimulated, if mistaken, increase of demand.
Meanwhile, the elaborate machinery for ultimate national control
had to be initiated, and there seemed to be no end to me installation
of independent nominees, Government supervisors, representatives of
vested interests and others with watching briefs "in the public
interest," whatever that may mean in official circles. On the question
of public interest, it is difficult to conceive of any shortage of food or
rise in price being in ilie public interest. As everyone is a consumer,
me public interest, in its widest sense, appears to involve the consumer's interest. It is certainly not likely that a swollen salary list to
achieve less equitable distribution of less reliable food will make even
a patriotic appeal to the consuming public, unless there is a 'corresponding increase of the public wage packet. Even the Caoinet itself
has issued warnings as to the dangers of inflation following on general
price advances. Thus Sir John Simon, speaking at Glasgow on
January 13, 1940, included the following warnings:"Those who remember the latter part of the last war and the years
that followed it, would never forget the consequences of the inflation
which occurred under war conditions. It was followed by a prodigious
slump, by rapidly falling values, and by immense unemployment. A
great and terribly expensive modern war involved normally increased
purchases by the Government for all sorts of purposes connected with
l.L
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the war and the supply usually available for civilian needs was much
reduced. If civilian consumption remained the same as before, the prices
would be forced up because the available supply would not be nearly
sufficient to meet the demand. If, at the same time, private incomes increased and there was more money to spend, the danger was redoubled
and yet increased income gave no final solution because prices would increase still further and we should find ourselves in that 'vicious spiral'
which leading alternately to a rise in prices and a rise in wages,
constituted inflation and which inevitably in the end brought in its
train the reverse movement of unemployment and slump."
In spite of this, the Government unwisely looks at the problem
of feeding the nation from the angle of cost of production, plus profit,
followed by handling costs, plus profit and so on. Cost of production
has always been an unknown quantity and is likely to remain so until
mass production of standard quality becomes a practical possibility.
Average costs mean nothing. To start from the average cost of production means that for increased requirement the price standard
must be raised until the necessary number of marginal producers
become attracted. Then, in the case of meat for example, numerous
other interests require profits to cover their marginal men, and at each
stage under war conditions the Government requires the cost of its
own organisation to be covered.
Obviously, the final price to the consumer is excessive. The consumer must pay such prices for essential foods, but by so doing he puts
up the price of his own production (including raw materials, transport,
distributive service and exports), and unemployment tends to increase
in the less essential luxury p:t:oducdon, amusements and the like. The
regularly unemployed and old-age pensionel;'s reach so much nearer
the starvation point and become so much greater expense to the
public purse. The application of economics differs little in wartime
from peace-time and the principle of making demand fit supply has
much the same effect whether in war or peace. A war may prove a
temporary device for dealing with unemployment at both ends of
the social scale, but the feeding of the nation is not amenable to wartime
device. It is a consistent and perpetual problem, intimately wrapped
up with home production and importation in such a balance that the
fullest use may be made of the available agricultural and industrial
employment.
The first necessity, whether in peace or war, is to define as accurately
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as possible the market and to concentrate on efficiency in meeting the
market requirement. It is essential to define market requirement, both
in terms of quality and quantity. This involves standardisation of
quality, and for real success the operation of compulsOly grading and
marking in such a way that the grade marks are available to the COnsuming public. In peace time there is no doubt th;_lt compulsory quali ty
grading and the optimum consuming price are two essentials, both
for ascertaining ancl rewarding efficient producers and distributors on
the basis of their real values to the community. Reduction of overhead charges is possible when there is a definite market requirement
to fill and there should be appreciable economies possible owing to the
reduction of waste and selling charges.
During wartime the definition of the market is morC a matter of
restricting consumption on the basis of estimated supplies rather than
developing public consumption. Yet quality and efficiency rewards
are as necessary in wartime as in peace. Compulsory quality grading,
whether in peace Or war, points the way to ultimate economic planning
of the market, but for the moment the approach to price control of
supplies would appear to be through competition between producers
and distributors in the presence of rationed consumer demands. Under
present circumstances .the Government gives no encouragement for
increased efficiency of production or quality of production, as whatever
quality is involved the effect is lost owing to the Government's mania
for pooling or "standardising" quality. Standardising of quality is,
of course, an ultimate ideal, but the attainment of standards by mixing
all qualities is not the way to the standardisation or rationalisation of
marketing. It must be appreciated that the consumer should ultimately
dictate consumption standards and not be a victim of the "vicious
spiral" which has been encouraged by restriction of food supplies in
the first instance prior to restriction of food demand. Prior to the war
this country paid Denmark higher prices to l\eep bacon away from
England, and it appears that during the war the country is paying its
own farmers higher prices to keep food from the market or at least
from the wholesale end of it.
This volume is not a treatise on social science and economics in
general. No attempt is made to discuss the desirable balance between
national earnings and national expenditure in production and consumption of goods. It may be that in an unstable world, the nearest
approach to stability would be through the stabilisation of public
LL'"
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spending power. Such hypothetical deductions arising from the study
of general economics, however, have no direct bearing on the subject
of this book. The subject is the "Feeding of the Nation," and the
foods considered are those essential to life, not luxury foods. A
civilised community surely has a social obligation that its members
should be assured of adequate supplies of essential food as a tight.
It is 110 argumeht that such food can only be supplied at a profit to
everyone handling the commodity, although the profit idea is so
firmly embedded in our community that everyone handling any stage
. in the production of even munitions of war designed to effect public
safety requires the highest profit he can get on the transaction.
There is a case for adequate food to be obtainable for those of low
purchasing power, for as well-nourished citizens they are capable
of contributing more to the welfare of the nation and they cost less
to the State. This is common-sense business. On the other hand, there
is no inherent reason why a sane organisation of national food supplies
should lead to losses for producers or traders. There is no social
argument for the piling up of fortunes in supplying the vital food
needs of the people although there may be a case for the State to make
good proved losses accruing in spite of efficient production and
efficient marketing of essential foods.
The real object of human association in civilised communities is
better living. If the community accepts individuals, their contributions
towards State maintenance, their labour and even their bodies towards
State defence, there should be an implied State obligation to provide
adequate nourishment. The well-nourished and mentally alert citizen
is a national asset; the under-nourished or disease-ridden a national
liability. The community which does not organise its home production and its o'verseas trade on the fundamental basis of an adequately
and suitably nourished population cannot expect a real victory for its
subjects, whatever its feats of arms. Wartime enthusiasm is short-livedr
and the judgment of posterity will be based on the effect of the war
on British subjects rather than on the political elaborations of the
objects of the war.
The limitation or abolition of economic nationalism must loom
large in any attempted reconstruction of Europe. Otherwise there will
be the continued danger of opposing camps of "haves" and "havf
nots." Political interests with the producer price-raising comRlex
should bear this fact in mind and should remember that the peace may
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once again be more diffi.cult to win than the ,,-at. Unless Briti"h reconstruction is commenced before the termination of this war on the basis
of the satisfaction of consumer purchasing power on the b.1Sis of price
and quality with all-round efficiency, the peace outlook for lhis country
will be very black. One of the cleclnrecl objects of the war is to bring
countries to a state of greater security and to renew social and trade
intercourse between them. Economic nationalism is definitely an
obstacle to such development, and if, through a continuance of high
price policy for producers in this country during the war, British
producers and traders have refused to increase their efficiency, it is
surely obvious that after the war they will not be in a position to
compete with other countries. It should be remembered that in spite
of the general world slump after the 1914-r8 war, overseas countries
very quickly commenced to resume their pre-war importance on
the British market to the continued disadvantage of the British producer. The only remedy found last time was a compulsory reduction
of imported foods, by the development of economic nationalism. If
the real objects of the present war are to be secured, economic naLionalism in the future must be sacrificed. In that case the British aCLivities
following 1918 could not be repeated. This is a point worthy of very
serious attention.
There may still be justification for civilised communities to indulge
in the barbarism of warfare in order to deal with barbarians, but there
is nO justification for a civilised community to tolerate malnutrition
within its own boundaries. The cost of eliminating malnutrition is a
small fraction of the cost of conducting modern warfare. How long,
then, will the needy and the oppressed within our own country be compelled to suffer the torture of under-nourishment? The problem of
feeding the nation is the problem of re~creating the nation in order
to demonstrate, in practice, all that is noblest and best in civilisation.
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